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This report represents the. combined observations of Army personnel assigned to
Task Force 68, Operation "HIGHjUMP", Naval Antarctic Development Project,
December 1946 to April 1947. The War Department responded willingly to a Navy
invitation to send observers on this important expedition and increased its representation to sixteen, ten more than originally allotted by the Navy. (The personnel
included four men with prior Antarctic experience.)
The Army cooperated with the Navy in respect to materiel items, particularly
in regard to Ordnance vehicles and Quartermaster items of issue .including special
rations, tents, skis, stoves, sleeping bags, and cold weather clothing.
The Army observers were primarily a cross-section representing Army Air Forces,
Army Ground Forces, and some of the technical services. The combined background
permitted a general coverage of primary Army interests, particularly in the fields of
polar research, engineering, communications, personal health and protection, surface
transportation, meteorology, photography, air operations, emergency rescue, and
various fields of scientific research.
By Navy request, the Army observers' activity was to be segregated specifically
from expedition operations. However, they asked for or accepted voluntary work
assignments which would permit better opportunities for military observations.
The Army personnel therefore had an active part in many operational activities
including exploratory flights, air operations, base construction, photography, oversnow travel, meteorology, emergency rescue planning, training, scientific projects,
and other activities.
The Army observers were concentrated for the most part with the Central Group
which operated on the Ross Shelf Ice, as there was little of concern to the Army in
respect to ship movements and seaplane activity of the Eastern and Western Groups.
The War Department issued no special instructions to its observers, but appointed a
senior observer who was well qualified as to the broad interests of the Army in high
latitude operations and thoroughly cognizant as to Antarctic conditions. The senior
Army observer organized the observation team and clarified fields of responsibility.
The trip to Antarctica aboard the U. S. S. Mount Olympus, Flagship of the Task Force,
was spent in frequent conference to prepare for maximum utilization of observation
opportunities in the Antarctic. The plan worked smoothly while on the ice permitting the observers to work independently with only occasional coordination with the
senior observer. On the return, the observers held daily conferences and prepared
•
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necessary joint logs and reports by means of dictation into a wire recorder. The
specific topics for which the observers were individually qualified and responsible
were prepared separately.
Within one week upon return to the United States the Army observation reports,
in rough draft, including illustrations, were submitted to the War Department and
were made available in most instances to the agencies primarily concerned. The
publication of the combined Army observers' report was purposely postponed until
the Navy's much larger report could have prior release. It is felt that the Army
observers' report, although it does not attempt to cover ship operations or problems of
primary concern to the Navy, does contain many valuable independent observations
from an Army viewpoint that do not constitute a duplication of the Navy's "Report
of Operation Highjump". (D. S. Navy Antarctic Development Project 1947.)
The Army's combined observers' report has in no manner attempted to evaluate
or criticize the Navy's Operation Highjump. It has been a conscientious effort to
report the operation as planned and executed. Each contributor was requested
to consider the operation in the light of the problems with which the Army would be
faced, were it to undertake a similar project, and to make recommendations as to
how difficulties could be obviated.
The War Department is indebted to the Navy for including Army observers on
Operation Highjump under the commendable leadership of Rear Admiral R. E. Byrd
and Reilr Admiral R. H. Cruzen. The Army observers, and those who have assisted
in production of this report, are to be commended for the very valuable contributions they have made to the War Department research and development program.

H. S. AURAND
•
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Major General, GSC
Director of Research & Development
War Department General Staff
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SECTION I. Planning of Operation "HIGHJUMP"
1. Command of Project.
The United States Navy's "Antarctic Development Project, 1947," identified by the
code word HIGHJUMP, was established by
the Chief of Naval Operations to be carried
out by Task Force 68 of the Atlantic Fleet.
This force, commanded by R ear Admiral
Richard H. Cruzen, was under the operational and administrative control of the
Commander in Chief, U. S. Atlantic Fleet.
Technical control was retained by the Chief
of Naval Operations and exercised through
Rear Admiral Richard E. Byrd, USN (Ret.),
who was designated as the officer in charge
of the project and during the conduct of
operations exercised technical control. Tactical command at all times remained with
the Commander Task Force 68.

2. Assumptions.
a. That ice conditions would permit access
to the proposed operating areas.
b. That weather conditions encountered
would permit conduct of planned air and
surface operations.
c. That no vessels of the task force would
spend the winter in the Antarctic.

3. Objectives of Project
a. To establish a temporary base and airstrip on the Ross Shelf Ice in the vicinity of
Little America, Antarctica, and conduct
systematic long range air exploration of the
l6G27 -1 - 48
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Antarctic Continent therefrom, and conduct
naval operations and carry out specific projects for training naval personnel, testing
materials, and amplifying scientific knowledge of the Antarctic.
h. To extend the area of exploration of the
Antarctic Continent, utilizing aircraft based
on tenders operating around the continental
.
penmeter.
c. To examine the limits and character of
the ice belt surrounding the Antarctic Continent and the coast line where accessible by
surface ships.
d. To carry out assigned naval and scientific projects in order to'(1) Train personnel and test materiel in
the frigid zones.
(2) Explore the largest practicable area
of the Antarctic Continent.
(3) Determine the feasibility of establishing, maintaining, and utilizing bases in the
Antarctic, and investigate possible base sites.
(4) D evelop techniques for establishing,
maintaining, and utilizing bases on ice, with
particular reference to later applicability of
such techniques to operations in interior
of ice caps where conditions are comparable
to those in the Antarctic.
(5) Amplify existing stores of knowledge
of hydrographic, geographic, geological, meteorological, and electromagnetic propagation
conditions in the area.
(6) Supplement objectives of the 1946
NANOOK operation.
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4. Task Force Composition.
Task Force 68 was subdivided into four
task groups with the following locations and
objectives:
a. Central Group. The Central Group was
composed of the following vessels:
1 Communications Ship (AGC), the U. S. S.
Mount Olympus (Flagship).
1 Ice breaker, "wind class" (WAG), the
U. S. C. G. C. Northwind.
1 Ice breaker (AG), the U. S. S. Burton
Island.
2 Supply ships (AKA), u. s. s. rancey and
U. S. S. Merrick.
1 Submarine (SS), u. S. S. Sennet.
This task group was to proceed to the Bay of
Whales, land and establish a temporary base
and airstrip in the vicinity of Little America,
conduct systematic long range air exploration and associated operations, carry out
various training and test projects, and support scientific investigations in the interests
of amplifying our knowledge of the Antarctic.
b. Western Group. The Western Group
was composed of the following vessels:
1 Seaplane tender (AV), the U. S. S. Currituck.
1 Tanker (AO), the U. S. S. Cacapon.
1 Destroyer (DD), the U. S. S. Henderson.
c. Eastern Group. The Eastern Group was
composed of the following vessels:
1 Seaplane tender, the U. S. S. Pine Island.
1 Tanker, the U. S. S. Canisteo.
1 Destroyer, the U. S. S. Brownson.
This task group was to proceed to the vicinity
0
0
of Peter I Island (69 S. latitude and 91 W.
longitude) and from this location begin
systematic air exploration of assigned areas
of the continent and coast line. This area
was to be covered by moving eastward along
the continental perimeter, keeping just outside of the ice pack.
d. Carrier Group. In addition to the above
one aircraft carrier, the U. S. S. Philippine
Sea was to ferry the R4D aircraft and one

H03S helicopter down to the limits of the
ice pack from which point the •R4D aircraft
were to be flown southward over the Ross
Sea to the airstrip on the ice shelf. The
helicopter was to be carried within range of
Little America aboard the ice breaker
Northwind.
•

5. General Concept of Operations after
Arrival.
The primary objectives of the expedition
were: To explore and map by aerial reconnaissance and photography as much of the
unexplored and unmapped portions of the
interior as possible and certain unknown or
improperly charted parts of the coast line;
to test cold weather air operations from ice
cap terrain with conventional wheel landing
gear by constructing and using a matted
airstrip; and to determine the feasibility of
and develop techniques for establishing,
maintaining, and utilizing air bases on ice.
To these ends the various phases of the operation were planned as follows:
a. Base Site. The ice barrier was to be
approached in the Bay of Whales area and a
thorough investigation made to locate a
feasible base site in that area. If the bay
was found closed and the area unsuitable for
landing, search was to be made along the
barrier, aided by observation from the helicopter carried aboard the U. S. C. G. C.
Northwind. The site selected had to satisfy
the following requirements:
(1) The top of the barrier must be
accessible from the ice, foot or bay ice.
(2) The general area had to be one in
which the ice showed minimal signs of a
tendency to break off.
(3) The terrain must present a level
straightaway 1 mile long for the airstrip.
b. Base Construction. The senior Civil Engineer Corps officer was to be responsible
for construction of the base and airstrip.
All construction was planned to continue
3

on a 24-hour basis. The following priorities
were given to the various phases of establishing the base:
(1) Priority One. Construct an access roadway from the ship's side to a place of safety
on top of the barrier, set up rigging to move
cargo sleds from ship to barrier top, establish
an emergency subsistence facility on the
barrier top, and install communications for
local control of unloading and construction.
(2) Priority Two. Break a trail from the
first supply and equipment depot on the
barrier top ("place of safety" mentioned
above) to the base camp site.
(3) Priority Three. Erect a 300-man temporary tent camp.
(4) Priority Four. Install air operating facilities such as quonset hut for service facilities,
radio equipment, and the pierced plank
landing mat 150 by 5,000 feet with parking
area, fuel dump, and runway lights.
(5) Priori~y Fille. Erect 35-man emergency
winter hut camp.
(6) Priority Six. Special facilities for testing
equipment under cold weather conditions.
c. Carrier Group Operations. Upon completion of the airstrip (estimated late January)
two R4D aircraft were to be called from the
carrier lying outside of the ice pack at about
0
0
70 S. latitude and 175 W. longitude.
These planes. were to make the flight and
test the landing strip before the balance of
the R4D aircraft were called. The destroyer
Henderson was to act as plane guard during the
launching operation. After ferrying and
launching the aircraft, no further role was
planned for the carrier which was then to
be released for return to the Canal Zone.
The helicopter on the Philippine Sea was to
be brought in to within flying distance of the
base site aboard the U. S. C. G. e. Northwind.
d. GeneraL Air Plan. (1) After the aircraft
from the carrier had joined the. central
group the planes available at the main base
would be the following:
6 R4D (C-47) based ashore.
•
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1 JA (C-64) on skis based ashore.
1 H03S (commercial type) helicopterbased ashore.
2 J2F (amphibians) one on U.S.e.G.C.
Northwind and one on U.S.S. Burton Island.
1 HOS (R-6) helicopter based on the
U.S.C.G.C. Northwind.
1 H03S helicopter based on the U.S.S.
Burton Island.
2 Or (L 5) based ashore.
With this equipment systematic exploration
within the limits of practicable flight by the
specially modified R4D aircraft was to be
carried out. The range of these aircraft with
cabin tanks was estimated at 750 miles'
radius. It was intended to fly standard
sector search tracks spaced so that adjacent
plane tracks at the end of the sector would be
no more than 60 miles apart. The planes
were oxygen equipped and where possible
were to fly at 10,000 feet altitude over the
average terrain level while taking trimetrogon photographs. All R4D's were to be
modified to a combination ski-wheel landing
gear. The smaller aircraft were earmarked
for rescue and short range reconnaissance.
(2) The Eastern and Western Task Groups
each had available the following aircraft:
3 PBM-5 seaplanes ..
Western all on U.
1 HOS (R-6) . heliS. S. Currituck.
copter ......... .
Eastern all on U.
1 SOC seaplane .... .
S. S. Pine Island.
1 H03S helicopter .. I
The helicopters and seaplanes were to be
used for rescue and short range reconnaissance. The PBM aircraft. were to be
used in pairs to conduct exploration of assigned areas. Each group was to move
gradually in a direction away from the Ross
Sea area along the continental perimeter.
They were to concentrate on areas outside
of a 750-mile circle from the Central
Group's base. Flights were to cover the
coast line first in order to provide maximum
geographical reference for succeeding flights

into the interior. After photographing the
coast line, flights were to be made into the
interior up to 700 miles from the ships.
General areas covered are indicated on map,
appendix VII 1.
e. Withdrawal. When the season advanced
to the more difficult weather of the Antarctic
fall, making air operations unprofitable or
impracticable (estimated late March) ships
of the Central Group were to be loaded and
cleared from the Ross Sea and the entire task
force withdrawn from the Antarctic area for
return to the United States.
/. Emergency Base. It was planned that no
personnel would remain in the Antarctic
except to continue a rescue operation. If
this became necessary the winter party of
about 35 men and officers would be chosen

insofar as possible from volunteers and would
occupy the emergency camp mentioned
above as fifth priority in the base construction plan. If possible this camp was to be
located so as to utilize the buildings left by
the U. S. Antarctic Service Expedition in
1941 ("3rd Byrd Expedition"). The complement of the emergency camp was planned
to include one medical officer and one
medical enlisted man.
g. Scientific Research. As auxiliary activities
many scientific projects were to be pursued
in such fields as geology, meteorology,
terrestrial magnetism, oceanography, radar
propagation, etc. Certain of these projects
were under the direction of civilian scientists from nonmilitary governmental agenCles.
•

SECTION II. Activities of U. S. Army Observers
1. PersonneL

The personnel serving as War Department
observers on Operation HIGHJUMP, together with the agencies they represented
were as follows:
Dr. Paul A. Siple, civilian, WDGS, Research
and Development (Assistant to Admiral
Byrd on technical matters).
John N. Davis, Lt. Col., Inf., Infantry
School (Airborne).
Willis S. Johns, Lt. Col., A. c., AAF Communications.
R. C. Love, Lt. Col., M. C., AAF, The Air
Surgeon.
James H. Holcombe, Maj., C. E., AAF, The
Air Engineer.
Dan Crozier, Maj., M. C., Brooke Army
Medical Center.
Mr. A. H. Waite, civilian, Chief Signal Corps
and Signal Corps Engineering Laboratory.
Murray A. Wiener, Capt., A.· C., AAF
Rescue Service.

Chas. H. Harrison, Capt., A. C., AAF,
Weather Service.
Mr. Robert Davis, civilian, Strategic Air
Command (radar mapping observer).
S. A. London, 1st Sgt., AAF Rescue Service
(paratrooper) .
A. J. L. Morency, C., W.O., Amphibious
Engineers.
In addition to the above, four U. S. Army
enlisted photographers were on the expedition as participants under Navy direction.
They were: Cpl. J. M. Waltersdorf and
Cpl. J. Shimberg, central group; Cpl. H. C.
Foster, Western group; and Cpl. E. Zinberg,
Eastern group.
"

2. Policies of the Commander, Task Force
68.
The policies of the Commander Task
Force 68 with reference to the activities of the
Army observers were as follows:
a. Army observers were not to participate
5

•

in the operation or the projects set up for
accomplishment by the Navy Department.
Their capacity as observers only was maintained except as requested by the task force
staff.
b. In order that the final report on HIGHJUMP might be as complete and comprehensive as possible, it was directed that observers submit their official reports to or via
the Task Force Commander. If desired,
observers were given the choice of submitting
advance copies of their reports to interested
addressees, The Task Force Commander
was to be informed of advance copies so
distributed
c. Commanders were directed to furnish
the Army group with all information and
assistance possible in the furtherance of their
•
•
mlsslOn.
d. Complete photographic coverage of all
aspects of the operation was planned, and
any additional photographic work desired
by Army observers was to be made available.

3. Planning of Activities.
Planning of observers' activities was initiated after departure from Balboa, C. Z.
Regular meetings of all Army personnel were
scheduled three times a week, and plans
were drawn up for coverage of all task force
projects and activities.
a. A master chart listing all major activities and subdivisions thereof was prepared in
such a way as to indicate the primary,
secondary, and minor interests of each observer in the various phases of the operation.
The master chart included official Navy test
and research projects and in addition many
routine phases of the operation which it was
believed would yield valuable information.
The medical officers submitted a jointly
prepared outline of subjects to cover which
became the medical section of the Army
project list.
b. It was decided that a final consolidated
report to the War Department would be
•
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written on the return journey from material
assembled by the various observers. Each
Army observer wrote the sections for which
he had been originally assigned and considered best qualified. These assignments
carried with them the responsibility for
detailed observation and final preparation
of material for the consolidated report.
c. It was believed preferable that most
Army observers live ashore from the earliest
possible date in close contact with the operation. Accordingly, a memorandum was submitted to the Chief of Staff, Task Force 68
requesting that this be authorized. Subsequently the task force commander directed
that during the early phase of unloading
supplies and building the airstrip, only personnel essential to the actual progress of the
work would be quartered on the ice. All
other personnel, both Navy and Army, were
to sleep aboard ship. During this period
the presence of these officers on the ice was
to be permitted insofar as it did not place a
burden on the shore party in erecting tent ,
quarters, expanding the mess to accommodate them, etc. See Task Force Memorandum, this subject, appendix II. Exception
to this policy in connection with the War
Department observers was made in the case
of Maj. Holcombe, Aviation Engineer observer, who was invited to assist by participating in the operation in his field and was
authorized to quarter ashore at any time at
the discretion of the senior naval engineering
officer. Other Army personnel were to be
quartered ashore after the landing and construction phases.
d. In view of the detailed and complete
photo coverage of all kinds planned for the
expedition it was the hope of the medical
observers that a moving picture covering
the medical support of the operation might
be assembled. The privilege of requesting
photographic coverage was extended to the
Army group and a comprehensive list of
medical subjects was submitted.

e. It was foreseen that many of the data
assembled by various observers would require interpretation and correlation with
the weather conditions prevailing when the
observations were made. The AAF Weather
Service observer was assigned the responsibility for obtaining and recording daily information on temperature, wind, cloud cover, etc.

4. Activities Ashore.
Most Army observers made daily visits
ashore until 23 January when tent quarters
were made available and were occupied
from that date until the shore party was
evacuated on the U. S. C. G. C. Burton Island.
Information was gathered principally
through the medium of daily contact with
personnel of the base camp. Press conferences were not attended by Army observers,
with the exception of a few instances. Each
air crew member was interrogated after all

major flights. Engineering officers, crew
chiefs, and line mechanics were also contacted on matters relating to their work
activities. Permission was obtained from the
base commander and senior officer of the
flight echelon to attend aircrew briefings, and
this was done whenever possible. Major
Dan Crozier, M. c., and C. W. O. Anthony
J. L. Morency were members of the party
which made a week's trip to the Rockefeller
Mountains in tracked vehicles.

5. Recommended Assignments of Army
Observers.
The following memorandum from Dr.
Paul A. Siple, Senior War Department
Observer, to Capt. R. S. Quackenbush,
USN, Chief of Staff, Task Force 68, outlined
the recommended assignments for the Army
observers while with the Task Force on
Operation Highjump:

18 December 1946
Aboard USS Mount Olympus
MEMORANDUM TO: Capt. R. S. Quackenbush, U. S. N., Chief of Staff,
Task Force 68, Operation "HIGHJUMP".
FROM:

Dr. Paul A. Siple; Senior War Dept. Observer, U. S.
Army.

SUBJECT:

Recommended assignments of Army Observer personnel during phase I of Ice Operations (Prior to
arrival of R4D aircraft).

1. The following recommendations are summarized from detailed observation plans now under preparation to be submitted at a later date. Army
Observer personnel are sincerely interested in the success of Operation "HIGHJUMP" and are willing, individually or collectively, to be of such assistance
to the Task Force Commander as he might desire, insofar as they are capable,
providing, of course, that such possible assignments permit ample opportunity
to carry out observations of their specifically assigned fields by the War Department. The following list of Army Observer Personnel is given by name, showing
individual primary interests and personal choice of location:
A. Dr. Paul A. Siple, W. D. C. S.:
(a) To be available at all times for advice as desired by the Officer
in Charge and the Commanding Officer of Task Force 68, on subjects pertaining
7

to Antarctic Geography, safety of personnel and general operations ashore,
including scientific research program.
.
(b) To be available to assist the Task Force' Commander in selection
of suitable safe sites for various operations on the ice.
(c) To observe physical factors related to the construction of the airstrip.
(d) When not occupied with (a), (b), and (c) above, to accompany
. members of the scientific group concerned with studies and surveys of the deformation of the Ross Shelf Ice.
(e) To observe factors of human adaptations, acclimatization, accustomization, clothing protection, climatic effects and carry out personal experimentation on radical clothing designs.
(f) To take such opportunities as may be provided to carry out visual
observations from the air, to continue previous studies of the morphology of the
glaciation of Antarctica and its general geographic structure.
CHOICE OF LOCATION:
(1) As desired by Admiral Cruzen.
(2) At the airstrip camp.
(3) With the bivouac camp for scientific group, planning to study
ice deformation,
(4) Ahoard ship.
B. Lt. Col. Robert C. Love, M. c.:
(a) Primary interest concerns general and specific problems of aeromedical and general medical nature. This latter will include all phases of health,
sanitation, preventive medicine, casualties, acclimatization, clothing protection,
accustomization, psychological factors, fatigue and endurance, food and water
supply, observation of medical facilities and methods used a~hore, including
evacuations, etc. In order to make these observations during phase I of the Ice
Operations, prior to the arrival of the R4D aircraft, it is desired that Col. Love
and Major Crozier, listed below, be permitted to live with the shore party, so
that they may experience the actual living conditions on a twenty-four hour basis.
To this end, they are both willing to accept physical assignments to maintain close
contact \"Iith working and comtruction parties who are subjects of their observations. It is assumed that if such assignments are made, they will be of such
nature as to permit adequate time to make and record observations. Of special
regard to Col. Love and Major Crozier, commuting from the ship daily will interfere with their personal acclimatization and accustomization, thus making poor
observers and, as well, remove them for important hours each day from their
subjects.
(b) After the arrival of the R4D aircraft, Col. Love desires to transfer
his primary interest to subjects of aero-medical nature, while Major Crozier
will continue to have a primary interest in human and medical problems of
shore based personnel.
CHOICE OF LOCATION:
(1) Atthe airstrip camp.
(2) Self-provided bivouac near the airstrip camp.
(3) Aboard ship.
•
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C. Lt. Col. John N. Davis, In}.:
(a) Primary interest concerns all types of operations to be carried on
ashore, especially landing and tracked vehicles' performance; obsen a tions of
Ordnance and Chemical Warfart' tests, portable field communication equipment,
and general utilization of manpower and techniques for meeting problems for
operations of the Ice. He will be assisted in observation~ of performance of
automotive vehicles and transportation problems by C. W. O. Anthony Morency,
Ord., after Mr. Morency's arrival on the Ross Shelf Ice.
(b) Desires permission (verbally ipdicated to Task Force Commander)
to make a short flight for the purpose of testing airborne troop type parachutes
in vicinity of the base airstrip. Col. Davis will be assisted and joined in actual
parachute jump by 1st/Sgt. Jack London, USAAF, ATC.
(c) Included in Col. Davis's field of interests covering observations for
the Army Ground Forces are tests on landing force equipment, BUORD
PROJECT 1 (i) and technique and principles of dog sledging.
CHOICE OF LOCATION:
(1) At airstrip base camp.
(2) At ship
D. Lt. Col. Willis S. Johns, Air Corps:
(a) Primary field of interest is that of communications, including all
aspects generally and many specifically. Some observations will be made
jointly with Mr. Amory Waite, Signal Corps. Because of the nature of the first
phase, being primarily communications between ship and shore, Lt. Col. Johns
can probably best carry out his observations by living aboard ship, with occasional trips ashore.
(b) After arrival of R4D aircraft, Lt. Col. Johns' primary interest will
shift to communication problems and tests related to the flight operations.
(c) Of special interest are problems of task force organization and personnel handling, commands, and assignments.
(d) Observations to include general operations of aircraft, including
cold weather techniques of flight preparations, aircraft performance, communications, and navigation.
CHOICE OF LOCATION:
(1) Aboard ship.
(2) At base camp after arrival of R4D aircraft.
E. Major James H. Holcombe, Air Corps Engineer:
(a) Observe and participate in construction of airstrip and advanced
air base on Ross Shelf Ice. It has been indicated informally that Major Holcombe's services as an air engineer consultant and as an officer to assist in construction of the airstrip may be requested, and to this end he is willing to cooperate
to the fullest extent. This would permit him to be billeted ashore where he can
best observe while helping in his primary field of interest.
(b) Observe tests, performance, and suitability of standard construction
equipment, materials, vehicles, fuels, and lubricants.
(c) Observe cargo handling and unloading.
(d) Determine physical characteristics of possible future air base sites.

•
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(e) Observe demolition operations in icefields if such prove necessary,
or are attempted for test purposes. If such procedure is contemplated, Major
Holcombe would appreciate being placed on the ship most likely to carry out
this work, providing that such temporary assignment would not interfere with
other observation activities listed above, in order of their importance to this
observer.

CHOICE OF LOCATION:
(1) At airstrip base camp.
(2) Self-provided bivouac near airstrip base camp.
(3) Aboard ship

F. lvIaJor Daniel Crozier, M. G.:
(a) Primary observation interests are the same as listed for Col. Love,
with the exception that primary interest concerns ice based personnel.

CHOICE OF LOCATION:
(1) At airstrip base camp.
(2) Self-provided bivouac near airstrip base camp.
(3) Aboard ship.

G. Capt. Charles H. Harrison, Air Corps:
(a) Meteorological observations, analysis, interpretation, and predictions. To this end, it is understood that Capt. Harrison will work in close
coordination with the meteorological program and is willing to assume such
responsibilities as may be assigned to him in this field.
(b) To observe and record physical characteristics of the environment of Antarctic cond.itions which produce effects upon man, equipment, and
operations.
CHOICE OF LOCATION:
(1) Aboard ship.
(2) At the airstrip base camp.
H. Capt. Murray A. Wiener, Air Corps:
(a) To observe all aspects of search and rescue operations, including air,
sea, and ice. These observations will include problems concerning communication and aids, transportation study, to include land and ski-type aircraft, helicopters, small boats, over-snow vehicles and utilization of dogs and sleds;
evacuation and care of personnel and casualties, emergency equipment and use
of equipment.
(b) To offer assistance to the Task Force Commander and advice, as
requested, based upon prior experience on above-mentioned subject and experience gained on former polar expeditions.
(c) To observe and record aspects of clothing protection and general
personnel requirements for operations in Antarctica.
(d) To aid scientific group, when not occupied with higher priority
studies.
CHOICE OF LOCATION:
(1) N airstrip base camp.
(2) Self-provided bivouac near airstrip base camp.
•

•
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(3) With bivouac camp for scientific group.
(4) Aboard ship.
1. Mr. Amory Waite, Signal Corps:
(a) To observe installation, operation, and maintenance of all radio
equipment, particularly as affected by cold weather and Antarctic environmental
conditions.
(b) To observe the same factors in regard to meteorological and photographic materials and equipment.
(c) To observe generally and specifically the technical performance of
all types of communications, electrical and electronic equipment, batteries, and
items of issue by the Signal Corps, as utilized by the Task Force.
(d) To be available as desired by the Commanding Officer of the Task
Force for advice and assistance on subjects listed above and general problems
concerning Antarctica operations as previously experienced.
(e) In the early phase of the operation, temperatures will not be sufficiently low to make most of the desired observations listed above. He has therefore offered his services to the scientific group studying the deformation of the
shelf ice. As an alternate to this suggestion, Mr. Waite has suggested he accompany the ship, if approved, which will erect the automatic weather station,
possibly at Coleman Island, to cover observations of meteorological equipment
and communications.
CHOICE OF LOCATION:
(1) Bivouac camp with scientific survey party.
(2) On ship, erecting automatic weather station and resultant shore
party.
(3) At airstrip base camp.
(4) Aboard ship.

J.

C. W. O. Anthony B. Morency, Amphibious Engineers:

(a) To observe all phases automotive equipment and to assist Col.
Davis in general observations of specific interest to U. S. Army Ground Forces.
This is contingent upon his transfer from the U. S. S. Cacapon to the Mount
Olympus and the Central Group.
(b) His services based upon past Antarctic experiences are available as
may be desired by the Task Force Commander.

CHOICE OF LOCA TION:
(1) At airstrip base camp.
(2) Aboard Mount Olympus.

K. 7st Sgt. S. A. London, Air Corps:
(a) To assist with observation program concerning search and rescue
listed above under Capt. Wiener.
(b) To assist the program of testing Army type paratroop equipment as
listed above under Col. Davis.
(c) Services available as so desired by Task Force Commander for search
and rescue operations as based upon specific training under the Army Air Trans11
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port Command for this type of work, including parachuting, trail work, and dog
driving and driving of over-snow vehicles.
(d) When services not required as listed above, Sgt. London is available
to assist scientific party studying deformation of shelf ice.
CHOICE OF LOCATION:
(1) Airstrip base camp.
(2) Self-provided bivouac with scientific party.
(3) Aboard ship.
L. Pvts.]. Shimberg and ]. M. WaltersdorJ, Signal Corps:
(a) Assigned to Photographic staff of Task Force 68 .
(b) To observe performance of photographic equipment and materials
under operating conditions.
(c) Maintain photographic record of subjects in official files of specific
interest to the Army observation program.
CHOICE OF LOCATION:
(1) As determined by Chief, Photographic Staff.
(2) Airstrip base camp.
(3) Aboard ship.
M. Mr. Robert L. Davis, Air Corps:
(a) It is anticipated that Mr. Davis will join the Central Group from
the U. S. S. Philippine Sea by accompanying Rear Admiral R. E. Byrd or by
P2V's. If in the latter case, he will have specific assignment of radar member
of crew under Commander Davies. If in the former case, his interests will be
as follows:
(la) Observation and consultant on all aspects of radar and electronic
equipment.
(ib) Observation on all phases of high latitude aerial navigation,
aerial photography, mapping, and interpretation.
(ic) Observation on all phases of physical research and test performed
by the Task Force .
. CHOICE OF LOCATION:
(1) With aviation detachment at airstrip base camp.
(2) Aboard ship.
PAUL A. SIPLE
Senior War Dept. Representative

•

•
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SECTION III.

Narrative

Account

of

Operation

IIHighjumpll*
The flagship of the task force, U. S. S.
Mount Olympus, sailed from Norfolk, Virginia,
with the U. S. S. Pine Island, U. S. C. G. C.
Northwind, and U. S. S. Browson on 2 December 1946. The voyage of 5 days to the
Panama Canal was uneventful. Transit of
the Canal was made in the afternoon and
early evening of Saturday, December 7th
and shore leave in Balboa and Panama City
was authorized over the week end. Departure from the Canal Zone was made December 10th, and the equator was crossed on the
12th. The passage from latitude 40° S. to
0
Scott Island (near 180 W. longitude and
the Antarctic Circle) was relatively calm
considering the reputation these waters havc
for extremely heavy weather. Naval foul
weather gear was issued to all hands at
about 45° S. but was used very little until the
force turned south from Scott Island. Talks
on subjects relating to living and operating
on the Antarctic continent were given to
both officers and men by personnel with
experience on previous Byrd Expeditions.
Training films on a wide variety of medical
subjects were shown in the sick bay to
medical and other interested personnel almost every day between the equator and the
Ross Sea.
The first whales were sighted on Christmas
day and the first iceberg the following day at
about 60° S. latitude.
The ports of departure and sailing dates of
task force vessels and necessary refueling
operations precluded all vessels' making the
trip in their assigned groups. Some vessels
of the Eastern and Western Task Groups
went almost direct to their assigned operating
areal. Others met at Scott Island, and the
* For

expanded dally activities, see Chapter 13 "Combined
Observers· Log.
II

final disposition by groups as planned was
made subsequent to this rendezvous. In the
vicinity of Scott Island a refueling operation
was carried out, some personnel and equipment were exchanged between vessels, and
the U. S. C. G. C. Northwind made an ice
reconnaissance to the south. A relatively
open area was found and after a day and a
half at the island the central group turned
southward on December 31st. Extremely
heavy ice pack was encountered on. the
second day south of Scott Island. Many
huge bergs of barrier ice were interspersed
among large, closely adjacent floes of thick
bay ice. Virtually no progress was made for
5 days in this area about 69° S. latitude.
When the pack was finally cleared on December 14th, 10 days more than planned for
had been expended in reaching the barrier.
The Bav, of Whales was reached on the
15th and on that day and the next, small
reconnaissance parties were sent into the
bay on the ice breaker to estimate the landing possibilities and locate a base site. On
the 17th unfavorable wind and ice conditions
for entering the bay prevailed. At about this
time it was thought that operations ashore
would have to be curtailed. First, due to the
width and heaviness of the ice pack the
most extreme condItions ever reported in
this area an early freeze-up of the Ross Sea
appeared likely. Second, the flagship and
the two cargo vessels had received varying
degrees of damage in the passage through the
ice. For these reasons a tentative departure
date of 5 February was considered. Having
arrived 10 days later than planned, and with
departure by the end of the first week in
February a possibility, there remained only.
3 weeks for unloading, construction of the
base, and shore based air operations. Ac•
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cordingly, the construction of the metal
airstrip was deleted from the plan, although
short sections were to be laid for testing purposes. The R4D aircraft would then fly from
plain ice shelf surface and would all be on
skis throughout the operation.
The flagship entered the bay and tied up
to the ice on January 22nd. Camp construction, including mess facilities was completed and the camp fully occupied on the
23rd of January. At this time work on the
aviation facilities was accelerated, and by
the 25th the Central Group was ready to
receive the planes from the carrier. Weather
conditions were not satisfactory at both the
Philippine Sea and the Bay of Whales until the
evening of 29 January, when the planes were
called. The first two took off shortly before
midnight and arrived at about 0500 hours on
30 January. The· others arrived the same
day around noon. The ice breaker, returning from its rendezvous with the Philippine
Sea, reported much improved ice conditions
in the Ross Sea. Accordingly, it was decided to finish unloading the ships, leave a
200-man air party ashore, escort the ships out
through the pack, and send the ice breaker
U. S. C. G. C. Northwind and U. S. S. Burton
Island (the latter to arrive soon from the States)
back to the bay for subsequent evacuation of
the shore party. This plan had been considered previously and now appeared feasible
due to improved conditions in the ice pack.
March 1st was set as the latest date for final
evacuation of the shore party aboard the ice
breakers. The ships departed the Bay of
Whales on 6 February.
In the meantime the R4D aircraft were
modified by removal of the wheels to plain .

ski (retractable) landing gear, loading plans
were modified in accordance with final operational requirements, and aircrews made
trial flights, checking out on the modified
landing gear and JATO on plain snow surface. A trail party of seven men in two
L VT's ("alligators") was prepared to journey
0
southeast to approximately longitude 139
W. and latitude 82 0 S. to establish a weather
observation point in support of the flights
to be made. This party was out from 12 to
19 February, reaching the Rockefeller Mountains 90 miles from the base camp. At midnight on the 13th of February, the weather
had cleared sufficiently to permit extended
flying operations. Several days of clear
weather followed, during which time most of
the major flights were made. Up to 16
February most flights were made with JATO,
but thereafter most were made unassisted
due to improvement in the surface of the
strip. The last major flight took off late on
the 21st and returned the 22nd of February. Operations were discontinued with this
flight and the camp closed on 23rd of February. The approximately 200 personnel
left were evacuated on the U. S. S. Burton
Island, and the majority of them were transferred to the flagship after passing through
the ice pack.
On the return journey the vessels of the
task force were routed both separately and
in small groups so that various liberty ports
were visited in Australia, New Zealand, and
South America. The flagship passed through
the Panama Canal on the 6th of April and
arrived at Washington Navy Yard on 14th
of April, completing a voyage of 22,000
miles.
•
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CHAPTER 2

IN
SECTION I. Historical Comments
•

Navy Task
Force
68
(Operation
"NANOOK") sailed into northern waters
in the summer of 1946. Basically this operation permitted a trial of ice breakers and
other types of vessels maneuvering in the
ice floes between Greenland and the Canadian archipelago. This operation served a
useful purpose in addition to personnel
training and tests of equipment. It transported supplies and aided in the building of
a weather station at Thule, Greenland, and
other weather bases would have been constructed in cooperation with the U. S.
Weather Bureau, the Air Forces, and the
Canadian government had not the speed
of negotiations been so slow. At the end
. of the summer's operation (1946) in the
north, it was clear to the Navy that the task
of training and testing its equipment in
ice-filled waters would require a long,
patient period, because of the impending
darkness and treacherous ice-filled seas.
Task Force 68 ("NANOOK") returned to
the United States in early fall 1946. The
importance of continuing the "NANOOK"
type operations was apparent to the Navy.
It would be nearly 9 months before the Task
Force could again return to the arctic
waters safely. It therefore appeared desirable, in the meantime, to utilize these
same ships and partially trained personnel
to carry out a similar operation in other
ice-filled areas. Antarctica, from December
to March, would fit ideally into this program
and permit this same Task Force to return
again to Arctic Seas in July 1947.
•

It also appeared wise to the Navy to give
its Task Force specific problems to carry out
incidental to its normal polar problems and
operations. These problems form an incentive which is both interesting, and at times
sufficiently difficult to force the Task Force
into conditions which give a battle-worthy
test of equipment. Rear Admiral Richard
E. Byrd conceived of a problem, namely
exploration and scientific investigation of the
world's least known continent, Antarctica.
Because of his long experience and leadership
in the field of Antarctic exploration, he was
logically selected as a personal representative
of Fleet Admiral Nimitz to serve as officer
in charge of the project designated as
"HIGH]UMP". The derivation of this
name came from a whimsical change from a
previous code name "POLE VAULT"
which was somewhat too revealing at a
time when the expedition's plans were in the
classified state of preparation, thus implying
at the start that flights would be made over
the continent of Antarctica, including the
South Pole itself. Task Force 68 continued
under its previously organized pattern with
Rear Admiral Richard H. Cruzen in command under the Commander in Chief of the
Atlantic Fleet. Task Force 68 was informally discussed as a possible joint Army-Navy
Task Force; however, no formal discussions
concerning the Navy's Antarctic Operation
were held with the War Department until
after the Navy had decided to keep it strictly
a Navy enterprise. The Navy invited six
Army observers to join the expedition; how•
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ever, they later agreed that this number of
Army personnel was too small for so large an
operation and the number was increased to a
total of 16. Army assignments included
three lieutenant colonels, two majors, two
captains, one warrant officer, five enlisted
personnel, and three civilian representatives
of the War Department. Four of the enlisted
men were Signal Corps photographers assigned to operational duties. Four of the

Army observers were men with previous
Antarctic experience, whose experience had
been gained on previous Byrd Expeditions.
Dr. Siple of the War Department, associate
of Admiral Byrd on all of his previous
Antarctic Expeditions, was asked for by
name to assist the expedition leaders in an
advisory capacity and was further designated
by the War Department as the Senior War
Departmen t represen ta ti ve.

SECTION II. Army Interest
•

The following points are listed as the
principal reasons why the Army considered
that it had a basic interest in the Navv's
•
Antarctic Expedition:
A. National defense requires that the
United States military forces must become
proficient and capable of carrying out war
operations in areas of high latitude, a situation in which the Army has had little or no
experience. Antarctica is an unpopulated
area with a wide diversity of conditions
which would serve as a suitable proving
ground with unlimited maneuvering areas.
Seasonal timing permits the use of Antarctica
for continuous operations when the Arctic
area is in total darkness.
B. Conditions comparable to those on other
icecaps are represented in Antarctica with
comparatively easy access to the sea. The
use of Antarctica is not complicated seriously
by questions of sovereignty prohibiting research and operations.
C. There is so little known of Antarctica
that incidental scientific investigations carried on by military forces are of a tremendous
value toward unveiling the potentials of a
continent largely opened up in recent years
through the efforts of private United States
citizens, even though no official claim to the
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territory by the United States Government
has ever been made. There is no proof,
to date, whether there are or are not mineral
resources in the Antarctic which would be
of value to this Nation. With the exception
of the discovery of the basic mineral coal,
the continent has been so little prospected
that it is reasonable to assume from the
meager geological information gleaned that
mineral deposits in economic quantities
probably do exist there. Although the prime
responsibility of determining the potential
value of Antarctica is not necessarily a
responsibility of the Armed Forces, they
are the best equipped Government agency
to perform such investigations at a minimum
cost incidental to its program of training and
research and development.
D. The isolation of Antarctica would permit greater opportunities for research and
development and testing of long range
military weapons without danger to population or interference with the sovereignty
of other nations. It is also sufficiently
isolated to permit reasonable security of
operations, which might not be true of the
Arctic. The principles involved in such
operations could be worked out conveniently
in the Antarctic in cooperation with nations

most closely approaching the Antarctic continent. These nations no doubt would
welcome an international approach to the
scientific unveiling of Antarctica.
E. Although the Arctic Sea is a basin
enclosed by a ring of land masses with a
fenced-in ice pack which is subjected to
melting temperatures in the summer, the
Antarctic continent, by contrast, is roughly
circular, lying mostly within !he Antarctic
Circle and surrounded by a reef of ice pack
which breaks up and flows outward in the
summer until it is subjected to melting in
warmer waters. The ice pack characteristics are therefore not identical, but are
sufficiently similar to promote a study of
maneuvering of ships and other vehicles
through or over the surface which can conceivably figure strongly in the condition
of Arctic warfare.
F. The average temperature for the Antarctic region is considerably lower than for
the Arctic region, so that equipment which
will stand up under the winter conditions

of the Antarctic would generally be satisfactory for the coldest temperatures and
conditions of the Arctic (actually the coldest
surface temperatures recorded are those in
'Subarctic Siberia). The summer period in
Antarctica rarely rises above freezing, which
permits research work to be carried out at low
temperatures under continuous conditions
of daylight, thus permitting more rapid
development than would be possible under
the cold-dark conditions in the Arctic.
Antarctica does not present summer Arctic
conditions comparable to the tundra and
muskeg country; however, in Alaska and
through cooperation with Canada, wide
areas of this nature are available for military
investig'ltion. Because of the difficult approach to the Arctic icefields, research and
development of military methods of operations in these areas are greatly inhibited.
The approach ~o Antarctica is much more
open in this respect despite its greater
distance from the United States .

•
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CHAPTER 3

•

SECTION I. Introduction
1. General.

This chapter is an account of Operation
"Highjump" submitted by an observer from
the Office of The Air Engineer who accompanied the expedition. It summarizes engineering operations and conditions encountered, presents problems of special interest
to the Corps of Engineers, and makes
recommendations.
a. The staff work and planning of Bureau
of Yards and Docks was directed by Commander C. O. Reinhardt, U. S. N. (CEC).
They had only 3 months prior to the sailing
date to draw up all plans and specifications,
fabricate special items, organize the Seabee
detachment, and assemble materiel and personnel at the proper port of embarkation.
b. The Seabee unit was charged with all
construction work, cargo handling and unloading, transportation, and messing while
on the barrier ice. A 200-man temporary
tent camp (fig. 3), two Quonset huts, three
Wannigan Huts, three ski runways, and a
PSP test strip were the main items constructed or assembled. Snow conditions and
characteristics were studied in relationship
to its supporting power. Even though the
study of snow mechanics has hardly started,
a considerable amount was learned and one
would be safe in stating that the loose granulated snow of the Antarctic can be compacted
within 1 month's time to carry the load of a
C-47 on wheels without any wearing surface,
such as PSP, on the runway .
c. It was learned on the expedition that
there are three main groups of items or
18

subjects which should be given considerable
thought and study they are housing, transportation and construction equipment, and
snow compaction. If the Army is contemplating future operations in regions similar
to the Antarctic, further development of
these subjects is a necessity if the operations
are to be successful.

2. Staff Wark and Planning
It was not until the first of September 1946
that the Staff Officer from Bureau of Yards
and Docks was able to start organizing
available data and planning for Operation
"Highjump". About the middle of September the planning got underway on a large
scale and in less than 4 weeks drawings and/or
specifications were ready to leave Washington, D. C. This meant that all equipment,
other than standard items, had to be fabricated and brought to the ship's side for
loading in less than 6 weeks. The majority
of this work was performed by the Advanced
Base Depot, Construction Battalion Training Center, Port Hueneme, California. Other
items such as the "Go-devil" sleds were
manufactured by private concerns. Two
hundred and fifty thousand dollars was
allotted by Bureau of Yards and Docks for
all their supplies, labor, materials, prefabrication, etc. The rest of their total cost,
which was approximately five times that
large, was required to come from surplus
property. At the time when the planning
commenced there were no organized construction battalions available. The first of
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November two officers, one warrant officer,
and approximately 175 men were ordered
to the unit at Port Hueneme, California.
Of the entire enlisted personnel only about
25 or 30 were Seabee personnel; the rest
came from general service organizations and
without construction knowledge other than
that which they would normally receive
while aboard ship. The month of November
was spent organizing the unit, training,
drawing clothing, etc.

b. Lt. V. B. Peller was to coordinate the
unloading of cargo and its movement to a
position of safety at the foot of the barrier.
He was to be responsible for discharging
cargo at the maximum safe rate and for assuring that cargo would be discharged in accordance with the established priority.
c. Capt. V. D. Boyd, U. S. M. c., was to
report to Comdr. C. O. Reinhardt for administrative direction and was to be responsible for the operation of all equipment
assigned, and for the movement of supplies
and personnel from the ship's side to the base
3. Responsibilities.
camp.
The senior Civil Engineer Corps Officer
d. After the first stages of unloading cargo,
(Commander C. O. Reinhardt) was to be
Ens. C. B. Mallory and 12 men were to have
responsible, subject to the military control of
the sole assignment of performing such tests
the senior officer present afloat, for all conas those which would not normally be run
struction ashore and the discharge of cargo
during construction. These men are not
and its transportation from ship's side to the
included in the Seabee unit, but were to
base camp. Officers charged with the com- . work only for Bureau of Yards and Docks.
mand and operation of facilities ashore were
e. Chief Warrant Officer Ulan, who has
to be responsible for advising Commander
had considerable experience with construcReinhardt of their requirements and were to
tion equipment, was to be the heavy equipbe available for consultation during the
ment and transportation expert.
erection of facilities under their jurisdiction.
f. Other officers were to be designated to
He was to arrange for additional personnel
supyrvis~ the storage of materials at the base
from ships present through the Senior Officer
camp, to assist in controlling the movement
Present afloat.
of supplies from the barrier to the base
a. Commander P. D. Davis was to supercamp, and to assist in that construction which
vise all construction ashore and expedite
was deemed necessary. These officers were
the erection of facilities in accordance with
to be taken from the observer group and were
the established priority. He was to be reto be those who were most interested in this
sponsible for the distribution of personnel and
phase of the expedition.
equipment assigned to construction. and for
supervision of construction. He was to be
4. Cargo Discharge.
the Officer in Charge of the Construction
Immediately upon arrival the discharge
Battalion Detachment and was to have the
of cargo was to have the highest priority.
following Officers under his supervision: Lt.
All personnel not required for the security of
V. B. Peller (CEC) U. S. N., Capt. V. D.
the Task Force were to be assigned to assist
Boyd, U. S. M. C. (while working with conin the discharging of cargo and later in the
struction equipment and transportation),
construction of the base camp. All construcEns. C. B. Mallory, Chief Warrant Officer
tion and cargo handling was to be on a 24Ulan, and any other officers who might be
hour basis. . Personnel required for construcattached for construction work, cargo hantion were to be released from discharging
dling, or transportation within the camp area.
20
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6. Construction Priorities.
The following priorities were assigned to
construction with the as,sumption that the
two AKA's and the AGC would be moored
in the Bay of Whales from early January
until all operations had been completed,
first of March, and that communications
and Flight Control would be handled by
the U. S. S. Mount Olympus.
a. Priority One. Construction of an access
roadway from the ship's side to a place of
safety on top of the barrier, rigging to move
cargo sleds from the ship to the top of the
barrier, establishing an emergency subsistence
facility on top of the barrier, and installing
communications for local control of unloading and construction.
b. Priority Two. Breaking a trail to the
base camp.
c. Priority Three. Erection of 300-man temporary tent camp. The facilities actually
installed were to be sufficient to accommodate
personnel actually ashore and were to be
expanded to the ulti mate 300-man camp as
it became necessary to quarter additional
personnel ashore.
d. Priority Four. Installation of air operation facilities.
(1) Quonset hut for service facilities.
(2) Radio equipment.
(3) Pierced plank landing mat 150 by
5,000 feet, with parking area, fuel dump, and
runway lights.
e. Priority Five. Erection of 35-man emergency winter hut camp.
(1) Radio hut with additional insulation.
(2) Power plant.
(3) Radio antenna.
(4) Galley and mess.
(5) Quarters.
(6) Connecting structures.
(7) Additional insulation in huts.
f. Priority Six. Special facilities for testing
equipment under cold weather conditions.
g. Of the items listed above the most

difficult to be constructed was the runway.
It was planned to first construct a parking
area to determine the best method to use
during this operation. Such materials and
special designed equipment as calcium chloride, snow drags, snow rollers, oil burners
under a hood (snow melter), and dark
objects (PSP) laid on the surface, were to
be experimented with. After the most feasible method had been found, and if time and
personnel permitted, a 150 by 5,000 foot
runway was to be constructed to accommodate plane wheel loads of at least 60 pounds
per square inch on the tire contact area.

7. Collection of Data.
A large part of the technical and scientific
information which would normally be obtained by. an engineering unit should be
gathered from field experience of this unit
in the construction operation. Additional
tests which the Bureau of Yards and Docks
wished to run were as follows:
a. Field Loading Test. Purpose To estim·a te the plane wheel load capacity of the
"pavement" which is understood to be either
compacted snow or compacted snow covered
with steel mat.
b. Snow Penetration Test. Purpose- To determine the supporting power of the compacted snow.
c. Density in Place Test oj Compacted Snow_
Purpose To determine the density of compacted snow at different depths.
d. Field Shearing Tests. Purpose--To determine the in-place shearing resistance of
compacted snow.
Tests on Ice and Frozen Materials. Purpose To determine the bending, shear, and
compression characteristics of compacted
snow and/or ice.
j. Tests on Dry Chemical Fire Extinguishers.
Purpose To determine suitability of extinguishers for use in extremely low temperatures .
•

e.

•
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•

g. Test on "Little Giant Tractor Saw."

Purpose To determine ability of subject saws
to cut natural ice and snow into blocks.

be served in the camp and from this time on
the men working in or near the camp area
ate the midshift meal on the ice.
•

•

8. Operations.

9. Personnel.
•

a. Due to the heavy ice pack the ships

were not able to get through and start unloading until 18 January. The two AKA's
and the AGC departed from the Bay of
Whales on 6 February which resulted in
their being available for unloading and
assisting the expedition less than 3 weeks
instead of the previously planned 8 or 9
weeks. This necessitated the changing of
unloading priorities to meet changed construction priorities which placed the construction of the 150- by 5,000-foot pierced
steel plank runway last instead of immediately after the construction of the tent camp.
After inspection of Little America III, it was
decided to enlarge and improve it instead of
constructing an entirely new 35-man emergency winter camp.
b. The operation plans for both loading
and discharge of cargo, and construction of
the base showed a considerable amount of
staff work and gathering of information.
They were well prepared, presented to subordinates so that they were easily followed,
and flexible enough to cope with the over-all
change in plans of the Central Group.
c. The general construction plans, even
though priorities were changed, were followed throughout. Until such time as the
ships left, construction work and unloading
continued on a 24-hour ba~is, with the men
quartering and messing on the ships which
were moored in the Bay. Until 6 February
the actual working ho.urs were from about
0700 to 1730, with an hour and a half for
the noonday meal for the day shift. The
actual working hours for the night shift were
from about 1830 to 0530 the following day
with 1 ~ hours for the midshift meal. The
evening meal on 23 January was the first to
24
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The Bureau of Yards and Docks was represented by an excellent team of officers
who planned and supervised their work.
The staff was headed by an officer who was
efficient and definitely gifted in that type
of work and in gathering information from
experiments which will be the basis for
Antarctic construction for years to come.
The other was especially qualified and
efficient in the details of field construction
and the handling of personnel. The efficiency with which the project was carried
out reflects the cooperation between those
responsible for its planning and those charged
with its execution. Cdr. Davis was in charge
of the day shift with Lt. Col. Partridge
(U. S. M. C. observer) assisting in caching
of cargo and construction of facilities, and
Lt. Peeler and Ens. Mallory assisting in
unloading cargo and transportation. Cdr.
Reinhardt was in charge of the so-:::alled
night shift with Major Holcombe(U. S. A.
observer) assisting in caching of cargo and
construction of facilities, and Captain Boyd,
U. S. M. C., and Chief W. O. Ulan assisting
in unloading cargo and transportation.
From time to time Capt. Wiener and other
officers helped for short periods.
a. Of the approximately 175 enlisted
men, 15 held a chief's (master sergeant)
rating, one was in the motor pool, one
similar to the 1st sergeant, one was masterat-arms, and the other 12 were on camp
construction. The approximate distribution
of personnel, including chiefs, was:
Overhead. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
3
Cooks and KP's. . . . . . . . . . . .. 24
Repairmen and operators. . .. 35
Camp detail. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 106
•

The camp detail personnel, plus additional
personnel from the ships, did all construction
work on the tent camp, Quonset and Wannigan huts, handling of cargo from the ship's
side up the barrier, and until it Was properly
cached, construction of the 35-man emergency winter camp, construction of the ski
runway, and the test PSP runway.
h. When the ships departed from the Bay
of Whales on 6 February, the following enlisted personnel were left on the ice:
Cooks and KP's (24 hrs) ........ 18
Repairmen and operators (24
hrs) ....................... 12

Camp detail ................... 16
This camp detail was necessary to finish
construction of connecting tunnels, etc., at
the 35-man emergency camp and maintain
the 200-man tent camp.
c. Even though the majority of the Seabee
personnel were unskilled in construction
work of this type, their efficiency was very
high considering climatic conditions. It is
believed this was due to their high morale
which was maintained by excellent leadership and abundance of good and well prepared rations, 29 percent over and ahove the
normal Navy ration.

SECTION II. Construction Equipment
1. Performance of Equipment.
The main items of equipment which were
used lived up to expectations even though
they are by no means the answer for Antarctic work or transportation. They were D-6
Caterpillar tractors, TD-9 International fork
lift tractors, "Go-devil" sleds, QM 1-ton
sleds, Weasels (Cargo Carrier M29C), the
wooden snow drag, and the pontoon snow
drag. The efficiency of these items depended
upon the hardness and supporting power of
the snow, which was governed by the
temperature and climatic conditions in that
the higher the temperature the softer the
snow became resulting in low efficiency,
whereas the lower the temperature the
harder the snow became, thus raising the
efficiency of track-laying vehicles. Wheeled
vehicles were out of the question and considered not satisfactory for normal Antarctic
use.

2. Conditions Encountered.
The vehicles on this operation encountered
pressure ridges, shear cracks, crevasses up to
76527<1
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3 feet across, slopes or grades up to 20
degrees, surfaces from those that would
support only a few pounds (2 to 4) per
square inch to sea ice several years old,
temperatures from 30° F. to - 22° F., and
winds up to 38 knots.

3. Tractor, D-6 Caterpillar.
a. This tractor (fig. 6) was modified with
the following: hardwood track extensions
which decreased its bearing pressure from
around 8 to about 5 pounds per square inch;
winterized cabs which protected the operators from low temperatures and strong winds;
canvas winterized hoods for engine protection; and track support blocks which replaced the support rollers. The extensions
lived up to expectations,even though they
required replacing frequently. A number
would break off at the edge of the grouser
plates. Others would split, this being caused
.by the bending of the C washer which was
used in securing the extensions. The cabs
caused no noticeable trouble, but in time
25
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len a,-.ngttlllliShtly ~ 500 hou....

Thr

Only one 01 U-- W8J Ulken on the apedi1m and it wu kladcd t.ck aboard aiter

wnm

(unctioni'd llt-tlC'r

tnlrl.Of'< ...·itholll ta-

4_ Tractor, 0 -7 Ca terpillar,

2 ... Kb 10 I"t'lum 10 tht' Slalo, While. in

thor:-: Antaretk, II ""3J ,.tied only as an anchor
al the:: top 01 the Ilamn- .. ecplairlCld in
tcClion III , No ot.:O'lIdons "'-err made,
bul it is belieYt'd il ""{Iuld have peri"oemed
"UY .mIbrlylO the ~ U1ICtor.
s. Com-r, Corvo,

M~29

(Weo..t),

This item ""lU lUa:I withoul mo(hfkltioro
...t jXoved ''D)' u.:!(u1 In that II ..... lhor:-:
oedy lighl pica- 01 U"alispGflalion on lhe
ioc with the or:a-ption 01 q
t':l"",- It
..... uted mAinly for t"OmmUniQII.iOfM and
10 t~ ptlJOiond. Occuion.:Illy .maIl
qlUlnlitio 01 Illppba ...ae no""td .... hom II
Iwaomc. r\IItI4' try 10 nlJl('d.itc' tht1r rno\~
men!. 1be tWl) RaIn difficuJuo Uwol a"*
in the: AntarcbC that would noc a"" in
ILIIOIht'I- tbnm: 01 opt.allOill "'(IC
•. Trado; JUITIJt&.

, _ 'Jbt' difficuhy t'I ........ n~ whilt'
i",. opc:ratutc. CIt lun-il'll the \-dude.

..

Alter the ..'dUek had nood !'or

I:I1tn·

GUt

n_

il \Io'aI difficult 10 MMt II movil'll lnWX)IhIy

e\~

tJlOUllh the cnginc had be1::n idlina.
It .etlnrd IU IhOli8h a hl:lIVY load WM Ikd
on behind and thc engine wu lackmS
JIO"'er. A(t.e r the \chlclt' hiid bttn tr.wdlng
ror tome lime II op:nlll:d much I~
clIicknLly. II is btiie>'ffi this
Cl'Iu..cd by
lht rubbt'r l.-.cks IJ«oinU'lIl ookI and 'tifr
... h,le IlIindi ... alld !.hen locwni"l up .. Ihr)'
... ere utr:d. While In !.he: Anl.lln:lie Oil(' il
required 10 wear comideublc C'lQ1hing In
order 10 n:.lnain eomI'OIUbie. 1'hiJ lnakea h
dillieul\ to dilnb in and out of Ihe amphibiouJ WOlel and cnn:mciy dillicuh \0
opt. ale ... ilh LIlt' clote qUdrlcn ar"QI.U'ld the
,!«ring brake Ie\~ dutch, and accclerator.

10'"

6. forllift (Huoh..·K_mOJl Mod.1

m-

9-6C).
ModiflC"aUonl for tht IWO InlenulItonaJ
tnlCtor fOtkJi{u were the ,ame IliI for the 1)..6
mlelorl; hardwood trna om:fUir)llS, win'~r·
ited oJ-. winu:rittd engine: hood. and Irllck
'tlppo" blocb. TIlC modificalioos a<;tro
the ..,me l1li !hOM: (or the 0 -6 ItIIt.tor. Ollie
"'lIin oper.uiollllJ difrlCulty Will IllCI III Ihe
machinc tried 10 tum or biiek 31'01.Jnd white
moving urgo from th e lIedl 10 the caeh(o,
FI,o.. t . W.......~ _

f l.... 1.

£.c.....

ho .... 100 .""-,10.01 •..b, 0-1

coolerpl"",

._IeN.

..... ,.

....

f,... .. 10. P......... ....., (01-.."""..0 ............ _

"

which wQuld be only a few fee t. The track
under the driving sprockets would often become buried, requiring help to get ou t. The
operator had l<) be ex~cly careful to
a.·oid distu rbing the mow surface. Cargo
handling equipment is extremely valuable
in regions ~imil .. r 10 those eucou ntcrW.

7 . Go-Devu Sleds.

F i~UfC

12.

P",,~ .. ,.

,J,,,, (di ........ bled) OIHI OIl ....

""

This is a spedaHy modified item of which
20 were manufactured by the ~lidder Sleigh
and Wagon Company, for Op<..Tauon " Highjump". It was the main cargo.!.led and Wa.'!
uxd throughout the stay 011 the ice. (Sec
sec. Ill. ) Even though il proved sa tisfactory, more change. can be made in it5 de.,ign.
The ovcr-all structure s<:cms to be a linle
heavy for its P.1y load. The runner contact
area is small , cau:;ing the .Ieds, whco loaded,
to sink wi,h SIIOW piling up in from of the
enure sled. The undercarriage is not designed to keep t.hesled from becoming buri ..d
in '10ft snow U! is the toboggan undercarriage
of Ihe QM I-Ion sk-d. The side board TCcesso which were above the floor level of
the sled made i1 diffICult to secure large and
awkward-shaped cargo and boxes.

8. OM I.Ton Sled.
This sled Was very satisfactory and when
wed in the manner for which it was designed
gavc lillie. or no trouble. It is believed that
a large runner contact a rea would help in
Antarctic us<:.
9. Snow Drag-B.
types (If drags were tested: the
wooden snow drag, and the pontoon $now
drag. Th e purpo!lC of the wooden drag was
to level Ihe !-351.rugi, which it did very ,atisfaelorily, even though a lighter drag cou ld
hav.: beell used to beller advantage on soft,
undisturbed, snow. As the snow became
compacted it iJ pcwible that an even heavier
one could have been used. The pontoon
TW(I

Figu", 11. Poc~",. . "". (dil", •• ",J,I.d) PGfIIO"" ........

..

""

ell • _1IKd 10 uon OUI tht JoIIO,,",.nd In,~
;a ...... h lillbh .. ttiI:b dt-finih'ly rxpt'dilftt
tbt .O'.~ d tht- tfuu tAd I'\fn"'I1)'"
Tho: h !Its with lbe pmtoon draa .~ ~'ef}'
.....1u 110 thuIt wun a 11m ..·hftkd rolla"
011 eanh in that tIw: lop indl or two it worll
......lJOW:ttd with • "bunuJh" finiJh. )n~'UII
tbr p- •. (anhn-cto..-n rdauvdy undirnIrbcd.

12. Oth.r I i _.
as UJCd by the
Air er.p. 10 10\0. plann ..... ,akm on dlt"
opl'dukln. but Pffl''C'd UftQIi,£auOl)· dill: 10

• 11k "Ck·1.tlId;

IrKtor"

10. Grader, NTZ. wiIh 12,Foot u -LI Boord
(Adom.).
Thb nachinc. was not

unit

d d brau«

II _ 1x11C\'C'd h could not hI,'e bc'H~ UI'O"",
10 the amp ~I~. Ir run ....,"' ~ 10 Ix COOtIttUCltd In al"t'u tlmiJar 10 An~tO ....ax:
Iypt d grlldlng IIl¥hine ...in til'
uUal.

II Saow S\uiaw " .01.,
1111. brlltM"" ,,·u u~d, hut dUO" 10 attumllll"lCnl be)'Ond contrOl, ........ lOlled.

fl_ II.

. ...

(: : •

h.",) ,., ... _
).

or.

:.1 (0--6 _........

.,' • _ ... (40 doo

Of

U "'./

n,.. u .

s-. ....'__.....Il10 .._

t

..

At- 16. u,,1 ..... , ..". .... "'. "Inct _
."G- ... ~ .. . ....

..

the: rubber tracb "hieh cal..lltd tbe _
U'tJUbko as did the ru~ lracks on the
" We~I", plus the !'xl thai they WDuKl not
wppui I the hard "'OJ(k:n lraclt exlenUons..
•. Wheeled ,~hicln JUdI u truek \-, 21r.

and ".lOn ,,~ unll»drd, but llftC dcfinitdy
noc wited to lhe _lWfao:. "'hich will.1l.lJ>
port only I few poundJ per Iqtlar1: inch. All
a«'pI a IX)Upk of Ja,. "'M: n'''w'cd
aboard Jhips and I'C'llU'l'ICd 10 the Slatct.

SECTION ill. Cargo Handling and Unlooding
1. Equipmaat .
Standard lIlevcdore equipmen t w;u used
to diteharge the CJUIO from the Jhips ontO the
bay ic.:c which floated about 18 indH:s 10 2
feel aboYe the Watt':!'. Thil op::ralion W'15
carried on b)-' the Jhips' pe!Jonod and wilh
prioriuea as reqUt.litt'd by Commlumr Ronhardt from day to dllY or whcnc\"t'I" il bcc.anll:
.G.

~".
h. Thr " Co-dcvil" !Icd WlU used airnol l
throughout for tran5pOrting .uppJiea a nd
equipment 10 Ihe ba.. canlp. I\J D~ lracton W1)utd return to "'i thin II hund r«l fert
or the ship' ••ide with two or thrt'C Jiab, II
towl ine from the mip would pull ... sled
alongsi de, this bdng prnlltic:cd !IO III to
eliminate any danger of el'Cfti wdghl crndjng the 1I.1Y icc. T he enrgo WruJ lomlcd
dil'C'c l from the mipil 0 111 0 Ihll ~Ied~ and \I
traetor wuuld tOw thrm one II! a time II t)OlIt
I mile to the f(XI t or the barrier. T he i!lcd~
wen: then hookt'd to a IO"IiIlC lind pulled
Uj' the b:lrrier slupe fly a tractor hm ' ling on
II cable, the CIIble nmlling thrOll!!h ,mllch
Ulocks lit thc top of the barrier. The 0--7
tnu:tor with blade Will u..ed as an IInchor.
F rom thi. point !he rJed~ "en: pulled to the
proper cache 1;1)' J) (; lI'ilc tQ1" with tnck
el'tensions.

2. BOO9",
•. It was

ory to build two brid8C11
between the &hips and the harritt. One
CI'
d a ph un: ridge ,,-hile the other

,.

rK« I

sheer end: in which the l"'O Qda
"we tnDYina: in ~tc din:ctions at .... tc

0'·

oJ I.

01 $lightly over" feel per day.
6. 1'hae t ...o bridgcs wae more or b
or. JlIIndard tylX', the tame as ...'OUkI .pan
any deep crack in soli dIn. TIlt bridges.
bei"'l' one: vehicle wide, ... crt ODR!tructed
1»' pilidna: S- loy 8-inch sill. in ont. cue and
4{).foot piling in another, au ... the ridge
at crad. They ...'CfC then tied together wit h

•

,

•

...

-

f l.... 17. UftlOO<lifll 1.-... ,,_ .1.11> dl...,,11 _
"Go-cI...!I" oIod (Iu ..b.. 10 1M VMd 10 eOll.1t1ld
brkI,. ocr_ ctaeIc. Iro boy Ie.). NON tIOClo.
.... ,100' _0, ,,_ 01011> '. ,kIo 100 onIo. 10 !>ft••1
01 aod.Ioo, od,.. 01 k •.

dooo,..

cable "-1m appnWrDlltd)' I-foot 1P.1C01 Ix, ...=n cadi sill. Thrtt-inch Roorins was
...-dl 'Piked, ...ith ucadwayt 01 I-Inch dUII_
~ SOU'I 00 top_ PSP waf pbttd on one
d ,hoe bridsa but _
~ bent, which
,.... tatcd illi "moyal. ThI:x. bridgeJ
ten--cd thcir~lndWttd until the 'hipt
ckpar1«l from the & y. Lalt'f" on, alJoo.u
the: WI d fdJruaty, ....hm the: time- CIllne 10
~te the camp, !he brid~ .... h~h
0'
oj the ± - r crack reqwrm rqJIaclng.
I>urins the time of our -lUIy ~ crx:k
dc\c:Iop«t about I~thirdl up the: barrier
dup:, but did oot calllC any Si"ral diif1(:ulty.
Ordy 001: rDOI~ and one W'l'QeI bridse
...-en: ,.... . -.,-y.

,.
r

f'-

11. Tl

•
Fin. __ . . . W ... Il10 ........

3. Cad....
1bc thrft main ~ho "''C1: ;
•. Ncar I»x~tions ... hid! indU(kd all
airtt-afl p;uu, equiptlll'hI, fuel, en:•
• . Ne:M the ~ b;aU and Ii~~~"'~' pool
",'hleb indudtd all Ser.bcc JUpphf':l, cqu,~

•

menl and fud. boo..ekccpins equipment,

n""""
=
AI Ullie America I II ... hich Uldudc:d
t.

rations. fuel, MlIIl1' eou:nnK'OOil malni.aJ Ind
tho!c othcf' Rlpplrcs ...·hkh ...~ to compkte
Inc ] 5-11'1:111 e1i... sent:y camp

=
I1
,.., ....... _ .. rIoo _

n,...

4. Col9D SI;' '"ijoHoIl.

10 the b.rse amount d alfIO wiuch
IniH~d al the port bte and ...... k!adcd
aboll.rd the """PI durn.- lhc: Ian few da}..
[)u(-

'9. Io IJ I'

~

100 W, ke CP5P_
~I~I" _ .
".

_leal

bd"orc leaving the Stalc:t, all O flO WU rMH
Slowed U In up In the Na~..:J Op....OIIoo
I'lan No. 2-46. ... hieh n:suhcd in the ...." ...
gation of )uppliel on the ICe. e"loi""
....hat of a problem. 1m. problem ......

_'A'_

r;,.. to, T ... . * -,

_ 100,

.... . .14 om ,1

"G, ~ .. ~~ ..... li d ..
. .

.....1000 -

II

,",J,"

.. M, .... ...........
.. 01 PSP.

"

00_,...,

PSI' ... briJ,. ... ~Id! ....-d
....,dc .. bay ic. WQI lam ..... <WII ..

FI_ !I ,

f l",,,, U . R.",cnin l Ivppli.. 1._ cacM ... ~Ic:h
10.......... ..1 ","bo, 0 loll..",..,

~ ....

•
ao.'"

fl,. .. n . foorbtlcl,. 0......._1 brl" "
.... ;;.. whid. ..... Iopc .. Iw ...... i«Is 01,,,,, woy up
bome, 01-.

f i,u,," i5, Avioli"" ,0001iM ... n~

,."'.1

FI ...,. U . s.._.. ~kt 0' ovlo.IOfI ,0001... "~ ..p o/k,o
Iol luo,,1.

,.

Of!

sit .. was

lit . .....

R40 ', (0..41 ',).

aggra\'alOO because or improper or inron~picuous markings and the ehange in pla,l.!I
which requira:! Ihe ships 10 leave the Bay of
Whales earlier Ulan originaJJy planned. A
curllliderable number or man-houts ....<IS $pcnl
re5l3cking boxes and looking through dumps

Boy 01 Whol •• A_ i00i.101, .. ~h"" 11 , ., M_ ...11 ...... alOl PM! to """ III ~ ....
0110...,10lIl ".y ......... to ,1,10, .. "''''.. R......oy I.... "', Ir_ ..", _ to .... """ It..... to LI,," A." I ••

Fl.... 116,

lit

(n."'...... I~.. '

__ ,..

""y ..._),

for milli ng hell., Oca!iunruly a)led would
arri~'e wil h lOme of h, cargo loilll( to each
of the Ihree dump'. resulting In "t),ins up"
)!edJ Vt'hlch wt:re n:qulred 10 tralllpol't more

_.......

aupptie..

., All fuel, 10000000une guoline, 72.oc:une

,

unkOldcd sll.!Oilfle, aviallon oil, fI1O(or otl,
Dietel rile!, and lr;uOICIMI "''l:re ah\pptd in
Ss-."Ilon drum" which "''en: dea rl y rn;u'ked.
The ."!.11on fue! and oil 10'' cached haIC·
way bclWtttl bMc openliolU and !he Il!nt
ClItnp in pila of about 100 drums e;och with

"

(he piles being abou( 100 fCf'( on ct'nter.
The other main fuel cache, which was south wnll of the lent camp and near the mOlor
pool, was stored in the same manner.
h. TIle smaller planes, QY (L-5) and JA
(Norseman), taxied in between the piles for
refueling. The gas for the: R4D's (G-47)
WWl pumped from the dnnJ15 into a tank sled

and pul!oo by a 0....6 tractor to the planes for
refueling.
,. All fuels w(""re Slandard, the sarno: a$
would be u~ on any cold weather operation
within Ihe continental United SlateS, exCepl
the Diesel fuel which had a -4Q" F. pour
point. Sp!'Cification~ USA, 2- 102, CAM 3,
NGS X--4205.

SECTION IV. Buildings and Shelters
1. Temporary Tent Camp.
The fint construction to tilkc place on the
barrier was the erection of a 200-man
temporary I~t camp (filP. 27, 28, and 29).
Fifty pyramidal t~tlI were eN:(:ted to house
[Xrsonnd, four omC(rs or five men ~r tent,
and were arranged in five row!l, u:nl~ being
approximately 40 feel on center and the
rows 200 feet apart widl the kitchen and
ml!$S haH being about 300 feet on the extension of the finn row. Eleven other tents were
erreted around camp mO:!ldy at base operatioflli and were of the !\aIDe type construction.
n. At the time the tent camp was being
erected the tempc.-ature was only slightly
I,..low freezing and the surface would hardly
support the weight of a man on foot. Quite
oflt'n a.n individual would sink down to his
ankl...." and if he stepped in(o an already
disturbed a rea he would often go in up 10
hi, knte:<. For [hi, reason, ea~ was takrn
not to disturb that area which the lent
would oceup)'.
b. Eightec:n pieces of 2- by 6-inth lumber
12 foxt long came bundled logether so that
one bundle would funluh the sill!; for one:
tent. The 2- by 6-ineh pieces were scabbed
together and placed flat on Ihe: snow SO tha i
there were nine 24-fool membcn lying ~p
proximatel y 2 fcet on center. After the first
fe\" tents thi, wall ch~nged 10 fivc sills
lying 4 feet on tenter which were scabbed

together with the remaining 2- by 6-inch
piccn instead of I-inch lumber.
c. All f100n had been prefabricated into
4- by 8-foot SectiOll$ and lxmnd together SO
that one bundle made a complete floor.
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M .... holl o.ea [0 lei! of Br.! 'ow of [....., abo ..
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,.114. is ... ia'ion !ao d.",p. In "ppc' ,;,h! comc,
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1lw: bundkll lOr.lIt 17. a", ?I) foot W1IlI lnm
-n: .he: only 0f\II:I. ,!\al \-JJiN:I In number 01
ftoor ~ UI 'Nn tftcy mrll"l~ U'o
JRtoIead 01 the IUlI1dard ciJ:ht. 'llIcx floor
b:tMn lO'Cn'

placed .,

m.1 ~

joint

1Up-

portu\! the pI~ovd ftQO"na t1U\ ptl~n
dx:ula .. 10 W lin. and ""'oc ;Z ~I on orO\.n-

£am

z.

fC'JI:lioq

by 4.i.DCh

ol RoonD( ronlllincd • Iooer
~

e r~ kin!

",-hich wu

~1cd

on to tht: joiIl flO thai II fluudcd 0lI1
4 feci br)uxI the Roco 'l tdse lOr OlIUWh,
rumiIhu'IJ an and1cw lor W to:!Il j l ,
The IUU _ ucc:kd in the "OhM.! r.hion
wilh • lenl .tIM: balll mwdlcd and lead,
fOf tIE. iU IS " ' " ilW iD any ~nt amp,

!

.1•• ,.

,

lilt! k: rrallltJ;, piywutld doon 01 \'ViaUI
tyfXS, t:1L'., ~ added by the: Ot'Cup~nlJ.
SQme wconl runhtr and put In mlinp and
lnskk ~; anydlift!!; 10 help III Insulation
and 10 maJu: hO"K Id)O t comIon.l.b&c.
J . The II:':nI camp Will adtqlllllll: 1ft ,h..
C"Mt' and ...'OUId be b any othn" opmIoon ol
,.. lUnd. ",un' d It IS to be only lOr. YCrY
.bon ptiiud and will not f'.'-Inler u:m~.
narc. Iowa th.ul &om ~ t'. 10 -10" t',

2. Kik:h.a. ClDd W HCJl1..
• .•~ kitchen and _ NlI (fiR:. 32) \O'eR.
m¥k up c:llhn"t 17. by 20 hoc wall 1ml'.
oat' pynunida.I knt, and OI'IC' I ~ by )0 bot

"

'hospi tal tcnt all tied together. They were
eO!l!itruct~-d in the 5ame manner as wcre thc
living quancnl with thc exception that inside
framc...."()rk and doors were oo~tructed by
Scabee personnel.

Fi,uf1I 29. Offico,' 'ow .

N<>~

,"owel,I/!. w~ic~ ~"n blown in bclWun ."c~ t. nt, no'. 011<1 .hot
ho. cr elllM, • • 1 typO .~I,"rKoI which W<rS buIlt by <>ceupern".

f it"'. 30. fl ...... pernel buna'lu (on. bundl. wen
noquirtd pot. P'/tarnlckrllem).

"

ru

one entered the pyramidal tenl he
picked up his mctal tray and silverware,
passed through the chow line at the far e nd
of Ihe lenl where the field ranges were
arranged in a line perpendicular 10 the line
b.

.oc:~

•• nt

Fituno 31. A .. e .. blin, py.cr.. i<l<rl lont 1Icr..... Ncr'"
pllu in bo<~"crunel . Ead. I. lhe f1Iqulnoel rncr'e,ler l
10...... pytatn lckr l lcnt .

•
Fltu .. U . ErWin! Me .. hall .. nel ~ 11"'er\ 1eft1S.

f l",.. 33. 0.1011 " r",lin, " Of c...." . A •• ", ~
1>I'",.. ida l I. nt IIMeI 8.3 ,..110 ... pO' clay.

o
~ ... T1ON

H'GH", ... ' .... ' . .,

AO"HC~ ..... "" ... " " " ........

GALlI< AHD .. _

T
,
-

1

STOM S

HACC

ret

to ilJQ
SC .. LL ....

.D.
f lgu .. 34. A"'onc. bore c.. mp, R.... SIr,lf k" ",1I,y onel ,nn M Il.

of entry, and on to the mess hall (men to the
hospital tent on right, officers to the wall
tent on the left). The actual kitchen reached
from the back of the pyramidal tent (chow

line) to the end of the first wall tent. The
second wall tent, still farther back. sheltered
a store or meal-out room. About one_
third of the officers' wall tent was used as a

"

nnre .... as..

and ~ .(.. 14 11Ir rno.
~ ",-.b."I was dant ;II the t.r ~ d oM
IWlOpiw 1i:1lt. Th., ~ and .,.ta..-mrn, "'Oiled Yn)' ... wr• .....ay

3, Haodqua .... m BIlikimQ.

ihcrc was mlf)' na bt.ldqUMU"n buiktu"
lOr the t..: camp. ' Jlw! ....."bo:n w;rd • lool
1011 •• Ii"" .Il!d

~U'T RID\~

dJtir Irric, rfC.,
10 the- moIOr pool mil
~ auandard
~ hu. (fiJ. 41) .1 ~ '1
""hich .... (·¥tned
lmk i1liOi" d.nlculiY Ih.iin ..( ... om, Inl .... tai.kd on aiOJJl
admmil&noti\~ wak m QLnC" d'lI ,ottli ... han
did thr "'""' fll tht- ... hole (limp

101m.

,,,utroJ.

4. 0..0-.H.....

,.«..,.,

•• 1"hc h.. 1lI .. ae . . ~,fd ..iIik oem-pn1ItUr'CI ..-en: sloFli)" Ie. dwo
. 'hkh c:.UKd qoutc a p:obIt", in /oe."lq and
.quanllllihe fIocM f~ , In (Mdc:r 10 aid in
Ihis opt •• lion. !-.ncb d~ _ tint laid
on about 2-1Oot ttnli:r1.nd papcndirulu" to
Ihr 2- by 1O-cnd!. and 4_ b)' "-ind! Ii1h which
"''C'i1! on lOp. MIn" tiN: Bocw- fl'anw:
42)

c.

n,...16.C ts,. . . . _
.. _

"
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..... All: ' ., _ _ '
h

. . . .•
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I

!

~

.. . .

F,- n ,
Ne:I: _

~

•

_
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_
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00,,'" We leo ...."_...'.'"
""i.
IN ... = .. ~ .... 1 ' . leo • he

•

t J
/
fi,uR <10. Tarpaulin be;", pull.cI "","' Ira",.wo<k 01
Il(Iu" food 'W<'09" ~ou... II ... D. ". ''''ted do"," \'y
I"'"ing dun" .. ,. anellAD" 1>1<>c~. on 100.

had been assembled, it "'a~ lmed by the U~
of an cnginws chain and level, whkh look
about four times as long as it would halle
under normal conditioIlll. °nu: other major
difllcuhy in the erection was that the small
nulS, bolts, and platC'S required bare hands
10 put into place. With the exception of
lh~ 11'.'0 difflcuitit'$, the la ller ha rdly being
an exception, the work progressed the same
as it would have during any operation with
the same temperature and wind conditiom.
The only difference between thi5 hut and
the standard Quonset hut is that therr: wert:

fi,.,. 41 . QuO"'"' ~.I II...". 01

/
bo.. O"","'lj,,,,, I....'

an-r " bliuo,c/.

Iwo '{-inch plywood floors which were separated by I-inch dunnage furring. Shortly
after the hUI had been completed a blizzard a ro$C eausiJ\g ~now to blow in at the
joint between the bulkhead and the corrugated sheel metal, leaving the snow lodged
Ixlwecn the inner masonite wa ll and the
outer con'ugated ~heetll. Later heat rrom
Ihe imide of the building melted the mow
causing the Illa'lOnite to become weI and fall
out of place. This incidenl could hardly Ix
called a fault in Ihe building dC;!;ign bu t
shouidi lle credited to faulty construction.

"

0.._.

41. Floor Ino.... "H",bl, 10<
1wI.
No .. n.elf 1.11 com......... 1 , III. 0 . . ""'n. 0fI ....
10, .... ,MII ••..be". ... hlch 010 ,.otln, 0fI t- by

FI,~ ..

lo..loIdo pi"", ... hlch or. '101, 111, 0fI oncf 1M,... ncflaoIa. ,o 1100".' .. y........ 'o.rnclco"OIO.

FI,... 43. Ou_ot h... 01 bo.. _10"_ .......

"""" '010,
for ..... ,

_Id.

~

No,", I.IIN _11 '" 0 . _ "'" at
como ...... """" 010

'm ..... .....

r... ~lariOlO wIoIdr , _ bot........... two ........."
belli,
Ito .....IdoII. '" ,1.0 bullcllo,.

-,'oci

b. A double hut 20 by 96 fect WItS eruled
at Utlle Amrnca III in "oy much the lame
wnion and eJlCOUnccring the same diff'lCul~. This hut enlarged the: old ~ to a" '0
make it adequale if il became neca.sary to
lea\'e II. party through the "inter nighl. It
had the: rollo>_;ng additions ova and above II.
. tandard Quomet:
( I) Double bullheads appro)Cimatcly 4
rttl lipan.
(2) Dowble " Kima'" imuliuM>n betwttn
inner and OU'1:r walls.
( 3) Double floors, 3 incllC:s aparl, and to
C01l~t~ted that air cin:ulated belwa:n them.
(4) Wlltcrproor paper lind r.·inc:h Cdotex
•
which was imide and .se:paraled rrom the
mew ouuide wall 0)' a dead air s pace.
Dna: erected, it i& noiuoble (or AnlM'Ctic 10.00
Aretie U!e, but the difficulty encounter«! in
constructing it " 'IIm1nu a dilferenl cIeoign.
5 . WQllniQQn R u lli.

-to.......

A_ « . loHlo,
E._IOIO 101 _ .
.U"'. I_I leadl", Ir_ ........10 Q~_ ... ,.
"-""........ 10 liftlc A ....... III, "'kIo II b .... otlo
rho pMIOI 'u,p/M. ...... rooIo ,''' pi "", ••

..

Threeprdllbricatted Warlnipn hUll having
aoom 6-il'lCh walh and irllick dimc:Nioos d
approximately 7 by 14 bt· 7 reel high with a
door al oneend, ~ IAken OD the· ",.utilln

-

•

-

Fl_ .." 5: 5.".. .ad '" J: U. a . U,.' .....1
L1IrIo A...t ... HI (15_
_
1ocoIdr., oI.ort
_ I, ...... _ _

.1_ .......)-.-110'_

U"O"",

." ...... rltIor .....
be WiO!'d lIS sled hou!a to trarupoe t men to
and from the airstrip 10 they might have a
place 10 WIU'tTl lhelll!lelv~ while drinkilll
their mKWtift ooIfrc. Imlead, the lix seclioN-two ends, two.ides, oue lied bottom,
and a lop-were boiled together without
much difficulty and used at quanc" for the
Ih n:e ranking officers. This type or $U'\IC!un:
is suitable for Antarctic and Arctic use.

10

o.-..-t Iwt ". l l"" A."k"
m. No.. ,.... 1ft I\-. .... .IsM .Id. to that _ _ air
..... dmololo
crodu
Ito
01 Root (Q L. "'" ".14>1. ).

fl,..... <46. ........ cI

u_

10"1.& . "" C
_ lIP"""'"
3

6. Con1lrvction TUlle l\equ.ired.

The (lI)n5lru1;lion 01 the 200-man tent
camp required approximately 1,200 man_
houn, !he single Ql,.I()OSJet hut at base
opc:. aliom required appnnimalely 600 manhours; and the: double Q\lORSICI al Linle
America I II required appro:<imatdy 1 ,~
man-houn: .

•

SEcrION V. Utilities
1. Wo ter.
Wale!" requirements for the kitcl~n aod
mess hall were rurnished by 5110W mehen.
Water for pe,lOnal cleanlioe., walhing 01
elolhc$, e tc ., Willi obtained by the indivKIuar.
concerned by ming a bucket or large call and
hiJ own len! Stove. lbe IOOW InIehers wtte
proIttted on a ..'ODd IIoor with • tarpaulin
lOindbreaker which w;u JocalOO aboul 100
fee l can and 10 the rear of the kill:hcn and
adjacen t to an area which had b«n marked
oft' wllh flap And maintaiMd frtt from
col'uaminalMln (figs.. 47, 48, and 49).

• . During the finl couple of w~ twO
AcroiJ No. 98 Steam Thawing Units ""ere
U$ed aJ mcll('f'J, the st<'llm lill~ were in-'Cried into a rull G. l. can oIlI11ow and as til<'
snow melted it was rcplenWted until there
WII! oblllinoo a ruJl 32 gallol1ll of wa ter.
Whet! the unilS ""eI'(' runctioning properly
it requinxl from 10 to 15 minutes, depending
upon the temperature, to produce 32 gallons
01 water. The ~at for these melLen was
rurnished- by II gas generalor type burner
",·hieh used kc ....... neand did not pnwe 10 be
entirely sati!faclory. lhe main lTOUble being

.

IIlenue. 11:e G. I. t:aflll ..~ UIlIlnt.a.oed aluu
onr·:hird full of hoi ,,-;tin' . As MIl\> ....,
added Ilnd bcn.11~ ..·.Ier, It Will dipped QUI
IU1d pwred huo II ~'O\Im-d comainn' "hkh.
whto:l\ nlli. "ucltrrkd by hand.:o 1M kltchm.
Thu 01,.... ltOIl \OOIJ nnied CHI by .\0'0 IIlO!II
using rOUI" IKII.a'! "ho '''"rtcd .0 "wi,; III
abou l 8.00 II m. li nd by 3;00 p _ m. (no
lilt$(' 001 for IUrl('h) ~ obillirn:rl 14 0( IS
32-gallon G l. can. 0( "illcr (448 to 480
T

flto .. 41. , , _..... _ _ h., wIoId! _

-.....

....""... 10

c-...

1M .....t 1 ' _ ._..-, .. 1fIte,
No..
I . " II- kLlu. .I co ',III ......tlfol """......

"-',.

lIallo.n). Ihe ki tdw:n Itlld .neB hall ~lIifl':
r'Ilt:l1l1 fot 200 men (2_2 w 2 . ~ JlD!' per m. n
per day) .
r. ' n le 1I10W which \0.., poi""" and had II
.~irlC" gn ... ity of about O.3S at the lOp, .....n
u!IUally cut inlo blocks and O\ITicd lea dan
100 (tel 10 the melteN \Oillch were on !he
dCWo'nwi nd .!.kle. App.11TIltly, this U\OW had
n., mineral oontem IUld WiU free from ha n n ful l»r: teria. 'Ibe WAter wll! not c hlorinated
or 1r1:.lcd in ally way. Occa.'liooally":)l
was fuu,1d to be floating Oll the- top 0( Will e-r
enll'!. but d id not hinder the prod uction of
potable "'lItCf.

2. W Gale Ditpotal.
SIt" itntion in tlK- Antnn:tic wherr snow ..
extn:md)' deep p,,;oenuc no problem 110 Jon!
a. WMle i. not diqxn 1\ of in s now melting-

..

Fl_ 41. ' T' _
-liliat ........ ....... __
10 A ...11 No. 91 SI
"'-loot u,,1r. M_ ..
Wr 10 hl.iaj ..
... .. G. l COOl: .1, fwD of
_
, _ _ . . . io " " "." ... I0I0:> ...... ,.
b .. a•••11:. 10 • & n .. ... rt.o..lat

_It.

!hal ;: 1UI\lJn"d ...... rid--able time:- 10 Ran
:he bumc:.... CJptC<ally in b..0' ICDlpnalwn,
And they reqwr«! an QCeIt O(maln~.

• . Army field irDI:lkh..on lypc: balers
,,'tt'e utod !be majorily 0( ~ lUDC. .. Me OD
the ice and fl.IDll:liarl(d poopo I}' wilhoul any
mtl1l>01\1t.bIc: I.TOUbk other :hIttI ""Iuin...
.. ..... t lime 10 prodl.al;e the .... It!' rl!qwrr-

..

~

cr. Three JatrinCi for Ihe men and one fIX'
oHitus ...~ lIl.tilably located throughOllIUle
camp_ 'rnq. ,,~ bouted. within 16- by
IMoot p)'nlmidal tents .nd built 5imilar 10
the oncf
li\-in!( q uaners. with the Ixi.a
formillll II U next to the bad: and two.ide
Wll1II. Urinab "CIT not furnished .nd as a
reault ualditionJ in fronl d ICfIts bcc:lIn'l(:

ro.-

ullllghd)·.

b_ Gan...g.. was diJpW d d IJy dumping it
mID. hok " 'hich ..... ftancd by pouring hot
dM"'lIlet' onlO tI'IC: Il10''\'. All kitchen WIllie
"'''111 d'1"'l5Ui of ill this Ide; " 'hic:h WOod about
3 by 2 feet and bcc:amc dc:t:pct lbot- n ... c it
"'''111

1JIcd_

3. Heat.
Two lyprI of healctll wen: UII!d U11~l'It !he
tent amp. Each pytllmidaltent Wl\J rqui~
pox! with one ,\rmr lenl )\0\'1:, /l lodd 1!)41 ,
I'II1d Ih.. sUlndllrd uil bumc:t, thc nlt'M hi'll!
and QUOI*I huu uft 60,000-8. t. u. ap;w:c
he!ltl!fll~t of which were m;IIlUrKlUr~ by

The A"v:rian C;u Machine. Company,
A11xn Lu, /lhnnclOl4. Uoudns facilities
rnnaintd comf(X'llbic al all lim.:a, ClCCpl
thoU the: ICtlIlI during hiJh "'indt with law
temperatura were Uhwmronablc C''en
tl\OUgh thc: ltO\'a "tte mI hot. This "'..
no hauWtip. HQungOll Opcaation " Hlflhjum p" "''all adtqua tc..
G. I n onkT 10 mlua: lire huan!, ~I
(00 inmad rL ga""inc wu tBCd Ihrou~u
Jlnd worked $:IIIWactorily C\'al though _
0( the 51aveJ ~~ 111 timea. I n
0(
the. ~t A~U, rkam"l b«:amc rlCn sry In
about unNhird 01 1M ~ 1'hco a,·~
rud CQn!umption "'all about 8.2 p;aiJonI per
day per 1011 110\'e and 125 laliOftl pt:r day
(or 11K' kilehcn and I'llCM hall (OI'IC: Icnl IIOYt',
thR'C 6O,OOO-B. I. u. ip1Itt helllcn, alld .bout
1Ie'o'e'l khd~t Bnge.)
• . Srandan! hand type l 5--pound 00, fiN:
C'XlinpUhcn Weft' tat:d throughout withoul
any noticeal,k difficultiea. They~", dQ.
tributtd throughoul the. lent lllU. .0 that
one ('lItirtguisber' ~ thn:c tt:nl.S, SIX or
M:V'<:1l WCTe around the. kitchc.rl u wcll all
on tl tC crlUh fin: f'KllIing.!lled. Otllen wen:
piKed ;u'CII.UId dumps and!;Ucl. pili«:! whc""
they might be nttded. No Jerious firQ; ",..,lled although anumbe!' ol tem pole!
became 1OOl"ed, witll:'l couple of them
Cl;llIupsing.

-=-

4. Elec;:tricity,

l.ltc Idtchen and ITlCaI hall were supplied
dcctricity by t ....'O S·kw., 120·,'., .ingle-ph:uc.
gencrll iors driven by Wiscornlin a ir-cooled
motorl which wcrc housed in a tarpaulin
ahack beside the kitchen. The generalors

•

FI,... SO. T_ 5..1ow. _ . _ .. whldt ......,...j 100
haU. No.. rWr _ ......,
",_I ...hIch .... IDto............

!llliII'" k"" ..... ....,j _

"" .... 10- Jo. D

!'1m alternately In about 6.hour shiru and
work<.'d very SOlliJfactoriir. With the exception of !hOM: tcnll which required ekc:triciry
for special pmjccu, no power WlU (urnish«l
witlt.i.n the lent an:a. MOSt <W:CUJlIIIIU rL
tents modified their quanen ....·tth one «
IwO plastic: windm.'lI 01" skylighll whid! pr0vided enough light (or nonna1 UJe.
t1. I I Will originaUy pJanned 10 UJe , ....'0
75-kw. gencratorl al the JS-man en .... "n... y
wln ta' ca mp, whit:h WlU r«on!lr'IIel«i I I
Liltlc America IJ I. butl'lld lwo., 25-kw.,

200- 10 400-\'011, J-ph;uc,

G ~I

..

,cnc::ra.1On.

Model 1-398 driven by 1,200 r. p. m. GM
Diesel engines Model 3016 were installed
and until date of departure furnished power
for the high frequency radios. These generators were moved from the ship to the sites
while still in the heavily constructed boxtype house.

b. It was not planned to use these generators on the expedition other than to furnish power for six large reefers (675 cu. ft.
each) which were constructed on the deck
of the U. S. S. Merrick in order to furnish
more cold storage space while en route to
Antarctica.

I

SECTION VI. Airstrips and Snow Tests
1. Airstrip.
An airstrip, as originally planned, was not
constructed, although three ski runways
were prepared as well as a 150- by 350-foot
plus 45- by 455-foot pierced steel plank test

strip. The R4D (C-47) planes operated off
the ski runways very successfully and with
less drag than normally would be encountered with tires on concrete.

2. PSP Test Strip.
a. The PSP test strip (figs. 51, 52, 53, 54, and
55) was laid in the following sequence:
23 .Jan ................................ ..
24 Jan

Laid 150 by 75 feet of PSP on undisturbed snow.
25 Jan Laid 150 by 75 feet of PSP on burlap
which was on undisturbed snow.
Laid 150 by 75 feet of burlap on undisturbed snow.

1 Feb

• • • • • • • • • •

•

• •

3 Feb

• • • • •

•

• • •

•

44

•

•

•

•

•

• •

•

•

•

• •

•

•

• •

•

•

• • • • • •

•

•

• •

• •

•

•

• •

• • •

•

•

•

• •

• • •

•

150 by 250 feet, 2 rounds with D-6 and
snow drag over area where burlap
had been.
Laid 150 by 40 feet of PSP on partially
compacted snow.

Detail of about 15 men started breaking
open bundles and established center
line.
Night shift started 1830 and finished
0530 on the 25th.
Inspection of mat at 2200 hours revealed
that PSP on undisturbed snow settled
about 1X inches, whereas mat on
burlap did not settle. Most settling
took place between 1030 and 1430,
while sun was out, with light winds.
Later inspection revealed no more
settling.
Started to remove 150- by 75-foot section
of burlap.
Removed burlap.

...

SF'" LakI 150 by

6 t'eb
17 Feb

compacted

100\\',

150 by 800 (eel, 2 rounds ....~th mow drag
and D~6; I round wilh pontoon drag

and
18 "'cb

160 feet of PSI' on partially

I)..{,.

ISO by 800 feel, I round with pontoon
d~ and D-6.
l..aid 40 by 180 feet el i'S!' Oll partWly
(1,)fI1p;lClcd IIlO ..••

Hish Io'U -SO Y . ..im 16-knot wind.
7 mm 101"21,: bounlll~ _~L
ma~
fur 6 lMKI" tqlWli 130 Iq.

13 mcnl'orll.houn
1' t'cb Laid.w by 275 fa-I of PSI>on pilrt1aUy
CUfn~t«l

20 Feb

(t.. ~hour.

Jt1(n\.

KtI"o\~ nKn"

14 mm

(rom 130- b)' l5O-fOOl

Jlrip

RLlIl way exlaWon had llboul :z "",nd"ilh allOW drag and I round ....llh

fon: lift "''im J..4nch lumbnpushed dx ........ tQ lht

"'er

U

I dour

pontoon dr.lll

•. 'IlK- rlf'$t 150 IinC'Ar feet ..~ bid at.;Jut
25 JanUAr)' "'~" IC'mprr.lluA'II '>iue ,.. ...
li\~I)' hiSh (25 0 10 30" 1-'.) and the (0110..-11'"1
difflctJ!titt "''en" enrounlM'Cri:
(I) " ..~ SIn.,1I clip! "'t'lt difrlCUlt to handle

cold wCllther ,,-ich

I •

or mil~
(2) o.rt had 10 Ix: ~ 1101 10 diJtutb
the Junaa: whc-:n the mal ....u lO tx- placed

In

(IIIUII(' all

AIO\~

for ('(Instruction 01 camp).

(3) 11,c lime required 10 carry t'IICh pancI
b)' hllnu from Ihe runway ahoukIcn 10 its

filllll po.ition

",'aJ doubled.
nf\·~. Thil work

which

Io-U

due

10 !.II(' 10ft
was pni'OOIlw:!d
monly hy ehe U. D. T . lind aldps' PUlOl'lnd
who had no Il~iou~ Inlinilll in ehb eype of

...'01'\1:. LAter till. nult rcqullul II dOttt (rOf'
with J.inch lumber .. blade) 10 1T1TIO'o"'e
snow drirlJ ... hich ...om: ca~ by miJc:d·
1a~ bundl~ and odd picca oIi'SP thai

FI_ 51 . Lo,!:, psp ... IMIop ..hlch .... 1oIcI ...
...11....... " .,ow.

lirl

lat within that IlTa.
c. When Ihc -40- by -4SS-(OOI ftbon _
bid Of! panlally compKted .IOW lhe DOl)'
diffICulty cncoulltnul WillI the handllnl of
\\UC

w

mNlU diJ», ltmpttalurn bdn, abtMn
_ 10'" F. wilh winds up III 16 knotJ. Thil

...'Of'k wu pni'orlilcd

IIII111U 13 Scabca
(ronl the motor pool wl105C morllic WIll \'Cry
hlch. DunllJ the 2-dllY perlcxl /lpproxi.
INllI':Iy 125 tqWlIT fcci per man per hour were
bid.
11)'

..

fl,..... 5\!. JOOICtlon 01 PSP diM., on .M",,,,",,, ..0.. (I.h) ...... PSP on .... ,Iop ..... kh io ... vnd ....,,,..I ... _ on
,1 ,10" T_ .... """" 0/10. 1_ .......... laid, _ on Ioh .001 td'-d h_
t'lt IMhn willie _ on " ,.,
did "'" M,,1e ". 011.

tv. '"

3. S ki Il unwa ys.
The three ski runways "~ 8rnlllgcd mol'''
or Ia, as a n ~uila(aa1 triangle, all work
being p.-rformm by ~uipm"D t. ",.jib no
hand labor. The 4 days 01 COrl'llrUCtion (or
runway No. I (100 b)' 4,500 (CCI) $Iartcd
during the ~-,:ning of 13 F.. bruary and ronustcd of lhe following;
RWlu.·tJ~

Np. I (fig. !is)
13 F.. b 1 round , D--6 lractor pulling hea"y
drag .

..

13 F.. b I round , ~ traCtaronly.
I rolllld, D-6 u-..... lor pulling light

d"".

1 round, 0 -6 tractor pulling T-7
section of pomoon drag.
14 F.. b 1 round, 0-6 tra ..lOr pulling light

drag.
1 round, D-6 tractor pulling pontoon drag. (7Y. shoTt 10115, ind o 2

1xI1,. PSI' ).
15 Fcb 1 round, 0 -6 lractor pulling pon.
toon drag (a. m .).

15 Feb I round, 0 -6 lractor pulh~
dr.lg (p. m.).
16 Feb I ","'nd, 0 6 IJ'Ktor pullin!
toon d.,. (I. m.).
17 Fcb I round, ~ lr.'C:lor pulllnll
(br cod only).
I round, 0 -6 truclt)l'" puUlllfl
loon d~ ((:ar rnd only).

!illh!
pon.

drq
JXlR'

1k lm::"'«l' InrlJX'ntllll't" dun,. tJW; pehod
Waf - lOO P. With "'rwb II lbout 12 InlQU.
t-:,-m .rter the fint C"\oeruN[ d " .. k !he Illr·
racr rumuhtd an ackqwllr rullWII) ror lids;
By 23 J;'rllnWy thil.lnp would IJrnou ..~
por1 In R40 (C.... 7) 0Il ... beds. RunW<\)"II
N<& 2 and 1 ",r,t tonll.rurted alae in lhat
.hc:ir 2.y constnJl:tion fil'iOd JW"ted I S
•

fl_ Sl. 50_ I_II...... ~ II,... 51. oi.o-Ioot """
......... ~ .1.... '100 01 "'10

po'" !on
10

1M,,",

f!pM 14. c,II.'1ca1 _

_ .. IoIi Ii' Jim,
10_1% IO!% 1..... ...,. ... I'SP•• l::~ ..... 1M•
• 101 ..., ... ............ ,,_. ""104. no.,
100 ~Id.", _. 01 _ ..... "" ...., ...11,.
Mol "I; · _Iy "1011 oot ""'" _y _ ...... ....
~U...

c...w

A.oI J6 •

pot .....

•

r; .... S5. PSP _ """ ..... Wiu .... .... 010 ...1f1t
,,1 1'1. _
'" ... by "-olin a .... ode! pl. . . 01
_!.It.1!Iw. _ .. n.o. ....... tIor ,.,aa, _
_ 100 10" ...... - " _ _

f l,.,. S6. , _ p.n•• UMO ........... 1l1_",.

"

-

·'*"
n- n . ,.do. WI ........, ((-47). ~ .~ ....
. . . . . . . . 12

... ""~' 0t
......._ ..... Ioo ,.loc_

,~"-PSP

He. 1. T.... _

n.-sa..g,I' EL.~Ho. I'

"-"' _
_

e

1 , _ _ _•

. . . . , .. oIti _..,.. H.. , .... )
n , .",

,,,pa" .
•

fdwuary and CDilSbIro ol oN)' the~:

FI"OltI all apptlil"ano;D no failure c:x:curn'd.

1 round ",'lUI. 0-6 lR(:1Or pulling a ............Im
.IOW dtq:. and 2 I'QUJIdJ IO-ith • D-6 U'K1Qr
puJlil1!ll !he pClntoon dra,. 1'ht3c: ..~ At·

It ;, ~"Cd the "~bl ,,'as bans CAl "cd
bt' the mat ioutead fA the _
bue; tbu~
lOre, ''tt)' little CIt ooduns ..... kamcrl.
~ pops kcooed 10 Iddt up ''0)' little _
rrom beneath the mal, although I linle ~.
I ..OW ..-him ...... on lOp ...~ b&own t.:k.
(2) "The: plane Wtitd out O\'a' freshly mm..
pitCted ..-.' (2 I'OI.IndJ ""th l>-6 1~1Or
pulling snow drag, 1 round lOith D-6

i6ccory lOr skis.

4. TaD., TaJce..Otf.. mid LondiDQ T....
•• OT CA"'t)' L- 5 _ PSP, Sdkw PflltJ4IlJ

C P td,1D Fdt 47, +10" F., 11'_ 11 K..u.
(1) Sa"ttal liandiop .nd take-1)/f1 IO'a'C
mad~ rrom the 4(). by <455-(001 md as 1O'ci1
as laxiing 011 ~" of !he 15().(ool wide: end .

..

pulling ponlDOn dras) which, d~
.he surface failure, look c:omkIerablc:

lJ';1ICIOr

10

Wbm Iht pI&ne lricd 10 !lam,
ODC ..iItd ""'t~ and bdp .... tcq\llttd
P""a

lit MIII1

plane

_,~

,. or (~L-S) •

..,n -J-'"
X.u.

1, ~
f,.Q, +WF_ 11'_11
Sc\~ land'np and ~I .. ~ rr...ck ..ith quite a
bit m\UlU'll With 0lIl: UlCqKion no dam.
. . . . 1ICIkd. ·I'be. aurfan: .. led t h e _
.. any ~ .una« ..'OWd be QptC"kd

fl ... 61 .
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(l~,)

fl_ 6J.'~'

.sI,..!'

•• 1Iott

....., ,., .. ~

No, t .

" ' - .... tlac'"'~IoIf'SP ....
• .0 ((""'1) ... !<HI .. _ *'- (PSI' ..w ..
""1oI"b.~

_)

10 at:t, (SCqH dwl

*;.I.t,,1 by

IJ,"

.pplYlI1IIn.k~

!.It
Once for den,,"

rOl.lkt U$lly

Oftr;ll'1Ihon pur"..... . hr pbnor culcd bad;
and iOnh ..ut! one ... I~I .... iddll1l ,bout
110 pu«nI
Iht IiITIl'. llw deUl~ ncxed
.... ~ tbr Ii", bndltlf. At ~ ailhe- tires
tooclKd the II'IOW, II broke the ~rfl('oe,
ka\i. . . I 'np lhe IUr" ..idth, abwt 10
ftel Iooi and 1 10 2 1Dt~ drq). 01 leX*:

m

Fl_ 61. .40 ((..... 1) '-!loot .. f'SP _
,..,. ... ....,. ...... _ . V'n • •

... " ....

....
~ ..

FI,.. 6.4 R41 ((-..T) " - ' Is ; 2 lizzlly· F aol
_ _ ltlohPSP_ ...... Filly '
t
....... ..,Is ......W _ _ ,Ia L ........

h,,'" ;

....... _

....,. .. Iz

IE

,iI,.

Wow.., It..d. _

... p ........ ,......

..

il"1UI'alal<'d MJUW It"'l wuld Ix rlIW oue by
hJ,.wt TIM! _
bc:nf:o;u.h Ihl........,,11 com·
plCtcd .nd 1'10 tJn'UIlIIf Ihrou.h ... ~ noltd..
\ppumtly CUlnpoclt'd __ \0111 IIfH .land
abe

. • ' . 'nil:

1,", Iln

'IT

dun", t11n1:

13 paunch pet .,uare inch IIId ~
IOtaI "'·... iltht m Ih<- pUlPf' "' ....bom 2,100

lab ......

........

e. IUIJ (G-n) IIJJX)O ,.

.J)JJOO :':0 f!li, ..

PSP T,JI SIr". 11 Jo"d Q , + N1'F., Ir.".. 5
I....u. (1) 'Illt pWk tuKd O\n ehe tntiNl

I~P l!:it

"fMo mill "hkh ...... laid
em Ihe I)llrblp hud tht If'Catl''l failure. In
phl«i II "'f~ heM up III 2 .... ] IAtbn. 1bc
IItlil ... hkh Will plllcftl 011 pArdaU)"!:omp.-wd
Jl'("tlon

IllOW hc:m 10 IIbOUl lor:! 11"I('hc;, 1'tW

.hook! "lOW 111111, Ir tnt. p;arlKuw-

~.

Ih", lIu ll1lw.l lutlJd)' knltled J..,u,lapkl«l .. an

1I1l11.1lalCM' rlnher than a conductOr, IhelCloo.
10111111 UI'" qU1l1i1l1S IOhkh II ....., IIIlpf'd it
mlghl p- :., HIKI the burlap hnll (&.w_
.hnilar 10 ,hal u( Ie-nll, lho- ruu.lu II'IIIhll..\~
bun .tightly different, but II is lull bdic:-~
thil' bell n:lulu would be obolllt"d ...·ithoul
u,;ng any .... IMiaI iK-'''"ffil the: PSP and the:
•.....,.,... It WillI inlerc:st1nJ to nolle: mal ''n).
liuk ~ wu I*'W up or bIoIo-n out 0(
pIIoc;... by !he pop b12n, 1"\"Cn "hlk bQ&h c:nII""" .. at pullins :;0 mc:ha: 0( mcttUrY.
Th" al10 I9cb one lID bdin.'r thai no ma.terial .milar to burblp It ,,«:d.d brlltllth
tIM- nwu. 1I .."lU IIbo nocftI !he tim had •
~. 10 Wei nsil). ..·hen the: m;JIt

w.

pt.Miall\" to.old lOitb _
.
(2) Afkr uw .... .,. thc: I'!!t.P bad bctrn
(:Ol1tIplctrd thl' pbnr Dkd
oR chc: cnd
of the: mal kSC .mp and 01'110 !he parui.Uy

I,"""

D;Jmpik"kd

n....5

n

lolO ((.... h • _ "01 "" ., He. I
.............. 11_ .........' . ff ..

allOW, bul ",ilhoul . .U
11M:
~ wu.it<da.lrdy - M ,I"",t ~rt.hJ

of the: Wlr\' 110 tb:: bub, f"ofiy ......... of IIIU'"
Nry on both "'1'.... wuuId AIM tf1O'\~ lht

pbnr.

I

-rcr on dut'''C chc

rrwb"l ""td tbr pi
__ lO IlL

Nnw., .'

I.

rul!hl

""'""

no.,

J)..6

undj,.aurbl;.od

1. '1'biI: ,,"35

"'(lffl-

plubrd La tbt "'. m&nlW'I" lhal • pliuoco
1O...ud br dr X'd thtoucb lIfi" nukh hdd.
AI .... ti_ unt fl the ",hod:.: "'ml dQ...-n III
die JdIlI lUI "1I1J i ........... bkh ptkd lip In
£/"QQ' of ttw "'"tnl. MNChIld thI" 00 WOI..'f
the bot_ d cbr C'O\OoI,,-.
J IUD It" D) ... .s&:i R
I, ).; Ft'.
D , +~ F., ""_ <I Il.u. (1) 1bc plAIle
woOed a""'"11 100 kd btkn the- left ",-bed
'IOmt do¥ol\.. In 1J'j'''1f 10 ~ (lUt, the: pi, ....
mIdc abu"t. JOO..dcCi tc !Urn ..ith the ","hr:d
JIOWI ....,. 10 thc: hub. AI Ii...... wtuk

a'

i.' .\".

fit- ... lC)(( .... 7) .lwol ..... ah, .,.
.......
"'~f d ..... -'OO-. . . . W ..... I_

-
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wi ••
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• . . . . ., .
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, L~
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_...,

"",,', . n..' ........ ".-, ...

lId'p·, all . . . . . _'" ..

"

r;,-1O.p'

,'-oId' ' •• _, ...........,

'" ·t ..... U . . . . . ' ,

ta",iing w ...·hI:orla .... uuld a'lPC'lIr to ddt' un
lop. U)(n onr ....(Jt' 1Q break Ihrotl/l.h lind .flM'
runnlnl tht- (fLf!:iOl'll up wOllkl tOil\( twk on
lOp. 'J"hco M"face ddlnilrly (DIIrd, but !Jilt'
('QUki ~ m.t the: minimum C0I11I)jlftlClll (or
this type' plant' had allOOill ben, I'(lIthn.1
(2) J>Uril'll W noond .. ,.. m('lll hour, Ih,.
pbnc ..... 10\0·td ewt:r • WIII'IC't'W'C fO;l(i 10
Ihe rr
hall road.
t. IUD (C J1) .. .11m 111111 R-'. 2J Fri! .
Q. +,.. F., 11'11. J Ji..u. (I) ' OM- Int:ILI tu:1I
IC -d ...... ~tl fA lhe mAin nmp roIId Iradl""
rrom tbr au}» w the l"I2IP .nd hMl traWl(
t'OnW" .....!y (rom 18 J:.......,. thrtlUlh ZJ
Fdl:rua.ry. nw- ttalfic ~ uC'«.y
pia:t: d cqU'pii)(1I1 on the uptdilion, and
no an>lVi&I CGmf*tdII ........, 1lwn"'U( (!fog • • ) nIWIdII "'Im tht _
d ....
.. bi(ob..ot"d lSI ~ thr lICTal:evc-l.
(2) ,,.. plIO.. - . Plied up ..... dolo..... tht
n.d ...~\ '''It.houl.a-1.''IJUt\ · .'sfllf.uiW'C
...tu:uot'I'O" Tht' oaIy ~ (21" bKU
Ief't ... oe fue.d b¥ thr tifT lrC1Id and the
10: II1LCI ,I ".hdI ".. CIa thr -u:c.c. T ... k'!:
the pl. '/ o.,.d UI toO dol!(' ., thr IhM!'

udWM..ay,.

"dl-'.~

odbrcil1lt

_tea ....

n,.. 11

_.

Slllrad Ith It., .40 . . ." , .r Na. t.
11t' ....lI: $
1..... _...

n- u , 51<1 . . . _ .40 ((..,n ) Ioh old :;a .... r... n. ' ...... .lJ. ,,"'1 Wt..,.~
_it , , ............
He. 1. ~":::aI~'
" :'~'''••'.F'" Ito ~ .. •" .. hh.,

"

':

, J ,

fl..", '4, R.40 (C .... ') .. iIIo

.~Io.

pcwloocl .... pi,,,,,",,

co.... oI .. I'h 01 ....1 . 1110 ............. ,,_ "".. 1ft,
10 • ...Ioc•.

Fl,_ n . R ,,100,
.......pl. lot 01 ••

01" ..............

S. SDOW Teotl •
density m( UlIrenll:Dts, ProelOt
needle II:IIS, and fleld Iood ttlt wen nl3de on
the folJov,'ing areal:
(I) Undistributed mow.
(2) Mal hall roadway ,
(3) Snow aftO' PS P had been n:n1O\-ed,
(4) Ski runwaY" Not. 1 and 2.
During the dian period on the l1'\0'00' , c:ondi.
tioru , ,,,tied from a 101'1 aoolike consUtency
...

In.pl~

with hardly any supporting power (while
temperatures were near freezing) to a dense
hard crust which would allow a D-6 tractor
to travel without track extensions (temperature being near _10 0 F.). Due to circumstances beyond control, controlled tests were
not started until the first part of February;
therefore, no data was obtained during the
warmer days.
b. The density measurements were made
by weighing a carefully measured block of
snow sawed from the neve. Successive segments, 1 to 3 inches thick, were sawed from
the block as it sat on the scale. The residue
was again weighed and measured and the
reduction in weight and volume was used to
calculate the density of the segment which
had been removed. When crusts were observed in a specimen, segments were cut so

o

that one segment was composed entirely of
the crust. It was found that compaction
went to a depth of about 20 inches and that
immediately after compaction the surface
would not have the supporting power that
it would after it had had a couple of days to
freeze into place. Facilities were not available to make a microscopic study of the
crystal arrangement, but it is the belief of
the observer that the original grains of snow
were broken down into smaller ones and
. compressed and vibrated into place, leaving
a more dense surface.
c. In order to compare density measurements, the results of different tests were calculated and the value used in plotting specific
gravity against depth. The average specific
gravities for undisturbed snow, partially
compacted snow (ski runways Nos. 1 and 3),
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and the I~ hall I'OtId "~ U5«I in plott,nll:
a II.ph.
tI. huuOi(k1l1 cia ... I'I;U obtnlu.,d 10 tieLMrune the lkK"ec 0( (:orreJ:Hioll belWttli
the hdIrillJ ~ illdklllcd by the IOIId
applied 10 !he: ~"",II lI~a ......deC' thr l'roe.or
,1eC'd1c btarin~ plnte Ilnd Iht a('lunl ~Jtring
~C'r of tht 51'lJ\o\ IUrflll!! I,mdff workin,
C'ondHIuna. bo.1 It did hldiclllC 1IU11 a tech·

r

nique: ro\lld be: dCVC'lopm IU uilliu tilt
Procu)r IW)tdIc 10 dt'lerml ne ,he un\fQl'l1lilY
u( Ihe ~II.I 01'1111), tocnl)/lC'ling I)fXrlllloru

r.....

11. ' ' ' ' III' I .11 ................... _ .

_.I.oI'
w
_"'"""
.plt'
0I....!" •• ",.,,_.

r""", 19, W,!",,,,.

h . .. " -

.nd Ih,. rrlll,I,',. hl-arinl5 POMn' of .he 1l'10'00.
t o J), m:t loudJo " cre appli«l 10 lhe: wu..
b) Il'II:lU\J 01 hydr.I\'Uc jal;k u)in!! a 1) 6
etll('f'llIllIiIr trac:\Ur 10 ..... pply the load. '11,t'
load "'1U 11lCa.wrro by ,l'I('an. 01 • }IirllU~

' . to, .'_;'~7'!

...
.........

"".'.1& ..,
~

At- " . fMIoI'
..... JO 1=

,Ita

..

II 2. _

",,",,'"
2

0-.

__

.... P5P .... t-.,

•.4.

_-_ ....
•,

gage. Knowing the pressure and the area
. of the base of the jack (72.07 sq. in.), the
unit load in pounds per square inch was
Proctor needle
Lbs./sq. in.
Ratio

Location

Undisturbed ..............
Under PSP without burlap ...
Under PSP without burlap ...
Ski runway No.3 .........
Ski runway No.1 .... . ....
Mess ha II road ...........

27
55
49
257
855
1,905

1
2
2
10
35
70

calculated. The following table is a comparison of load supporting power, Proctor
needle pressure, and density measurements.
Specific grovity
SP
Rat.o

0.332
0.335
0.335
0.396
0.432
0.469

1.0
1.0x
1.0x
1.2
1.3
1.4

Load
Lbs./sq. in.

Lbs.

1,300
2,000
2,000
•

• • • • • • • •

•

18
25
25
•

*4,300
13,000

•

• • • • •

•

60
180

Ratio

1
1.4
1.4
• • • • • • •

3.3
10

Note. Reasonable average values, utilizing all available data.
*(-47 wheel load calculated as 60 Ib'/sq. in. over base area of jack (72.07 sq. in.).

SECTION VII. Recommendations
•

1. General.
•

The recommendations herein are based on
assumption that an Army engineer aviation
battalion would be given relatively the same
task with the same period of time as was
originally planned (24 hours per day for 8
weeks). In many instances the recommendations will be in line with that which was
practiced on . this expedition. Others, of
course, will be from experience gained by
officers, men, and observers while carrying
out the mission.

2. Staff Work and Planning.
a. It is recommended that planning be
started far enough in advance to allow
fabrication of special items and shipment, so
that each unit will have ample time to
familiarize itself with the items with which
they are to work.
b. The unit chosen for the operation
should be a well organized and experienced
one.
c. It is recommended that the staff officer
who is responsible for the planning be a
member of the expedition. He will be able
765274-48

5

to note his own mistakes, and pass on to
others to follow, more complete information
as to how future operations should be planned.
d. Plans should be flexible so that if at any
time the over-all plan is changed, the
operation could proceed uninterrupted.
. e. A large amount of extra small tools,
such as hammers, saws, wrenches, etc.,
should be taken since they become lost or
misplaced very easily in the soft snow.
J. An extra amount of plywood, 2- by 4inch, and i-inch lumber should be taken,
since additions must always be made.

3. Construction Equipment.
The most essential item for Antarctic work
is specialized construction and transportation equipment. A certain amount was
learned during the short 4-week period on the
ice and it is felt that some of the answers were
obtained, but there is still far more to be
learned. No one or two pieces of equipment
will answer all purposes. Each piece will
vary in design depending upon the job 'it has
to do. Some of the purpose!> for which equipment must be designed are as follows:
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._ !\. tw,aY)' duty 11'11(1« or prune n'l(Nn'

m

ca~bk ~ puUmg 1M,cc quamilks
IUpplicI
on ~ o"er Ift&I distances. 1'ht IlIA(1Ol"

should haY!: !ivins .(c.lunodatiorlll Cor i'(leW and Ihouki ruwc a fud cap;.clty IOarry
;1 lon, diMafl«S,
i. A tnKl« limil" 10 the onrt UIICt/ on thI.
Upedltion "b.ich would be uaed If) and
arotUld climp and 011 haull (or m.ati\~y

ahoukt be du 'S",d ",111
(oI.ao..'int; modifiallkJOl:
(I) TII.e 1"1 "" tllutlnould ~ nocltansrother wan • winloind hood.
(2) " alb thai will protect thr oPU_1«
(rom low ktUpcralurc .nd hlJb WUIdI.
(3) Tratb " ith a rnuin'lum lIIlII t-rins
jW aourc m 3 pounciJ IX" tqu~ inch.
(.) Long trlda In ~ 10 ~'t:Pl rvutJh
filling lO'hUe SOI"I ~ lM A:ltrup .. wdI ..
10 aid in loin, O\tr ImiI.II cncb .ncJ en!-

.barl dIJlillfCft

(5) AIUII':habtc .,... 9 r pAafCl., Of' iiOi_

thins 10 I'\~ the IrKlOr' • b"hokf whiJc

not be IlUitJllbl.. In 1n.1 the cenler 01 8""'lly
iI tQO hllh jond Itwon: would haY!: llttn II (n:llt
d.~ 01 io tippi"l O'o'o:r in tiM' dtlnow,
~. It \I
tn.! (OfI!j»I~lion equiplfIICnt will ''00 halt' a rornpIcl" o:hat\sr' In
dnic'" It II rdi IMI the tractOr ....ith the
rornbuuoon vf ~!lhl IIIJd villt'lluon did
?O ~!(cnl d the comp«.lnlR Oil the ~pe

heu.r..-m

dmon, Vllriuw type. 01 rallcn Wl;:!C " ' "
tded cnOu(h 10 tklermlf1C' thcir lIIt'IuI~
bul the 00NI:1lRII .. WI ~ IICt limUariy
10 W way thI'y would wNk roUi.. '"~
lraYd or and Soaw: IYP' vi cqui ..... nt
RIOUf1tn:i 011 lnICki ,,'\II 11bratc the v-anuJatcd paerttdct 01 JnO" mIl) pi....., and mtn'
Ji"CI' UInI'. thr PIIfIedc:s lOiU r~ into
pcIIIlion "Ylnc the dQirnt raultt. ~ht
rniabl br dim;tcd 10 _lha .. lliontJ tiIC
I,net tla .. ' Vi, din or rodl. boctoa1-dwnp,
Willi a blultriQ \,bRIOf' .nd fblt top to tNtt
wnahl c:ooold be Mt.t.y1, . . the- ....riltt be-WI1IU "Ot Wllif .rt, 'SO'... thin, on ltIC
..dLl ~ a rotnbincd pontOOn draa and InOW

workllllOll icc.

..c- hn~ should he fOr rHuc:d, but !lOt

(6) Winches on traclOrl are hiIhfy dew.bI<,
(7) c.:.ft'C1 W tel-" I' f fI W tractor 90
mire 11Id( lO"hik pulI'llJ baY)' bd., F- 'hIy
by PW)\ins 1M ccntcrd cn~nT for.","Ud
(, Some Iypr d U,,*u.......fJIO'lr111 lr1lnIpotUIIQI 1UI1;Io1*: b' ~nc auall
nurnho:n d penonnd, nc.... the tnd.
,,",on .t lIt.t_ It.twluld ~'C IUlfnent .WiO
10 Iillow dlC opt:'illot' 10 IlolIICtion pcopul;
"htJe ~atUlJ buIkv dada ud 1I1boo.1t! bc
~' 10 ciJ&n' and Ior...~. A ",ath OlD .hI'
front '"~ be cbirable.
L Solie tvpe d ....... h. 'P ... equtptncDl, .-lar 10 a aanc: iI ~ dnarabk
II I. bd,"'I'd tbaa.
tiIUUJd ~'"
btcu. 11 .. t: _Lablr u- _ &he. bthil
in h i It ....:JU6d ... be ~i id 10 0..,.",
aiM' I . . _h .... \ii'
fill '*i!6
'The- So. . awJC 8)v'. ~kdd 65), "Lil
.. thII tJlpdil_, CW- . . cI hl f}1It:" 1fIIOUkI

b' CIODIJMlCliOI'I in c/q:Kh,
/ . Gr.dt", eqwpmt::m wiU be.....
)
if au f':c:kh are to be buib b- cxknli"t: l,IIC'
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the: ahaUSt ~ III inlernal ooniliustion C'fIIlnc
III ...-;as planned rOf' in lhe: 3S-" liIo tIl. rl'!11C)'
" "' l"IltI'" camp •
• . As a morale filetOf' and for coow:nkuct:
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ligttu to aU Ic::nu and buildi..,.
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... :ar' .....
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m. p, h . and $00\0' alld ~ po'UlUlY .. hich
..lIl be rrom the Udcs .. weU .. rrom !.he lOp,
t, U pa.!bIc il ....ould be IIdviJnWe parlially to IXlll1pacl the CQn!ItructiOIl area be·
fon: (.ocli... any bulldiop Of' C\'m ~ms.
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IJIO\"E aruund " 'ilh srratu ~, alford
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6. UtWtin.
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niqlltS 01 OOI\5 U'uction "h,eh ....iII ('I';.,bIc
onus to p!C'p;p re IUrfaco in Q IiInt' and to
caPT)' hel'lcr Ioar:b. The mcthod IUgenro
W()I.fld prvbably not be carrio:d OUI In ill
cntin'I)', bill would c:han!!" as OOlUtruc::tum
prtlIJPI :d, ~ndillS uport knowledgc
gained duriug thi. period.
• • SuppoK the spcciflCllUocIJ called ror one
mn"lI), 100 by 5.000 feci 10 ac::comrnoda lc
0--47 Iype plancs I mon!h afler "arling dalc
and hca'ojo- tyIX planes \a.tt'r. Two Un'.
&de by $ide 500 by 7,000 fect Tach could be
~ by the \1M: ol tr.lI;torJ and dra§'
running back and forth 0\'(1" the: .Urral~ iU

the:: !1lC'"lbod In rornpaetmll the: A:i run·
WlI)"S. If a lrack layi lllJ type compactor
"''ef"( a''a.i labic it ..VWd aid wnsidrrably.
waf

•. Wa,.,. IUpply IJ !he only ut.lil)' ...·hich
rtquhu Knola Ihousht. The am rrom
"'hith _
;. w be W:;('I'p should ddismd)
br on tht " ·Ind..-ud lick ~ the (ntire nmp
al"l:"a and mw" mnllitl a renril:ttd am .-J

In about I month !hc center 100 r",1 oIlho<
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compacttd to il'l maximum

~,*Iy ••pccific

CXlfiIlUlItlOII!f."d . Somc
type ~ ~ffilporlllhk PIflI1W md,tr if nccdcd.
It ....... ,Id be dcsI~ncd .. 1tll,I the .... Itr "'ill
br m.ainUlIlIOO II a lJi.-.m k\~l. '11tt "'''Itr
from II~ ume Ihr iIIOW mltTf Ih( hopptr
unlll II II rudy for
IbouJd be in c::klEd
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gr.l"lly oIaOOoI 0.65 10 0.70
al lhc !IUtt'att down to about 0.40 Of' 0.45 at
20 inchc5 below the surratt. It would be
~ lOr C-47 Iype ain:nft. The objtct 0(
ha\illr!l; ' ....0 nm ...'a)'3 wuuld be thai whill:
one "'01$ bcing tDcd the other could be' mainlaiPWd and worUd for heavier ' f IX planet;.
TIle. run ....;!)" would then be Ittengthentd by

conl.11lIM"lI alld d Ul rCo:d from lhee IIl('htr IC)
llOnI8'l (a/lIP Ihrou, h piP" In .. hkh !.he.

doring ...,.., from the ditch lillCll a n w the
l()(I..fool cmrer nnp and compacting in thc

!hIll! ...ill not

bcrcotl~

"

.;arne manner. After this operation had txen
aecompli~hed t..... o or thra: limes the runwa}'ll,hould be capo,bl" of carrying Ul<: C - S4
type aircraft.
b. T otal con.l"truction time for this operation should take approximatdy 6 w~. Due
to surface wirids and snow Ihe ditch Jinell
would become filled by drif~ affording addi tional material whieh could Ix: dottd up on10 the 1oo-fool center §Irip. It i$ tho'1&ht
that eventually the depth of compaction
would become great enough to afford adeM

quate bearing presl!urc for larger aircraft in
the heavy bomber type group. The fClUOrl
for compacting the 200-foot shoulders On
both sidCl5 of the runways at beginning of
construction i.. that the undisturbed neve wil]
not Olherwise support construction equiptnCnt. Due 10 the fact that aftt:r r:ompac tion
the snow require« a period in which to re_
freat: it might Ix: weI! 10 bear in mind that
doubling the construction force d~ not
ncccs.arily mean CUlling construction time in
half.

c. Prefabricated landing mat should be
available, even though it would not be
planned to use it, due to the fact that mice
it is in place the depth of compaction could
hardly be increased. It would also afford
quite a problem in keeping the runway clean
after blizzards, in that. snow piles would accumulate on each side of the runway which
would cause drifts to grow larger the more
the strip is cleaned. Even though a runway
without a mat surface might show wear and
become damaged during heavy operations
it is believed that maintenance would be a
relatively simple proposition.

d. At this particular stage it is felt that the
most important thing in connection with
runway construction in regions similar to the
Antarctic is that more experimental work be
carried on similar to that which was carried
on during Operation "Highjump." The
snow should be studied by constructing runways and performing such tests as those performed and planned to be performed on this
•
operatIOn.
e. For more detailed information on this
operation, it is suggested that the Navy's
BuDocks report on the operation "Highjump" be studied.

•

•

•

•
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CHAPTER 4
•

TRAN P
SECTION I. Introduction
a. Wheeled vehicles:

1. Plans and Objectives.
The plans and objectives of Operation
"Highjump" in the field of Transportation
are set forth in paragraph III-B, Annex "J",
Commander Task Force 68, Operation Plan
No. 2-46, Projects:
*
*
*
*
*
(1) Performance and tests of powered
vehicles under Antarctic conditions.
*
*
*
*
*

2. Scope.

•

a. At the end of the shore based operations

on the Antarctic Continent, the personnel
who actually operated and maintained the
motor vehicles used there returned to the
United States in a different ship than that
which carried the Army observers; hence, considerable valuable data which should logically be contained in this chapter are not now
available, but will undoubtedly be included
in the final reports of Task Force 68.
b. The time spent in the shore based phase
was so short that it scarcely constituted a
proper performance test for the vehicles concerned. The vehicles were placed ashore
commencing about 18 January 1947, and
final evacuation of the base camp was completed on 23 February 1947, a period of only
36 days.

3. Vehicles.
Powered vehicles placed ashore at the Bay
of Whales for operational use and testing
were as follows:
64

8 Trucks, X-ton, 4 x 4 (Jeep).
4 Trucks, 2%-ton, 6 x 6.
1 Truck, lX-ton, 4 x 2.
b. Amphibious vehicles:
8 Cargo carriers, M29C (Weasel).
2 Landing vehicles, tracked.
c. Tractors:
10 Tractors, D-6.
1 Tractor, D-7.
2 Tractors, TD-9-6C (Fingerlift).
3 Tractors, MC-l (Cle-track).

•

Note. The vehicles listed in a, b, and c above were
all new vehicles.

d. The following drawn conveyances were

used and are considered in this report:
20 sleds, 10-ton (Go-devil).
8 sleds, Army, 1-ton.
3 trailers, tank, 800-gallon capacity, mounted
on skis.
e. Also included were the following dogs
and dog sleds:
27 dogs and 4 dog sleds.

4. Unloading Vehicles.
The ships moored direct to the bay ice in
the Bay of Whales, and all vehicles were
unloaded direct onto the ice in the conventional manner by cargo slings.

5. Surface Conditions Encountered.
a. The bay ice in the Bay of Whales was
covered by hard packed snow (neve) varying
in thickness up to 18 inches. There were
two tide cracks or crevasses in the bay ice
which had to be crossed. These tide cracks

,,~ ...'Cn.l

Ceo:! "ide aDd the: inlen-al ,,'aj;
ddcd ..ith pn3IlITe kc-: the 1h00uI"I' ke. in
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about
70 feel high IUld &Iopm do" n 10 the bay in::
and
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11 wu rrtlYC'd by rid,..., IIIIC\ IUltd l llOW
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to several feet. The spacing and height of
these ridges varied from day to day. The
surface texture, bearing power, and other
physical characteristics of the neve vary
with temperature, wind, sun, and other
. climatic influences; thus, conditions of operations may change within a few hours. The
general surface contours of the Ross Ice
Barrier in the vicinity of the Bay of Whales
are quite gradual; slopes of over 10 to 15
degrees are rare. The surface of the barrier
contains many crevasses up to 10 feet wide
and wider. These crevasses frequently are
covered by a bridge of crusted snow which
will give way under a heavy vehicle. Of
the vehicles considered in this report only
the LVT's participated in an overland trail
operation. Ability to cross crevasses must
always be considered for a vehicle designed
for Antarctic operations.

6. Wheeled Vehicles.
No wheeled vehicles were able to operate
efficiently ashore. All had to be towed
from shipside to motor park. The larger
trucks were never able to operate, although
the Jeeps were able to operate to a limited
degree on well packed areas when equipped
with heavy chains on all four wheels. The
eeps were so unreliable, however, from a
transportation standpoint that they were
useless. The snow acted very much like
soft sand, causing the wheels to dig out great
holes when power was applied. Four of the
Jeeps were equipped with power generator
units and were finally towed to the top of the
barrier and used as power generators for the
air operations office. Wheeled vehicles of
conventional type are entirely unsatisfactory
for personnel or cargo carrying purposes in
the Antarctic.
•

r

•

SECTION II. Cargo Carrier, M29C
•

1. General."
a. No trials were run in water, the Weasels
operating exclusively on snow and ice
throughout the operation. They were used
as liaison vehicles and for towing the I-ton
Army (QM) sled. They were in almost continuous operation and turned in a very
creditable performance. They towed the
Army sled with a I-ton load of cargo or personnel with ease on the bay ice, up the barrier inclirie, and on top of the barrier itself.
The principal complaint against the Weasel
was that there were not enough of them.
Eight Weasels could scarcely perform all the
tasks desired of them. The demand for
Weasels was never satisfied during the operation.
*See TM 9- 772 for general description and technical data
concerning Cargo Carrier, M29C.
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h. The following table shows the total
number of miles of operation by each Weasel
for the period 19 January 1947 to 23 February 1947:
Weasel Na.

1
2
3

4
5
6

7
8

Mileage

1,464
1,099
1,201
1,571
Lost in crevasse figures not available.
38 Front suspension damaged and track
Never
broken shortly after landing.
repaired or replaced.
1,464
1,027

2. Method of Use.
Inifally Weasels were assigned to various
individuals or departments for use. There
were, however, more interested agencies than
there were Weasels. This resulted in a
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ever, the transmission could be shifted into
low range gear only with difficulty, so to
prevent further damage to this gear a lug
was welded to the axle transmission lever in
such manner that the transmission could not
be shifted into low gear range. Thereafter
the vehicle was limited to high range only.
In the other case of a damaged transmission,
the nature of the damage is not known,
other than it rendered the vehicle inoperative. It was reliably reported that this transmission was replaced by the transmission of
No.6 Weasel (with the broken track). In
any case the Weasel was placed back in
•
operation.

5. Transmissions.
As stated in the paragraph above, two
Weasels were disabled by damaged transmissions although both were repaired or replaced quickly and placed back in operation.
The general opinion of most individuals who
worked with the Weasel is that it has a weak
transmission. However, when operated by
a trained driver it appears the transmission
seems to perform satisfactorily. Weasels on
the operation were frequently driven by
amateur drivers with little or no previous
experience. It is possible that the two
damaged transmissions were caused by inexperienced drivers placing undue strain on
the transmissions by selection of wrong gear
range, clashing the gears in shifting, or
"jerky" take-offs.
6. Speed.
Weasels operated at speeds up to an
estimated 15 miles per hour both on the
well packed roads and on the open snow
of the bay ice and the barrier. It was a
common tendency to drive the Weasel too
fast, the speed being regulated more or less
by the comfort of the driver and passengers.
It is recommended that 10 miles per hour
be considered as the maximum speed consistent with smooth operation. Beyond that

speed the vehicle has a tendency to bob up
and down quite forcibly from the axis of
the drive sprockets. During this motion the
rear part of the tracks maintains a more or
less constant contact with the snow while
the forward part of the tracks rises off the
snow from a few inches to more than a foot.
This "down buck" results in jolting the
passengers and a jerking motion to a towed
sled. It seems logical to assume that additional strain is also placed on the tracks,
track suspension, and power drive. It was
observed that this "down buck" was more
pronounced on uneven surfaces. Actually,
there are no absolutely level surfaces in the
Antarctic; even though a surface appears
to be perfectly flat to the naked eye it is
usually full of minor dips and swells. I t is
believed that the intermittent strain caused
by high speeds over uneven surfaces causes
a torque component to be built up which
definitely aggravates the normal bobbing
motion imparted to the vehicle in passing
over these uneven surfaces. It is possible
that if the drive sprockets were in front
rather than in rear a smoother operation of
this vehicle could be obtained. The feasibility of front drive should be investigated.
•

7. Engine.
There was no ignition trouble, no carburetor trouble, and no trouble with engine
starting. S. A. E. 10 oil was used in the
crankcase. Sixty percent prestone was used
in the cooling system. The electrical system
functioned normally. No differential failures
were encountered.

8. Feasibility of Use in Prolonged Operations.
No prolonged trips were made with the
Weasels. The longest trip was to Little
America I (1929), a distance of approximately 12 miles. However, observations of
the vehicle in operation indicate that it
might be feasible for use in extended oper69

alions, limited only by fuel, oil, maintenance
supplies, and extremely unfavorable terrain,
especially wide crevasses.

9. Drivers.
There were regularly assigned drivers for
each Weasel from the Seabee detachment.
These drivers had had previous experience
and were reasonably well trained. However,
quite frequently the Weasels would be operated by individuals who had little or no
previous experience. The performance of
Weasels chauffeured by the regularly assigned
drivers was much superior to that when
chauffeured by amateurs. The chief characteristics of amateur driving were jerking
the vehicle in starting off, selection of improper gears and driving range, a tendency
to drive too fast and "lugging" the engine.

10. Observations.
Several observations were made concerning
possible modification of the Weasel:
a. The high sides of the hull resulting from
its amphibious feature make it rather difficult
for driver and passengers to enter and leave
the vehicle. If the amphibious feature can
be considered unnecessary for operation on
the Antarctic mainland, a portion of the hull
could be cut out and doors installed.
h. Present side curtains provide scant
visibility to the occupants. The feasibility
of a rigid cab with glass or plexiglass windows
should be investigated.

c. None of the Weasels were 'equipped with
defrosters for the windshield. Frost did not
form on the windshield except when the side
curtains were tightly fastened. For prolonged trips in extremely low temperatures
requiring the side curtains to be closely secured for warmth, a windshield defrosting
unit is indicated.
d. When traveling at moderate to high
speeds, the tracks kick snow very forcibly
over the towed sled. This is a most uncomfortable sensation for personnel riding on the
sled. The feasibility of some type of guard
over the rear of the tracks to prevent this
from occurring might be investigated.
e. The driver was definitely handicapped
by the narrow space between the right
steering brake lever and the engine cover.
With heavy clothes and shoes it was very
difficult to reach the foot throttle and the
driver's leg was pinched by the steering
brake. This space should be made wider to
accommodate the bulkiness of Antarctic
footgear.

11. Conclusion.
The Weasel proved to be a most satisfactory
vehicle for operation on the Ross Ice Barrier.
The expedition could have efficiently used
more of these vehicles. The four chief failures of these vehicles, i. e., one broken track,
one vehicle lost in a crevasse, and two
damaged transmissions, cannot be directly
attributed to inherent weakness in the vehicle .
•

SECTION III. Tractors
1. General.
Tractors were the mainstay of the shore
based phase of the operation as far as transportation was concerned. Over 3,000 tons
of cargo were moved from the ships to the
airstrip, the base camp, and the 35-man
70

emergency camp. The great bulk of this
cargo was hauled by tractors. Except for
the Cle-tracks, all tractors were found to
perform with reasonable efficiency under all
conditions encountered.
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opt,.oon prk:t.... l!r 24 OOun ada)'. Mtft"
tI.. "''10 unL-: din~ ~ completed and .he
tnc:1OnI ..~ rtkptrd 10 I"OUUI1C duda
....hhln !hr but amp Ihcoy wue Idl idlinc
\!I'heIl not III aelu;U op.. atil:lfl.

10, Houtl of Oper(l.tion..
TUlld houn of opuation an:

r.....

1'7 , 1To _ _

loti. ( .. .. ,L (",,+, ' . . . .
.... G• • ,w!I ..... ' 'o • • w. h

' ' - 110.. (I., 11 \ 7er1" , . "'..

'VJln~blt on
till~, 11lt1C1

only (our 0 6 lBClOft at !hit
raul' INlrICW'l ,",Ut Icfl an w bIIJIi' camp when
.he nlI'F 1hIa- Itf. the &iy 01 Whait:l un 6
"'dJrui::,ry 11)47, The rolkMins Ulbic thowI

.....,

h'"

I,

.--r'>_

Itt, •

.
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aI. """'" .. 0= :' • "'___
, WII_
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,,-" Ktual houl1 of OP'UIic:Jn by I ~ four
tracUln from 19 J.nUJIry 10 Z3 Fcbnwy

1947:
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A.aus; dool, howt 01
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11. Moint.none».

MiUIlt!'nancr 0fI 11'a(;10R ...... nI:I1ilibk
~I ttw Inlnor AdjUltfU('flU:, dUdt). on
1I1;t,m :r and .tttn"l c/UlCho. " . , oN)'
uQjor failu~ ""... on!' Ck-tt'kk ",,'hidt d·
fl'm:! II lJroilcn tmdc .rtl'l' a kw day. of
0IJtratlol1 Illd wu ~ n:fMQul

(I'bc
O('·trl'Ck "",hlcl", ...'("I"t' of link \1IllIl' am·
""oIIy ,) Orpnbatlonal n~inIWILn('t' Wat P""

I'ormtd

"rtcr !'lIch

la. o.uoe.t

12·buu!' stull

w

as lI'lUUpQr1lItiOIIllI Iht'
c:on\T}'&DCt'I

''"It'ot t""';~ dl7l"""

'J'hcy dMt 1101 poor

\'I"\'V

.....,JxttJry . . . . . . \ion In thr..,.,.. \''lIm
tTKIt "«'I Ii JIll twt bM1lntU1lkd ffill;, lin)

Itq MUId tow

JI

JuwIcd I-IOn Army *d,

bul c::ould not be dcpc:nd.d upon 10 I""" •
Io=wkd c:o.d:r\iJ :oIrd All", a frw turd
pad.cd lnilJ hIId IUh t5Uilb,t.,.d oono:: l.uk
onr was dtri\'t'd 1'10
Ih:em in kJIool~ .mall
pay k. it aboul thor alSIp aDd aJir.. kt On!'
CI:co-md "b cquippul ...,th all N1)bt,
In.. ". OOtof ..tuda broke ~ in 1>0-0
aftrr a flow days of ape •• lJDQ An{I Will ""-.:7'
tq».~ Of' n:plaad (tip til arxI 111),

nlCW ltlIC'ton \foor: undu..,:hn .. d and hand·
icapptd .". bUiI" ",_Ilk to opt... tf- .1 W
hllh 1ojJ«df.1« ..1udI they ""ti. d<-V'l':c::d ,

13. EH:tct 01 Temperotwa and S\lII.IbI... ,

TractoR.

!11(' thl'tt C!t-troltt rr;.('IC11'f (fit:. 109) ""tiC
of thf- ~nC'nl t)'pl: foulld »OImd au:fkkU
and UII'd !'or 10'1>-1111 IU'11:hIno aJld iMual

_......

""Cit I.wou~ht .II)I'I~ fur lim,I.,
tnC" .round
airfJdd coru: l fU(ltd . , t.. nle
Amtnta. "fbcx tnlClOn ""ffl .~klom ....,1

work. 1'hey

. ,....

,

".'.;':';"~'~~A~J::'::~I='J~CJ.'
WI.~
~_4t;
'.....
_ _ ",.oJ"*",

'-err

• TCi'lIperal~
dcfioild)' affecu lhe
UIol5iJto:nq' of JUn..:c U1OW. f'Df ClQ01pk,
¥I',-"II the It'UlpcrooIUR' woos .. txr.'!: zero dqn:<:l
falttenheu D~ tractors :rou1d DOl operate
on lbt' barrier wilhout tr.d: Q~
wh:en:as whm u:mp:n1W't'S of minUl 10
dqrca Wt'1'!: upc:. ieilc<d the3e tractorS could
<>p< ,... tC' q\1hr: efft(;lh'!:ly O'.t'I' UK,; same &1'\'.
wltl'lwt lradt elClf-ntioN.
• . ' r!'mpCi'1llun: a nd IUlWlinc lIbo affect
1he,o dr..... bar pull 01 loaded sleds. On warm.
nuMhlny ob)'llhe dl'1lww.r pull of .. kwkd
(io...dev,1 dt:d ..... oonsidc:rably I"", man for
the' ame to.dcd Jk:d QI\ cold, O''Ci'QS1 da)'S.
Thut 0fI tOkI, Q\"l"I'CaJI da)'S. :although the
trvtor .tJd( apcrool«l 1I"l0l'\: tffodtn tly, "
could not lOW .u Ia~ a pay load u on "'am1,
IWlIhll\y cia)... No iptd!;e: ~t:l "''CI''C' c0mpiled on Ihb maliC" but "COIetai obIe:r\..tiom

belli it OUI. In unloltdilll p!oOIillC, lor Q .
• mple, the IottdJ plACed on tIt'ck would vary
by as mUe'h as 6 dNa. dULr 10 ('hanccs ill

the wuthu'.

n

SECTION N . Drawn Conveyances
1. Tn g, U.ed.
1be following IY])f$ 0( drawn (:OQ\"q'3..nCCJ
WC~ used:
20 Go.devil sinh.
8 Army sleds, }·ton.
3 T ank trailcn, 800-gaIJon capacity, moumro
on bohdedJ.

2. Go-devil Sled.
The: Go-dcvil Ikd was designtd and
manufactUN!d by the: Michler Sleigh and
Wagon Com pany. 11tc sled "'1:ighs 3.1' 10M.
has a 100Ion load capacity, and is douWc:
end«l. It has two runncn of wood and
",cldcd Ilccl box sheathed alD!ltruction at-..l
10 inches wide: with J inches of elmbet' and
a center height of 16 inches. The cargo
dtt:k ill planked with oak timben 12 inch.-J
wide and 6 inches Ihick, the loading phurorm
being 8 feel wide: and
feci long. It is
equillpod with a chain bridle ami liSted
fl,

au

Fl_ 11). All • '" __ , Wi. '" G ..... II ,1M
10 ....... .,. ''''.

"

drawbar. 1be draw~ ""'"'-lIt"WI' UIC'd on
this oper"lion, the ~C'dI brin, 1000cd exd"';\'tl y by the chain bridk. It Iw dun:
ltalte perle .. on each sidt' and IWIl on tloCh
f'nd. It is a1tD81:lhtt l Jlunly. ,",'ell COilsled (rwg. Ill).
•. The Co-devil Ncda wm:: 1~'Cd ilhnGfil
cxclulh"CIy by the D-6 trlldan exct'p\ Qn
the Ol:r:rbnd tnil I»I1Y 10 the Rodcfdlcr
).lounUoiN when two 01 I~ JlrodJ "''en!
IlruCb"d

dn.wn by LV'll. CoO-<kvU .J h lransported the bulk oIlhc caf"!O unloaded from
the ahipllo the: bale C&IIIp.
r. With an C'Slinlall!d s.. to 1().1Of\ load ;1
w.u found WI the nmncn CUI into IN: DhIi
01 the Rc. In' &trier JUftidet!dy 10 pomit
the cargo platform to ret:1 DI'I !.he ilUnllQe,
!hut m,lImaUy inoeuing the dnl(. On
rebiuYely hard pKked lracks Ihb atd 001
QCCUf.

HO\'I~\'CT,

such a load,

e\'en

n- ,.4.. P••, ""

11 wu ditcoveo'ed dUH wilh
on hard jMded ___ , this

_

"'- d.... 10 ""'" .... 11 • ••
~ ..; . _

i"

FI,.... 11 , . looc:l.d Go.d...11 ,I.d ond l VT ,tody for
'40-.. IrIp.

FI,.,.. 116. G ....... il.l.d looc:I.d for trip 10 RodtJoII.,
M .... nlo lno.

FI,.. .. 111. Sid.boord. .,./dId to A""y ,lid h.p
01",100•• 0 ....... J.._ Jall,n, 0111" Iron.i!.

$led p~ntcd a major problem in moving
off from a halt bcc.1USC d the runners' freez_
ing 10 the surface. A 0 -6 tractor could
~asily llart a Ikd lOilded wiTh I~ Ihan 3
IOIU under similar drcUllUlances.
d. During the cargo unloading phase The
loads placo:l on Go-dcvil sledJ averaged 3 10
~ tons each. A typical load was 2~ drums
of avullion gamline on each a1ed. A 0-6
tmetor could lOW IWO sleds with such a load
without dilflClllty. By reversing the Irl'tClor

and towing backward, the D--6 tracto r could
tow three sleds thus loaded. The loads
placed on the Ileds w~e alwa)1$ limited by
what the \r.1I:tol'll could tow. The !.I.cds
coold therefon: haV1: Ixen of com:derably
Ji8hr~ COIlSIn>(tion for U!e on this operation.
t . When Ioackd sled! were being lowm
down gr-..dt and the tractor Jlappal or
slO\'O'«I down, the skds wo....Id frequcntly
ron forward and strike the tractor. The
akds would abo ",ing sidewl!1(' and slither

all the way l'IlJout toming up :\gain~t th e
~ide of the tnlttor. No damage tQ trRt tDf,
, led, or t argCI I, known to have resulted
from these ineidenuj howl'!\1:r, damage eOl~ld
clI5i1y have oo:;urred. It b bclic\"ed the
$Ieds would have to\\"o1 mueh more docilcJy
on down gradet had the drawban lJccn in Italled.
,. In add ition to eargo ha uling I.h e Godevil sk-d~ were ulled for personnel hauling.
As many H.I 30 men O)I.lld find Ill:(:ommoda-

lion on each .k-d for the shon runt about
the area.
,. At the cnd of the opo=ralion all the sled.
were in excellen t cond ition Md mown!
little if an)' aign of wau. With one ac ... ption
I.hey W1;re used only (or local hauling in the
immediate \'kin!,y of the nay 0( Whales:
On the 240-mill' round lrip 10 the Rock.:feller ""Iountairu one: CiQ.de\il $led Willi
towed beh inrl each
the two L vr. (figs.
11 5 and 116). Thoe two slwsn;: turtll'd In
fi~t-class condition.

or

3. Army Sled.

fl, ... 119. 80. hullt

Oft

A... y .ltd f... ~""'MI

protooCliO<l.

..

f l_

110.

~

_hot fo>II, I>OI!...

a. This i5 the ltandard I·um ~\rmy Jled
designed foc towing b)' tll rgo CIIrrier M29
and M29C. This sled was wed almost ex·
c!ltlh'cly (or lOwing by W"'3$l:J.. noth u
a tllrgo and penonnc l tllm ... r it pro\'(d [0 be
mOilt $Iltisfact<r)' (fig. 117). TIteSe dedJ
w~ not IUCd as part of the boulk cargo
carrying P""Slam. Since the Weur-If wert'
IUCd !IQ much lI5 liaison \'ehicle5, the)' could
not be depended upon {or Khedulcd elligo
hauli ng. They were usaf, ho\.'e\'eI". to hau l
spet:ial I!<juipmen l and pt!I'SPIlIlei (fig. 118).
b. 1bc Ann)' s.l<:d i5 well constructed and
sturdy. At 111(' ('nd of the ol""'""'l.ion, all

fl,w .. iiI . T.. "~ 1>011., 01 ",,""1000,... ~..,d .d Iot."'"Int.;".

sleds were still in first-class condition, except for the wooden slats on the cargo platform. A great many of these slats were
broken or split. It is not known whether
this breakage resulted from overloading,
from improper loading and lashing, or from
carelessness in dropping heavy items of
cargo onto the loading platform.
c. A large wooden box of plywood was
built on one sled to shelter personnel while
riding (fig. 119). The box was approximately 4 feet wide, S feet long, and 5 feet
high, closed on all sides except the rear.
This box was left on the sled throughout the
operation and used in transporting small
working parties, especially for the long trip
from base camp (Little America IV) to the
emergency camp (Little America III).
d. The eye on the drawbar is too small to
be attached to the pintle hook of the Godevil sled. When such an arrangement was
desired for the overland trail party to the
Rockefeller Mountains, the eye had to be

enlarged. It would be desirable for the eye
on the drawbar of the Army sled to be of
sufficient size that this particular sled could
be attached to any type of pintle hook in
common use.
e. The space between the false deck and the
slats of the loading platform tends to become
packed with snow, thus increasing the weight
of the sled.
j. For hauling miscellaneous odds.and ends
of equipment for short distances without
elaborate loading and lashing, sideboards
of 2- by 6-inch lumber were built on the
sleds to prevent the cargo from spilling in
movement (fig. 11S).
g. The SOO-gallon capacity gasoline tank
trailer mounted on skis functioned satisfactorily (figs. 120 and 121). The capacity
was not sufficient for refueling the airplanes,
therefore it was necessary to tow a sled
loaded with gasoline behind the tank trailer
and pump from the sled to the tank trailer
with an auxiliary pump.

SECTION V. Landing Vehicle, Tracked (LVT)
The following report on the operation of
the two tracked landing vehicles used on
Operation "Highjump," the LVT3 and
LVT4, is based on a report prepared by
Marine Corps personnel, submitted to the
Commandant, United States Marine Corps.
PART I

Narrative if the Operation oj the Landing Vehicles,
Tracked, (3) and (4), Operation HIGH-

JUMP
The Marine detail assigned for the operation of the LVT's on Operation HIGHJUMP
was composed of 1st Lt. Roger B. Thompson,
M/Sgt. Ralph~O. Inman, T/Sgt. George H.

Bigelow, T/Sgt. James L. Thomas, Sgt.
Ernest B. Hatch, Sgt. Dwight P. Smith, and
Corp. Thomas A. Strock.
One L VT3 was received on 26 November
1946 with the following identification;
Reg. 1\0. C-91676
Eng. No. Starboard 44077
Eng. No. Port 44076
This vehicle had been winterized previous
to shipment from storage at Barstow, California. However, the tractor was completely
rechecked and it was found that the port
batteries and generator were not functioning
correctly and minor repairs were made.
The winterization of this particular vehicle
consisted of using lighter weight oil (SAE 10)
81

mowr, and it _ found 1>C:(i ry 10 n:xt
the !PIP of all the sp;ui:: plugs.
Slcpl were wclded 0010 the sid" 0( the
vdude. 1'be iIJ ..... pblr tuud'l din:ctly in
front of the driva- _
rqUtrd with safety
gI_ 10 ilKJ ' . the viQoo of !fir: drh~r.
Handles "'O"e wdrlm 00 the oo.'t:rhead
hiI.Iet.r. for r-= in opr:niO!.
1be L\7-4 WZI equipped ..ida OIX SCk
508 ndio, pilus • rbicular ~ pans.
By tiE 5dJ of Droanber- 1946 bIth l.vr.
~ bern l!w'.. d ;obuard the U. S. s.

lhc l \ Tl b::ins _L d bdo.... the
main ckd!: in IlU!Jlbao 3 hatch. ;ond the
LVT-4 em the Jq~ of number -4 hatch.
The l VT3 bring bekM dt:do:s cook! DOt be
Maned during dar JDUlhwani trip but bclioxe
the tcmpcra~ reac:tm ;0 (~zi. point
the bilges wcrtc dril.lncd 10 p'~nl dll'ir
r~ , Thr LVT4, bring acccssibk, ....
ttaned and ;o11o\.'Cd 10 run for ;oboul an hour
per Wl:rk on the KKllhward nip.
A g rulO" ;omount oflimc was cor\tI.IfIM:d
in tflivetSing the ice pack than had been
anticipated, and upon ani.-al in !hr &y of
Whale., Antan;tica, ;II period fA 6 ..-ceQ
Idt in which to unload the &hips, establish
a temporary tent camp for JOO men, a pn'"
AI~

Fl,. Itt. a,d.,. _lVT ........ . , . ', •.

in the ~ tn.Rsrm ' 001., oil brealhcn,
air dt-anrn, and paoo-er "bdr. The liquKI
cooti", JYltrm tCJtt'd al 60 penxm PratOrle
anlifreeu: lOIuUOll and -40 pe..;:tnl WIlier,
&me mil)Of (hanla .. ere made- al Port
Hueneme, JUCh ., ~ldinJ ItrpS on the pon.

toOn annor pla te, aocl moulltmg a Ddco
Rr m y " Liule J oe" gualine drivrn battery
(huger on thr gunDCT'. plauonn. A larpaulin wu (ut to fi t the vehICle, and hook.
wen: wek!c:d 18 inc;ho 1p;tT1 on the lower
ootJklr of the: ~ in order to wten the

w.

tarpaulin down ~reI)' to pru~u al Iallt
potrtial protrc;tion dunng inclc:mem .. rathc-r.

Thil vroide ...., equipped with one SCR
SOB and one'TCS rad io. plus \'diicular sparr
P"~

On 2? November 1946 one L\r n WlU
I'tt(i\-ai from & ,.,10.... California, ...ida lhc
following identification;
Res , No, ('..-61072
Army No. USA 9139851

Engine No.. 46610
Mfra. Eng. No. n747
·Ibe wintrriution of it c;orulStt'd

m SAE

10
mi~ oil in the en&ine and air cleaners.
TIle LVT" ..-all checlttd, and Mime minor
work d!me,rueh at tish lenilll thr pw.h-rod
ho\$np, nxker box cm'ft1" and the: ltarter

.

f l,.. Itl. LVT4 .......l000:I1'11 _ .... NoM Ioow
,, : '. Of" ..... 10 ,,_•

manent 35-man emergency camp, plus an
aviation operations center. Since exploratory flights and work allied with them were
of such high priority, many lesser projects
were necessarily curtailed.
Due to the fact that the L VT's were
considered to be an unknown factor, insofar
as usefulness in the successful completion
of the primary mission was concerned, they
were given a low priority, and consequently
were not immediately unloaded.
On 20 January 1947, however, the LVT4
was unloaded onto the bay ice in the Bay
of Whales, and given a trial run which
proved to be quite successful, except that
after making two trips to the site of the
300-man temporary camp it was decided that
the vehicle was destroying the established
routes of travel, especially going up the
. ramp of the barrier ice. Consequently, an
order was given which restricted both L VT's
to the vicinity of the bay ice until the unloading of the ships was completed. The snow
had practically no crust at this time and
was very soft. The machine was operated in
second gear except when more power was
required.
On 22 January it became necessary to
remove the carburetor of the L VT4. The
engine had shown a tendency to cut out or
misfire on acceleration. This necessitated
the raising of the engine at least a foot and
one-half, which was accomplished by the
use of timbers stacked up alongside the
engine overhead opening, and a 3-inch steel
pipe reinforced with a steel rod for a crossbar.
For a chain hoist, the "track jack" of the
L VT3 was used. After the carburetor was
removed, it was discovered, as had been
previously surmised, that the accelerator
pump was not functioning due to having
been stored for too long a period, and also
that it was the older model which was made
of brass, and the metal had become slightly
corroded. After completely freeing the com-

ponent parts of the pump, and thoroughly
checking the rest of the carburetor, it was
replaced, and the engine was remounted
in its original position.
Except for some leakage at this time
around the rocker boxes and push rod housings, the engine performance and acceleration was very good. This repair, although
it sounds quite simple, consumed the better
part of 2 days due to adverse conditions and
the necessity to avoid frostbite from the combination of cold weather and gasoline.
As much operating time as possible was
put on the LVT4 from the 23 January to
. 30 January, when the L VT3 was finally unloaded. During that time, however, a blizzard and some bad weather limited the
operations to some extent.
As soon as the LVT3 was unloaded, and
the spare parts had been removed from the
cargo compartment, an attempt was made
to ascertain the feasibility of ship to shore
movement under conditions peculiar to this
•
reglOn.
0
The air temperature was +6 F., and the
water temperature was 29.5 0 F . .
A straight edged portion of the bay ice
was selected which had a long approach of
smooth, snow covered ice. The surface of
the bay ice was approximately 1 ~ feet above
the water line. The total thickness of the
bay ice varied from 12 to 15 feet.
The transmission selector lever was placed
in high range, and the control differential
lever in low range. The approach was made
at about 10 miles per hour at a right angle
to the ice edge. The bow of the vehicle was
about 1;6 feet lower than the stern at the
moment of contact with the water. A slight
amount of water was shipped over the bow,
amounting to about 1 inch on the deck of the
cargo compartment. This water was quickly
disposed of by the bilge pumps. No great
amount of shock was experienced going into
the ·water.
•
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horizontal component of the earth's terrestrial magnetism in the high latitude of the
Bay of Whales area (78° 34' S.). It is
generally conceded that the magnetic compass is much too unreliable to be used with
safety in the higher latitudes. The magnetic
compass in the case of the party under
discussion was to be a secondary instrument,
since it was planned to navigate with the
astrocompass. The astrocompass uses the
sun or other celestial body, and as it turned
out there was so little sun that the greater
part of the trip was navigated by dead
reckoning, using the recorded mileage of
the sledge-meters, and the magnetic compass
in the LVT4. This proved to be quite
a problem since the compass oscillated
from 15° to 20° to each side of the desired
heading.
The cargo for the trip, including the weight
of the sleds, amounted to a little over 8%
tons per vehicle. The L VT3 towed one socalled "Go-devil" sled, and the LVT4 one
"Go-devil" sled plus one Army cargo sled of
1-ton capacity. The Army cargo sled was
fitted with a box to afford personnel protection, and was towed at the rear. One man
was stationed in the box, and from this
•
position trail flags were placed at onequarter mile intervals, to mark the trail for
the return trip. The sledge meters were also
towed from this sled. Emergency equipment in the way of tents, man-hauling sleds,
skis, pack boards, alpine line, portable
radio, and cooking gear was also loaded on
this sled to be used in the event the partv
was forced to walk back.
The following medical supplies were taken
on the LVT trail trip into the interior:
•

•

Medical officer's kit, empty . . ....... . ... . ... .
Units, plasma . . .... . .. .. .... ...... . ...... .
U nits, albumin. . . . . . . . . . . ... . .. ' .... .
Package, bandaids . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . .. .
Flashlight batteries . . . . . . .. . .. . ... . . . . .. .
Foot powder, can. . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . ... .... .
Tr. Benzoin (4 oz.) ... . ... . ........ . .. . . .. . .

1
3
3

1
1

1
1

Camphor. Tinct. of Opium, 4 oz .......... . . .
Sulfathiazole tablets, 7 ~ gr . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. ..
Brandy, 2 oz, ... . . . . . . ' ... . .. . . . . . . . . . . .
Boric acid ointment, tubes . . . . . . . . . ... .... . .
Petrolatum, #1 .. . ..... ...... ... .. . . . ..... . .
M . S. syrettes, gr. iss . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . .. . : .. . .
Chap sticks . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . ..... . .. . . . .
Tongue depressors .. . . . . ..... .. .... .. . . . .. . .
CO detector ampoules ... . ... ...... . .. .. .. . .
Butyn Sui£. 2 % and Metaphen, %oz. tubes .... .
Mercuric oxide, yellow, oint. Ys oz ....... . . . . .
Catgut suture, plain #1, tube. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Silk suture, plain #0, tube .................. .
APe tabJets . .. . .... . ..... ... ..... . . . . . ... .
Phenobarb. gr. iss .. . .. .. .. . ... .. .. . .. .... . .
Ammonia ampoules 2 cc ...... . . .. ........ .
Ephedrine H Cl 1 :1000 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . .
Opium and glycyrrhiza tablets .. . . .... . ..... .
Cascara sagrada gr. %tablets . . . . .......... . .
Cod. sulf. tablet gr. %. .. . .. . . .. . .......... . .
Tr. iodine, lO-cc vial . ... .. . . .......... . ... .
Tourniquet . .............................. .
Safety pins, 1 package ......... . ........... .
?
. . .. . . • . . • . . • . . • . . . .• . . .
Gauze compress _-Ill
Gauze compress t -in . . . ..... . . ... . . .... .. .. .
Canvas litter ease . . . . . .. .. .. . .... . .. . .. . .. .
Procaine HCI (syringe type) .... ..... .. .. . . .
Adhesive tape, roll 2 in. by 3 yd ... . . .. . ..... .
Pencil . .................................. .
. I , 18
3/ " curve d .' cuttillg
. ...... . .. .
N ee dl e, sur.{.pca
Needle, surgical, X" tapered point ......... . . .
Needle, surgical, W' cutting edge ............ .
Hypodermic needle #23, I-in ............... .
Instrument case, pocket, surgical ............ .
Hemostats, 1 plain, 1 rat. . . . . .. . .. . ..... . . .
Scalpel, with blade . . . . . . . . . . .. . ....... .. . .
Forceps, tissue, toothed . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. .
Shears, bandage. . . . . . . . . . . . .. . .......... .
Clinical thermometer ........ . . . ... . ... . ... .
Pkg. basswood splints . . .. ..... . .. . . . .. . .. . . .
Leg splint, Thomas. . . . . . . . . . . . . . ... . . . .. .
Blankets .. . . . ...... ... . . . .. . . . . , ..... .
Foldinf.\'<• litter . . . . ... . .... . .......... . .. . . . .
Gauze, plain 36 in. by 25 yd. bolt .. . .. . . .... .
Battle dressings, Carlisle Model (Navy) ....... .
Battle dressings, medium. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..
Bandage, cotton elastic, 3-in .. " ....... . .. .
Triangular bandage. . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . .... .. .
Splint, wire ladder . . . ..... . ' . .. . . . . .. . .
Bandage, gauze, 3-in. roll . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Gauze, compressed, plain 2X by 2J~ in. . . . . . . . .
Cotton, absorbent. roll ..... . .... : . . . . . . . . . . .
•
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llciort'. startiog, SOIl"ll: (CSfS were conductof
10 delermim: the maximum praclical load to
haul on Ihe "Go-devir' sleds with the L VT's.
These skds had two runners which "'ere
double ended, and ahout ]5 fco:t long. T he
runners wcre made of wood, encased in a
Wl"lrl~ !lttl shea thing. The ..... idth of the
runn",n was ]0 inr,h~ and cent.,r heighl of]6
inchClf, with 3 inches of camber. The top
was a wood construction of oak timbers, 4
inches thick and 6 inche~ wide. Th., total
lOp load area was ] 3X by 8 fco:t. 11u:: weight
of thesc sleds was a liltle o\'cr 3Ji tons, with a
capaqty of 10 tons. 'They were lowed by
means of a chain bridk made of 1-inch round
Sted bar, which weighed about 600 pounds.
Wilh a eapaqly load and an aUIlO'5pheric
tempcr.llUre of ph,s 25 0 F., on a wind paeked
n~v6 surface, th'" runners of Ihis Iype !!.led
sank 10 the full d"'pth, thus causing Ihe ,Jcd
10 be supportof by its lOp planking. The
LVT'. wt'.rC able 10 tow the. sleds in this
fashion, but i\ pm a strain on both the sit..:!
and the. L vr.
When lht'. snow built up in front of the sled
in a 5nm,>, plow fashion, the L vr of cour$:
would bog down. The lest load wa.. gradu ally decreased until it was detcrminof Ihat
approximately 5 tons would be Ihe Qplimum
load for existing temperatu res and surface
condi tions. This condition was laken to be
the most adverse to be antiqpaloo at thai
panicular seawn of Ihe year.
The trail party personnel ool1sistro of the
following:
Captain V. O. Boyd, U. S. M . C., leader and
navigator.
Firsl Lit'.u!. R. B. 11lOmpson, U. S. r.l. C.,
second in command, and oUkcr in charge
of L"~r opcriltiOll ~nd photogrilphy.
Major Dan Crozier, U. S. A., medical oflkel
and weather observer.
Chief Warrant Officer A. J . .L. Morency,
U. S. A., Army observer and allSistant
LVT dri\..,c.

..

J.

L. Thomas, U . S. 1\.1. C., LVT4
c~w chief and maintenancc.
i /Sgt. C. H. Bigclow, U. S. M. C., LVT3
cre\\' chid and maintenance.
T. W. Mc(iQveI"Il, Avialiou Radioman
Second Class, U. S. N., communications.
The parly WM divided inlo two group'l.
L!. Thompson, Sgt. Bigelo\\', and Radioman
McGo\'em were assigned to the L VT3;
Cilptain Boyd, Major Crozier, Mr. Morencey
and Sgt. Thoma$ wcre assigned to the
LVT4.
The L VT3, as previou!!.ly ~talt'd. was
equipped wilh iI TCS radio in ~ddition (0
the s(and~rd SCR 508 radio, and was the
only means of oouununication with the b"",
camp. Fortunately the TCS was very Siltisfactory, althoul(h beyond a distanco: of SO
miles the whip antenna had to be replaced by
a Marconi type dipole alllenlla CUI to lengt.h
for frequencies of 6430 and 4 125 kilocyelt'.!l,
and having a horizontal wire or cqU31 Icngth
as a eountnpoisc. (All radio antCllnae in tht'.
Antaretic must ha,'e a counterpoise ~nce
there. is no ground near th ... $urface of the ice
and snow.) 111c boathooks of thc LVT'$
were used as masts for the amennae. Communication.! we~ conduel~"<l mostly by

T /Sgt.

•

FI,u,. tii:9. LVT', .. Ium oh.r .ucc• •pully <_pI_lin,

240-",,10 " Ip .

"CW", as beyond 35 miles voice contacts
were unreliable. The SCR 508 radios had
been expected to be v.ery useful in intervehicular communications, but actually
proved to be useless due to the high noise
level, and also the fact that several weak
tubes showed up after departure from the
camp. It was also noted that the microphones had a tendency to freeze due to
breath moisture. It was difficult to use the
ear phones as the particular type headgear
issued was not fitted for them, and it was too
cold to do without headgear. For intervehicular communications, standard arm
and hand signals were finally reverted to and
were found satisfactory.
The vehicles traveled in echelon the entire
trip (fig. 129) to avoid breaking through the
natural snow bridges of crevasses, which
may have been weakened by the first vehicle
crossing them.
The party departed on 12 February on the
first leg of the journey to the Rockefeller
Mountains, in King Edward the VII land,
approximately 123 land miles to the east.
0
The temperature was +20 F., and the snow
surface smooth but fairly soft. The tracks
of the vehicles cut in to a depth of about
10 inches.
The first day 22 miles were logged,
with frequent stops to check the course
due to the lack of sun and zero visibility. A
so-called "white" condition prevails under
overcast conditions in the Polar regions due
to the lack of a horizon to contrast one's surroundings. The effect is similar to being
suspended in a bowl of milk. This makes
travel hazardous, and bearings extremely
difficult to maintain, particularly in the
absence of any landmarks such as mountains.
Under such conditions, a yawning crevasse
may be driven into without any foreknowledge of its presence. It was also possible to
drive headlong into huge snowdrifts or
., sastrugi."
,

765274-48
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I t was on the first day's travel that the
LVT4 showed evidence of using an excessive
amount of oil (7 gals. SAE 20 in 22 miles).
However, the oil was not being burned, but
"thrown" out through various joints and
cDnnections, such as the rocker box covers,
and the push-rod housings. The oil pressure
and temperature readings remained normal,
so the condition did not cause any great
alarm, but was a particular nuisance under
the prevailing conditions.
The visibility was still very poor on the
second day, and the temperature +8° F.
The surface
was quite soft, and the LVT3
,
became bogged down. (This was never
definitely ascertained but it is believed that
this was a "bridged over" crevasse.) It had
to be towed out. In general it was rather
heavy going. On this day's run the party
reached a position 66 statute miles east of the
base. By this time it was estimated that the
distance the LVT4 could travel would depend upon the available oil supply.
The third day out the average temperature
had dropped to -100 F. The surface snow
was soft and fluffy, and about 10 inches deep.
However the decreased temperature had
hardened the undersurface, and travel was
much easier.
Visibility improved, and several good
sights were taken with the astrocompass to
check the course of travel. The engine of
the LVT4 was using about 1 gallon of oil for
each 2;6 miles made good. Attempts were
made to improve this condition with the
limited quantities of SAE 30 and SAE 50 oil
on hand. These attempts were not highly
successful.
At 1300 on this day (15th of Feb.), the
western end of the Rockefeller Mountains was
reached. A distance of 108.6 statute miles
was registered on the sledgemeters. A large
crevasse was hit at this point by the LVT4,
which was in the lead. It crossed safely due
to its long tracks. The snow bridge over the
89

crevasse was crushed down, but did not
break all the way through, so that the
sleds were also towed safely across. The
width of this crack was about 10 feet from
wall to wall. A shorter vehicle would have
undoubtedly crushed through this crevasse,
even though it may have been lighter in
weight.
The fifth actual day away from the base
being Sunday (16 Feb.), no travel was made.
However, the day was spent giving the
engine of the L VT4 a thorough inspection
and tightening up. Particular attention was
paid to the push rod housing, bushing nuts,
and check nuts. These were found to be
very loose, and upon tightening them, the
packing was found to have deteriorated to
the point where it was practically useless.
All hands had a badly needed wash and
shave. Visibility being extremely good,
bearings were taken on several known mountain peaks, using the astrocompass, and the
position was definitely determined.
A complete reorganization of gear was
made both on the sleds and in the tractor
cargo spaces (living quarters). Captain
Boyd and Major Crozier built entire new
bunking facilities in the L VT4. Using available lumber and the standard government
cots, double bunks were constructed along
the bulkheads of the rear of the cargo space
for four men. This gave an added amount
of space just aft of the engine and produced
a much more comfortable atmosphere, in
spite of the film of oil smoke which adhered
to the clothing and bedding. With the
exception of Mr. Morencey, no one could
stand upright in this improvised living compartment because of the low overhead.
At this point of the trip a dispatch was
received directing the party to return to the
base camp, and informing them that the
flight plans had been changed. Instructions
were requested concerning the laying of an
emergency cache at the base of Mt. Helen
•

•
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Washington, a few miles farther on, and an
affirmative was received. During the night
the temperature dropped to -25 0 F.
The party departed at 2240 of the 17th
for Mt. Helen Washington and arrived there
at 0100 of the 18th without incident. The
LVT4 was still using an excessive amount
of oil. The distance traveled to this point
was 123.6 statute miles. The cache of
aviation gasoline, food, and emergency
equipment was established. This cache was
marked by a large red flag secured to the
upright end of a piece of 4- by 8-inch
lumber approximately 20 feet in length.
After the cache was laid, the entire party
boarded the L VT3 for a trip to the top of
Mt. Helen Washington, which rises to an
altitude of over 1,800 feet. The purpose of
this trip was to collect geological samples,
and to test the reaction of the vehicle on
the hard ice of the glacier. The ascent was
made in second and third gear with the
transfer case in low range at an 'average
speed of about 7 miles per hour. No difficulties were encountered in the ascent of
the glacier. Near the very crest of the slope
where the glacier ice joined the "fast ice"
of the mountain, there existed a large
crevasse covered by its natural bridge.
The vehicle crossed this. unseen crevasse,
due to the length of the tracks, with
only a good bump. It was not until the
driver went back to investigate what caused
the bump that the crevasse was discovered
for its true size, being approximately 10 feet
across and of unknown depth.
Aside trip was made across the face of the
glacier to Mount Franklin, about 1 mile west
of Helen Washington, to visit the site of a
seismographic station established in 1940 by
the U. S. Antarctic Service.
At 0440 (18 Feb.) the party departed from
the base of Mt. Helen Washington for the
return trip to the Bay of Whales, and at 0900
arrived at the 88-mile depot of fuel and food

"'hic:h had been laid on thco: way OUI. Upon
arrivill "'I thi.! poim aU bands fUmed in. At
2245 (18 Feb.) the party depa rted ror the
final run to the bax ClImp :n me Bay d
WIWai. This run of 88 mila Wa.'< accom·
plisballn 17 houT1, Ilopping only 10 pick up
fucl which had bec-n cached on the outward
uip. II will Ix- lIou:d that mut:h better time
"'"as made on the fCturn trip. ThIl; WlU d~
in pm1 to the f"'et that the partyw/U n:trat:ing
lhe original route WId(r conditions of 8000
vlslt.lIity, and roo stopS had to be made for
checking the ooUI"X.
'!be round trip totAled 2..5 statute milC!.
-I"he LVO COtl.!umed no Ballons of 72·
CCla~ IllUOtj,lc a nd 2 quarts of oil; lhe

LVr.. , 480 gallons of lOO-oc:tll1"lC

g~inc

and 80 KaUoM of oil. lbt r.wpcmion sysIm"I.'I wt:re both lCn'iced lifter 45 hou~ of
opera.ion. 'IllC" engine and JXI""o;:r tmin on
th( LVO ..~.u checlc«l and lC!I"\iccd C\'U)"
day and on long run$ k1metima 2 to 3 ti!neil
p!:f day ;n ordcr 10 a\lOid IIny ffil!.jor trouble.
I lowt:VCl", the right angk drhu, rontl"l)t elif·
fcre ruilt!, and final driva tUl'd IlQ oil eluring
Ih( enlim trip, TIle L\T4, btca\UII: oClile
J~ uf 01.1 in the engine, required C1lnIUInI allc"II011 lind frequent tlddlUOllS of oil.
On 2l J7cb!"",,,"y II trip from c.hc I;Jr,..,e camp
10 the

point on the. b.ty icc. whrrr: th< U. S. S.

alllii/ll IU4"" wilt nlOOl'N, ..~ lI. templed.
CArrying 12 people the tVrJ ' UC(I fully
Crtlflled the then ~arp creY'U! c. in Ihe
"Bamer lUmp." btl! in lIucmplina to Ch.
II UdAl crack in the bay ic:c the "chick
crwhcd through the l"Oum tdgcs and ..~~
,1JdI' inlo the cnck (fir. DO). Had thi5
''Chide nor bttn 0( tnc amphiblolu type, it u
qui«: cn-Illin h ....ould h.a"C: lotIC through the
(rack: lind -unk with aU h:uw!l, Whik
Rn.ting in !he "'1I1t'!" it "'-a. imPQNible
the:
ttlK'tor 1,0 ptn sufficienl IracllOO oil the i«
10 pull illclr OUI without .orne outAidc help.
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(fig. 131) one to each LVT track, and run out
to the "deadman." With this source of
traction and using reverse power, the L VT
was slowly backed out under its own power
(see fig. 132),. the tracks acting as winches.
This method is recommended only when the
obstruction to be surmounted is not of
sufficient height to cause the vehicle to tip
beyond the point of balance.
Various methods have been improvised to
increase traction of these particular vehicles
in difficult circumstances depending, of
course, on the conditions involved.
The two L VT's were secured for storage
on 23 February 1947 at the emergency base
erected at the site of Little America III
referred to as West Base Camp of the U. S.
Antarctic Service Expedition of 1939-41.

PART II
•

Recommendations and Conclusions jor the Improl"ement if Landing Vehicles, Tracked (LVT's)
for Polar Use
1. Introduction.
•

It is pointed out that this report on the
performance of the L VT's is based on work
which was executed at the beginning of the
most advantageous season of the year in the
Bay of Whales area. From the last of January to the first of November, the temperature is sufficiently low to harden the surface
and the subsurface of the wind-packed neve
snow, which facilitates the operation of
tracked vehicles. In general however, vehicles may be required to operate over a
wide variety of surface conditions in the
Antarctic. The surface may vary from extremely hard ice to neve snow, which is
quite comparable in consistency to coarse
beet sugar. Under certain conditions it will
not take any compaction, and compaction
is generally attained only after long arduous
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efforts have been expended over a given
area. Under normal conditions the neve
snow found in the Polar regions is capable
of supporting a load of only a few pounds
per unit of area. The surface may be very
smooth, or it may at times be broken up by
hard ridges of wind packed snow called
"sastrugi." These ridges vary in height
from a few inches to several feet. They
generally run parallel, and indicate the direction of the prevailing wind. The height and
spacing of sastrugi may vary with existing
wind conditions from hour to hour, or day
to day depending on existing meteorological
factors.

2. Lubrication and Fuel.
a. The L VT3 was winterized and maintained with the following lubricants during
the entire operation: SAE 10 oil in the engines, transmissions, oil breathers, air cleaners, and power take-off. SAE 50 oil in the
right angle drives, control differential, and
internal final drives. The fuel used was nor 80-octane, depending on availability. No
difference could be noted in performance
between the two ratings .
b. The LVT4 was winterized with SAE 10
oil in the engine and air cleaners. The
transmission, differential, and internal final
drives were filled with SAE 50 oil. The fuel
used in the engine of this vehicle was 100octane aviation gasoline.
c. The totals of fuel and lubricants versus
hours of operation for the L VT's 3 and 4 are
as follows:
LVT4
Engine hours . ....•.••.•

Vehicle hours . .•.•....•

149 • hrs. 30 1 31 hrs.
mlns.
109 hrs. 50
•
mlns.
1,400 gals.

Fuel . ................ .
lb'
. 01'1 . . . • • • • • • 1 46 gdk ..
~u neatlng
Grease . . ... .. . ....... . 10 Ibs .....
Average fuel consumed
per hour.
Average oil consumed per
hour.

LVT3

9.37 gal .•
.97 gal ..•

95 hrs.
880 gals.
2 qts.
Sibs.
6.72 gals.
.0153 qt.

d. No trouble was encountered with the

grease seals on either tractor, and from that
standpoint both vehicles were entirely satisfactory. However, it is recommended that
low temperature nonchanneling types of
grease be investigated for future cold weather
operations.

3. Rubber Components, Reliability and
Weaknesses.
Very few difficulties were encountered
with either the LVT3 or the LVT4 insofar
as the rubber components were concerned.
Elasticity was well retained in the various
rubber components of the suspension system.
In the L VT4, however, due to the fact that
the oil used was light weight, the neoprene
seals of the "rocker boxes" and push rod
housings failed and subsequently allowed
a great deal of oil to escape from those
particular places. In the L VT3, the only
noticable change to rubber was the watertight covering over the starter switches on
the control panel, which became so stiff at
times, they required some type of blunt
instrument to depress them.

4. Power Train.
a. Starting and Operation if Engines. (1) As
has been previously stated the temperatures
encountered on this operation were not the
extremes that might be expected at other
times, and as a consequence little or no
difficulties were experienced, especially with
the LVT3. The LVT4 was being operated
with a lighter weight oil than is customary
or recommended and consequently gave no
particular trouble in starting.
(2) It is believed that should the L VT
type vehicle be employed for extended
periods in frigid zones, some type of engine
preheater would be very necessary.
(3) The Herman Nelson type of preheater
is highly recommended, principally for the
L VT3, since due to the construction of the

vehicle the entire power train could be
quickly and efficiently heated, thereby reducing the possibility of breakdowns in the
field which would undoubtedly be encountered should the forward portion of the
power train be operated on standard weight
oils without sufficient "warming up."
(4) Operator fatigue from constant gearshifting in the L VT4 was experienced, in
traversing rough, wind-blown surfaces or
"sastrugi."
(5) The particular engine of the LVT4
did not perform satisfactorily in relation to
oil consumption; however,· this was possibly
due to the fact that it was a reconditioned
engine, and had obviously been in storage
a long period of time. Aside from the engine of the L VT4 no repairs were found
necessary.
(6) The LVT3 performed extremely well
throughout the expedition with only minor
adjustments to the engines, and no repairs to
the remainder of the power train. The carburetor "butterfly" valve on the port engine
froze on one occasion, but required only a
short time for freeing, and caused no damage
or trouble. The tachometer flexible drive
shaft parted, and although repaired (brazed),
it parted again when the vehicles were out of
range of any facilities. This, of course, prevented keeping the engines synchronized as
well, perhaps, as they should have been, but
caused no inconvenience or breakdowns.
b. Electrical and Ignition Systems. (1) No
difficulties were experienced with the
ignition systems of either type of engine, with
the exception of one magneto on the Continental engine of the LVT4. It gave no
serious trouble and still functioned in spite
of being weak.
(2) Storage batteries functioned as any
storage battery will under cold weather conditions. A fully charged battery will not
freeze at sub-zero temperatures, but an
uncharged one will freeze at about +5° F.
•
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The efficiency of storage batteries drops very
rapidly at sub-zero temperatures, and at a
solution temperature of - 30 0 F. the battery
becomes practically useless. At a solution
0
temperature of +35 F. the battery will not
accept a charge efficiently. Because of these
factors, the batteries of the L VT3 required
frequent chargings. The drain on them on
the starboard side was very heavy due to the
command radio equipment installed in the
vehicle. It is recommended that in operations of this kind, when additional radios or
electrical equipment are installed, the installation also of an auxiliary gasoline driven
charger be made.
•

<

c. Engine Cooling and Personnel Comfort.

(1)

The air cooling system of the L VT3 is not
suitable for Antarctic or Arctic use as it now
stands, principally because of the personnel
factor. In damp climates this could prove to
be not only uncomfortable, but highly injurious to the operating personnel. As it is now
equipped, the source of air for the cooling of
the entire power train is in the direct vicinity
of the driver of the vehicle. This, combined
with the comparative inactivity of the driver
during long hauls, will definitely decrease
efficiency of personnel, and in time even
incapacitate them.
(2) It is recommended that the area in the
vicinity of the driving compartment be sealed
from air blast under the driver, and some type
of outside adjustable air ducts for a source of
air be incorporated in the L VT3 for this
particular type of work. Other minor installations would be necessitated in conjunction
with this, such as defrosters on the vision
ports, etc., but it is believed they would be
relatively minor in scope.
(3) The above change would facilitate the
closing in of the vehicle in order to make it a
livable machine, in the event it might be
used for living quarters, hospital evacuation
vehicle, and other uses of a like nature.
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5. Track and Suspension Systems.
a. Mechanically the track and suspension
systems of both vehicles functioned very well
except that a wider track will be necessary
in order to transport a load approaching
maximum. For soft snow as well as the thick
bottomless mud encountered in the northern
regions, the surface bearing pressure must
,be reduced in order to operate the machine
with dependability. Two to four pounds per
square inch of bearing pressure with the
vehicle loaded to capacity, would be the
ideal for all types of snow operation in the
Antarctic regions with the L VT's.
b. Due to the conditions encountered in the
area, one of the most difficult problems relative to the track and suspension system was
the packing in and building up of snow and
ice under the tracks along the top surface
of the pontoons. This caused immobility
of the support rollers to the extent that the
forward support rollers on both sides of the
LVT3 froze, and were worn fiat within about
1 hour. The necessity to clear the suspension
system completely at every available opportunity was not overlooked, but the above
incident occurred during an interval between
stops. There was also a noted amount of
congestion around the return idler wheel,
which caused an excessive but not a hazardous amount of wear to the rubber tires.
c. The grousers on both types of tracks
(LVT3 and LVT4) were constantly being
packed with snow which would turn into
hard ice due to the friction of the track and
to the constant digging motion of the track
into the surface. It was necessary to chip
this ice out of the grousers frequently to
prevent loss of traction.
•

6. Hull and Components.
a. The hull, basically, is the closest approach to the type of vehicle needed for this
use to be found in any of the present day
military vehicles, but for a strictly cargo
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8. Tools and Equipment.
•

The tools with which the L VT's are ordinarily equipped are usually quite adequate,
but when a small detail is sent out as an
independent unit, some additional fifth echelon tools would be highly desirable. Also,
for this type of use the pioneer tools should
be added to.

9. Conclusions.
a. This report and the recommendations
are not to be construed as condemning the
Landing Vehicle, Tracked. It already has
proven itself in the various fields for which
it was primarily designed. Now it shows
tremendous possibilities in another environment.
b. In its present form the LVT is not the
ideal vehicle for Polar use. It is far too
heavy per unit of area on its tracks. Furthermore, there is very little personal comfort
insofar as the operator is concerned. Reliable
engine starting, due to the lack of engine
preheating devices, would also cause considerable concern at low temperatures. In
spi te of these and many other faults, the
vehicle is basically the best military vehicle
available for carrying cargo, and to act as a
prime mover for extended operations over
a polar surface a great distance from a ,base.
c. From a military standpoint, there are
requirements for two distinct types of these
amphibious vehicles for polar use:

(1) One type to be used for cargo handling.
(2) A combat type, armored and carrying
weapons, or troops.
From these might be evolved vehicles designated as mobile machine and repair
shops, hospital units, administrative units,
and many others requiring great mobility.
d. Based on experience, the full track
laying, front wheel drive type of vehicle is
superior in snow covered areas. From this
may be drawn the conclusion that if the
vehicle is suitable for snow conditions, it
also would be suitable for swamps and/or
hard surfaced roads.
e. The recommendations in summary in
view of these tests are as follows:
(1) Increase the width of the tracks.
(2) Modify the engine cooling air intake
method.
(3) Manufacture a removable cowling or
roof.
(<j.) Install a nonprecessing gyro type
compass.
(5) Modify the suspension system for the
clearance of ice.
(6) Install a friction clutch on the bilge
pump.
(7) Install inspection plates on outboard
sides of pontoons.
(8) Install engine preheaters.
.
The above recommendations are concerning
the LVT3. It is further recommended that
with the present type power train, the LVT4
should not be used to any extent in the
regions of higher latitude .
•

SECTION VI. Observations
1. Maintenance.

a. Organi:;.ation. The motor vehicle maintenance establishment at Little America consisted of 1 warrant officer, 1 chief petty officer,
and 10 mechanics. Maintenance was carried out during the cargo unloading phase on
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•

a 24-hour-a-day basis in two 12-hour shifts.
The warrant officer and 5 mechanics comprised one shift and the chief petty officer
and the remaining 5 mechanics comprised
the other shift.
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and one wooden shack, approxima tely 20
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b. CMlws. A n:comnl('ndcd method ror
caching pc:trokum productJ i. 10 linc It I('
I~ up on o:nd in a double row wi lh •

12-foot pole stuck into the snow at each end
of the row. The top of each pole will be so
marked as to identify the one particular type
of supplies cached, "72-octane gasoline" for
example. Then if the cache becomes covered
the poles will stick up out of the snow with
the proper identification. Thus a detail
looking for 72-octane gasoline can readily
locate same by digging down at one' end of
the row. After taking out the required number of drums the detail should then move the
marking pole over to the new end of the row
and the cache will still be properly marked
and located for the next detail. Some of the
petroleum caches on this operation were not
stored and marked in this fashion (fig. 138).

3. Tarpaulins.
a. The trail party which made the trip to
the Rockefeller Mountains made some interesting observations on the use of tarpaulins
to protect the cargo of towed sleds. Initially
heavy tarpaulins were spread over the cargo
and lashed securely down as protection from
snow. It was soon discovered that some
snow would find its way under the tarpaulins
on the trail in spite of every method of lashing. The rays of the sun reflecting from the
tarpaulin would frequently melt the snow
which collected on the tarpaulin, eventually
resulting in ice. This freezing made the

tarpaulins extremely difficult to handle. It
frequently required two men from a half hour
to an hour to roll back the tarpaulin in order
to get at the cargo, or to readjust the tarpaulin over the load. The trail party made
frequent stops to cache supplies. The difficulty encountered in handling the heavy, frozen
tarpaulins soon discouraged their use and
the tarpaulins were folded up and carried as
cargo.
b. It is recommended that some light,
strong, water-resistant canvas be used in lieu
of heavy tarpaulins for protecting loaded
sleds, especially if the load must be gotten at
frequently. The feasibility of installing brackets and bows on sleds to support a cover
similar to that of a cargo truck should be
investigated.

4. Dogs and Dog Sleds.
No report on transportation in the Antarctic would be complete without some mention of dogs and dog sleds. Twenty-seven
dogs and four dog sleds were placed ashore
at the Bay of Whales. The dogs did not play
an important part in the operation, although
they might have proven invaluable for rescue
work had circumstances so required. Actual
use of the dogs on Operation "Highjump"
was generally limited to lending atmosphere
and hauling seal meat for use as dog food.

SECTION VII. Recommendations
1. General.
•

a. The question arises as to whether standard construction or military vehicles should
be used, with modification in some cases, or
whether specialized vehicles should be designed for transportation in the Antarctic or
in areas where similar conditions are encountered. All vehicles used on Operation

"Highjump" were standard construction or
military vehicles. Of these, only the Weasel
and L VT's were able to operate satisfactorily
under all conditions without modification.
Observations indicate that some standard
construction or military vehicles can be
modified so as to operate efficiently in the
Antarctic without drastic changes in design.
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b. It is recommended that the following

general requirements be considered in the
design of any vehicle for use in the Antarctic:
(1) Heavy duty prime movers capable of
moving heavy loads of cargo on sleds for
long distances. These vehicles should provide living accommodations for the normal
operatmg crew.
(2) Heavy duty prime movers for short,
local hauls.
(3) Light duty, fast vehicles for moving
small quantities of material and personnel
and for liaison and reconnaissance service.
This type of vehicle is required in several
sizes, roughly to fulfill the duties performed
by the X-ton truck, the command and reconnaissance car, and the scout car in normal
ground operations.
(4) Ability to operate on snow and ice is
the prime consideration for vehicles in the
Antarctic . . A few isolated mountain peaks
project through the icecap; otherwise the
entire interior is covered with ice or snow
except for limited areas on the Palmer
Peninsula which are relatively free of snow
during the summer season.
•

c. It is recommended that the following

technical requirements be considered in the
design of vehicles intended for use in the
Antarctic:
(1) Tracklaying vehicles are the only type
of mechanized vehicle suitable for use in
the Antarctic.
(2) The maximum length of track bearing
surface consistent with the size and weight
of the vehicle is required for smooth operation over uneven surfaces and to enable the
vehicle to cross crevasses.
(3) The drive sprockets should be in front
to provide the most efficient operations.
(4) Width of the tracks should be such that
the ground pressure per square inch is less
than 3 pounds.
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2. Wheeled Vehicles.
No wheeled vehicies should be considered
for transportation purposes in the Antarctic.

3. Cargo Carrier, M29C (Weasel).
a. A longer track is required for smoother
operation over uneven terrain and to facilitate crossing crevasses.
b. The feasibility of front wheel drive
should be investigated.
c. The feasibility of individual track blocks
with connectors should be investigated.
d. If the vehicle is not to be used amphibiously, doors should be cut into the hull for
easy access and an enclosed body provided
for passenger comfort.
e. The feasibility of replacing the present
type spring with volute springs should be
irlVestigated.
j. The space between the right steering
brake lever and the engine cover should be
widened to permit easy access to the foot
throttle when wearing heavy boots or shoes.

4. Tractors.
a. The length of the tracks should be increased to facilitate travel on rough or
crevassed areas.
b. The width of the tracks should be increased to decrease the ground pressure per
square inch to 3 pounds or less. If increasing
the width of tracks is accomplished by track
extensions, the feasibility of a flexible metal
extension should be investigated.
c. The support rollers should be replaced
by a plate or wooden block to prevent snow
and ice building up in the track mechanism.
d. Ice type grousers should be used on all
tractors in the Antarctic.
e. Cabs should be provided to protect the
operator.
j. Each tractor should be equipped with a
winch.
g. In some instances an independent niggerhead would be desirable.

Ir. The: k:a5ibilily d from ....heel drive
should be inl~tiS;lIrd AU lTaClOI'J on Oper-uion " His:hjump" pcrfOil"ed mon: cffi..
cicnlly in I"r:\'t':ne •
•• T1Ic: prarnl power plant ilpPeaB 10 be
sansfactOl)'.

5. Sleds.
... The Co-de... il ~ should be higher off
the ground to allow mon: cirar-lIla:: .... hen
opclating In10ft IrIOW.
b. The Go-devil sled could Ix comider.lbly
IighlalCd fOT an operation like " Hi,:hjump".
c. The loading platfonn d the I-IOn Army
sled should br improvW. TIle: p~nI slau
lhould be sturdier or e]s(, ",placed by a
iIOlid decl:.

6. Londing- Vehicle, Trocksd.
... AU 5mplus ....eight should be rrmcwrd.
Armor pla te, for ocample, is u/Ulecessary
(military operations CJ<cepted). If not to
be used amphibiously the hull c;ould be.
ligh tened.
6. The perloratinll$ now let into me
front of the d ri\'Cr's compartmen t to cool
the dilfcrcntial dlOUld be eliminated and an

air JCOOp inSllll1«l with a duct leadin!! di~\
to the diffen::ntia1. Th" pracm 1)'Jltm
mako the dr; ..er·s eomparunal1 unt:ocnfoctably cold.
c. A windshkld ~oukl be installed in the
vision hatch at the drhu'l compartmmt
and th" windJhield rquippcd ,.ddta defroner.
d. The traCb should be wkkocd to dcCTeaJI: w ground prQSurr prr JqWU1: inth.
A 24-inch track should he JatW'ac:tory.

SECTION Vrn. Comments by U. S. M. C. Observer
c.,

Captain Vernon O. Boyd, u. S. H
"'00 was in charge oltran5ponation operations ashore and ill a veteran of two pre\ious
Anum:;t.ic upcditinll'l. madf' the rollowing
comments on lnuuponation, I'ChiclCli, etc.:
l. Typ_ Required.

From the stanllpoinl or ~portlltion the
job mun be dividcrl into two gencral typcl
or d·33-S. We millie b: Ml15tantly awa~ of
lhe ract that we must bl"l! lransponation
,,'hieh can be used in ,mall areas. ph~ trtflS.

ponation w be used for handling heavy
cargo ova long dinlloca. By smail a~as is
meant lhal \l1lIlJPOf'I.IItion be. aVllil"b!e thl.t
can be used 10 handle cargo and pwibty
penonncl in rather limited spate
in·
$lance, alongside II ship tied up III II dock or
in lite c~
the Arceic regia ...., pot:5ibly II
ship unloadIng dircc;t onlO iu. Artf'r an
operation of lhis type is accomplished and
the materiel haJ been unloaded by Ulut.!ler
I)'~ of trall$ponaUon, 10 gee it into the
interior we mlJ5t have II; larger mat:hlnt

ror
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which must be used for more than one purpose. In the first class of machines, that
which would be used over small distances,
we would probably use tractors of the
present commercial type and design similar
to the D-6 class of caterpillar. I would not,
however, recommend anything larger than
the D-6, as that appears to be about the
largest that can be used on the snow surface.
Also, it must have certain track modifications
to be used on any type of snow surface.
Secondly, the machine which is most adaptable for long-distance cargo and personnel
handling will be a tracked vehicle of the type
which the Marines used in the Pacific called
the Landing Vehicle, Tracked, or LVT.
This is strictly a cargo vehicle and has a hold
which makes it a small boat. Therefore, it
can be used as an amphibious vehicle, and
it can land from shipside with cargo or with
personnel and make landings on beachheads, etc., and go on into the interior.
For snow operations, however, as with all
the other vehicles which we presently have,
it must have some modifications to make it
more adaptable.

2. Vehicle Track Modifications.
In regard to modifications, the width of
the track seems to be the greatest problem.
We have quite a number of vehicles that
might be suitable, while not necessarily ideal,
but due to the narrowness of the track they
present a very great problem. This has been
partially overcome by application of various
modifications to make them wider. During'
the war we used extended end connectors
on our tanks and vehicles of that type to give
them a greater area of spread on the ground
to hold the weight. These will work, but
they are merely expedients. Tracks to be
used in polar areas must be wider. We have
tried to modify the tracks of commercial
vehicles by the application of planks bolted
through on the grousers and on the ground
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plates to make them wider. It works but
it is not satisfactory. We must go into
machines of wider tracks.

3. Front Versus Rear Drive.
Another'thing that is very common, particularly in the commercial type tractors, is
the fact that they all have rear wheel drives.
There are many arguments pro and con about
this, but through years of operation on snow
surfaces, and in my own experience, it was
found that the rear wheel drives were the
more impractical type, due to the fact that
the machines build up a torque component
on the rear axle which forces the rear of the
tread down into the soft snow and the front
of the machine up into the air. The rear end
consequently digs itself down in. We have
made some experiments in building platforms on the front end of the machine and
loading them down with a couple of tons of
coal to hold the front end down, but we still
had the same results. We tried passing
cables underneath the tractors and taking
the drawbar pull from the front of the
machine, thinking we could hold the front
end down that way. That was not successful. It appears, on the surface at least, that
the front wheel drive is really the only answer
to vehicles for soft snow surface transportation.

4. Track Loading.
In the matter of track width the practical
load limits in pounds per square inch run
from a minimum of about 2 pounds per
square inch to an absolute maximum of 5
pounds per square inch. When 5 pounds
per square inch are exceeded then difficulty
may be expected, as the machines seem to
bury themselves, especially if they have the
rear wheel drive. The higher limits can be
used to better advantage with the front
wheel drive. Now the matter of the lower
limit. If too low a limit is established, in
•

other words from 2 pounds on down, then
the gripping factor of the track becomes less
and less, and a point is reached where
hauling or using a machine as a prime mover
becomes impossible.
.

5. Cargo Handling Machinery.
There has been found a need from time to
time for methods of handling cargo in the
snow other than by manpower, and it has
been discovered that the fingerlift is a very
handy item provided it is not too big and
heavy. In other words, we go right back to
having a big heavy machine which might
get stuck versus a lighter one. The tracks
will have to be made sufficiently wide on a
machine of this type so that when the load is
put on the front end it will not bury itself.
A small beam type crane is another item that
can be used to great advantage, but it, too,
must not be made too large in order to
handle it easily on a snow surface. There
are limits on all of these things due to the
type of surface on which one operates.
Another thing which is rather important and
which was mentioned previously is the size
of the machines to be used. In general it is
better practice to use two smaller type
machines which we know will operate
rather than one big one about which there
might be some question as to its operating
efficiency. In other words, a small machine
is less liable to get itself buried in and get
into difficulty when handling heavy loads.
It requires very little more fuel to haul four
sleds, let us say, with two lighter tractors
than three sleds with one big tractor.

6. Cargo Sleds.
The i-ton quartermaster sled is a very nice
item. It is limited because it is made of
wooden construction and has to be treated
with considerable care. It is not what
might be termed an ideal type of sled for
ship unloading since in an operation of that

type, where cargo is being dropped from the
ship's side by booms, etc., the wooden type
sled is liable to get crushed and the mortality
rate runs high. For shipside unloading a
very simple type of sled is needed nothing
big and heavy. A type of scoop or something
on the order of a farmer's stoneboat is nearer
the ideal; it is low down so that men can
work around it and lift cargo off and on
without having to lift everything up 2 or 3
feet to get it onto the sled. This can be made
with an upturned steel plate in the front, with
about half a dozen 3- by 12-inch or 3- by 8inch planks bolted to them, internally braced
with a cross bolt running through the full
width, possibly with a couple of skids on the
bottom to keep it from going sideways. A
terrific amount of cargo can be handled on a
sled of that type. There is no point in
hauling 3;~ tons of sled with 5 tons of cargo
on it, when it could be done by putting 7
tons of cargo on a sled which weighs 1 %tons.

7. Light, General Purpose Vehicles.
In the matter of vehicles which are nearer
the ideal for over-the-snow transportation,
we come to the cargo-carrier M29C, or
"Weasel". This machine is probably the
nearest approach to an ideal machine for
over-the-snow travel for general purpose,
reconnaissance,
and
errand-running.
It
takes
,
the place of the "Peep", or "Jeep", as some
people call it. However, there are several
things that are wrong with this machine
that need to be rectified to make it one that
could be trusted for a longer journey and one
which would have a lower mortality rate.
In the first place, it is a rear wheel drive
machine. Consequently, as it runs along, a,
torque component is built up which forces
the front end of the machine up in the air and
after it reaches its climax it falls and its nose
drops down and then immediately rises up
again, so that it has about the same action
as a bucking bronco. Every time it pitches
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like this it throws a terrific strain on the transmission. The transmission of the machine appears not to be too heavily constructed, and it
is only a short time before teeth of the gears begin missing and all sorts of things happen to the
inside of the transmission. They go bad in
general. Another thing which seems to be
weak on this vehicle is the tracks, plates, etc.
They are held together by a steel band and
rubber band combination which does not
appear to be too satisfactory a method of
bonding the individual plates together, particularly in colder temperatures, since this
combination of rubber and steel becomes
very stiff and fractures are very likely to
occur. Sometimes it is necessary in starting
these machines in cold temperatures to rock
them back and forth for several minutes to
get the initial bend out of the tracks so that
they will fall around the idlers and get going.

8. Fuel.
The matter of operation of motorized
equipment for polar transportation is very
little different from operation in any other
part of the world. There are a few precautions which must be taken, however. One
of the most important is in the matter of fuel.
All fuel should be filtered very, very carefully
and if possible run through a chamois skin or

filter of that type to strain out all the moisture, particularly any snow which might have
gotten into the drum while it was open.
Another extremely important thing in cold
weather is attempting, as far as possible, to
keep the fuel tanks full or nearly full at all
times. Fuel tanks have a tendency to sweat
when only partially full, and a rind frost
forms on the inside of the tank. As the
vehicle progresses the slosh within the tank
washes this rind down and in a short time it
gets into the fuel. It is liable to lodge at
the first elbow or bend in the fuel line, and
in a short time the fuel line will be stopped up.
9. Ignition Systems.
The ignition system on gasoline operated
vehicles is also very important, particularly
to make . starting easier. A great deal of
attention should be paid to the clearances of
spark plugs, ignition points, or distributor
points, and the ignition system in general.
Batteries have a tendency to run down very
quickly. In colder weather the life of a
battery is in general not quite as long as it is
under normal operating conditions in temperate climates. Operation as a whole, however, is very little different from anywhere
else except for the personal discomfort
involved.

•
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CHAPTER 5

_RAFT
SECTION 1. R4D (C-47) Operations in the Antarctic
1. Airplanes Employed.
The aircraft used by the Central Group
on this expedition consisted of six C-47
type aircraft (designated R4D's by the Navy),
one Norseman C-64 (Navy designation JA),
and two L-SG aircraft (designated OY-l
by the Navy). Helicopters were used by
the ice breakers for reconnaissance. PBM
type aircraft were used by the Eastern and
Western Groups. Helicopters were also used
by the Eastern and Western Groups. In
addition to these aircraft the Coast Guard
had at least two s:t;nall biplanes (Navy J2F)
which are standard equipment aboard their
ice breakers. The remainder of the discussion is concerned primarily with the six
C-47's or R4D's which flew from the U. S. S.
Philippine Sea to Little America and then
continued their operations from Little
America.

2. Special Equipment.
The R4D's wcrc standard C-47 type
aircraft as used by the Navy with certain
exceptions in the way of special equipment.
First, the aircraft were rigged for JATO.
Second, they had a combination ski-wheel
landing gear. This will be described later.
Third, they were equipped with tri-netrogon
cameras. In connection with this they had
"gremlin" recorders, which were simply an
OS-A type camera photographing an altimeter and a clock at regular intervals.
Each aircraft carried two fuselage gasoline
tanks. Each of the tanks was of 402-gallon
capacity, identical to those already mounted

within the wings. The total gasoline capacity of the aircraft was thus 1,608 gallons.
Special equipment installed in the aircraft
for this particular mission consisted of the
following items: Two "bird-dogs," which
are a pair of radio directional finder equipments, connected through a single indicating
panel with two needles, one red one green,
indicating each separate radio; an APS-4
radar set, SCR-718 radar altimeter, APM-l
radio altimeter, and OS-A radar recording
camera which was jury mounted for the
APS-4 radar.

3. Flight PersonneL

-

The standard crew that was used with
these aircraft consisted of three rated naval
pilots, one being the first pilot and commander, one being the co-pilot, and the third
one the navigator. These men were all
NATS (Naval Air Transport Service) pilots
and had had considerable experience. In
addition to these a radio operator and a
photographer were carried. The three pilots
of each aircraft all had obtained considerableflying experience with NATS upon runs
where the radio aids were good. The result
was that the navigation was not as good as it
should have been for this type of a mission.
Navigational training was given to these men
on the way down aboard the Philippine Sea
but they still were not thoroughly familiar
with the grid system of navigation which is
a prime requisite for any exploratory flying
either in the Arctic or the Antarctic regions.
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especially if a light crusted snow were encountered at the base. In this case the wheel
would break through the crust, continually
chopping holes, making the landing very
rough, and increasing the drag of the wheel
considerably. This also was not thought to
be a serious point in actuality, as the drag on
the wheel could not become excessive enough
to cause the airplane to nose over. After
considerable discussion the Commanding
Officer of the Philippine Sea finally agreed
that the amount of protrusion would be left
to the individual pilot. This was done and
they all chose approximately 2 inches of
protrusion, being more concerned about the
landing than they were about the take-off.

5. Preparation for Take-Off.
Because of the wing span of the airplane~
the take-off could not be made using the full
deck of the Philippine Sea. The wing tips
would not pass the island of the ship without
making the airplane run excessively close to
the far (port) side of the deck. The take-off
run was therefore started from the central
elevator, or that portion of the flight deck
which is the widest on the carrier. A bright
orange line was painted at a slight diagonal
from the middle of the elevator to the center
of the forward end of the flight deck. This
gave the pilots a guide which they could
follow while traveling at a slight diagonal
across the flight deck. The total take-off
runway was approximately 400 feet. Two
schools of thought existed on the use of the
JATO. The first held that the engine
should be revved up and at the time the
wheel brakes were released the JATO should
be ignited. This would get the plane off the
deck of the carrier as soon as possible. The
second insisted that the airplane should
start its roll, possibly going halfway down the
deck before the JATO was ignited. The
first would give rapid take-off ability at the
expense of using the JATO power almost

completely before any airborne flight was
obtained. The second system gave very
good safety protection in case of an engine
failure during the final part of the run or
immediately after take-off before the airplane would attain enough altitude and
speed to have good single engine control for
ditching. The airplanes could not return to
the carrier once they took off. It should be
added that the take-off characteristics of the
aircraft, with the carrier causing at least 35
knots of relative wind across the deck, would
ordinarily be considered a safe procedure
even without the assistance of JATO. The
JATO was used as an added safety precaution in case of engine difficulties. This
means that the second school was probably
the safer in that during the first part of the
run if the engines were not right there was
still room to stop. With the first method,
there would be no possibility of stopping in
the event of trouble during the run with
JATO in operation.
.

6. :flight to Little America.
The flight from the U. S. S. Philippine Sea
was made safely by all aircraft. A 40- to
43-knot relative wind was prevailing across
the deck at the time of take-off. The first
five aircraft all used the technique of letting
the run start and then kicking off the JATO.
All the take-offs were very nicely. made and
no concern was felt after the first one had
taken off, showing that the procedure worked
out as planned. The last aircraft, however,
used the method of igni ting the JATO before
releasing the brakes and some concern was
caused since the pilot forgot to release the
brakes until considerable time after the
JATO had been ignited. His take-off, however, was made with no further difficulties
and he was away adequately. The position
of the U. S. S. Philippine Sea in relation to
Little America was such that approximately
a 4-hour flight was required. The first two
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aircraft took off from the Philippine Sea and
climbed to approximately 2,000 feet. They
flew as a pair, holding from the Philippine Sea
direct on the radio transmission from the
U. S. S. Mount Olympus, which at that time
was tied up in the Bay of Whales. The ice
breaker U. S. C. G. C. Northwind was
stationed about a third of the way between
the U. S. S. Philippine Sea and the Bay of
Whales and thus gave an intermediate radio
direction. After numbers 1 and 2 aircraft
had landed at Little America, numbers 3
and 4 took off. A relatively short time
thereafter numbers 5 and 6 took off. The
flights of numbers 3 and 4 were as expected
and went direct in to Little America.
Numbers 5 and 6 encountered bad weather
shortly before rendezvousing with the Northwind. Just after passing over the U. S. C.
G. C. Northwind, number 6 airplane began
experiencing radio trouble and very soon
became lost. Number 5 aircraft reported
losing number 6 almost immediately upon
entering the overcast. Number 5 continued
on until it found an open place and circled
there for 20 minutes trying to get radio
contact with number 6. During the trip
from the Philippine Se.a to the U. S. C. G. C.
Northwind number 6 aircraft had not made a
gyro precession check nor had it made a
compass direction deviation chart. Either
one of these would have allowed it to continue on with its heading toward the Bay of

Whales so that it would have had no difficulty picking up the ice barrier upon arrival
there. Number 6 did, however, continue on
in a guess direction, eventually found the
barrier, and flew down the barrier until it
came to Little America. The ski landings
at Little America were fairly typical of any
well made ski landing of an aircraft with the
exception of number 5 airplane. The pilot
did not realize that stopping at the end of
the landing run would permanently stall the
aircraft. An aircraft must keep taxiing to
keep from freezing its skis to the surface.
Number 5 stopped before turning around
and hecame frozen to the surface.
Note. The actual flight plans, the areas covered, and

the photographs taken will be thoroughly covered by
the Navy report of this mission. The operation of the
Norseman was rather limited, being primarily a rescue
vehicle. It was, used however, to give Navy pilots
their required flying time. The airplane was damaged
on several occasions so that it could not be used for
the majority of the time that it was in the Antarctic.
The helicopter operations in the Antarctic were
quite impressive, giving a very fine demonstration of
their ability to operate from small ships over ice pack
for exploration or rescue purposes. The two helicopters that were lost were both lost through pilot
error and not through anything that is unique to the
Antarctic in itself. The operation of the L~5 and the
place for small aircraft in Antarctic exploration and
in scientific support of an expedition are covered
elsewhere. The use of a towed aircraft for long
range exploration and for rescue is likewise covered
separately.
•
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SECTION II. Technical Observations
1. Aircraft Loading.

At maximum total aircraft loading (about
32,000 Ibs.) the loading on the skis came to
about 750 pounds per square foot. Ordinarily 250 pounds per square foot is considered about the right amount of loading on
aircraft skis. The excessively high 750
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pounds per square foot loading on this
particular design caused some concern.
Therefore, on the trip down aboard the
U. S. S. Philippine Sea, it had been planned
•
that the wheels would be removed from the
middle of the ski and an additional plate
would be added in this area. The slot in the

forward part of the ski had to be retained
because of the oil cooler as noted above, so a
plate was made that would cover up just the
wheel . hole itself. This plate had a turned
up forward edge or toe just as on a normal
ski. The addition of this plate would theoretically lower the loading to approximately
450 pounds per square foot if the distribution
of loading on the ski remained the same.
There was much discussion as to whether the
balance of the ski would be changed, that is,
whether the loading would be unevenly distributed so the resultant 450 pounds per
square foot loading was really not a true
value. The wheels were •removed from the
aircraft and the additional area plate inserted. The plate became a detriment
rather than an aid, as the snow which accumulated in the front of the turned up part or
the toe of this additional plate could not pass
around to the side, and therefore just accumulated until the ski was pushing a pile of
snow ahead of it. These plates were subsequently removed and the remainder of the
R4D flights made with neither the plate
nor the wheels using only the original ski.

2. Use of JATO.
The first take-offs from Little America
were made with the JATO, but as the surface
became hardened with the colder weather
the use of JATO was of no material advantage and it was abandoned.

loading resulting from landings and takeoffs on the rough surface pounded the arms
until cracks started. The first developed as a
result of the breakage of the first arm during
an approach for landing at a high r. p. m.
operation of the engine. The second was
advanced because visual observation showed
a great deal of hammering of the skis during
landing.

4. Skis.
After cessation of operations at Little
America it was noticed that some of the main
skis were beginning to crack at the toe turnup stiffening section. This was the result of
the many landings on the ice shelf which
were very rough and involved tremendous
pounding.

5. Parking Aircraft.
.

To prevent the difficulties experienced in
getting the heavy aircraft moving they were
parked on oiled plywood anchored to the
snow. This meant that an airplane woulc:d
land and taxi to the plywood platforms,
where it would stop. It could then be started
under its own engine power with a slight
amount of movement (of the tail, etc.),
whereas if it were stopped on the snow
surface, a great deal of difficulty was had.in
making the airplane move. It was also
found advisable to drag a runway take-off
area. This is more fully covered in the engi,
neering report.
•

3. Stabilizer Arms.
The stabilizer arms of the skis began breaking
loose from their mountings after a fair amount
of flying had been accomplished. The arm
would break loose from the mounting on the
inside, and then the other side would come
loose. Two reasons were suggested for this
failure. First, that vibration of the engines
while airborne induced a continuous vibration in the arms which eventually cracked
the structure. Second, that the very high

6. Warming Engines.
Cold weather air operations during the
summer in the Antarctic are not materially
different from cold weather operations in
any part of the northern hemisphere where
the temperatures range down to minus 20 or
30° Fahrenheit. Herman-Nelson heaters,
one for each nacelle, were used for starting
(fig. 142). Inadequate covers were supplied.
Some of these were fabricated aboard the
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and did help '"Cry materiaUy in gening
the aircra ft in during periods low \·i.sjhili ty
or lIear·bliu.arrl ronditio"... The Ul'fIO-4'.
had bl:en planned In beacon! for nuorki ng
the end! of the landing miJlll. They wcn:
not used ror this becallit' mainte.,ancc on the
radar ......., not adequale.

or

U. s. S. I'/,,/,/'IR"" SN on thl" Wily dO"'n.
Ample- CO'IiCiing WQUId ha~ materially aided
in the tUilrtilll of the cnginn. On. \'1:'1')'
oold day inMIcqU;i1C hcitting 01 the nacelle
raulted in rupt~ 01 the lubrieatimt oil
lina upon s(;arting. The standard heauTS,
piOpcrJ) maintained and paperl y ldCd.
make. a \~ good method of ....'atminK the
engines ror '(;arting.
7 . NaYi;a tion.

The original na'ig;lIiooaJ plan had dr_
p::ndcd upon Iut,·i n~ the U. S . S. "'OWII
Olym/Jlu ..... ith ilS high powam lr;uwnil\M"
IU a homing aid . 'JOe ori&inal plan of the
air opctlliion assumtd that ffiltbu .....ould not
be made beyond the
II .... hk h the)"
roulel hOIl__ on the M..w OIJM/IfU. Thi.
range ItCmlll)' ..as Jeg than the ta.Il8" of the
airttaft that had bren WC'd on pm'lOW
expt'ditioru 10 AnllU"Ctica. 11lc U. )oj. S
'\/_1 Ol;mp.u had w ka\'1:' the
t.o..T\~.
IxcaUl(' of the bad ice ronditK>oS and .....
not a\-ailli>le foe thiS ptlrJIt*'. 1bc 1"II"ipbOO then rn'1:'rk.'d 10 a lOr! of ~ IISlIll
moun(;ainJ and the know.·n landlll3rb pri.
marily. A (e» of the pilau actually did lUC a
good 'YIlCm of n20'igaIMln. bul the: navigallOll

ranv

bar.

'"

bolb eCt\ and ePN.nd C I'N-4's (por",blc
r:tdar n ... vigation beacon) 10 be operated at
the baJco. TheCCA h:Id t.o bcR'~ lObe
~"BCuat~ on thl" .I/ow~1 Ol]tnptqbd'orc il had
lIehancctobcuilCd. T1u:GPN ..... Irt'lIlined

8. tcillq.
It had prt'\'iOlIlJy been claimtd thal no ic:.
ing wouJd Ix met. Thi. ClIme (rom the ';Iua.
lion on pn:\>lOU! ~pcdition5 where no ttying
.....IIS Rttrmpled llnlc55 CA VU coudilioolJ
existed. With the advent of Illl'IIrr aima(t,
RighulI"tte Ittempted with leu insi"C"Ol('(: on
perfecl "'1:'&llxr, and when «N,dilionl ,,"'C"re
not
VU icing WI5 CII(oumc:n:d. ThiJ
currespondJ to cxpcrientt in the northern
parll oi the world.

c.."

9. Emer'iJilllCJ Equipment.
iloc elnClJC'rKf roqulpllll:nt whkh was
pK-planncd in IIx United Slain and Ihat
..hkh ....lL'I c:arrkd aboard IIx U. S.
/'in/'/JIII'" Stc " . 001 IICCCplabie by Ihe
COlmJIUnd upon the in:. ThUll. D r. Siple
and Capt;\in I IUI"T1C)'. U. S. N" had to replan
and ~UICfIlbic all the lurvwal equipmcm
and efl1l'~ncy rations. "I11cse an: OO\"(rcd
in chapter.! 6 and 7. The d ilfn'cuce bctwttn
1M: Aretie luid the: Antnrt1ic or the NOl1h

s.

Pole area and the South Pole area is very
marked. The safety problems in the Antarctic are much different and in ,many respects
more simple than those of the Arctic Ocean.
Airplanes in distress can almost always
find a place to crash land in the Antarctic,
a place where the plane can be set down
with relative safety. This is especially true
if the navigation is good. The reasons for
bailing out are much less valid than they
would be in the north. The possibility of
getting an airplane down with the structure
mostly intact is very good. This also changes
the aspect of the emergency equipment to
be carried.

10. Radius of Operations.
In considering the range problem it must
be realized that a SOO-mile radius about
Little America had already been well covered
and that 800-mile flightS" had already been
made into several areas. That meant that
with a 1,900-mile total range, and an 800mile radius of action with reserve, there was
not a great deal of new territory that could
be covered. It turned out that the amount
of flying accomplished just about covered
the territory that could be covered within
800 miles. Had a normal year been met,
however, it would have been advantageous
to establish one or two staging bases which
would have tremendously increased the

area accessible to exploration. Especially
would this create an opportunity to explore
that area between the Ross Sea and the
Weddell Sea, one of the big remaining
question marks in the Antarctic. It would·
also allow one or two trips to be made on to
the polar plateau or perhaps a more thorough
investigation of the mountains running from
the plateau toward the east. A trip or
trips across the continent could have been
accomplished in this manner. The problems
concerning staging are, of course, considerable. It is pointed out, however, that those
bases could have been established and
transcontinental flights could have been
made. In this regard it was considered that
flights could be made with two aircraft
going out, landing, transferring all the fuel
to one aircraft, and abandoning the other
aircraft. Or, the refueling aircraft could
have been flown home. A staging plan
with radii up to 1,700 miles was considered,
with 1,700 miles still leaving a safety margin
with a single staging point. Another problem which must be considered in this are
the cold starting if aircraft are to be on the
surface longet than the necessary refueling
period. Two additional problems must be
considered when it is extremely cold: The
rescue problem would become more difficult
and the navigation problem would also
•
Increase.

SECTION III. Recommendations
1. Recording Observations.
It is recommended that for any future
operation of this nature the planning and
training be such that complete systematic
recordings of the following instruments and
procedures be made:
a. The electric gyro and the vacuum gyro
should have complete logs kept on every

flight. This will materially aid the navigation.
b. The compass reading vs the grid heading should be systematically kept. This
permits better navigation and also helps
greatly to facilitate magnetic studies.
c. The complete navigational log with all
corrections should be kept as the flight is
111

•

made. This allows reconstitution of the
flight after the return to the base and thus
helps with the placing of any observations
and of the placing of geographic features.
Only in this manner can good reconnaissance photography be accomplished unless
complete ground controls are used.
d. A complete photo log should also be
maintained. This also allows interpretation, placing, and mapping of the picture.
Systematic 05-A recordings should be made
of the radar and of the radio and radar
altimeters. These should be svnchronized
•
and perhaps synchronized with the visual
camera so that complete understanding of
all returns and of all the visual photographs
can be attained after the mission is accomplished. It is therefore recommended that
careful preselection of crews be made before
starting on a trip of this kind to get men
thoroughly competent to accomplish their
job, to get men who are eager and who
understand why flights should be made and
why missions should be accomplished, men
with a will to accomplish, not just men
completing an assigned flight. It is suggested that a system of briefing should be
instituted so that each man before each
mission is given a detailed outline upon
which are his designated duties, a detailed
instruction of when camera should be turned
on or when observation should be made, the
amount of film to be exposed, the type of
things to look for, and other data of this
nature. By having each man responsible
for certain assigned duties the loss of scientific
information will be held to a minimum.
•

2. Starting Engines.
I t is suggested that the following system of
cold weather engine starting would materially aid cold weather operations: the nacelle
should be insulated internally and the air
duct should be supplied with built-in covers
so that when an engine is warm the air duct
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covers can be closed and the engine will stay
warm without a lot of air circulating through
it. This will also facilitate the original heating of the engine when it is cold. A small,
portable gasoline driven cranking heater
unit could be designed for heating and starting engines. A small engine could be cooled
with the oil from the large aircraft engine,
thus heating the aircraft engine oil. The
exhaust from the cranking unit can be used
to heat the nacelle. A properly designed
unit of this type would be a man-carried
unit which a man would carry out to the
wing and set in position with the spline of
the cranking engine engaging the cranking
shaft on the main engine, the positioning
pins holding the cranking engine in position.
The small.
ene:ine
would then be cranked
•
u
and allowed to run for a short period, heating
itself and heating part of the oil on the big
engine. The aircraft engine would then be
very slowly turned over by engaging a
clutch between the little engine and the
spline. While the big engine is allowed to
warm up from heat of the little engine, it
will turn faster and faster until eventually it
is warm and ready to start. After the aircraft cngine starts the cranking engine is
moved to the next engine. The first engine
started is thoroughly warmed up and then
shut down while the second engine is started
and warmed up, the insulated nacelle maintaining the heat in the first engine so that it
will start with its regular electrical starter or
with a very short push of the starting engine.

3. Landing Gear.
It is recommended that a thorough study
of tracked type landing gear be instituted.
When considering Antarctic or neve or sastrugi surface operations, wheels are at a big
disadvantage in that any single small hole
will stop the wheel and cause serious inconvenience or damage to the aircraft. Wheels
also require well prepared, large runways.
~

Wheels are not versatile; they can land only
on prepared areas and these landings cannot
be made away from base. Nor are skis as
versatile as required for good operations in
the Antarctic regions. When the toe of a
ski strikes a ridge the whole ski must rise,
thus raising the aircraft. This makes the
ski a rough mechanism on rough terrain
such as sastrugi. In addition to that, skis
have a tendency to stick. Their use is lim-

ited primarily to the type of surface for
which they are designed. Tracks, on the
other hand, could be used to fly from aircraft decks, could be used to fly from ordinary runways, and could land in snow or
the neve as the case dictated. Being a flexible sort of structure any single bump is more
or less absorbed by the track rather than
transmitted to aircraft and this is a considerable advantage when operating on sastrugi.

SECTION IV. Log of L-5 in the Antarctic
The following log covers the flying of the
aircraft No. 120462, an L-SG (Army designation) or OY-1 (Navy designation). The
aircraft was a Navy furnished item for this
expedition. The primary base for operations was the Navy Camp at Little America,
known as Little America No.4. The pilot
on each of the flights was R. N. Davis. The
flight log gives the history of each flight made
from the Little America base at which the
L-S was assembled, after having been dismantled and crated aboard the Philippine Sea,
brought to the barrier aboard the U. S. Coast
Guard Cutter Northwind, and transported to
the base camp on a Weasel-drawn sled.
After assembly the L-S was thoroughly
checked, properly lubricated, and skis were
fitted. The skis were of dural, manufactured
by the Federal Ski Company. It should be
noted that two sizes of skis are recommended
by the Federal Ski Company for the L-S.
The first recommendation is their smallest
ski which is used on all small aircraft. The
particular set here used was the next larger
size and it proved to be a wise decision.
The slight amount of additional weight is
small in comparison to the advantages to be
gained from having a longer, more substantial ski of greater bearing area. The log will
explain why a steerable tail wheel is a very

valuable adjunct to a light aircraft operating
in the Antarctic. In all other respects the
L-S, No. 120462 was a standard L-SG with
no modification. The log now follows:

10 Feb

No passengers.
Landings: None.
Time infiight: None.

The purpose of the test was to determine
the functioning of the skis upon the surface
of the snow then existing and to explore the
abilities of the aircraft to taxi and to turn, also
to get a check on the engine performance
under taxiing conditions to indicate the cooling of the engine in this climate. The aircraft was taxied at various speeds across the
different surfaces to be found close to camp.
No difficulty was experienced with turning
either right or left, upwind, downwind, or
acrosswind. The ease with which the airplane turned is attributable primarily to the
steerable tail ski which is a great asset on a
small plane, especially where it is required
to do precise maneuvering to miss some holes
blown in the surface of the snow and other
obstacles which result from the maze of
equipment deposited during blizzards.

11 Feb No passengers. No landings. No time.
The object of this operation was again to
test the ability of the airplane to taxi,
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especially at speeds approaching take-off and
in crosswinds. These tests indicated that the
aircraft was thoroughly ready for flight.
During these tests no difficulty was found in
starting the engine or in controlling the engine, everything being in good working order.
During the tests on the first two days, the
engine was very easily started by the application of heat from a Herman-Nelson engine
heater until the oil temperature registered in
the normal operating range of approximately
50° C. The heater brought the engine to
this temperature in approximately 10 to 15
minutes, depending upon the wind conditions
more than upon the air temperature.

12 Feb No passengers. 1 landing. 0.25 hours.
The purpose of this flight was to test fly
the aircraft and to ascertain, in flight, the
characteristics of the control section action.
12 Feb No passengers. 3 landings. 1.50 hours.
The purpose of this flight was to test airplane during ski landings and to familiarize
the pilot with the characteristics of the landing area and the aircraft in its use upon that
area. The first landing was made directly
into the wind, as was the second landing.
The third landing was made slightly crosswind. The landing area was just a large
open space away from camp with no marked
runways or specially prepared landing area
of any nature. The normal radio of the aircraft was properly functioning during this
and the remainder of the flight tests.
•

13 Feb -No passengers. 2 landings. 1.45 hours.
These flights were made to test the aircraft
and to become familiar with emergency procedures, especially in regard to emergency
landings, and to test the difference between
landing with partial flaps, full flaps, and with
no aileron droop and complete aileron droop.
The take-offs were also made to test the
difference between partial flaps and two
turns of the aileron droop in comparison with
no flaps and no aileron droop. The effect of
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flaps and aileron droop was determined to
be quite significant, reducing the take-off
run very appreciably and giving a take-off
speed quite low in relation to that of no flaps
and no droop on the ailerons, particularly in
contrast to other light airplanes. The aileron
droop feature was determined to be desirable.

13 Feb No passengers. 1 landing. 1.45 hours.
This flight was made for trim test and for
practice in turns close to the ground and at
altitude. The airplane was found to trim
very nicely and to maintain straight flight,
indicating that the rigging of the wings and
the tail empennage had been properly
accomplished.
13 Feb

No passengers.

1 landing.

1.50 hours.

This flight was made to familiarize the
pilot with the area immediately surrounding
the camp area to give an idea of the area to
head for in case of power failure on take-off
or upon landing approach to gain a comprehensive idea of that area immediately surrounding camp so that in case of bad weather
the barrier could be found and followed until
recognizable marks approaching the camp
and the Bay of Whales could be recognized .

14 Feb Navy photographer. 1 landing. 1.45 hours.
Flight was made to allow an official Navy
photographer to make a historical record of
the camp and the ice structure immediately
surrounding the camp.
14 Feb

Lt. Roscoe.

1 landing.

1.60 hours.

U. S. M. C. Lieutenant Roscoe was official
geographer for the expedition. This flight
was to give him an opportunity of observing
the ice structure and ice conditions surrounding the camp area within a radius of 50 miles.
This flight explored the Bay of Whales, the
camp, and the crack structure running from
the Bay of Whales toward Roosevelt Island,
giving especial attention to Roosevelt Island
and to the area immediately surrounding the
area known as Seal Creek.

14 Feb
Stein.
1 landing.
1.70 hours.
The purpose of this flight was to take color
movies of the R4D JATO take-off. A steeply
banked turn was maintained beyond the end
of the take-off runway. At the time the R4D
started its take-off run the L-5 was dived out
of its turn to come down parallel to the takeoff runway. This was anticipated to bring
the L-5 alongside the R4D during the time
the R4D had its JATO burning. The first
attempt resulted in the L-5's running away
from the R4D during the R4D's take-off run.
The second attempt resulted in the L-5's
maintaining fairly close proximity during the'
take-off. The third attempt was also successful.
74 Feb
Cosco.
7 landing.
0.45 hours.
Navy Captain Cosco was the senior Navy
officer in charge of the scientific program.
The purpose of this flight was to allow
Captain Cosco to observe seal life and seal
actions in the neighborhood of Seal Creek
in which approximately 250 seals, adult
seals, were sunning themselves. In addition
the route for an expedition to Seal Canyon
was shown to Captain Cosco and the parti- .
cular points of danger along that route were
pointed out. Also indicated was an area
upon which the L-5 could be landed at
Seal Canyon.
75 Feb No passengers. 7 landing. 2.70 hours.
The purpose of this flight was to examine
the Little America area and to further
examine the Seal Canyon area and to make
reconnaissance of the ice in the intervening
area. Practice approach landings and ski
touchdowns were made in the area of Seal
Canyon.
75 Feb Navy photographer. 1 landing. ,2.60 hours.
The purpose of this flight was to allow the
Navy photographer to make historical records
of Little America tent camp and of the ice
and activities in the area surrounding the
camp. The flight continued past Seal Can-

yon toward Amundson Arm. The photographer expressed his satisfaction with the
ability of the L-5 to fly either low or high
and to be maneuvered into the most desirable
position for the taking of air records close
to the desired object.

16 Feb

Siple.

1 landing.

3.50 hours.

This flight was made to enable Dr. Siple
to examine the ice structure, the Bay of
Whales, and the surrounding area. The
flight went from the take-off area to Seal
Canyon, continued up the rough ice structure to the bottom end of Roosevelt Island,
flying west down one of the long ice valleys
then turning and flying east up across
Amundson Arm until a high cloud bank was
encountered. Motion pictures were made
during this flight with a Cine Kodak Special
16-mm camera. "Stills" were also made
using 35-mm Kodachrome and Ansco color
film. The visual observations made on this
flight by Dr. Siple resulted in a very complete
story of the directions of motion of the ice
and of possible pivot points of the ice in its
flow. Upon landing, Dr. Siple said that
this flight in itself had amply repaid the
effort of bringing this particular aircraft to
the Antarctic. He pointed out that the
ability of the airplane to be flown safely at
close range to objects under study was one of
the valuable assests of this particular aircraft. Dr. Siple was the senior War Department observer and consultant to Admiral
Byrd on Antarctic and exploratory matters.
The pilot made a rough study of cruise
control and determined that 4 hours of
flight was a safe duration with some reserve
under the particular conditions of flight
encountered on this mission.

16 Feb

7 passenger.

1 landing.

3.60 hours.

This flight was made primarily to allow
the pilot to make aerial studies of the ice to
determine the pattern and ascertain certain
structures pointed out by Dr. Siple on the
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previous flight. In addition, it was thought
desirable to make a further cruise control
test using conditions varying from those in
the first test. On this flight it was shown
that at high cruising speeds, essentially those
of approximately 100 to 105 miles an hour,
the gasoline consumption increased materially. This led to the conclusion that a
good cruising speed with the particular
engine and prqpeller on this aircraft and with
the skis mounted would be in the order of 90
to 92 miles an hour and the fuel consumption
would allow then approximately a 450-mile
range. It is noted here that the Aeromatic
propeller gave this airplane good take-off
performance without sacrificing good climb
and airborne performance. During all of
the flying done no difficulty of any nature
was encountered with this propeller.

77 Feb Navy photographer. 1 landing. 7.35 hours.
This flight was again made to allow an
official Navy photographer to photograph
camp, changes that had occurred on the ice
structure surrounding it, and to photograph
the work being done at Little America Three,
sometimes referred to as West Base. Here
again the left window was opened many
times to allow better photography and it was
again demonstrated that good vertical photography could be accomplished by flying
the airplane in a nose high power slip, thus
allowing the wing to be lowered (in this case
the left wing), but also to get that wing far
enough forward so that the photographer
could take pictures vertically down aft of the
wing. This particular tactic is especially
desirable where vertical pictures down cracks
are required. In this case flights were made
directly over Seal Canyon taking pictures
which would show both of the vertical walls
and the entire bottom of the canyon. This
particular technique was previously displayed during several flights and found to be
entirely satisfactory. The flight speed of the
aircraft could be well maintained, thus mak116

ing the maneuver an entirely safe one as long
as the pilot is careful not to put the left wing
into the ground or to run into an obstruction.
17 Feb No passenger. 3 landings. 4.70 hours.
This particular series of flights was made
for fuel and load tests to determine how well
the aircraft could fly with overload, how well
it would take off, and how it would climb,
especially in an overloaded condition. It
was also desired to ascertain the fuel range of
the aircraft where a series of landings would
be made away from the base such as would
be encountered in making a series of exploratory landings up or down the barrier. The
overload tests were made in anticipation of
the installation of an air-borne magnetometer
weighing in the neighborhood of 250 pounds.
These tests showed that the airplane could
fly under these conditions at least 4 hours and
10 minutes and still maintain a safe fuel
margin in good weather conditions. These
flights were made using information gained
as to cruise control conditions.

77 Feb 7 passenger. 2 landings. 2.05 hours.
The two flights were purely local in nature
and were made to allow eager workers to see
the results of their endeavors.
78 Feb
Stein.
1 landing.
7.20 hours.
.
The air temperatures
on
the
16th
of
.February had dropped as low as 28;) below
zero and some discomfort was felt, especially
when the rear window was opened for photographic purposes. On this trip of the 18th
the ground temperature before and during
take-off ran down to about 28° below
zero. No difficulty was had in ground handling of the airplane or in starting it, the
starting procedure still being to warm the
engine with the Herman-Nelson and then
to start the engine with the regular electrical
starter. It should be noted that at no time
during the stay did the battery freeze or was
any difficulty experienced with the electrical
system. This particular flight was made for

the benefit of Navy Lt. Stein who was an
official Navy photographer. The technique
of a short as possible take-off was demonstrated to Lt. Stein on this day, the take-off
being made into an approximately lS-knot
wind directly across the main runway which
was in the neighborhood of 200 feet wide.
This runway had been dragged and had two
ice ridges, one on either side. The take-off
run was started from the ridge on the North
side of the runway. The pilot warned Stein
that there would be a considerable jolt as the
ice ridge on the other side of the runway was
struck. However, the L-S was airborne
before striking the second ridge, the skis
never touching that ridge. Stein experienced
quite a bit of discomfort due to the cold
which went to about 30° below on this
particular flight. The temperature was recorded upon the centigrade indicator built
in the roof of the cabin of the aircraft. It
should be noted that Stein had the .rear window open the majority of the time.
78 Feb
Coby.
7 landing.
7.00 hour.
Navy Chief Coby, one of the dog drivers
and caretakers, desired to see the distribution
of the seal, as they are starting to dive under
the ice and it is becoming increasingly
difficult for him to find seal meat for the dogs.
Instead of the great number, approximately
400 seals, to be found in the immediate area,
only twelve were spotted this late afternoon.
78 Feb
Johnson.
7 landing.
7.00 hour.
Johnson is Coby's helper on the dog
teams and the purpose of the flight was to
allow him to map a safe route to the remaining seals and to make certain of the location
so they could be easily found.
78 Feb No passengers. 3 landings. 3.20 hours.
This series of flights was made to determine the feasibility of using a weight upon
the end of a trailing cord to determine the
roughness of the surface and to determine
if this method could be used for judging

surfaces before a landing upon those surfaces.
The technique involved was to find a reasonable area, drop a marker, preferably a
black soot marker at the beginning of the
area that looked good, then to time the
aircraft's flight at a given speed until a
reasonable landing distance had been established and then to drop the second marker.
This would normally be done after full
reconnaissance of the area by making five
or six flights and taking into regard the
direction of the wind. If smoke bombs or
smoke flares could be dropped, that would
be an advantage. After the area had been
chosen a pass would be made across that
area with the weight hanging on the end
of the cord. The airplane would let down
in the approach attitude at slightly above
landing speed, making what would ordinarily
appear to be a poweI,"-on landing approach.
The airplane, however, would be flared out
at an appropriate height above the ground
and power maintained to keep the appropriate speed across the area. The aircraft
height would be lowered until the weight
dragged on the surface, and by observing
the action of the weight, the surface could
be judged to determine its roughness. Sharp
ridges or slowly rising ground would be
indicated. While these tests were made
without a passenger, it is recommended
that this procedure be used with an observer
to observe the action of the string and the
weight while the pilot pays particular attention to passing directly across the area upon
which he intends to land and in maintaining
•
his height correctly as indicated to him by
the observer. These tests were not conclusive
but were indicative, and the pilot expressed a
desire to make more tests to determine the
limitations and the abilities of this system.
•

79 Feb Navy photographer. 7 landing. 7.00 hour.

This was again an official flight to take
pictures of the camp area, the bay ice, and
the ice barrier surrounding camp.
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prepared surfaces. The action of the
wheels
•
was deemed satisfactory.
•

20 Feb

No passenger.

3 landings.

3.50 hours.

The purpose of this series of flights was to
make experimental landings away from base
but within the immediate area of base. The
landings were made on various kinds of surfaces to determine the limitations and abilities
of the ski on this particular aircraft. One of
the landings was made on a surface so hard
that only the keel of the ski left a mark.
This particular landing was made on an area
that had sastrugi of approximately 6 to 10
inches' height. The airplane was shaken
but not damaged. While the landing felt
rough and the take-off was relatively rough
no difficulty with control of the aircraft was
experienced at any time and the action of the
skis was very satisfactory. From these landings and from the previous one of the trailing
weight, the pilot concluded that great numbers of areas could be safely landed upon for
any needed purpose such as rescue, resupply,
or exploration. In particular this test demonstrated that the concept of a towable small
aircraft was a valuable concept.

20 Feb

No passenger.

4 landings.

3.70 hours.

This flight was made for several purposes,
one being an examination of the barrier on
the ocean side, the other as a cruise control
study.

21 Feb

Stein.

1 landing.

3.50 hours.

This flight was made to allow an official
Navy photographer, Lt. Stein, to take pictures with a large airborne camera of the ice
structures, particularly those in the Amundson Arm area. The flight was successful in
spite of very cold temperatures encountered.
The photo coverage, being the lowest level
coverage yet obtained on a single flight,
covered areas not previously photographed,
especially those on the eastern side of Roosevelt Island.

21 Feb No passenger. 1 landing. 0.80 hours.
This was a local flight to test a classified
concept.
22 Feb 1 passenger.
1 landing. 3.10 hours.
This flight was made in search for Emperor Periguins to be returned to the United
States.
The total number of landings made during
this series of flights was 47. The total number of hours flown, 57.70.
It is advisable to have good shoulder straps,
of the standard Army type during this type
of flying. Strict attention should also be
paid to loose objects in the airplane, especially when making landings and take-off's
away from the base airstrip so that in case of
a broken ski or perhaps falling into a
crevasse or any other reason that might
result in a nosed up or turned over aircraft,
the minimum amount of injury would result
to the pilot or passenger unless of course an
object is struck while in full flight, but during
landing or take-off operations the safety of
the occupants of the aircraft is relatively
high if these precautions are taken. For this
type of operation skis should be carefully
rigged in addition to the rubber bungee
snubbing cord. The cable limits should be
carefully inspected and adjusted. This will
prevent the stubbing of the toe of the ski or
the inability to make an appropriate landing.
The right rigging of the skis is especially important in long range operations requiring
the utmost efficiency. No concern was felt
at any time about any inadequacies in the
particular set of skis. Their structural
strength was good, their keels were well
designed and well placed, and no damage
was encountered upon the skis even with
some landings in very rough icy surfaces.
Particular attention must be paid to any
safety or survival equipment. If at any time
it becomes moist it must be dried, inspected,
and repacked. For instance, a parachute
which was brought down by sea had become
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moist and this parachute failed to open after
it had become cold. All of the above~men
tioned flights were made using lOO-octane
gasoline instead of the 70 to 80 normally
recommended. ]\;0 difficulty was apparent
from the use of this gasoline. It should be
added that no engine dilution was used at

any time .and all startings were made using
the electric system. During landing operations away from base a maximum of 1 hour
was never exceeded without the engines
being run up to maintain adequate heat in
the engine for starting. On real cold days
this time was reduced to one-half hour.

SECTION V. Comments on Air Operations
by U. S. N. Observer '
,

,

The following is a verbatim account of an
informal discussion on Antarctic air operations. Those participating in the discussion
were the Army observers and Lt. Comdr.
James C. McCoy, U. S. N., Base Air Operations Officer, Central Group.
Dr. Siple.
This is in reference to Antarctic Air operations. We have asked Lieutenant Commander McCoy, Base Air Operations Officer,
to explain to us, in view of the fact that
we did not have an air operations officer
among our Army observers' group, the lessons
learned and performances carried out with
the aircraft, also to recommend what he
would advise if the Army were to come down
and attempt an operation similar to operation "Highjump," Lieutenant Commander
McCoy was Senior pilot with the United
States Antarctic Expedition in 1939-41 and
has therefore had broad experience in Antarctic aviation.
,

,

Lt. Comdr. McCoy.
The remarks I had in mind will be for the
R4D type (Army C-47) aircraft, as that was
the type used for our long exploration
flights. To begin with, operating aircraft in
the Antarctic presents certain problems
which are not normally met with in more
temperate climates. Preheating strikes me
as being one of the items which must be
•
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prepared for and taken care' of prior to any
flight. On this particular operation the
Herman-Nelson heater, with air ducts leading to the nose section and through the
accessory section for a period of time, based
on the outside temperature and wind conditions, would give sufficient heat for the
engine to be turned over and started successfully. Very few failures were met with due
to the engine's being too cold. The HermanNelson heater was satisfactory while used
around camp; however, other facilities had
to be prepared in event an aircraft was
forced down and heat had to be applied
to enable it to restart its engines for the
return flight. That was taken care of by an
engine warming tent being placed aboard
the plane and various types of heating units
such as the fire pot or plumber's blowtorch
which was considered sufficient for such an
emergency. Oil dilution was used at all
times. The oil was well diluted after the
engine had started to cool ' and the oildilution system was turned on anywhere
from 1 to 2 minutes, which seemed to be
sufficient. Speaking of instruments, there
was a noticeable lag in the reading of both
pressure and temperature instruments while
the plane was being warmed up, where
normally the oil pressure would become
operating pressure within very few minutes
after the engine started. In the Antarctic

we found the lag sometimes would extend
to 15 minutes or more. That we feel was
due to congealed oil in the lines which had
to be warmed sufficiently for the oil to circulate through the various instruments at
the pliable temperature and pressure. That
at first would hold many pilots back where
take-off or taxi could be begun before the
gage was sufficiently high; however, in time
the pilots became wise to that and as long as
instruments would record satisfactory performance, allowance was made for that lag.
The ski-wheel combination used for the
C-47, made by the Federal Ski Company
of Minneapolis, was made more or less as a
compromise due to the fact that the plane
had to take off from the deck of a carrier.
These skis were approximately 12 feet long
by approximately 48 inches wide, a slot in
the ski being sufficient for the wheel to
extend beneath the surface of the ski and
also the oil cooler which is mounted on the
bottom of the engine nacelle to extend
through the ski when in the retracted position. This resulted in a double ski effect
with the wheel extending between the two.
The pressure bearing of the skis was such
that in soft snow they would sink down to
where operation would be questionable with
a heavy load. This was counteracted by
removing the wheel and placing a plate in
the wheel slot for softer snow operations. It
was not an entirely satisfactory arrangement
because the resistance caused by such a wide
area had a tendency to retard the movement
over the ice surface of the ski. The plates
were discarded in some cases and we re:sorted to just the double runner ski, which
I believe is the most efficient. I would
recommend that if aircraft of this type were
used again that a ski be designed along the
same principle, but allowance be made for
greater bearing surface, increasing the length
of the ski more than increasing the width.
Based on the principle of a large truck, it
•
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is more efficient with a double wheel than
with one large wheel, causing more resistance. The sticking of the ski, or the
plane being broken loose so it could taxi,
presented quite a problem. Possibly research could be made in devising some
method by which the ski could be broken
loose from the surface by a wire dragged
under the surface of the ski or some means
that could jar it loose. We conquered that
problem to a great extent while operating
from the base by having the planes taxi upon
a large piece of plywood under which were
some 2- by 6-inch planks. The plywood was
covered with a coating of Diesel oil which
made the sticking far less than on the normal,
ice surface. In addition to that, it is highly
recommended that large wooden mauls or
sledges be carried along to strike a ski and
break them loose. These had been used
on previous expeditions down here and I
would recommend that they be carried as
regular plane equipment. The mechanic
or one of the members of the crew, at the
last moment, can strike the skis with the
maul and so break them loose. Once the
ski was broken loose and the plane taxied,
you had little or no trouble maintaining
headway, and the take-off itself was no great
problem. JATO was used and no doubt
was a great help. However, take-offs could
be made with loads exceeding 32,000 pounds
in some cases without the aid of JATO,
which presented a problem inasmuch as it
was considered unsafe for use at 30° below
zero, F. Our operations were never quite
that low, but we were getting down to the
point where its safety was questionable.
Maintenance of planes presents a problem
in Arctic and Antarctic conditions, inasmuch
as the work is slow and uncomfortable.
The efficiency of the men is slowed down,
regardless of how willing workers they may
be. A certain recommendation along that
line could be considered: provide an engine
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work tent which could be placed over the
entire engine, coming down and including
the ski assembly, and hanging down over the
wings. Heat applied either through a Herman-Nelson or through various types of
blow-pots or stoves, would make it a much
more comfortable operation. The actual
mechanics of maintenance checks present no
real difficulty when the men are comfortable
and when sufficient tools are available. In air
operations navigation presents an entirely new
problem. The inverse grid Magrader chart
with the inverse grid computer was used successfully. The astral or sun compass was the
final means of check. The question between the astral and sun compass is still a
moot question. There are several advantages to both types. The magnetic compass,
although sluggish and slow to react in a
great many cases, especially near the magnetic pole, is nevertheless a valuable instrument. The variations are fairly well known
in this area and by applying the best known
variations, a fairly good course can be set.
Sun sights were relatively accurate. A line
of position could be varied greatly, but as a
means of check, I would say it is definitely
worth considering. The communications for
our particular set-up were not as efficient as
we would have liked them. Whether this
was due to being based on the ice itself, I am
not in a position to say. Possibly if the ships
had been in the immediate vicinity we would
have had a greater range for our communications. CW work was fairly reliable; we
could communica,te by CW to a distance
exceeding 600 miles, But for the homing
and for voice communications the set-up at
that time was not used very much, as we
could not get the range desirable.
It is highly recommended for future air
operations that great care and planning be
given to establishing radio range of sufficient
strength of 200 to 300 miles. In addition
to the radio range, the YR should be of
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sufficient power that the radio compass could
pick up the stations 200 to 300 miles distant.
The greater the range the better, and for let
down a GCA or GPN, preferably GCA
equipment should be installed and set up
with sufficient range to allow for the phenomenal area of navigation coming back.
The percent overcast days is great in the
Antarctic and the GCA would be of the
utmost value in bringing the pilots in. A
GPN was installed at Little America and on
numerous occasions proved of great value in
bringing the planes in and orienting the pilots
prior to sight contact of the landing area.
In this connection some remarks should be
recorded as well as some of the difficulties
encountered in flight due to icing or mechanical difficulties and material failures. Icing
was encountered when entering clouds or in
icing conditions, snow crystals, moisture, etc.
Even at extreme low temperatures when
flying through clouds, icing would collect on
the propeller. Incidentally there were few
cases of wing icing except when over the
water areas or when the temperature was
such that moistufe could form in the air.
The props, however, did pick up some ice
and ice formed on the inner and outer surfaces of the windshield. The inner surfaces
iced up due mainly to the pilot's breath.
This could be combatted if the defrosting
unit had sufficient heat thrown against the
surface to melt it away. In a great many
cases this was not the case and we had to
resort to chamois skins soaked in alcohol to
wipe the ice away from the windshield. The
carburetor heat was used wherever conditions indicated its necessity and no case of
carburetor icing-up was recorded on this
operation. We had certain instrument failures due to lines carrying away, possibly
caused by particles of ice forming and rupturing the line; we had considerable trouble
with the winter propellers, surging of the
propellers, and in one case tendency to
•
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flatten out the pitch of the propeller, causing
delayed force action. We had various material failures with the ski; mainly the ski
stabilizer. The material used on the ski
stabilizer and the · arms supporting it was
too thin a gage of metal, and in one case we
had as many as five failures after landing.
I say after landing, because the stabilizers
dropped off after the landing on the runway, either while completing the landing run
or taxiing back. They completely broke or
fell off. The failure of that type was foreseen
and preventives were installed on the ski as
a safety measure, which in this case proved
a very wise precaution.
In connection with flying, I would like to
point out the desirability of having advanced
weather stations 200 or 300 miles out if possible, and if the scope of the operation would
allow, have these weather stations equipped
to act as rescue bases with sufficient food,
clothing and a supply of fuel to enable a
plane, if forced down in the vicinity, to be
replenished with supplies, or at least rescue
personnel. That comes under the scope of
the operation plan. To make a successful
weather station, communication facilities
should include a portable range or facilities
for the pilot's finding the station and letting
down, as the overcast is such that he may
fly over it many, many times without actually sighting it, and also facilities at this station for extended ground rescue operations.
Another subject which possibly should be
considered in planning an operation of this
type is the spare tools and equipment to be
carried. I will not go into detail about the
spares or the equipment, but I would like to
point out that such articles as starters, carburetors, generators, etc., do fail when operating under conditions such as this. The
accessories should be readily assembled to
replace an entire unit rather than to try to
make field repairs. As an example, starters
are under great strain when turning over an

engine that is stiff. These spares should, of
course, be kept in a cache near a shop ready
for use when the occasion demands or
available to send out to a plane if forced
down, using aircraft or tractors and sleds
if they are sufficient to haul out the necessary
equipment. A word in marking supplies
should be placed here. When unloading
from a ship, the method of checking material,
keeping track of it, protecting it from the
elements, and placing it in position where it
can readily be found, even though a blizzard
should cause enough snowdrift to cover it
over, are all questions which must be considered and prepared for. Tools, for .instance,
are very easily lost; a tool laid carelessly
alongside a plane where work is being
carried on could easily be covered over with
snow in a very short time if drift conditions
occur, and once it is lost it is lost forever.
The percent of tools and equipment lost
under any condition in the Antarctic is
extremely high.
As executive officer of the base, one of the
big problems I had to contend with was
mustering the men and keeping track of their
whereabouts. Mustering the men presented
quite a difficulty. We had very poor communication facilities, and for anyone person
to call around to each tent individually was
really a morning's work. I would highly
recommend that field communications be
set up telephones, walkie-talkies, or other
sufficient means of communication. Transportation presented quite a problem, mainly
from the aviation standpoint. Tractors and
vehicles must be made available to haul
supplies and equipment and to tow gasoline
and oil to the aircraft. Many times, planes
coming in for refueling or to be supplied
would have to wait, men would have to be
rounded up, tractors or vehicles made available to take care of their wants. All in all,
I believe a more efficient set-up for communication and transportation could be deviSed.
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Lt. Comdr. McCoy.
Trained observers are necessary. If you
had planes which could possibly carry a
crew of six, the ideal crew would include the
pilot, co-pilot, navigator, observer (trained),
radio operator, and photographer. However, as we were handicapped by the limitations on the weight, we had to restrict our
crew to five. Had the pilot or co-pilot, for
instance, been a trained observer, a great
many observations could be made and
recorded in such a manner it would have
been of far greater value to us than the
recordings which we received, which in a
great many cases were vague and unreliable.

I believe there are great possibilities for
gliders in the Antarctic. I am not prepared
to go into the mechanics of glider operation;
however, I do feel that for supplying advanced
stations or assisting men from a wrecked
plane, or in bringing in supplies to a stranded
party, they have great possibilities, and
I am firmly convinced that the glider has a
place in Antarctic or Arctic operations and
. explorations.
.

Army observer.
In regard to the plane crew, what is your
feeling concerning trained observers for
exploratory flying?

SECTION VI. Air Operations Logs-Central, Eastern,
and Western Groups
1. Air Operations Log, Central Group.
Times and dates are G. c. t.
Date
(1947) Type

TD

TA

230735

231135

First flight from snow field at LA.

240015

240415

Famil.

240600

241030

Famil.

251930

252330

•

• • • • • • •

• •

•

• • • • • •

Famil.
No fligh,t-t-JA down for starter
•
spring.
No operations due to weather.

Flight objective

Name

23 Jan A2 Campbell - Shirley; Photo fam iI ....
McCoy-McGlassen.
24 Jan A2 Campbell- Fam iI ...... .. .
McNally-Mini.
24 Jan A2 Ouackenbush- Fami! ........ .
McCoy.
25 Jan A2 Mini-Allison ..... Famil .... . ... .
•
•
26 Jan • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •
•

27
28
29
30

Jan • •
Jan
Jan ••
Jan V1

30 Jan
30 Jan
30 Jan
30 Jan
30 Jan
31 an
1 eb
2 Feb
3 Feb
4 Feb
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••

•

•

•

• • • •

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•••••••• • • •

•

•

•

• •

••• •• •

• • • • • • • •

•

• • • • • • •

•

Hawkes-Byrd .....

V2 Mcintyre .... . ... .
V3 Lin n . . . . . . . . . . . .

•

•

•

•

• •

•

• • • • •

•

•

•

•

• • • • • •

•

•

• •

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

• • • • • • •

• •

•

• •

•

•••• • ••• • •••••

•

•

•

• •

•

•

•

• • • •

•

•

• •

•

•

• • • •

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

• •

•

•

• •

• •

• • • •

• •
•

•

• • •

•

• •

•

• •

• •

•

•

•

•

• •

•

•

•

•

• •

• • • • • • •

• • • •

• • • • • • • • • • • • • •

• • • • • • •

•

Philippine Sea
to Little
America.

· . . .do. . . . . . . .
· . . . do. . . . . . . .
· . . . do. . . . . . . .
· . . . do. . . . . . . .
•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

• •

•

• •

•

•

•

•

•

• • • •

• •

•

•

•

• •

• • •
•

•

• •

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

• •

• •

•

• • • • • • • • •

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

1013

•

V6 Wei r ........... .

• • •

• •

• • • • • • • •

•

V5 Anderson ... . ... .
· . . . do . . . . . . . .
•
•
V4
• • • •

•

•

• •
•

•

•

Do.

Snow test hop by JA
1639 Routine.
•

• • •

McCoy.

1013
1639
Do.
2329
1835
Do.
Do.
2339
1847
Do.
1917 31/0045
1915 31/0106 Commo trouble. Cockpit fog.
• • •
•
• •
• • •
No operations due to weather.
•

• • • •

•

•

• • •

•

• • •

• • •

•

• •

•

•

• • • • • •

• •

•

•

• •
•

•

• • • •

•

• • • • • • •
• •

•

RemQ,ks

•

•

•

•

•

•

•
•

Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.

Oat..

Type
Nom"
5 Feb A2 Tanner-Allison .. . .
5 Feb V1 McCoy-Hawkes .. .
5 Feb V1 Various hops by
crews.
6 Feb V1 • • • • • • • • • • •

(19.m

•

•

6 Feb V2

• • •

•

• • • • • • • • • • • •

6 Feb V3

•

•

•

•

•

7 Feb

"

• •

•

8 Feb

..

•

•

9 Feb
10 Feb
10 Feb
11 Feb
11 Feb
12 Feb
13 Feb
14 Feb
14 Feb
14 Feb
14Feb
15 Feb
15 Feb
15 Feb
15 Feb
16 Feb
16 Feb
17 Feb
17 Feb
17 Feb
18 Feb
18 Feb
19 Feb
20 Feb
20 Feb
20 Feb

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

• •

•

Check out and
famil. hops.
Check out and
famil.
hops.
Para jump.
Check out and
famil. hops.

•

•

•

• • • •

•

•

•

•

•

• • • •

•

..
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • •
V1 • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •
V2
• •
• • •
• • • • • •
V3 • • • •
•
• •
V5
• • •
• • • •
..
•
•
• • • • • •
•
..
• • •
• • • •
• •
V1
•
•
•
•
• •
•
V2
• • • • • •
• • • • • •
V3
• • • • • • • • • • • •
•
V6 • • • • • • • • • • • • •
V1
• • • • • • • • • •
•
•
V2 • • • • • • • • • •
V3
•
• • • • • •
•
V5
• • • • •
• • •
• • •
V1
• • •
• •
V6
•
• • •
•
•
V3 • • • • • • • • • • • •
V6 · . . . . . . . . , . . . . . .
V2
• • • • • •
•
• • • • • •
V1 • • • • • • • • • • • • • •
V5 • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •
.. · . . . - . . . . . . . . . . .
V3
• • • •
• • • • • • • •
•
V5 • • • • • • • • • • •
V1
•
• • • • • • • • •

•

•

•

•

• • • •

•

•

•

•

• •

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•
•

•

•

•

•

22 Feb V2
22 Feb V3

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

• • • • • •

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

• • • • •
•

•

•

•

•

•

•

• • •

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

·......

221930
221930

•

• •

•

•

• •

•

•

•

•

•

•

• • •

•

•

•

•

•

•

·

., ... .

•

100050
100050
102150
102150

•

•

•

•

·... , . .

•

• •

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

• •

•

•

•

•

•

• •

•

•

•

•

•

• •

•

• • • •

•

•

• • • •

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

• •

•

• • •

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

• • •

•

• •

•

• •

•

• • • •

•

•

• • •

• • • •

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

• •

•

•

•

•

· . . . . . . , . , . .. .
· . .. ... . , . ... .
•

•

•

· . . . . . . . . - .. . .
•

• • • •

•

•

· .. .. . .. . , .. . .
· . . . . .. . . .. - ..
Photo ...... . . .
• • •

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

Photo ........ .
Photo ... . . . . . .
Made M. A. D.
hop in area
of Rockefeller
Mountains.

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

• •

•

•

•

• •

•

•

•

•

• •

•

•

•

• • • • • • • •

•

•

•

•

jump by C. B. M. johnson.

221600
221600

• •

•

•

202236
202335

•

•

•

No hops preparing all planes for
flight.
No operations all planes ready for
••
take-off. Test take-off jATO·1,200gol.
No operations.
• • • • • • •
100455 First operational flight out.
100510 Photo.
110300 Photo.
110300 Photo.
No operations due to weather.
•
• •
•
Do.
142115
141945
150710
150824
•
151321
151321
152253
152253
162245 So. Pole.
Do.
162245
180801 Ret. due weather.
180225 Ret. , eng. trouble.
180840 Photo MI. Erebus.
180620 Ret., eng. trouble.
181243 Photo Discovery In let.
No operations due to weather.
• •
210924 Photo.
•
210924 Photo.

•

•

•

•

•

• •

•

•

•

Photo ........ .
Photo .... . ... .
Photo . ....... .
Photo ...... .. .

•

•

• • • •

•

•

•

•

• • • •

•

Remarks
Shot of Bay of Whales, etc.
jump by 1st Sgt. London.

TA
050630

TO
050230

.

• • • • • • •

•

•

•

Flight objective
Photo famil ... .
Parajump .... .
Checking out.

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

••

•

•

141205
141205
142253
142253
150315
150315
151340
151340
161005
161005
172150
172156
172221
180014
180850

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

Ret. due weather.
Ret. due weather.
•

2. Air Operations Log, Eastern Group .
•

Times and dates are G. c. t.
Date

Type

Name
25 Dec HO Sessams ..........
(1946)

26
27
28
29

Dec • •
Dec
Dec
Dec G1

•

•

•

• • •

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•
•

•
•

Flight objective
Recon .........

• • • • • • • • •

•

•

•

• •
•

•

• • •

TA

TO
• • • •

•

• •

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

• •

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

• •

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

• •

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

• • •

•

•

•

•

• • •

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

• • • • •

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

• •

•

•

•

N R1 ..... .. . . ...

Recon photo ...

•

•

292135

300555

Remark.
Ice, recon (Pine Is.) 252102. 68.3,
252116.
No flights due weather.
Do.
Do.
CTG 68.3 Observer.
125

Date

(1946) Type

30 Dec G2
30 Dec G1
31 Dec

"

Name

Flight objective

N R2 ........... .
N R3 ..... . ..... .

Recon photo ...

• • • •

•

• •

•

•

• • •

•

· . . . do . . . . . . . .

• •

•

• •

• • •

•

• • • • • • • •

TA

TO
300136
300048
•

•

• • •

Remarks

301231
•

co P.

• • • • •

•

1948.
Last est. posit. at 301948-71-22S,
99-30 W. No flights due wea.
Overdue. Preparing for rescue
flights.
,

•

•

• • •

• •

• • •

•

• • •

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

(1947)

1 Jan

•

•

•

•

•

• •

• • • • • • • •

2 Jan

•

•

• • • •

•

•

• • • • •

6 Jan G3
6 Jan G3
7
7
8
9
10
11
11

Jan
Jan
Jan
Jan
Jan
Jan
Jan

G2
G3
G2
G2
•

•

• •

•

• •

•

•

•

• • • •

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

• • • •

• • •

•

• •

•

• • •

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

NR1 .... • ....... Rescue ... . .. . .
NR1 ........... . Rescue .... . .. .
• • • • •

•

•

• • • •

• • • • • • • • • •
•

•

• • •

•

•

•

•

•

• • • •

•

• • •

•

• •

• • •

•

•

•

NR2 ......... .. .
•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

Test. . . . . . . . . .
Test ...... . ...
Search .......
Sea rch ...... .
•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

• • •

•

•

060232
061915

.
.
.
.

072238
072238
082045
091546

•

• • • •

HO Ubiki ...... . .... . Ice recon ..... .
G2 NR2 ............• Search and rescue.

•

•

•

•

11 Jan G 3 NR 1 ..... . ..... .
12 Jan G3 NR1 ..... . .. . .. .
13 Jan · . .. . . . ". . . . . . . . . .
14 Jan •• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •
15 Jan ., . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
16 Jan •• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •
17 Jan •• • • • • • • • • • • • • •
18 Jan • •
• • • • • • • • ••
••••
19 Jan HO Sessums ....... . . .

.

.

•

•

•

•

•

20 Jan • • • • • • • • • • • • •
•
• • •
21 Jan •• •• • •
.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
22 Jan "
23 Jan
• •
•
• • • • •
• • • •
24 Jan G 3 1 ............. . .
•

••

126

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

Rescue ....... .
Rescue ....... .

112100
121424

•

• • • • • • •

• • • •

.

• •

•

• •

• • • •
•

•

•

•

• • • • • • • •

•

• •
•
• •

•

• • • • •

•

•

• •

•

• • • • •

•

•

• •

•

• • • •

· .. ...... ....
•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

Ice recon ..... .

•

• • •

•

•

• • •

• •

• •

•

• •

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

• • • • •

•

• • • •

•

•

•

•

•

• • • •

•

•

•

•

• •

•

•

•

•

• • • • • • •

•

•

• • • •

• • • • • •

•

• •

•

Photo ........ .

•

192002

•

•

•

• •

•

•

• •

• • • • • • •
•

•

•

No flights due weather. Assembling PBM 3G. Estimated time
completion 051700Z.
Preparing for flight. Hoisted out G2.
• •
•
•
Boat failed alongside ship, causing
plane to strike ship, damaging
part wing tip, part aileron, and
part deicer. Estimate in commission by 030900Z.
060457 Returned due to weather.
070424 68.3 on board. Negative Search
and Rescue (68.3 070902) Oblique Photo.
Recalled due to weather.
• • • • • • •
Do.
• • • • •
•
082059 No results, fog ceiling.
091711 Turned back bad weather.
No flights due weather.
•
•
• •
110126 Ice recon.
120025 Found G1 and 6 survivors 111729
(DNR) at 71-o3S, 98-47W. 3
dead. Survival gear dropped by
G2. Survivors 10 miles from open
water. Trail marked by G2 to
open water over survivors at
120000.
Landed
120207.
Howell and Conger ashore in raft.
Party 2 miles from beach. Fog
set in at 0614Z. Thin ice necessitates shifting of plane occasionally. Fog between plane and
beach. 121257 commenced picking up survivors. 121424 airborne. 121643 landed at P. I.
120207
121643
No flights due weather.
• • • • • • •
Do ..
• • • • • • •
Do.
• • • • • • •
Do.
• • • • • •
Do.
• • • • • • •
•
Do.
192057 H03S-1 Bu No 57996 settled in
water on approach due ic;"ng main
rotor. No injury personnel. HO
total loss. Crash boat rescued
personnel within 1 minute.
No flights due weather.
•
• • • • •
Do.
• • • • • • •
Do.
• • • • • •
Do.
• • • • • •
240842 Desp 241145 met walker circled
15000 chart V30-1 07 coast south.
•

•

110025
111241

• • • •

• •

• • • •

• • • • • • •

240109

I. Observer. Overdue since

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

Date
Flight objective

TO

TA

24 Jan G2 2. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
25 Jan • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •
26 Jan G2 2 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Photo ........ .

240142

241000
· ... . . . .
261823

G3 1 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
· . . . ... . . . . . . . . .
• •

Photo ....... . .

(1947)

26 Jan
27 Jan
28 Jan
29 Jan
30 Jan
31 Jan
1 Feb
2 Feb
3 Feb
4 Feb
5 Feb
6 Feb
7 Feb
8 Feb
8 Feb
9 Feb
9 Feb
10 Feb
11 Feb
12 Feb
1 3 Feb

Type

Name

•

•
•

• • • • • • • • • • • • • •

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

• • •

• •

•

•

•

•

•

..
..
..
..
..
..
•

•

• •

•

•

•

•
•

•

• • • •

•

• •

• • • •

•

•

•

•

•

• •

•

• •

• •

• • • • • •

• • • • • •

•

• • •

•

• • • • • • • • • •

•

•

•

•

•

•

• • • • •

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

• •

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

• •

• • • •

•

• • • • •

• • • • • • •
• •

• • • • •

•

• • • • • •

•

• • • • • •

•

• • •

• • • •

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

• •

•

•

• • • • • • •
• •

•

• • •

•
•

• •

•

•

• •

• • •

•

• • •

• •

• • • • • • •

Photo ........ .
Photo ........ .
Photo ........ .
Photo ........ .

081410

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

• • • • • • •

•

•

•

•

• • •

• •

•

• • •

•

• • • • •

•

•

•

• • • • • •
• • • • • •
• • • •• •
• • • • • •

• •

G2 2. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
G3 • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •
G2 2. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
G3 1 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
.. • • •
•
•
• • • •
.. • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •
.. • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •
.. • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •
•

•

• •

• • • •

•

•

• • •

•

•

• • • • •

•

• • • • • • • • • • • • • •

• • • • • • • • • • • • • •

• • • • • • • • • •

•

•

•

• •

•

•

• • • • • • • •

• • •
•

•

•

•

• • • • •
•

• • •

•

•

• • • • • • • •

•

• •

• •

• • •

• •

• •

• • •

261200

•

• •

• •

• • • • •

•

•

• • • •

•

• • • • • •

• • • • • • • • • •

•

• •
• • •
• • •

•• • • • • • •
Photo ..... . .. . 261048
• • • • • • • • • • • • • •

•

•

•

• •

• • • • • • • • • •

• • •

•

• • • • •

• • •

•

• •

•

•

•

•

• • • •

• • • • •

• • • • • •

•

• •

•

•

• • • • •

•

•

•

091344
091523
• • • •
•

•

•

•

•

•

• •

•

•

•

•

• • • • • • •

•

•

•

•

• • •

•

•

•

Remark.

Desp 241351 sighted Mt "X" range.
No fl ights .
Filling in gap between 110° Wand
Norville range.
261925
Do.
• • • •
• •
No flights maint and weather.
1'-10 flights weather.
• • • • • • •
• • •
•
Do.
• •
•
•
Do.
• • • • • •
Do.
• • • • • • •
Do.
• • • • • • •
Do.
• • • • • • •
Do.
Do.
• • • • • • •
Do.
• • • • • • •
Do.
•
Do.
081730 Photo hop to Charcot Is.
•
• • • • •
Turned back due to weather.
092120 Photo returned due to weather.
092122
Do.
• •
• • • •
No flights due weather.
• • • • •
Do.
•
Do.
• • • • • • •
• • •
• • •
Do. Moving to Marg Bay.
•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

3. Air Operations Log, Western Group.
Times and dates are G. c. t.
Date

(1946) Type

24 Dec

..

•

•

•

25 Dec
(thru)
31 Dec

..

•

•

• •

•

• • •

• • •

•

• •

• •

•

TO

Flight objective

Name

•

TA

Remarks

•

•

Recon ........ .

• • • •

•

•

•

•• •

•

•

•

•

• • • • •

•

•

• • •

•

•

••

• • •

•

• •

•

• • • •

• • •

• •

• • • • •

•• •

limited recon: Test of commo, aero 1ogy, etc. Fueling drill.
No operations.

(1947)

1 Jan

B1

Burner ... . .... .. .

Photo ......... 010535Z

011009

2 Jan
2 Jan

B1
B2

Krietzer ....... . . .
Roger .......... .

Reco n ........ . 011930Z
Photo ........ . 011930Z

020130
020130

•

3 Jan
4 Jan
4 Jan
5 Jan

B1
B3
B3

6 Jan
7 Jan

B1

•

•

•

•

• • • • • • • •

•

• •

• •

•

•

•

•

•

• •

•

• • • • • • • • • • • •

•

•

•

•

• •

•

• • • • •

•

•

•

• • •

• •

• •

• • • • •

•

•

•

•

•

• •

Bunder ......... .

Photo ........ .
Photo ........ .
Photo .... . .. . .

040225
040225
050410

Krietzer ......... .

Photo. . . . . . . ..

060250 06101 OZ

• • • • • • •

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

• •

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

• • • • •

•

• •

•

•

•

•

• • • • ••

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

• • • •

•

•

• • •

•

•

041045
041020
051226

••

• •

•

• ••

•••••••

•

•

•

•

•

•

9
10
10
11
12

Jan
Jan
Jan
Jan
Jan

•

•

B3
B1
• •

B1

•

Rogers .......... .
Bunger .......... .
• • • • • •

• • •

• • •

•

•

• •

Krietzer .... . .... .

•

• • •

Ice recon ..... .
Ice recon ..... .
•

• • •

•

• • • • •

• • • •

Ice recon ..... .

•

•

•

101810
101840
·. . . . . ,
120009

•

• • • • •

• • • • • • •
•

• • • • • •

• • • • • • •

120630

Recon of Blleny Grp. Weather
prevented reaching Cont.
Recon Oates Coast. Found mountains of 10,000-ft. Mountains
between capes Cheetham and
Williams 8,000 ft. Secured flight
l
both radio altimeters went out.
No operations weather.
rFirst mapping; anoxia causes fatigue
1 at 13,550 feet.
Capt Bond Observer see CTF 68.2
051340.
Capt Clark Observer.
Attempted flight. Operations to
scout pack ahead of 68.1. No
results due weather. Hoisted out
3 times.
No flights-weather.
Ret due weather. No practical
recon made.
No flights.
Eastern search to 74 oS.

•

127

Date
(1947)

TA

Type

Name

Flight objective

TO

Jan
Jan
Jan
Jan
Jan
Jan
Jan
Jan
Jan

83

Rogers .......... .

Ice recon ..... .

120200

21 Jan
21 Jan

81
83

12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20

22
23
24
25
26
26
26

Jan
Jan
Jan
Jan
Jan
Jan
Jan

27 Jan
28 Jan
28 Jan
29
30
31
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
11

Jan
Jan

• •

• • •

• •

• •

• • •

•

•

•

•

•

• •

•

•

•

•

•

• •

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

• •

•

• • • • • • • • • • • •

•

•

•

• • • •

•

•

• • • • • • • • •

•

•

•

• •

•

•

• • •

•

• • • • • •

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

• • •

•

• •

•

•

•

• • •

•

•

•

•

•

• •

83
Jan 81
Feb ..
Feb 83
Feb ..
Feb ..
Feb ..
Feb
Feb • •
Feb • •
Feb • •
Feb • •
Feb 83
Feb 81
•

•

•

•

•

Feb 83
Feb •
Feb • •
Feb
Feb 83
Feb 81
Feb 83
•

•

•

•

•

• • •

•

•

• • • • • • • • •

• •

•

• •

• •

•

• • • •

•

•

• •

•

•

•

•

•

•

• • •

• •

•

•

•

• •

•

•

•

•

• •

•

•

•

•

•

• • • •

• •

• • • • •

•

• •

•

• •

•

•

•

• • •

•

•

• •

•

• •

•

•

•

• • • •

•

•

•

• •

•

•

•

•

•

•

• • •

• • • •

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

• •

•

•

• • • • • •

•
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Western search to 74 oS.
No flights due weather .
No flights due weather.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Hoisted out. No operations due
wea.
0
Mapped coast 136 to 129-30.
Rugged nov. 8urst rotor on H03S
during strong wind.
No Flights weather.
Do.
Do.
Hoisted in due weather.
No report on results.
Desp 270256. Featureless plateau.
Desp 270838; object 68-18,142-40
E. Ice cap 8,500.
Glacier valleys, etc. Fet 12.
Coastal mapping in area 111-130 E.
Coastal mapping in area 111-130 E.
Desp 281320. Fet 13.
No flights.
Coastal and continental recon.
No flights.
Turned back weather.
No flights weather.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
One flight. See 11 tho
Coastal search 106° E. and 88° E.
Cant search 97° E. and 101 ° to
depth of 68 ° S.
No flights.
Continental photo.
Do.
No flights.
Princess Raghnild coast from 16
to 50° E.
Do.
No Flights.
Do.
Do.
56° E. to 70° E. coastal.
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CHAPTER 6
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Since Army observers assigned to Task
Force 68 included communications and transportation (Tank Corps) officers, this chapter
will not go into details regarding these
subjects relative to search and rescue operations. Emergency communications and utilization of ground vehicles available for
rescue operations within Task Force 68 are
well covered respectively by the observers
mentioned above.

In setting down a rescue plan for any future
Army venture to the Antarctic similar in
scope and nature to Task Force 68, this
chapter does not go into the technical
aspects or recommendations on both subjects
mentioned above. This observer feels that
these topics should be covered by those who
have a better technical understanding of
these subjects.

SECTION I. Task Force 68 Search and Rescue Plan
The plan for search and rescue operations
outlined in this section is as given in Operation Plan No. 2-46, Operation "HIGHJUMP," U. S. Atlantic Fleet, Commander
Task Force SIXTY-EIGHT.

1. Communication Plan.
a. Rescue Frequencies.
Primary Secondary Purpose
3965 kc. 4125 kc.
Rescue circuit. This
frequency will be
guarded by all
ships, planes, Weasels, dog teams,
boats, and the base
when involved in
rescue operations.
8280 kc. 500 kc.
Gibson Girl emergency trans mis•

SlOns.

b. Rescue Communications and Aids. (1) All
plane emergency kits will be equipped with

Gibson Girl radio transmitters operating on
500 and 8280 kc. All ships and planes
engaged in rescue operations during the
search period will maintain a watch on these
frequencies as well as on the regular rescue
circuit.
(2) Plane emergency kits shall also carry a
radar corner reflector so as to assist the search
units in locating by radar any unit forced
down.
(3) In event rescue operations become
necessary, four Weasels and two dog sleds
are radio equipped for communication on
the rescue circuit. A number of Walkie
Talkie sets are also available as may be
required for short range work. All planes
and ships involved in rescue operations will
put a watch on the,rescue circuit.
(4) Boats involved in rescue operations
will carry Walkie Talkie equipment, as well
as SCR-610 equipment, to enable them to
communicate with planes in the immediate
,

,
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vicinity on the ~uc circuil. I n C\'Cn! long
range operations 1Irt: required of the boalS,
they must be equippt:d wim field equipment
a~, for instance, a TAX cquipmenl for communication outside the range of the SCR6 10.
•
c. Bmr OpmJI.uIIJ. Four Weasels 'Yill be
radio equipped for (onstruction, trail, and
rescue operations.
d. Rador. Air search radan will bemann~
by parent \'~15 whenever planes a~ airborne. The senior ship expecting planes in

Fl,... '44. P...OIIn.1 and eo.,o ,Il1011 boot It"." ,ho
U. S. S. "Mownt Olympw.:·

I

F;,w", us . Naoy JiF ry"" II;",...1t altac~.d to
U. S. C. G... No"h .... lnd .. (k. brook.,).

their area. evcn though pa!l9ing by, will have
air search radars manned. Radar plots of all
planes ,,~Il be: maintained insofar 11.1 pos.~ible.

2. Rescue Plan for Eastern and West ern
Group..
Rescue of pell\Onnd shall be effectC"d by the
m():fl appropriate of the following methodi:
a. [,. Wain-. (I) Employing DO u~ing a
rescue ba.;;ket.
(2) Empl oying ships' hoal$.
(3) Employing SOC or PBM ai r<:rafl i f
water landing arca i~ available.
b. On &0 hr. (I) Employing ships' boal$.
(2) Elnployi ng heJi<:oplcr I;"'ding on i<:e.
(3) Landing a ~uc party from 00a1$.
c. O~ Conlilllni. PBM 10 locate d(lwnoo
plan~, n:pc>rt its posit;(ln, and make supply
drop:< as n ~rr. Requr-st a$!listan~e of
ski.plane!! (If C.cntral Group and for dog
t~anu if within 900 milea of Little America.
Using parachute drOJ"l of extra gasoline
from PBl\.-\. making U$C of H 03S helicopl~r
to evacuate forc«l-down p!'rsonnel.
3. Re~eue Plan for Central Group.
Roeue of pcr80nnd shall be dfet:tcd by
th~ mO'it appropriate of the following
metllOcU:
(I. In /Vol".
(1) Employing ships' boats
(fig. 144).
(2) Employing J2 P from Nvrlhwind (fig.
145).
h. On fum S'~IJ Je,. ( I ) Employing tracto!"!! and/or dog tUI11!! (fig. 146).
(2) Employing NOlXman (fA ) on skis
(fig. 147).
(3) Employing helicoptCN and J2F (flg"
148 and 149).
c. On .'1Il/'lfrlir Conli'vnl. (I) Emplo)'ing
Norseman (In skis.
(2) Employing R4D on ski~ carrying dog
teams and sled (fig. 150).
(ll Employing HO;S hdicopter and ruel
parachute drops from R40.
(4) The R40's a nd PB/I'I"~ ,,~H he equip-

pnI Wllh &.IiflP(nl fUrvival gt'M and food
10 tNI in cue m• beed landing on the
AnWt:tic Corllinem the: uew m the plane
.... ill be- tdf-Sllffidmt for I!II leal! 30 days.
(S) II it plMned to cany portable l1Idio
equipii..n! on racue boIIu, WC'QC1a. and dOl
IIcds. utins ]?65 te. as primary ns:ut'
rnqumc:y Ind 4125 te. as It'C'Dndlry con).
muDication bct"'~ plllnN, &kd~ .nd
Wcudl..
(6) In cue rucue opel iltiDnli lI«ome
r.cc
ry. the Opcratioru lluty OfflcC'l' "ill
oolify!he Tad! f DIU Commander, the Chid
mStaff, and lhc Air Opc:latiOfU Ofi~u and

-- ""'m ... ~~

Fl.... 1-'6.

Dot ,.""" "'.... Oot.

Caito ,.,~

.....all Inlln.actiOlll..

10 ,""') ""owlll,
.I.d ..,'" ... PO" •

4. fli9bt Solely MMUUJ''' .
• , PliShl optlaliDlu slllIlIlx tondUCle(1 to
J'W"'lC .gg":ah'(ly the exploration 01 the
Anl.lf'Clic Continent with I1Ilnlmu m rilok to
rA' PlotJ.

• • It Is p!annal 10 (Olld ue' Ino.l DJX'r.'I.
t!DIUl mlhu wilh not lnort tha n five or \cit
,han 1...·0 plara, il'l .... hlch ('lUi' the roUO""i"l

&afrol)' ml'oiUUru ....ill appl),:
(I) M,aimam half·hourly 0010 COrtUICI
bctwa:n .dJAUnt p.iIJM':II.
(2) AI \DIll as ~DIltaC:1 with adjac:cnl phue
it IMIAUlincd cnntl nue Right plan C\'CII

I.'.
1"".. I~ (C-6ot) ..". ~ T\Io
. . . . . . . .1, II
.,tzlII,,1Iy ".0117 .......

f ' ....

Eli"1

........ "

f l,.. 141. ..... ,.,~ t..11oopN.....110'1 No .......
.............. 10 ....... WoJloI l. . . . . . . ~

•

1M _IZlI.,..

f ' - ' <f9. • -!,.,... ...k:I ' 1 • t ,.HI."'"
ali
i " U. S. S. " ",It I I ' . 5-."
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t

...

though com,munic.allion wHh C1 G 68.1 II

or IlI!ITaln and h.lnlcOIionI annot Ix ('()Ill.

""-

mumOllro lO ..... pLane,baU ~Ium 10 l.ue
vWi ~~ IJ'a('k.
(6) Rntuf' mc'bUI't'i ..'III be inhillied by
ere 68 I IQr any plane (IIM:-lQlr hour IM:r
&. " A. INII i. IlOl hi rfKIio ('(joule t wich
CTG 68.1,
I. l..o.t pilUle. .... ill !.It II'tidm IV !we by

(3) If ptanc,'I~phu1t' rClnU1(.1 b kilt both
by diltt-I comnnmit."on Ilnd via tl'lay
Ihrough CTC 68. 1, plane dUll! rtlUm 10
(4) In the OUIC' of :I .!ntk- plt,1W' fhgh.,
~·hourly rontacl will be 1llOllililllncd wllh

"'11(_

CTO 68.1. Should C'UnUM:1 be kMl bl" radio
eqUipoiiKIlt IJe in aood opcilHlflIf t"OOdillon,
ftilthl should Ix: coolinUfti akIns pl/Ulnnl
ry for Ilny pillrIC'
10 do:vi.IC rrom f"gbl ptan btQUfC dwulhcr
(5) If h IJrCOmef nee'

n.

IIII': tL 11111"(1)1"1111" rquipmt'IU II. IndleMtoo

In parll~ph 5.
J, For aU Jr.-plaflt' ,... ke-of!', li nd IlIndln8J.
I~"'nt \UllCI. will han' /I (tllih anti ..nc;ue
I.10Il1 nQnnrd lind ,uu!dinlli hy IIPI)fOllllrnlilcly
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halfway down and well clear of the landing
or take-off run. Crash and rescue boats shall
be equipped as follows:
(1) Medical equipment and personnel as
per CTF 68 instructions.
(2) Two life rings and lines.
(3) Rescue kit containing metal shears,
bolt cutters, and snips for quick extraction
of trapped personnel.
(4) Radio equipment tuned to rescue ·
frequency.

5. Lost Plane and Low Visibility Procedure.

a. If a plane should become lost due to
weather or other navigational difficulties,
the following equipment will be available
for homing by planes:
(1) Two YR beacons at base (continuous
MO's) used in co~unction with plane ADF.
(2) Beacon at base used in conjunction
with plane radar.
(3) ZB/YG on ships in Bay of Whales.
(4) MO transmissions by ships in Bay of
Whales (414/444 Kc).
b. In case plane desires that ship take over
homing the following equipment may be
used as appropriate:
(1) Plane send MO's on 414/444 Kc. (Use
trailing wire antenna.)
(2) Ship conn planes in using SK or SP
radar.
c. In case the weather at base necessitates
a low visibility approach, the GCA unit at
the base will be given control by CTF 68 at
an appropriate time and planes will be landed
using standard GCA "Talk Down" procedure.
d. Voice communications will be used
when possible.

6. R4D Aircraft Emergency Equipment.
a. Emergency equipment to be carried on
flights when flight is to be made away from
immediate vicinity of the base camp.

It ..m

Unit

Sleeping bags .. . . . .. . . ...... . . .
Parachutes. . . . . . . .. . ... . . . .. .
Skis and ski poles .... , . . . . .... .
Sk i boots .... . .. ......... ... .. .
Extra socks .. . .... .......... .. .
Extra mitts and liners .. ..... .... .
Mountain tents ................ .
Alpine or Manila rope, 8 oz. per
ft. or 12 thread.
Sled and man harness .......... .
· warming
. tent * .... ...... .
Englne
· warming
. stove * ' .. '. " ' ..
Englne
Can, 5-gal. for oil drain* ....... .
Funnel and hose* ......... ... .. .
Stoves, cooking ... . ........... .
Mess gear ............ , ....... .
Rations for 30 days .. .. ........ .
Trail radio or Gibson Girl ...... .
Waterproof matches . .......... .
First aid kit . ........ . . ........ .

Toolkit ...................... .

1
1
1
1
2
2
1

per man.
per man.
pro per man.
pro per man .
pro per man.
pro per man.
for every two
men.
100 ft.

1 set.

2.
2.
16.
2 sets.
1 for every three
men.
1 set per man.
1 per man.
1.
1 carton.
1 kit.
1 kit.

Shovels .... . . . '. . ............ . 2.
Sa ws. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2.
Maul (wooden, circle)* ........ . 1.
*In case skis ate not used, these items may be omitted.

b. Survival gear to be carried in JA-l
(Norseman, C-64) at all times.
Quantity

Item

1. . . . . . . ..
1. . . . . . . . .
4. . . . . . . . .
1.. .. .. ...
1. . . . . . ...
1. . . . . . . . .
1. . . . . . . ..
1. . . . . . . . .

Shovel ............... .

Weigilt

Sa w . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
5-gal. 011 cans ........ .
Funnel and hose ....... .
Engine tent and cover ... .
50' length Manila line .. .
Plumbers blow pot. .... .
2-gal. can clear gas .... .
Deadmen and lines .... .
First aid kit ........... .
Dye markers .......... .
Cook stove ........... .
Waterproof matches .... .
Tools ................ .
Mountain two-man tent ..

1 set ..... .

1. . . . . . .. .
1 set ...... .
1. . . . . . . . .
1box . .. . . .
1 set ... . .. .
1. . . . . . . . .

Total weight. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..

4 Ibs.
2 Ibs.
8 Ibs.
2 Ibs.
10 Ibs.
7 Ibs.
10 Ibs.
14 Ibs.
sibs.
2 Ibs.
3 Ibs.
6 Ibs.
1 lb.
20 Ibs.
10 Ibs.
104 Ibs.

For each person in plane (including pilots)
the following survival gear will be provided:
Weight

(Pilot/passenger) .................. . 200 Ibs.
30-day ration ........ ............ . 105 lbs.
Sleeping bag .................... . Sibs.
Skis and boots .. . .... . ........... . 1 5 Ibs.
Additional clothing ............... . sibs.
•

Total weight ................. 330 Ibs .

•
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Weigh,

Basic weight of plane, including
NovGeor . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Permanent survival gear .. ... .. . . .. .
Two' pilots and gear ...... . .. ... . .. .
242 gal. gas and 20 gal. oil ....... . .
.

5,000 Ibs.
104 Ibs.
660 Ibs.
1,602 Ibs.

---------

Total weight. ....... . ... . .. " 7,366 Ibs.
Gross weight permissible ..... " 7,400 Ibs.
Useful load remaining. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 44 Ibs.

With the above loading there would be
insufficient pay load kft to carry one
passenger with attendant gear. Pay load
must be obtained at the sacrifice of range
(reduction of gas load).
Rescue conditions will dictate variations
in the above loading as deemed necessary
by the officer conducting the mission.
c. Emergency gear for ship-based planes.
1 life raft.
1 Gibson Girl. *
1 emergency rations for 1 week for each passenger.
r set skis and boots for each passenger. *
1 first aid kit.
1 set dye markers.
1 cook stove.
1 box waterproof matches.
1 set tools.
1 shovel.
1 mountain 2-man tent.
· Need not be corried in HON/ H03S or HOS unless /light to
extend beyond line of sight distance.

d. Radius of action for aircraft.

R4D As ordered.
JA 300 miles.
J2F-200 miles.
HOS-Sight contact with parent vessel.
H03S 50 miles.
Emergency flights may require an extension of above limitations if within safe fuel
limitations. Helicopter must be accompanied by planes equipped for polar navigation if operated beyond above limitations.
Helicopters will not be permitted to take
off if weather is below standard contact
minimums (3-mi. vis., 1,000-ft. ceiling).

7. Instructions for Pilots Operating the
JA-l Aircraft (Rescue Aircraft).
Presumably the first plane to be operated
extensively by the Central Group ' will be
the Noorduyn Norseman (JA-1) on skis. It
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is anticipated that familiarization flights,
photo flights, reconnaissance flights, etc.,
will be requested soon after our arrival.
After the arrival of the R4D's and the commencement of normal photo missions, the
Norseman will be primarily a rescue plane and
all other flights by the JA will, of course,
be secondary in importance. Therefore, the
character of flight performed by the Norseman may be broadly categoried as "routine"
and "rescue" and the instructions pertaining
thereto are as follows:
a. Routine Flights. (1) Plane shall not leave
on any flight other than a test flight without
two pilots.
(2) Test flights shall not exceed gliding
distance of base landing area.
(3) All flights, other than tests, shall be
cleared with both ship and base operations.
Base must clear all test flights and inform ship.
(4) Senior pilot of plane shall submit
detailed flight plans to both ship and base
operations, including time of take-off, elapsed
time, track, speed, hours of fuel , altitude, etc.
(S) Senior pilot shall insure that plane
radios are operative and tuned to assigned
frequencies.
(6) Survival gear indicated in the appendix
hereto shall be carried as instructed therein.
b. Emergency Rescue Flights. (1) After the
commencement of flight operations with the
R4D's, the JA- 1 may be used for routine
flights only at the discretion of the officer in
charge of the base camp.
(2) Inasmuch as any rescue flight will
present special problems, the loading of the
Norseman will be as determined by the officer
in charge of the base camp.
(3) Pilots on all flights must constantly
bear in mind the limited navigational gear
available in the Norseman and plan their
flights accordingly. There is no ADF, DF,
or nonprecessing gyro in the Norseman: An
astro compass provides the only dependable
means of navigation, hence all flights will be
restricted to CA VU weather.

SECTION II. Aircraft Accidents
1. Inasmuch as no aircraft accidents OCo
cll~d

with in the phase: of aircraft operations
of the Central Group of T ask Force 68 to
which this ol'lso:rver was attached, it was not
posriblc actually 10 wimas and penonally
ob.!clv(: any search and resc;ue operat;ol1$.
l-I o"l:ver, three major aircraft accidents did
occur "ithin the T ask Force. These an:
descri bo:d in the following paragraphs.
2. 'While on a photo reconnaissance mission,
a PBM (M arti n Mariner) type aircraft (fig.
151) anath«i 10 tM U. S. S. PiM Is/mid
(seaplane tender) of the Weslern Group of
lhe Task Force crashed and burned , killing
three of the nine (I'CW mcm~ . Shortly
after comp){;lion of the rescue operations, il
w..s found ncc~ry 10 amputate both lower
J~ of one of the survivors (LI. LeBlanc,
U. S. N.) at the silt of election. The combined dfecl3 of fn:ezing and fire resulted in
a dry gangrene of !ufficicm magnitude to
necessitate the operation. TIl!: following account of the search and rescue opcratiOllll is
dcrived from mcssages re( cived aboard the
U. S. S. M Q<ml Olympur of the O:ntral Group,
Ft1\gl5hip of the Ta.sIc Force, located approximalely 1,800 mil es WCl! t of the U. S. S. PiM
Na>wal the time of the cram.
Position of U. S. S. l'iM is/and al time of
take-off of miMing: ai rcraft PB M- l :
Latitude 66 D 30' S.
Longitude 98 D 00' W.
T a ke-off time : 301040Z (Dee 1946).
ETA U. S. S. PiN~ Is/and: 302040Z
Nine crew members a board aircraft.
Purpose of Right: Photo reconnaiM.1n~.
Fuel supply: For 20 hours of flight.
Estimated position 301225Z: La t. 71" 22' S.,
]ollg. 99" 20' W.

La.<;t msg.

~ccivcd

from llli«<;ing a ircraft :
TWO AND A HALF I·IOURS A}TER
TAKE-OP}' . T R UE COURSE \80
DEGREES.

GROUND SPEED \]8 KNOTS. A IR,
SPEED 130 KNOT'S. ZERO DEGREES DRIfT.
600- ],OOO-IT.
CEILI NG.
WIND
SOUTH 1]- 16 KNOTS.

Code:
All timo ;n 7..ebra.
PBM-I: crru;hcd aircraft.
PBM- 2: $earch a.nd l"CICue aircraft from
U. S. S. l'in~ hf/llld.
PBM- 3: sea~h and rescue aircraft from
U. S.
P':,u Is/and.
Due to bacl weather searching flights wt:rt:
not possible until 6 J anuary ]947. On this

s.

)

I
-

: !I!

I

•
F;, ... 151.

Na..., .ypo P8M (Martin Marino ,)
0110011.

'"

date one PBM took off from lJ. S. S. Pine
Island on searching mission but results were
negative.
The second flight for this same purpose
was made on the day the crashed aircraft
and survivors were located as related in
following account of rescue operations:
January 1947:
,

111300Z

111729Z '

111732Z
111745Z
111748Z

111823Z
,

111858Z

111958Z

111 959Z

112159Z

112342Z
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PBM- 2 (departed U. S. S. Pine
Island (seaplane tender) on search
for missing aircraft.
PBM-2 reports burned wreckage
0
0
and alive men at 71 03' S., 98
47' W.
Five men alive.
Dropping survival gear by parachute.
Lopez, Henderson, and Williams
dead. Six alive and on feet.
Plane disintegrated and burned.
PBM-3 ready for flight to join
PBM-2. Plane contains extra set
JATO bottles in electrically heated jackets, large quantity dye
markers and flags for marking
trail , and additional aerial delivery survival equipment.
Crashed aircraft on edge of land
10 miles from open water. Suitable to land PBM in open water.
PBM-3 departed U. S. S. Pine
Island with two PhM/ lc (Pharmacist Mate 1st class) on rescue
•
•
mlsslOn.
Survivors communicating with
PBM-2 by visual signals. Survivors advised that PBM-3 enroute and bringing adequate
emergency radio equipment to be
dropped by parachute.
Survivors departed crashed' aircraft and walking 10 miles toward
open water where rescue will be
effected.
PBM- 2 returning to U. S. S.

Pine Island due shortage fuel.
Permission granted PBM-3 to
land in open water to effect rescue
of survivors.
120113Z PBM- 2 returned to U. S. S. Pine
I sland.
120149Z Following information derived
from PBM-2 crew: PBM-l
crashed and burned. Port engine
15 feet ahead of fuselage. Starboard engine ahead of plane in
snow. Wings off. Fuselage broken
in two near forward bunk room.
Fuselage 60 percent burned amidship.
Tail section crumpled.
Wing tip floats and struts scattered
over ISO-yard radius. Survivors
apparently living in forward compartment of fuselage using parachute silk for additional tent material. Appearance of sled and
paint indicates food was salvaged.
Believe no radio equipment was
salvaged . Six men first sighted
standing around fire waving flags
and rubber life raft. On starboard wing tip, "Lopez, Henderson, Williams dead" in yellow
paint noted. Survivors were informed open water adequate for
landing PBM aircraft 8 miles north
of their position. Further advised
that trail leading to open water
would be marked for them from
airplane. Advised to join hands
if this message was understood.
Survivors joined hands and stood
on their heads to indicate they
understood. Five of survivors c;>bserved walking, one being dragged
on sled. At 112220Z when PBM2 departed survivors for U. S. S.
Pine Island, survivors had made
good one-quarter distance to coast
and open water.

120204Z Plane crashed on Barrier of Thurston Peninsular at 1,000 feet alti0
tude on course 130 true.
Note. Following survival equipment parachuted to survivors from PBM-2 prior to
return of aircraft to U. S. S. Pine Island:
FIRST CARTON
Item

Unit

Coleman heater. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Cans safety fuel. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Pyrotechnic projector. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

1
2
1

Dye marker . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

1

Box matches . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Goggles, pairs. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Rations, emergency cans . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Ammunition, rounds. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Nestles, large box. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Cigarettes, carton ... _ . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . .
Whiskey, quart. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Acid, ascorbic tablets .. ..... . . _. . . . . . . . . . .
Vitamin, tablets ..... __. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Sulfadiazine, tablets . ... . . .. . .. ... ... . - . . .
Compass, wrist . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Knife, sheath . . .... . __ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Cooker, pressure . _ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Aspirins, bottle . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Surgical kit . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

1

6
74
100
12

7
2
900
500
300
2
1

1
1
1
1

Rifle. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
SECOND CARTON
Unit

Item

Rati am , life raft and boat .. . . .. . . ...... . 1 can
Blankets . . .. .. ............. .. ..... .. . . 4

THIRD CARTON
Item
Socks, heavy ........... ... ... .. . .... . .
Masks, face . . ..... ..... . . . .. . .... . . . . .
Mittens, leather ... . - . . .. ..... . ... . .... .
Mittens, woo I - .. ......... ..... .. . ..... .
Underwear, heavy ..... .. . . .... . .• . .•...
'Books, pocket . . . .... .. .•............. . .
Toilet paper .. ............. .. ..... - _ .. .

Unit
pro

9
5
9 pro
9 pr.

9 suits

8
4 rolls

FOURTH CARTON
Item

Unit

Gasoline. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 5 gal.

FIFTH CARTON
Item

Unit

Tent, two-man . .. ............. . ..... ... 1
Tent pup . .... ... , , . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 1
Shovels, snow. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 2
Thread line, 15-pound ............ . .. . .. 100 feet
I

120207Z PBM-3 landed in vicinity of survivors in open water mentioned in
above dispatch from PBM-2 .
765 274- 48

10

120227Z Two crew members departed from
PBM-3 in life raft for shore. Aircraft standing by in calm water.
Weather perfect.
120437Z PBM-3 on water took six sun
shots, reported PBM- 1 crashed
approximately 20 miles from last
plotted position when radio failed.
Barrier edge 10 feet high. Lined
with inquisitive penguins.
120552Z Survivors approximately 2 miles
from coast. Slow progress due
. rough terrain.
Note. Additional information derived from
PBM-2 crew following return to U. S. S.
Pine Island:

111629Z Wreckage sighted. Survival gear
dropped before ground route to
water edge decided upon. Plane
looked as though it had skidded
approximately 100 yards in snow.
PBM- 2 plotted safe course to
water's edge for survivors by dropping eight flags and four dye
markers to indicate northward
course. Survivors told to take
time and conserve energy while
proceeding to open water. Survivors set out at brisk pace with
occasional stops for rest. Route
to water edge mostly downhill.
Survivors following trail perfectly
until time PBM- 2 had to leave
scene due to fuel shortage.
120454Z PBM-3 finds it necessary to taxi
plane occasionally to prevent thin
scum of ice forming around aircraft while awaiting survivors.
120614Z Lt. Comdr. Howell and PhMflc
Conger waiting on beach for
arrival of survivors.
•
121250Z Survivors aboard PBM-3.
121335Z Survivors and injuries as follows:
Caldwell, fractured nose; LeBlanc.
face, hands. legs badly burned ;
•
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Kearns, fractured right humerus,
McCarty, laceration of scalp; Robbins, O. K.; Warr, laceration of
scalp.
121424Z PBM-3 airborne with survivors
and all hands aboard.
12l643Z PBM-3 landed alongside U. S. S.
Pine Island.
Note. Report of events leading up to crash

(as told by Lt. (jg) Kearns, who was at
controls at time of crash) :
Immediately after number 7 track report
Cape Dart, sighted one point on port bow,
distance about 12 miles. Radar unreliable.
After sighting land, changed course from
180° to 160°. Increased altitude from 600
to 1,000 feet. At this time sighted land dead
ahead on starboard bow, with ceiling on
mountain tops. Numerous snow squalls.
To avoid flying into mountain, change
0
course to 090 • On east heading, no distinguishable horizon. Snow blended into
overcast. Appeared as though plane flying
into clouds. Plane put into shallow left
turn and suddenly struck snow ledge. Plane
bounced into air and full power was applied
to engines. Plane was then flying under
control. Plane put into further lett turn
to set course for U. S. S. Pine Island when
suddenly plane exploded in air. Time element between striking ridge and explosion
about 3 seconds. Believe friction on bottom
of hull tank exploded gas in hull tank.
Plane disintegrated in air as follows:
a. Both wings, connected together, were
separated from fuselage in air following explosion.
b. Fuselage blown apart in air and separated aft of aft deck. Forward section
headed north 40 feet west of aft section.
c. Wings, still held together, landed 80
feet west of aft fuselage in new direction.
d. Port engine landed 16 feet ahead of aft
section fuselage.
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e. Starboard engine landed 18 feet west

of wings. Wing tip floats and struts scattered about wings. Various parts of plane
scattered over 100-yard area.
j. Gasoline fire around forward section
burned for about an hour'winO"
n tanks burned ,
bomb bay tanks scorched but not burned.
About 600 gallons of gasoline in bomb bay
tanks available and later used for cooking.
Note. Position of men in plane and what
happened to them when plane crashed is
described as follows by Lts. (jg) Kearns and
Warr:

a. Capt. Caldwell, in bow, was thrown
backward by impact and then thrown clear
of plane.
b. Lt. (jg) LeBlanc was strapped into seat
and was rendered unconscious by striking
head' against throttles. He remained in
burning cockpit until removed by Lts. Kearns,
Robbins, and Warr. LeBlanc's clothing was
on fire at this time. Entire pilot's cockpit
was in flames. Kearns unfastened LeBlanc's
safety belt and Robbins and Warr brought
LeBlanc from the burning plane.
c. Lt. (jg) K earns in co-pilot's seat and in
control of the aircraft did not have his safety
belt secured and was thrown clear of the
cockpit through the windshield.
d. Robbins, ARM/2c (aviation radioman ,
second class) at his position by the radar
screen was thrown clear of the plane.
e. Ensign Lopez, at the navigator's table
was killed instantly.
'
j. Henderson, ARM/Ie (aviation radioman, first class) was at the radio panel and
was killed instantly and thrown clear of the
plane.
g. Williams, AMM/lc (aviation machinist
mate, first class), standing at flight engineer's
panel, was thrown clear of plane, but died
from multiple injuries approximately 2 hours
later.
h. Warr, AMMAC/2c (aviation machinist
mate, combat crewman) was at flight engi•

neer's control panel. His safety belt was not
secured and he was thrown clear of the plane.
i. McCarty, CPhoM (chief photographer's
mate), was at his station in tunnel of plane.
Was rendered unconscious but recovered
sufficiently to drag himself from tunnel to
waist compartment after crash. Further
questioning revealed that top of forward
fuselage section was blown off.
Note. Following information disclosed by
Lt. Comdr. Howell, pilot of PBM-3 which
returned survivors to U. S. S. Pine Island:
PBM-2 was directed to return to the U. S.
S. Pine Island before PBM-3 arrived over the
survivors. This was due to fuel shortage of
PBM-2. PBM-3 navigation problem to
location of survivors made easy by information supplied by PBM-2 on position of crash.
Arrived over survivors 35 minutes after
PBM-2 had departed. Survivors first seen by
PBM-3 one-quarter distance from crashed
plane to open water. Five men were observed to be dragging sled. Several passes
were made between survivors and evacuation
point. Survival gear, along with "WalkieTalkie" radio was parachuted along route.
Thirty-five American flags on metal shafts
and twenty-two dye markers were dropped
along route to mark route. It was learned
later that flags on staffs made good markers
but only one dye marker was seen by
the survivors. Survivors instructed, visually,
to continue on marked course to water's
edge. PBM-3 then landed to conserve fuel.
Comdr. Howell and Conger rowed ashore
in a seven-man life raft with selected survival gear and twenty-five additional flags
for markers. Barrier edge at this point was
1 to 25 feet high. Landing was easily effected
on low barrier using alpine stocks as ice
anchors. The sled and raft were then dragged
to a safe distance on the ice. Survivors were
sigh ted 4 miles inland on a high ledge or slope.
. Comdrs. Howell and Conger started toward
the survivors, dragging the sled and equip-

ment. They attracted the survivors' attention by shooting off Very pistols and
shouting. Survivors had "Walkie-Talkie"
radio but couldn't use it. Upon arrival of all
at water's edge, plane could not be seen due to
fog which had set in. Comdr. Howell attempted to send up balloon with antenna for
Gibson Girl, but due to cold air, could not
get sufficient gas into balloon. No wind for
kite. Managed to get "Walkie-Talkie" working just as plane came into sight. Three
raft trips were necessary to evacuate survivors
and survival gear from shore to aircraft.

Note. Following stated by Capt. Caldwell
(Commanding Officer U. S. S. Pine Island,
and one of six survivors of crashed aircraft):
Every part of the aircraft and everything
else was utilized during our daily existence.
The first 2 days the weather was very bad,
with snow storms and high winds from the
south. Visibility was zero-zero. We lived
in the tunnel section of the aft fuselage section. This was the only protected compartment. All were injured or suffering from
shock. All the men wanted to do was sleep
and rest. No effort was made to break out
the sleeping bags until the third day. No
one ate anything for the first 1 X days just
lay around in a dazed condition. Passage of
time was not realized. The correct time and
date was later realized by an 8-day clock on
the pilot's instrument panel. About 312100Z
Robbins started moving around and aroused
Warr. The two men headed for the galley
in the forward section of the fuselage looking
for something to eat. First food found was
some canned apricots that were not frozen.
This was opened and taken to the tunnel
section where it was shared among all, each
receiving two and one-half apricots. Rations
were established at two meals per day.
Nothing else was eaten that day or night.
All rested and slept that night and until the
following morning, which was New Year's
Day. On this day, each man had a cup of
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hot spinach soup. New Year's day supper
consisted of one cup of hot chicken soup, one
slice of bread and peanut butter per man.
Reduced rations continued. First 5 days
were passed resting, sleeping, eating, and
searching for more food that was scattered
throughout the area. Ninety percent of the
food that was aboard was found and was
usable. During the 2 weeks of isolation the
men subsisted entirely on canned goods, fresh
meat, and bread that were carried in the
plane. One hundred and eighty pounds of
pemmican and 350 cans of life raft rations
were held in reserve and used only experimentally. The men liked the pemmican
when mixed as a hot soup. Meat, potatoes,
and pemmican when mixed as a stew was
pronounced excellent. Everything in the life
raft rations was liked and enjoyed by all.
Cigarettes and candy in personal bags were
considered a treat. On the sixth day, two
two-man tents were erected between two
sections of the fuselage. Robbins and Warr
shared one tent. Capt. Caldwell and McCarty shared the other. Lt. Kearns and Lt.
LeBlanc continued living in the tunnel,
Kearns administering to needs of LeBlanc,
who was not able to get about. The dead
were buried under the south edge of the wing
on the seventh day. An American flag was
raised in their honor. Appropriate ceremonies were held with all present. Water
was obtained by melting ice which had
formed along the fuselage. Ice was melted
only when meals were cooked. Cans of
snow in the tents melted into water during the
day. Efficiency of melting snow was much
less than melting ice. No one suffered from
lack of food or water.

Note. Communications observations:
Gibson Girl radio was put into operation
within 1 hour after the crash. Antenna
erected by using box kite. However, the
kite was blown away during the first night
by high winds. It was left flying largely due
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to inability of me.n to haul it in. A new
antenna was fashioned and erected and
stretched between the verticle stabilizer and
the empennage section, to the IFF starboard
antenna, on starboard wing and operation
of the Gibson Girl continued. Two RAX
type receivers were located in the crash area.
Using parts from both, one was put into
operating condition, but due to insufficient
voltage from the aircraft storage batteries,
this project failed. When the survivors had
been located a quantity of flashlight batteries
had been found and these were being prepared to add to the storage batteries for more
power. All other radio and radar gear was
destroyed in the crash and fire. The auxiliary power unit was destroyed beyond repair. No communications, other than visual
were ever established between the suvivors
and search and rescue aircraft or any other
agency. Visual signals from plane to survivors were made with the use of an Aldis
Lamp with a white light, which was efficient.
A lamp using a red light was ineffective.
Dropping messages also proved to be effective. Communication was established by
the aircraft's sending a message requesting a
"yes" or "no" answer performed by the actions by the survivors. Radar reflectors were
generously laid out and, coupled with the
plane's surface, gave high hope to the survivors of being picked up at a distance of 70
miles. However, background of snow and
land caused radar signal return negligible.
Attention of searching aircraft was attracted
by filling rubber life raft with paper, cartons,
pieces of Manila rope, pieces of parachute,
small pieces of wood, and gasoline and setting fire to all of this. This made an effective pillar of smoke that, with no wind at the
time, reached a height of 300 feet. The
pilot of the searching aircraft PBM-2 which
first sighted the survivors states that neither
the survivors nor the crashed plane would
have been seen if this smoke signal had not
been made.

Note. Medical observations:
~o medical supplies could be found at the
time of the crash. Seven days later sulfadiazine tablets and sulfanilamide crystals were
found. LeBlanc was given one sulfadiazine
tablet every 4 hours thereafter. McCarty
and Warr were treated for their lacerations
by applying sulfanilamide crystals to their
wounds. No severe loss of blood was noted,
as the blood coagulated rapidly due to the
low temperatures. Enough food was available to afford sufficient diet. The major
part of the medical supplies was damaged in
the fire. Normal amount of medical supplies and equipment carried in aircraft is considered adequate.

Note. Flora and fauna observations:
Flora and fauna were found to be practically nil. Five unidentified birds were seen
by the survivors for a period of 3 days. On
the coast, at the edge of the ice 20 Emperor
Penguins were seen. Adelie Penguins were
seen in the water and on ice floes. No
vegetation was seen. Only exposed land
seen was on mountain tops in the distance.
3. The second aircraft accident, resulting in
the total loss of a H03S-1 helicopter but
with no injury to personnel, occurred in
operations from the aircraft carrier U. S. S.
Philippine Sea, attached to Task Group 68.4.
The following is the official aircraft accident
report:

21jGTGjrfjal
c/o Fleet Post Office,
New York, N. Y.
25 January 1947
A9

FIRST INDORSEMENT TO

•

Aircraft Accident Report
Serial 1-47
Commander, Task Group 68.4
From:
Chief of the Bureau of Aeronautics.
To:
Commander Task Force 68.
Via:
Subject: U. S. S. PHILIPPINE SEA (CV-47) A.A.R. 1-47.
Forwarded, concurring in the findings of the board.
1.
CERTIFIED A TRUE COPY:

D. S. CORNWELL

MURRAY A. WIENER,
Capt., Air Corps

AIRCRAFT ACCIDENT REPORT
NavAer Form 339 (Rev. 11-45)

•

U. S. · S. PHILIPPINE SEA
Serial 1-47
Unit to which aircraft assigned: Base Group, Task Force 68.
Operating from: U. S. S. Philippine Sea (CV-47).
Time investigators arrived at crash: 1015,22 Jan 47.
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Unit submitting report: U. S. S. Philippine Sea (CV-47).
Aviation chain of command of unit to which aircraft assigned: CTF 68.
Unit to which pilot attached: Base Group TF 68.
Date of accident: 22 January 1947.
Hour (Local Time): 1002.
Location of accident: Latitude 59-33 S., Longitude 155-24 W.
Purpose of flight: Ice reconnaissance.
Pilot's total time: 2,240 hours.
Pilot's total time this model: 20 hours.
Hours preceding 3 months: Total 30; this model 20.
Time in flight before accident: 0 hours, 4 minutes.
Ceiling: 4,000 feet.
Visibility: 15 miles.
Crosswind: Right 22 degrees.
Wind force across deck: 12 knots.
Darkness: No.
•
Weather at time of accident: Contact.
Aircraft Model: H03S-1.
Bureau Number: 57997.
Did fire follow impact? No.
Maneuver involved: Take-off.
Altitude of maneuver (relative to water): 60 feet.
Angle of impact: Vertical descent.
Stopping distance: (0).
Speed on impact: (0) knots.
Personnel on board: Three.

•

Injuries
(class)
D.

Name
Status
Position
TANNER, Charles S., Lt. Comdr., Pilot.. Cockpit..
U. S. N.
NYBERG, Arthur D., AMMjlc, U. S. N. Crew. Cockpit.. D.
KELSO, Charles E., Sjlc, U. S. N. . . .. Crew. Cockpit.. D.
Is NAVAER Form 339B being submitted on the accident? No.
Classification of accident:
Nature: JT.
Results Personnel: D.
•
Results Material: A.
Description and analysis of accident:
Upon taking off the plane ascended slowly to a height of about 20 feet
above the flight deck and hovered there for approximately 2 minutes. The
0
plane then appeared to drift to the port side of the ship, and made a 150
turn. Upon completion of the turn the plane nosed down and gained
forward motion. Just before reaching the water the plane appeared to level
off and hover for about 10 seconds before splashing.
•
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In view of the fact that none of the members are familiar with helicopter flight characteristics, the board does not consider itself qualified to
make an analysis of the accident.
Aircraft and engine data:
Aircrajt Engine
Model. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ......... . H03S-1
R-985
24822
Bureau No ... . ............................... . ,57997
Material damage: Strike; plane sank.
Material factors involved in this accident: Unknown.
Is an RUDM being submitted? No.
Special equipment: Life jackets.
Effectiveness of special equipment: Kept crew afloat.
Disposition of material: None salvaged.
Recommendations for local action: None.
Recommendations of general interest: None.
, The above are true findings, based on a thorough investigation, mature
deliberation, and thorough review of ACL 119-45.
H. M. KEISTER
A.JOHNSON
J. M. WESOLOWSKI
Enclosure: Pilot Statement.
Distribution: Original BUAER via (1) CTG 68.4 (2) CTF 68.
BUAER direct.
4cc
lcc
COMAIRLANT.
_.. _----------._--------------------------------_._-.---_._--_._--_.----------_._---------.'---_.---.--_ .. _.---------------_ ....

Forwarded in accordance with paragraphs 4 and 11 of ACL 110-45.
Local action and general recommendations: None.
W. M. HAWKES,
Comdr., U. S. N.,
•
Commander, Task Unit 68.5.1

Pilot's Statement in Ditching and Loss oj H03S-7, Bureau Number 57997
The plane was loaded well within the C. G. limits. The load consisted
of two passengers whose average weight was 150 pounds, one life raft that
weighed approximately 30 pounds, and my weight of 150 pounds. A full
gas load of 100 gallons was aboard.
On turning up the engine, the mags checked satisfactorily and all
engine instruments indicated normal engine operation. Prior to take-off
I set my carburetor air heat to prevent ice. This can be done in a helicopter
by turning up the engine to the maximum r.p.m., setting the carburetor
air indicator to the desired temperature, and leaving the control in that
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position. By doing this you are assured of no ice on take-off plus the
knowledge that the engine won't detonate since the carburetor air heat is
set while the engine is at take-off r.p.m.
The plane was sitting just aft of No.1 elevator headed forward. The
relative wind was off the starboard bow at about 12 knots. I took off and
hovered at about 10 feet above the deck to acquaint myself with the pitch
of the ship and double check my engine. I then turned toward the port
side of the ship with the intention of climbing and heading aft into the
true wind.
On leaving my ground cushion, by flying off the port side of the flight
deck, I expected to lose a little lift which should have been compensated
for by gaimng speed and adding more pitch. However, after flying off
the flight deck cushion the plane immediately dropped down to the water
despite the fact that I had applied full pitch and had approximately 2,400
r.p.m. All this time I had good directional control but the plane would
not lift. It hovered over the water for a few seconds and then started to settle
in. When I saw that it was going in, I ditched according to prescribed
doctrine for this type of plane, i.e., "Ditch to starboard with passengers, to
stop main rotor and use port hatch by passenger seat for escape." Both
passengers escaped easily. Due to the inrush of water through the door, I
was unable to clear the plane until the cockpit was full. We were in the
water hardly more than 10 minutes before the ship's boat rescued us.
G. S. TANNER,
Lt. Comdr., U. S. N.
•

~

4. The third aircraft accident, resulting in
the total loss of a second helicopter but with
no injury to personnel, occurred in operations
from the U. S. S. Pine Island (seaplane tender)
attached to the Western Group. The following report from the U. S. S. Pine Isla,nd
to the Commander, Task Force 68, U. S. S.
Mount Olympus, Central Group, was received
by wireless:
Subject: Aircraft Accident Report.
(Re
Helicopter attached to U. S. S.
Pine Island, Eastern Group, Task
Force 68.) (Report Teceived by
wireless from CTG 68.3 (U. S. S.
Pine Island) to Commander Task
Force 68, U. S. S. Mount Olympus,
Central Group.)
Date: January 1947.
Position: Latitude 68° 10' S., longitude 105°
32' W.
144

192000Z:

192057Z:

•
•

•

Helicopter took off on ice reconnaissance with good visib~lity and
unlimi ted ceiling.
Helicopter made higher than
normal approach for landing because of suspected icing of main
rotor blades. About 100 feet
downwind from landing deck helicopter began to settle. Pilot
applied full power and maintained forward speed, but settling
continued. Helicopter turned
away from ship in effort to regain
speed and avoid hitting ship.
Plane settled into water. No
injuries to personnel. During
period of flight weather deteriorated to low clouds and fog,
through which helicopter was
forced to fly in order to return to

.!hip. Excn.,h·c vibration indio
ca led icing in vicw of fllct bladc
l~t indicated l>er1c<:t tracking
priOt" 10 Ulkc-off. Helic:opta IGtal lOi§:l. Pilot and passenger

taken aboard cr.w. boat wilhin 1
minute: aflu h<:tiooptu hit thc
water.
"''''., TWo ...1:........ _ ri"..I wloh .... 10.

SEC'nON III. Search and Rescue Equipment
Sin.::e Army Obscrvcn were ausch«! 10
the Cenlral Croup of Taosk Force 68, i l Wl&.'I
not po!!I5ible 10 obiervc utili7Alion of avail_
abk search and rc:scue equipmcnt or other
equipmtnt Il\'ailable for Ibcsc: operalions
within the: Eastern and WOtCrTl Groups of
thC';TII!IIt. FOf"('('. Uo...."t'Vf:r, 1I lill ollwa.illlbJe
search and ~lIC equipment for both theioe
yo"!" i~ (iJtw ~Iow for the reMlu', imlN'malion. Detailed obtc:rvations are h('rein
dt:Scri1xd for the ('.('nlra! Group only.
1. Shipl.
II. Eastem Group;
U. S. S. Plitt !sIaM (/\ V- 12), ~plllnc tcnder.
U. S. S. 8'flfnlJInI (DD-%8), de!ilJ"Oycr.
U. S. S. Ca-IlU/to (AO-99), la.oker (fig. 152).
h. WQlan Group;
U. S. S. Cllmlud.: (AV- 7), seaplane lender.
U. S. S. H mdm(lll (DD-868), dr::stmycr.
U. S. S. Uxopotl (AQ--52), tanker.
c. Camu Group:
U. S. S. PhilrppiM &Q (CV--47), aircraft
cameT.
J. Central Group:
U. S. S. MflWlt O!JrrIPUS (AGe-8), flagship,
TII.~ For.::c 68 (fig. 153).
U. S. s. r/JlICty (AKA--93). 5upply ship.
U . S. S. M ,mct (AKA-97), $upply ship.
U. S. S. BUIlan bland (AG-B B), itt breaker.
U. S. C . G . ./I'fJfth,n"mI (\VA G-282), k~
breakcr (fig. 154).

U. S. S. &nrltl (SS-408),

~ubmarioc:

aploralmy flighu ( PB:"1
Manin Mariner aircraft) of the F..a!Ilem and
Western Groups originatt:d north of the ~
pack, rrom indi\~dual t~nden, ;t was nttosary for lho<: aircrart 10 fl)' ()Vt'r wat~r as wcll
as I('a icc cn roule 10 tht Ant.1rctic Continent,
the operational area lI5iIigned to the entire
Task Porec. In accordance with Ihoc
flight roulCl, tach and e\1:ry ship WWI at all
lil"l"lOl ;I.\'ailabJc ror immoo ia tc ~mergc:ney
Opel"llliOlU within Ihe K:ope of their naviga·
tiorull pofIibilities. tl()\\'e,·.::r, since neither
the Erum:rn nor Wnlern Group had a n i.::e
bn:aker aSlligncd 10 it, il is doubtful thaI the
ship! of these lfTOup5 could ha\"e ("rr~-c:tt.'([ II
rocue within Of wuth of the icr p:u;k without
addi tional aid. Olh~ than nn open water
t. Since aU

(fig.

155).

'"

~

opoabOlt north of ~ k'I: ~. bodI
Uw.poupt had 10 dc:pOld flltirely an lhcir
aU" opuatioru for teardI aDd rfXUC emu-

.... ,

2. Alrc:rcili.
•. lAs,.. Cr.;.
3 ca. PBM (Martm Marina).
1 ea. H03..s (hdicopler).
I u.. I·IOS (hclicopIU).
1 tiL SOC (JCapbne).
'llIe above lilted aircraft .. ue allachcd 10
and .,.~ tilled from the U. S. S. 1'!. 11h~.
6, II"nton
3 ea. PH'" {M...ru. Marina}.
I tiL I-IO)-s (hc:bcnp!el").

C,...

f'-t5J. U.S. S. M: : ' " ' _. ... " ... 1....

.

fOtH 61 . .... _ . : 'r I ....

"""'-.

iIoo....,"

100 . . . ."

1 ea. IIOS (hdicopla").

1 no. SOC (JCllpIaJx).
TIle abo." 1i.Jtc:.d aitt"ralt "oeallllChtd toand
opualed rl"Oln the U. S. S. c;w,~ .

c.."",.

r.
CfM/I. 1br Otrnt"r Group c:on.
.1,,("<1 only 01 the airual"1 fimI"I", U. S. S.
1'1I11r"",. Sm. 1"hr-", ""11(1 ' , oIlh"'.ttrp
..iiliin tilt" ptwc 01 opoationl oliN: T "
l> ~ ....... 11.1 ma'",1Oi1 IlX R40 tb-... hcd
«Iu,ppcd airenll 10 tht northtm cd,e r:I dwAnta~tit ~ pm-k and 6 ..... WI pwillOn
bunch 1Ubp-t aimW"t b- ¥iJ 10 thr _
~mp 01. the RMI Shdf 1« al Link- Mik ......
IV. 'n- 'Innfto UpGIl ....
chit
epoch'mMins f!chl, bta_ II ,.n vi W
Central Group (AI hom bdt:M >. I d and
opu.d"!l fi ... n Uuk Aneica IV, an the
RMI Shel! I ~. In addidont a, the tUTie' ol
!he Rm lilundungs, two OY (Anny L- S)
IYJlI:.IlIn:raI"I Wl':n' tnnd"en!d!rvrn w U. S. S.
/WI;'tG the U, S. C. G.
(itt tft.alr.cr) r« furtMr tra.nsporution
~ the _ I -. 10 the Jilt r:I 1M hue
.. mp r:I dM:: CclrnJ Gruup.

",,(1"'"

s...

A.,.,,.,

j . Q -.J~_

,..

6 ea. R ..O ( C-4~), ski rqwpptd.
1 ea. JA (ArID)' C-64 NOIJChLa"), JAli
rqUlpp«l .

2 ea. 0'1' (Anlt) L-; ). -.Iti cquipprd

(fit:.

156).

2 ea. HOS (hdlfOJll4:").
2 n . J21' (lleliplant).
1lIc JA (NOIJCi.IMI) I)'~ airo-aft
".., tnNpOi led frorn the- United St:ua '"
t.Iw Ro. Shdf
.bo.1ord tbe U. S. S.
M..., 01. f ' (lis, IS7). nw aircraft wac
the 0iIIl)' aitalJl IOithln tIw- TaJk I'~
c'~. " .. 1I:d prittw"tJy b .earclt and rt:K\lr
opcrabON. 1'hr: r..v OY I)'~ aircraft wen:
• last m&muc:: -*1.t1:iGn IQ w Task Foree.
Sntt uu. addition ,.,.. made .fln" writing
and publintion d die TMk Foree plan ol
opcr.uionI, no mmtion 01 dIeM: aircraJI will
be band in the OpU'UOIl plitn. Both air_
cnft "we .,~bk b xareh and I"Qt"U(.
¥.atit.at and had btefI mod:fm 10 r.!lIT)'
one .trc:1Cher euc:: ...,thm lilt" fldlll\"C ,
One ad:I HOS (bdlCOll1cr) lind J21'
(l!(apl.....) "ue IttKhcd 10 lind operntm
(rom tbe itt bt-nUn U. S S, 8/1r'" bllmII
and t S c. C .' ."'~"". Allhou«h p;ut
ulihutton r:I hc-bcoplcn in ITICUC operatiom

.'tIIt.

'n'

mwu)"

h3:::i pown
ad\1UltagtOUlllnd 1t>C-~e>:~
ful ,,"han lunlled operJ.lJOnl lind oond:no....

IhMe craft, • _II at the- J2'" II JI'Cl1lft,

"'C'n'

FI.... 1" , U. S. S. Souol
(....... '100.) 1""100, ,.1.0 .....
","...... , .... p ""leN 1M
k. pocIo . n.. 5-", .....

,~IIo", """ to ~.o'Y k.,
to rol~1II -w. 01 1M pod..

,.,

FI ..... IS&. A..~ L- S .............. n.n cWou=-"
... ,""dieo! ,. . ... ~ _ _ !dot, pofI_.ifWo,

"'
"
""'
I
f
....d ............................
....,~.;.,;;.
110

...,.j

u..;.

.j

f'i_ Ul, "'''''

typo (--64 (Hnn

,," oI .. .o.JU, S.S. "Mo
to

,

)

hU""

:O!y_" ',Ir- .... u.-.lS ,.... "': 4 )-=-

Lillie Anw:.ica IV, Hoo.'e\"l'r, durins the
fliKbtdthe six RID allaar, fnxn the ain:rafI
arria U. 5 , S . 1'IIibP/JI_ ....
158) to
Li,Ur Au:ai.ea, the U, 5, C. G,
......,s b)' in tbe ia: p' " "Ican& the fUsbt
1"tIU1r, .,-=ling \<TJlIbrr- inI"orrnation I(l the
."awl arna- and ba:r ain::raf'l, al all tuna
avai';!!'" Cot immrdi •• c mk!igt:lK)' UjX"
tions and Wx,Jc1 any 01 the fbgha make
,1I"CCnq" ltndinp on th!: JOI itt IX' open
.... tl'f'. lhon oIthriT datination,

<. '
,\.u..,,.

fit- 15 . . ........ hO (A.., (,",,7) ""... ki nh
_ III9M ..~ aI U. S. s. P"'tr, ho So. (... h
..","') .............. "- ... '" U.Ioo A .. .
...... tM .Io..'. , • • :11: . _
.'-""'....
.... Al.....do ............ _ _ _ ' . e I
ltlrie A., II''I
pl'lmanly uted (or M:OUdntt !.he it'C pIICk (or
Il'W to ir:sun: at::(. - fLo! """"ption 01 t~

the icT break....
Due 10 UnfOllSt£h mndillona. I'll! mmtioN!ll
ebe><kcre within thiIL publkalion, it _ not
I,"ibk b' cither d ,he ice I:reUcn With
thrill' ~ aitaal't 10 mnain in ,he
molt)' d I ~ Rc. Shelf Ice durins the
II"'III~ puiod
IlJrttlII', op:,II'ions rrun
I~

,..

,......., •

or

...'dI •

.. Sil'l(c nti"tbrr- thc Ean...... noll' w~
Group rruuuai.wod a baw camp DO the
AntarCtic Conlintnt, J"lUnd or oo.tr·1f1UW
1)1X' .'dtides ,,~ DQC. indud d - I & '
their ind,ridua1 tqU, .... k!i.L

It. The foIbwinl
avaibble

oo.~

ror d'k!i8CQiC~ I"ISC\IC'

,'l'hidc:s lotte
opu.rioros at

the biul' ounp of the Cmtral Group:
1l'll. Ann> M - 2!)C (Wl'Ral) .... ith 2I).iDl'h
InteU tfie. 93),
2 (41. LVT (landing ~-cl\icJl'. tnacktd) (fig.
128).

4. Dogs and Sleds.

• Item

27 ea. dogs, sled (3 teams, 9 dogs each).
4 ea. sled, dog, cargo, with gee pole.

S. Emergency Drop Kits.
There were no emergency aerial delivery
kits other than rations which were carried in
aircraft on operational missions (see par. 6)
prepared and available for immediate use.

6. Emergency Survival Equipment.
a. Eastern Group. The following listed rations and first aid and emergency survival
equipment were carried on PBM (Martin
Mariner) aircraft operational flights, with
crew of nine:
Item

Amount

Sa It. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2 Ibs.
lb.
Ibs.
5 Ibs.
2 Ibs.
7 Ibs.
7 Ibs.
5 Ibs.
7 Ibs.
4 Ibs.
2 Ibs.
7 Ibs.
11 Ibs.
5 Ibs.
8 Ibs.
8 Ibs.
14 Ibs.
1 gallon.
1 lb.
1 lb.
24 each.

Pepper . ... . ............. . ..... . .. . .. . 1
Sugar . ............... . .. . . . . .. . .. .. . . 5

Coffee . ........... . .. . . , . . , . .. . ..... .

Milk, powdered .... . ..... . ..... . .. . .. .
Peanut butter ........ . . . ... . . . ... . . . . .
String beans ....... . . .. .. . .. . .... . ... .
Potatoes . ....... .. .... . . . . .... . .. .. . .
Beets . .......... ... . .. . . . ..... . .. . .. .

Bread . ...... . .. . .. . .. .. . .. . . ........ .
Butter . ................ . . . ..... . . . . .. .
Apricots . ........ . ..... . ..... • .. . ....

Ham . ...... . ..... . ...... . .. . .. . .. , ..
Bacon . ........ . .. . .. . ........ . . . . .. .

Beef ....... . ........ . .. . .. . ..... . ... .
am. . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . • , . . . . • . . . . • . . . .
o up. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .'. . . . . . . . . . .

Salad oil . ....... . ..... . ..... . ..... . . .
Pickles . ...... . .. . ... . . . .. .. . . ... . ... .
Mustard . ....... . . . . .. . .. . .. . ..... .. .
Egg s . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

In addition to the food listed above, there
were 150 pounds of pemmican and 1,050
cans of tablet rations.
Aircraft Emergency Survival Equipment
Item

Reflector, cornor, radar .... . .. . .. . .....
Sled, man-haul, 2-man ................
Tent, Arctic, 5-man ...................
Tent, Arctic, 2-man ... . ........ . .. . . ..
Kit/ fishing . .............. . ...........
Machete . .......... . . . ..... . ..... . ..
Shovel . ............. . .. . .. . ..... . ...
Stock, alpine ........... . .. . . ........
Stove, Coleman .......... . .. . ........
Lampblack ........ . .. . ........ . .. . ..

Amount

.
.
.
.
.

.
.
.
.
.

2
1
1
4
4
1
1
2
2
4

each
each
each
each
each
each
each
each
each
Ibs.

•

Amount

Line, 2-inch . ............ . ........... . 200 feet

Gloves . ............... . ............. . 9 pairs

Stockings, heavy .......... . ......... : . 18 pairs
Paint, orange ......... . . . . . .. . .. . .. . . . 1 gallon
Brush, paint, 4-inch ...... . .... . . . ..... . l' each
Matches . .............. . .. . .. . ...... . 1 carton
Marker, dye ..... .. . .. .. . ...... . .. . .. . 5 each
Creepers, ice . .......... . ........ . .... . 9 pairs
Shells, 12-gage .................... . .. . 100 each
Shells, .22 cal ....................... . 200 each
li fe raft, Mark VII, com p Iete ........... . 2 each
Bag, sleeping ........................ . 9 each
Suit, exposure .... . . ....... . .......... . 9 each
Kit, first aid ............ . .. . .......... . 6 each
Blanket, wool ............ .. . . ..... . .. . 3 each
Harness, parachute ....... . . . . . .... . .. . 9 each
MaeWest ...... ..... . .. . ........... . 12 each
Can, safety, 5-gallon ... . .. . ..... . ..... . 1 each
Can, 1-gallon ............. .. .... . ... . 2 each
Utensils, cooking ..... . ........ . ...... . 1 set
Utensils, eating ....... . ..... . .. . ...... . 1 set
Water bag, plastic ................ . ... . 28 each
Headnets . ............. . ........... . . . 27 each
Cups, water, plastic ....... . .. . ..... . .. . 6 each
Marker, dye ............ . .. . ..... . ... . 12 each
Flashlight, w/batteries ........... . ..... . 9 each
I son G'Ir I" .... . ..... . ...... . 1 each
Ra d·10, "G'b
Shotgun, 12-gage .......... . .. . .. . .... . 1 each
Rifle, .22 cal ........................ . 1 each
First Aid Equipment

Scissors, 51~-inch .......................
Tourniquet, field ................ . ......
Tablets, sulfadiazine. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..
Ointment, boric acid, 1 oz ..............
Dressing, first aid, small ................
Dressing, bandage, comp., 4-inch .........
Dressing, eye .........................
Adhesive strips. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..
Butyn sulfate (plus 2%) and metaphen ....
Iodine, mild tincture ...................
Dressing, first aid, large, field type ........
Sulfanilamide, 5 gr ............... .. ...
Eyepad, cotton, sterilized ...............
Ointment, boric acid, eye ..............
Tablet, halazone ......................
Handitape, sterilized, plane, 1 x 3h" .. "
Syrettes, morphine tartrate. . . . . . . . . . . . ..

1 each
1 pkg.
8 each
2 tubes
1 pkg.
1 pkg.
1 pkg.
3 sets
1 tube
10 minims
2 each
2 pkgs.
33 each
2 tubes
100 each
16 pieces
2 tubes

h. Western Group. The following listed rations and first aid and emergency survival
equipment were carried on PBM (Martin
Mariner) aircraft operational flights, with
crew of nine:
Item

Amount

Pemmican . ........ . .. . ..... . ........ . 180 Ibs.
Ham, canned . .......... . .... . .. . .. . . . 1 2 Ibs.
Spam ................. . ........... . . . 7 y, Ibs.
Tablets, malted milk .... . .......... . .. . 2 Ibs.
. .............. . .. . ..... . . ... . 81~ Ibs.
B·ISCUlts,
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Amount
Item
•
Teo. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ... . . . . . . . . 20 Ibs.
Sugar . ......... . .. . ............. . ... . 50 Ibs.

Salad oil . .............. , . .... . ... . . . . . 23 Ibs.
Beef, frozen ............... . .... . . . . .
Vegetables, canned ............. . ....
Fruit, canned ............. . .. . .. . ....
Crackers, soda ....... . . . ...... . . . .. . .

.
.
.
.

Ric e. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Fruit, dried ............... . .......... .
Bouillon .............. . .. . .......... .

D-ration chocolate ...... , .. . .......... .
Peanut butter .......... . ............. .

..
ROISlns . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Soup I canned . ....................... .
Ration, aircraft, emergency tablets ...... .
Cheese, canned ...................... .
Salt ................................ .

55 Ibs.
45 Ibs.
48 Ibs.
12 Ibs.
50 Ibs.
18 Ibs.
12 Ibs.
9 Ibs.
14 Ibs.
21 Ibs.
24 canS
350 cans
12 Ibs.
5 Ibs.

Aircraft Emergency Survival Equipment

. . ...................... .
SUlt· ·ImmerSion
l

Bag, sleeping ...... . ...... . .. . . . ..... .
Gloves . ........... . .. . ........ . ..... .
Stockings, wool ... " .. . .. . ..... . ..... .
Tent, 2-man . ..... . .. , ........ . .... . . .

Kit, fishing ......... . .. . ........ . .. . .. .
Raft I 7 -man . ........ . ............... .

Mac hete .. ....... . .... . ............. .

Shovel . ..................... . ....... .
Stock, alpine .......... . ........ . .... .
Stove, Coleman ... . . . . . ..... . .. . ..... .
Lampblack ........ . ......... . ..... . . .
Line, 2-inch . ...... . .. . .. . .......... .
Mae West . ............. . ........... .
Utensils, cooking ..................... .
Sled, man-haul, 2-man ....... . .. . ..... .
Paint, orange, w/brush ................. .
· "G'b
I son G'Ir I" . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Ra d 101
Matches . ................. . ......... .

Rifle, Springfield, .30 cal .............. .
Shells, .30 cal ....................... .
Saw,ice .................. " .. . ...... .
Clothing, flight, extra set ... . . . ... . ..... .
Blankets, wool ........... . .. . .. . .. . .. .
Harness and parachute .............. . . .
Can, 1-gallon ............ . ........... .
Implements, eating .................... .

12 each
12 each
12 pairs
24 pairs
6 each
1 each
2 each
1 each
1 each
2 each
4 each
4 Ibs.
200 feet
12 each
1 set
1 each
1 gallon
1 each
1 box
1 each
100 each
1 each
1 per man
3 each
12 each
2 each
1 set

First Aid Equipment

Stretcher, Sto kes ...................... . 1 each
Blankets . .................... . ...... . 5 each
Splints . ............................. . 1 set

In addition to the above first aid equipment, there were 4 each, kits, first aid, each
kit containing the following items:
Amount

Item

Bandage, compression, 2-inch ...........
Bandage, triangular, 40-inch .... . ......
Tube, ammonia ......................
Compress, bandage, 4-inch ......... . ...
Ointment, burn .......................
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.
.
.
.
.

4
1
4
1
2

each
each
each
each
tubes

Item

Amount

Application, iodine .......... . ... . ... . 3 each
Dressing, battle, small ......... . .. . .... . 1 each
Tourniquet ........................... . 1 each

Two each life raft first aid kits contained
the following:
Item

Amount

Syrettes, morphine tartrate ............. .
Sulfadiazine .................... . .. . . .
Ointment, boric acid .... . ..... .. .... . . .
Iodine, tincture of .................. . . .

1
1
1
1

tube
pkg.
tube
each

One each emergency first aid box (sealed)
contained:
Item

Cotton, absorbent, roll .................
Butyn sulfate and metaphen (eye ointment).
Solution, boric acid ....................
Dressing, battle, small ............... "
Gauze, plain ............... . ....... ','
Syre tt es, morp h ·me, /211 gr . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Sulfate, benzedrine ................ . ...
Ointment, boric acid, 4-oz. tube ..... . . .'.
Tourniquet, web ................. . ....
Bandage. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..
Applications, iodine ........... . .. . ....
Tablet, Castrara. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..
Tag, emergency medical ..... . .... . .....
Pencil, skin, marking ........... . .......
Bath, eye. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..
Dressing, battle, large. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..
Dressing, head. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..
Bandage, 2-inch ...... . ... : . . . . . . . . . ..
Brandy, bottle, 2-oz. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..
Ointment, boric acid .......... . ... . ....
Adhesive tape, 2-inch. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..
Sulfanilamide .......... . .. . .. . .. . . . ..
Aspirins ................. . ......... "
Inhalant, ammonia ... . .. . .. . ...........
Stick, application ......................
Splint, wire ...........................

Amount

1 lb.
2 each
120 cc.
5 each
25 yards
5 eac h
2 boxes
4 each
3 each
24 each
3 each
100 each
1 book
1 each
1 each
4 each
1 each
18 each
10 each
1 lb.
2 rolls
20 pks.
1 box
20 each
1 roll
1 each

c. Central Group. (1) The following list of
emergency equipment was carried on the
R4D (C-47) flights (crew of five) from the
aircraft carrier U. S. S. Philippine Sea to the
base camp of the Central Group at Little
America:
Item

life raft, 7-man ...................... .
Bag, sleeping, Arctic .............•.....
Suit, immersion .................. . . . .. .
Clothing, emergency, personal ..... . .... .

, Amount

1 each
5 each
5 each
5 each
Mae West . .- ........................ . 5 each
· "G'b
I son G'Ir I" . . . . .. • .. • .. • . . . . . 1 each
Ra d 10,
Rations K . .......................... . 10 days
each man
Note. Break-down of item, "Clothing, emergency,
personal," is Iisted under (2) below.
J

(2) The following listed rations and first
aid and emergency survival equipment were
carried on R4D (C-47) ski-equipped aircraft operational missions.
Rations
(One man for 60 days)
Amount
(pounds)

Item

Pemmican. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 15

Y2

Teo . ..................... . ...... . ......

Milk, powdered ............ ...... . . ..... . 71;2
Peanut butter . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 2
Cocoa, powder. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 1
Oatmea I. _ . ................ . ...... .. .. , . 2
Cereal blocks 1 . . . .. • . . • . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 ~
Cocoa blocks 1 . • . .•. • • • • • • . . . .•• • ••.• . . . 3 Y4
Breaklast 2 . . . . • • • . . • . • . . . . . • • . •. . •. . • . . 30
Supper 2 •• • . • • • • • • . .• • . • • . • • • , • • • • . • • • • . 30
Sugar, bulk . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2
Cheese . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 3%
Bacon. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 5

Biscuits ...... ............ , . . .. . ...... . .. 61;2

4
Salt . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 1
Butter . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..

Choc blocks 1. . • • • . . • .
Sugar blocks 1 . . . . • • . .
Dinner 2. . . . . . . . . . . . • .

. . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . .
• . . • . . • . . • . . . . . . . ..

• . . • . . • . • • . . • • . • . ••

2%
10
30

From Army E ration.
, From Army K ration.
1

One each of the above rations was carried
for each crew member on operational flights.
Each individual ration was packed in an
aerial delivery container, three of the containers having attached a 24-foot cargo type
parachute for aerial delivery in case of an
emergency.
Aircraft Emergency Survival Equipment
(Crew of six)
•
Weight
No.
Items
Item
(pounds)

Bag, sleeping , Arctic ... .. ..
Tent, mountain, two-man . .. .
Sled, man-hauling .........
Harness, man-hauling ......
Sled , tank ................
Skis and bindings . ..... ....
Ski po les .................
Radio, Gibson Girl ........
Stove, Coleman, single burner
Cans, 5-gal. Blitz, with gas lor
stoves.
Suit, windproof ......... .. .
Shovel, short handle .... .. .
Panel, signal. ............ .
Shovels, trail ............ . .
Hammer, geologist's ... . .. .
Crampons .. ............ .
Flares, smoke, orange, hand ..

14.0
30.0
34.0
3.5
7 .5
10.5
1.5
35.0
3.0
43.0
2.4
5.0
2.5
2 .0
1 .0
3.0
• • •

•

6 .....
2 .. ...
2 ... ..
2. . . . .
2. . . . .
6 pr . ..
6 pr ...

1. . . . .
2 .... .

3. . . . .
6 .....
1.....
1. . . . .
1 ... ~ .
1. ....
2 pr . •

8. . . . .

Total
Weight
(pounds)

84.0
60.0
68.0
7.0
1 5.0
63.0
9.0
35.0
6.0
129.0
14.4
5.0
2.5
2.0
1.0
6.0
2.0

.

Item

(Crew of six)
Weight
(pounds)

Total
Weight
(pound,)

.

No.
Items

Compass, pocket. . . . . . . . . . . . . . 6 .....
Glasses, sun .. : . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . 6 pr ..
Saw, hand . .............. .
1.5 1 . . . . .
Rope, alpine, nylon, 120
5.5 1 . . . . .
feet.
Stock, alpine. . . . . . . . . . . . .
2.0 1 .... .
Mauls ........ . .......... 12.02 .... .
liners, parka, wool. . . . . . . .
1.0 6 .... .
Flag, trail marker.. .. .. .. .. .... 100 ..
Pot, cooking.. . .. .. .. . .. .. .... . 1 ..... .
Knives, sheath. . . . . . . . . . . . . .. .. 2 .... .
Bowls, wood . .. . .. .. . .. ... . ... 6 ... ..
Cups, plastic . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 6 ... . .
Spoons, wood. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 8 .... .
Cans, luel , sterno. . . . . . . . . . . . . . 6 .... .
Total weight . , . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..

1.5
1.0

1.5
5.5
2.0
24.0
6.0
10.0

20.0

593.0

In addition to the above list of emergency
survival equipment, each crew member on
each extended flight was required to carry
the following list of personal emergency
survival clothing:
Item

liners, shoe, felt ... . . . ... . ............
Cap, kn it, watch ......................
Glasses, sun . ........ .. ...... ..... ...
Mukluks , canvas (Army OM) .. .. ... . ..
Booties, lelt, mukluk ........... . .. . ...
Mittens, leather .. . ..... . ... ..........
Socks, double sale , light weight . .. .... ..
Socks , wool (long top) ............. . ..
Underwear, wool, heavy .... . . .. . ......
acket, field , pile lined ................
arka, Pile lined, inner .. .. . ...........

Amount

.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.

Mask, face . .......... ........ . .... . . .

Mittens, wool, inner liners ............. .
Boots, ski . .................. . ....... .

Inner sales, mukluk ..... ..............
Scarf, silk ............. .. . . ....... ..
Shirt, wool (Army O. D.) . ........ . . ...
Socks, wool (short top) .... . .... .......
Trousers, wool (Army OM) ...... . .....
Sweater. wool , turtle neck (Army OM) ...
Parka , windbreaker ............ . . . . ...

.
.
.
.
.
.
.

3
1
1
1
1
1
1
2
2
1
1
1
2
1
1
1
1
2
1
1
1

pairs
each
pair
pair
pair
pair
pair
pairs
pairs
each
each
each
pairs
pair
pair
each
each
pairs
pair
each
each

First Aid Equipment
Item

Amount

Band-aids, 1 inch x 3% inches ...... . .. .
Tourniquet ... . ....................... .
Pad, eye, cotton ..................... .
Ointment, bark acid, 7~ oz ............ .
Ointment, boric acid, 1 oz ......... .. .. .
Tablets, sulfadiazine ................ . . .

16 each
1 each
2 each
2 tubes
2 tubes
8 each
1 pair
100 each
10 each
1 each
3 sets
1 tube

Scissors .. ...... .... ................. .

Tablets, halazone .... . .... .. ..... .... .
Iodine, swabs ....... . .. ...... ... ... . . .
Bandage compress, 4 inch ....... ... .... .
Strip, adhesive ....... .. .............. .
Ointment, ophthalmic, ~ oz . .......... .
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Item

Amount

Dressing, battle, small. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 1 each
Dressing, battle, large. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 2 each
Surelles, morphine, ~ gr. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 2 each

In addition to the above list of first aid
equipment the following kit, first aid, pilot,
was added:
Item

Bandage, gauze, roller, plain, 2 inches by 6
yards. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..
Bandage, gauze, roll, 3 inches by 10 yards.
Dressing, bailie, large. . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . ..
Aspirin,S grain .................. .....
Pamphlet, first aid. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..
Gauze, surgical, absorbent, 36 inches by
25 yards. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..
$yrettes, morphine, 1;2 gr. (5 in box) .. . .. ..
Tablet, sulfadiazine, 71;2 gr. (100 in bottle).
Ointment, boric acid ...................

Amount

1 2 each
12 each
4 each
50 each
1 each
1 each
2 boxes
1 bottle
1 lb.

Note. Aircroft emergency equipment for ship-bosed oircroft,
ond the JA (Norsemon) were os given in the operotion pion
(por 6& ond c, sec. I).

Since the operations of the OY (Army L~5)
aircraft were limited in range to sight of the
base camp, emergency equipment was not
carried in this aircraft.

7. Communications . .
a. Air-Ground Portable Sets. There were
available for emergency use several SCR-536
(Handy - Talky) radio sets. Occasional
ground tests were made which show{'d
shorter than normal distances operable.
This was probably due to the fact that batteries available for this set were over-age,
being dated 1944. No air-ground tests were,
made nor were any of these sets equipped
for aerial delivery.
b. M29C (Weasel)_ Only one of the seven
available M29C vehicles were radio equipped, the set being an SCR- 610 which was not
suitable for air-ground communications as
aircraft did not carry radio equipment which
operated on the same frequency. However
there was available for installation M29C
radio equipment (SCR- 694) which could
have been supplemented for air-ground
emergency operations . .
c. LVT (Landing Vehicle, Tracked). The
LVT type vehicles were equipped with Navy
152

type TCS (1.6 to 12 megs) radios. This
type set proved satisfactory for air-ground
communications and on an aviation gas
cache laying field trip over 100 miles from
the base camp at Little America this set
proved adequate for communications between vehicles and the base camp.
•

Note. For further detailed information and discussion on aircraft, vehicle, and ground radio equipment,
refer to chapter 8.

d. Additional Safety Precautions. (1) Since
there were no personnel or equipment whose
primary duty or function was for search and
rescue operations, other than the JA (Norseman) aircraft, all operational flight and
ground units (Weasels, LVT's, and dog
teams) with their personnel would have immediately reverted to this status in case it
became necessary to put emergency operations into effect.
(2) As an added safety, operational exploratory flights into the interior of the Antarctic Continent were made with flights of
two aircraft (crew of 6 each), each carrying
out his own individual mission and at the
same time covering the other aircraft for
any emergency landing away from the airstrip at the base camp.
(3) Still another precaution was taken in
rigging three of the six 60-day individual
emergency food rations (fig. 159) with 24foot cargo parachutes for aerial delivery (par.
6c). It was planned that if one of the two
aircraft made a forced landing, the second
aircraft of the flight would immediately
assume a rescue status and as such would not
only fix the position of the downed aircraft
and relay this information to the base camp,
but would, as well, drop the three parachute
equipped rations of food to the downed
personnel, giving them food for six men for a
period of 90 days instead of the 60-day ration
carried 'in the aircraft. Half of all aircraft
emergency rations were so rigged. This,
however, would leave the second aircraft
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(6) Buildings of Little America III, base
camp of the United States Antarctic Service
Expedition, 1939-41 located 2 miles south of
the Central Group's base camp, were reenforced, food, medical, and radio supplies

were moved in, and in general prepared for
immediate occupation. Since rescue operations were not necessary within the Central
Group, it was not necessary to man this
emergency winter camp. (See fig. 160.)
.

SECTION IV.

Observations

1. Crash Team and Equipment.

3. Dog Sleds.

At the site of the airstrip, base camp,
Central Group only one M29C was utilized
as "crash equipment." This unit comprised,
in personnel, the Base Medical Officer and
one pharmacist's mate who took up a position halfway down the airstrip on all takeoffs and landings. Crash equipment, other
than medical supplies, carried on a 1-ton
Army sled behind the Weasel consisted only
of several emergency fire-fighting bottles
(fig. 170).

Sleds were, in part, bolted together in.
stead of lashed· with the conventional rawhide. This detracted greatly from the flexibility of the sleds throughout. Although
damage to the dog sleds was not great,
probably due to the fine surface conditions
prevailing in the vicinity of Little America
and the. minimum use they received, it is
felt by this observer, experienced in this sort
of operation, that on an extended trail
journey, these sleds would not have remained
in one piece very long.

2. Dog Teams.
Results of utilization of the dog teams
were practically nil, due in great part to
the lack of training and experience of both
assigned dog drivers and the dogs themselves.
Three enlisted Navy personnel received a
short training period in dog driving and
handling prior to departure of the Task
Force from the United States. However,
this training period was not sufficient due
to circumstances beyond control. }1roficiency in the art of dog driving comes only
with many months of training and actual
trail experience. The dog teams were used,
in some cases, for hauling cargo from the
ships to the site of the base camp, a distance
of about 2 miles. However, this simple task
became a problem as lead dogs would not
answer to commands nor stay to a trail.
I t was necessary at all times for one man to
"break trail" and always remain in front
of the dogs, leading and coaxing them on.
154
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4. Aerial Delivery Tests.
a. At the request of this observer, Captain
Murray A. Wiener, and with the acknowledged aid of Marvyn D. Sprake, Parachute
Rigger, First Class, U. S. N., two aerial
dehvery cargo tests were made.
b. The first test utilized a 24-foot Panatex
Navy type Quick Attachable Chest Parachute, rigged with a 15%-foot static line of
1,400-pound tensile strength, attached to the
pull handle by means of 5,000-pound tensile
strength snaps.
c. The drop-kit container, carrying two 5gallon "Blitz" cans filled with 72-octane
gasoline, was attached to. the parachute in
the conventional manner. The only padding
used in the container was 12 inches of felt in
the bottom. The drop was made from an
R4D (C-47) aircraft, flying at an altitude of
800 feet at a speed of 85 knots.

FI'.... 161. R•• vlt. 01 .. ft •...,,""..1 _ iol .hll....,
-... _ , oIllIlIn, "'..foot P_u Na..., I, ...
~.Ic~

_hobl. 'K"OC~,," . (or,o conloi_
bwlo-d 1... 11 3 1.., Inlo h"uj ... ow (n'.') .dew.
Pooch... co .... py did .... 0","" In"iI ...it .....
0 __ 1_01, 40 f.., It- ....foe••

d. The following o1;w:,rvaLions

,,-en: made'.

concerni ng thulan:
(I) T he sialie line. perf"ormed Its fUn(;oon
com::etly; however, tm:. pa~huu: failed 10
"stn::am" or "tl~n" until approximal.dy 40
f~1 above the Jurface; it failed to function
in an y manner aflU Ihe stalic line had pulled
the rip cord . Wben the pilot chute finaUy
anied allMd)' whi]('
worked ilSt']f dear, il
pulling the II1lIin canopy f.w-.
(2) 1bc drop ki t buried i~tr J fcrt in t~
hard IflOW (nbC) surface (fig. 161). 1bc
" Blitz" calli "'a"C undamaged, except for a
Sligh t dent in DOe can. No fud was 105l.
(3) The parachute failed to function beeaUJe the canopy container failed 10 ~n
after the rip cord had been puU«l The
canopy container WaJ manufaclu~ by
PanaICJC, this being the oommacial name
a paint-impregnated canvas used ClIttensively
by the Navy for all typrs of parachute
conlll;ncrs as p:traChute protection asainst
salt water spr.I)' and other damaging conditioN evidC'.nt in Jea operations. This

material, bccallJc: of thc p.uo:.tce of the
paint, tends 10 hartkn and Ixcomc brittle
when uposc:d to low tem/Xrilturel 1iUch as
was rttord(!d a. the ti:mco: of (hi!. tat, _ 100 ~".
In the CiIK of this (ailnn:" the COfltai~ had
be<:omc 50 hard and brink: t~t the bllngce
cords could I"IOt pull back w conlaina Hap!!
and fnoe th., pilO! chUie and main canopy.
~. nx- ~nd argo parachutc drop WlI$
made- wilh an nprrimc:nlal l 8-foot mUllin
"Bal;cball" type ca"Ro parachUle (fig. 162).
( I ) Thr canop}" 01 this parachute was of
unbJeaclKd natural c:olotW m\l~lin. The
comainu ,,-.os ol a pllUtic bwc type: and the
5Iatic line actuated.
(2) Thi!. drop wa..< al5n madr from an
R4 D (C O'.P ) airuaft !lying al an ahitude. 01
800 f~1 al a $peed of 8; Iwol!!. There "'0
a ground .... ind of 1 to 4 knQt$ ""nable. and
tlK: te.mpenilUre 00 F. TIlc Cllrgo container
""'"" loaded with tWO >-gallon . " Blitz" cans
filled "'ilh 72-OCl3tle g;uolinr, givi ng a 8 ' 051
weight 0195 pounds.

""lI'

•

or

Flt _

16'. '·e.,,,ball'" I"f'~ _~"" o"d cortO
co"""ln.,.

'"

on this I)'~ panIClmle: is set"urrd 10 die" skirt
of the chUIr' railx:t" uum the'.1Ipt::e.. Only one:

OIIcillation was abt:: .."\'d after 0;" ::inS.
(5) Thu pIIl'Xhmc i, ddJ\ued from the'.
IIIlInufac:tunor in a rcadY-1O-1I!e ....lUC:plOCJl
::ontaiocr and rna)' be st~ (or an inddioilc
~: iOO 01 time.

5. P _ e l Poroehllte iwap T.m:.

th.

As
ebu .(1, S. A. LUiid",.., lit
Scipnl, is an Am:y lraInc:d par.1I'JOIX',
P,-§"c:d w a teatcl1 and IUCUC unit oIlbe
Ann.,. Air Focc:u, AIr Trvapotl Convnand.
il _
<bite'll by him and Captall:l M urny
A. \,'".eilCT, Army AIr Forces, Air
Command, k'Ud: and reIruoe oIa:h'f:r, lbal
puumd pranlChUIr: jump ""It lie' m;Kk.
Pc:... 'r rr )01 lOr thcte tcJU ..... IJlUI.nt by I~
COUhh,Ulldcr, Tuk FOi'f'IC 68, a' lbr trque:ll
ulCaPUlin W·l(iw;r.
<I.
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(3) Two and ooNaalhl!::l!nds ebp!lC'd from
the time the unit Waf kicked from the air.

crall I() ro::nple:~ D~iug of the acnopy.
Forly-rDUr ..xo..cb dai*d from :he- Lime of
full ~ning unul the unLi ~..::ht::I thr 3Uf".
faer, a toul 0(46), x(:O{ld.. ~o dllmace'_
noted 10 l"llrgo kil or parachute',
tit
made a41 iml~1 ill lhe' tw-d"'"IOW (lIhf)

n..

surface- 2

incl~

dC'Cp al one ::nd. uprnll8
to 7 in::h::-;s al :he opptfiIle: rnd. "fbto 8ppmx.

ilMle' drift ..... ~ ",ununed

I()

ba\'t

Ixu: 1?o

fn:l.

(.) TIle

of thIS p.4i:;u:hule' .....,
.hShuy ec«ntrK:, Ai die' fllI4"14Chule- fI1Itde""b.iil appelired to IJl' " complele- OICilladoli
61'ICtltni

bdOl"C It fully ~ncd. At tIle' mDnlml of
opm4l'8, the- kll ;ull'lr ...... llbot,t 20 rf'elllbo\'C
Ihr: (hule'. II ...,., I/ltr'r diI('tM'U'ti 111:11 thl.
wu cauil!d by die' I tatk hnc'_ The _,at ic Ulle

".

ICit JUlllpi

.. tie made.
flllitW;jlah&d,

Dllr:

jump was :nMk by a
no.--....mor.rrained Navy cDliucd man ...iwIIc;
01. I valilOnl aK not ine1t1dcd hr:rt Ante M.
obi"" ".tion!t wac pn:::U::aUy nil dlK' 10 hk
iJlCJlpuk .....e in pan:ehulI"I' Parachlllr:
Riar:t Ie ~WYyn D. Spnu, U. S N, hu
contribut::d 10 this n:pon by alblllilti,. to
this at»c:..u all his pu.,,1AI 01"" "'lioN
of /I jump made on 21 Fcbrovy 14).47. A
jump ..... made by IhlI obInvr:r on •
Fd.lnwy 1947. A full fCpOit (ot\<)ww.
,. Obic. \"IItione and "GUUCON ul p:nidwlr:
jun.p fNdr: by S. A_ London, In Sc'1lUInI,

Am,,-

UnilCd Stales
AIr "' OC'C'ft, Air Tnt ...
aport C',om.IUUld, on. february 1947:

(1) ~Idt:hm ""Jump: 2,500 rcclabQt,c the
lee Shclf. Thi. hl:ighl ...... eholen 10 llual
t:Xtc.oded ublcTvBtiani tOUld be mlt4Ir: while
in det::cn:.
(2) T~ pan:chUIC uxd: T /5 IIIItUlbly
(28-(ool moli" ....ilh 24.rOOI . QU ~r: pan:chule)

(fiS' 161).
(3) W::iSht

ur

p;tra ... buti5l: 160 poundt
....ithoul f.cld rquipn~t or addr:d ...qht of
lilly ""IUre.

C4) Type. olaircraft: R4D (C-47).
(5) Landing surfaco:: wind-packed (r1b'E)

-.

C6) lime: 1.800 houn local time. LatiJude 180 32' S. Longitude 1630 SO' w.
(7) Wind: 2.5 mil"" per h:Nr at 2,500 fcct,
7 mila per hour at !.nOW surface.
(8) Visibility; unlimited.
(9) Cftlin&: unbmitro.
(10) Tcmpcl'"iuun:: _1° a, 2,500 fcctj +5·
on m., surface.
( I I ) Clothing ,,'om; jacket. f!dd,

~'I I?4J

..,!hout liner; Army AirFortt\'CSi ,.ilh hood j
standard 0 0 shirt and trowo=n; unda-clothing, COltOnj ,.,...h, ...""01)1, Ma.,),; Ihoes,
shoepak; glaan, IIlIn-Air Fortt boIul.'.
(12) AftO!f takc-off the j umper fC.IIO\«I
thl.' pa raehml.' j ump dOClr 1oc:atcd ,.·"hill !he
cargo dOOl" OIl thl.' .. fll.'l" por' sick- ol the
fUlI.'lag.: . Onc dry run ....ltJ made O'o'cr the
Bay of Whal", and Little: America to
fl\mil iariu the parnehuti~t with 1It'lTQUnding
terrain huo which he would jump. It WllI
particu lorly 1Klti(cablt WI the enip, light
air 0YC"f tllC oomlncn t, al 2,500 fcet , had an
hwigora ling cffect upon om:. Mudt more
10 than romparablc hcighl.'l o,'cr wanrM':r
areu. AI approximmely 1801 hou,., (local
time) till.' jump signal was receival from the
pilot. 'n ,t jumper imml..-d iately It ...ppcd QUt
into the on·",!.h of the prol)eUcr wlUh. Thl.'
opening ""85 felt about 2 ~ JeCOnw atilT
slepping from the door of thc R4D (C-47).
The 2 ' r llCCOnd opollng ...."iU determi ned by
rounting as mugh t by thr Ai r bonle Schuol,
Fon Benning, GeQrgia. A neady wind of
Dpproximattly 25 mil"" per hour, north \0
lOUth, wu found 10 Ix: drifting the j llm~
from fron~ to rear with oon~idrrabll: O'I(iII:Ilion. By srasping the left forward riJel" and
climbing it f..,.. approximately 10 reet a parachute tum of 180" W31 acUJUlI.lwlI:d, Ihis
pulling the wind to Ibc back 0( lhejl1nlper.
Sc-vual aucmpu ...-en: made 10 ehc:!::k -=il-

!a.ien•• u 01 .... hick prm-ed

~ul,

but

fl, .... I64. 5,t. S. A. L.,d",oItot, oct._i._p,
"""""I.. ' ... pIt. 01 1ooo!IQCI _ _ I0I0 (0..... ....,.."
t Inc~n).

OIcillation lOOn Itaned again . It WIU found
thai t h ~ parachute could Ix: slipped in any
direction ....;Ih little diOicl1lty. Thill faclor,
I! it believed, ca n be auribulcd 10 tlle tllin,
light atnlOltlmtrr. The IlIte d dclCc", ""a!
dlghtl y fUIM" than normal , with this type
thule, o-.·cr .....anner arr.u. Howcn"r, landing body dtock
found to be: much less
than normally enC(lunt~ due 10 under-

w.,

c:rU~1

ol snow and ice ((18. 164). Approxi.

minutl.'lland 2OlCCOndJela~ (rom
the UUl(' of exh lo , .."facc- landing. TIlt' parachutc l/li nding faU , lIS laugh l in tm: Airborne
Schoo.l. Fort &1\01111. Gt-orgi/li, Will uxd in
the landing 10 determine the extent of Shock
alaorplioll offered by thc U1O\O' .nd i« .JUr·
r.ce. Body Ihock WillI nil in comp.lIUon 10
an ell rl h landing.
1I\111('/Y 2

'"

d. Observations and notations of parachute
jump made by Marvyn D. Sprake, Parachute
Rigger 1c, U. S. N., on 21 February 1947:
(1) Height: 1,500 feet above sea ice.
(2) Parachute type: TIS assembly 28foot main canopy with 24-foot reserve.
(3) Weight of jumper: 148 pounds without
additonal equipment.
(4) Aircraft used: R4D (C-47).
(5) Speed: 85 knots.
(6) Landing surface: neve snow.
(7) Time: 1400 hours Little America time.
(8) Wind: 1,500 feet, 36 knots; on surface
20 to 25 knots east to west. Aerology had
reported prior to take-off, 10 knots at 1,000
feet and 1 to 5 knots variable on surface.
(9) Visibility: 12 miles.
(10) Ceiling: 5,000 feet.
(11) Temperature: - 5° F.
(12) Clothing: woolC'n underwear; OD
shirt and trousers; field jacket, M1943 without liner; two pairs ski socks and shoepaks;
gloves, Navy intermediate flying; goggles,
Navy N-2 modified by cutting additional
vents to forestall fogging.
(13) Immediately after taking off I assisted the crew chief in the removal of the
jump hatch. A dry run was made to acquaint the pilots with the desired course and
exit point. Neither the pilot nor co-pilot
had ever dropped either cargo or personnel
before; however, I had briefed both before
leaving the ground as to altitude, direction,
speed, etc. On the second run while standing in the door I noticed that the tips of my
fingers on both hands had become quite cold
and were beginning to feel slightly numb.
As we neared the exit point I received the
signal to jump and did so. At the time I
thought we were a bit short of the selected
exit point. This later proved to be correct.
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However, I jumped on signal. Exit was
made without difficulty and opening was
completed in approximately 2% seconds.
After the opening shock, I checked the
canopy and then turned my attention to the
oscillation which was now extreme. It was
at this time I saw the drift was terrific and if
no countermeasures were taken there was a
possibility of drifting into the Bay of Whales.
I climbed about 8 feet, of the forward right
hand riser and shrouds in an attempt to spin
the chute to the right; however, because of
the greatly accelerated wind, over the expected maximum of 10 knots, this was
impossible. I released the right hand riser
and started spilling out on the left; this
speeding my descent and moving somewhat
away from the edge of the Bay ice in the
event I was to drift that far. I soon saw that
I was going in short of the edge of the
Barrier, so prepared for landing. From the
experience gained by First Sergeant S. A.
London on a previous jump here, I had
decided to land with feet spread about 6
inches apart. I assumed this landing position. My back was into the wind so no body
turn was necessary. Upon striking the surface, which proved to be much softer than
normally encountered, I attempted to roll
forward, but because of the high wind was
dragged across the surface before I could
roll. After being dragged about 40 feet I
managed to spill the chute. After spilling
out I started to get out of my harness. I
experienced some difficulty in releasing the
snaps of the reserve as well as the snaps on
the harness itself. This was caused by the
fact that my hands had become very cold
and numb during the time spent in the door
and the descent. Because of this it required
about 1 minute to remove all jump gear.

SECTION V. Recommendations
1. Clothing and Individual Equipment.

The following suggestions for equipment
and clothing are recommended for use by
rescue paratroopers on the Antarctic Continent, or other similar conditions which
prevailed in this area at this time, both in the
air and on snow and ice surface. The efficiency and comfort of parachute personnel,
for rescue work, will be greatly increased.
The clothing and equipment listed is believed
to be adequate for an extended field operation over Antarctic surfaces:
Equipment

Per individual

Glasses, sun, with unbreakable lenses ... 2 each
Ski, cross-country, with poles .... "," 1 pair each
Compass, lensatic, , . , .. , , , , . . , .. , .. , 2 ea ground
unit
Watch, wrist, navigator , ... . , , , , , , .. , 2 ea ground
unit
Knife, hunting, with sheath , .... , . .. . , 1 each
Knife , Scout, , , , , , ' , ' .. , , ' , , , , , , , , , 1 each
Bag, musette, with harness, , ' , .. , .. , ' 1 each
Bag, sleeping, Arctic, with waterproof
•
covering . .. ....... .......... , .. . 1 each
Clothi,ng

Trousers, woolen, , , ... ' , , . , .. , , ... " 1 pair
Trousers, windproof. ... , , , ' , ' , , ... , . 1 pair
Shirt, woolen, .. , .. , , , , .... , , , , , , " 1 each
Jacket, field, M1943 with hood, with
liner . . ... ........... , ...... . . . .. 1 each

Parka, heavy, alpaca lined, type N-1,
spec. No . Y-3267 ... , , , ' , , , , .. , .'
Jacket, windproof, light., ... , ... , ...
Cap, wool or fur. , . . , . , , , , , , , , , , , . , .
Drawers, wool, medium weight, , , .... ,
Undershirt, wool, medium weight, . , , "
Socks, wool, ski, ... , , , , ... , , , , .. , .,
Socks, cushion sole. , , , . , , , , , , , .. , "
Boots, ski, mountain, modiFied (6-inch
tops) ......... , .... "', ., .. ,,.,'
Mukluk, Air Corps ..... , . ..... , , , , .
Gloves, shell, trigger Finger, type II, with
liners, wool .......... , , , . , .. , . , ..
Inner soles .. , . , . , , .. , . , . , . , .. , . , .. '

1
1
1
2
2
4
4

each
each
each
pairs
each
pairs
pairs

1 pair
1 pair
3 pairs '
4 pairs

2. Parachutes.

a. It is recommended that the Quick
Release Harness be supplied for use by search
and rescue parachutists. The importance

of this may be noted in paragraph 5d (13),
section IV.
b. It is highly recommended that all
parachute canopies, personnel or cargo, be
orange in color instead of the conventional
white which is so difficult to see against the
solid white background of a snow surface.
c. It is recommended that the " Baseball"
type cargo delivery parachute as mentioned in
paragraph 4e, section IV, be requisitioned
for use by all Army Air Force search and
rescue units. This chute will carry up to
a 300-pound load.
d. The use of Panatex (paint impregnated)
parachute containers is not recommended
in cold weather operations.

3. Aircraft Equipment.
a. The flooring around the para-exit should
be of a sandpaper nature instead of the slick
metal surface as found at present. The
frigid temperatures tend to frost this metal
thereby making uncertain footing for the
•
Jumper.
b. It is recommended that C- 47 type aircraft assigned for search and rescue operations
be equipped with a power-operated belt
conveyor cargo discharger, which requires
no discharging crew.
c. Recommend all search and rescue aircraft which would accommodate observing
personnel on searching missions, i. e., C-47,
C-64, be provided with observation "blisters," fitting into the windows of the fuselage.
This equipment was successfully used by the
search and rescue section, Alaskan Division,
A. T. c., during the . war. Plans and blue
prints for subject "blisters" are available in
Headquarters, Army Air Forces, Washington, D. C.
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d. Considerable difficulty was encountered
prior to take-off in breaking loose the aircraft
skis, which would freeze to the snow surface.
Studies and tests should be made to simplify
this task. On this operation, the problem
was taken care of by laying down 2-inch
pieces of plywood covered over with Diesel
oil on which the aircraft would taxi following
a landing. Even with this precaution, it was
necessary to "rev" up the engine and at
the same time hit the skis with a wooden
maul. A means of mechanically breaking
the skis loose, from the cockpit, would be a
tremendous aid.

4. Emergency Clothing and Equipment.
a. Emergency clothing and survival equipment should be packed in waterproof containers for flights over water.
b. Matches, waterproof or otherwise, as
part of emergency kits should be packed in
waterproof containers.
c. Cooking stoves for emergency kits, such
as the stove, cooking, one burner, should be
modified to use lOO-octane gasoline. For
normal operation this stove requires white
gas. This suggested modification would
enable stranded personnel to use their aircraft fuel, providing aircraft did not burn on
landing.

5. Trail Flags.
Tests should be made for the manufacture
of a trail flag, 12 by 14 inches, orange in
color, attached to a weighted staff which can
be thrown from an aircraft, landing upright
with the lower portion of the flag at least 3
feet off the surface, acting as a trail marker.
Where it is necessary for personnel to travel
through crevassed areas it would be a
relatively simple operation for an aircraft to
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drop these "trail" flags, marking a safe and
easier route for the ground party.

6. Pilot Training.
Rated pilots assigned to search and rescue
units should undergo training in the parachuting of personnel and cargo; a superior
degree of efficiency should be attained in
placing cargo as close as possible to stranded
personnel. Travel over snow is sometimes
very difficult; to crashed personnel who may
be suffering from shock, the retrieving of
emergency supplies from any greater than
normal di~tance may prove fatal. A minimum of 6 weeks' training in aerial delivery
and resupply is recommender!.

7. Crash Team Personnel.
Recommend the crash team include, besides medical officer and aid, at least three
enlisted men familiar with aircraft and necessary tools such as tin snips, wire cutters, bolt
cutters, etc., for cutting into crashed aircraft.

8. Gibson Girl Radio Equipment.
Recommend the "Kytoon" replace the
"balloon" and "kite" in the Gibson Girl
radio. It is further suggested that the "Kytoon" be painted with an orange metallic
paint, which would render this unit visible,
when aloft, for many miles and would reflect
radar signals to searching aircraft.

9. Vehicles.
It is suggested that all M29 (Weasel) vehicles be fitted with a plywood protective
top in lieu of the canvas cover, the plywood
section to be fitted with Lucite windows.
The cover should also be fitted with a trap
window in the rear, large enough to pass a
stretcher through and into the cab itself.

,

SECTION VI. Plan and S.O.P. for Army Search and
Rescue Unit in the Antarctic
1. General.

2. Primary Mission.

a. The plan outlined below for a search
and rescue unit, with its Standard Operating
Procedure, is hereby submitted for study by
the War Department relative to any future
Army operation, similiar in scope to Operation "Highjump," in the Antarctic.
b. Search and rescue operations and the
amount and type of equipment necessary
for such a unit to successfully fulfill its
mission depends entirely on the area of
responsibility and terrain features.
c. The plan as presented below is based on
a single operating base such as that operated
by the Central Group of Task Force 68.
A more elaborate scheme would be necessary
where two or more bases were set up,
elaborating on the utilization of communications and weather and rescue facilities,
which would be evident with additional
bases whether they were along the coast or
in the interior.
d. Since Antarctic conditions present an
over-all problem far exceeding the limitations of experience and knowledge gained
by personnel in other theaters of operation,
it is first recommended that the War Department fully utilize personnel, whether they
be Army, Navy, Marine, or civilian, who
have had previous experience in these southern latitudes. Such personnel should be
permitted to sit in on the planning of such
an operation or expedition and later be
retained in such status as to exercise some
degree of authority in' helping to make
decisions relative to varied operations in
the field.

The primary mission of a search and rescue
unit is to render emergency assistance to
distressed aircraft and vessels with eventual
rescue of personnel as its objective. Included
in this service is distress communication
procedures, distress flight control, survival
methods and equipment, and the briefing of
personnel in these matters.

765274-48
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3. Rescue Team.
It is of paramount importance that certain
equipment such as aircraft, ground vehicles,
crash boats, equipment to make up rescue
aerial delivery kits, and selected personnel
be assigned to comprise a "rescue team."
This "unit" must be available for immediate
operations when aircraft are "in flight" on
operational missions over water, sea ice, or
continental ice. The personnel should be
thoroughly briefed in search and rescue
operations which should include familiarity,
if possible, with their area of responsibility
(the farthest distance away from the base
camp in any direction which can be flown
safely by the longest range aircraft available).

4. Minimum Unit.
A minimum search and rescue unit is outlined below:
a. Rescue Operations Center. (1) To centralize information.
(2) To exercise emergency flight control
when necessary.
(3) To direct primary rescue facilities.
(4) To coordinate secondary rescue facilities.
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b. Communication Net. (1) To receive and

relay distress information.
(2) To expedite and direct communications for search and rescue operations at the
direction of the base rescue officer.
(3) To establish, if possible, position of
unit in distress, utilizing all available communication facilities.
c. Search and Rescue Equipment. (1) Two
each C- 47 or C-54 aircraft, (ski-equipped)
with long range tanks, with crews, equipped
for towing gliders and rigged for personnel
"snatch" operations.
(2) Two each Norseman aircraft, with '
crew, and equipped with skis.
(3) Two each L-5 aircraft, with skis.
(4) Two ,("ach glider, powered, skiequipped, with crews and snatch equipment.
(5) Six each sets, "snatch" equipment, for
personnel.
(6) Two each Weasels, with 20-inch tracks,
with crews.
(7) Four each dog teams, 2 drivers each
team (11 dogs per team).
(8) Two each crash boat, 42-foot with
crew.
(9) Two each helicopter, with crew.
(10) Four each paratroopers.
(11) Necessary emergency survival aerial
delivery kits, to include communication
equipment such as "Handy-Talky" radio
sets (SCR- 536) to be dropped to stranded
personnel from searching aircraft so as to
establish immediate air-ground communication.
d. Aircraft Emergency Kits. The emergency
kit listed in par. 6 c, sec. III, including food,
clothing, first aid and emergency survival
equipment, is adequate for Antarctic air
operations. Emergency kits for Army Antarctic operations should be similar in content
to this kit.
'
e. Emergency Rescue Drop Kits. (1) Emergency rescue drop kits should be prepared and
available in sufficient quantity to outfit all
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aircraft available for search and rescue
operations.
(2) Besides those drop kits similar in content to the aircraft emergency kits (food,
clothing, first aid, and implements) additional kits should be prepared, such as:
(a) Emergency crash kits (bolt cutters,
wire and tin cutters, block and tackle, etc,) .
(b) Emergency communication equipment
(Handy-Talky radio, hand generated trail
sets, etc.).
5. Training.
Prior to departing on an operation of this
magnitude, all flight crews, operational as
well as search and rescue, should be fully
checked out in ski operations, if such gear is
to be used. Through available Navy training films, they should be briefed on existing
surface conditions, which vary with the
seasons, as well as Antarctic environment
and topography in general.
a. Paratroopers, who are indispensable to a
rescue unit, whose area of responsibility includes terrain such as found in the Antarctic
(mountains, glaciers, crevassed areas, etc.)
should be thoroughly checked out in first
aid, mountain climbing, skiing, dog driving,
and any other ground rescue function necessary toward a successful rescue in this region.
b. Sledge dogs and sledging equipment
should be equipped with parachutes and
harness for aerial delivery, along with their
drivers (which may be the trained paratroopers), to stranded personnel. The utilization of dogs and sleds in the Antarctic
should not be minimized for any reasons.
Crevassed areas are evident throughout these
regions which would present almost impossible or even impossible obstacles for any
present day ground vehicle other than dogs
and their accompanying equipment.
c. The utilization of gliders and personnel
"snatch" equipment is an innovation in the

field of aerial rescue. Where rescue opera-

tions are necessary and rescue aircraft cannot
safely land to evacuate stranded personnel,
because of soft snow surfaces, crevassed areas,
etc., it may be possible to set a glider down
for this same purpose. As a last resort, personnel "snatch" equipment could be utilized,
where other means are not practicable.
d. Crash boat and crews should "stand by"
in open water alongside the ice, engine
running, during aircraft take-offs and landings. Following a take-off, boat and crew
may secure only after aircraft is airborne and
out of sight. Boat crews report back on duty
15 minutes prior to the return of an aircraft
and secure only after aircraft has landed.
It is assumed that air bases will be in close
proximity to the edge of the ice and open
water.
e. Helicopters will be utilized in search and
rescue operations at the discretion of the base
rescue officer.
•
j. Paratroopers should act as aerial observers,
equally divided among searching aircraft, so
that this service can be immediately utilized
if necessary, upon locating survivors by
searching aircraft.

6. Responsibilities of Personnel.

return of each flight, local or otherwise. To
report immediately to the base rescue officer
and the flight operations officer failure to
make contact with any flight at scheduled
radio contact periods.
(2) The rescue communications net, which
will function in receiving and disseminating
distress information, will be the responsibility of the communication officer.
d. Personal Equipment Officer. To prpvide,
through regular supply channels, emergency
(standard and nonstandard) equipment for
all aircraft, operational and those designated
for search and rescue operations. To check
aircraft emergency equipment for breakage,
spoilage, or missing equipment prior to each
flight and immediately following the return
of each flight. Aircraft should not be cleared
for flight, local or otherwise, by the flight
operations officer until clearance is concurred in by the personal equipment officer.
The personal equipment officer will be ·
responsible for the briefing of aircrews and
passengers on utilization of emergency equipment and will work in close coordination with
the base rescue officer, especially in regard to
emergency sufvi val kits rigged for aerial
delivery.
•

The responsibilities of search and rescue
unit personnel are defined as follows (fig.
165) :
a. Aircraft Maintenance Officer. To provide
maintenance to search and rescue aircraft as
necessary, so that such designated aircraft
will be available at all times for immediate
emergency operations.
b. Supply Officer. To make available, at all
times, equipment necessary for the successful
completion of emergency flight, ground or
sea operations.
c. Communication Officer. (1) To place all
available communication facilities at the
disposal of the base rescue officer during
emergency operations. To guard emergency
frequencies from the time of take-off until

Note. It is suggested that all operational flight
crews, as well as search and rescue crews, be familiar
with the search and rescue plan and search and
rescue equipment, so that these crews may be called
on for immediate aid whenever necessarv• .

e. Base Rescue Officer. Will be reponsible
for all air, ground, and sea equipment
designated as search and rescue equipment.
He will see that all such equipment is available for immediate emergency operations at
all times. He will also be responsible for the
training of all designated rescue personnel in
search and rescue procedures and operations.
The base rescue officer should, prior to each
operational flight, familiarize himself with
the flight plan as filed with the flight operations officer. He should direct and control
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search and rescue operations and be authorized to call on any available personnel and/or
equipment to aid in fulfilling his mission.
The base rescue officer will be responsible to
the flight operations officer, but in case of
emergency operations, will be authorized to
communicate direct with any higher authority or any other office or officer so that his
mission may be completed with the least
loss of. time. The base rescue officer should
also be responsible to see that adequate
emergency sustenance and survival aerial
delivery kits are aboard search and rescue
•
aircraft at all times, ready for immediate use.
A "ground rescue cifficer" will be selected and
appointed by the base rescue officer to aid
in carrying ou t search and rescue responsibilities. The ground rescue officer, through
the base rescue officer, will be responsible for

all ground and sea search and rescue equipment as well as personnel assigned to these
units.

7. Search Operations.
a. When a distress report is received, or
scheduled radio contacts between base and
aircraft have not been accomplished, or
an aircraft is assumed to be in distress for
any reason, the base rescue officer will first
obtain all available information on the
situation, so that he may properly plan a
course of action. If search is necessary, the
following minimum factors will influence
his planning:
(1) Best known or most probable location
of incident. This can best be determined
from last radio contact and knowledge of
the flight plan. ,
"

•
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Organization of search and rescue unit. '
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(2) Local weather conditions as given in
the last radio contact by missing aircraft and
weather forecast as shown in the flight plan.
(3) Whether personnel in distressed aircraft parachuted from aircraft, made a
forced landing, ditched, etc.
(4) If aircraft ditched, determine, if possible, force and direction of ocean current.
(5) Survival and sustenance equipment
aboard (check with personal equipment
officer) and number of personnel aboard
aircraft.
b. If it is decided that aircraft landings
in close proximity to the location of the
stranded personnel are not feasible and other
):!leans of rescue will be necessary, the
situation will be carefully studied as to
which available means of rescue will be the
fastest and safest for all concerned. (However, great the problem, it is the opinion of
this observer that rescue in the Antarctic
can be successfully effected provided adequate equipment and competent personnel
are available.) The problem may present
a comparatively simple operation utilizing
gliders. Small aircraft such as the C~64
(Norseman) or L~5 type aircraft may find
it possible to land and evacuate survivors
where the larger and heavier type aircraft
cannot do so. It maybe that helicopters
can be used or that it is necessary to utilize
the ground units. Perhaps a joint opeIation
of all afore-mentioned units will be necessary.
Time is the greatest factor in accomplishing
a successful rescue mission. Such an operation usually requires weather conditions at
their best. If possible, where ground rescue
units are employed, leaders of these units
should be flown over their proj ected routes
so that they may study, from the air, existing
ground conditions and the terrain they will
have to traverse with their equipment,
whether it be with vehicles or dogs. This
may also be accomplished by a study of
photographs of the route.

c. The base rescue officer should, in all
cases, assume direct control over rescue proceedings and in conjunction with this, study
all problems with special regard to speed and
safety in evacuating the distressed personnel.
A successful rescue in the Antarctic might
easily entail ground and air support in laying
down fuel caches for use of smaller aircraft or
helicopters whose operating range is limited.
d. In general, missing aircraft can be considered to be down on a track between two
points. These points may be the point of
departure (terminal station) and point of
destination, or the point of last reported
position and destination. This does not
include incidents in which distress messages
have been received giving full details as to
position of incident, etc. In the case of most
operational flights, the points of d eparture
and destination will be the sa:me, namely the
airstrip . at the base camp. However, for all
practicable purposes, it can be assumed that
the point of destination will be the farthest
distance away from the airstrip prior to the
return of the aircraft to the base camp in
accordance with the flight route as filed in the
flight plan.
e. Since the length of the flight track will
usually be extensive, the most feasible manner of conducting the initial search flight is
for two aircraft (C~47) to search on parallel
courses, one on each side of the course of the
missing aircraft and each separated from this
course by the limit of visibility. Searching
altitudes will, in all cases, be determined by
the pilots in accordance with terrain, visibility, and weather conditions en route.
Upon' reaching the "destination" of the missing aircraft, and provided nothing has been
seen, each of the searching aircraft will return
to the base camp along parallel routes on
their particular side of the course of the missing aircraft, except that the return flight will
be made at a distance twice the limit of
visibility of the course of the missing aircraft.
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If communication equipment available to the
survivors of the missing aircraft includes a
portable transmitter such as the "Gibson
Girl", the chances of locating them is greatly
improved. Guarding of the distress frequencies by search planes is therefore mandatory. It is suggested also that continual
photographs be made from each side of
each aircraft as it flies along its search route,
both out-bound and in-bound.
j. Searching aircraft, flying as a team, will
keep in constant radio communication with
each other and each of the searching aircraft
will make radio contact with the base camp
every half hour.
'g. If, however, this initial search does not
reveal the missing aircraft, then areas of
search will be laid out and an intense search
instigated at the discretion of the base rescue
officer. All available aircraft, personnel, and
equipment should be utilized as considered
necessary to locate the missing aircraft in the
•
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Figure 167. Squeue search.

shortest period of time. It is suggested that
areas square in nature be assigned searching
aircraft, these areas, designa~ed by latitude
and longitude, to be chosen in light of the
last position report of the missing aircraft,
heading of the aircraft, weather conditions,
etc. Areas will usually be adjacent to and
on each side of the flight route. It is suggested that the "parallel" or "square" search
patterns be used, as shown in figures 166 and
167. As in the initial search operation along
the flight route, continuous photographs
should be made from each side of each of the
search aircraft. Upon return of the search
aircraft, each searching crew member and
observer will be interrogated by the base
rescue officer on the operation of the flight.
Particular note should be given by flight
crews to noting any portion of the ground
not seen due to overcast, etc. This area,
even though very small in size, should be
plotted so that it may be investigated on a
later flight, keeping in mind that a "lost"
aircraft can be down anywhere within the
radius of its fuel supply.

h. Upon sighting survivors on continental
ice, search aircraft will immediately drop to
survivors a "Handy-Talky" radio set so as
to establish immediate air-ground radio
communication. At this same time definite
"fixes" will be made of the location of the
survivors and transmitted immediately to the
base camp and other searching aircraft in
the vicinity. Sustenance and survival equipment will then be dropped. If, after radio
communications have been established, it is
found that medical or other personnel aid is
necessary, the pilots of the searching aircraft
will study the situation as to feasibility of
landing their own aircraft for evacuation
and rescue of the distressed personnel.
Prior to any landings of this nature, a report
of conditions and the situation will first be
made to the base camp and approval granted
by. the base rescue officer. If landings are
not possible in the immediate vicinity of the
distressed personnel, then the services of the
paratroopers will be utilized at the discretion
of pilot of the searching aircraft.
i. If in rescue operations it is necessary to

utilize any or all of the ground units, it is
suggested that the ground units be given full
and complete air support and coverage.
Where ground units may have to pass
through dangerous terrain, such as that
covered over by crevass areas, aircraft may
spot these areas and by means of air-ground
communication "pick" the route best suited
to the ground party. If possible, ground
units will be transported by air to the safest
landing area nearest the distressed personnel. .
Ground vehicles such as the M29 (Weasel)
will not fit into a C-47. However, the air
transport of dogs, sleds, and trail equipment
in this aircraft is a safe and suggested operation. Ground units, when on the trail,
should make at least one radio contact with
the base camp each day, reporting their
position and local weather conditions, etc.
If weather permits, aircraft will fly over and
make contact with both the distressed personnel and the ground rescue party at least
once a day. This air support must continue
until all personnel have returned to the base
camp .

•

•
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CHAPTER 7

SECTION I. Plans, Objectives, and Policies
1. Medical Section.

its regular medical complement. The medical sections of the three groups of the task
force were set up to operate independently
of each other but under the supervisioll of
the Task Force Surgeon who was with the
Central Group. Frequent radio contacts
were made regarding over-all medical policies and plans.

The staff medical section of Task Force 68
(Operation Highjump) was located on the
Flagship, the U. S. S. Mount Olympus. This
section consisted of the Surgeon, Commander
H. B. Eisberg (MC), U. s. N.; Assistant
Surgeon, Lt. (jg) H. H. Richardson (Me),
U. S. N. R., and two hospital corpsmen.
The Assistant Surgeon and one of the corpsmen were to set up and operate the base
camp dispensary. The dental section consisted of one officer, Lt. Owens (DC),
U. S. N., who was to operate the base camp
dispensary. The U. S. S. Mount Olympus had

2. Medical Plan.
Prior to departure of the task force, the
following medical plan was drawn up and
distributed to all concerned as an annex to
Task Force 68 Operation Plan No. 2-46:

a. Medical Personnel, Supplies, Equipment, and Facilities. **

Staff ................ , ..... . ....
Central group:
U. S. S. Mt. Olympus ........
U. S. C. G. C. Northwind .... . .
U. S. S. Sen net ...............
U. S. S. Burton Island .... . ....
U. S. S. Yancey ....
U. S. S. Merrick ....... . . . ....
Eastern Group:
U. S. S. Pine Island ......... . .
U. S. S. Brownson ............
U. S. S. Canisteo ..... . .. . ....
Western Group:
U. S. S. Currituck ......... . ...
U. S. S. Henderson ...... . ....
U. S. S. Cacapon .............
Base camp ................. . ....

Medical
off.
2

Dental

off.

Sick
berths

corps

1

3

1
1
0
1
1
1

1
0
0
0
0
0

5

1
1
1

1
0
1
1
(Staff)

• •

•

•

•

•

X·ray

Oper.

Commissioning

units

rooms

allowances

• • • • • •

., ....

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

• •

•

•

1

17
4

1
1

1
1

1
1

0
4

1
3

8
8

0
1
0
0

0
1
0
0

1,000 man.
300 man.
Special sub.
300 man.
600 man.
600 man.

1
0
0

8

21
0
6

1
0
0

1
0
0

1,000 man.
Special DO.
300 man.

1
0
0
1
(Staff)

8

21
0
6
0

1
0
0
0

•I

1,000 man.
Special DO.
200 man.
Special field.

*The Army Observers Medical Section was divided into two
ports. Aeromedical and related subjects were the primary
interest of Lt. Col. Robert C. Love, AAF Medical Observer.
The general medical aspects of the operation were assigned to
Maior Dan Crozier, observer from The Surgeon General's Office.
**There are sufficient medical supplies available to the Task
Force for 12 months. Each unit of the Task Force has been
equipped to operate independently during the operation.
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Hasp.

2
2
2
2
2
(Staff)

0
0
0

•

•

b. Sanitation. (1) The general provisions
concerning sanitation as outlined in the Manual of the Medical Department, chapter
5 (a), will be carried out.
(2) Sea water will not be used in the preparation of food. NI salt water connections
to galley spaces will be closed off.
c. Quarantine Procedures. (1) When leaving
from a United States port or a foreign port,
the ships of the Task Force will procure a
Bill of Health from the proper authorities of
that port (usually the U. S. Public Health
Service Quarantine Officer.) When sailing
from a foreign port, a United States Bill of
Health must be obtained from a United State
Consular officer.
(2) The Manual of the Medical Department, chapter 501, Quarantine Procedures,
and NavMed 126,Manual of Naval Hygiene,
chapter XXIV, will be consulted for further
information.
•
d. Evacuation and Treatment oj the Sick and
Injured. (1) On vessels without medical officers, the senior pharmacist's mate aboard
will immediately notify the Commanding
Officer in the event that the condition of a
patient necessitates consultation with a medical officer. A medical officer will be available in each of the task groups. Any ship
on a temporarily isolated station will either
rejoin the nearest task group, or, weather
permitting, evacuation by air will be carried
out.
(2) Evacuation to the United States will
not be possible.
.
(3) The Commander Task Force SixtyEight will be notified immediately of cases
placed on the critical or seriously ill lists,
and in cases of death.
e. Reports and Communications. Copies of all
reports and communications required by the
Bureau of Medicine and Surgery, Fleet
Medical Officers, and Hospital Corps Personnel Sections of the Atlantic and Pacific
Fleets, shall be sent to the Staff Medical
Officer.

j. Medical Problems Relevant to the Operation.
(1) Operations in Latitude 40° N. to 40° S.
(a) Every attempt must be made to prevent
venereal disease occurring while personnel
are ashore on liberty on the outward, as well
as the homeward bound voyage.
(b) Heat cramps, heat exhaustion, and
heat stroke should not occur unless personnel
fail to heed the directives of the medical
department of each ship concerning the use
of salt, fluid intake, over-exposure to sun, or
excessively warm spaces.
(c) Lookouts should be equipped with sun
glasses on bright days to prevent the harmful
effect of solar radiation, particularly that of
glare actinic conjunctivitis.
(2) Operations at Sea in Latitudes 40° S. to
the Antarctic. (a) The ships of the Task
Force will face a gradual increase in wind
velocity and a decrease in temperature
leading to what is considered to be some of
the worst weather in the world. A reference
to the meteorological annex will give an
accurate picture of what to expect.
(b) Eyes of lookouts will have to be
protected from the extreme winds. The
present N-2 Navy Goggles are adequate,
though fogging of the lenses is a constant
source of annoyance.
(c) The skin of topside personnel will have
to be protected. Chapping, windburn, and
Herpes Labialis will occur in a certain
percentage of personnel despite all precautions. Frostbite of the face and of the extremities may be prevented only if properly
indoctrinated personnel use the clothing
supplies in the correct manner. At times it
may be necessary to furnish relief for exposed
watch-standers in order that they may warm
themselves. Watches as short as 1 hour may
be necessary. Lookouts on the submarine
during "Nanook" were relieved every 30
minutes during certain phases of the operation.
(d) A loss of general over-all efficiency of
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topside personnel must be expected due to
the effect of the wind and temperature.
(e) Damage to the respiratory system may
occur following continued and prolonged
exposure to the low humidity aboard ship
resulting from the use of the present heating
systems. Maximum ventilation must be
maintained at all times.
(f) Insufficiency of drying and storage
facilities for clothing will exist due to the
increased issue of clothing and the inclement
weather.
(g) Inadequate provisions for the protection of personnel forced to abandon ship
must be realized and all possible precautions
and preventive measures taken.
(h) Temporary injury and possible death
from immersion and exposure in water
demands smart and effective rescue procedures for a man overboard.
(3) Antarctica, Including the Off-Lying Islands
South of Latitude 60° S. The following publication is recommended for information:
"Sailing Directions for Antarctica, 1943,
H. O. No. 138, Including the Off-Lying
Islands South of Latitude 60°", pages 41-52
entitled "Health and Living Conditions."
The following is quoted from that
publication:
General . . . In spite of its rigors, the climate of
Antarctica has been reported to be extremely healthful; respiratory disease, for instance, is especially
rare. Insect pests are unknown . . . adequate food,
shelter, and equipment for transportation ashore
must be provided in advance. The personnel must
possess the degree of health, stamina, competence,
and resourcefulness required in the most exacting of
•
•
peacetime asslgnments.

(4) Physical Requirements, Diet, Clothing, Etc.
(a) Physical Requirements. The present naval
standards governing physical fitness for oversea duty are considered adequate in the
selection of personnel for duty in Antarctica.
(b) Diet. The standard Navy ration will
be increased 25 percent during the period
of the operation. This diet is expected to
be adequate for all personnel provided that
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the ration is properly prepared, and that
sufficient portions of each component are
eaten. The need for supplementary vitamin
preparations is not anticipated. The medical department of each ship and each shore
activity has a responsibility to make certain
that personnel are aware of the value of in•
telligent preparation and intelligent eating
habits. Recommendations should be made
immediately, to the commanding officer in
the event that food discipline is relaxed.
(c) Clothing. It is expected that the clothing provided will be adequate to protect
personnel during the period of the operation.
Adequacy does not imply perfection, and
members of the medical departments should
be able to contribute suggestions for improvements. Clothing ashore will be based on
the over-dress principle for personnel on vehicles, standing still, and doing light work,
and the under-dress principle for dog-sled
drivers, ski-parties, etc.
(d) All of the medical problems that may
arise at sea in latitudes from 40° South to
the Antarctic will be present to an increased
degree. In addition the reflection from snow
and ice will increase the potential damage
due to solar radiation, and the possibility of
carbon monoxide poisoning in tents must be
guarded against by all personnel.
(e) The success of this operation will depend on the proper indoctrination of normal
individuals. Survival in the polar regions is
a question of individual adaptation. Protective measures for the group will not suffice
to save a stupid or poorly indoctrinated
individual.
•

•

3. Directives.
In addition to the medical plan certain
staff directives were issued to supplement
the plan and furnish more detailed guidance.
a. Physical examinations were directed for
all personnel. .These examinations took the
general form of an annual physical (now

•

required by the Navy for enlisted men as
well as officers) and included a routine roentgenologic examination of the chest.
b. Immunizations prescribed were: typhoid booster, tetanus booster, and smallpox.
c. A directive was issued requiring that all
personnel using spectacles be provided with
two pairs, one of which had to be the service
issue, steel-rimmed, type.
d. All shore parties landed from task force
vessels were to obtain and carry first aid
equipment. It was recommended by the
Staff Medical Officer that the life raft emergency kit be used for this purpose.
e. All small boat first aid kits were required
to be checked once a month and a.1og kept
to indicate compliance with the directive and
the condition of the equipment inspected.
This precaution was taken for much the same
reasons as the AAF requires periodic checks
of aircraft first aid kits.
j. Each ship having a medical officer was
required to have at least 4,000 units of
insulin available for treatment of a possible
coma of diabetic origin. (Insulin is not
included in commissioning allowance up to
and including 1,000 men.)
g. The submission of a Special Sanitary
Report by all ships at the completion of the
project was required, and the form prescribed was that of the Navy Annual Sanitary Report. The outline below is a brief
of this report as prescribed in the Manual of
the Medical Department, U: S. N., part 3,
chapter 5, paragraph 12:
Annual Sanitary Report, U. S. N.
A. Basic Data.
1. Ship: Type, size, etc.
2. Berthing: Decks used, men per deck,
cubic footage per man, etc.
3. Heating, ventilating, and air condi•
tioning.
4. Toilet and bathing facilities.
5. Prison cells.

6. Barber shop.
7. Lighting.
B. Other Data on Ship and Its Personnel.
1. Movements of ship during period of
report.
2. Average strength of ship's complement, officers and enlisted men.
C. Immunization Data.
1. Statistics on all immunizations done.
2. Epidemiological situations encountered.
D. Data on Food and Water.
1. Drinking water.
2. Food storage, galleys, and messing
facilities.
3. Rations.
E. Medical Department Facilities and Personnel.
1. Physical plant.
2. Supplies.
3: Hospital Corps: Adequacy, proficiency, etc.
4. Battle stations: Plans for care of
wounded, etc.
F. Clothing.
G. Miscellaneous.
1. Mechanical hazards.
2. Industrial health exposures.
3. Disabling injuries.
H. Recommendations.
I. Historical Data.
h. Each ship and shore based unit was
directed to take all action possible for protection of personnel in general accordance
with the section on protection of personnel
in "Instructions for Cold Weather Operations of Naval Aircraft," pages 43,44, and 45,
Technical Note No. 84-45, AER- E- 4SJED, F24-5 (1), as follows:
(1) General. Personnel undertaking cold weather
flight operations should exercise great care in preparing themselves for flight, ground activities, or
work in exposed positions ashme or aboard ship.
Failure to do this can result in great physical discomfort or serious injury. Upon arrival at a base or
reporting aboard a ship from which you will operate,
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one of the first calls should be upon the supply officer
to obtain the proper clothing and equipment.
Aircraft carriers should have the proper equipment
readily available for issue to flight deck or to other
exposed personnel.
In extemely low temperatures it is impracticable
to carry sufficient equipment in carrier aircraft,
either in life rafts or the emergency parachute packs,
to sustain life indefinitely in case of a forced landing
at sea. This emphasizes the need for constant diligence on the part of all personnel concerned to avoid
water landings if possible. Rescue of personnel in
the water must be effected within a few minutes
under the worst conditions and in any event within
a few hours to prevent serious injury from exposure.
The following general precautions apply to all
personnel, ashore or aboard ship, during very cold
weather.
'
(a) Perspiration is dangerous in sub-zero temperatures. If the feet or other parts of the body perspire
make certain that the clothing and the body are dry
before exposure to severe cold. lee will form in
damp clothing and damp portions of the body will
freeze quickly.
(&) Suitable and adequate clothing must be worn
at all times. Clean dry woolens should be worn
next to the body. Shoes should be loose fitting and
allow for one or two pairs of wool socks. Gloves, and
if necessary, a face mask, and goggles should be worn
in extremely cold temperatures. A parka; or a
helmet with protection for the head and ears is essential for working or watch standing. Above all,
avoid tight fitting clothes which impair the circulation
and wet clothes which may freeze.
(e) In temperatures as low as _32° C. (_25° F.)
there is danger of freezing the lungs from overexertion
followed by deep breathing. If you inadvertently
overexert and start breathing heavily put your head
down and breathe warm air from inside your clothing
until the deep breathing stops.
(d) Light shelters or heated nose hangars should be
used around aircraft ashore for maintenance crews to
work efficientlv.
Most maintenance work aboard
•
carriers must be done on the hangar deck.
(e) Do not touch any metal parts of the airplane or
any exposed metal without gloves. The moisture on
the hands may freeze to the metal surface and result
in painful tearing of the flesh. Metal tools may be
insulated by wrapping the handles with tapc or light
line.
(j) Gasoline spilled on the hands or clothing in subzero weather will freeze flesh a few seconds after
contact. This should be watched particularly when
making the check for water in the gasoline.
(g) In flights over land, where the combat loading
permits, emergency equipment for each crew member
should be carried as follows:
Sleeping bag.
Emergency rations, matches, and candles.
Emergency clothing, such as parka, foot gear, woolen
underwear, and socks.
Emergency kit with gun, ammunition, fishing gear,
fire building materials, ax, etc.
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(h) In the event of forced landing do not bailout
unless it is absolutely necessary; and7. On Land. Remain in the vicinity of the airplane
to conserve energy, to avoid exertion, and to simplify
rescue. Do not travel unless you have adequate
equipment, Arctic experience, and then only when
you are positive of your position and know that shelter
. and assistance are near, or you know that searchers
probably cannot reach you. If you bailout, keep
your eye on the airplane and try to get back to it.
Save your parachute.
2. At i,ea. After exposure to sub-zero water death
is "just around the corner." The quick donning exposure suit described in Technical Note 7-45 or the
constant wear exposure suit will help greatly to sustain
life until rescue can be effected. Every possible effort
should be made hy all hands to prevent forced landings at sea in cold weather. In any event, if temperatures are not too low you may survive for several
days, even without food, if you relax, get plenty of
sleep, avoid exhaustion, avoid panic, and conserve
your energy.
(i) Exposure to low temperatures, especially in a
strong- wind, carries risk of frostbite, the parts most
susceptible to this being the cheeks, nose, ears, chin,
forehead, wrists, hands, or feet. Frostbitten skin
becomes whitish and stiff and the parts feel numb
rather than painfuL Personnel working in exposed
positions should frequently return to a warm area or
shelter to prevent frostbite.
(,il Snow-blindness caused by glare of the snow is a
common Arctic affliction and may occur not only on
bright days but on days of fog or overcast. Colored
goggles or slln glasses are as important for protection
of the eyes in cold weather as in the tropics, particularly if assigned to a shore station.
(k) If the nature of work about an airplane precludes the use of heavy gloves, light ones should be
worn if at all possible. This is necessary to prevent
freezing to metals, to prevent frostbite, and to prevent
cuts or nicks to the skin or flesh going unnoticed
because of nllmb hands.
(l) Frequent rest periods in heated enclosures with
hot coffee and sandwiches are necessary for the
greatest efficiency of personnel working in exposed
• •
pOSItIOns.
(2) Clothing and Equipment. (a) Flight Gear. Flight
gear should be light and flexible in addition to providing sufficient warmth to enable the combat flight
crews efficiently to accomplish their missions in cold
weather. The clothes must also be designed to
facilitate cooling when overheated. In case of
extreme overheating the clothing may be opened
down to the underclothing to eliminate moisture.
The correct body temperature can best be maintained by means of the electrically heated flying suits
being provided. These are recommended for use in
preference to the shearling. The two types are
described below:
1. Unheated. Consists of sheading jacket and
trousers, sheading boots, shearling helmet, and
lambskin-lined gloves. This outfit will protect the
wearer indefinitely at -120 C. (10° F.), for prolonged

periods up to the duration of any flight at -18° C.
(0° F.), fo!· 6 hours at -23° C. (_10° F.), and for 3
hours at -29° C. (-20° F.). This outfit is heavy
and bulky and cannot be worn in the cockpit of some
airplanes because of space restrictions.
2. Heated. Consists of a one-piece suit, boots, and
gloves wired to take current from 24-volt airplane
circuit. Electric heat is not supplied to the helmet
and standard winter sheading helmets are worn.
This outfit will protect the wearer down to -29° C.
(-20° F.) and at lower temperatures for shorter
periods. Newer suits will include increased insulation
and will protect at even lower temperatures. Provision is made for attaching electrically heated oxygen
and face masks and heated goggles. This type
clothing is much lighter in weight than shearling.
All items of flight gear together with recommended
allowances are listed in appendix 4.
(b) Clothing and Equipment for Ground Personnel. All
items of cold weather clothing available from naval
sources are listed in appendix 4, to,g ether with recommended allowances for aircraft carriers, air groups,
and shore based aviation personnel. Additional details, including allowances for other types of vess.els
and instructions for requisitioning these items are meluded in CNO letter OP-50-A, Serial 22950-A of
21 December 1944, and in article 1149-0 BuSandA
m emo.
.
The detailed descriptions and uses of these articles
are beyond the scope of this Technical Note.
Where Army supply sources are accessible articles
of cold weather clothing and equipment are often
available for emergency issue to naval activities.
(3) Personal Care and Health. Most of the precautions necessary to prevent injury and to maintain
personal health and comfort during cold weather
operations have been covered in previous parts of
this manual. It will suffice to add here that health,
comfort, and morale can be maintained at a normal
high level provided all hands are forewarned as to
the hazards and difficulties peculiar to low temperatures and take the necessary precautions to prevent
•
their occurrence. It is only necessary to remam
constantly alert, take the necessary precautions, and
wear at all times adequate and proper clothes for the
type of weather or conditions encountered.
I t is beyond the scope of this note to cover all possible contingencies or emergencies which may occur
during cold weather operations. Other publications
which cover personal problems in more detail are,(a) In structions for Arctic Operations, Army T. O.
No. 00-60B-l, dated 1 November 1944, or subsequent
revisions thereto.
j ~ * , ;
(b) Arctic Sense, NAVAER 00- 80- Q - 13, issued by
the Aviation Training Division, Office of CNO.
(c) Aleutian Sense, issued also by the Aviation
Training Division, Office of eNO.
The above contain certain valuable information
and should be read by all hands who expect to engage
in any part of aircraft cold weather operations.
These pamphlets have been previously distributed to
the fleet and additional copies are being made available to ComAirPac.
I

' .

_

• .

i. A standard therapy of cold exposure
cases was prescribed. The methods to be
used were those set forth in the Air Sea
Rescue Bulletin for April 1946, an extract of
which follows:
Rapid rewarming of chilled survivors has long been
considered dangerous. It now is believed, however,
that in view of the results of the experience incident to
'''orld W·ar II and the comments on them by outstanding American authorities, the treatment of
survivors after exposure to low temperatures maybe
formulated as follows:
If unconscious, but breathing (this situation is likely
to occur if rectal temperature is below 80.6° F.) the
individual rescued from cold water should be immedi0
ately undressed and placed in a bath from 115 to
120° F. for 10 minutes, than dried with a towel and
placed in warm blankets. If ~e temperature. does
not rise at a rate of at least 2 F. every 10 mmutes
thereafter, immersion in warm water should be
repeated until the rectal temperature reaches 93 ° F.
There is considerable rise in temperature after remov al
from the warm water, and there is no advantage to
be gained from rapid heating once this safe level has
been regained. If a warm bath is not available, warm
water should be poured into the slee\·es, trouser legs
and over the clothing and body, or the survivor
should be carefully held under a warm shower. In
arty event, no time should be lost in applying treatmen t after rescue.
If conscious, the survivor should be immersed in water
from 105° to 110° F. for 10 minutes, after which time
treatment may be carried out as for the unconscious
person. Water heated to 115° F. is painful to a conscious patient and may cause some scalding in chilled
persons with rectal temperatures above 91 ° or 92 0 F.
It appears likely that survivors who are COnsCIOuS
when rescued from cold water will often survive without the aid of the warm bath if they are merely dried
and placed in light cradles or electric heating bags .
Survivors exposed to moderately cold tempcratures
for long periods should be rewarmed much more
slowly, preferably by the use of heated blankets,
electric heating bags, or light cradles.
Survivors exposed to dangerously low temperatures
for long periods should be rapidly rewarmed, preferably by a warm bath, until the rectal temperature
begins to rise. More gradual rewarming is indicated
as soon as the immediate danger from extremely low
temperature h as passed.

__

Massaging is to be avoided under all circumstances. Drugs,
such as strophanthin, digitalis, metrazol, lobeline, coramine,
and alcohol are oj no l'a/ue. In fact the results of experiences
considered reliable show them 10 be harmful.
Administration of 100 percent oxygen at atmospheric pressure should be advantageous by supplying
dissolved oxygen not dependent upon hemoglobin
dissociation,
. . . the temperature should be taken immediately
after rescue while the warm bath is being prepared.

•
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It is also urgently recommended that the temperature of the sea water at the site of rescue shall be
determ~ed and recorded in the survivor report.
To thiS therapy the Staff Medical Officer added
" .C
·
.
onsclOUS
survivors
shall be given warm, nourishing'
drinks. Plasma will be given if survivors are unable
to obtain adequate fluid by mouth ."

j. A member of the medical department
was required to be in attendance during
flight operations in case of emergencies.
First aid equipment to be carried on the boat
acting as plane guard was prescribed.

4. Evacuation Policies.
. a. During the voyage the various ships'
surgeons were authorized to retain and treat
any type of case or to evacuate major
diagnostic or surgical problems to the flagship
at their discretion.
b. While operating in the Bay• of Whales
area all patients of the ice party requiring
bed rest or surgical treatment were to be
evacuated to the ships in the bay.
c. While no ships were in the bay, shorebased facilities were to be used entirely,
there being no· possibility of evacuating to
any ship by air.

5. Safety.
On 15 January 1947, Staff Memorandum
No. 2- 47,"subject, "Safety Precautions, Rules
in Observing When on Ice," Was published
for the information and guidance of all hands.
It contained many points having medical
implications, as follows:
There are many rules and safety precautions which must be observed and followed
by all personnel of Task Force Sixty-Eight
while on the ice in the Antarctic regions.
a. Travel. Remain in the immediate vicinity of the ship or camp unless in company
with other members of the party, and be
equipped with safety line and sufficient wearing apparel. Always walk in single file, lead
man to test surface. Stay on the marked
trail or known area unless proper sounding
and tests are made to determine the condi174

tion of the surface. Do not take the risk of
falling into an unmarked crevasse. Stay
away from the edges of the shelf and bay
ice; if you slip or the edge breaks off and you
fall into the water you will probably die
before help can reach you. If a sudden
blizzard catches you out of sight of the camp
do not wander aimlessly about; stay where
you are and dig in for shelter. You will be
safer and more easily found. Molesting or
chasing seals or penguins will not be tolerated. An inexperienced person would get a
bad bite. If it is necessary to kill seals for
dog food or collect specimens of any kind it
will be done by authorized personnel. Do
not eat snow. If necessary snow may be
eaten only after melting it in the hand.
b. General. Keep a watch for frostbitten
skin on othel' men in the group; skin when
frozen is milk white. Do not rub snow on
the frostbitten part, instead place a warm
hand over the frozen area or put the frostbitten hand or foot against the warm skin of
yourself or another to thaw it out. Use chapstick or face grease on the lips. Chapped
lips and cold sores are painful. Carry chapsticks in your pocket. Drifting snow will
soon cover any article of equipment, clothing,
or tools left on the surface of the ice unmarked. Mark the location with trail markers or other suitable upright stakes. Never
remove any marker other than your own; it
is placed there for some definite purpose.
Skis and poles should not be left lying down
when removed from the feet. Stick the skis
into the snow in an upright position, pass
the hand loops of the pole over the points
of the skis, and stand them upright alongside. Don't set up a cache or place any object in such a position that the drift formed
by such an object will cover other articles of
equipment. When cooking in a tent be sure
you have plenty of ventilation for escapage
of fumes given off from cooking stoves. Remove snow from clothing with a whisk
•

broom or other suitable brush before entering
boat equipment each time relieved or boat
tent or other warm shelter; otherwise snow
is hauled out. Before leaving the boat top
will melt and garments will become wet.
off fuel tanks and have boat ready for
Try to remain active when outside shelter,
instant use. Have all fire equipment in
readiness. Use standing Navy fire reguladon't stand around idle. A large area of
tions for ship's boats. Keep bilges clean
snow upwind from the snow melter will be
staked off and all personnel not engaged in
and check bilge pumps frequently.
obtaining snow to melt will stay clear of this
d. Mechanized Equipment. If preheating of
area at all times, as drinking water will be
engines is necessary, be careful not to play
obtained from this area of snow. Heads will
the flame of heating torches direct onto
cast iron parts in concentrated areas.
be provided in the camp area and must be
used except that urination is allowed just off
This is particularly true of cast iron crankcases which may be easily cracked from
the beaten tracks and trails. Carry a supply
of toilet paper in your pocket at all times in
concentrated heat application. Keep the
case an emergency arises!
fuel tanks as nearly full as possible at all
times by refueling frequently in order to
c. Boating. Use caution when approaching
ice of any type. Coxswain and engineer
cut down condensation in the tanks. Ice
shall not leave tiller or engine unattended.
in the fuel lines is a great hazard. Disassembly of the lines must be accomplished
When approaching the ice, be alert and in
with the bare hands, and fuel spilled on
full control of the boat. The ice gives no
warning when breaking away. Crews must
the bare flesh is conducive to extremely
severe frostbite. Barrels of fuel must never
be in readiness to make rapid change of
movement. Do not jump or leave the
be pumped completely dry. To do so
increases the chances of picking up water
boat until satisfied with conditions of the
ice approached. When making a landing
caused by condensation, which will lie on
and the ice is higher than the boat, proceed
the bottom. It may be necessary to modify
the fueling pumps in order that 2 or 3
with caution, slow speed head on. Keep
gallons will remain in the bottom. It is
engine slow ahead while nosed into ice.
very important, and a "must", that all fuel
Rig ladder, while making approach, using
be filtered if at all practicable. Before
bow and stern hook to hold ladder in place.
Get personnel and equipment on or off the
opening a barrel of fuel, make certain that
the snow is kept absolutely clear of the
ice as rapidly as possible and back away.
When running close to ice, have bow
openings. In the case of the Cargo Carrier
M29C (Weasel) caution must be exercised
hook watch for partially submerged ice
chunks or ice foot. Ice foot is usually
in starting the machine in motion too
found protruding from larger pieces of
quickly after it has sat for a long period.
The track bands of these machines are
ice and submerged. Ice foot is solid, sharp,
particularly vulnerable since they are of
and can easily tear a hole in a boat. Engines
a steel-cable-rubberized-fabric construction.
will run colder in the Antarctic; watch
circulation; use a5 little water as possible . It may be necessary to roll the machine
by cutting down suction. Drain engine block
forward and back a few times to loosen up the
immediately whenever boat is hauled out.
stiff track bands. This vehicle may prove
Do not allow water to remain in engine
to be one of our most valuable, therefore,
circulation system.
Bypass glass-covered
great care must be exercised in its proper
operation.
strainers if possible. Check fuel, oil, and
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e. Emergency Szgnal. The continuous blowing of repeated blasts on the ship's whistle will
be a signal that it is necessary for the ship
to leave the edge of the barrier. All hands
will take necessary precautions.

6. Projects.
In the early stages of planning the following
projects were recommended by the Bureau
of Medicine and Surgery for special study
during the operation.
a. To determine the practicability of garments for relatively inactive ships' crew
members on exposed stations.
b. To test the protective value and practicability of cold weather gear of various number of layers and insulating material.
c. To determine the most practical and
satisfactory diet for such type of operation
and exploration of natural food sources.

d. To determine effect of direct and reflected sunlight and of wind on skin and eyes and
evaluate methods of protection.
e. To compare warm and relatively cool
barrack temperatures in regard to the incidence of respiratory infections in men working at cold outside temperatures.
J. To determine the degree of acclimatization that takes place in personnel on an
expedition of this duration and nature.
g. To determine changes occurring in
gingival and pulp tissue as a result of such
type operation, together with a survey of
the possibility of treatment of oral wounds,
particularly of the battle variety in sub-zero
temperatures.
,
Due to the shortness of time to be spent at
Little America it was subsequently decided
to delete those projects from the program.

SECTION II. Technical Observations

•

1. Medical Support of Ice Party.
a. Base Camp Dispensary. (1) The medical
facilities within the base camp area were
planned on the assumption that the ships of
the central group would be tied up in the bay
and the medical facilities of the ships would
be available. However, it was realized that
the ships might have to leave the ice at any
time for short periods so that it would be
necessary that the base camp dispensary be
prepared to take care of any emergency.
This actually did occur several times during
the early stages of the ice operation when due
to ice and wind conditions in the Bay of
Whales it became necessary for the ships to
leave the bay and lay to in the Ross Sea.
These periods, the longest of which was
approximately 48 hours, left the base camp
without the facilities of the ships' sick bays.
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Two weeks after setting up the base camp
the ships departed from the Bay of Whales,
leaving the camp without ship support for
approximately 3 weeks, at the end of which
time the U. S. S. Burton Island returned and
evacuated the camp. The camp was approximately 1 mile from the ships.
(2) The dispensary was set up in a pyramidal tent with plywood floor and tent
stove in the vicinity of the air operations hut.
(Figs. 168 and 169.) One Navy medical
officer and one corpsman were assigned to
operate the dispensary and lived in the
dispensary tent. Before the dispensary could
operate with any degree of efficiency it was
essential that the tent be improved as
described in paragraph 1 of section III.
When these improvements were made it was
possible to operate the dispensary with a

dCII1('C al cflicitncy and with
mcxknlC Mml'orl 10 the pi'litnL No ~
'~"'Tf'( made fur r:ari,"« lOr Ixd pi'1j(nl$.
Sid: all was hdd rqularly each 'IlIO, ill",
and ntlCigc:'ICw-. "'tte It'Cn III any limo:
dunllfl the- iby. In .xiiliorl to the di.,tpt....
ary I medical COl jMILIln _ nahooocd II
lhe fool; altho:: barrier in the tnrllpOitlltic;on
tmt dun"!! unJo-du18 upcoallOfW.,. lbis ....
Iocaud appn:oomAldy h.alr.... y belween the
&Np' and the CAmp and ~ tho: omiti' ol
KlivlIy dwi"8 Ihi.l .,n..e ol the ¥,.!tM.
l it: w;u ~uiptX'd ..;th II mcdtclll kit and "111
~Iie\'fd CU,) .. 1'MR.i,... Puto,lncI rQr this
duty were dra ..'ll fo .... Illto ships' coonplerom!, .nee the: camp diJpo:nu.ry did nol
ha,..: IUlficit:nt pt:rtOimd rQr Ihill purpolIe.
Additional medical cquipmo:nl. indudong
lilll"1'J, splinD, blankt:tJ, Ind II lire rafl
mcdicallm, WCIT kcpt al Ihr n1o(W, II:!nl al aU
Unlet. Eac:h "chick Optrllli"8 on the: ice
WIIS equipped ...ilh a lifc raft medien! kil,
which i.I "cry simihtr 10 the Ann)' ~hu:k
fint aid kit, ~maJl .
(l) '!be equipmo:nl prm'ided ror Ih" a.mp
diJpC:mary wall divid«! Into 11'1"0 main Cltcgorn.,. The lint'" dlCM' ineluded Iht equipl'eUlnl.bie

ment that was noquiO'd 10 opcntlC In ordinary camp di5pC'w'I")' and wu vtty Jimilar
to Ihal found in an inramry battalil)n aid
ltalion, The: M:OOnd included equipmenl to
carry 01.11 definitc I~atmcnl of I ITilljor
lU'1icai and medical natul'C had ;1 bc<-n
tcquirm. 'Ibis 11I1I1'!" group included X - R.. y
equipment, surgical imlrumenl leU, ,,('rilil,
. (lCCu ••
- ~.... nec"'?'.
C'B, elC. N 0 COiUgcllC,1':I
lall"8 !he lUi' al this bllcr cquipmo:nI bul
il ..ou kept sterilized and !Tady ror UIC at all
lima, h was not int=dcd WI! thil type al
~nncm ..."OUId br. carried OUI on the ia: as
IOI'I!! as thc ship!! "'~ lI''IIilabic. 1lJc rollO'o'illl! is the cquipmt:nl liI'l allhe ba.- camp
di5p:i_ry:
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6-1t5-300
, ...... -'1,5

9-101-915
9-11 ....."5
9-19t-7~

9-19)- IU

o. ' ,

..,

o

,
""",,
,
,
,
'"

Navy sloek
number

9-194-650
9-199-650
9-217-125
9-527-125
9-590-225
9-113-825
9-190-550
9-195-175
9-305-125
9-522-675
9-552-575
9-576-375

Oeseri plion

Drug set C, Field Med. Unit No.
2 8. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
First aid kit, combat, pack type. .
First aid kit, life raft, camoL . . . .
Splint, plaster fixation chest. . . .
Surgical line and supply kit. . . .
Boo k set. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Desk, field. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Embalming kit. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Medical outfit, aid, station and
dispensary A, Field Med. Unit
No.5A..................
Sick call kit, Field Med. Unit
No.11 ...................
Sterilization and lighting outfit. .
Surgical instrument kit, general
surgery, Field Med. Unit No.

Quanlily

1
1
50
1
1
1
1
1

1
1
1

36. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

1

7-098-150 ,Operating table, folding. . . . . . .
1-606-810 Penicillin sodium, 200,000 units,
10inabox.......
1-582-010 Albumin, serum (250 cc.). . . . . .
1-607-104 Plasma, normal human (500 cc.).
1-609-840 Streptomycin (1 gram bottle). . . .
1-165-000 Dextrose 5 percent, isotonic solution sodium chloride (1 ,OOO-cc
bottle). . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
1-494-000 Whiskey (1 quart).. ..........
1-106-712 Brandy, 2-oz. bottle......... .
Chapsticks, camphorated. . . . . .

1
60
12
12
500
12
3
60
500

b. Special Problems. (1) X-Ray Equipment
and Supplies. The X-ray equipment set-up
was the Army portable field X-ray unit.
Unfortunately a mixture of parts was shipped
that did not fit and the generator was not
provided. However, generators were available and it was felt that the apparatus could
be made to work had it become necessary.
Since the X-ray equipment aboard the ships
was available whenever required, the camp
equipment was never tried out.
(2) Major Surgery. All major surgery was
performed aboard the ships where the conditions were no different from those of the
average operating room in the States. During the time the ships were not tied up in the
bay no surgery was required. However, the
base dispensary had the equipment available
and could have performed major surgery
had it become necessary. Temperatures in
the dispensary tent were such that it was not
believed any major difficulties would have
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been encountered had major surgical procedures been required.
. (3) Effect of Cold on Medical Supplies. (a)
Medical supplies kept within the dispensary
tent were not greatly affected by the cold.
At the temperatures encountered and with
the heating facilities available the temperature within the tent was generally maintained above freezing. However, close to
the floor or when the stove was turned down
at night the temperatures inside the tent did
drop down to considerably below the freezing
point. Supplies kept out-of-doors were generally exposed to below freezing temperatures.
(b) The water packaged with plasma sets
remained frozen when stored out-of-doors
and sometimes froze at night when kept in
the dispensary. No breakage, however, occurred. Globulin froze solid but reconstituted on heating without any noticeable
change.
(c) Ointments and other substances packaged in metal tube acted in a number of different ways. Boric acid ointment was prac- .
tically useless because it was almost impossible to get it out of the tube. Morphine
syrettes were not affected to any great extent.
YeHow oxide of mercury also remained
usable. A tube of ointment (not identified),
taken from the medical supplies at Little
America III, which had been frozen for 7
years did not reconsti1'tlte upon warming.
Green soap also froze but did not seem to be
adversely affected.
(d) Tinctures and other liquid medical
supplies did not freeze in the dispensary tent.
(e) An ampule of triple distilled water was
placed outside the dispensary tent and observed during the operation. It did not
freeze at _120 F.
(f) There were no medical department
electrical generators in operation on the ice,
but a number of similar units were used.
No particular problems were encountered
•

•

a{rer ordinlll')' winterizing proc:o:iUrcI were
carritd out..
t. Er/Illll1fuJff of CJSUJJflif,s. , \ Weasel W1l~
assigned to the Mrdkal Department during
ffiQll of the period on the i«:. (Fig. 170.)
This vehide Wll5 equipped with a 1-\W1 sled
and Wll$ al!o rnnilU an ambulance. It WM
URd ;u a c;r;uh vehicle and stood by at
all aircraft landings and rake-offs. It was
! ~uipped with a radio and ronlaincd ,;plinlS.
litten, blankeD. plasma, and other nw:dica[
auppli(:l.. Two litu.rs could Ix riggcd ''ffY
quickly and easilr on Ihi5 ,-chide, hut at no
lime during the opel'lltion of Ihe: ~ camp
"~

ttm ntxC'3ry.

,'dtid,

OpntJ/11ItU AttlI'y From IIit. &1<'
Cam/>. (&e eh. 4.) Only one trail trip was
mad,. in the ~llIral GnI\'P during this operation. This was made by $C\-cn Anny, Na,1',
and ~1arine penC!nocl in IWO L VP.. One
member of the. crew was a mc:dicaJ oH'lCCI".
No accident!, injuries. 01" illnl'SSl'S occurrrd
during W 250-mile trip. Sufficient mo:dical
supplia WC~ taken 10 handle ordinary ("2, ..... .
No major surgical rquipmeDt 'was cal . icd.
A W,.U rquippcd kit wM carried in !he
traclor but .Iv: Jarger rquipmc:nt, including
blankets, splint-', linen, plasma, ,.tc_, Wll'l
carried on one of the sleds.
~.
GJ DMJ. One accidental death
occurTCd in the <b1tral Group and the. bodr
was prepared (or return to !he: United Sta tC';S.
The Navy Medical Department elllbaimed
the corpse and the body was pln«rl in a
red"er aboard one or the cargo shipt. The
equipment WI!d wll5 a regular Na,'Y ~lcdicaJ
Dep artment embalming kit which included
C5S('.Dliai apparatus and lluiW. The pr0cedure ...-as carried out by a chid phannacisrl mate.

J.

eme

aS$igned to the U. S. S. Mounl Olympus and
the other to the task. force Itafl'. The oLber
two ""1:'" illISigncd to the U, S. S. PiM l.dand
and the U. S. S. Currilut;/;, theseaplarn: tenders
with the r:;ru;tem Group and the Wutero
Group, rt$pa:tivdy. The $taff dent.:i.l offK:er
made the trip from the S t lltel 10 the Bay of
WhaJes aboard the U. S. C. G. C. Nlmh",..ind. This mea.n t that then: were IWO m;IH,
a ddtn:ryer, and a tanker, with each or the
wing group! Ihat did not ha'-c II dcnllli
officer aboard. I n the: CenU"l!.1 Group there
Wen' two cargo $hips, an i«: breaker, and II
rubmariPC' lilal did not ha\'e a dental oRicer.
However, eacl1 group worktd lU a. unit .,
tha t dental service: was a.vailable at aU timcL
b. ,\ board the ships demal JerVicc, was
carried Out under condi tions similar to thme
ptlXIl l in any Anny camp in the Stales.

There ,,=e no special ptoblcm.!..
~. After erection or tlv: lent tamp on the
ice tht- staff dental oIflCtt SCt up a dental
dime in a lent adjoining the bate dispensary
(Fig. 171.) He had 00l'! denial corpsman to
>mist him. The original plan Wll'l thai a
standard Na' ,), r>eld denIal urut would be
~I up al the base: camp and routine denIal
trratml'n. ~ed 01.11- It "-as fel! Ihat Ihis

I'"

2. Dental Service.
There wen: four Na''Y Dental Corps
officers with Inc: task foret':. T wo of these
"'tte with the Central Group, 00l'! being
fl.

fl,_ no.

Vehklo _ I""" 10 dlope-v ohowr..,
'" ..."'. oli., d.d _d .... "c~" Ii., .......

--.

n'

would bring to the surface the probll:m!l of
dental !lCrvke that migh t be "J1COuntCTtd
under circumsta nCe! sinltlar to those prevailing in this IIrell. Howe\'er, upon Ilaning
to IItI up the dentlll .::Iinic it was found that
the cqulpm~nt required !tlld either not bec.n
II!tlt

or that it hnd

iwtl

dlsplnetd. The only

or

eqllipmenl availaWe to lhis oOX:cr was
lin
emergency type simila r 10 that fou nd in the
Anny " Kit, Dental OfflCCr.'· He pc:rI'ormcd
emergency dentltl lr(a lnll:n t with this equipmen t and ell(OUnlered no problCI11lI t hai
could not be adcquat.::ly handled. During
Ihi~ period the U. S. S. "'hlml OlJm/Hd was
tied up in the bay a bout 2 mila awar.
When the U. S. S. MOl/III Ol]mpwand the IWO
cargo ships dc:parll'd from the Bay 0( Whall'S,
lellving the ice party ~hore, the:.taff iknlal
oOicer moved back aboard, lea'liog !he I)3!C
camp without a dc::nlal ooT]l!l officer r.". lip-

proJ!im:ucly 3 wtekf.
d. Prior 10 hi. departure aboard the U . S .
S. MOWlI OlpnpllI the denta l officer e.xamincd
all the personnel ;usigncd 10 the wimer party
which was 10 remain on the i~ O\'er the
winter in ca$e iI became I'W!<:' P'r)'. Complete mouth X.ra)'~ "'ere done and all indicaled treatment! wen: completai.
t . T hc time 'pent on the ioe WlIiI nol long

and the temperatura were. not extrancly
(low - n e F. minimum with temper-nura
below ttrO only a rew da)'!!). During this
time thcu \\l:f'e a few complaint! 0( eoId .ur
causing p.ain ~n ecrtain I'CIItO~ leeth, which
Will considc:mi II) be due to lack 0( an inJulaling mIIlbial btneath lhe lfM.!garn.
O ther than thb there '"''ere no conciitiom Uta!
could be coruidel'Cd Il5 due 10 the area of
o
tempt.ratun:c.

3. Snow.blindn_.
... Sno... ·blinci~ did not OCC\Ir during
this operat ion. Con."equently, the pn:x. ibed
fonn for medical data on these CaM:S WlU not
used. ')be ablcru:c of snow-blindness c;an
be auributcd to a oombin.;otion 0( the follow_

ing futont:
(1) Frequent bridingJ and waminss, both
\'CI'bal and wri ll,(n, made all hands thoroughly aware of the scriouSJ1CSS of this problcm.
CoouequentJ y, ~nglass discipline ... as good.
(2) Thil was enhanc«l COIWderably by
the habit ractor. After the: first wttk or 50
... hen urelemnesa might hove bee-n aprc ted
10 incn:.uc, pcl"$()nnel at thc bate camp had
bcc:Dme attustomcd to wearing dark gla....,
8fid to go OUI ,",ithaul them ...as 1Il1pleas.~nt.
Thus, by the time the camp ""lIiI evacuated
it is belic\'ed Ih.llt dark glass di ~ipl ine wu
mainlained more as a mailer of h.~bit and
0( seeking comfort from glare. than through
fear 0( mow-h1indness.
(3) ..... round the base camp there wcre.
plenty 0( dark objecb such Ill! tcnlll, !upply
dumps, and \'ehida 10 provide cOl1!iderable
"eye relief." 111is factor is bc:Jicvcd 10 be
of.arne. importance and may apla in in l~
part
the diA'erco.cc in vitwpoint bCl\~een
_ 0
0
thole who ha\'e only Ji\'Cd in high latitudes
those who have spent much time Qn
tAt trail in the same: latitudes.
(4) T here were compara li"e.l), few rea l
u$llOw_blind" days during the timc the
~amp on the icc Ihclfwa.soceupied. Shacldc-

and

,..

I

ton (Heart qf the Antarctic) describes these
days well: "When the light is diffused by
cloud or mist, it casts no shadows on the
dead white surface, which consequently
appears to the eye to be uniformly level.
Small depressions would escape the eye
altogether, and when we thought we were
marching along on a level surface, we would
suddenly step down 2 or 3 feet. The strain
on, the eyes under these conditions is very
great, and it is when the sun is covered and
the weather is thickish
that
snow-blindness
•
is produced." Prestrud, of the Amundsen
Expedition, described them as follows: "To
our eyes the land and sky all ran together
in a white chaos, in which all lines of demarcation were obliterated . . . for the first
time during the trip I had a touch of snowblindness."
b. Dark Glasses. (1) Sun glasses worn for
the most part transmitted no more than 15
percent of the visual spectrum and thus were
adequate for use around the base camp.
Glasses used most were: Navy N-l goggles
with polarizing, plastic lens inserts; Navy
plastic sun glasses and Army M1944 sun
glasses (identical items).
(2) Many personnel wore goggles with the
elastic band attached through loops provided
for this purpose on the Navy foul weather
cap. Others attached ordinary glasses to
the caps by means of elastic bands fastened
between the ends of the ear hooks of the
glasses and running around the back of the
head in the manner of goggles. In this way
when headgear was put on, dark glasses
automatically went with it and were not
forgotten.
(3) Goggles showed the usual tendency to
fog up. The plastic glasses became scratched.
Directions for cleaning them came in the
cases, but under local conditions it is doubtful
that they were cleaned in the prescribed
manner very often. There were the usual
reactions of a few whom one type or another
did not fit. It is thought that the plastic

glasses showed a greater tendency to break
at the junction of the temples and the lens
border than is acceptable in an item designed
for field military use. 1';"0 statistical data
are available on this point. Those required
to wear corrective lenses at all times experienced the usual difficulties with clip-on
dark lenses and with wearing dark glasses over
the corrective pair. Personnel in this category
should be provided with sun glasses having
their correction ground into the dark lenses.
c. On the journey southward many informal discussions on the subject of snowblindness took place. It was difficult to
reconcile the past observations of personnel
having considerable experience in high latitude trail operations with the data in reference books available on the subject. Due to
the rarity of retinal damage caused by infrared radiations and the fact that snow absorbs
most of the infrared while reflecting the ultraviolet wavelengths, it was generally conceded
that infrared radiation could be eliminated
as a contributory cause to snow-blindness.
Medical textbooks generally describe it as
an actinic conjunctivitis caused by the effect
of the ultraviolet radiation in the sun's rays.
There is some reason to believe, however,
that visual radiation may contribute to snowblindness. In support of this view a very
severe case of snow-blindness was described
resulting from exposure to the sun when it
was barely over the horizon at the termination of the winter night at Little America.
Yet when
the
sun's
elevation
is
less
than
20
•
degrees above the horizon the earth's atmosphere is supposed to be filtering out .practically all of the ultraviolet wavelengths having
biologic effects. It is also asked why dark
glasses are required when colorless glass
filters most of the ultraviolet. There are
many instances in which sun "glare" was
kept reduced to a comfortable degree by
moderately tinted lenses with severe snowblindness still resulting. In fact the individual on this operation who had spent more
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present throughout this entire operation. On
former American expeditions, the personnel
were few in number and were living more or
less as one group. After living in intimate ·
contact with each other for a certain length
of time, upper respiratory diseases apparently
disappeared entirely and did not reappear
until outside contacts were again made. On
this expedition the situation was entirely
different. The personnel contingent was
much larger, intimate contacts within a group
of this size were impossible, and occasional
contacts between various groups were repeatedly occurring. These factors along
with the shortness of the period over which
operations on the ice took place did not allow
a group immunity to develop.
(2) Final figures on the actual incidence of
upper respiratory diseases in the Central
Group are not available at this time. However, it is known that the incidence of respiratory diseases decreased rapidly after leaving
Panama, reaching a minimum upon arrival
at the Bay of Whales. The rate for personnel
remaining on the ice was definitely lower
than would be expected in the United States
and remained so until arrival at New Zealand
when the rate again rose.
(3) The upper respiratory diseases that did
occur were relatively mild in nature. They
were mostly of the simple coryza type requiring little treatment, with occasional cases of
tonsillitis, nasopharyngitis, etc.
(4) Dryness of the mucus membranes of the
nose and throat of personnel aboard the
U. S. S. Mount Olympus gave rise to considerable discomfort and comment during the
ocean trip. It was generally too mild to
cause the person to request treatment but was
annoying and occasionally resulted in epistaxis, particularly at night. It was considered to be due entirely to the low humidity
aboard ship.
b. Shock. No cases of traumatic shock were
encountered during operations of the Central Group.

time in the Antarctic than any other stated
that he would place full confidence in a pair
of dark glasses only if they transmitted no
more than 10 percent of the visual spectrum.
From the medical point of view the pain
caused by snow-blindness does not fit too
well into the clinical picture of a conjunctivitis. Although May (Diseases oj the Eye)
states that the pain, photophobia, and lacrimation may be greater than in the ordinary
types of conjunctivitis, the pain of snowblindness is repeatedly described by those who
have had it and observed it as being "excruciating" and "unbearable." The following
. quotation from Scott's Voyage !if the Discovery'
illustrates this point: "We were forced to
camp early on account of it (Dr. Wilson's.
snow-blindness) and during the whole afternoon he has been writhing in horrible agony.
It is distressing enough to see, knowing. that
one can do nothing to help. Cocaine has
only a very temporary effect. . . . " The
photophobia also is absolute, that is, it is
impossible with a severe case of snow-blindness to voluntarily open the eyes. It appears
possible that the intensity of visual light may
play a part in causing snow-blindness and
that in this condition the eye may actually be affected not only by conjunctivitis but
at the same time by some other more deepseated disturbance hitherto not well recognized.
d. In summary it should be pointed out
that the dangers of snow-blindness should not
be discounted as a result of experience on
•
this expedition. Troops out on patrol over
similar terrain or air-crewmen making their
way out from a forced landing on an ice cap
would be likely to become casualties unless
their training and eye protection are adequate
for areas where there is nothing visible but
white surface.

4. Other Professional Problems.
a. Respiratory Diseases. (1) Contrary to previous experience, respiratory diseases were
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c. Accidents and Injuries. (1) There were no
serious accidents or injuries that could be
considered peculiar to the area or to the ice
conditions except possibly for the case of a
civilian scientist who fractured both malleoli
of the left ankle in a ski accident. The most
serious accident of the Central Group was
the sudden death of a seaman when he fell
into a sheepsfoot roller, resulting in a
fracture of cervical vertebrae and a depressed
fracture of the skull. He was riding on the
roller and fell against it when the roller
suddenly lurched. Another accident occurred when a hatch cover fell and amputated two fingers of another seaman. A
fourth accident occurred when an officer
attempted to use his finger as a drift pin and
incurred a partial amputation of that finger.
These last three cases could occur anywhere
in the States where unloading or mechanical
operations were taking place.
(2) In contrast to the above paragraph,
the number of minor injuries, many of which
did not require treatment and therefore were
not recorded, was perhaps somewhat larger
than would be expected for a group of
similar size in the States. These consisted
primarily of minor abrasions, contusions of
fingers, and small lacerations due to awkwardness in handling tools or equipment in cold
weather.
(3) This section does not include the
airplane accident of the Eastern Group in
which 3 men were killed and 5 of the 6 men
remaining were injured. Information of this
accident will be found in section IV of this
chapter and in section II of chapter 6.
d. Ps..vchiatric. There were no psychiatric
conditions that could be traced to the influence of the local environment. The usual
run of anxieties due to family difficulties or
personal problems occurred but there were
none that could be considered as peculiar to
the area. The operations on the ice, however, lasted over a period of only 5 weeks and
living conditions in general were good. All

of these living on the ice were busy throughout their entire stay.
e. Sunburn, Chapping, and Frostbite. (1) Sunburn. Sunburn was common during the
first 10 days to 2 weeks on the ice. Forehead
and cheeks were the principal areas affected.
No severe cases were reported, and it is not
felt that sunburn was a very great problem
on this operation. Standard treatment was
used. Prophylaxis by preventive creams
was practiced very little. Further details
are discussed in the report on Quartermaster
clothing and equipment.
(2) Chapping. Chapping from wind and
general exposure was common.
(a) The lips and adjacent areas were
affected very little after the first 2 weeks
ashore. For these areas chap sticks were
used with good effect. Additional comments
on this subject are contained in the section
on Quartermaster clothing and equipment.
(b) Hands were affected throughout the
time spent on the ice. Hangnails developed
commonly. Those who used their bare
hands intermittently while doing work outdoors often complained of numbness, soreness, and interference with tactile sensation
in the finger tips. As far as could be ascertained there was no history of frostbite in
these cases. Chapping of the entire hand
and wrist was not uncommon.
(3) Frostbite. In February when temperatures down to - 23° F were experienced
there were quite a few minor cases of frostbite. Cheeks, nose, and ears were affected
chiefly. One case with the toes of both feet
frozen reported to the dispensary. Treatment was conservative, including bed rest
in quarters for the first few days, and the
patient recovered without adverse effects.
The patient was an airplane mechanic.
Protection for such personnel is discussed
below. Face masks are of great help in the
prevention of frostbite of exposed areas, but
the difficulties to be overcome in regard to
moisture condensing and freezing need con183

tinuing attention. No standard face mask
meeting major objections has been developed
as far as is known.
(4) Others. In addition to the conditions
mentioned above, there occurred the miscellaneous medical problems that might
occur in any environment. These included
appendicitis, a "tumor" of the testicle, a
case of jaundice, etc. These problems were
met and handled just as would have been
done in the States.

S. Medical Service at the Flying Line.
The base medical dispensary was located
in a tent next to flight operations. The base
medical officer was notified by the duty
officer in operations when a take-off or
landing was to be made in order that the
medical officer could stand by with the crash
equipment. The vehicle used was the Carrier, Cargo, M29C, track mounted, amphibious, or "Weasel." To this was attached
the Sled, Snow, I-ton, M-l. The Weasel
was started and warmed up thoroughly by
running 10 or 15 minutes before take-off so
that no difficulty would be experienced in
starting a cold motor. During a temporary
transportation shortage this was used as a
general purpose vehicle by base transportation but was on call to the dispensary onehalf hour before a take-off or landing was to
be made. During this period the medical
equipment and cargo sled with all crash gear
were left at the dispensary. When the
vehicle was called the medical equipment
was loaded and the sled fastened on. This
temporary expedient was not wholly satisfactory due to the uncertainty of take-off
times and landings, unavoidable delays, etc.
The crash and fire fighting equipment carried
included shovels, axes, asbestos suits, and
five large, hand, carbon dioxide fire extinguishers, model 15-A. · The medical
equipment was as follows:
2 Folding pole litters.
1 Robinson type litter.
•

1.84

2
2
4
1
4
2

Units of plasma.
Units of albumin.
Blankets.
Thomas leg splint.
Pounds white petrolatum.
First aid kits, medical officer and corpsman, field (JAN #9- 218-750).
A larger fire fighting unit was originally
planned to be made by using a cold weather
oil heating unit mounted on a sledge and
loaded with foamite. This apparatus was
found to be too heavy to be drawn by the
Weasel. There were no crash landings at
the base.
•
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6. Winter Rescue Party Medical Support.
The winter rescue party was set up and
organized to be activated only if it became
necessary. The operation plan for the expedition called for airplane flights up to the
time it became necessary to evacuate the
base. In case a plane was forced down
toward the end of this period and the personnel could not be returned to the base camp
before it was necessary for the ships to depart
this winter rescue party of 10 officers and 25
enlisted men would be activated and would
remain in the Antarctic during the winter
night to continue rescue operations. It was
not activated.
a. Personnel. With this winter rescue party
there was to be one medical officer and one
corpsman.
b. Facilities and Equipment. This party was
to be housed at the site of Little America III
(1939-41 expedition). Some of the old
buildings were to be used in addition to the
double Quonset hut that was erected especially for this group. Complete equipment and
supplies were placed at the site ready for the
personnel to move in if it became necessary.
The medical equipment was based on that
regularly authorized for a destroyer with the
addition of certain special items. The equipment provided was sufficient for handling
practically any emergency that might arise .
•

Instrument sets, drugs, splints and litters,
medical books, laboratory, pharmacy, and
X-ray equipment, emergency dental equipment, operating room equipment, and other
items necessary to provide a complete medical-service were included. In addition, other
items such as a BMR machine were provided
in order that the medical officer might carry
out certain research problems during the
winter night. For list of medical equipment,
see section VI.
7. Care of Flying Personnel.
a. General. The physical welfare of the
aircrews was under the direct supervision
of the chief of the base camp aviation section, who arrived with the R4D aircraft on
30 January. A flight surgeon (Staff Medical
Officer) was on duty ashore from this time
until the ships left the bay on 6 January.
Thereafter the base medical officer was available as required, it having been previously
decided that a flight surgeon would not be
assigned for duty with the air echelon.
Each crew was made up of pilot, co-pilot,
navigator-pilot, radioman, and photographer. Another crew member specializing in
electronics and radar was originally planned
on, but this position was eliminated by a
change made before the aircraft left the
carner.
b. Physical Examinations. No special physical examinations. for flying were prescribed
for the aircrews either prior to or during the
operation. Most of the personnel making
flights had been on flying status previous to
departure from the United States and their
physical status was considered acceptable just
as for any operation of continuing service in
the zone of interior. However, the aircrews
presumably underwent the same physical
examinations prescribed for other personnel.
c. Quarters, Environment, and Living Conditions. The aircrews were quartered ashore
at the base camp. The details of these
facilities are given below. They were ade•

•
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quate for the season and short duration of
time the camp was occupied. It is believed
that better acclimatization resulted than if
they had been living aboard ship. This
factor could be of some importance in adjusting to conditions in case of a forced
landing far from base. The environment
was not observed to have any adverse effect
on the flying fitness of the crews. For example, the incidence of upper respiratory
infections was lower, if anything, than would
be observed in the northern part of the
United States in winter. In this connection
it should be noted that the climate at Little
America in summer (January and February)
is roughly the same as that usually prevailing
in northern Montana, North Dakota, and
Minnesota during the same months.
d. In-Flight Rations.
Most exploration
flights were of 8 to 12 hours' duration.
Rations for use aloft were not standardized
but on various flights the following were
used: E rations, sandwiches, candy bars, and
coffee in thermos jugs. The R4D aircraft
were equipped with electric "hot cup"
heaters which operated on the plane curr ent.
In addition it was found that the end of the
hot air duct of the plane's heating system
would heat cans of food adequately. This
duct had been modified by terminating it
just behind the radio operator where a curtain separated the forward compartments
from the cargo section. Some of the canned
rations contained beans which resulted in
abdominal distress at the altitudes attained.
Hot food was made aV'a ilable ' in the general
mess for all crews returning from flights at
odd hours.
e. Effects 0/ Changing Barometric Pressure.
There were no cases of aero-otitis or aerosin usi tis reported.
j. Effects 0/ Decreased Barometric Pressure.
The only evidence of decompression sickness
observed was the abdominal pains from
trapped gases reported by some after beans
had been consumed as part of the in-flight
185

rations. There was no indication that evolve
cases caused symptoms on any of the flights
made.
g. Effects oj Temperature. There were no
reported cases of frostbite occurring during
flight. However, the position of the photographer's mates in the aircraft was such that
considerable discomfort and probably some
loss of efficiency resulted. They were placed
in the' cargo sections of the cabin aft of the
auxiliary fuel tanks. This section was not
heated and was closed off from the forward
section by a curtain. Just forward of the
cargo door ports were installed on either side
of the aircraft for the portable aerial cameras.
Each port was rigged with a canvas baffle to
occlude the space between the camera and
the edge of the port. This was difficult to
adjust at low temperatures, hands became
very cold and stiff, and at times considerable
wind blast came through the ports. Electrically heated flying suits were provided for
the photographers but were not entirely
satisfactory .. A better method of preventing
the wind blast should be sought. (See par. 13.)
h. Operational Fatigue. No objective signs
of strain or anxiety were observed and no
symptoms reported. After the first extended
flights the difficulties and dangers involved
in a forced landing in the interior were apparent to all. The likelihood that a rescue
operation in some areas might be delayed
indefinitely due to weather or slow surface
travel, etc., was recognized by most of the
aircrew personnel. The duration of the
operation was comparatively short, however,
and the crews were confident and had good
morale throughout.
i. Noxious Gases. On flight 6A gasoline in
the cabin tanks was spilled on take-off. The
fumes were described as "very strong."
They persisted throughout most of the flight,
which the crew believed was due to the gasoline lying under the floorboards on which
the auxiliary tanks were placed. On the
return from this flight the pilot complained
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of a severe headache and felt "rocky." He
blamed it on the gas fumes. The co-pilot
had a headache. The navigator had been
nauseated at one time during the flight and
felt "dopey" but had no headache. The
radioman had a headache. The photographer first noticed a headache when about
an hour out from the base, and it was not
relieved until he arose the following morning.
He also noticed some nausea during the
flight. In addition he reported having to
check and re-check camera settings to be
sure they were correct, being easily winded
on exertion, and that he was extremely tired
on return. On the next extended flight that
each member of this crew made it was found
that(1) The pilot had almost as bad a headache and thought his glasses were at fault.
(2) The co-pilot "felt fine all the way."
(3) The navigator had symptoms referable
to decreased oxygen tension.
(4) The radioman had no symptoms.
(5) The photographer felt fine except for
bemg tired.
A correct evaluation of the effect the
gasoline fumes had is difficult since some of
the adverse effects noted could be due to the
altitude attained. Headache was commonly
complained of on other flights. The nausea
can probably be connected directly with the
fumes, however. Dizziness was not complained of.
j. Effects oj Decreased Oxygen Tension. (1)
The R4D aircrews were given a thorough
refresher briefing at the Naval Air Station,
Norfolk, Virginia, on the oxygen system to
be used, the use and care of regulators,
oxygen masks, etc. This included explanations of the more common defects and
causes of malfunction which might be encountered. Flights in the altitude chamber
were made, one of which was to 30,000 feet
with oxygen. They were shown mockups
of various parts of oxygen systems, many of

which were defective in operation, and were
required to diagnose the trouble and write
down what, if anything, was indicated to
adjust or repair them. Talks were given on
altitude sickness and decompression sickness.
(2) Subsequently, while en route to the
Antarctic, it was decided to remove the
oxygen systems from the aircraft in order to
decrease the take-off load. JATO was to be
used, but flying the R4D from a carrier deck
had never been attempted and a safety
margin as wide as possible was being sought.
Replacement oxygen equipment was known
to be available at the base camp.
(3) On the first extended exploration
flights symptoms of anoxia were reported by
some of the crew members. A majority of
those who experienced difficulty at the
altitudes attained stated that they believed
they were bothered more in this area than
ever before in temperate and tropical latitudes. Several mentioned instances during
the war when they had been at higher
altitudes without oxygen and with less subjective difficulty than they were having at
13,500 feet over Antarctica. There was a
general impression among the aircrew personnel that altitude flying was in some way
different at high southern latitudes. The
problem was investigated, insofar as possible
with facilities available, by the following
means:
(a) All crew members were interrogated
after each extended flight which exceeded
10,000 feet in altitude and their statements
recorded.
(b) A test flight was made on 21 February
to observe the effects of selected altitudes on
six subjects, principally ground crew men
on flying status. The test required each
subject to copy a printed paragraph in his
own handwritig (about 100 words) and to
work 10 simple problems in arithmetic. It
was given three times, with different material
to copy and different problems each time.

Immediately after take-off the first test was
givcn to serve as a control; then a climb to
10,000 feet was made and that altitude was
maintained for 2 hours. At the end of this
period the second test was given, and immediately thereafter a climb was made to 13,500
feet. After 2 hours at this altitutde the final
test was given followed by return to base.
(c) On the return from Little America an
altitude graph was made for each flight,
plotting indicated (pressure) altitude against
time. Data were obtained from navigators'
log sheets and from photographic records
made by the "gremlin" recorder installed as
part of the trimetrogon camera system.
(4) Altitude graphs for many flights could
not be completed with available data, and
the number of flights involved was small.
Therefore, no statistical analysis of the results
was possible. However, the following general statements can be made:
(a) Fourteen extended flights were made
during which altitudes above 10,000 feet
were attained and held for over 2 hours.
Most of these flights reached altitudes between 12,000 and 14,000 feet and were at
these levels for at least 2 hours. The
highest altitude reached was 14,700 feet.
are indicated altitudes.)
(All readings
c.
(b) The principal subjective symptom reported was shortness of breath, with headache
a close second. Other symptoms, in approximate order of frequency were: Fatigue,
inability to concentrate and calculate, personality changes such as irritability and
irresponsibility, decreased manual dexterity,
and impairment of touch sensation. There
was only one case of the last mentioned
symptom, and that was in a radio operator
who said that the key felt "velvety and slick."
(c) The crew positions, in order of the
frequency with which anoxic symptoms were
noted were: radio operator, navigator, copilot, pilot, and photographer. No logical
explanation for this order was apparent.
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For example, while co-pilots were ~ore
active during flight than pilots and navIgators more active than radiomen, the photomates moved around more than any of the
others and were apparently affected the least.
(d) The first seven flights were made
over a period of 3 days, and the second seven
over a period of 6 days. Considerably more
difficulty was reported on the first seven
than the second. This may be attributed
to a combination of several causes. First,
many were unable to get adequate sleep
during the first 3 days of good weather when
the main flying operation began. The crews
were keyed up and tense, and long alerts
were common. This sitation improved progressively. Second, the early flights departed Little America at 8,000 to 10,000
feet altitude, while later more flights went
out for 2 or 3 hours at 4,000 to 6,000 feet
and gained altitude for mountains and
plateaus only when they were reached.
This was possible due to familiarity with the
terrain gained from previous flights and desirable ·from the point of view of delaying or
preventing anoxic difficulties. Finally better
acclimatization may have played a part.
(e) The results of the test flight were about
what would be found in temperate latitudes.
A definite though moderate increase in mistakes in copying occurred between tests No.
2 and No.3. No significant change was
noted in the number of mistakes made in
arithmetic. Handwriting itself was somewhat more irregular on the third test in all
cases. Nothing more significant than mild
shortness of breath on moving around the
aircraft was complained of by the subjects
at the end of the 2-hour period at 13,500 feet.
(f) Finally, factors such as lack of sleep,
irregular hours, tenseness, changed environment, and a certain amount of anxiety may
have resulted in an increased susceptibility
•
to anoxia.
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8. Personal Hygiene.
a. Washing and Bathing. Like swimming,
the first plunge was the hardest. During the
first few days on the ice one noticed that as
each day passed the evidence of lack of application of soap and water to hands and faces
gradually increased. After these first few
days the opposite occurred and after a week
or so daily washing of the face and more
frequent washing of the hands became the
rule rather than the exception. This, it is
believed, had a very logical basis. It was
necessary that individuals in each tent provide their own water by melting snow. This
necessitated rounding up containers of various types for this purpose. After a few days
each tent would accumulate a sufficient
stock of No. 10 cans or whatever other type
of containers they could procure, until they
could have sufficient water on hand for washing and drinking purpo~es. The first fa~e
washing was quite an event and probably m
most cases, for novices on the ice, took the
better part of an hour to accomplish. After
this first one, the next one came easier until
after a few more days it was just as much of
a routine and practically as simple as washing
at home. Some individuals never did get
into the routine and seemed none the worse
for it. However, they were in a very definite
minority. Bathing was a little more complicated but none the less was done without too
much difficulty. On days when the wind
was not blowing the temperature of the tents
could be raised until one could strip and take
a sponge bath with little or no discomfort.
By standing on a box and raising one's self
2 feet or so above the floor,it could be made
even more comfortable. To those of a more
delicate nature there was the piecemeal
method in which one washed one part of the
body at a time and then, covering that portion, proceeded with the remainder.
b. Teeth. The purely mechanical difficulties of washing one's teeth were the cause of
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supply or brought aboard ship. No special
facilities for laundry at the camp were
available.
9. General Condition and Efficiency of
Troops.
,

The following miscellaneous points were
observed on this subject:
a. Under conditions involving living in
tents on snow surface, with temperatures of
zero Fahrenheit plus or minus 20 degrees,
working on snow surface, and no semipermanent installations such as laundry,
running water, or electricity, troops cannot
do as much work as is normally the case.
Keeping warm, eating, washing, maintenance of quarters, shoveling snow every other
time something is done outdoors, and just
daily living is much more time consuming.
Everything is slowed up, and a work schedule
which is normal for an average base cannot
be accomplished.
b. Windy weather on ice cap terrain
almost always carries drift, and the efficiency
of men working outdoors drops at these
times even if temperatures are moderate.
In this connection it is felt that as the wind
chill factor increases a point is reached
beyond which it becomes less and less profitable 'to work troops out in the open. Experience on this o'peration was hardly sufficient to provide good estimates of these
levels. However, if attention is given to the
problem in the future,' it should be possible
to ascertain what wind chill value defines
the approximate limit beyond which it
becomes increasingly profitable to rest troops
rather than work them.
c. Morale was excellent on this operation.
•
However, it is believed that if the same type
of operation were continued for several
mouths, morale, eagerness, and contentment
of the troops would require considerable
effort to maintain. A few small luxuries and
extra physical comforts would probably help.
Just what could be provided for combat
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troops that would not prove too expenSive
logistically would require study.
d. There was no evidence of psychological
maladjustment observed.
e. Due to the necessity for melting snow
for all washing and drinking water, it is
believed that most of the personnel did not
have a really adequate fluid intake. Many
personnel very seldom took fluids except for
coffee and soup at the mess.
j. It is doubtful that full acclimatization
was attained even by members of the ice
party. The summer season is short, and the
transition to weather more severe than most
have ever experienced is rapid in late February and early March. It is believed that
had the party stayed on the ice through
March evidences of lack of acclimatization
would have become apparent.
10. Air Evacuation.
a. The only patients evacuated by air were

the survivors of the wrecked PBM as described above. Nothing of note occurred in
this connection except that the operation was
successfully carried out.
b. In general, air evacuation from ice cap
terrain is entirely feasible. In fact the
ability to land on skis in many areas without
preparation of a landing strip should prove
an advantage over air evacuation from
ground terrain; JATO can be used where
loads are heavy and/or distance for take-off
is limited. It is believed that glider pickups
could be made as easily as on ground terrain.
c. Patient comfort could be assured by
dependable cabin heating installations, and
by providing sleeping bag type of bedding
instead of blankets in case the heater fails or
is insufficient under extreme conditions.
11. Rations.
a. Aboard Ship. The ration aboard all
ships of the task force was exactly comparable
to that of any Army mess in the States.
Frozen meats, vegetables, etc., were used to

the limit of "or..ge space aboard which
v"';«1 from ship to &hip. Froh fO(Xb, in.
d ud ing milk, WCit, taken on ..... hc:rt' ll;\'ailaWe
aim 10 the limit ofJwrage space. No pa r tie ...•
Iar ",obIclTl$"~ clleo... nt~.
It. BaH Outtp. (Sec; par. 2 0{ xc. II I. )
(1) The I1Ition on Ihe ice .....as Ihe bet! that
COllkl be obtained and handled under Ihe
eircumstan.:a. 111e n~ in all respccu ..,..
exodlcnt and waJ I)n elkM n~ morale
facto.". TIIII: ratioll .....as the rcgullll" Navy
ralion with fl"U7.cn mea tJ, \'cgclablr:s, bI,uer,
CIC. Thc 'nos aRker WlLJ in5lruc u~d to
prDI"idc a good nleN and WlLJ gi~'(n a ... thority
I:J) u.oe a 25 pcnotnt OI'er I1Ititm if ll(e( lry.
(2) Appctitr:s on the ilX were good. 11tc
weather combined with the OiXUent pr.:p:t(a.
tion
the food r.:quircd thai a rlltion Ilnd II
q uarter to a ration and a half be provided.
Wastage of food after l)ting taken o n " tray
" 'alI notilXably l mall. l'rderencc:s for partk;.
ular foods "''Cre flOt noticeable, OtbeT than
those present in Ilny 8cner:,/ ,oe., Ocepi
th at cold foods were not particulllrly dl'litt.'d.
(3) Frou:n meats and (0"' 1 "'l:1'C primarily
,oed. .111cte ..one SulflCK:nt choice e... ts
availablc 50 thai IIG\<>"$ a nd ciumm meats
""Ul:; ~ldom Kr\-'e<!.
The frozen meau "'ere
moved from the: lock('1'S nboard ship to un
ice hou~ adjoilliug lilt me. hall. Thil icc
oouse .....as COl1!tnlCted by digging a hulc in
thr: 5JlO.. JO by 15 Iw
, "feci. ,' frame of
2· by "·inclJ plankt WlU placed on the InO\\'
Hour to keep flleal ilnd other ilGmS 0111 olthc
mow. 1bc door Wall madl: of a single IB)'er
of wood . ( Fig. 173.) Althoogh the.> ouUide
l~pcntul'Cf ... nged from -23- t.o +34f ahrenhe.>it , thtl tempcralwu imide the itt
hO'lUC Ila)"«I raid)' ~tcl'di l y around +15Fahrenheit. 1t""alI ,IeC~ *11' 10 l'Cm()\'C the
lYrat from the itt haute alld place it in thtl
galley <18 hour1 priolo" 10 thtl anticipalC'd time
ofllil!. This Illlow«l juS! t ... fficit:nt lime for
it 10 thaw and be I:ut, Then' Wall no

or

spoil~.

(4) Bread and pamies were baked on the
shiPI' nnd 11101'((1 to the b:ue ClUnp. While
the ship~ were tied u p to Ihe kc this was done
daily. !'riO!" to d ellar ture of the thip!! from
the bay (Ieal'ing an ice 1lal"ly of 200 nlll:n for II
period of approximately 3 weeks) wfficknt
brt!lId was baked and llen t to the eantp when:
il was _lOr«! in the ke hoo.uc. This bread
flW:c ... ther lIowly but remained in perfect
condition. It Willi relllOl'ed from Itorage
alJout 24 hOllrs bdore U$ing and C\-~n aflrr
.l w~ks it W!II dlflicult 10 distingui~h this
~ad from dl11\ which lind been freshly
baked. This arTan~mCnl Wid <:n tird y satiJ..
factory.
(5) Canned goodl ,,'CI'C IIOK'd In the open
just outside of lhe mas tent This was
stndcd IIccording to conten... righl on d10e
IoflOW and OOI'ercd with It tarpaulin. T he original pasteboardcolltainerswcn: llJCd and It.QOd
... p "'ell. There "'lU a Slor~ (C:nt immediately adjoining the gallery in which the tenl~ra'uf'l: was kepi a l)Ol'l: freezing. A 2· 10)..
day IU PtJI)' CIIIII"l«I goodJ WlU kepi htre in
order to tha ..· il out bdore ....ing. 1l1GI"Cwerc
no rIOt«llble cha",CI in the cb;lr.lCtet or
q\llllityor canned rood. caused by lhe freezing
and Iha ..; ng cx«pl in the calle of CIIIIncd
milk. This C\',Ip0r3ltd milk aftcr rrtt~ing
did nOI rttorunilute well.

or
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(6) A number of men on this expedition
had an opportunity to eat certain foods that
had been left at Little America on previous
expeditions. All were found to be in perfect
condition and included chocolate bars 12
years old, crackers, cookies, butter, coffee,
tea, and dried milk, and other items that had
been in the Antarctic for 8 years. These had
been stored below the surface where the
temperature probably never got more than
2 or 3 degrees above zero. All of these items
were just as fresh as if they had been purchased
the day before. In one case a pound of butter that had been stored on the top of Mount
Franklin in the Rockefellers for 7 years under
only one layer of canvas was found to be
perfectly fresh.
(7) Breakage of food in glass containers
from the cold weather was not a noticeable
problem. On this expedition items in glass
containers included jellies and jams, relishes,
syrup, vinegar, etc. There was considerable
breakage of these items from shipping and
handling but there was none that could be
attributed directly to the temperature.
(8) Preparation of the ration (see par. 2 of
sec. III) was excellent. It was well cooked
and served hot. There were no particular
difficulties encountered in its preparation
that could be attributed directly to the cold.
c. Trail Rations. The only trail trip conductcd on this expedition by the Central
Group was one in which seven men in two
"landing vehicles, tracked" (Alligators) went
to the Rockefeller Mountains, a total distance of 245 miles in 7 days. Since weight
was not a particularly important factor on
this trip, the Army E ration was used almost
exclusively. Temperatures during this trip
were practically all below zero and the rations, except for the box being used, were
kept out on the sled. No deterioration or
change in character or quality of the E
ration was noted that could be attributed to
the temperature. The bread after thawing
•
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tasted excellent but all of the crackers were
broken into tiny pieces. Whether this was
due to the temperature or to handling is not
known.

12. Indoctrination and Training.
a. Medical Briefing of All Personnel. (1) The
Medical Department has a very real and
very definite responsibility in the training of
all personnel engaged in an operation of this
type. This will include the training and
indoctrination of commanders as well as of
the troops. All personnel will learn quickly
once they are forced into observing the rules,
but major catastrophies will occur during
this phase that can be decreased in number
and severity by rigid training and strict
discipline.
(2) A much larger percentage of a man's
working day is occupied in self-preservation
in high latitudes than in the climates with
which we are more familiar. This must be
recognized and the necessary allowances
made. Therefore, every individual must
understand the basic principles of the production and preservation of bodily heat.
He must understand the value of insulation
and the danger of perspiration. It is not
sufficient to tell a man that he should wear
three pairs of socks and tha t they should be
kept dry. He will learn this after he has
experienced a few days of cold temperatures,
but the knowledge may come too late to be
of any benefit. In this case it will be the
responsibility of the Medical Department
to impress the commanders with the necessity of seeing that it is done. Exactly the
same basic principles of training apply here
that were used throughout the Army during
the war. The only difference will be the
inclusion of a few additional subjects.
(3) On this expedition a series of conferences were held aboard ship during the trip
to the ice. This was the only formal briefing
of personnel in the Central Group. These
conferences included subjects of general

interest presented by the geologists, naturalists, and other scientific personnel and also a
series of talks on clothing, frostbite, protection of the eyes, sun.burn, and mechanism of
heat production. Also included were a
number of training films on trench foot, first
aid, shock, and so forth. These are the
obvious necessities of training for high
latitude operations. All training for cold
weather operations should point toward
getting the men in the field under cold
conditions.
b. Special Training jor Medical Department
Personnel. (1) Training· of medical department units for high latitude operation will
for the most part be based on the same
training program as provided for all troops.
This will cover most of the problems encountered by medical units. Certain instruction will be required in nursing care in
cold weather and in the treatment of certain
cold weather conditions.
(2) For commissioned personnel instruction in metabolism and the production and
preservation of body heat should be given.
Types of diets and caloric and vitamin
contents of foods should be included. Peculiarities of medical service in cold weather
as brought out in all of the various high
latitude operations should be consolidated
and presented in any training program.
The etiology, pathology, and treatment of
conditions found in these areas should be
reviewed. In addition to these specific medical responsibilities, it is believed that every
medical officer going into high latitudes
should know the basic principles of navigation and radio operation, including the
ability to receive and send CW messages.
It may happen that a medical officer may
find himself the only officer present in a
small isolated unit such as a trail party, a
rescue party, etc., and a knowledge of these
two subjects may mean the difference between
life and death.
765274-48
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(3) In the training of an Antarctic expedition it is felt that the writings of such men
as Scott, Amundsen, Mawson, Shackleton,
and Byrd should be required reading. There
is an enormous amount of information to
be gathered from these writers, both from the
things that they did well and the mistakes
that they made. However, a large group
of men with polar experience will be the
greatest asset to a high latitude training
program.

13. Air Force Types of Clothing and Personal Equipment Central Group.
a. F(ying Equipment. (1) As noted above
there were no oxygen systems installed in
the aircraft. Neither were there walk around
bottles. Consequently, no observations were
made on oxygen masks, regulators, etc.
(2) Aircrew personnel were equipped with
polarized plastic lens sun glasses with plastic
bows, which transmit about 15 percent of
the light of the visible spectrum. The spare
pair carried in the survival gear was of the
same type.
(3) Most flying was done in woolen underwear, O. D. trousers and shirt, Navy issue
winter flying boots, and the Navy leather
flying jacket or pile lined field jacket.
Flying helmets were not used to any great
extent. When the heating system failed or
was inadequate the crewmen could resort
to their kit bag of spare clothing.
(4) The Navy leather-covered, electrically
heated 'flying suit and electrically heated
gloves and shoes were available for wear by
the photographer's mates as mentioned previously. They were found to be awkward
at this position, especially when attempting
to adjust the wind baffles at the camera
ports, and the cameras themselves. The
photographers also had to move back to the
tail section to the trimetrogon camera installation, which required disconnecting the
current. Hot and cold spots in the suit
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were commonly reported, and a need was
expressed for temperature regulation· to the
hands and feet.
(5) Photographers and radio operators
both saw a need for a fairly thin glove that
would afford some degree of protection when
they had to work without mittens at low
cabin temperatures.
(6) A few samples of the Army H-16jU
headset were tried and found to be uncomfortable as to fit at the ears. Otherwise
they were apparently satisfactory.
(7) Sanitary Devices. The standard R4D
relief tube installation was modified by substituting a larger tube (about the size of a
garden hose) and locating it in the main
fuselage section opposite the cargo door.
A larger funnel also was used. While this
modification was an improvement over the
standard, still further development appears
to be indicated for this type of operation.
Even the large size tube became stopped up
frequently, and there was considerable wetting of the aircraft and adjacent equipment.
The tubes were installed in such a way that
fluid stasis and freezing occurred in various
parts of the tube. Some method involving a
relatively straight gravity drop and at the
same time precluding the possibility of the
tube's remaining bent when secured to the
airplane would be desirable. Even with
these specifications it is possible that with
0
0
temperatures of -40 to -50 C. and eight
men in the crew freezing would occur rapidly
enough to stop the tube on a 12-hour flight.
(On one flight outside temperatures below
0
-40 C. were recorded.) The inconvenience under conditions encountered of procuring boiling water to clear the tubes after
landing would be considerable. Possibly the
solution lies in providing waterproof paper
bags of suitable dimensions each one to be
disposed of after a single use. Paper sacks
were provided for defecation but were
seldom, if ever, used.
b. Suitability oj Clothing jor Existence Ajter
•
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Forced Landing. (1) Most items were adequate insofar as the services have been able
to make them to date. Of course, in the
more extreme Antarctic weather caribou
clothing and sleeping bags would be better.
On one extended flight a pilot had to resort
to his sleeping bag to get warm when the
heating system failed, and obviously the furs
would become even more important in case
of being forced down in the interior. Unless
the season and temperatures are favorable,
as was the case when the PBM crew went
down, electrically heated suits are not suitable as to type or warmth. It is believed
that for polar flying electrically heated garments should be second choice or special
purpose items, and clothing suitable for both
flying and ground survival be selected for
routing operations. This may involve compromises at first and a certain amount of new
development as a continuing policy to meet
the demands of high latitude operations.
(2) The immyrsion suit is required for
emergency landings under certain conditions. (Fig. 174.) The operations of the
Central Group did not require it. However, the Underwater Demolition Team
tested two immersion suits in the waters of
the Bay of Whales (fig. 175). They did not
have the flotation feature, as they were designed for underwater swimming. They
were cut to conform closely to the contours
of the body and had a valve for the release of
air trapped within the suit. A design for
sealing the free margin around the face was
found to be effective. One type was onepiece rubber with a thin cloth lining. The
other was two-piece and not lined. Gloves
and feet were a part of each suit. Under the
suits were worn two pairs of woolen socks,
one suit of woolen underwear, and one pair
of knitted gloves. Conditions at the time of
0
the tests were: air temperature +26 F.,
0
water temperature +29 F., and the water
covered with 2 inches of slush ice. Fifteen
men swam for 20 minutes each during the

no tud<kn ~matMm of rokI
and (lQIlli"l "'"JlJMl'*'=li,'dy gr.rdual throul!h
OUt In 7 10 10 minult'S di..:omfort In the
nl~1TII11a btgan 10 be Cdt. and by the' ~nd
0( lhc- 2O-minute pc:nod handt and r('('t ... tn:
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The warmth d the jarkct w_ onr:rra.:d by
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pairs of heavy woolen ski sockt, will ter
Aying boot.
h Wali found mat tile hea,'Y woolen sock
on the right fOOl " 'ali perfectly dry lit nigh l.
1be outer .ad on the: left fOOl was very
dam p, Both light inner sockll were moder-Itdy damp and to Ihe same deg~,
Under Ihe eircuJllSlaoca ,",'Om-walking
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around + 150 " -., the evaporation from the
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oolder than the foot with the rubber sock,
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~ro, it is 110'1 fel t lhat the opcnlion atrordoed
lhe chlllltt for a thoroush Itil.
(5) MaJ!, I.,. CMII WI'IIINT, TJIN D-,
(rljJ. 179). Thif Ilt:m _
..>om on a lew
occulon••nd aPI'I!'In:d 10 be ~ hdpful.
II~~, dltre "111 ntl Opponunil)' \0 IGC it
unda Vllreme ......lditions and (Of 1001 .,...riodaollhnr, The III:.W difficulty in wean ..
dtuk ,I •• n wi lh • lid was vqxricnccd.

Work should be continued toward developing improved face masks.
(6) Intermediate Flying Jacket, Type B-15
(fig. 180). This jacket was used a great deal,
especially on shipboard between 45 and 65
degrees S. latitude. It was also worn quite
often around the base camp. Comments on
it were uniformly favorable.
(7) Parka Hood, Heavy, Alpaca Lined, Type
N- l (fig. 181). This item was also worn a
great deal and was praised highly by all who
tried it. It has been suggested that it would
be useful as a head covering while in a
sleeping bag, since it would "follow" more
readily when the wearer turned over. A
similar garment made by the Navy was worn
by the aircrew personnel, but as far as is
known no one had the opportunity to wear
both lor comparison. No suggestions for
improvement can be offered.
(8) Glasses, Arctic, Sun, Type F-l. This
glass was liked by all except one person, on
whom the nose arch was uncomfortable.
Horizon identification under adverse conditions was better than wi th others tried.

These others were mostly Army Quartermaster or Navy issue with plastic lenses.
The Navy neutral gray fiying glasses were
worn by only a few persons, and no comparison was feasible. The lenses of the F-l
glasses transmit about 15 percent of the light
of the visible spectrum, and it is possible that
if survivors of a crash were wearing them in
areas corripletely covered with snow and ice,
they might not surely prevent snow-blindness.
On "milky" days when the sun is not visible
and there are no shadows and no contrast
between snow and sky, the light intensity
and strain on the eyes are markedly increased. Under these conditions a lens
transmitting no more than 10 percent of the
light may be required. Of course, in an
airplane the cockpit cuts out the light from
quite large angles, both above and below the
wearer, and the above would not apply.
There is some difficulty in wearing the F-l
sun glasses with heavy winter headgear.
Their utility could be increased by modifying
them to be worn either in the conventional
manner or by an elastic retention band running around the head outside of the headgear.
-

SECTION III. Environmental Sanitation *
1. Shelter and Housing.

a. Shelter and housing was provided by
a combination of tents, Quonset huts, Wannigan huts, and improvised shelters. Quonset huts were provided for the emergency
camp, and for air operations and communications. Wannigan huts were provided for
the four senior officers living on the ice and
pyramidal tents for the remainder of the
personnel. Improvised shelters made from
two-by-four's ,and canvas were erected for
the vehicle maintenance shop and clothing
*See chapter 3.

supplies. Ward tents and storage tents were
used where more space than that provided
by pyramidal tents was required such as
aviation maintenance shop, mess, etc. These
housing facilities were adequate -for the
conditions that were encountered and for
the length of time that they were used.
However, a number of improvements could
be made that would greatly increase their
efficiency.
h. The tents provided for personnel in
the base camp were the standard Navy
pyramidal 16 by 16 feet. They were erected
in 5 rows of 10 tents each, the rows being
199

FI,ute 18t. l l.ln1 quo"on, ,ha...'n! ben. Iro",_ of
Iwa-by·lou. '..

/

FI. _ 1U . E""""". 10 lioi", q __ .. (hlnl), .~a...'"'

cIoor "'0"" '" plywood

",..j

I.",IN,

_po.

200 feet apart and the tenlll "",thin Ihco ro\>'S
..0 [~t apart. 111esc: di51ancn ,,~re USC"d
becall5C: of the lin: hazard and 10 decn:a5c:
the aeeumulation of drifted snow. The
d lstan<:c bet"''eCn the T'Q'o\1I of ICOIll caused

'"

F'1". 183. l Mn1 qU""M, . howlft1 wall 01 ..,010
bloc~. orou." .mite ,.,,1 ,'" 1",.lotion p''''''''''''

Ihco camp 10 be'spread out over a "cory large
area, and it might [,., d«:rcased 10 some
eK1ent without ca using too much accumulation of drift The rows ran ;n a oorthC03JI1$OUthwcn dirt'C1i!)n with the dOOr!! of the
tenlll facing the northwest. The pl'evailing
winds were from the south and east. 111e
tcn ~~ wcre erected on a flal ground frame
of Iwo-by-four'! on which wa~ placed a
plywood Hoor. (Fig. 182.) Extend ing out
from this frame 'va'i an additional frame of
timber 10 which thco lenl TOJXS wcon: lied.
Eacoh ten', was pro"ided wiul an Ami)' tcont
liIove M1 941 ""hich buroed D ie$cI fuel,
!Iandard Anny COI5 and rrtaltres.<;a;, and a n
Anny sleeping bag M I942 with inner and
outer shell or 11 Na'1' $leeping bag w; th a n
outl'r shl'lI and an inner pad. Th il Wall
""hal one faund upon moving into thl' wnt.
t . One could not li"e CQmfortably in a
lenl in this stale for very long under Ihl'
conditiof1$ thaI were cneountel'M. 1111: comfon of the lenl dcpc:nded upon the time
avaiLabl... the CD.ag)' ~pended , and the'.
ingcrtuity shown.
(1) lbc first impro" .. mentllcccr;saI)· .... lS to
build a Iwo-by-four rrame around the imide
of tht': lelIl about .. feel olr the 1l00r. This

FI' .... 185. HCHpifol _ ,, .hawb'!I .""""". '""" • .1
b~ ... ow biotin 10 1M ..... 1M ..1..... Plyw""" .loot
_ iMi'"

co.plot •• I~I> ..,fro""•.

",as r$I:Jlti;tl be<:iI~ or the wind and the
accumulaliOll of snow agaiml the out.Qde
of the tent CilUling it II) ug. In JOn1e lI:nl5
where. me penonlW'l we~ f()!"lunate enough
to rmel lufflCient plywOQd a wall was con·
nructr:d OIl this {rrune which was of great
bnkfit. Thi5 frame was abo U!d"ul IU a
c,-Il)mes r.u:k and (or placing shelves.
(2) The ClUWilS flap door is enlirely inadequate fot this rq;ion. A t2·ioch UIOW drift
could easily accumuhuc in one's lent during
a moderale wind if an imptO\'f:d entrllJlCe
WlUl nell provided. 1llCIe cntrnncet Mowed
greal ill!t=nuilY and in some: raseo colUider·
able labor was im·ol\·ed. The brat Iype "''alI
one in which a plywood frame WP con'
llructm ""lth the door almost hori:ronml and
which kd down l or .. lttpl into a pil and
tllm back up into the lent. Olher tyVC'!l wen:
nt.'lde from plywood, inOYo' Woc:kl, packing
casn, or rombi.MtionJ of all. Some bad as
rtllIny ill three doors or RaJX. All wen:
iJ.\telld«l 10 kc-ep OUI me snow and wiDd and
worked \'Cr)' satiJfac lorily. (rip. 183, 184,
185, and 186.)
(3) OUICT measures for windproofmg ron·
aj"c:d 0( ehinltill8 the a-acb in the plywood

f IS"'. tl6. l Mn, q_, .howl", 011 .I,.",
con"od.d 10 h_lns ""11 1...1'" IOftI.

floor with can"u, cloth, paper, wood, or
all)'thing al haud . Snow wall, around the
Otll§ide of m., tent huilt up to a hcigh t
about 41., fccI h!!lped a gn:;'!t ueal during
IU'O"8 winds.
(4) During bliu.arW the meta! cap, plllr«!
.. t the apex of thl' ten l (or the pUTpoIIC 0(
holding the JtO\'l!pipe, IIUm<'ed II gtTill dr:1Ii
of wind and Inow to enlt'!' the tent. Th il
auxd r:omidtrnble diJcom(orl and variOll5
meam were takeo 10 ~mo:dy il. Ooe methud
1'I'lII 10 place: tWO of the regular CiUWIU COVeI'I
to IU 10 CO\'er the spaees bt: IWttn the tent and
the
cap. Anolher \\'lU to lake the
mosquito boin iliat came ",iu, the COg (since:
the lJlU!IquilO oon were not nC'«ltd for ult:ir
inleroded putJX»C m;my othc-r uses were
round ror Ihem) antl51ufI' them into UM: $pace
bt:IW1:C1I Ihe meW cap and the ttnt, 1lili
....orked fairly well but watdallgertlm because
of Ihe ~ hanrd.
(5) Beca. . ~ much of Ihe heat rrom tiM:
Ilove ".,.,. 10$1 in the:- upper pari of the lenl,
(aile ceilings wue c:rocled in a numbeT of the
lena. 1beIc wen: made of mo.quil(o ban,
IIlII\ttelt covas, kad foil tm"CB 0( SIOr .
baurnes, and tin foil radar n:RccIM. &me d

or

mew

..,

thc:!oe ~ very IlUl:ttssfu! and made Ii nodec·
ftbic difference: In the u: mperll.lure of Ih" lenl.
•. When these imprm'elnt:n,-, wen: tom·
plc:led one tuukl llit oomfortlibJy In thest:
u:n,-, in lemperalUrc:s down \0 ~ero dellrett
t'ahrenheil with t1('avy underwcar. wool
shin. and trO~, and poqibly a , Wt:UU.
The arta up 10 about 12 inthe:!! ilbcn~ the
ftoor. ho"'CVc:r, ~ldom gOI IIbm'C 32 dc:gn::es
t'ahrc:nbeit and I.he cornen r.r the Wi'll wen:
!,=m:rally r;.irl), dose to o uuklt ttmvrl1l1Un:ll.
But $ltting up within J or 4 reet of the t"nto"
0( the tent it "'as gtllerlilly l uffic;kntly WiUTTl

tu I'tlld or write And live:. 1\ rairly comfortable:
Ufe. In colder well lhcr or wlltll thcre was.
lirolll\' "illd the side 01 ant', body .way from
the JI~ wu generAlly c:old unl~ lKIdi·
t;UmI! dUlhal ",'Cre lidded.
t , BrQm:e: 0( the ~Iy 0( k::c:ping the
t~n l

dosed ughtly it

was nc":«llIry dthM-

to

k::c:p II Ilomp burnin~ ilL aU til)1(S while
worklTl8' in tM knl or 10 prtl\ick IQnl( type
""indowl. 'Ille 18\1er III(lhod was \'tI')'
highl)' tkli rablt. 11tiJ wa IIcoornptiJhm by
nming IlOk3 In t~ ICllt lind latins luci lC
illtO the hole'. WindQw, uf v"rlo,,", llil:et
fTtJfTl 6 illcl'w::! Kjullrt to 2 feet tqua l'C 1'>'Crt':
"UKIt in this nlllllllO' and W(JI'k«i vtry satisfaclorily, Bo:caIlJt of the 24 OOUi'1 of da),·
U,hl il Will 1\('(4

''- 10

provide!

l""ltl1l1

or

COM:ring tI"ICI!' windows "rule' rJa:ping. Coline: mautle lanu:nUi "'crt': alJo UiItd whieh
\"ol'llll.-d well bI.ll considerable mainu:nanec:
...... requil'l.'d.
/. lOt. Amly l('nl 11.O\'C (~ I1 \141 ) Oll!~e:d for Ulit' with Diad fuel workc:d ~tU
raclOril)" Aflff the lena 1O"('rc:. "wintcri1:cd"
it ...u xldom nee' ?ry 10 run the 1I0'0'e at
rull bea t. Hmw:.. u , one Iidc 01 one's body
was rrequtnuy cold while tlv: .ide IOWlIm
~

fl,.... 111. L••i • •J,n.
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many

ClISC3

one

might be Cairly c:omfortable up dOle 10 the

whi/(' !here was a qUlU't('f 01 an inch of
{roll on !he iNide ...'all oIlhe tenl. Numerous carbon monoxide detennimlliom in lhe
lenlS made at Variollt le'-cll, nl dilTcrt'nl
tcrnperalulU, e tc., did not r~'Cal II liog":
pttSitive n::ading. Only a r~ .~u)Va l't'quim:l maintenance during their 5 weeks of
rootinuom usc. The lenl pok, howl!'V('f, in
a few teolS did require lOme mai01eoance.
11lC' Wily lhe 510\'C pipe leavn the lent rt'quin:s thnl the ,,~ and the (('n ler pole be
pinero \'t:ry dClle 108etlier. When the .tovr
is turned on high il 5COn::hes the pole and in
a few cues they wen:: bumc;d through. Due
to the fact thai it required JOme time to 51art
thoc stoves, they "~n:: generally turned down
low rather Ihan tumin!! them OUI al night.
This aoo provided some helll in the It III
durinr;( the nili;hl
,. Other improvemtnts which tcnded to
make tent life more tomfortable indudcd:
A broom and a whisk broom, if they could
be oblaincd, for deaning off snow ; lin foil
rt'flcclO", around the edge of the tent; wall:!'
dTaim through the floor 01 the lenl ; fu rn i turt'
.uth as chain, ta bles, Khel\'o, etc_, made
from packing CiISCS; and a clothes dryi ng n1ck
up high in the ttnl fOl' d r)'ing socks, ioner
soles, and shoo. Many men 1\,0 raised

... "-leasing was accomplished in a combination of tenl3 joined together and con_
StructC'd nn a wooden two-u),·four frame
"ith a plY"'ood Aoor (sre eh. J). (Figs. 188
and 189.) Thi~ uni t Wall located at the
southeast corner o( Iht camp.
b. Wooden duo" were conw1Jetro for the
Oltu tcnt in ordt"r to conserve heal to a poim
where onr could eat comfortably. Heating
wa .• aCOOntl)1ished 1:1)., the f.eld ranges in the
galler and Ihree 'pace, oil fired, radiant
rn-au:n. ~ healers attomplished their
purpose, although I110IIt pwple ate " i tnout
r<:llIoving lheir hravy dodting. (Fig. 190.)
Electric lighu were pr()'.'idct:l throughout the
mess by means of a genen1tor!oCt up in a teOl
jw;1 oUlllidt Ihe galley. MI:S!I tables "''Cn:: 01
Ihe ." lIndard field dc:sign made 0( two.b)·foot's with a rruuonile lop. 1be plywood
fIoorr lJKame Wl':t during the: lint few da~'S,

F.,.... 190.

f i ..... 191 . A""y 11.1.1 ... ~,. 'n III ... ,.,,' ... n..".d

SI(M:

Me. ""', tho .. j~, ...., Ito..., ....
""'I., ..ektI Int'(l, and orh.. ,obi• •""''''''.''' '

lheir cau off !he ftoor 1:1).- ~ans of a 10- 10
12.inch platform. This pl'O\ided a large
amountaf " off the fIoor" $torage $pi!« under
onc'HOI. ( Fig. 187.)
.
.t. 1be Army and Na,,}' $lccping bags were
both JalmaclOry for the temper:llUn.s and
roodilloO$ encoun tcn::d.

2. Meuinq.

'" b.,ft 01...1 ..11.

'"

from the ~now that was eanied in on the
shoes of the pel"SOnn~l, and di d nm dry d uri ng
the cnlire stay on the icc. This caus.ed a v~r}'
diflkull situation when Ih~ t~mpcramre
dropped low ... nough to require that mukluk.!
be: worn. They bt-c:am ... wet when WOfn on
this floor and lost their us.efulncss. The mess
",1\$ operalM 24 houT!l a day throughout the
entire period. During Ihe fiT!lI parI when

24-hollr working partil"S were being uS«i, a
full hot meal was served at midnight. After
the nigh t 5hift was CUI down {O e$Sential communications and maimenlm,e pcn;onnel,
only soup and fruit were .'ICrv... d at this time.
However, Ihe mess was a lwars open lind
coffee. bread. butler. and preserves were
ah"api ava ilable.
c. The galley wa.~ equipped ,,~th six
Army field ranges whieh were converted to
burn Diesel fuel (flg. I'JI). Tht'S<: ranges
performed well and no special oold wea the r
problcJll.'l w...rt encoun tered. However, it
was ru:CC!i5ary to detail one and somct i ~
two men on eaeh shift to devote thdr entire
time tn maintenance or these rangt.-s arid Ihe
three: space heatcT5. The other equipment
in the gaUey Wall the same as thaI found
in an)' field mess (figs. 192 and 193). The
onl)' medla nical dc-'iC(' used WlU a br"'ad
slicer. The aClual m~h~nica l pl'OCe'S.'i or
preparing the food prncnled no sJXci~1
probJem~.

FI,u,e 19i. M, .. i ~, geor ,n "',.. toot. Equlpm,nt
.. 01 ., .. ilar to that lound ,~ any 11.ld ",no.

F',u,. 191. Th... not .. t wa. Kfubb.d and de<ln.d
lallo .. in, loch ...al. WorIc ln, !<>bl.., _ In, tobl ..,
INnch•• , de., .. ... mad. from ply .. oacI and odd

."

lomb...

d. T he food was SCTVl"<i direct rrom the
field rangC"l to the indi"idual trays (figs.
194 and \95). Th ... trap, which w"',.., of

Fig"", 194. M.el. a, • •• ",.d hal I""" Ih. A,my field
",n,eo. N_ .. en In ..... line contlnoln, to .... 0'
tIr.i, h.ary cold ...ath .. clothin!.

flfooM Its. HOI .... 41.. _ _ In """

,_ _" "

F, - 196.

....... .. t, JfoI"wl ...- ..." . III.... _
Mia,
wit lot oOcI ... c ' ..1

""",
_-. ..J.ocI......,
.,.i00i coIoI of ___.

• ... 1...... of _
"""., .how....
. , d ..l . , of """'.

~

su:o<ompartmem. metal vllriety, wu.::
loaned JUM inswk: d\C door 0( the serving tent
and lhI,o fRkI rangQ' ..nt: atlhejunction o(the
(l(n11'1C lent ..ith Ihc sallcy. J\lthoUl!h the
IOod _~'Cd bot, it cooled ~ryqukkly on
the mru.llnI~ Gcna'l!llly, lJd'orc on.: could
IinWa 1:llUns. tN: food wu 1:OkI. (....iB. 196.)
,_ Dish. . . . . I<IM done partly by the
ind,viduUr and partly by K. P.'.. 1'hIJ ..-:u
dOIl( lit the n>d of thr: rnluttd nl('n'. mati
...1Im: twO G l ca.., 01'1(' IOOpy lind one
dear, .. ue kept hot by fJt:ld nnF healinl
uN"- l r.:iivkiuaU WlUhtd rhcir uwn tl'll)'f.
but til~l:I'. bowls, and cup" "'ere ..'aIIhcd
by the K. P.'.. (Fill' 197.) All lbe IrJldlrn
cquiprnUlI waf aIJo wtihcd ~ 'fhco pr0blem 01 prnvidins IUllicicnl ...all!!' ..... a Ilia
OIW: which made it m;(C Mry 10'* the.amc
"''lIter f« IDI,lI e fX'l"iIltIllC'l thl&n ..... ~
desirable.

J.

Oispo5ll1 0( lr'-Wt tudI III pHleboard
Cllf1on1, la,.e lin 0"" tIC., ...... done by
buryinll. Since freezing oc:nu'S ''nY quickly,
no problem in liUIitatiou is im·oh'Cd. All
that is r.cc, u'y is to dis II hole; drift will

lO'

~

it 0\"Ct only too quickly, The diq". .,

oI.arbillfC. " ';uh "'""I ter, «tal boJId, ""'11m
UN, lind other NNlII llaQ1 cla.rrd from the
me. tIlbla!
~i~ by II rnMhDd

w.,

the are.... hnT th~
fOl'tNllnn It ruund lfi". 1"8

"'hich II prellh.r
typt

at _

II)

and 199.) At Orct olth hot WIl."" "~Irr "'.
poured on the ",rCa«' ~ die' ~ 111..
nlunedial('l), prodlJCT'd a hok about} fl,Tl
deep and it (OOt in diJ,metM" After 00(' <by
the hole w.. deep rnnulfh to POour in the
gar~e " tid olher it""i _ Iv linlC ""enl on
the hole ~"mc larger lind \argn' tulul it
lIOI:lncd to l\rike an C'quilibrium At thit
point the 1lUr/'1Itt ollhe rdI.t. "''M about 10
to IS rl:Cl bt::low II~ $Urflln: at the ~OI<I ,
1l1t:n' lht-n dc\.'elopo:d a tendency 10 th , ~,
putd"Mrd bolr;rs. etc., hllo the hok Itld it
IWtcd 10 fill up btu when this ""lIS lIoppt'd

the $UrUce d the: rdur gradually l'CC'etkd .
If only wAlh .... Ier Ind liquid gitrllasc "'n.!

fl,... 199.

n..

'I c

....

I pi!..- .... ~" _11_

dispc:ad din tlw IWIInnn-. It is bdK'--cd !hal
it couki be continued inddimtdy.

3. Wo t.r Supply. (Stc clI. } .)
/I On the ~. Wllle.- "'... obllJnm by
mchilll _
excll$\'dy. No rqullr ..lOW
mdtrn ",-en: anploynl and lhe-. producuon
at the IlmOUnta d ..,uer n«tPIlry fur the
mea w.. a Ion~ and arduous I"Of' ·. 1l1c
hcatm uJCd for thil purp!)lle ..ne 10000tcd In
an ImprovtWd opelltOlI NI..-:k llbout 100 fcct
CiUt d the mctI hall. ( r l8l. 200 1100 201 )
This plaad Ihe IUUtCe u( the "lOW ult'd in
pnxIucin!l Ihe ....'11ler on tltr Mlulhc..t tn""llC'r
at lhe CJlmp. 'n lll ..... M the. Ideal lot/Ilion.
Since the: prcvalling windl are rrom the:
IOOth and r:aJt, Ihe dcbril from the c:amp
wall not blo.... n Into the area. TIlt: ahac;b
wue rur prolC'Cling the pcrJOll ncl openu"I
the beaten from the wind ,
• • The dc1uity at the IllOW inert:&IUi III tbe
depth below the- surfatt Inc:rc--. Jwt
below the unpi'Cked •..,face snow the dt:nllty
It rrom 0."2 w O,} , .... 16 fcci this incn:a ' • to

0.4 Ind It 20

r~t

to O.s, l1Ierdore, the
InOW blotu that lire CUt doee 10 the Mlrfatt
w,lI produce 0.2 to 0,,) m II ",bic: KxK d

ror-

...

F;,.. 191.

ea NI...... iiI. "1 ,·,.1,

rOOl. m

..... ater
each cubK:
SIIOW.
t . Two typc'!l of hc.. t~ lOut ........ 'Inc
nlOlt efficirrlt 00t:
aft "'AnD" IltIIm

w_

•

I

•
fir- too.

no. __ IIIoot ~.

helUt't which burned ~nc and prochl«'d
I IC'lni under JO poundJ d pi dlu!"r' TIlC'I'I:W1:ft I"'~ of thoc Ulli h Il.I'Id lhey would rac:h
prud u(t a J2-SIllJon G. l. an 0( IO-aln- In
• bout IS minUlef,. Howevt'f', contidCTllbic
IIUlintcnancc ollhcx uniu wu ~u~, 10
the odla- lrpe, ,,·tucb w;u the rqular Army
immc'nOon heAter IXIn''a"t~ m \.de Diocl
fuel, .... abo tDed. Each of Ihcte unilJl
would pnlduce a G. I. can ol walCT in "'I>prwtmatdy 1 haur.
inuncnwn hu.\~ "QC alto used to keep dx WOlin- from
rl((!LJlI8 until it "'.., n«dc:d in the l1lf;:iI ~nlJ 10 indlYidLLJ.i IC!ntil w:arc:r _ pnxI~
eo.- dnnI&:in(;and w..bi,. pu:i, • • , by mell·
'Ill wow in _y lype cI mntaincr available
do..... 011 !he top al thE:: ICD! tUJ\.'e.
The mall cn.:K,u mrtbod of doinc m;, b 10
hAw.: ......" amown d hot \....IUT in tht- can
&Qd ~ .td III/iUIfII bIocb "I'bi:$ will aho
pCOEDI ~ QUI dE bOUGD of lhl. am.
A caa 01 walU, if pIKa:! an lbc IIoc:N ed kft
O\-emishl .~ from the '""'''eo ...'QWd (.u;:a;
bdCll'r IUIII"I\UII.

n-

-nu. _

l.n P"" din( lor !he W1b:r suppty 01 •
c.amp of tIu$ type il it unponanl to eN".
the lite on the ..indwan;l aide .. --. all !he
~np .site ill eho" Ii and 10 rnatII: oft' U. area
to .,.,"'en l COfusnunauon.
I

I
en.!

No ,*~ICM! lOIS Of" 10111 lOr 1Ul....
oon~1 we.t dont and l'1li punficadOll

~

,,'a't anplo)'nI.

4. 01",,,,_101 H.. -co Wo....
• To the uninllialm tN pol* UI tL dckution 01\ d~ I« ..... OM that _
Iooktd
rorw.vd to with ..... vdnabk .... iCXJn. k;.
cuany. however, after .rri",AI 011 the ~ II w-.
round to br much aimpk:r chan anticlp.!ltcd.
t . The Nlnh.c~ problem.. in ('Q01'I«'tion

we

"itk lhe." ditp ' I c;/ hUIRan _Ie:. . .

Fnnally undc."nww:l II,"", .re prac:tia1ly
nonuincnl in Ihf /l.nllU'Ctlc.. Thi. " dot to
the lK' th.t uri~.ott I(ca 'ItUt' YnY M)OO
aftn" bd"K dcpoeitC'li .-nd Ihtrc .. no Jkl Iud
01 the yeJlr dUll lhawinw «tur.. 11lc u:mpt'fIiIltJl"t m.tr rite .bow frecLi"l for .0 hour
Of to on occuionaI caY! dtml'lJ JanUN)' or
t'clwu&ry buc the mt"iU1 Ic."mpr13llUteS lor
Ibex 2 month!, ",tuch art IN! WMlldl ~
tho: )"Ur, Ml 21.5· FahrcMn' and 6.S·
F~~t,

lUJX'C,wdy. IketIIBCd'thillhc:
pnIbk:m 01 ir.CI bth.dutll. odot., ctc:" Ilft

_.nt. 'Ik potMm 01

(QfI1a~tion

01

WlIIIl'r IUppIy it Mllwod simply br ptcvcnllJlI
thedo:: .... 'af"uriJIII: and fica 'n the uu from
wtakb _
for !IUl,. . .
brirll
t , Thl'ft' "mID ...~ COI'IIlnIttcd In the
camp atU wllh. banh In Ow- iltC& OI:CtJpu:d

"I('f'''

,um,
to>

by !he dlop and lIir ~ratioru: uti.ilie..

(F"'8' 202.) 1befe Willi on~ L.trint: (or 30
of&cu and (\00'0 IAlrina each ttl'Villlj 100
enliJtcd pc.iOIIncl. ' I'bc:tc L.lrino ..Ut: of
the ph variely ,,'l1h 18 1020 tellS. The piu
were approximDu:ly 5 f~d dt'q) alld 3 rC'C1
" 'ide aoct ..-ere CO\'CtI:d ",'Ith .. boll "cry
.iruilar to 1111: ltandard ql,l.llrlt:f'nUl)lcr latrine
hoi ti the Ann)' octpt thai no lkb wrn:
\dI:d. The Latrine wat eowrM wilh l'i
mndard 16· by 16-(001 pyr.... nidal Ion In
which WlU pI-"Ced II plywood floor oactly
like the one! in the !i\lins qUIr1m. The
te... u wt're arranged. 8tOUlid the edge. The
rub for corutrucdng pit lalrino IUCh as the
spoicing of 5Upportins timben, urine bamlc:
plate., etc., apply here III ebewho'e. No
urinab ""cre pi"O'ltided.
tI. Odon: .. Cie pl"8Cticall)' unnoticeable.
Ocea oi onll1ly, in the morning aftO' levenl
people had u5(d u,,: limine then:: was • .slight
odor ""hieh disappeared Ihortly afterward.
•. No heat ...u provided in the: Latrines and
no impl'O\'tmtnb rNItde 10 thr Ittn. IllI t~
wen:: in the I;\lillg quarters. Snow quicldy
an:umulated al"O\lnd the entraJll:t: and inside,
al tima; CU\"erinS practicaUy .11 or lhe: sca...
Regular rna.inlcna~ b required.
f. Due 10 the rapidity ...ith ...hich fec.:s
r"",.a. it builds up in • 1i.lllasmilC foml;Jtion

Fl.- ,ot. o....w. 01... crI Iotr...., ,how""
drill... """ blh,"'" ....a ...,....vl..Hg~ ., _

_
..

'"'" I~ ..hid! "' _ _ _ II.....

n:aching (Ollsidffliblc heigh. \"Ct'f quicltJy.
• . Urisuuion Will carril'd OUI whtn..,O' one
def;ir«1. 11,b; WlU ItnenUy around !he: 0111'
lide .. the indivklual lCIllJ. In .orne (IUd!
when: a .II1(:1W )"UI'/ICe WlU a,.,.Uabl" in the
tunnel fonnlllg tilt cnll'8.lICe. 10 the tent. a
" urinal" WlU tmde amply by uriNiI;n! in thb
Ji"IOW. The hc-at d the! urine. qulek.ly I.,. .... a
hole. 01 considerlible ..be.. 011 Ult OlItJide
of the tent the urint si\oc.. definite )'e1l0\<'
«tJor 10 the InCIW \filiI "lOWI up IU nun~toUI
colom:l fPOlJ on the .. rface. OccasionaUy.
while. gcnina snow (ot producingwalCf in the.
Indh'idual ItnU one elid)untcn one of ti:weIc
C.OteiI urine dc!DilS. UrilUlU lor the Indi·
\'k!ual Ie'nu JIIoukll.lc provided.

SECl10N IV. Survival and Rescue
I. SurvivaJ PiO.DlI.inll o.nd EquIpment. Cen·
tral Group.
•. n.c medical cquipnltl'l carrift! .board
11K R4D Aircraft c:omincd of5 F"lnt akI kib, aeronautic.
12 Gauze. rolla bandage, 2 incher; by 6 yank
10 Two--ounee bottles of brand)'.
I Dolt ahQobent ... rgialgaU7.c I by 25 yards.
2 Boxes morphine tlirtra~ sureuCi (S per

""").
4 Urge battle dn:sainp.

.ot

1 Bonk: ollOO .lutrad[;ltJ.ine tahleu, gr. 7~
I Boult' af SO aJpirin llIblt'tJ, gr. S.
I Pound boric .:id olntnlClit •
I foil'll aid pamphlet.
5 Fil'lt aid IdlS, IndividUllI avialor (.Itored
in li;rcrart, but not carried b)' IhI: in.
dividuail tl'IUllKlvu.).
All ol the abol.'e items I!XCq)I .tand,1r(1 atJ'Oo
naulie lit'll akt Itiu We'n:: 1'eITIO\'tcI rrom aircml"t
and .tora:I at the. dbpc:,,""ry Ixl\tottn mgh ...
b. t'or aircml c::mogcncy 11.11'\';'181 equip"

ment carried on aU R40 fliShu Ie(: paragraph 6c, section III , ehapt<'t 6. AI", !ICe
fJ8UreII 203 and 204.
(1) The Ilab .... en: made especially for thill
operation for \lie as ain::raft ertll:tgt'.ocy su r\'ival ~ar. They "''Cn:: fashioned dtn- thoe
Ntlrucn type, ....hich it vC"I")' light In «tmparUon 10 the Quarlemwner man-h.1uJing
$ledge they arc longer, and a, the same time
mmc...·hat light~. I n their length they had
the advantage oIl>cing capable of (arry;ns a
man lying IU full length. A timilar Jledge
used on a previ()tll expedition (Byrd 194{)
was considered (or this operation, but ifUllllfident ume .... as available r<)t" its (Ol1Stntetion.
(2) Whi le gasolioc was containnl in the
canl carried at Jurvival equipmenl. Elimi_
rulling this ....eight a nd de l~nding on Ihe 100octane fud in the lank, W;l3 eonlidcrnl, bUI
the per(orrnnnee of Ihe Coleman nove on
leaded gasoline was thought to be too untermill. I'rimu~ stovea which operate wt:1J 1m
lOO-OClllnt gasoline are believed to be a"ailable, and . hould be procur«i for polar
/lying operationl ir adequlIte Army etluip.
men t i, not already available for th l! usc:.
t. [n addilion to the above, ellCh R40
crew nW'mber was respon!iblc fur loading
Cltlta items ol per10nai clothing before each
flight. (Fig. 205.) 'fhcte ...-en: kept in
parachllle kit bap and .tared bC"tW(eIl flighu
in the quart<'rt oIlhe individual crew mem·
bert. (&e lilt below.) In thil connQ:tion
it wat noted that on the flight in from the
camrr al leut one crew had a complete
chan~ of utra dothing packed in a waterproof baa 10 that they "'"QUId ha>.., an inune·
dialt chang<' avai1abl<, if tOcy had to ditch
aud became weI in the protra

..

Inn ..... t...1 ...... ,"" ~-•••
• ••.
Boot;.. , lu , "".401.... ... . .. ..• . •••.

Scotl,.i1k . .

t'"

M,",~"_" "

•

• • • • •••

".,,,.,

g.;" , wool (A,,"r."'''')

Sock"
So.:Iu.

~t.....

woo'I""'"

- ""'

••

1 l"Gir
1 l"Gir

1

••

,." .... ,.. 1palo

.
..,.
(lithl _1"")

Im;lh IOJI/

...

Soclr" wool '-0 I• .."h IOJI ..

1

..

1 ""it
! __

i_.
i I>Oin

T... VMn, _I (",l1li, ,",w.)
,.
1 ""If
Vrod" .. u , _I, '-t '''''''' ...... . '"
Sw",'tt, ~ (A ..., Iowt)
.• 1
Baot., oI.i . • . • • . . •. •.
1 Il10;'
P"' ..... ..;....... o~.. ... . .
.....
1
PorI<o, .. _ . .• .. . .
1
joeIo.. , R.IcI, pit.. 'i~td . . . . .
1
l'he1e itcms w<'re I~ minimum requirro
to be eanied by each erew memhtr on cach
ntcnded flight. This lisl "'"lIS in addition to
a completc ou tfit being worn by each c~··
IIl<In . I ndi>'iduaJ ain::rew InemhtT"ll oftcn

Ft._ 101.

I~I .. I...

_0,.

~

. 1...

pooIi"

~

R40 ((- .7), oh-I",

~

..... ' ...

1,_.

l>ooo_SOU ,I.... O 1',

Shoo ';...., . ••11

MOlk, foe • .•
("", ~~ , _h

Mill"", woot, ....... I,~ ..

Gkn_ . ..... . .

M .... ' ....., ~Oft_

~I

, "' ...

,,
,, ....... f"l, _ to..
,~

.~

Dioploy

~

R40 .... ,.roc, __ I....t

...wl p""""

."

added MMlI i ltll~ 10 Ihi. Ji!1 luch 3) clgan:ua, _p, extr.l lIOClu, etc.
~. nit IUrvival rations originally planned
/'or the R>40 aireraft were considctro 100
~avy for th(oir cllioric con tent, ROO in !lOme
lnllllntel nOI pralCtlcll l for the conditiON
under which they were to be uled . Accord·
inlly, after conl"Jlll!ion with pc:nonnel havInR cxpcrlcncc in AIWU'Clic Ilcdgin!(, fiying,
lind lI'llekcod vehide operationl, the rlilioru
were reviled. (I"iR. 206.) Availability deeidcd tht choice of IOnle iletm, The Unuil
Wlll liked 10 mlJkc it cesier 10 handle when
frQt.tn , chcc.JC WIIJ rt:lOO''t(! from the- lin
C!lIlUlineri (u furnW,ed in Ihe K ration),
bulk colfcc ....'aj dlluinatta b«.IUC 01 il)
""dRhl, evnpordt.cd milk wu dloppcd beellUIMl uf hel nlJ hard 11,1 handle ",-heft (.......11,
jan\ "a. eliminated bee.we of high net .00
IltOIS weight rornpatm tn lIS CJlkric: contCl\t,
IIl1d d iflkuhy III handhllg frm.erl, nco o.t·
rHeal W1ll paelutlcd IJy Ujitizms large. ....-Jute
wlndproo( rnill"_ I, n~h 1be /'O!\'1IIC!d

• Ia.... . _
f~'06. ...

' . , ...

.afaoJ ,VIi

Boon " ......... tcd • JI\'~ ofl~ jKiLU\I in
.... "'~I ;and al the _
LiRll.' aD R per-

ttI:Il iOCft.att IQ ....kric; COI1IOlt. A dcmikd
Ii" and akulation 0( 1111100 I.f ~\-en in I.iJblc
I. Each ('Qfnpkte l'lltion lhe amount pro\idlll8 J.360 cab.u per day for one man
for 60 cb)~ "'... packed in en air fftUpply
~Ule drQP lUi. t rll . 162.) 'fhto :.d_

vklll'pd lhunICthod "(lC : Finl, the ""I.
cubuon .nd n~uunng 0( !he amount 10 CIII
~h d.ay _
mud! toimpJcr; I«Ond. one or

n,...!OS

."

0Ik.a I: I I., •• " 7 zI ...

Io" _!zIlla..

lUelO( ~Ie and t-WlCtd l'lltions wuJd
hr dlOpptd lalfncclililldy to II ~ down in
the: inln'ior fn;Jm the other pWlC- in the Righi
or !.lId' r",," • ~ue plane; and Ihird, ""hen
lUI QII"II crew member or obtc""u ....'1U lila.\:·
I~ • n'1I:hl ......... ,1'.1 milam for him could be
addtd Oil ahon !lVlice metel y by puujng
aboald one or fIl(lI'e drop kill. OirttllOOl
for I........ !he ralioN ~re pn!pllm1 nod ..
~ illJert«l in each drop kit 10 .... ppl~nl
the briefing !Jmm un thil .... Ltjeet. 1bedin.-cIPIII werr lIS folloWII :

Table I. Survival rations lor R4D aircraft
Original ration
Item

Weight in pounds

Pemmican. . . . ..

Net

Tare

Gross

120

2.5

122.5

Total
caloric
value

Revised ration
Total
Weight in pound.
caloric
Number N et
Tare
Gross
value

Unit

312,000

8-oz. pkg.

30

15

"Normal" daily

•
rles

ration for One man

per

Amount

ounce

40,080 167

16.87

1.87

(alo-

Source of
item*

Calories

Y2 of 8-oz.

668

B

pkg.
Coffee .........

40

Tea ........... .

•

Milk (evaP.) ... .
Milk (pdr.) .... .
Bacon ......... .
Ham . ......... .
Ralston ........ .
Beef and gravy ..
Peanut butter ... .
Soda crackers .. .
Biscuits ........ .
Cocoa (pdr.) ... .

40
15
30
40
20
38
7
30
•

Dried fruit. .... .
Butter ......... .
Oatmeal ...... .
So It. . . . . . . . . . . .
Cereal blocks ....
Chocolate blocks.
Cocoa blocks ... .
Sugar blocks ... .
Sugar (bulk) .... .
Cheese ........ .

•

•

per
per
per
per

•

•

• •

• • •

Lemon powder ..
"B rea kfast " .....
"D'Inner " ...... .
"Supper " ...... .
Extras ......... .
Total 1 man .. .

Calories
Calories
Calories
Calories

•

•

•

• •

•

•

8.

•

•

1.

8.

2.5

32.5

•

• • • • •

•

•

()

.5
4.
1.
• •

•

•

• • •

.5

... . , .

• • •

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

• • • • •

•

3.5

•

• • •

• •

•

•

15,000
31,960
32,320
72,000
•

•

•

24,960
33,735
81,840
60,400
33,000
32,808
14,560
36,000

12.
20.5
24.
21.

L.

•

•

53.
17.1
30.
45.5
21.
46.

5.5
1.

•

•

,

• • •

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

·. ..

•

•

•

•

•

• • • •

•

• •

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

·. .. ., .

•

•

•

•

•

• •

•

•

•

•

•

• • •

50
14
24

1.5
3.
10.5

17.

1

1.

2.

51.5

•

• • •

90,350
24,976
31,200
1,525

34.5
•

•

•

•

•

•

••

•••

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

• • • • • • •

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

• • •

• • •

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

••

•

•

•

•

•

•

• • • • • • •

542

68.1

610.1

• •

• • • • • •

934,634

per day lor 60 days: 3,115.
gross weight: 1,532.
per day for 60 days: 3,367.
gross weight: 1,946.

•

•

• • • • •

, ,

.........

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

••

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•••• •

..
..

..' .
..

1

2.

..

.., .

•

• •

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

••

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

·

•

•

•

"

•

•

•

•

•

.
.
.

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

.28
•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

·......
·. . , . ..

••
.'

•

•

•

...
...

..
16,800 140
5,856 183

8.37
2.06

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

• • • •

•

• •

•

•

•

· . . . . . . ..

...

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

·... ..

•

•••

·

.. . . ..

,

·...

.

·....

,

•

•

•

•

.12
•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

7.75
1.12
•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

.1
.1

•

•

•

•

•

•

••

4,160 130

2.12

1 .5
.12

2.
.93
3.75
2.8
3.75
10.

·......

.'

.5 oz.
·

...

· . . . . . . .'
· . . . . . . .'

...

•••

,

· ..

••

•••

·., ..

• • •

•

• •

·.... . . , .

...

• •

•

• •

•

•

•

• • •

•

•

30.

.. 484.5

2.1
3.75

• • •

• • •

•

•

• • •

6.94

(X5)
34.7

•

•

•

• • •

•

• • •

•

•

•

•

7,200
7,168
8,700
18,560
3,712
6,660

•

• • •

•

•

•

•

•

103.85

202,048

(X5)

(X5)

519.2

15 percent saving in gross weight.
S percent increase in caloric content.

(21 percent less weight for same number calories.)

••

·.....

•

120
160
145
116
116
111

17,400
15,600 107
18,600

31.8

1.8

• •

• •
•

•

1,010,240 ...

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

Y2 pkg.

•

•

•

•

•

•
•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

• • • •

•

,

•

•

•

B
B

120
120
145
304
62
111

E
E
E
E
B
K

E,

...

•

•

•

•

• •

•

•

•

•

•

•

·

,

290
260
310

•

•

240
60

•

•

•

•

•
•

•

•

•

•

•

•

• •

•

Y2 pkg.
Y2 pkg.
•

•

B
B

..
•

•

•

pkg.
Y2 pkg.
Y2 pkg.
1 pkg.
.5 oz.
1;4 block

.. ..,

•

•

·

, ,

Y2

• •

•

•

• •

1 oz.
Y2 oz.

• • • • • • • ••

• •

.1

•

200
25

• •

2.

(X5)

14,400 225
3,648 114
•

21.43

,

·, ......
·, ......

...

B

68

12,000 120
1,504 94

4.1
2.1

.2

. ..

.

, ,

•

•

B
B

280
97

•

1
30
30
30
30
60

•

,

•

•

• • •

· , . . . . . . .. .

·... .

•

4.

.. . . .
96.91

•

•

•

.,

•

•

•

•

• • • •

•

•••

•

•

•

•

•

•

••• • •

• • •

•

B

•

••

•

•

•

• •

• • • • • • • • • • •

•

•

•

•

•

•

30
30
30

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

..' . .

•

•

•

•

•

.
1

•

•

•

•

2 oz.
.4 slice

15

.....

••••

••

1 bag

4-lb. pkg.
2-lb. mitt
1/2-oz. pkg.
2-oz. pkg.
11/2-oz. pkg.
2-oz. pkg.
22;3-oz. pkg.
2-lb. sack
4-oz. block
, , ,

•

•

•

• • • •

3.75

•

•

•

•

1

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

.87
.06

6.25
1.
•••

•

.1

7.5
2
••

1
1

•

.18

••

Large can
1-lb. bag
•

•• • • •

1
1

2 lb. bulk
•

•

32

7.5 lb.
2 lb. bulk

•

•

•

•

• • •

•

••

•

• •

•

•

•

• • •

••

•

Single bag

•

••

•

.......... .

Pack
Pack
Pack

•

• ••

1 man
pound
1 man
pound

•

48.5

13.
2.1

3

Jam ........... .

5 men. ..

•

••

10
20
20
20

Rice . ......... .

Total

••

8.5

•

• •

•

3,360

·.. ,

.

•

•

•

.. .

.

K
K
K

E&K
•

·.

*B-From bulk stores or original ration.
K-From K ration.
E-Fram E ration.

•

•

•

• •

....

(1) The emergency rations in R4D aircraft are packed so that each drop kit contains a balanced ration for 5 men for 12 days
(or one man for 60 days). Every plane will
carry as many complete ration packs as there
are men aboard so that there will always be
60 days' "normal" rations for each man
making the flight. As explained below, however, all men present eat from the same

ration pack at anyone time, regardless of
the size of the party.
(2) A break-down of the contents of each
drop kit follows. Total amounts and caloric
values are given in columns 2 and 3. Onesixtieth of the total amount, Of the amount
one man would eat per day, is given in
columns 4 and 5 for each item of the list.

•

Total ration

Normal daily ration for one man

4

1

2

3

Item

No. of units

Calories

Amount

40,080

112 pkg.
112 bag
2 oz.
A slice
.5 oz
7~o of No.
14 oz.
1 plus oz.
112 oz. plus
112 pkg.
112 pkg.
112 pkg.
112 pkg.
1 pkg.
112 oz.
1.4 block
112 pkg.
112 pkg.
112 pkg.

1. Pemmican ......... ..... . . . .......... .

2. Tea .................. . ... . ... . ..... .

3. Powdered milk .... . .. . ..... . .... . .. . . .
4. Bacon . ............. . .... . ....... .. . .

5. Peanut butter ..... . .... . .. . .. . ... . ... .
6. Biscuits . ......... , ... . ..... . ..... . .. .

7. Cocoa powder ........... . ... . .... . . . .
8. Butter . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . ' . . ...... . .

9. Oatmeal ........... . . .. .... . . . . . .. .. .
10.Salt ................. . .. . ......... .. .
11. Cereal blocks ........... . .. . .. . ...... .
12. Chocolate blocks ..... . .. .. . .. ........ .
13. Cocoa blocks ........ . .. . ..... . ...... .
14. Sugar blocks . .... . ........ . .. . .... .. .
15. Sugar, bulk ... . . . .... . ........ . .. . . . . .
16. Cheese . ........ , ...... . ' ... . .. . . , , ..
17. "Breakfast". . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ...
18 . "D'Inner" ............. . . . ... , . . .... .
19. "Supper" ............ . .... . .. . .. . ... .
20. Extras: cigarettes, etc .

30 pkgs. (8-oz.)
32 bags
7112 Ibs. bulk
2 Ibs. bulk
2 Ibs. (net)
6.25-lb. can
1-lb. bag
4-lb. pkg.
2-lb. mitt
30 1h-oz. pk'ls.
30 2-oz. pkgs.
30 11h-oz. pkgs.
30 2-oz. pkgs.
60 2%-0z. pkgs.
2-lb. pkg.
15 4-oz. blocks
30 packages
30 packages
30 packages

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

16,800
5,856
4,160
12,000
1,504
14,400
3,648
•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

7,200
7,168
8,700
18,560
3,712
6,660
17,400
15,600
18,600

5
Calories

668
280
97
68
200
25
240
60
120
120
145
304
62
111
290
260
310

•

(3) Additional points on the makeup of this
When the can is first opened a count of all
ration:
the biscuits can be made and one-sixtieth
(a) Only 32 ' tea bags (item No.2) are
of the total will be the average number to
included. However, each "Breakfast" pack
allow per man per day.
(item No. 17) contains coffee powder suffi(d) I terns 17, 18, and 19 can be recognized
cient for one cup. This will provide one cup
by their contents. The breakfast pack conof tea or coffee per day.
tains a fruit bar, biscuits, and a package of
(b) The amount of bacon (item No.4) alcoffee powder. The dinner pack has a
lowed per man per day is given as .4 slice.
package of lemon powder and candy in
addition to the biscuits. The supper pack
This is an artificial figure resulting from the
fact that there are about 24 slices in the 2
contains a chocolate bar and bouillon pack
pounds included in the ration. Same applies
besides the biscuits.
(e) Item No. 20 includes cigarettes, wooden
to a few other items in column 4, such as
"?; tea bag."
spoons, toilet paper, etc. An early check of
(c) The biscuits (item No.6) are packed in . the numbers of each included will give an
a large tin. The average number contained
estimate of how fast they can be used up.
in the 6X pounds of cookies is not known.
(f) The "normal" ration above totals about
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3,360 calories per man per day for a period of
60 days. This assumes only moderate activity. For heavy work the daily caloric intake
should be increased. In this case, adding
half again as much of each item to the
"normal" daily ration will give about 5,000
calories per man per day, and under these
circumstances one complete drop kit will
contain enough food for one man for about
6 weeks. In case it appears necessary to
reduce rations below normal in order to
extend them, one-half of the standard ration
can be used as a yardstick to assist in making
the decision of how much to cut. Half of the
standard ration, or 1,600 calories per man
per day, will probably provide subsistence if
a minimum of physical activity is engaged in
and if protection from the cold is fairly adequate. The ration would extend to 4 months
if consumption can be kept to this level.

other day so that a full slice is allowable, or
every 4th day when there would be a credit
of two slices. However, it is best to spread
all items fairly evenly rather than eat preferred foods up immediately or save them
until the end of the period.
(c) Sample menus for five men:

(4) Menu Preparation. (a) The amounts
and caloric content of each item in the table
above will serve as guides to assist in making
the ration corne out even. Of course, if one
man were to attempt to eat from one ration
kit for 60 days, he would have to estimate
and measure very carefully in order to'
maintain an average consumption of onesixtieth of the contents per day. However,
in actual practice only one ration is opened and
used at a time. Therefore, with an entire
crew of five subsisting from one ration pack,
it is finished in 12 days. As a result, portions
of each item measured out daily are larger,
making for easier accounting. Also an accurate check point is reached every 12 days
when a ration is finished and a new one is to
be opened. The rule of opening and eating
from only one ration pack at a time applies
regardless of the number of people in the
party . •'

Chocolate blocks ... . ....... . .. . ... . 5 blocks
Cheese ................. . ......... . 21;2 blocks
Sugar blocks ............ . ..... . ... . 5 blocks
(966 calories per man)
"D'Inner " ...... ., ........ . .. . ...... . 5 packs
Peanut butter ......... . ........... . 5 oz.
Cocoa blocks ..................... . 5 blocks
Lemon (pwdr.) drink from dinner pack .. 5 portions
(946 calories per man)

•

(b) All items do not have to be served
every day. Some may be eaten every
second, third, or fourth day. For example,
the party may prefer to eat bacon only every

BREAKFAST
Oatmeal. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 5 oz.
Milk (pwdr.) .... . .... . ............. 10 oz.
Biscuits. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 8 oz.
Butter. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 5 oz.
Sugar. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 21;2 oz.
Tea . ............................. 5 bags
Bacon. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 5 slices
(975 calories per man)
"Breakfast" . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 5 pkgs.
Coffee (from above pkg.)
Cereal blocks. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 5 pkgs.
Milk(pwdr.) .................. . .... 100z.
(1,100 calories per man)
DINNER

. . • . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . 8 oz.
B·ISCUltS

SUPPER
Pemmican . ....................... . 21;2 ctns, 20

oz.
Cocoa (pwdr.) ........... '......... . 21;2 oz .
.
·
ISCUlt
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . 8 oz.
B
Butter . ................... . .... . .. . 5 oz.
Milk (pwdr.) ................. . .... . 10 oz.
(1 ,428 ca lori es per man)
upper ................ . ... . . .. . 5 packs
Boui lion (from above)
Sugar blocks ............. . ........ . 5 blocks.
Cheese . ....................... . .. . 21;2 blocks
Peanut butter ..................... . 5 oz.
(1,282 calories per man)

"s

"

(5) Cooking suggestions. Although some
men are familiar with ordinary cooking
methods, others have never prepared simple
meals and to the latter these hints may prove
of assistance.
(a) Never throwaway bacon fat. It is
high in caloric content and can be mixed
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with something else and eaten. Tolerance
and appreciation of fatty tasting foods usually
comes with living in very cold climates, especially when exposure to cold is continuous.
(b) The monotony of biscuits can be relieved by spreading them with butter, peanut
butter, or pemmican when it is prepared and
ready for eating.
(c) Try to use methods which consume less
fuel or require the use of the stove for shorter
periods, i. e., avoid methods which require
reheating, etc.
(d) Except when cooking something like
bacon, have some water in the pan before
putting food into it. Food burns very easily
in the equipment supplied for emergency
camp cooking. This applies to pemmican as
well as oatmeal, etc. Stir frequently.
(e) Variety can be obtained in cooking oatmeal by adding butter, pieces of fruit bar, or
biscuit. Salt makes oatmeal more palatable
for most people and should be added before
cooking. The usual practice is to mix oatmeal, salt, milk powder, and sugar; add the
water and cook.
(f) Pemmican can be varied by the addition of fruit bar or dried fruit, extra salt,
crumpled cereal block or biscuit. Small
pieces of bacon can be fried in the pan before
adding water and pemmican. Pemmican
should be shredded first and then cooked
with water to the consistency of oatmeal.
(g) Cocoa and milk powder can be mixed
into one hot drink.
(h) Lemon powder and sugar can also be
conveniently used in the same drink.
•

Note. A few of the ration packs contain
dried fruit, white bread, and extra chocolate
bars in place of the K-ration packs. The
dried fruit can be figured at about 100 calories per ounce and the chocolate at 160
calories per ounce. The bread will have about
50 calories per slice of average thickness.
e. Briefing of R4D aircrews began on the
Philippine Sea where Rear Admiral Byrd gave
•
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several talks on general living conditions,
geography, weather, clothing, travel, survival, etc., in the Antarctic. The principles
of first aid, care of injured, and use of the
medical equipment carried were thoroughly
covered in discussions presented by the ship's
complemen t medical officer. Briefings were
again resumed after the aircraft arrived at
the base camp. They were given by personnel with previous experience in the Antarctic,
and were accompanied by demonstration of
cooking pemmican, rigging a sail on a sledge,
operating the cooking heater, and other practical methods of doing things with the equipment at hand. No hard and fast rules were
laid down as to what to do in case of a forced
landing. However, crews were advised to
remain with the plane as long as practical.
Matters such as when to move, area to head
for, equipment to carry, etc., were left up
to the plane commander for final decision.
This decision to be based upon the general
rescue plan, and his estimate of the situation
facing the party in general and locally.
/. The Norseman (JA) airplane was operated as a general utility plane for limited
photographic flights, weather reconnaissance,
and contacting the trail party. It was not
equipped with a heater but had outlets for
electrically heated clothing. It was also
equipped with litter fastenings. It was supplied for emergencies as follows:
(1) On all flights:
One first aid kit, aeronautic.
One first aid kit, life raft, camouflaged (JAN
#9-217-125).
One first aid kit, pneumatic life raft (JAN
#9-227-875).
(2) On all but local flights the crew chief
was responsible for seeing that the following
equipment was aboard:
Shovel and saw.
Four 5-gallon oil cans with funnel and 4 feet
of hose.
Engine tent and cover.

50 feet of rope.
Plumber's blowtorch and pot.
One 2-gallon can of clear gasoline.
1 set of four "deadmen" and lines for mooring.
1 set of dye markers.
1 Coleman cook stove.
Waterproof matches.
One set of emergency tools.
Corner reflector.
One 2-man tent.
(3) On all but local flights the pilot was
responsible for seeing that each man aboard
had the following:
Sleeping bag.
30 days' E rations.
Skis and ski shoes.
Five pounds of additional clothing as desired
by individual or required by pilot.
•

•

2. Rescue Operation Eastern Group.
On 30 December one of the early flights
made by a PBM of the Eastern Group
struck a snow covered elevation in poor
visibility, exploded in air, crashed and
burned near the coast at approximately
71 0 S. latitude and 99 0 W. longitude.
They were found on 11 January less than 20
miles from their last reported position and
about 8 to 10 miles from a stretch of open
. water. Emergency supplies were dropped
to the party of six survivors of a crew of nine
men. Only visual signals were possible.
TwoPBM's next flew in, one of which dropped
trail markers between their position and the
open water, and additional emergency supplies. The other landed on the stretch of
open water and took the survivors off. A
pharmacist'S mate was aboard each of the
two PBM's making the rescue.
a. Casualties were:
Navigator at his position killed instantly.
Man at radio panel killed instantly and
. thrown clear of plane.
Man at flight engineer's panel thrown clear
and died 2 hours later from multiple in•
•
Junes.

Pilot had seat belt fastened and was rendered
unconscious by striking his head against
throttles. Face, hands, and legs badly
burned. Removed from burning cockpit
by other members of crew. His condition
was critical at this time .
Co-pilot WCJs in control of the airplane and
did not have seat belt fastened. Thrown
clear of plane through windshield. Dislocated and fractured right humerus. Condition serious.
Plane commander, standing in bow was
thrown clear of plane. Fractured nose.
Man at flight engineer's panel without
safety belt fastened was thrown clear.
Suffered laceration of scalp.
Photographer in tunnel of plane was rendered semiconscious but escaped unaided
wi th scalp laceration.
Man at radar screen thrown clear and received only superficial bruises.
b. When the plane crashed most of the
medical supplies were burned. Seven days .
later sulfadiazine tablets and sulfanilamide
powder were found. The pilot was then given
sulfadiazine tablets every 4 hours. During
the tirr:e the survivors stayed on the ice the
pilot was kept in the fuselage. Sulfanilamide
crystals were used on the lacerations. The
pilot's feet were severely frostbitten, and he
was evacuated on a sledge pulled by the
other crewmen. Later, aboard ship his
burns were found to be grossly infected and
his toes gangrenous. By 18 January his
condition had improved somewhat and on 27
January a report received indicated that
most burned areas were healing well but
that both feet were gangrenous up to 2
to 4 inches above the ankles. Several transfusions were administered and both legs
were amputated below the knee, one on 31
January and the other on 4 February .
Condition at this time was much improved
and by 12 February wounds were reported
to be healing well and he was removed from
o
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the serious list. Both amputations were
done at sea. Skin grafting as required is
to be done after return to the United States.
c. Medical and other survival equipment
carried aboard PBM aircraft and the extra
equipment dropped to the survivors is listed
below. The party was dazed for the first 2
days and did little but rest. Thereafter
they searched for food and clothing, erected
two tents, and prepared to wait for rescue.
The crew had been wearing electrically
heated flying suits over heavy underwear
and summer flying suit or sweater. Two
pairs of heavy socks were worn, and in
addition foul weather clothing and shoe
packs which were carried in the plane.
Winter flying helmets and dark sun glasses
were worn. Face masks were available.
Fortunately much of the food was thrown
clear of the airplane and was gradually
recovered, enough being found to supply
their needs for more than the time spen tat
the site of the crash. Snow was melted on
the Coleman stove and in the pressure cooker.
•

Medical equipment corried aboard PBM aircraft

1
2
5
4
2
3
1

Stokes litter.
Sets splints.
Blankets.
Kits, first aid, aeronautic (JAN No. 9-196-650).
Kits, first aid, life raft (JAN No. 9-217-675).
Kits, first aid, aviator (JAN No. 9-197-675), one
carried by each pilot.
Emergency first aid box containing:
1 Pound roll absorbent cotton.
1 Skin marking pencil.
2 Tubes butyn and metaphen eye ointment.
1 Eye bath with 4 oz. boric solution.
4 Large battle dressings.
5 Small battle dressings.
1 Head dressing.
1 Roll plain gauze, 25 yards.
18 Two-inch bandages.
5 Morphine syrettes.
1 0 Two. oz. bottles of brandy.
2 Boxes of benzedrine sulfate.
1 Pound boric ointment.
4 Four oz. tubes of boric ointment.
4 Rolls 2-inch adhesive tape.
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3
20
1
3
20
100
1
1
1

Tourniquets.
Packages sulfanilamide.
Box aspirin.
Boxes iodine applicators.
Ammonia inhalers.
Cascara sagrada tablets.
Package applicators.
Book of EMT tags.
Wire spl into

Miscellaneous emergency gear carried on PBM aircraft

12
12
6
1

4
1
1

2
4
3
20
12

1
1
1
1

2
12

2
1
1
1
12
24

1
1
360

6

Immersion suits.
Sleeping bags.
Two-man tents with accessories.
Fishing kit.
Co Ieman stoves.
Machete.
Shovel.
Ice picks.
Pounds powdered lamp black.
Blankets.
Feet of 2-inch line.
•
Parachutes.
Box matches.
Rifle and ammo.
Saw.
Set extra flight clothing per man.
Seven-man rafts or 3 four-man rafts and accessories;
Mae West jackets and dye markers.
Empty cans for gasoline.
Set of cooking utensils.
Set plates and eating implements.
Arctic two-man sled.
Pairs extra gloves.
Pairs extra wool socks.
Gallons can orange paint and brush.
Gibson Girl radio.
Cans aircraft emergency tablet rations.
Boxes pemm ican.
Food for 3 days for 1 2 persons.

Gear dropped to survivors supplementing that found in wreckage

1
2
1
1
1
6
74
100
12
7
2

Coleman heater.
Cans of fuel.
Pyrotechnic projector.
Dye marker.
Box matches.
Pairs of goggles.
Cans emergency rations.
Rounds. 30 cal. ammo.
Boxes large chocolate bars.
Cartons cigarettes.
Quarts whisky.

•

900
500
300
2
1
1
1
1
1
1
4
9
5
9
9
9
4
5
1
1
2
100

Vitamin ( tablets.
Multivitamin tablets.
Sulfadiazine tablets.
Wrist compasses.
Sheath knife.
(an emergency rations for life rafts and boats.
Pressurer cooker.
Bottle aspirin.
Surgical kit.
Rifle, .30 cal.
Blankets.
Pairs heavy socks.
Face masks.
Pairs leather mittens.
Pairs wool mittens.
Suits heavy underwear.
Rolls toilet paper.
Gallons gasoline.
Two-man tent.
Pup tent.
Shovels.
Feet of line.
•

d. Recommendations on PBM equipment

and operations made by the Eastern Group

to CTF 68 on the basis of this experience
were the following:
(1) Add two pairs of light inner socks each.
(2) Add one shotgun, one .30 cal. carbine,
and plane commander should have a .45
,
cal. revolver.
(3) Each man to carry individual aid kit.
(4) Matches and lip chap sticks should be
added to first aid kits.
(5) Black smoke signal should be devised.
(6) Skis should be in planes or available
for rescue drops.
(7) Briefing should stress the unreliability
of a snow horizon and depth perception in
this area.
e. The operational plans for emergency
rescue as they applied to the entire task force
are discussed in section I of chapter 6 .
The medical support planned for the winter
camp rescue party is given in paragraph 6,
section II, above.

SECTION V. Recommendations
It should be emphasized that the recommendations made below are based upon the
experience of Operation Highjump only.
This operation was conducted under the
following conditions. The area was 100 percent ice cap terrain as found on Greenland
and Devon Island in the Northern Hemi•
sphere. Temperatures ranged from freezing
to 25 degrees below zero Fahrenheit with
winds to approximately 45 knots. The shorebased activities involved about 200 men and
officers in a temporary camp, almost all of
which was sheltered under canvas. Flying
was done from ice shelf surface on retractable
ski landing gear. The operation was of short
duration. Personnel were ashore for 5 weeks.

general service standards. Decisions on personnel qualified for general service with
waiver should be made on an individual
basis. For fiying personnel, qualifications
on the standard 64 examination should
suffice. The dental examination should include bitewing X-rays and periapical views
of non-vital teeth on all troops destined for
isola ted stations.

1. Physical Qualifications and Conditions
of Troops.
a. Physical requirements for high latitude
operations should be the same as present

It is recommended~
a. That prefabricated or Quonset type huts
be used for housing medical facilities in
temporary camps. The heating unit should

7R5274-48
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b. Good physical condition should be maintained by a physical fitness program prior to
leaving the United States, with some program
continued while en route to high latitudes
if a lengthy sea voyage is involved.

2. Dispensary and Medical Equipment.
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be planned so that it is adequate for the
performance of major surgery and safe if
ether anesthesia should be used.
b. That for medical support of troops in
the field an inclosed, heated, tracked vehicle
be developed to serve as a mobile aid station.
c. That the medical facility at cold weather
bases be permanently assigned a vehicle
suitable for general ambulance and flight
line crash service.
d. That medical dispensaries be provided
small carpenter's tool chests.

medical equipment be provided task forces
destined for cold weather testing or .operations. This is applicable to items which are
breakable and where improvising of substitutes is not feasible.
b. That ointments be packed in jars and
tins instead of tubes.
c. That extreme care be employed in
packing equipment, marking it for identification, loading it, caching it, etc ..

3. General Living.

I t is recommendeda. That great care be taken to sizing and
fitting of personal clothing and that issue
of all items be made before departure from
the zone of the interior. All garments
should be tlied on before issue.
b. That personnel requiring continuous use
of corrective lenses be provided with dark
glasses ground to their prescriptions.

I t is recommendeda. That common housekeeping items such as
broom, whisk broom, shovel, pail for melting
water, etc., be provided with each tent unit.
b. That bathing and laundry units be
developed and provided for use whenever
possible in high latitude operations.
c. That tent units be developed incorporating the requirements for cold weather use,
as discussed in paragraph 1, of section III,
and as recommended by participants in
other cold weather operations.

4. Indoctrination and Training.
I t is recommendeda. That practical field exercises in cold
weather survival be participated in by all
personnel before exposure to extremely cold
climates.
b. That field exercises in the use of medical
equipment and employment of medical department units be stressed prior to commitment to high latitude operations. Such field
exercises should be carried out in northern
United States during winter months.
c. That medical department officers' cold
weather training include basic instruction in
navigation and emergency communications.
•

5. Medical Supplies.
It is recommendeda. That duplicate items of certain essential
218

•

6. Personal Clothing and Equipment.

7. Base Camp Messing.
I t is recommended. a. That 30 percent extra rations be provided for cold weather field operations.
b. That hot coffee, soup, etc., be made
available at all times for personnel working
under exposed conditions.
• c. That food containers other than those
made of glass be utillized to the greatest
extent possible.
d. That mess and kitchens be located on
the windward side of camps where snow
used for making water will be less subject
to contamination. The area used for a
source of snow for water should be marked
"off limits" to all personnel and vehicles.
•

8. Medical Projects for Future Study.
a. It is believed that studies of traumatic
shock and its treatment under trail conditions such as might be experienced by
isolated small patrol groups in cold weather
should be undertaken ..

b. More data are needed on solar radi-

ation intensities under various high latitude
conditions with special reference to the
incidence of snow-blindness. Such a project
should seek more scientific and complete
knowledge of the etiology, physiology, and
pathology of this condition. These studies
should be directed. toward the development
of better eye protection methods and equipment.
c. Further studies in metabolism and
caloric and vitamin requirements of troops
operating in high latitudes should be carried
out.
d. Studies in the prevention of freezing
of medicinal liquids at low temperatures
are needed. Increasing the pressure under
which liquids are carried in their containers
(as in ampoules) might assist materially in
this regard.

9. Air Crew Personal Clothing and Equipment.
a. The development of cold weather flying clothing should be carried on with
constant attention to suitability for ground
survival, and types adapted to survival
should generally be preferred to electrically
heated clothing in its present form.
b. The amount and importance of the
personal equipment and survival gear required in high latitude air operations demands that the most detailed and constant
attention be given to its care. Only a
personal equipment facility wiII fulfil this
requirement. Or temporary bases a Quonset type hut or large, thoroughly insulated
storage tent could be utilized.
Where
space is at a premium the same unit could
serve as a briefing, interrogation, and aircrew ready room. A unit of this type will
require a full time attendant who could be
responsible for checking all survival gear,
rations, oxygen systems, etc., as well as
flying clothing.

10. Survival and Rescue.

rt is recommendeda. That first aid training given aircrews
and personnel assigned to rescue operations
emphasize the emergency care and treatment of the most common types of injuries
resulting from aircraft accidents.
b. That a light, man-hauling sled be
developed as an item of emergency survival
gear for air operations.
c. That a heating and cooking stove
operating on any type of gasoline be developed or procured for assemblies of aircraft survival equipment.
d. That the survival training and indoctrination of all aircrews making extended
flights at high latitudes be set up to include
much more than the usual "briefings" and
inspections of equipment. Practical exercises should be required in actual living and
traveling with only their survival gear.
Aircrews might start with their equipment
strewn about at random, pack it for carrying
and/or hauling, travel for a day over
adverse terrain, make camp, sleep, cook
meals, eat, and return the next day.

11. Air Evacuation.
The development of glider tow, landing,
and snatch procedures should be continued
in high latitudes with a view to advancing the
effectiveness of rescue, evacuation, and resupply operations. It is recommended that the
techniques of air evacuation from ice cap or
similar terrain be tested, including methods
of handling evacues in extremely cold climates, both aloft and in holding stations.
The C-64 (Nor.seman) on skis appears to be
better suited to evacuation from forward
areas than most other standard service aircraft. The helicopter has been repeatedly
suggested as the answer to the problems of
rescue and evacuation. However, it is believed that the limitations of standard models
now available are considerable and that de219

pendence upon helicopters should be guarded
against at this time. Performance in high
winds, range, and difficulties in instrument
navigation leave much to be desired. Lifting
capacity is another draw-back often over-

looked by nonflying personnel. The latter
consideration becomes extremely important
in connection with the high altitude of some
areas in Alaska and the Greenland ice cap.
most of which is 7,000 to 9,000 feet high.

SECTION VI. List of Medical Supplies Cached at
"Little America III"
The following is a list of medical supplies
inventoried and cached in the Quonset hut
at "Little America IlL" The boxes of miscellaneous supplies were marked with yellow
paint in Roman numerals.
Box I

2
1
12
2
12
1
1
1
12
1
1
1
1
1
1

This box contained streptomycin and was removed'
from the cache and returned to the United States.
Box IV

Same as box III; returned to the United States.
Box V

•

Ether, 1,4-lb. can.
Benedict's Reagent, can q. s. 1,000 cc.
Caffeine sod. benzoate, 2-ccm. amp. (7Y2 gr.)
Camphorated tincture of opium, pt.
Digalen, injectable, 2-cc. amp.
Pamphlet (Sanborn waterless metabolism tester).
Bag, hot water, rubber.
Merthiolate, 500-cc. bottle.
Serum albumin (100-cc. amp.).
Blood transfusion set.
Sheet wadding, cotton (32 in. by 6 yd.).
Instrument tray, flat, stainless steel, large.
Instrument tray, flat, stainless steel, small.
Wash basin, stainless steel.
Gauze container, stainless steel.
Box II

4 Sheet wadding, cotton (32 in. by 6 yd.).
16 Benzoin, compound, tincture, bottle, 4-oz.
2 Lanolin, can, 1 lb.
1 Ammonium chloride, 1-lb. bottle.
12 Ouinine dihydrochloride, 10 cc. in amp.
2 Gelatin capsules No.1, 100 in box.
1 Calamine, prepared, 1-lb. box.
25 liver extract, amp. V3 unit each.
1 Bismuth subcarbonate, bottle.
3 Cod-liver oil, Stearn, pt.
1 Benzyl benzoate, 500-cc. bottre.
12 Normal human blood plasma, dried, unit.
1 Ouinine sulfate, 1 ,OOO-tablet bottle.
3 Neosynephrin hydrochloride sol. 1 percent, 4
fl. oz.
1 Thiamine hydrochloride tablets, 50 bottles.
2 Carbarsone, bottle, 20 tablets.
12 Amyl nitrate, amp.
1 Fluorescine, 1-oz. bottle.
1 Ferrous sulfate, 0.325 gm., 100 in bottle.
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Box III

1
1
1
1
1
4
5
13
15
18
19
16
6
13
1
5
2

Pestle, small. .
Pestle, large.
Mortar, large.
Mortar, medium.
Mortar, small.
X-ray Film, 8- by 1 O-inch, 12 sheets.
Gauze, bandage 3-inch, 12 in box.
Gauze, bandage 2-inch, 12 in box.
Gauze, bandage, 3-inch, each.
Battle dressings, large.
Battle dressings, small.
Bal ointment, tube (eyes).
Compress bandage (head dressing).
Cotton, absorbent, 1-lb. roll.
Carbon monoxide detector, colormetric.
Carbon monoxide detectors (10 in box).
NBS indicating tubes (12 in box).
B9X

1
1
1

VI

Stand, tray, hospital, complete.
Cotton, absorbent, 1-lb. roll.
Sheet wadding, cotton 32 inches by 6 yards.
Box VII

12

Dextrose, 5 percent w/v in isotonic
chloride, 1,000 cc. each.

sol. sod.

Box VIII

12

Dextrose, 5 percent w/v in isotonic sol. sod.
chloride, 1,000 cc. each.
Box IX

60

Penicillin, sodium, 200,000 units each, 10 in box.

•

Box X

2
21
31
2
3
1
2
1
5
1
1
2
1
1
3
3
3
1
2
1
1
14
7
2
2
1
5
23
2
12
16
18
1
1
1
3
2

Neoarsphenamine, 0.6 gm. each,S amp. in box.
Oxophenarsine hydrochloride (Mapharsen) 0.6
gm. each, 10 amp. in box.
Sulfadiazine tablets, 2 gm.,2 in box.
Sodium chloride tablets, 1,000 bottle.
Cod-liver oil, 1 pI. bottle.
Ferric citrochloride, tincture, 1 pt.
Cascara sagrada, fluid extract, 1 pt.
Gum tragacanth, 1-lb. bottle.
Sulfathiazole, 7Y2 gr., 500 bottle.
Sulfanilamide,S gr., 1,000 bottle.
Sodium phosphate, 1-lb. bottle.
Dextrose anhydrous, powder, 1-lb. bottle.
Sulfosalicylic acid, bottle.
Camphor, 14-lb. bottle.
Borax, 1-lb. box.
Sodium bicarbonate, 1-lb. box.
Boric acid powder, 1-lb. box.
Talc, purified, 1-lb. box.
Saline transfusion tablets, 100 in bottle.
Caffeine, citrated, 1-oz. bottle.
Graduate, pharmaceutical, 500 ml.
Gelatin capsules, No. 0, 100 in box.
Sulfadiazine, sodium, bottle,S gm.
Silver protein, strong, 1-oz. bottle.
•
Chalk, prepared, Y2-lb. box.
Acid, salicylic, 14-lb. box.
Tryparsamide, 3-gm. amp.
Acetylsalicyclic acid powder, 1-oz. box.
Pipettes,S ml.
Suture, catgut, Type C, size one, tube.
Suture, catgut, Type C, size two, tube.
Acetophenetidin, 1-oz. box.
Sulfadiazine, pwd. Y2 lb.
Mercurous chloride, mild, 100 tab. in bottle.
Acid, glacial acetic, 1 pt.
Test tubes.
Rectal tubes.
Box XI

6

Oxygen, cylinder, 80 gal. each.

2
3
6
3
1
1
9
1
1
1
. 1
1
2
2
2
4
25

Cabinet, vision test, complete.
Box XIII

12
96

Pad, heat, chemical.
Refill, pad, heat, chemical.
Box XIV

72

Powder, developing, X-ray.
Box XV

8

Petrolatum, liquid, 1-qt. tin.

•

Box XVI

126
93
11
6

Battle dressings, small.
Battle dressings, medium.
Pad, heat, chemical.
First aid kit, life raft.
Box XVII

2
4
2
5
5
3
1
6
6
1
6

Holder, X-ray film,S by 7, each.
Holder, X-ray film, 8 by 10, each.
Holder, X-ray film, 14 by 17 each.
Film, X-ray, 5 by 7, 12 in pkg.
Film, X-ray, 8 by 10, 12 in pkg.
Film, X-ray, 14 by 17, 12 in pkg.
Grid, radiographic, 14 by 17 each.
Aluminum hydroxide gel., 1 OO-tablet bottle.
Gauze, plain, 36 in. by 25 yd., pkg.
Manometer, spinal, water type, each.
Insulin, injection, protamine zinc, U-40, 10-cc.
bottle.
14 Insulin, injection, U-40, 10-cc. bottle.
15 Heparin, injection, 1 percent 10-cc. bottle.
5 Dicumarol, pulvules, 100 mgm., 100 bottle.
8 Foot powder, USP, 4-oz. can.
78 Hexavitamin capsules, 100 in bottle.
Box XVIII

Box XII

1

Cottonseed oil, 1-qt. tin.
Glycerin, 1-qt. tin.
Soft soap, 2-lb. jar.
Dixie cup, carton.
Sulfadiazine, gr. 7Y2, 500 in bottle.
Acetylsalicylic acid, grs. 5, 500 in bottle.
Magnesium sulfate, 2Y2-lb. box.
Acid, sulfuric, 1 pt.
Bed pan.
Tripod.
Irrigating tin, 2-qt.
Urinal.
Gauze, sterile, 25 yds., surgical.
Gauze, bandage, 3-inch, 12 in box.
Applicator sticks, carton.
Battle dressings, small, 10 in box.
Sputum cups.

1
6
10
1
1
1
6
1

Basal metabolism apparatus, 100-volt, 60-cycle,
AC, each.
Chart, basal metabolism, Sanborn, 8-mc., 1 00 pkg.
Chart, basal metabolism, Sanborn, 9-mc., 100 pkg.
Scales, prescription, each.
Compressor, air, tankless, 100-volt, AC-DC,
each.
Inhaler, mask type, oxygen-helium outfit, each.
Gauze, plain, 36 in. by 25 yd., pkg.
Syringe and needle set, local anesthesia.
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SECTION VII. Comments on U. D. T. by U. S. N. Observer
Lt. Iverson (U. S. N.) Commanding
Officer of the Underwater Demolition Team
(U. D. T.), made the following general
remarks on the tests made on the cold-water
swim suits:
One activity of the underwater demolition
team was to test a cold-water swim suit
that was developed originally for the use of
underwater demolition teams in the invasion
of Japan. The suit was never used, and
heretofore the underwater demolition teams
were always stationed in more or less warm
water ports like Southern California, along
the Chesapeake, and in Florida. We had 15
men don the suit and go into the water of the
. Bay of Whales. The temperature of the
water was 29.10 and about 2 inches
of
slush
.
ice was floating. The test was limited to 20
minutes because we did not know exactly
what the effects· would be. The original
plan was that if all the men survived the test
with no ill effects, more exhaustive tests
would be conducted at a later date, but
unfortunately these, too, were never undertaken. Rectal temperatures, mouth temperatures, blood pressure, and respiratory
rates of all the men were taken before they
entered the water and after they came out
and the results compared. There was a
normal increase of internal temperature,
blood pressure, and respiration due to exertion. The mouth temperature dropped
slightly, but this of course was due to direct
exposure to the cold water, as the face was
not protected. None of the men had any
ill effects whatsoever, the only complaint
being that they failed to get circulation in
their hands and feet and suffered a great
deal of discomfort in these members. There
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was no sudden sensation of cold, consequently
there was no shivering. The cooling process
was very gradual, and it was 7 to 10 minutes
before any of the men felt any sort of discomfort from cold.
We tested two types of suits. One was a
single piece suit which has a flap in the back
for getting in and which in turn is clamped
with a heavy metal clamp. The other type
was a two-piece suit which depends on overlapping flaps around the torso of the body
to form a watertight seal. The suits contain
a hood that comes over the head and exposes
only the face. They have gloves and feet
made as part of the suit. Under each suit
the men wore one suit of warm underwear,
wool knitted gloves, and two pairs of woolen
socks. The first group to wear them wore 2
suits of woolen underwear, but it was decided
that this made the suit too tight and this was
decreased to one so that the men might get
increased circulation. The one-piece suit
has a very thin felt wool lining in it, but the
test was not long enough to differentiate
between the two suits. Probably if the test
had been carried on to the point of endurance
it might have been found that the people
who had on one type suit could stay in longer
than the other in 20 minutes we couldn't
tell. One difficulty encountered in the suits
was the fact that it was impossible to maintain a watertight seal in the face mask.
The reason for this is that the suit cuts across
the face below the lower lip while the face
mask cuts across the upper lip, and the place
where the two intercept forms an opening
which allows water to come through. The
air temperature at the time of the test was
0
26 F.

CHAPTER 8

COMMUNICATIONS (SIGNAL CORPS)
SECllON l. U. S. S. Mount Olympus
The U. S. S. .If... 01; I"", an Amphibious Command dUp in w,lrtime, (Qn(mlial
all 0pilalions. aJligncd fKqUC'ncicI: aI'od QU
lel~ ~la)'aI

lraffic from the bale and the
Easletn and Western GroupilO WaWlngton,
San ••...ncitco, l-looo1ulu, s.,noa, and New
Zealand. and Buarded aU phu tCl in the lllr.

2. EquJp ll'lent.
T lIt' U. S. S. MowtI Ofprtptu WItS eqlllpped
with ,''' Ilandard q uota f)f c:leocttoniCi equipmc:nt in lI.C(ord.u>Ce with RuShipi RuUctin
I' 0 ,2, &'I
/I. A CommuniQtion Offitt wtlm- IJ'affic
rleop'lchilll:, da:oclinr. and tcktl~ l'ac:iliUrt
"dt IoaIlc:d .
• . 11.-"0 I, the CCl1lraJ R'ttIvi~ 100m,
",tuch WIll equipped with 50 ope•• ti", poIi.
each d which compt i i. I an RBA
( ..... 600 kc.) Rf>8 (.H me. ), or an RBC
(4-27 Illd rttc:M.'t't', a u,'-p.nd, and ~
milia n:tnOlC tonlnlh. Six lIXH5Il me.
TOQ tr.r.i1Jrniltcn and nJI:lI.lJJ b piltdlins
ImY an~ or tnnsmille!' 10 any OfXla~
SU'lion .. u ... abo indOOcd. (.ip. 201,
and 208. 209, and 210.
c. Radio II rn.uainm aD'rnn..a ..Ire.,..

(1) T",'O TBK'" Z- IB me., ,;00._11 ( ;\lV,
250-WllII '\.\1 vuice with M O OOI\Im1. plUi
modUU.1Or umtl for bolh.
(Z) T",'O 1111....1·.. I1S 600 !,;c . aoo 2- 18.1

mc., 2OI).""all CW or S()." 'lUl A~ I voict-.
13) Thrtt TOI::·s. 300 l1e. -I • . 1 me.,125walt CW. J().watl M.. I ~'Oitt.
(" ) One TI\I- 18. 175-6(1(1 tt., SOO-WilIl
C W, MO .:omrollcd.
(S) One TAQ-9, I7S 600 ~., 2-kw. CW
only.

rouo....:

no..

paneb b "-"Ceiwn, conuob

roc- trMuiDlkr

and aucho e mut piltchi .... . CXlrIP"OI tyltnn
lOr PArti"l and iWpPins traJ\UDllta1 from
Radio I, II , and 111 , modulaklB, a Westrm

Ela.:tric F$A 85O-cyck frcqUt'nt')' Jhd't kc-yer

an

LR · I .' req\X'nty ~ktc:1't tWO
moniwrina I'«I!' W'I1 (RBC HQ ·129 and RBL
IS (00 "c.l aoo 11k- rot.,...'1"1 I......mlucn.:

for ICklype,

1".,.. 101,

0.. . ... .. r 75 " 11' .. Mo

i

..,

01, -, , .

trolled, and po\\-~cd with AC reclifiel'J on
shipboard bUI with bauery driven dynamotors in boats, vchides, and other mobile
opuation.
d. Radio III cOnlainro transmitters and
monilors to augment thusc in Radio II ,
including two T&S, 60-100 me., A"" \'oice
intcr.lhip transmiucrs and 11 TBr.-]- 7, 2- 18
me., 350-wau CW or 250-Ai\-1 voict which
was u'lCd for HF broadcast!; during the fi""
wttks of the expedition. A normally landbased TDH-4, 2-18 me., 5-kw. CW,2.5kw. A)I.[ voice transmi!tcr "'3.$ installed
here en route from Norfolk \0 the Aill arctic
to r<:pla~"f: t be TBM for broadcast work on
longt."T halll$

\.p

New York and San Francisco.

The radar central, dC!iignated the Combat l nfonnalion Center, was equipped with
an SC. S band surface !!Carch radar, an
SK. p 0000 large air search, an SP, S oond
large ai r scareh, a number of rq>eatet"j,
plotting boards, AB K I!lF controls, and
another TBS.
j. An AcroJogical Office incorporau:o;i
radar re~a~1'5 from C IC for ballontracking
and cloud observation in ad[lilion to Radiot.

\

\

/
/

!OOnde Rewrder.
g. The flag Rad io Room tontained SCR508'5 and low power AM voice equipment
and wM further equipped to give high rank.
ing flag oflio:eo instant control of many
circuits during landing operations. An
AI'\'(fRG-l was located on the flying bridge
for tlluhi..f;;hannel ship-to-ship operation when
required but it was not use.:! on ulisexpcxlition.
h. The ship ,,'as also equipped with a fuJI
complement of Naval RCM equipment
tovering all normally used radar and com·
munica tion frequenOCi.

3. Antennos.
(6) One TBA~6, 2-26 me .. I.kw. CW
only, 1I>!<-'CI normally with the rreq\l~ncy
~hi{(

keycr for RTf'{ at

?OO

walIA.

(7) Eight TCS's, 2-]2 me., 35-wau CW
and IS-walt AM "oice, MO or >;tal con-

...

E ach tranmlitter and receiver had iUl
own \'ertical, L. or T, antenna, dqx:nding on
its freqUo.lq', but folded dipoles "'ere instal·
led for the HF broadcast and Jong distance
CW in lWO cases. Experimen ts with long·
Ii.

•

win: h.llluon l irt~ anlClUUU (lip. 211 and
212) on 185 k. added Iittk IQJigNolltrerl(th
n:a:i\"ed 1»- the Ea.n Group from the arup'.
rQkkd ibt·1Qp (;lit for Ill;' £rtqucncy.
6. A mill! of 1~ 91Cpanlie anlmnb includ_

ing radar ..... t c:ounted on the tbip willi
lnaJl)' of the HJ1 W'rtiea1 "'in: ..... ntmhUnB
and nrei...ing Il.ilknnIU pMaUe! and .., e_
10 ~ach othc."r thai intmcn:nce on nc:arby
fn:q uencia ..... DOl al ....ays lvoicbb!e Ind RF
on lead·illS of tr.IIlIRnilten :ldjxml 10 one
lTallSmitting could +Ii1_'Umcs be rud on
antfima current n'le1Cft. All oI1iccrs .gn:t
that II bc-uer anlCnna S)'Stml modd ha\'t ber:n
u tilized for the longer dista/Eel.
4 . Frequen ci.... PoW_f. o.nd s.~
(SlripShlp. Slrip-Plone, oDd ShipSI",")

Ship-SUllei (rcquolcic. assigned in Ihe
npen ........ rUn ...... e rnl l .....-rrl ,,"-.Iy. On
leaving the St.atC:.t lUUId.ard
kc. and
4,6. &. and 12 me. "'~ ~ unlil dutaflCCS

.sao

..,-"..

II

fl,.. 'I'. Ballo. DIll .. F. ta _111M .... Mo"",

Oly_-.

in\"'oh-rrl rtqulnxl higher ona. Gc:m:ntlly
Ipcalting, 200-900 watlS CW on any aV1lil·
able Imrumit«:r, on f~uencics bet.... een
8-22 me. WD.J employm . 0 work Wailiing lon,
San Francisco, Honolulu, and S;.,m/}jl, de·
pending on di~llI ncc a nd light condition..

'"

Twenty·four hour C\V contact with Washington was possible throughout except for
one full day an<! 8 hours of another wh.'n
wurld-wide black-Qut wa,.,expenenCt--d. lhen
and on a few other occasions, it beeame
ncec:ssar}' [0 use the TDH on abuu[ 3 kw.
C\V. '1hnt: was an apparent dropping of
signal strength from outside when the ship
entered into areas ncar the: barrier or Lied
up in the Bay uf Whalcs. Steaming out to
sea to avoid the tempcratltfC gradient at
the icc edge seemed to improve signals,
but this can be better determined when the
ollicia! Navy propagation records have beeo
compiled. Charts wi]! be included ' which
will givt: hourly "S" read ings on several
frequencies throughout the 65-day Slay ncar
and south of Scott [slaod (67 0 S.). Magnetic storm and Heaviside layer reflection .
data were laken throughout the trip by thc
U. S. S. COllislro and will also be included in
the Navy report; usually, however, the fCports on approaching magnctic conditiuns
from thc Coni$I~G after she joined the Eastern
Group reached the Murml OlpllPUS after the
effect had been obse""'ro there.
o. Planes flying 600 miles from the U. S. S.
Pkilippim &0 to Little America were in contact with the Mount Olympus in the Bay all the
way on 6430 ke. CW anr! 4125 kc. voice, aod
followro her 2 kw. 414 kc. homiog signal
cootinually ,,~th their R DF. 00 aoother
occasioo two PBM's were similarly handled
when they flew in to the ict:· bound MQunl
Olympus in the pack ice south of Scott
Island, a distance of 150 miles from their
mother ship, the U. S. S. Currituck. 00 this
occasioo 100-150 me. VHF equi pmell! was
lised to control operations of these aircraft
10 a range of 35 miles aoa the ship's radar
worked about the same distance (planes
flyiog low).
h. 'The 185·kc. frequency proved unsatisafctory eveo with the balloon antenna, but
414 kc., lhe stand-hy frequency in case of

'"

HF blaek-flUl, was used for contact with
both Ell'Slern a nd Wt'$tero Grollps wh~n
their PBM's were in the air, and cootacts
to Samoa were frequent.
c. It is reported that low frequency (400
kc.) signals transmitted acros._ the magnetic
pole from the MQunt Olympur to the West
Group WeT<: cOluiderably stronger than those
sent at ri ght aogles to th e earth's magnct ie
field to Samoa, an aimOlH equal distance.
111is bean> out previous findings On this
!ubjcet.
d. R adio teletype was transmiuablc an
average of 12 Or n hours per day to the
States, where dircctiooal anteooas gave
good fl:ecpLion. On the othcr hand, CW
signal.~ beiog trao~mittro on frequencies
dose to those u<ed for teletype, added to
the 'pbor aotenna situation, tllilde teletype
reception on the ship mon: difflCult. 11 is
believed, howe"cr, thilt a medium power
~ tatiotl could be <:rectro in the Aotarctic
which would provide good two-way tclet)-,pc
service 24 hours a day. It should also be
added that duriog the pcrioo the ship was
near Little America the traffic load to the
States, augmented by ne"'"S T<:ports from the
eleven correspoodents aboard, was many
times that Ocing received, so that only
south to nurth teletype circuits were really
nC'Cessary.
r. Several broadcasts and almost daily
meets Were arranged with Press WirelCSll
and R CA in New York and later San
Fr-dndsco by [he ABC, MBS, NBC, and CDS
representatives aboard. The ship trammittt-d 00 assignro frequeocies bctwcco 9
and 1') me., using !lIe 250-watt "fIlM in
Radio III or the 2.5.kw. 'IDH and a
folded dipole aotenna, as conditions warranted. Cues were received on frequencies
up to 24 me., but the most uscd both .....ays
for longer distances were between 17 and
22 me. On the T<:turn trip San Francisco
was mntacted several times on 9-19 me.

but the last broadcast was at Wellington,
N. Z.
j. Acme radio photos (1,500-cycle shift)
were transmitted on the 1 kw. TBA in
Radio III an average of an hour a day
throughout the trip. Washington handled
this traffic at first, but it was later shifted
to West Coast stations. Reception tests
aboard the MOIUnt Ofympus were successful
but no real traffic was received.
g. Considerable intership traffic was conducted on 60-100 mc. using TBS's at short
distances.
h. East and West Gro4PS maintained constant contact on frequencies between 12 and
16 mc. a maximum distance of 3,500 miles.
Further information on this phase will be
found in the official Navy report, since shipboard installations of vessels in these groups,
the supporting oil tankers, the submarine
U. S. S. Sennett, and the aircraft carrier
U. S. S. Philippine Sea were normal, functioned well, and require no further comment
here.
•

5. Landing Operations and Ship-to-Base
Contacts.
During landing operations and while
the ships U. S. S. Mount Orympus, U. S. S.
Yancry, U. S. S. Merrick, U. S. S. Northwind,
and U. S. S. Burton island were tied up to the
ice in the Bay of Whales low power 3265,
3965, and 4125 kc. operation was more than
adequate to the base camp.
a. Shipboard SCR-608's operating with
SCR-610's at the Transportation Center
(the first tent camp on bay ice, distance %
mile from point where ships moored) and
later the Airstrip Control and Emergency
Base stations were heard well to 20 miles but
could only receive the 610's about 3. (Fig.
213.)
b. Longer ship-shore contacts were conducted from the Scott Island and McMurdo
SouIJd areas (700 and 400 miles) using 100-

500 watt CW on frequencies that varied from
4 to 12 mc., depending on whether all daylight or daylight to dark conditions prevailed.
The aircraft frequency, 6430 kc., was used
considerably for Mount Orympus Emergency
Base traffic when planes were not in the air.
c. Several rapid departures from the moorings on the edge of the bay ice, made necessary by adverse weather or approaching ice,
brought SCR-536's into use between ships
and line-handling crews on the ice with good
results. Ships used standard equipment so
that normal range was increased, and of
course maintained contact with nearby Little
America continually.

6. Radar.
Large icebergs were seen to distances of
40,000 yards (see fig. 214) but small ones,
especially when their tops were flat and
slanted toward the ship, were seldom seen
beyond 7,000 yards. Statements in the Radar section of the Task Force Communication
Plan were borne out and many small but
dangerous chunks were unseen under 2,000
yards. With fog such pieces were dangerous
and radar gave little protection. All other
radar functions of the ship were normal, and
need no comment.
•

7. Personnel.
a. The officers and men employed to
operate shipboard equipment were drawn
from the ships' complements, but those
destined for work on the ice were part of
the Staff. The Flag Radio Officer, trained
in high power shore based stations, was
assigned one chief electronics technician's
mate, approximately 7 radiomen, 3 electronician's mates, and 4 electronics technician's mates to move ashore everything
needed for the Emergency Base Station,
get it transported 3 miles over the ice to
Little America III, direct the construction
of its building, install the equipment, and
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",ho lire ",ell

,~ncd in

c:urk, PhKOOUrc,
ope •• tion, and the maintenance of indio
,idulll radio cquipmclll$. H",,"C\"C1". special.
iso c:omp!ctcly fa,"ilIlII" l'Iith nobc ehmi·
nltion n~lhodJ. lUl10ma fabric"lion .nd
di,,"don, lind general ahore 1'"lioll hUllal·
!alion and operation undo- val');i18 ronditM>n.l 1'I'Ouki he eJlcecdi .... l) vaJu:"~c on Itn
opt:l'alion of th. type.

8. Bn.tiDq.

8ricfin.
FI, .... t il. Fin! *11M "" .... ke-SClt-610' ..

then optrau: and maintain il. 1ne Fbc
Airborne Eiecln)nic:l Maintenance Qffioc"
similarly, "'iL'l given an equal numba' of
aviation clectricUl"" radioonw. and c&ec.
tronia Icchnicia n's malCi 10 "'.lld, 0pCialC,
and nWntain the Airstrip Cooud SUllian
Ind all auboihe cquipllO.l. Later, the
radio pclJonnd of the IIlI' R4D plane
oe....ug....nted this number.
• . Standard policies ror n.avaJ inslruction
produce trained operators and lechnici.lns

n.

IccIU,"

I'Ihith conred c'~l'ythlns

fl"OIll mn;,'IIlI 10 clemc:nlJll') mc:lcaroIosyand
POlY \;C. c IMcanlnl daily by CXIIl'I'U
betl'lttf\ P.uwna and AmaR'.tic.a. Clothing
Ilid ho¥o' 10 we'll' it in cold w.:.thcr, 1U," fl:I'
lion. nature .,ud)" _If proIl't:'Iion, 1Oort-,
~00ii IIW'uoock, oonunurUcallOnll, and
I numbn- of otbcl' oubjttu helped p ..t ..... rc
1Uft", , tllp" oIf'iCt'ft, oIJIl'n'rn, Ind acw for
!he comins OI'1:k;a.L II if; Impoaliblc to tell
how tn.lny accKknu or mhhal'Jll this brklillfl:
Ihlided, bul ~ vo!unt.,Uy harned om

for ~ui 1ccltU'e and fIO.nou:. e." ... ...~re
rortbcol:nirt:_ II cannot be cmphMb.«l
100 . 11 . . . . y that Iny man who hi 10 be •
oomrtIUlIieabon officu or ~n opc: •• 1Or
under cold ""C1Ithn' COIMIiriont., whether out
on
e Jrlil .... " y or- I'l0l. mus1 ~
pillnan..ly ~tixd In how 10 laI,,: c.arc ol himad{ and hiJfflUipn'lCiU unckr ad ... . .... ~.Ihc:r
conditions, .ocI then ~Iy ha_'C • good
k.",.."lcdgc Ql flr'lt lid, nIt_i.llion, food P~""
arabOU, and vchk b.. In addition, ~~n
I...... h an oIh-er or man iJ not I t:Ot1IfDUrUc.alion m;m, he mUll ha,~ • lOIid ..."Oriti ..
~ of !he radio eqUIpment his puty
is Ullins: to proIeet ..... Uft:. In combat., the
k_"Icdgt: fI"( II')' lOr fishllllf mUll supplement the aboote_
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SECl10N II. Airstrip Control Station
1. General

• . Inswlatioo 01 the operating I'0OI11 (fig.
2IS), the repaidaciJiues ( ~216, 217, and
218), and spare pam Ihc:lvt'l1 (rig. 219)

began as JOOIl at walb and root had been
compleu:d .
b. 1No Juuiun i_If went thrt/ugh Ih~
major phMcs. AI finl it was II radio supply

dump and ~pair Jhop and lltiH~,cd only
SCR-610', for imeteamp and sho!'e..tCHhip
contKts with OIMr such unitl in the Tnuuportation Center, HcadquarlO'll, IWO Wca ...lt,
and SCR-®8'. on the Ihips. 'Then II group
Ilarled opc:nlliom al the t:1Ilt!~ncy f!.:~ 2
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",Ikleupon Tr.lnIfX"Ulx.t Tnillir c...lmI
and Camp. Jlbip. E.m,,·, ","POC)' 8;ur Command
cin;uib bcoa.... ncu ...)'. SCR~IO" v.tte

.uKu.... u:d br SOt 6?4'~ SCR 536'.
uwJ low J"IU'Io''"' MIIF Nlzpbollrd lets oprnlinLll on 41IS end 1965 k
UI:et, U I'/Ipldly
u cquipncnl bra.....,<liJAlIk, h~ JXMTr
wu iJ$;Utd to W. b)' t~ u....e the R4!)'.
"'CIC ready W we off from the: U. S. s.
St. on 30 J.nu.uy ......oe in
Qpcntion :u ddtobed in the: paresraphl
",'!Uch rollow .
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"."/Ita'"
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2. MHF Long Distance Transmitters Receivers, and Noise. .
'
a. Two ART-13's (ATC) Collins 100
watt, 0.2-1.5 and 2-18 mc. airborne transmitters were powered by dynamotors driven
by 24-volt storage batteries which floated
across a charging line. One of these was
tuned to 4125 kc., the primary aircraft
frequency, except when, with its low frequency tuning unit, it was required for 414kc. operation with ships or planes. The
other remained tuned to 6430 kc., the
secondary aircraft frequency, throughout the
month on the ice. (Fig. 220.)
(1) When flights began early in February
the noise level at airstrip was so high that
the expected long distance contacts on 4125
and even 6430 kc. were difficult. Emergency
Base therefore, with its higher power and
b:tter antennas, was required to handle long
dlstance plane-to-ground traffic until the
noise levels at airstrip had been somewhat
relieved. Even then 6430 kc. remained in
use as the long distance CW frequency, and
4125 kc. was used largely on short distance
voice circuits from that point on.
(2) This second ART-13 worked well and
continuously after the noise reduction and
had little trouble with the farthest planes (800
miles) or the ships when they proceeded to
Scott Island in mid-February (600 miles).
(3) It should also be pointed out that
6430 kc. was seldom used for ship-shore
traffic except when the planes were on the
ground, although on some occasions traffic
loads from Emergency Base to Airstrip
became so large, because weather reports
from all three groups of ships were being
relayed through the Mount Olympus, that this
set and frequency were used to reduce them.'
(Communications to the R4D's flying in from
the Philippine Sea were handled entirely by
the Mount Olympus in the Bay as stated before.)
(4) In summing up, it can be said that
more power and carefully cut and directed

antennas would have been welcome on many
occasions, and the audible and electrical
noise of the dynamotors of these transmitters
. was a distinct and continuing handicap to
the operators of nearby receivers.
b. Two BC-348 dynamotor-operated receivers were first installed for use with the
transmitters described above on 28 January,
and on 1 February they were found so quiet
with a short wire antenna laid on the snow
that an operator was able to indentify 40
R-9 14-megacycle amateur stations in the
New York area in an hour. Several equipment changes were made in the next few
days, however, including the erection of
30-foot-high long wire antennas, and on
5, 6, and 7 February noise levels were so
high that only two stations could be heard
in the entire amateur band.
(1) The storage batteries driving the dynamotors of both transmitters and receivers
had been swung across a 28-volt DC generator, automatic camera timing devices
were being tested on the same circuit, and
power units had been started nearby, including another battery-charging plant behind the Quonset. All of this was "grounded" to a common counterpoise consisting
of the metal building, several radial wires
under the snow, the two 160-foot wires of
the TBW counterpoise system, and the 500foot-long grid of the 400-watt 414-kc. YR
homing device, with the ground posts of all
receivers and transmitters in the station.
Since this maze was isolated from the sea
beneath by approximately 200 feet of perfectly insulating snow it could only act as an
antenna for additional noise pickup and a
direct means of transferring all interference,
normally grounded out by high capacity to
ground, from. all transmitters and noise
generators in operation to the sensitive
receiver antenna circuits.
(2) In all events, the BC-348's were
suspected, although later proven innocent,
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and replaced by AC powered RBC-2's ancJ
RBM-l 'so The slight decrease in noise
level afforded by this change was believed'
by the writer to be due to a lack of sensitivity in the latter rather than from the
elimination of noise generated by the well
filtered dynamotor circuits in the BC-348's,
but this was never proven.
(3) Adequate line noise filters were not
available due to a lack of large condensers
and heavy wire and only the installation of
AC chargers in place of the DC generator
on the battery power line reduced the noise
level appreciably. It still remained high
throughout.

3 . MHF Low Power.

too great, whereupon the ART-13's were
called upon to carryon with CWo
C. A frequency of 3265 kc. was used for
contact with the GPN and the Emergency
Base relay circuit on one unit and 4125
or 3965 kc. on the other to ships or planes,
but these were alternated as need arose.
d. Noise elimination and better antenna
design would have greatly improved the
behavior of this equipment, as shown by the
perfect reception obtained by the 134-mile
distant L VT where no noise was present and
a carefully cut dipole was pointed at the airstrip. TCS's are considered excellent for
mobile use where some shelter from weather
is available.

a. One TCS 30-watt CW IS-watt AM
4. VHF.
voice, 2-12 me. transmitter-receiver unit
a. An ARC-I, 100-150 me. VHF AM voice
was installed beside and one slightly above
transmitter-receiver of about 15 watts' outthe ART-13's just described. These operput was operated mostly on 142.02 me. for
ated from dynamotors driven by the same
airstrip control of planes. This was ineffecbatteries and charging system as those
tive to planes more than 30 miles distant
above, and both transmitters and receivers
because of its fabricated antenna, yet a
had their ground posts tied into the same
similar unit at the GPN equipped with a
counterpoise network, as well as the shields
quarter wave antenna with a 45° downward
of the 25-foot coaxial cables whose central
tilted ground plane worked satisfactorily an
wires fed their comparatively high-impedaverage of 40 miles.
ance whips (15 feet at 4 me.). Noise
b. No further VHF propagation tests were
levels, caused by key clicks and dynamotor
made other than those between planes,
hash from the nearby and directly connected
described in section III.
ART-13's and other transmitters allowed
5. L. F.
only strong signals to be heard.
b. These sets operated to the ships when
A TBW 100-watt CW or AM voice, 0.2-18
in or just outside the Bay (15 miles maxime. transmitter with its RBM-4 receivers
was also installed at the airstrip for use on low
mum), the Emergency Base (2 miles) for
relaying large amounts of traffic when the
frequencies as a homing station or on medium
Mount Olympus had gone to Scott Island, the
highs as an auxiliary. Its antenna for low
GPN unit .X mile distant for intercom on
frequencies consisted of two horizontal wires
flight control, the LVT's when they prospaced 6 feet apart stretched 160 feet from
ceeded eastward on their trail trip (see
the edge of the Quonset northwestward to a
section V), the JA Norseman (60 miles
40-foot sectionalized steel mast. A single
maximum), the small OY (L-5) (15 miles . wire between these formed the MHF antenna.
with difficulty), and the R4D's when in
Below all three a two-wire counterpoise also
range (about 15 miles on voice). Voice
spread 6 feet was hung between Quonset and
mast about 6 feet above the snow and this
was used in all cases until distances became
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was tied inlO the: common COI.IJllerpoise
syllan dcsa ibcd 1I~1:.
.t. Thill u.nil was pD"cotd by II 11 0--220
AC molt... which dfV\l1: a 12·voh DC- IIG.
~"OII ~)"elc AC se-l1oCr.ltor and this in lum
fa! the lrilD5fo......r 01 the tnltwnillcr. An
auxiliary g~ngiDe~~n 12·,'011 DC- tI Ovoh 400-q'do:: AC F-ncralor was a1so 8,-ail·
able (sec &g. 221 ).
6. 11lr unit _
unheard on low fl'ttJllefl.
cia when listened for by the .hips al sea but
on 414 and 538 ke. as art auxiliary 10 the YR.
homing slations il was heard by plarJe5 an
average of 30 II) 50 mik:s, II "''as always on
Wlndb)' for MHF bul ....'as T1C\'U ~a! far
this put r-""

6 . SCR--6IO' •.
All SCR-(i IO·. \\el'C' I:'\1:mually n;:nJO\'«!
frum the air.ltri p Itation excepl one: on
38.4 II1C. whicb ~lI1aina! in op:',alion
wil h lhe (1J11-aid Wea.,el or " criUh lruck", the
"ready" ten t, and the Transportation Ct-lI1cr
unlil the camp "''lIS demobilized. 111C
Welt.....1 a nd the Icnl tuaI uandard ....·hip
IlUICOtl1ll1 bu t Ihe ai~ltip unit was cquiPlIr.d
.....;Ih a roupling unil, II 2;"'foot couial
able lind a ~ seclion "-1 1' -48, MS- 54, 53, 52
whip cr«:tcd 6 feci aboo.-e the roo(. Imllll1«
was IIpproxim.1tely 1 miltll 111illtlIl\Um .
•. 1"l1ne -..u, and d~ SCR- S16'1 ..'C ....
Ihe ani)' Olltli C\-.:f ~ OUldoon, bill
temperatuT'C$ did 001 fall below _ 25 0 F.
so lillie inl'urnJl1lion a.n be added 10 Ihal
alreilCly published in S . C. P... L.'J " Operaticm
of Signal Corp Equipmcl11 al Low Tc:m·

intcrmillem UIIe. si lli:C until hue February
battery charging facililies and mealll of
delr."t'I"")' from the ccmral uuit were limilcd. .
"0" oottl'rics wen: d Illed 19~~ and 100t
voII. rapidly C\'Cn al ISO ... .. till: a."CnIfI~
lemperalUT(' cJl(Otintered . No flW:ilititli f(ll'
heating them wo:"" aVitilabk.
t . Unitl carcfuUy lined up on the .hip
or in thc QlIOC1ICl "ilh warm batU'rirs, bolh
.toragt: a.nd dry. "en: found off frequency
and inopaablc when irutaUa! in le n., a
few hours hUCT ....ith otm .Ior.llgl: battmtll
Oow \-uJt~. no doubt). O lhe.., which had
eooIed 5IJ" O\ltdoon Jlna' lilll'-up were
off bttalM of bilu cha~CL So Ilil1ny
things had 10 be handled by a minimum of
tec;hnicians. ~t of whom hftd hllCl little
previouJ expcrk-oltt .,ith this Iype of ~uip
menl. bUI lilt- let d~clup«l inti) it dr finitc
bOIlIe~k.
It WU rqlla«d by
on
inta-camp circuils by 10 Febrllllry , but it
nevcrtheka pla)'cd /I definite pan in expedition conmtunicaliuns, The unils ..... hich opcraled Ihmughout th.. Jlllyon the ic:e, namely
thOle In the ai..,trip. WelUt'l, I\nd "ready"
Ic.nl, prD\-'td thai ,hi! ~t could be made 10
wor!.: .....;II1Oul fl'ttJlletll :adjustment if red
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Tes'.

" i th good battenc..

Opcntwn

Wtte

in

only a fe... e_
ICChnicilUU, 10 Ihlll whcn II
llel ("iled 10 sci COflulet It w.. hours before

pcr.!1U1"Q.. "

It. Altogether about 30 ~·hand SCR6 10'5 w~ lICquircd b)' TMk "'un:(' 68 and of
thcK- only about 15 "Uf! 1.I:Icd. Storage.
b.11teMa and vihralor p.'ICb .. ea UJCd
exclusively and bltuene. """Iin8 on cold
t~11I or building !loon prelented 11. ('(IIIlIAnI
chMginK and rt'placctno'.n\ problem, VoIIag<'J ....'Crt' UJually 10'" WILl' bUI a rew houn

flt_ 'tl. TBW po _ w,

""",,,.

m

ity of a station equipped with :many masts,
some
normally easy battery charge or
,
wires, and other metal objects are impossible
other adjustment could be made.
to obtain, the effect of the feed cable coming
d. It seems clear, from this experience and
off at one side was negligible.
others in the past, that sets for widespread
f. The transmitter-oscillator tube of SCRuse in areas where variable ground and low
610 required conside'r able replacement.
temperature conditions exist must be designed so that the operator can easily bring
7. SCR-S36' s.
or keep his equipment on frequency. Multistage units which shift frequency with battery
When several of the 30 SCR-536's taken
voltage or temperature and then require
ashore at Little America had been put on
. accurate line-up by a skilled operator are
frequency (3965, 4125, and 3265 kc. ) and
definitely not for the use of harassed line .
used for point-to-point and ice-to-ship comofficers or truck drivers at points remotely
munications, statements that, "Those won't
placed from a service station, and particuwork a mile," or, "My Handy-Talky's no
larly so when batteries on tent floors remain
good, I can't get 500 yards with it," and
at 0° F. or lower while sets 2 feet higher vary
many similar remarks were heard. Two
in temperature from 0° to 70° F. with nearby
new units were carefully lined up on 5500
stove adjustments throughout the day. Ankc. with new batteries (all dated 1944) and
tennas pushed through drift-tight holes in
an operational test was initiated as follows:
tent roofs covered with melting snow to
Starting from a heated tent on the thick ice
the floor are not conducive to optimum , the writer skied away from it in a straight
operation either. Some type of insulati~g
line, calling every hundred yards. One set
or isolating sleeve should be devised for this
was still warm in the tent and the temperpurpose.
ature outside was -15° F. At 400 yards,
e. It should also be stated here that exwith the wind blowing by the wearer's windcellent results were obtained with quickly
proof hood at 15 m. p. h., the signal was
fabricated centerfed dipole antennas. Those
barely audible. With the hood off and the
used two X-wavelengths of wire separated by
moistureproof cover removed from the earan insulator in the center and were fed with
phone the signal could just be understood at
standard 50-ohm coaxial cable of which the
500 yards. It was unheard at 600 until the
pigtailed braid and center wire were led to
lack of ground was remembered, whereupon
the outer ends of the insulator. The set
by removing gloves and, clasping the set with
end of the coax was connected to the antenna
bare hands a faint signal could be discoupling unit in the normal way, and both
tinguished. However, after a delay of oneends were sealed against moisture. Three
half hour to enable the batteries to cool, this
of these tipped at an 80-degree angle from
signal disappeared; yet, on return, the tent
the snow with their upper ends fastened to
set reported good signals all the way. The
the metal Quonset hut roof with porcelain
sets were warmed up and changed and the
line spreads, loaded easily, gave a good
test made again with the same results. The
degree of vertical polarization for the distant
sets were then warmed again and both taken
vertical whips, required no counterpoises,
outdoors, whereupon after one-half hour's
and so were free from direct interference,
time communication across the level high
and provided favorable signal strength reports
barrier ice was just possible at 500 yards with
when compared to whips at the same location.
sets in gloved hands. Glove removal to '
provide direct counterpoise helped some, but
Since omni-directional patterns in the vicin,
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link, and frequency eh.ang.:

10

,

3200 kr.

tJroushl Il(,I c:hango:: .
. • ' Both horizontal and \"udc:al poIariuo(JOnf d Mtc:nnaI (both ends) "'eI"C tried with
Ya'tiaJ prcM"8 bar. rMI doubt IxaUIC of
d:Je g<:h'" ooJ ~UtiC:aI c:har.lClaistiQl of the:
O,...... tor'l " tXldy COUnterpoise."
•. .sc.oal limn thrt)1.lgl"IQU1 the stay on
Ihc: i« at.ten>pts "'a'C made to comacl the
ship' on 4125 kc. 1" rnikf distant ... ith only
onr: doubdul COfit;l(:1 "",-"Dng. Baltcrin
and IllIC-Up .. ae I§OOd " .tl tirTlQl, thi.
rreqlltllCf was amuliy guarded, Mid the:
.-hip had mucb higher po...a- nod t.:ucr
UtmnaL (F''B. 222.)
f. ODe raiT contxt If miJc: trom me: bIIrricr
lOp to tNo .-hip and ........ aI houn' lIpc:n.tion
~"tt the arne dillfal'lCC but with the \1tC'r
.taodlnc on only 3400t thick lor: 0Yt:r lien·
WlIICr ..-en: .M.. lui. but many annnvu
to call Iht- SCR-69-4 al earnp rrom the
trail 2 mila OUI UM-.rd WLlgdlCY RaJc:
r~kd eompktdy when the OJVlIlor of Ihe:
SCR-694 t'.Xprc:kd the all, bill ..... mlle
COIIUIcta 10 th. wei "U'C conunon.
t . To 1Um up, Radio St:u SCR- 516
equipped with outdakd t..llbia, ... hie-h
nc;"ctlhc:k:Ii read 1.45 and 92 .'0111 wlttn
........... afler UIC and 1.48 and 95 ~rorc.

IPpc:ar 10 be

u..-tilf~lory

ror duiAn(U

of molt: dgn 500 ~~ 10 .... h od)t:l" O\"tt
k<.-d thd: SlIOW (200 1«1) when held in
«kI-"Cd hand. On lbe cxbcr band, many
days' valll.lbk UlaSC "'lU ~ncd rram !hI.
..I wbm utcd ill " mlIe di"ilttreJ rram a
cenlr.ll SCR194 or low I- .0 lltupbollfd
iDitalliltioa. The dlU1lDon of Iln)' communi.
c.ation will depend on Innpcouutft and
rcsult."Ult t..ucryvoltaJa, _. alrc8dyltnown.
0 Allier"".
__ I
8. Radio s.t SCR-E9t' 4
Slz-l.
ODd Hood C "rokln.

f.' our SCR-694'. "cae taltl"ll on the c.qw-.
di lion equippni ",th "[-237', and Iland
Gcncralon GN-sa. Dun,. tbc Inp (I"ORI

Flt-tH.

u.. .. sa- jJ6IiJ ... _ _ _ _

"'''+I~
I' + , .. cI
,
H
too .,1 F1 auFO!..._

III
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I 7'1 • ...

Norfolk to 1'.Inamd «FkI we.uhn opuallon
of eN 58 "ou dik\.WCd Il117d It ..... ikeadn!
to pror:ure. CN-3S'. (rom P.lMma and rewire litem 71) fillhe- tllbl.i"@: of ~SCk-694' ..
TIle wril..r' obtained lix 0/ 1M. lUI few
un lu in the l'analM depot, iJul lhe: "iring
WIU pOlljlOlk:d ulml actual tokt WC;tthcr
optr.ltion ...... required Thit wal J'>C\.1:T
d~. but w GN - Sfl', W(iC ..·inlC'fi~ in
ach·ancc .
• At Jell in tht South " ;PClfir. dos-team
dm'('rf "ere bricftd on Ihi. llel and duri"l
II I"t c..,11 when mint" the h.and Kentralor a
\'CfY gti,(.lC5OI")' ronl ....1 ..... made WIth

IlDOlhcr expcdillon Niip JOO mUn diJt• •"It.
l1lC~ dlaU77l1 Ni7p UJtd f'C.Iullir Niip'. ~llr .
•. Upon aniViFI al the ice, and Iht' fiI'I1
...1'dr: thc5(:aftcr, orw" JtI ...... the principal
I77CM\t of tonuTlilllicidOtt (rom camp 10 1hip',
II ,,·urkcd ""y ..-clI until, .rlM" 60 houl'l,
Ihe mcmuy vapor rtClirlCT r.1I1'd In lite.
PE257. aauain. imermluenl inlftII71-.ion ,
All lrOUbk dig~ wilh tq)IAt.(lilClit
.nd rMI other uoublc: dc,,"krpcd Sinec this
tel opeUI('d in w.lIlmtd III:TItli no tokt we.uher

...

,
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information can be added to that already
known.
c. A second unit was carried on the U. S.
M. C. L VT trail trip as an emergency set.
Placed on the forward end of the sled, army,
I-ton, it traveled behind an L VT over rough
sastrugi for 245 miles in its canvas cases, tied
in among sundry other items. Upon r;,:turn
it was found that the canvas covers of the
BC- 1306 and the GN-58 had leaked and
both were full of the fine powdery drift snow
of the Antarctic. None had gotten inside
the set whose metal cover had been left off, or
the generator, however, and no real damage
would have resulted from this since all
personnel are trained to brush dry snow
away from equipment before it can melt.
The lL4 in the receiver and the transmitter
oscillator tube had been damaged by
vibration and the set would have been found
inoperative if it had been needed. Replacement of these made the set operate perfectly
as it had before the trip started.
d. This brings up a serious question
relative to cold weather travel. All shock
mounts have been designed for satisfactory
operation when firmly fastened in place, but
have no value If a set with its shock-mounted
base plates can be banged around as in this
case. Furthermore, study of all types of tractor drawn cargo sleds over a period of many
years has shown that short sleds, such as the
I-ton and similar ones used on hundreds of
miles of trail trips in 1934- 1935, always give
their cargoes a terrific pounding on rough
snow, and particularly that loaded on the
nose.
(1) It is also true that the heavier portions
of a sled load must be carried well back over
the strong bridges to keep the sled from breaking up (400-lb. oil drums, etc.), thus pushing
light elements forward. On high, wide
reaches of thick snow (200 to 5,000 feet thick)
wind ridges or sastrugi vary in height from one
to several · feet, in length from a few feet to
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hundreds of yards, and in spacing from 2 feet
to several yards.
(2) On long trips over this type of country,
therefore, sled noses inevitably rise over,
and pound down into, ridge after ridge for
mile after mile. Gas cans br(lak, box boards
come loose, bags wear through and the
items on the nose of the sled, and the nose
itself, take the worst punishment. Each
jerk from starting or stopping adds to this.
The many sleds used around Little America
on this expedition probably will be reported
as showing few signs of wear and tear after
their comparatively smooth trips from ships
to camp over worn trails, since the only
trips over wide open snow were the trail
trip mentioned above and short 10-mile
runs from camp to Little America II. But,
the writer rode the sled on one of the latter
and took a worse licking in 10 miles at 10
m. p. h. behind a Weasel than he had in
800 miles in 1934 behind a 1 %-knot tractor.
Therefore, it should be definitely stated
that if personnel or fragile electronic gear
is to be carried on long trips over rough
snow behind comparatively high speed vehicles they must either ride on a longer
or more smoothly riding sled than the Army,
I-ton, and be cushioned adequately, or
suffer considerable damage. (See fig. 223.)
e. The SCR- 694 referred to in this case
was set up on its return, serviced, and operated in a warm tent after a thorough warmup. It was then taken outdoors at 10° F.
for 3 hours and tried again. The GN-58,
even with light oil, was prohibitively difficult
to turn, yet in 1935 GN-35's were used
satisfactorily in temperatures of 60 and 70
degrees below zero. Conditions in terrain
of this type are such that evc:;n though two
operators may be assigned to a radio set,
one to crank and one to operate, only one
may be available at times while the other
sleeps or cares for other routine matters.
Thus, the man on duty must crank and send
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amultaneQllsl), and 10 do thl. mun hpyC "
hand Fl"ll'nltor ~·hkh 1Ul'1U 10 evil)' I~hilc
he ill kqoilll or talking lluil hI' doo nO! Iw:td
to to"'CUltn~ on il_ 11>c ""flln" did Ihb on
hundreds d «lIllM:b ~ a ~iod flf lIum)'
)'Carl in both ~1U11\ and cok:I ~'Nlho' wilh
G~-35'1, lhULICh even that unit IUnlt hard
when ioIdm. Thil _ 11I~lm by Adminl
Byn:I durilll hill iJo/allon in 19).4 when

opCiatioo r:I his leI became impollllibic
bcaUIC cI hill wukmal tondilion and contaa ..... lOll for
~. in view
01 the (;lct tha i 11('11 tueh .. the CRC-9 or

dill''''

SCR-694, which can pr<I''KIc communication undcr ~ lCinpen.ture tondiuonl,
nero a pD'o''ft JOln~e which ill dc-I'Oid d .11
tXlttcriet. dry or wet, in rnan)' cirwmsull1a:a,
it ~ indic..u:d that a hand Fllrf'lltor c.pablc
cI being c<uil)' turned with one hand ill
~tial.

f.

When noitc conditioN at the Aif'ltnp
COntrd Sialion ~ 1'eIY bad and uploratQl)' pbncs "'~ bdns ICCei.-cd ,,;Ih dlfficuh), the wri t.... drew a third SCR--694 rm.n
IU~)' and connected it up in hi.! tenl for
A ha1f-wa\~ antcnRll
lnorulOllIl8

pu',-=-:J.,

(for 6430 kc:..) ..... then CicCtl'd on I{)..(oot
..o_lrn polo: and pointed (or m.uimum
aitna1 from lhe trail ~rt)'. (Uid on snow
with equal 1"CIlIlu.)
(1) Dun", the ~ (ew days the trail
ht-ard S S on all _uwed
.chcdulcl wt.... Aintnp I"CptJilt'd him 5-3.

pari)'

_

s.n .'....otiillCO

bol-."U

on 6 me:.

WUt

heard aU oYn the lient with CJ.i phona for
houri C'Hi)' nishl and KFS {Su1 Frat .... i_}
and WSI. (New Yon) pew wCle copied
nishlly ..ith CalC. 11k noiM: Icvd _ very
kJw and a.,.-nled only Intermittentl), by
the i(rullOD cia PE- 214 _
30 lret awa)',
and ,wuWwW UnlUPP' Hod caterpillal"l II
they pEnd
(2) 'I'hr; anll:'DI\II was then lW1,3nc w F'
nwcimwn lilna.ll from the rohipl 600 m.ilo:
awa), .nd -sain S-S lignall were IttOI'Cll.

In fXI the aisnal/rom the M-.l 01;. )W' W_
almoJlll!l1oud III Wt from All"ltrip 5OO)'anIII
away.

,. Pb.nc:. were

mooi~

throughoul all
till' io~ flishlS .nd on almou f:'Ci f DO>
calion WCi"C:: loud and df"U when iJP'I I lItoI"I al
Aiquip lailed to heilrJ:a1b IW "VC uking for
rqlCllU (bceIol1!C cI nolle condhioN),
It. Finlllly. pcmidUon was rtCjueluod 10

tran5milon !he same rrtqucnty (6430 kc.) em
an a uenpt 10 MIr. the U. S. S. BIII/M iJl#ItIi,
which WIll approIKhi"l the Ba)' of Whales
(ilhooJt 70 mila aWII)'). for a 'l!lnaI nI"Cnglh

.c ....r.. Thi'l ,,-.u granted and the call
NLA- 2 ;-"cd (Ail"ltrip ~.. NLA I and
Er..... gc;.q But war NL\). AI I !OO II. ttI_
on 22 Feb.-uary 1947, tt.: wntcr, wilh hit
antenna pointed al New York, 80" llway
from the .hip$, waited liU the 111':1 ~'U dear
and called T6L8 "ith tbe und~u.ndu"
thai that call, ..·hich _ Admiral ~',
o".-n, had moovaI (rom the M.-J
/'II' 10
the 8JIr_ bUntt/ ..'hen she: JCartCd toUth~
with rum aboard. II7l7nCdi.lllte ....u _
received from a rquI.tion wi-up, i. 1:..
" T tlL8 T6L8 V NLA- 2 INT QSA." ..lIh II
QSA-) ~por;. when Aintrip u,ulIlOO ",.tU
had been Ki\'t-n QSA--4 but II (ew momcnu
pcO'iouIIy, Arta- two no .. brid acbanta

Ot

on

•

the writer signed off with NLA and NLA-1
and stopped operation, but the next day it
was discovered that T6L8 was still on the
Mount Olympus 600 miles away. Reception
was perfect. Thus, the experiences of earlier
Byrd expedition radio engineers were borne
out, namely, that a low power transmitter
with a quiet receiver can communicate long
distances in the quiet Polar regions (5 watts
to two tube battery receiver daylight to
d aylight on 7 mc. 500 miles constantly for
2 months, except for short periods of snow
static, in 1935). Nevertheless, it must be
remembered, as was learned by experience
and put to good. use in 1935 and again in
1939, that on high snow, counterpoises are
not grounds but antennas completely isolated from ground. Completely individual
antenna-counterpoise systems thus become
necessary for each transmitter-receiver combination that is to operate satisfactorily in
proximity to others and noise generators must
not connect to any radiating system or
counterpoise.

9. Power Units
No troubles were observed with any
power unit used at Little America that
might not have occurred in the Temperate
Zone in winter. The following facts are
listed.
a. The DC supply of Airstrip Control
consisted of an On an gas-engine generator
modelJWC4--10S-3 which supplied 127/220volt 60-cycle 3-phase current to a G. E.
motor-generator which delivered as much
as 200 amperes at 28 volts DC to the batteries and shop maintenance work. (See
fig. 224.) the Onan generator had a capacity
of 10 kw. at unity PF and the 3-phase
motor of M-G set drew 29 amperes at 220
volts. It was located in a separate shelter
behind the Quonset. The DC power lines
and generator radiated high level noise to
receiver antenna systems as did the Onan
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generator. Later, this On an generator was
moved 150 feet away to the YR hut (to be
described later) and connected to a 120volt single-phase unit which thenceforth
supplied the entire Quonset with AC. Thus,
the TCS's could be put on AC directly, the
ART's on 28-volt batteries charged by AC
driven chargers with the ARC-1, and AC
receivers were used throughout. (The TBW
described above caused a little noise but was
seldom operated.) This change, coupled
with the replacement of small gas engine
driven battery chargers, which had also
been near the station, with AC rectifiers
for all battery charging, eliminated a lot
of noise.
(1) A week's supply of fuel was always
kept on hand in case blizzards made it
hard to get to the fuel dump. Condensation
in gas lines caused trouble as did spark
plugs. At - 20° F. the Onan ran erratically
and stopped on two occasions. When plugs
were cleaned it was heated with a Herman
and started satisfactorily (perhaps moisture
in gas line) .
(2) One man was kept busy continually
changing oil every 24 hours and filling gas
tanks. Larger tanks are essential and power
units should be on skis or have runners
available for their wheels for this terrain.
The Onan was changed from 70- to 100octane gas for the last week on the ice
and failed 20 minutes before the camp was
evacuated, cause unknown Oil was standard SAE No. 10, and appeared very dirty
after 24 hours' running. All equipment was
left behind except strictly classified items.
h. PE-99 (one of two drawn from Panama
when it was learned that PE-75's were going
to be used for 3 kw. loads, no PE-95's
available) which powered the YR homing
station had to be heated to make it start at
_25° F. Its oil gage had to be heated
with a blowtorch in cold weather, and fuel
strainers dogged frequently. This was due
•

•

to !Cdimalt in !he g:uoLine supply, and indicatro a O«d for prdiltering as wM al",'a)'S
done in 1')35. Othe .....·u..: this unit ran
5atid'aetorily ",hen nttdro (when planes
were in the air ...·ithin range of 70 milCll)
except for one bn:JIcen brush-holder.
Shelters arc essential for aU p.,,,,er um"
whkh are to ~tc in areas where fine
SlXM' i! blcr.;-n about in pcrioo.. of high wioo.
c. A P E-75 supplied lighting and 120-\'011
60-<:ycle f\C 10 the hut during th" pc:riod
before the Onan was conntttcd to tm:- AC
genc:rator. It IUed 70-0clan" 8M, SAE No.
10 oil, and ran satisfactorily throughout, a:f
did all otheT!! observro. N"\'CI'theles, both
generator and igni tion were S<MJI"C" of 1lIilio:'.
d. Four re-buill warti me J J:ePS were
I:quippcd by the Navy prior to departure
from Norfolk with 300-am~re 28-"011 DC
generators coupled to their ltansmi."Jions.
T ...·o had 350-watt II O-volt CiO-cycle generator! also but this function .... as not used;
however, they were used to cha~ stora ge
baueries rapidlr in planes and other locatiorn. Thc generators ....ere satislactory
throughout but the well-worn cngina failed
on several O(easion~. l1\e gcneralor-J~p"
greatest drawback W3.$ the fact Ih.at Ih!':}'
had to be d ragged by If;Jctor through the
d eep wow and ruts around Ihe plants
which was lmdesirablc. With new engines
and with skiJ available for their ....heels to
penni l mobililY tho<: unit! might pfO\'C
valuable on an operation of this type.
t. Two heavy duty power units alternately
~upplied Ihe camp Hless hall wilh light and
power. One or the OU1Cl"oflbC8e ran coutinually without trouble throughou t the~ t ayOJl
the iee. (See fig. 225 and clI. l for detllils.)
J. T wo PE-214's "''ef"C brought to Litlle
America by Mr. Taylor of NRL for powering
his iIOund aUcnualion measuring equipment.
One or 1M other of thete was in operation
from 8:00 a. m. 10 midnight every day for
20 daYi ""ithool failure. Tbcy ~\arIM e:!lily

FI,,,,. U6.

PE- 2U In ",Ow lII,d.

at -20°F. but at temperatures below _100
F. were slightly erratic. They were taken
out of service when a line from the mess hall
generator became available because well
regulated current was a nec("ssity. Without
grounds available they radiated considerable noise (see fig. 226).
g. When the 4 Jeeps mentioned in d above
proved difficul t to move, several Homelight
HRU-28-A gas-engine driven 28-volt DC
generators were mounted on sleds and handpulled to planes and other locations for
battery-charg~ng. These proved to be exceedingly handy devices.
h. Storage batteries were a constant problem in regard to charging, care, and delivery
to the outlying radio sets in the camp. One
of the 14-man teams at Airstrip, described in
paragraph 7a, section I, did nothing but
charge and replace run-down batteries.
Following previous examples and information in SCEL's, "Operation of SC Equipment at Low Temperatures", gravity was
raised above normal and only two units froze.
These were in aircraft which on some of the
longer flights had fuselage temperatures drop
to - 30 0 F. (See par. 5, sec. VII.)
.
i. Dry cells acted as expected under all
conditions. As stated above all batteries for
SCR--6lO's and SCR- 536's were outdated
and lost output rapidly when exposed to cold ..
The BA-48's (only six available for the
operation) for the SCR- 694's worked exceedingly well. One operated the receiver in a
tent for about 4 hours a day for a week and
then when taken outdoors for 2 hours at
+ 50 F. showed only slight decrease in signal
strength. Warm (600 F.) voltage at the time
was 86 and 1.45. Three were carefully
packed for future observation, the one
mentioned above, a new unused one and the
one which was returned from the tractor
trip. This had a broken case from the
pounding it received but it had not lost voltage. Both new ones were normal when left.
,

"

•
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10. Navigational
Beacon.

Aids,

YR

Homing

The navigational aids to the exploratory
planes consisted of the GPN, the YR homing
device, the Meteorology and Aerology Group,
and the auxiliary TBW in the Airstrip
Quonset hut. A ground control approach
system (GCA) was carried to the Antarctic
with the understanding that it would be
returned upon the expedition's homecoming.
It, therefore, was not put in operation since
before being installed completely it had to be
loaded aboard the ships which were sailing to
safe locations beyond the menacing ice pack.
The unit provided some interesting lessons in
trans-snow transport, however. Figure 228
shows how it required two caterpillar tractors
to tow it in the soft snow with difficulty (one
ski broke loose), the details of the ski used,
and the drift that formed around it in a few
days' time. The heavy power unit also
presented a serious problem when being
pulled up the barrier slope. Obviously, good
ski or sled equipment is needed for this unit
when it is to be used in snow-covered areas.
Both power unit engines were damaged
!:;y the freezing of cooling water which
had, remained in them since their last period
of operation. This strongly dictates a policy
of careful inspection of all water cooled
engines before being shipped from the
United States and again before being put
ashore from a warm ship's hold in cold
,
weather.
a. GPN. The GPN semimobile air search
and ground control radar is covered in
detail in the official Navy report. It was
dragged into position at the edge of the
airstrip about 50Q yards east of Airstrip
Control with considerable difficulty. It then
was assembled rapidly, went into operation
whenever a plane was in the air within
range, and· followed all planes successfully
to its 30-mile limit. Its ARC-I, 100- 150
mc. unit also worked well as stated above,
•

did iu TCS. (Fig. 2Z9 sho....s it in ope..-arion.) T he Cl'\':W li\lCd in a tent IlCArby.
.... ~ :mothcr TCS and Ions " ,ire IIJIlellnll
""CTe insulled so thaI dle)' could be- a iel'ted
from Airstrip Control when nccdcd.
•• UPN/.I. A dinancc til'll WlIS made wilh
Raton UPN/~ to determine. iu urfuhloelf ;11
the: Antarctic. Thil unil ~ all X-band port_
ailk- radar braron which
lriggen:d by a
dinalll plane " 'hm rtquin:d . It openlted
sarid'aclOl'ily for 1 hour on or.e ftighl 10 a
rlillafl(e 01 ap\)f'(IXimard)' lO miles. It is
\lndenlood thiJ \lOJl b da_1ied and it .....
not ..-J qain.
r. rR. The nondimcliol\al Radio Tele;u

u.

phone: Ibron Uype II) l'\a\-y Model YR
II II 200-800 kc. CI')"Mal con,",,1ed 2s-400
....atl homi"f de\itt ..'hil;h aU!Ollwuic:aIty
tralUIIUQ a 1020 ~Ie IdemiRtaIion 1iCn:.1

2. or 3 knas. II it I'" maUy equ,ppc:d
w,th a T t)' p!: alllr:nn. ;lU icaI'I 50 fen hi&h

0(1 .

in ""'hlth tht equal lid!: pordont at the T
p,"""iM dlpacity top l;nditlf and btcawc
they aR: equal do not aKea the onwi_
dlm!lh'iIY 0( the \'Crtiul Wlft.
tl) 1'bu unll _ in<"lkd 10 a.t1Kl! 150
(eet bclItDd the Qo •• III hUlal Ainlnp ~
trol. (Sr:.: fiR. 230.) II ...-as po"e...d b,' one
phlue 01 the 3-phIaIc- PE-.99 Icr _'ator. t 10
u)ll.\, 60 C'ldtI, 2.6 !In. UnIoc1unalely. the
only P' lea aVAilable rabrd ill anlCnNt a
than .35 reet a))oo.'t the ..,.. and thus
rt"duad iu,..... With DO p1IUlICI a''IliI-

d ground. and lhe dirttlc:d (Onn«Ii(Ml1O Ill<COIIUnon countO'pOilie. In future, aU l\>th
W'liu"lOUld be uoIatcd III far III \X*lblc rl'Oln
rommunk-aliol1 "-'Cd,c:n, be pt'D\'odcd ....ilh.
Iatgt ,,.,lAnc«I cotlnu:rpoI'" 01 ",,'111) grid or
ptrhaP' lII urslOfi manill6, and nn "'lenNI III
kll,lil SO r~1 high aH pccified.. The 21.w 414
RC signal rl'Uln w M~ OJfWI/1flF in lite! Hay
"'-aJ (oUo",ed all the ""'"IY from &clu bl.nd
(600 mUr;,) 10 Ihe: Ray ol\\~ hut on the
8Dl).nD!e Sooth Pole fll, hl DO IoorninH Rsnab
"CA: a,...:Ilabie CJl(!cpt Ihe \ ' R, &In« 11,.. ,hlp'
WCie II Seott bland. Thil """U of oompantivdy Irttlr vallle.t lliOft: thltn SO mIlct,
and the: auxiliary TBW Idl than ,hal.
(2) Durins tIM:- YR', irulallAlion It ......
found thai popu CJY'w,WU'C not .\'IIUab!o:,
J!O a 6Sj7 -=ill.m........ corutntctcd that
...... Ud lMkquatd~. All A:fI'IO(econtro! unlit
"'be in the YR !thad: lin« no 3-""i~ control
c:able: ",-as a,ailahk ror the: l.5()..foot run 10
tbt: op:r~tiont OlI1uo1 hlOUt. The 1110
5i:plb ""'n-C: found 10 be: 100 ~ for the ADJ
oq\Uprkiit in lhe pb.nts 10 I;~ • 1\dId)'
IigDa1. n:quin"l aboul G lCCotQ (or uch
cunpltlC: MO. This WiU .e.. ttdtc:d by put_
tins two 1110 upab on !.hoe code: diE by
films down unUIUI dou .nd onIna lhoc !'or

abk. lint • ~Ic: ""lR cw.nWpoite. rhcn a
srid and then • COPIbilUdon dall cgw{\apoifel al Atrwip Control "'we tried , SulCIe
the latter COIJlb4nadon ..."OUId ... k>tI.I),atrca
apal pll1tcm, ..itb the.ned
Quomn tK<d in, the ide. I..... I'I(R ..,.,.0<'0:1
~'all
l\'C'C1dcL • the MO fliral on 414
or .531 b;. ",-as bnrd by plana: 10 100 mik:t
on D'" Ott? r" .... and Ukd b- homifll an
11\'0 ""C 0( 60 .nib on tnIIII fli&hb- 1lrb
JisnAl arrlUlfd COillidc:ablc inwi't:teliC£ in lhe
OlI1u-01lllltioa bcuU'l: 01 id ~imhy. 1aclr:
the

CIITui.a-

f)_

ttl . GCA '-'t ......1 4

'4.

ipIII:ft ~l;\ioctL c~rac;u:n

and gnJUpt. A
","IJMIOUt . , ' " d 2"00"-.1. MO'. "'1th
" :xond mlJ:rnb ,",';\I Ihm aehico.-ed. Se;q'K
,'OUhar _ had "..i,h contacu drelay K-30l

slicking, but ch:aninl rt'1it!\'t'd IhlS and no
ruriheT ddcel
Mled.
II. No olher ndar dC'''ica Of" d('Clronk:
no...iptiOMI aid~ 1'o'Cr'e lI~d but .U ",loti
and na\'igal~ con linllo.Jly \oittd II desire
(or radio rnngl;'ll a nd honlinll (k-.'k:eII wilb
II rnll!t
III kru:t ZOO miltll. Ont' pilot
!tated Ihltl a YO wuuld have been in\'JIlu·
alJll: on tomt' d Ihe 25 fUl\hll IUlldc, and
olhen rt'C1lmn.... nded Ihlll i..Qr:In 'UilJont
.OOukl bl: inllnlltd a.I n dt'fillitt aid to
Qecurac:y lind aenul /lll\'i!!alion.

1'0"

or

It M.taoro1o;,..

fl' .... t... GCA - " .....

C.,,,nanl 1'ot';lIh~r Infonnndon wall re_
layed 10 LiIiJe .\n.mr~ from Ihe .hlp' .nd
~ Eal:l lind WClII CfOUl. It) ltid ar:rial
11lI\·;4IItion.
Lvr t~1 pirty 10 the
Ro:x:kcfdlc:r ,Moulluuna m hdped in lhb

nx:

-

...

respc.;l, bul Tq)OI'IJ (ronl Ihi, group "'1:~
lUUally 10 laIC: beea~ of ntdio IIChedule:
til1'lCl that they ~'('rc: rJlittlc: \'/lltle. I'hlna;
flying ioland in learch 0( full weatOO Inform.tion IOmtlima found wuther In the:
inlerior JUitabie for IonS flillhl'l when conditions on the coa.il WO"e poor. OIJ5en.,.·
lioN (rom pilOts of such llillhlJ rnateri:!li),
aided the atroiOfO' 5fC:tion a la blWled II I the:
airstrip (See f'8" 23 1.) Full deluil. of thit

wbjcct will ~ found In chapu:r 11. No
IImonllltic .."eather Itati(IfU "er~ uti Uileed,
and no radar baUoOfl-traeklnllwlUiluempt«l
on th(' ice.
12. Camp Inlerphona SYllam, TalephonH,
SurpriJinlll),. no t)'pe olunil-Io-unlt,offl(:('·
IO-Office, or inten:omnumication l)'!ltem WII'
lDCd at Little America IV. T he: eamp wilh
ill! airr~ld faclUtio, Irllluporliition ttntet'",
JUPf1Iy ~Iem, ready monl5, and ,1I1IT troms
was 5pf"tad OUt O\"er almoll a KJua~ mile 0(
tenilOfy. Walk.ing from point 10 PQi nt or
~qui."lioning a WeMeI (or II hnlt mi le
nm to oblaill in!orrn.1tion from indh'idm,l,
w:l11ed mudl lime, E\'en &CR- S36's d.d
nol fill the bill. Ooc or two 12-drop
boards, a eoupl(" of dozen EE 8 te1cphoot'J,

and a few miJ<':I of \\' - \ 10- U wire would
hale bttn inor.dulloic. Much trn\·cI, time,
and radio trnmm;MioIl L"Ould alto havt:
been saved by la)'in!;: a 2-mile line 10
Emr'rgency 1mS(", The wri ler hal had
coos.iderablc experirnc:t' " 'i th (I("ki telephone
fj tcms and (edll catain thai tht: t8.!.k of
installing an adcqU';I1!, ""'Iem could h.a\'l'
bccn accumpl islK'd wi lh ":ue, Witt: could
h.\(· b«n Mnlng fronl tem to ten! ..ilh
it\<>' addilional Sllpporl~. a'ltrt:llched mlda"
lhoruf~ or laid on ~ $nO" O<l long
fUlU e;.osily and .al'cly. Nothing was Db~-cd on thil expedition or in 1935 Ulal
leads one 10 belir;\'l' that field ..-ire 'A"'OU!d 001
.sen'l' adcquatcly ,nd d ....... bl)'.
13. AU.5ea Reteue.

Cc...ucu....,

l,andinq

Operation'

No I"I!IICUe opttiIOOIll "'"ff1! f'ftIuim:! by
the. Central Groop, f(Jl'\unoncly, and ~
lKiS

••

ary

w~

the:

P8~1 ~

and

W3J

1011 rar tc'I'CBl days in the easlCm lIfta ,,-ere

....Ief,-no, VR .......lati ... " - 0.
Fwwli-o ..... wpplla.

01",. Not.

concIUClm entirel), from lhe: ,ir "ithoul
bIolp Ctotn radio in the bands ol the downed
ftlas. It is .cJXClcd Ih:u a loWl radio Jel
,,~ dropped 10 the group afler they were
.,hlcd, bul !hat it did QOI opuat.. salisriW:1oril)'. "'Kll! nn Ix del~llcd only

to

when the report of the Eastern Group has
been compiled. Nevertheless, much discussion of what would happen in case one
of the R4D's at Little America was downed
in a remote area, was heard. Depending on
distance from base, planes, Weasels, and/or
dog teams would have been used. Plane
search radar was to be established by means
of plane sets or SCR-694's in Weasels or on
dog teams. If feasible, SCR-536's or SCR694's could also have been dropped had the
communications of the crashed ship been
put out of commission.
a. Here again ANjGRC-9's with easily
turnable hand generators would have been
ideal for crew and search parties alike, since
such an operation would perhaps have taken
weeks, depending on distance and accessibility of the location, and batteries for
reliable, long period operation on the trail
in cold weather are out of the question.
Full details of proposed rescue plans are
included in chapter 6. Nevertheless, it is
felt that search radar in planes looking for
lost groups, and an intercommunication
system between ships, boats, planes, ground
vehicles including dog teams, and the downed
parties composed of installed equipment on
ships and planes, and AN/GRC-9's in boat
and ground parties, would provide a usable
system. Frequencies would, of course, be
4-6 mc. assigned aircraft frequencies, with
the, higher one favored for distances over
25 or 30 miles in daylight if voice signals
were to be used with whip antennas. All
dog teams and vehicles should be equipped
to spread % wave antennas on the snow
when not in motion, and CW operators are
a necessity. In addition, all search party
receivers must be capable of short period
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standby operation (BA-4S-BC-1306 when
battery is kept warm or light multi-cell
leak-proof storage-battery filled to 1360 sp. g.)
and be able to receive S mc. signals from
Gibson Girl transmitters. Light, portable
DF equipment would be essential if planes
carrying that type of equipment were not
available.
h. In combat, obviously, all rescue communica tions and measures would depend
on the strategic situation. The Weasel has
proven itself beyond doubt a valuable tool
on the Antarctic snow, but its durability is
still in question. I t is believed all officers
of this expedition would agree that they
would hesitate to use a single vehicle in its
present design for trips of more than a few
miles from any base.
c. For removing casualties, the equipment
described above would be adequate for longer
distances, and that of the SCR-50S, SCR60S type for vehicles traveling short distances
would be preferred, but again this would
depend on the situation from a distance
and frequency availability viewpoint.
d. Landing operations in territories similar
to the Antarctic could be carried out as they
would anywhere else as long as adequate
winterization and camouflage measures are
observed. Equipment must be on tracks
or skis and communication units must have
their own vehicles at all times to maintain
mobility. Furthermore, because of the ever
present possibility of small separated groups
being cut off from supply lines for days by
blizzards, each such group must be selfsupporting as to fuel, food, shelter, clothing,
ammunition, and medical equipment. Failure to observe this precaution will cost more
lives than enemy bullets. .

SECTION III. Aircraft
special tuning unit, used for air-ground and
plane-to-plane long distance work and kept
on 6430 kc. throughout with rare exceptions on 414 kc. for tests. Voice up to 150
miles between planes, and sometimes up to
500 to ground with 800 miles on CW.
d. Each plane carried 2 ANjARN- 7 Radio Compasses, an ANjARR-2 Homing
Adapter, and an ANjARN-8 Marker Beacon
Receiver. All functioned ~ithout defect
when satisfactory signals were supplied from
ground, ships, or planes.
.
e. Each plane also utilized its AN jAIA2A Interphone and Radio System and was
equipped with a General Electric wire
recorder (see section VII).
J. Radio Altimeters ANj APN-l and SCR718B were carried and worked normally,
as did the ANjAPS- 4 Aircraft Radar Search
and ANjAPX- 2A Aircraft IFF Equipment.
. Unfortunately no radar mapping was done
in the Central Group due to a lack of equipment and personnel but this subject is covered
by Mr. Robert Davis of the Strategic Air
Command whose specialty it was.
g. The Operations Plan specified that the
SCR-718 altimeter be photographed once
each minute of flight. To this end, a Re2. R4D Equipment, Frequencies, and Opcording Camera, Type ABLE, was attached
eration.
to each SCR-718 installation. All discussion of aerial trimetrogon photography and
The electronic equipment installation in
the R4D's (C-47's) was standard.
mapping will be included in the Navy
report in detail. PBM's of the Eastern and
a. ANjARC-1 transceivers, 10 channels
VHF available, 142.02 used most, distance
Western Groups are reported to have used
averaged from plane-to-airstrip 24 nilles,
radar for some mapping.
h. Prior to departure from Norfolk,
plane-to-plane on voice up to 100 miles,
Virginia, it was foreseen that anti-precipitacommand.
tion antennas would be needed on the R4D's
b. ANjARC-5 transmitters and receivers, 15 watt MHF set, used between planes
to counteract the static developed by snowstorms and other similar disturbances. New
on command circuits on voice, distance 60
miles, usual frequency 4125 kc.
compass sense, marker beacon, and flat-top
c. ANjART-13 transmitter with BC-348
antennas (for liaison and MHF command
receiver, 100 watts MHF and LF" with
circuits) were constructed using parts of

1. Airplanes Available.
Task Force 68 used six R4D's for major
exploratory flights at Little America and
PBM's in the Eastern and Western Groups.
These were augmented by SOC's, HOS and
H03S helicopters, a JA Norseman (C-64),
and 2 OY's (L-5). Each plane carried
Navy standard equipment for its particular
type which functioned satisfactorily, but since
the writer was stationed at Little America
only planes observed there will be discussed.
It should be pointed out, however, that
helicopters though somewhat limited in
range served invaluably in making ice pack
reconnaissances from ice breakers. No task
or amphibious force should be without
them in future when operating in high
latitudes. The six R4D's flew in from the
U. S. S. Philippine Sea on 30 January. The
JA was brought down and landed by the
Mount Olympus. The 2 OY's, one of which
was never assembled, came down by means
of the Philippine Sea and the U. S. S. Northwind (from Scott Island rendezvous). The
electronic equipment used and results obtained are discussed in the following paragraphs.

•
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antenna assembly kit AS-211jAR. All joints
in antenna wire WS-SjU were taped with a
special dielectric tape (Polythylene) manufactured by the Minnesota Mining Company.
All joints were painted daily with flake
shellac mixed with grain alcohol to provide
strength and further corona resistance all the
time the U. S. S. Philippine Sea was underway.
Each antenna was repeatedly tested and
insulated to resist 40,000 volts generated by a
high-frequency, high voltage megger. A
total of X-inch of shellac thus accumulated
on the joints by the time the planes were
ready for take-off on the Antarctic flight and
all antennas proved very satisfactory as
regards static pick-up on all flights. Insulation removal was accomplished with a hot·
soldering iron instead of with a knife with
excellent results. No wires were nicked and
none broke later because of nicks.
i. The aircraft installation was made
further corona-resistant by installation of
static dischargers AN j ASA-31. Twelve were
used on each plane, 3 on the trailing edge of
each wing, 2 on the trailing edge of each
horizontal stabilizer, and 2 on the trailing
edge of the vertical fin. Only one 4- or 5hour period (on 6430 kc.) of heavy atmos, pheric noise was reported .
•

for short distance work, since it could land
almost anywhere without a prepared landing
field. I t was equipped with an ARC-5
which had considerable trouble maintaining
contact with Airstrip Control more than 10
miles on 3265 kc. voice. This was mostly
due to the transmitting antenna on the
TCS at Airstrip which was used to contact
this plane and the prevalent noise level at
the same point. The TCS at GPN proved
more satisfactory, since it had both a better
antenna and a quieter location. The shortness of the plane's antenna at the frequency
used was also partly to blame, but since
15 miles was the limit to which the plane
was allowed to fly the communication
available was adequate.
•

5. Maintenance.
A complete electronic maintenance and
repair station was installed in the airstrip
Quonset before flights began. This was
well equipped with signal generators, wave
guides, 20 different types of test sets, oscillators, analyzers, and frequency meters and,
•
under the direct supervision of the airborne
electronics maintenance officer, handled the
minor problems presented efficiently at all
times.

•

3. JA (Norseman).

6. Conclusions.

The JA Norseman flew constantly on
reconnaissance flights around Little America
to distances of 70 miles and communication
was always satisfactory. Equipment used
was the standard installation of ARC-5 and
TCS on the 4125 and 6430 kc. frequencies
throughout.

To sum up, communications in all planes
assigned to the Central Group were adequate,
.particularly when the noise had been somewhat reduced at the ground station, personnel were better trained and equipment
was remarkably free from need for repairs
other than routine checking and storage
battery charging.
No defect has been
reported that was directly traceable to operation in cold weather other than the two
frozen storage batteries described above.

4. OY.
The one OY assembled flew more often
than any other plane and proved invaluable

•

•
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existence, to the point where even the time
necessary for the radioman to locate and
replace a defective vacuum tube cannot be
spared unless the equipment involved is
essential. In all events, this equipment was
never repaired since the expedition departed
shortly after ·the return of the trail trip and
vehicles and sets were left behind.

3. Range Tests.
The writer had counted on obtaining
considerable information pertinent to the

distances obtainable with equipment in the
frequency and power range of SCR-608's
over snow during the return trip of the tractors, when separation was possible because
crevasse positions had been noted, but the
rapid return ordered canceled the only
opportunity. 1';0 SCR-608's were available
at Little America for tests on the outward
journey. The SCR-694 carried on the nose
of the 1-ton cargo sled as an emergency
unit is discussed in paragraph 8, section II.
(See figs. 239, 240, and 241.)

SECTION VI. Clothing
1. General.
Clothing worn on the ice in the Antarctic
generally consisted of combinations of Army
winter uniforms and Navy foul weather gear.
2. Conditions Encountered.
No particular hardships were experienced
by radio personnel on this expedition but had
they been called upon to spend the winter
at Little America on outdoor combat operations the clothing and tentage available
would have been inadequate. One interesting case of a radio operator in a plane suffering from anoxia is described in paragraph
7 j (4) (b) of section II, chapter 7.

3. Gloves.
A special glove must be designed which
will allow an operator to manipulate dials
and telegraph keys and splice wire in low
temperatures, of such a nature that it can he
worn under other warmer gloves or mittens
for long period exposure. Silk gloves have
been found satisfactory for some tasks but
the inclination of the individual is to remove
all gloves for brief repair or tuning jobs and
in real cold this will result in flesh sticking

to metal and hands freezing with a general
slow-up of all operations concerned.

4. Uniform.
a. From considerable cold weather experience the writer forms the definite opinion
that temperatures in all shelters must be kept
low except in dressing and eating quarters so
that the individual can always choose his
basic costume for the cold outside while not
having to remove more than one heavy layer of
snow- and wind-proof garment when entering
buildings. He thus is not too warm inside or
too cold outside with the extra layer. The
writer was not uncomfortable at outside
temperatures to - 25° F. when wearing one
suit of heavy underwear, a Byrd-cloth undershirt, a woolen sweater, and standard GI
uniforms except when tent temperatures were
boosted well over 70° F. Two pairs of
woolen socks and inner soles inside canvas
mukluks were satisfactory for the feet as long
as drying facilities were available at the end
of the day. One or two pairs of woolen
mittens covered with leather shells allowed
the hands to remain warm. The standard
Army ski cap needed a woolen helmet under
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it on the colder days but was adequate most
of the time.
b. Over the above costume a suit of thin
plane-fabric windproof was worn on all
snowy or wind-drifty days and this was
bolstered with the alpaca liner in extreme
cold. Obviously, on long, cold trips or continuous exposure without occasional access to
warm buildings, additional clothing must be
worn. This subject is discussed more fully in

the joint report. It will always be a hardship
to line up accurately a piece of electronic
equipment outdoors in cold weather. It
takes longer and personnel become careless
of their adjustments because of an eagerness
to get gloves on again. Knobs
for
cold
•
weather equipment should be kept as large as
possible so that they can be adjusted with
mi ttens and small. gadgets requiring extra
tools should be eliminated.

SECTION VII. Observations
1. An electronic magnetometer, AN / ASQ3A, brought to the Antartic by geologist
J ames Balsley of the U. S. Geological
Survey for purposes of locating possible
magnetic mineral deposits from aircraft
proved highly satisfactory for also determining the position and composition of subsnow terrain. This device, given but a brief
try-out on a few of the later flights, promises
considerable aid to previously used mapping
facilities and should be carefully studied by
the Army if such action has not already
been undertaken. The current instruction
book is CO-AN-OS-20-14 published by the
Navy Department 1 June 1944. Figure 242
shows the device set up for test prior to
flight at Little America.
a. A similar instrument was set up on the
ground by representatives of NOL for the
purpose of making measurements of the
earth's magnetic field in synchronization
with a second station in Alaska, but results
have so far not been correlated.
b. The writer has been privately interested
for many years in means of locating metals
buried under ground, snow, and water,
using home-made equipment. Also interested.in matters concerning the Antartic, he
personally loaned his equipment to the
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United States Antarctic Service Expedition
of 1939-1941 for locating buried air-bottles
gas drums, vehicles, and other metallic
objects left behind by previous expeditions.
This proved exceedingly useful to depths of
3 or 4 feet. Another such device was therefore taken on Operation Highjump, after
being modified to work at greater depths, to
help in locating tractors and gasoline caches
left behind in 1935 and 1939, respectively.
Brief tests on bay ice indicated that the
modified unit was an improvement, but
unfortunately it was badly damaged by a
Weasel before it could be put to use. Nevertheless, discussion of metal-finding equipment with the magnetometer team revealed
•
that a lightweight, portable magnetometer,
which should find magnetic objects the
size of a jeep to depths of 30 feet in snow,
is now under development by the Navy.
Such an item should prove valuable to any
force operating in deep snow areas where
semipermanent bases might remain occupied
long enough to allow equipment to be
drifted over. Many articles were lost in this
way on Operation Highjump in spite of
precautions taken to mark supply piles during
blizzards, during one of which snow drifted
4 feet deep in a single night. (See fig. 243.)
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existent instructions. This bears , out in
practice, with the further evidence of two
frozen storage batteries seen during Operation
Highjump where temperatures only fell
below -25° F. in planes, the statements
included in SCEL's "Operation of SC
Equipment in Low Temperatures."
6. Several samples of flashlight cells and
higher voltage blocks found in both camps,
which still gave normal voltage readings
when thawed out, are being returned to
SCEL for study. All have passed through at
least six winters and summers where temperatures varied from 0° to - 70° F. and some
are 15 years old. Forty-five volt blocks,
left under the snow by the 1930 Byrd
Expedition, were thawed out in 1934 and
tested in comparison with new batteries of
the same make and size. Slow discharge
runs on several pairs showed the units
which had been frozen for 4 years had
considerable more milliampere-hour capacity than the new ones. Whether this was
due to a decrease in quality of production

throughout the intervening period has not
been determined.
7. General Electric Company Wire Recorder and Reproducer, Model 51, and
Recorder-Reproducer VRW-1, developed
by Brush for the Navy Department, were
used throughout the expedition to a surprising degree. So many conferences, verbal
reports, orders, broadcast programs, and
other on-the-spot information was retained
for subsequent transcription, that these devices became an important factor in the
task of recording many phases of Operation
Highjump. Neither, in its present form,
meets Signal Corps requirements for field
use but either could be made to do so, if
this has not already been done.

8. Geomagnetic measurements were carried
on by representatives of the U. S. Coast
and Geodetic Survey for several weeks relative to the frequency and magnitude of
magnetic storms. All information obtained
can be procured from that organization
when it has been correlated.
,

SECTION VIII. Recommendations
,
1. GeneraL
a. Communications throughout the expedition were adequate and well handled, but
certain problems arose which should be
studied with a view toward complete rectification or elimination of difficulties for
future cold weather operation. These are
listed in the order of their importance as
follows:
(1) Lack of electrical grounds and the
ineffectiveness of counterpoises on thick snow
•
•
or Ice.
(2) Noise levels traceable to ungrounded
noise producers such as DC generators, sup-

pressed or unsuppressed vehicles and power
units, and unfiltered electrical equipment.
(3) A lack of personnel who had been
trained in cold weather operation of shore
stations, where antenna design, direction,
and matching, and a knowledge of how to
choose frequencies and powers are extremely
helpful.
(4) Too few or inadequate aids to aerial
navigation, including homing devices, GCA,
and radio ranges.
b. After careful consideration of all information available from Operation Highjump and the 1933-1935 Second Byrd
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Antarctic Expedition the recommendations
in the following paragraphs are made in
the hope that they will aid in preparing for
similar operations in future, and particularly
so should such an effort be undertaken by
the Army.

2. Packaged Radio Sets.
I t is recommended that packaged AC
powered radio sets (such as SCR-399 or
MRC-2) be used for ground station installations on thick snow or ice in which all
components are ready for operation immediately upon reaching location. Such
units with properly designed antennas should
accomplish any communication necessary-'and can be easily transported and adequately
heated.

3. Antennas.
a, Whenever ground stations are to be
operated on thick snow or ice no more than
one transmitter and one receiver should be
connected to anyone antenna and counterpoise system. Thus, additional antennas for
other frequencies or directions can be
switched at will, and additional transmitterreceiver units, if needed, can be .added to
provide more channels provided the antenna
system of each is isolated by a few feet of
snow or Ice.
b. All MHF portable or vehicular sets
should be provided with center-fed
(balanced) dipole antennas which can be
quickly flung out on the snow or short poles
X wave either side of a vehicle when not in
motion.
c. Antennas should be placed on thick
snow surfaces instead of on poles or masts
whenever surface traffic and a multiplicity of
antennas do not preclude this, since the snow
appears to be an efficient insulator.
d. The feasibility of drilling holes for conductors or sinking conductors in thick snow
areas to permit the lower halves of vertical

dipole antennas to be installed therein should
be studied. Propagation of sets operating
above 6 mc. could be thus considerably improved since directors and reflectors could
also be easily added and the wide resulting
lobe be useful, particularly at airfields where
one station or homing device is required to
cover large sectors.

4. Transmitting Facilities.
•

All transmitting facilities, including homing
devices and navigational aids, should be
isolated from any receiving position in large
multi-circuit stations in which more than
three or four packaged units are required.

s.

Generators.

a. All DC battery charging generators
should be eliminated and replaced with AC
generators and AC rectifiers.
h. A hand generator should be semiportable, designed for trail and rescue work
in high latitudes with sets similar to SCR-694
or ANjGRC-9 which can be easily turned
with one hand when cold. (See par. 8,
sec. II.
c. It is recommended that a study be made
of the need for procurement by the Signal
Corps of the 300-ampere, 28-volt DC generator-Jeeps devised by the Navy.

•
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6. Noise Reduction.
a. All power units and vehicles should be
studied as to their noise producing characteristics when suspended more than 50 feet
above the ground, both through radiation
and conduction through power lines.
h. All noise producing devices which are
intended for use near a receiving station, on
thick snow where even counterpoises are
antennas, should be isolated as much as
possible, bonded to a common point, and
have filters made available for use in their
output circuits to receivers, or batteries
driving receivers, which are adequate.

.

c. The fundamentals of noise elimination
should be taught in Signal Corps schools if
this is not already done. If it is, emphasis
should be placed on it for personnel intended
for service in cold weather and/or thick
snow areas.

7. Cold Weather Operation of Radio Sets.

noise eliminating counterpoises through capacity to lower ice strata, earth, or sea
beneath.
h. It is recommended that no effort be
wasted in attempts to drill or otherwise form
holes through thick snow for grounds or
counterpoise capacities to sea water or earth
beneath until propagation characteristics of
the medium have been determined as recommended above.
c. The official Navy report on Operation
Highjump should' be obtained upon its completion so that propagation and Heaviside
layer studies in the Antarctic may be made
available to all concerned.
•

a. Any radio set for use outside a heated
shelter, portable or otherwise, in areas where
low temperatures prevail, should be designed
in such a way that its operator can readily
return it to optimum operation as regards
frequency drift from voltage changes or
temperature variation.
h. All equipment for" operation in cold
weather should be installed in vehicles or
shelters where heat is available except handcarried short period sets such as SCR-536's.
If all radio sets can be installed in warmed
vehicles, or shelters on vehicles, it is strongly
believed the subsequent results will be
greatly improved. Outdoor operation is
not conducive td careful manipulation, keying, writing, or the stability and functioning
of the apparatus itself.
c. Hard to aline, multi-stage sets such as
the SCR-610 which contain dry batteries
should not be used in field operations in
cold weather.

8. Batteries.
All lead-acid storage batteries
filled with 1360 specific gravity
before being put ashore in cold
again reduced to normal upon
temperate zones.

should be
electrolyte
areas, and
return to

9. Propagation Tests.
a. Extensive propagation tests should be
carried out to determine the reflection,
blocking, or damping effects of thick snow as
a transmission medium and its characteristics at various depths should be determined
from the viewpoint of designing adequate
765274-48
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•

10. Transportation of Equipment.
•

a. Any electronic equipment which is to be
transported long distances as cargo on sleds
should be secured either on piles of resilient
material in the middle of the sled or should be
provided with shockproof and snowproof
containers, particularly if short sleds such as
Army, 1-ton, are to be used.
h. A plan for properly unloading electronic
equipment from ships, transporting it, and
placing it in caches or supply dumps should
be studied, and suitable instructions prepared for cold weather areas.

11. Intracamp Communication.
I t is recommended that an intracamp telephone system be utilized.

12. Power Units.
All power units should be sheltered to prevent them from filling with fine snow during
periods of drift, and this should also include
the canvas covers of some sets which are not
now snowproof.

13. Grounds.
The conception of the difficulties of operation where grounds are not available should
be taught to all potential Signal Corps
operational personnel.
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14. Navigation Aids.
It is recommended that high power homing
devices, radio ranges, and similar equipment
be provided for aerial navigation and that
personnel be taught how to counteract
difficulties in their operation brought about
by operation on thick snow or ice or in low
temperatures.

15. Aircraft Communication.
At all communication installations all
traffic should be kept off aircraft frequencies
except air-ground traffic itself.

16. Training of Personnel.
All personnel for subsequent service in
•
cold weather areas should be given strong
instruction in self-preservation first, and then
secondarily in the pursuit of their specialties.
Radio men should also know enough of
antenna design, direction, and matching and
of frequency selection to permit them to
establish contacts in isolated spots by means
of modifications to standard equipment in
•
emergenCles.

17. Magnetometer.
A study of metal-finding devices for use in
locating snow buried ordnance, gas drums,
vehicles, and similar items should be made.
(See sec. VII.)
18. Gloves.
It is recommended that a study of suitable
thin gloves or mittens be made so that personnel can properly manipulate knobs, small
tools, and wire splices without removing them.
19. Water-Cooled Engines.
All water-cooled engines should be emptied
before departure from the United States and
again checked before being unloaded from
the warm holds of ships into low temperatures .

20. Supply of Separate Groups.
Because of the ever-present possibility of
small, separated groups being cut off from
supply lines for days by blizzards, each such
group must be self-supporting as to fuel,
food, shelter, clothing, ammlIDition, and medical equipment. Failure to observe this precaution will cost more lives than enemv bullets .
•

•

,
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CHAPTER 9
•

•

SECTION I. Plans and Objectives
1. Provide communications between ships of
the task force and with other commands
•
ashore and afloat.

5. Provide communication and electronic
facilities and aids to air navigation for all
air operations over the Antartic Continent.

2. Provide communication with all planes,
boats, and beach parties when away from
parent vessels.

6. Establishment of communication facilities
at the emergency base camp for communication with the United States.

3. Provide communication and electronic facilities for air operations, construction parties,
and trail parties ashore at temporary bases.

7. Provide communication facilities for press
and broadcast.

4. Operate electronic equipment as necessary for safety of all operations .

8. Obtain technical and scientific data using
electronic equipment.

•

SECTION II . Observations
•

1. Communication Between Task Groups
(Command Circuit).
The Task Group Commander's circuit
operated on 12 and 16 megacycles using a
SOO-watt transmitter (Navy type TBK) with
a quarter wave vertical antenna and' A-1
emission. In general the distances covered
were about 3,000 miles. Receiving equipment was the standard Navy RBC receiver
with a vertical antenna.
All
equipment
•
was mounted aboard ships and was therefore not exposed to extreme climatic conditions. This circuit was used for weather,
command, and administration and was entirely satisfactory.
.

2. Ship to Shore and Shore to Ship.
This circuit operated on 32.4, 28.4, and
36.8 megacycles using Army SCR-610 equip-

ment. These were set up in three nets with
a master or relay station in each net. The
distances covered were approximately S
miles using A-3 emission. The SCR-61O
are battery operated and only have a power
of about 2 watts; therefore, this circuit
could be used only when the ships were
anchored to the Bay ice. The equipment
was not new and a great number of equipment failures resulted. Chief among these
were frequency shifts and instability. The
"C" batteries were outdated and the extreme cold caused a noticeable voltage
drop in the biasing circuit. (See Signal
Corps Memo: Operation of Signal Equipment in Extreme Cold, published by SCEL,
July 1946.) Added to this difficulty was
lack of sufficient maintenance personnel.
This phase of communications was, in
general, considered unsatisfactory.
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3. Air Navigational Aids.

•

a. Homing Beacon. The standard Navy YR
Homing Beacon was used with a modified
antenna instead of that normally supplied.
The substitute antenna was an inverted L
and was used in order to obtain greater
range. The YR emits a modulated signal
and is rated at 400 watts' output and operated
on a frequency of 538 kc. The greatest
difficulty in installation was failure to obtain
a proper ground, which resulted in low
output, and the effective distance of this
equipment was approximately 100 miles.
This is not considered sufficient range for a
homing beacon in the Antarctic when flights
extend to distances of 700 miles. The beacon
used, when the aircraft flew from the carrier
U. S. S. Philippine Sed to Little America, was
a 2 kw. transmitter with a flat-top antenna
mounted on board the Mount Olympus. The
aircraft were able to pick up this signal immediately after becoming airborne and
"home" the entire distance of approximately
600 miles. This was highly satisfactory. It
was originally intended that the U. S. S.
Mount Olympus remain in the Bay of Whales
and act as a homing station and air-ground
station, but due to heavy pack ice this ship
was removed north to the vicinity of Scott
Island and acted as a weather reporting
station and general communication ship.
b. Ground Control Approach. This equipment was unloaded and put in position, but
due to the cargo ships' being withdrawn
early it was reloaded without ever having
been used. During the time this piece of
equipment was ashore a blizzard sprung up
and it was interesting to note that the interior was filled with fine snow. The
damage, if any, was not ascertained because
the equipment was not operated. However,
this should be corrected in all mobile types of
equipment whether they are to be used in
snow, sand, or dust.
c. Search Radar. The standard Navy GPN
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radar, which is a self-contained unit complete with communication equipment, for
communications with aircraft, was the only
shore based, search radar, used. This is a
band "X", 360-degree sweep, and is effective
up to about 30. miles. This unit operated
continuously during all flying operations and
was highly successful, except for its limited
range. The noise level in the high and
medium frequency receiving equipment was
noticeably' high. This was attributed to the
inability to obtain a proper ground.

4. Little America to U. S. A. (Washington,
D. C., NSS).
This circuit used a standard Navy TBM
transmitter, with an output of 500 watts CWo
The receiving equipment was the standa~d
Navy RBB receiver. Rhombic antennas
were used for both transmitting and receiving, and tests were conducted on 3 and 6 mg.
All equipment was located in heated buildings and was not subjected to extremly low
temperatures. This circuit was used for test
purposes only and was considered to be satisfactory. The only installation problem was
in obtaining a satisfactory ground. (For
other use of this equipment see par. 7.)

5. Press Broadcast.
The transmitter used for this purpose was
a standard Navy TDH (2%-kw. using a
folded doublet antenna and operated on
17 and 19 mc.). The terminal or "pick-up"
point was New York. Over 90 percent of
these brDadcasts were successful. This is
considered a good percentage in view of
the fact that all broadcast times were controlled by the broadcast company in the
States and were mostly chosen for the convenience of the company and not for the
best operating time of the frequency period.
All of the equipment was mounted on the
Mount Olympus and was not subjected to
extreme climatic conditions. The stand-by

transmitter was a SOO-watt TBM and was
used successfully on several occasions.

as the aircraft did not carry any equipment
which operated on the same frequency
range.
6. Radio Teletype Circuit from Central
(3) L VT (Landing Vehicle, Tracked) CommuGroup to U. S. A.
nication Equipment. The LVT's were equipped with Navy type TCS equipment which
The transmitter used for this purpose was
have a frequency range from 1.6 to 12 me.
a standard Navy TBA 1-kw. and operated
This equipment proved satisfactory for airon various frequencies from 12 to 21 me.,
ground communications and also for trail
using a vertical antenna. The receiving
party to base camp communications over a
equipment was the standard Navy RBC
distance of 100 miles. The only difficulty
receiver using a vertical antenna. This
was that some tubes were broken due to
circuit was a duplex circuit and operated
vibration of the vehicles.
effectively about 12 hours a day. In addi•
b. Fixed Station Equipment. (1) Originally
tion to the radio teletype circui t, provisions
it was planned to use the U. S. S. Mount
were available to use a manual CW back-up
Olympus anchored off the ice for this purpose,
and it was found necessary to operate
but due to unusual ice conditions it was
manual about half of the time. The United
necessary for this ship to be withdrawn early
States terminal of this circuit used rhombic
and a temporary set-up made at the base
antennas for both' transmitting and recamp. This installation was made up in the
ceiving and therefore the percentage of
main of airborne equipment consisting of
R TTY reception was much greater on that
two AN/ART-13 transmitters, one ARC/1
end. The chief difficulty encountered on
transceiver, and two BC-348 receivers.
this circuit was lack of adequate space
(Later REC receivers were substituted to
aboard ship to install proper type of antennas,
reduce noise.) The power for this station
and local interference from proximity of
was obtained from a General Electric 200numerous other transmitting antennas to
ampere motor generator. It required an
receiving antennas. In general this circuit
input of 3-phase 60-cycle 220-volt AC
was considered excellent.
The traffic
drawing 29 amperes. As a source of 220handled on this circuit was press releases,
volt AC an Onan gasoline driven generator
personal, and administrative.
(Model]WC4- 10S- 3) was used. The rated
7. Air-Ground Communications.
output of the motor generator was 29
amperes. This motor generator fulfilled the
a. Portable Sets. (1) Handy- Talk),. There
purpose 'except for one fault; it caused
were available for emergency use several ·
slight receiver noise. The maintenance of
SCR-536 (Handy-Talky) radio sets. Occathe Onan unit presented no problem and it
sional ground tests were made and the
was used continuously. It was stopped
distances covered were, in general, shorter
every 48 hours for an oil change and was
than normal. This was attributed to the
refueled when necessary. It had a tenfact that available batteries were outdated,
dency
to
ice
up
but
after
erection
of
a
canvas
being dated 1944. No actual air-ground
shelter
this
tendency
vanished.
SAE
No.
10
tests were made using this equipment.
oil was used without dilution and the engine
(2) M29C (Weasel Equipment). Only one
was still in good condition at the end of use.
of the seven available Weasels were radio
This arrangement for a ground station did
equipped, the set being an SCR-610 which
not prove adequate due to low power of
was not suitable for air-ground operations
"

•

•
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the ANjART-13·· transmitting equipment
and the distances involved. To improve
this condition the emergency station at
Little America (approximately 2 miles away)
was used as an alternate station and relay
point. This station is described elsewhere
in this report, the only alteration being
that a vertical antenna was substituted for the
rhombic.
(2) Due to two reasons ground to air
communications were not satisfactory. First
the relay necessary between Little America
and the actual base camp caused delays
and used additional personnel, which, although undersirable, was in view of the
circumstances, unavoidable. Second, traffic
other than actual ground to air traffic was
at times handled on the ground to air
frequencies by operators in spite of previous
instructions to the contrary. This is poor
practice and hazardous to good air operations. The inexperience of the operators
was the cause.
•

c. Airborne Equipment and Air to Ground
Communications. (1) The equipment used was
standard Army and Navy airborne equipment consisting of the following: Command ANjARC-1 transceiver, ANjARC-S
transmitters and receivers; liaison ANj
ART-13 transmitter and BC-348 receiver;
altimeters AN j APN-lradio altimeter and
SCR-718 radio altimeter; interphone equipment ANjA1A-2A interphone and radio
system; Radar AN/APS-4 search radar
and AN/APX-2A IFF equipment.
(2) In view of the fact that flying in snowstorms was anticipated the need of antiprecipitation antenna was foreseen. During
the preparation of the aircraft at N. A. S.,
Norfolk, new compass sense antenna, new
marker beacon, and flat-top antennas for the
liaison and MHF command equipment were
constructed, utilizing parts of antenna assembly kit ASj211/AR. All joints in antenna
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wire WS-SjU were taped with a special
dielectric tape. Before the antennas were
installed on the aircraft they were tested for
leaks at the joints with a high-frequency,
high-voltage megger which generated 40,000
volts. When the antennas were installed on
the aircraft, the joints at the lead-in insulators, the junctions of the strain insulators, and the mounting shackles were taped
with dielectric "tape. After these taped joints
had been found to have no leaks, they were
pain ted wi th flake shellac mixed with grain
alcohol. In addition to making the joints
corona-resistant, the shellac gave the joints
more mechanical strength in that it prevented
the tape from working loose. The joints
were painted daily on the voyage to Little
America, and by the date for fly-away the
joints were covered with approximately
one-quarter inch of shellac. Extreme caution
was used when making the T splices for the
lead-ins. Care was also taken that the
antenna wire WSjSU was not nicked when
removing insulation. Twelve static dischargers were installed on each aircraft.
Three were in the trailing edge of each wing,
two on the trailing edge of each horizontal
stabilizer, and two on the trailing edge of the
vertical fin. These anti-precipitation measures proved very effective during all the
flying in the Antarctic.
•

(3) All air ground communications were
considered satisfactory except as outlined in
preceding paragraphs.

8. Power Supplies.
a. Shop Lighting and Test Equipment Power
Supp(y. Power supply for shop lighting and
test equipment was a PE-7S. This equipment was housed and not exposed to the
elements, and its operation was found to be
satisfactory.
•
b. Aircraft Storage Batteries. Frequent preflight and installation checks of the aircraft

storage batteries were necessary to prevent
them from freezing. (All batteries freeze
when subjected to low temperatures unless
fully charged.) Power unit HRU-2S-A,
mounted on a small man-drawn sled that
could be pulled easily from aircraft to aircraft, was used to keep batteries at full
charge.

9. Radio Photo Transmission.
Photo transmissions were made to Washington, San Francisco, and Honolulu, using
a TBA 1 kw. transmitter and frequency shift
transmission (S-13-19 mc.). All transmissions were scheduled. Considered to be fair
to good.

10. Magnetic Effects and Wave Propagation.
All magnetic storm and Heaviside layer
reflection data were taken throughout the trip
by the U. S. S. Canisteo. This information is
contained in the Navy report on this operation.
11. Conclusions.

Communication facilities and electronics
implementation functioned sufficiently well
to permit the operation to be run off successfully, although some improvements in communication are considered desirable. However, it is safe. to state that communications
and electronic systems as established will permit future successful Antarctic explorations

SECTION III. Recommendations
•

1. Personal.
In any Army Air Force operation such as
this, it is recommended that an adequate
number of highly trained personnel be provided to install, maintain, and operate
communication and electronic facilities,
thereby increasing the margin of safety in
this type of operation.

equipment should be considered for establishment of outlying, multiple purpose, stations. All equipment, including living facilities for personnel should be installed prior
to shipment from the United States. Personnel for these stations should be capable
of performing dual missions, i. e., weather
observing and radio operating. Glider operations are considered feasible.
•

2. Radio Range.
Original plans should call for installation
of a radio range.

6. Ground.

SCR-61O radio sets should be deleted and
later types of equipment of this same frequency range substituted.

Ice drilling equipment should be incorporated so that adequate grounds for all
communication facilities may be obtained
by drilling through the ice.
Note. Elaborate counterpoise system will
still be needed.

4. GCA.

7. Field Telephone System.

GCA equipment should be planned for
and used.

Original plans should call for the establishment of a field telephone system. The
installation of field wire in this area presents
very little problem. The moisture content
of the snow surface is negligible, and the
wire could be buried without danger of

3. SCR-610.

5. Gliders.
Gliders with homing beacons, point' to
point radio facilities, and weather observers'
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failure. The surface is such that trenching
is relatively easy. The incorporation of a
camp telephone system would save time,
transportation, and human energies.

is recommended to increase the available
facilities for transmission of personal messages, thereby increasing the morale of
troops. ) I t is also recommended, in connection with radio teletype operation, that
additional rhombic antennas be installed
for working Honolulu (Hickam Field) for
relay to the States as an alternate routing
of traffic when other circuits fail.

8. Radio Teletype Circuits.
Original plans should call for additional
radio teletype circuits to the United States,
and these should be installed ashore. (This

•

•

•

•
•
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CHAPTER 10

This chapter is a consolidation of report~
written by two of the four Army photographers assigned to Task Force 68 as
motion picture cameramen. General observations of photographic activities as seen
by them throughout the expedition are given.
The writers
have purposefully avoided the
,
inclusion of any technical material which was
felt to be too comprehensive, since more
detailed and specific reports may be found
on this subject by referring to the photo-

•

•

graphic reports of Lt. C. C. Shirley, U. S. N.,
and Lt. H. H. Anglin, U. S. M. c., photographic officers for Task Force 68. This is
especially true in regard to the trimetrogon
survey which, according to the Operations
Plan, was the primary photographic objective. The writers of the reports set forth
below were assigned specific duties as motion
picture cameramen, and having had no
opportunity to do any trimetrogon work, did
not feel qualified to report on such.

•

SECTION 1. Task Force Plan
1. Scope of Photographic Coverage.
2. Photographic Projects.
The primary photographic objective of
The following photographic projects were
Task Force 68 as listed in the Operations
listed in the Operations Plan:
Plan was reconnaissance survey of all una. To make continental and coastal surveY:
explored continental areas of the Antarctic
h. To obtain documentary film coverage
with the trimetrogon aircraft camera inof unloading, transportation, and construcstallations in the R4D (C-47) aircraft operation operations.
ting from the Little America area and from
c. To determine the photographic working
the PBM-5 aircraft operating from the
day.
Eastern and Western Groups. Documend. To record temperature and relative
humidity.
tary, technical, historical, and in general,
a complete pictorial record, to be obtained
e. To determine the color temperature of
with motion pictures and stills in color and
daylight and exposure data for color film.
in black and white, was an important part
j. To determine the types of film filters
of the photographic plan of the operation. , best suited for Antarctic photography.
The plan also stated that special efforts
g. To test photronic cell type exposure
meters for accurate values.
would be made to take newsworthy and
human interest photographs, with a view
h. To test effect of low temperatures on
toward press release through radiophoto
standard 4 by 5 film packs.
and upon return to the United States
i. To test special lubricants for use in extremely low. temperatures.
(fig. 245).
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tilllCl. I n lKIdition, lDan} oIha- subjects
"we pOOlogrdplu:d during lhc expedition.
(1 ) DepartUn: from Norfolk. Vi'llinia.
(2) Arri \-al in I'anama (Ir.uuil through
canal).

(l ) Refueling al Jea.
(4) CroWng lh(' Eq"ator ctttmouy.

(5) 1'1"1 Iccbcl1l.
(6) l"'lIt of wid wt;Hhtt SCM (Army a nd
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( 10) "rdU of clolhing.
(11 ) I(ems applicablr: 10 Marine": Corp..
(12) Tnl. of Ir:mpur.lry camp o;pcdiclllJ.
(13) Melling facilidCf.
(14) TeJllI of lubricants, gfl"aiel. oil,. enSin..- cooIanll, lind hydraulic fluim,
liS) Tdl lI of engi ne ht.llen.
(16) Racue and sun'ival opttalions, aho ...•
ing In;hniquc and pTQCedu~.
(17) Mcasuremcnl of lime \lIrililinns
earlh's magnetic fK"lrl.
(18) Airborne g('Ologieal sun't')',
inttn:uing
(19) Radar )Cope: recordings
....eather indk<ltions 01 v-.lrious IYpcI,
(20) DalJlalcd or modified cltttronic
equipment.
(21) Sa: nKlio imlltllations.
(22) Launc:hing and handlmgd " Kytoon"
baUoon and related ace:· )I'let..

(7) Rtnclc:zn)lll III ScOlt Iliand.
(8) Traruit through the itt pack (figs.
2"6 and 2~7).
(9) f1igho 0( the hcliropttt and 5('aplane
CO(' h<Onnai.,nce .... ork (rtgl- 248 and 249),
(10) Arrival III barritt.
(11 ) EnleringBayofWhalea.
(12) Moonng .tIlp'.
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(19) l..ak 14 camp H~J\Imp.
(20) .-\ni...t d R"O'. '<l1b AdminLI 1tyn1.
(21) ikpanlRT 01 thlJII.
tZ2) PhocOlV"phiC' fhllhu rI R"I)', ( fit,
250).
(23) IlnJckn<otu at Srott hLind d all
~.

(24) 1..a\'tP8 AUl;1.n:til:a.

(25) ~~ 'bal.lld Jibercy.
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SECJ10N 11 Penonnel and Assignments
1.

Compl,,~.. t.

Lt. C. Co SNriq, U, N., _w phocognphic: uffiu:. for aU ol T" fam: 68
(fie. lSI). l.I.. II H ArtJIm. u, S. M C,
..... the mot.., P'f"tun'
for all 01
TIIIIr: . 'CJrn' 68. 'J'hr,e two lUff uffift'rJ .. uc
on lbc
M.- OI,.,.J, lhe FJ..ph,p. in

ell.....

u.s .

tho: CcnIJ1ll Ctoop

In 8dd1tm, pcroonncl
..tte dimlb!.tk'd AI IoItow.. 11110lIl &lit: thn:c

......'

• C ',.~.
1 IMUtcnIlDl (k). U, S. N

...

1 Warrant officer. U. S. C. G •
.. Oi.id photagnphcr'. mal~ U , S, N.
II f"hotosraphcr', m;.eel, fil'Jt cI .... U. S. N.
) I'hotOSl'lptw:r''' fUIIlo., 1O((>IM1d cI••, U. S. N.
.. I"hawvaphe.', m,ues, third elm, U. S. N.
I Mauer ICrguru, U. S. M. C.
I SogclUlt, U. S. M. C.
2 T /5,
S. A.

u.

., lI il"," any,
1 Ucutmant Us), U. S.

N.

.. Ond' photosr-phcr·. mat('$, U, S. N .
4 Phoi"l... phcr', mat..,.. tnt cI••, U. S. N.

n,... tn.

Fl",.. !51 . Ph ......... ""..•• ,.M.

2 Phllttlgl'llphcr'. m;l1t'ttkCOlICl dQl,

PhDla, ... pIo .. to. AnlUdlc lou! ...""-

c.Iotlo"" a......ltn' MItdtoJI

CoO . . . . ..

U. S. N.

" Photognl~hc:'" millet third (!In», U. S. N.

I 1'5. U. S. A.
t. &~ Grilli/'.

3 Chief photllfltlJphcr'1 IIlAtOl, U . S.

~.

8 1'hI;.~pher'~ mIIlCI, IlMlt rl.1JI, U. S, N.
1 PhoIOSOlpber'llllIItc., ICCOnd da-. U , S, N.
2 PhOIQVolphcr'.. 1JIo'Les. third rl-. U. S. N .
I ·r/5. U. S. A.

2. Work Schedule .
• . With !he Cll\cnsI\~ amount ci: ~
Ul Ix ar:~plUhcd in ~h ~ brid' timc:,
~phk work diroughoul the Ilptration
was I' • hiSh pilch. All pUiOtlnel , ..=ked
10 the. bc:tt ci: their- .bUlly 10 obuln u
t;Ompktc a phoqnphic CO\'ttIse u poai-

bl!: of CloUT

~

III ... £ora ..mit)'.

t . PhoIIlYJ.phic: WlIWiCS (lip. 252

and

253) "'Tn:" uwrnaiDEd (rc)rn ~ time: thr ships
of r.bc: CcnttaJ Croup mtl.'ftd me AnUll"Clic
until they dcpanal rrom Ihem.
BrhtCfttml'l!l; !Ix: icr. pKk CII. 31 ~mbcr.

watJ;nl

1946, l.l. AnsLin.. one Navy pbotognp/lef",

and lilt- t_ Am2y phoIDsnphus IJ'lUufCiiCd
with Admiral (Jna,rn and hUSUIff 10 Ihe
U. S_ C. C. ¥\ '•. , . 1f/J ror the lJ'anSitlhraugh

nw-. U l .

1'tt :'DflUph....In, k- U ....""I ...,.....
_ fl.,1oI, .101•• oJ U. S. S. Mo ..... Olt_"",.

•
!he iec »>C1i;:. An (our phowgrllphcn maintained a c:Wty working tch«lut .. rrom 0600

until 2400,. afl"" .... hklh One Will left on ",".uch:
blu in the C\o'e1'l1 IhlH Itnythlng OCi!Um:d
..-bieh drmaockd flXCi3t phmogtuphic CI;I"t'flIIC, IIw:: other phO(ognphm ....... rc ~Ued
lO_isl (,.. 154). On 18Jlu'UAI")' IIn!oildlns
opuallonJ urlhc U. S. S. YallC? bcsltn in me.
Bay 01 Whalca. A photogrAphl!! !'IItty. (ou·
silting 01 two pholosrapliic ollltt..., t ....o dlirl

...

fi,,,,,,

!54. PhOfO,..,ph., loon;n, 0-", ,oil 01
U. S. C. G. NOtIh.. lnel,hool;n, rno> i•• or tho ,hip',
bow brooking tho I...

Fit"'" i5S. Lt. C. C. Slt;,loy, U.S.N., anel Lt. H. H.
Anglin, U.S.M. C., photot'oph lc aI/Icon, e1ise"",in,
pholo,.., p!,lc ",~I.rn. in ",... hall a1 boo. camp.

photographer'$ matcs. six Navy photograph.
cr'f malCS, and Ih(" IWO Army phOlographer!!
went ru;hore immediately wilh th(". first un·
loading and lnaintained a complett". and
colllp~hensi\'e CO,",' Tage of aU Opct"illiollS
until Ihe la~t loading on 24 February 1947.
A work $Chedule of 8 hour;s on and 8 hOUr!!
off was maintained al first, but thi~ was $OQII
changed 10 12 hOUTll on and 12 off. Th~
10 photograph",.. worked in tWO shifu QI one
photographic ofiker and four men each.
A 24· hour working oK";hedul(". was jXMble
due 10 the around the clock daylight. The
12·hour wOJ"king shift wa. lllain tain«l regu·
larl y except for ~pedal e\"enl8, ~u~h as the
arrival of the R4D airplanes at Littlc America ,
when both shifls of photographers witt
called out. In fael, during the trimCtrogoll
aerial survey, Olle photographt'T pUI in a

56-hour stTCtch . 1hirly hour!l without rl'"St
"as not unusual for !!Orne of the photographeJ'll. The. rest of tilt' photographic un;t wm
on the ~hip manning th(" pholOl,'Taphie
InboralOry during thislill1<'. ca rrring through
the developing and priming of film shot on
the ice. ·n ,e work sthcdu le maintailloo
aboard the U. S. S. M{Hm( DfJmpus after
Little America was e"acualed, 24 Febru ary
1'147, until h("r arrival back in the StatC!l wa,
that of two 12.-hour shi fts, night and day.
AU aerial film was developed and printed
at this tifHe. and 4· uy ;'·indl prims ,,'c re
lurned out for oAld a l reports.

no

3. Briefing.

A certai n amount of briefing was given by
Lt. C. C. Shirley. U. S. ~ .. ,'el("ran photog·
rapher of the preceding expt'dition, du ri ng

!he: trip ~n TO Antan:tica. II cort!i5lcd 0(
mocion picrurc I'oota!c tUm by him on !he:
pKV10us upc:ditioo.. !UKlaI intOl'1!latioa on
Antaretr awinllunMl., photographic" U·
po!lIn:...rod II eheck l~ of Ihc: Rlbjccb 10 be
CO'"auj on Ihc: itt_ Thil Iype 0( bOding
both bcfOo'Cc and aft"" lTaChillR IIw- itt it
in,oolwobk. The 0"'"' briefing, The belltT
ull(krsWldint' II phofO!l:l'1Iphcr tuu oI..,hal he
is doing 1100 is Cltj)('Cird to do. Efficiml
supcn"iJion and a compklC b;tcklltM,nd
through briefing: arc- the 110'0 keys TO liKe. rill pOOt.OIj;ruphic W\'CrIIgt; in the Alllan:lic,
1ma' .., rov lin- Ihoroughly acquainll:d ",ith
in ifTtguluri.in of nature (rllj . 2SS).

4. Type 01 Ateif,lnmente.
II. Complclt dOCuntelllary pholOlj;l'Illlhie
COV('I"Il~ "";11 gi\'cn tn ..-v.:ry pha;.c III the
.,ntiTc operation. ,\ (1 c)1' wu ,1"")"1 kq"
open (or good public rel,lIionl pictUTes
(iiI!. 256). Stovcral picll UU wI!I'e lien! baek 10
W ;u.lulllot!on, [). C., e" ery niShl by radiophOIO throughout ,he: exp«li!iun'l opt:llI·
tiOl~1 in Ihe Anlan:.ie, Similarly, mu.ion
pi ehlre materi:1l ~l1i,,,ble ror r1CWJI'et:I~ lind a

pwible Hollywood realll,.,.ltc'c ",-as obtained

• • Mlil!nmmlJ w.-n: ,·ann! lind included
aueh subjccu All ~nguulA, catHo skd ,taU,
tent lill', a,rsmp eontll'UC'rion, lire III a blil.·
urd, rttdillR Itw- 00.;.. dl/tllintt OUt Lmle
Amctica I I I, AnlArClic 1r;lIruporuuion. lie;'
mlifie acti,';.~ I1lCW hall a("li'·i.ic:s ( ('8 - 251).
(:;l1'8U haul,"", up .hl' ia"K'r. alld brid~
C:OOI'nK"UOO OYU. Cfn'll.Bl'

11'iIJ. 258),

r. Doubk Cfl\TTagt WillI nec~ry on ~.
Ulin unpor.alll aai,nmentJ, tud\ as Ihc:
~m,·aJ d.he- R40 IC ....
lIirpiaTIQ.' UltJr
A.neric'II from 1hI- U. S S 1'Jr,/'/JIIf_ St. on
II Jllnl,l.;lry 11).4". 'I'lr ~-aI\I(' 01 doulM
00I0"t'ta1fC WillI .Uu.tn.n! on th~ oc:uJiorI
All .c:n pI'IolO!!ilapo"(li 00 the icll' ...~
alcr.m ",... c:quip" ••n.iICd \loti IlIlI foUows:

n

.hr~

Erc:-moa, 1\0'0 MuehrllJ, 1"''0 Cine
Specials. and .hrao SptC"d Gr.t.phict. 7bt
.empcra.tu", thai n. . ,uOIf _
-I- F., 11.00
1\0'0 E~mat alld 001: S!)CCd Cl'1IphlC' raiJftl
bo:caUIC 01 ('-'::wi'll. AU camtrIlIlI had Un.
pormll. 110gb 10 fO'o'eI". bIll ...·ilhou' the
doubH: rovet'IIolfl'. link might ha~'C brcn
obtained btcaLUC 01 C:ilnk'r.l failuref au-t
by low lc:mpmllUn:s.
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SECTION III. Equipment
1. Requirements.
The amount of camera equipment required
by the Task Force was affected of necessity
by two things: (1) dual parts and (2) dual
coverage. The first of these may be explained by saying that in a far away continent such as the Antarctic, a photographic
unit must have parts or cameras in duplicate
to allow for possible failures. Duplicate
coverage means that on certain important
assignments, it was necessary to have two
cameras of each type operating so that if a
camera blocked out completely, coverage by
that type of camera was insured.

2. Film Exposed.
The total amount of film exposed, in
round numbers, was as follows:

Motion picture film: 165,000 feet (all types).
Still film: 4,500 negatives.
3. Types of Equipment.
The amount of camera equipment (except
trimetrogon) used for all three groups of
Task Force 68 was:,
a. Motion Picture Cameras (Total).
(1) 14 Bell and Howell Autoloads.
(2) 36 C. S. A. P.'s
(3) 12 Mitchells.
(4) 14 Kodak Cine Specials.
(5) 10 Eyemos.
b. Still cameras.
(1) 20 Speed Graphics.
(2) 2 8- by lO-inch view cameras.
(3) 12 K-20 aircraft cameras with focusing
attachments.
(4) 7 F-56 (8%-inch) aircraft cameras.

•

SECTION IV. Operation of Equipment
1. Obstacles.
Operation of photographic equipment
under sub-freezing temperatures is probably
one of the most difficult tasks in the field of
photography. (See figs. 259 and 260.) The
Antarctic with its sastrugi surface, its knifing
wind, and its frigid temperatures presented
many operational problems to the photographer. Mobility in covering action and
speed in changing film are two important
points in good photographic coverage, particularly in the field of motion pictures. Both
were slowed down considerably in this
operation due to many detracting factors of
cold weather.
•

2. Motion Picture Cameras, I6-mm and
35-mm.

I

The motion picture cameras used to film
the expedition were Mitchells, Eyemos, Cine
Specials, and Speedsters.
a. Eyemo "Spider." This camera (35-mm
hand-wound, 100-foot rolls) was not worthy
at all. It had very little winterization, collected emulsion at all temperatures, froze
solid at 0° F. (inside Little America III), the
lenses were not coated, and aperture plates
we're not beveled. In general, it worked
poorly, but if it had worked properly, it
would have been of great advantage.
273

•• b)- 5-ifl("h Crafbro., and 35-221.0 K..... ·~·· .
• _ .~ C••pIw. 'I"ht- •• hy S-mrh Sptt'ri
Cnphk: workl.'d propt1"ly dw'n 10 -S· F.
Son""" amn-u had ilL link- IriM.bk wilh lluh
r,'lICfu-rM.iUIIOII Kftpin( kow:" dean of
_
and r~", "'.., a btlij IJI"ObImI.
FiI~1t

IlII.M ll"O1.l' In cam... a.ln lion •• and
""t1( dlfhC"1l1i 10 pt.ti OIIt. callaOn, IpOI"
of ......e piclUn:L Ra"-C' r~ rl"O«' \J1l'
mU.iQg focwi"-l h.?"dO" I'ur dM.' pholacrllphti"MIO" • Iijdcld dt:)"_ work. &:lIFT'LU"U had to be
.1rtpt"Jrd Fmd hu/ltl III' III dl"\' IJ\'M" tilt' lent'.
IIO''C . Th!. "'.~ duc' 10 Irw INlbil:l)" uf ITITIO\,D" .. It d""lrd -'"""" bdot( (111m,. 1M
It'D\ .

t.

c,IffoJ

1lx-.. b)' .>i7ldl (lnb

worked d __'ll 1.0 trmperalU," rI - 25- F .•
• nd thr comFnImU mad!:' or: I~ "11":d
Graphic in _ .bo\'( 'PI"y tqUAJI) 10 1M

CrAib.
F1,.... 159. ..

7~

............. ,,==~
.... JIe..

.... ,.: .4 •

t. M,k/t(IIJ fllt-Si:M'" &:: i_I), 'Illcx
eafilLtAf ran ahnmt al",,.)'11 and "'('U' !he
sundard ca....,.u un on .he Itt _ RanUla
Jar tJw;,::- ~ "'l:ft': not "«tlULt('. bo"l
toQ ht-:avy (40 1'-.), ill¥:! 100 b.c (12· ....
II';"arnp., motion picwn: bi::ltnlCI).
r. O_'iJtl'r-UW. 1nar. dill"' • • ( l6-mm,
hand-woLnd. 100-1OtK roll.) woe \'U}' IJUOd
doIo'o 10 lrmp<nt"J'\'!Ii ~ - 25· F n.c
._ . no well .nd lillie iI 10 be: IIIkI on
their condition., .lthouJh mud": ~now 1ICCltmubocd in the kflllCl, blown In by ~ ""ind

4. Tripod·.
1lw: Mitchell uipod .nd IIro-Jllruor "'ft'(
IhI' two t... pod. ullt'd nllM;tly or: tiW' ~;
thr Cine- I\,d'k tnpod ..... UJL'd on the
old..
_ Tbt ~ h tthcU JIfU\'ft:I NlwfKeory down
10 tcmpn1L1UIft of - 20· 1".. wl'M"n the J"WIo
.nd 1111 bc:ari... beCllne d,if:ctllt 10 opcnt(:.

"'mo UICd ouuKk.
• . s,mJnwJ. Tht
fooc

S~

U6-mnlo SO-

~azi~

bid, n.nd·wc"md) ri'OiCit up
at .bout -10· F .. bul ","OrtIC'(l ~ In M~
WI")- down 10 thai Innpr;ntrun:,

3. Still Ca_rlH.

11Jr: ..uU
pcdition

'"

notl)' I*'d OIl thit u·
... bot- 5-inch ~d Cnphlct,

camrrat

""('It'

fI .... t6O. 'hllp:".'1 " •• 10;' ..... ,J T....
, __ .. ,tI:I, . .. i" •• , .. ...1., WIooI.. h0:t.s.-t.!, MlF c:l td, .... rSb· Ii.
~Ioot

«la,

-"'S- .. 4~" ,,""1ft).

b. The Pro-Junior also proved satisfactory
0
down to temperatures of _10 F.

5. Motors.
The motors for the Mitchell cameras
began slowing down intermittently at tem0
peratures of +20 F., btlt operated effectively
at _10° F.

6. Film.
a. Motion picture film, both 35-mm and
16-mm, became quite brittle and broke
often from temperatures of + 10° F. down.
This occurred mostly in threading spools;
film was very sharp when cold, and several
finger cuts resulted from this. Heavy gloves
could not be worn during loading, making
the operation difficult and longer.
b. Still films were no trouble as far as is
known except for film sticking to cut film
holders, sweating when brought inside from
the cold, and filmpack tabs breaking off
halfway out.
.

7. Exposure Meters.
General Electric photographic exposure
meters proved very useful when used properly, and were of great assistance to all
photographers. (See par. 15, sec. VI.)

8. Film Cans.
Adhesive tape on film cans froze up and
lost its stickiness right at the freezing point
(+32° F.), and therefore had to be heated
to stick to cans. This proved to be a continu••
•
mg mconvemence.

9. Transportation.
•

a. Since the photographic unit was not able

to retain a Weasel of its own for the entire
operation, immobility as previously mentioned hindered activity. A photographer
walking to an assignment, if it were any
distance, found the sastrugi physically wearing and the wind often freezing, both of

which placed him in poor condition to cover
an assignment. There was also the possibility of his camera being clogged with snow
(whipped up by the wind in his transit) and
also its being frozen by a penetrating wind.
b. In addition, while covering a job,
specifically in the case of the motion picture
cameraman, changing camera angles and
maintaining continuity is almost impossible,
even with an Eyemo. With a Mitchell, it is
more than a task. The tripod usually sinks
at lea';t a foot into the snow, never evenly,
thus taking additional time to level the
camera before shooting. To change camera
position in order to maintain a variety of
angles calls for pulling the tripod out of the
snow, placing it on the shoulder hoping that
the tilt will not unlock, floundering with the
tripod legs over the semi.-hard surfaced snow
which breaks through every step or two due
to the extra weight, and then going through
the process of setting up the camera all over
again. The 12-volt battery must then be
dragged over and connected to the camera.
The scene is then focused and photographed
while it is hoped that there is still' enough
action. In cold weather it is usually too
much to ask a person to re-enact or delay a
certain action for the sake of taking pictures
(figs. 261 and 262).

c. Film magazines for the Mitchell were
usually loaded in the photographic tent and
taken out with the camera on assignments.
Since the magazine case was cumbersome
and fairly heavy, it was usually left in the
photographic tent, Weasel, or some central
spot near the action being photographed,
rather than carry it with the camera at every
angle change. Other motion picture cameras, such as the Eyemo and Kodak Cine
Special, used the photographic Weasel when
it was available as a semi-shelter for loading
the cameras. Without some sort of shelter,
loading time was practically tripled. The
Weasel also prevented the undesirable situa275
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clement in the: operalion ~ ca.mo:nu in mid
...."(ather.
b. The Mi~ll had l1lOr-.:: mobilit)' than
the Eyemo in the ICIUIC that il look onequarlcr of t.he lin~ required by the E)cmo
to ehangc film. Ho\\-.:ver, the ac lual thread ing of the r..titclldl was jUllt aJJ diff.:ull and
timc-con~uming lU any other motion picture
camera. other than the: Speedster. Thc woe
of I,OOO-fool magazin~ in$lcad d 400-root
Illag<lzina woutd ha"r c ut film.loading rime
to one-tenth that of the Eycmo.
r. Thc Kodak Cine Special offas the same
film-Io;.ding probtenls as tI,e E),cmo, extepl
that two 100'[001 maga:dno can 1;lC' loaded
before going out 011 an a55ignrnr.m,
J. TIll'; Spr:oo Graphic 4- by S-ineh film
pack 1'.'lU definitely more de!limble ror CQld
weather ""'Ke than cut film . Time SIl,-ed
placed it beyond approach. One of UII:
>-.:utrding faclors in Ihe U!It o( film pack
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unloading a amaa by placing it on
lhe. su~ d" tho: $ilO .... (fig. 263),

10. CbCl~ F"Um..
The prot and CON for cl\atlJinl film in
lhe canxr.u ~ lift man)' and varied .
•• '!be E)eo ...... usil'lA: 100-1001 film rolls,
P'-': a ~ aa'Ucnt mobilil)' ~ it
_

upcntcd hand·lIck! and mablcd lhe

...pu ator to II1O'V'C allOUl and follow action (ree.
1)'0 Clanging film af"ter f;\ny 66 a:c:QlMb ~
ac:tioo it. eI)()Ugh to.auw (10( down, bu~ under
cokt IcmpcrllfW'CI and ....ith frtezin! handa
opctd along thole Ii~ soc- ..........1)' indrcd.
II nlight be l~tioonI hac thai il was
round to Ix impoeiblc to dUII)SC film in a
nlOl:ion pictun: ClHnen ...-hik wearing glova
or min.CUI (liS ' 264). This ilan imporumt
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was thai care and II stead y pull "T:R: ~
IIlry in changing film from ~ negativ!:
number toanotha so as nQt 10 bo-eak tnc film,
which W:lJ usually stiffened and made: more:
iJrittle by the: cold. Greal care abo had 10
be: taken to avoid moillure rrum mdtc:d
)now on dIe film pads while. c:hal'l8ing rrom
one: to a noth .. r.
t. The SpttdslO:r, being dthe: magarinc or
lIutomatic load type: camera, al wdl III II
\'cry ligh t one, gave lillie or no dJllicuhy in
e:hanging film. w 'el'lll photogrllphets reponed minor diJ'flcnhy in 8Cilling the: maga7jl"lC$ due: 10 dlrinkllJle: u the: metal CllJinS'.

• • EymtII. 1 'he E)... mo C1Iluc:O IhiJ obIena
11 grul deal of difficulty \'with ill vicw finder'.
fru:riog O\'CI' from breath cOtdel1$lltion. Sun
81a...... made: it verydifficuh 10 Slghl although
;1 _
pr-iblc: 10 become adjlUlcd 10 Ihil way
01 lighting. One: had 10 learn to pu'lb Ihe
calle. a againllthe glasiellard in toward the
q~ ill rar IU ~ble:. 1bc: "lilACS did arrord
totne. pro~tion ror Ihe face: from the cold
nctallic . urfacc: 01 the camera. A race: truuk,
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on the windproof blouse was very practical
and fulfilled a great need.
d. Gloves. This item constituted one of the
most important personal problems encountered. Uncovering of at least one and
usually two hands for changing film and
shooting a camera was almost unavoidable.
This observer wore a pair of knit woolen
gloves inside a pair of shell leather mittens.
In order to change motion picture film, it

was necessary to remove both (fig. 268).
This could be done only for short periods of
time, depending on the wind and . temperature. The Eyemo motor button was hardest
to push due to the thickness of the gloves and
usually called for the removal of the righthand glove and mitten until the end of the
scene was completed. Sometimes it was
possible to operate the button by removing
the shell mitten only .
•

•

SECTION V. Cold Weather Problems
1. Mechani.cal.
a. Eyemo, Spider. (1) The Eyemo on the
whole proved unsatisfactory for cold weather
motion picture photography. With a spring
tension motor such as this camera uses, full
motive power is lost at low temperatures due
to the fact that the spring steel used in the
motor loses its full tension. From temperatures of 32° to 0° Fahrenheit this camera
worked spasmodically, and below 0° Fahrenheit proved to be completely unreliable.
Two important factors were evident: (1) age
and (2) condition of the aperture plate.
Most of the cameras used were old and had
already lost some of their motor tension. As
a result, they were more susceptible to a
further loss at freezing temperatures. The
condition of the aperture plate was very important as is the case in using the Eyemo
anywhere. Despite the fact that film shrinks
at cold temperatures, the aperture plate still
collects emulsion at the slightest scratch or
abrasion. With less tension in the motor due
to the cold the camera. will practically stop
at the slightest evidence of emulsion on the
aperture plate. The cameras used did not
have beveled aperture plates.
(2) Another factor encountered in this
camera's "jamming", in addition to the col280

lection of emulsion on the aperture plate, was
"loss of loop". The film, having shrunk in
the cold, had a tendency to slip through the
lower sprocket and lose a hole or two if there
was much pull from the take-up spool. As a
result, the film would lose its correct 8-10
loop, thus jamming the camera. This was
counteracted somewhat by adding an extra
sprocket hole or two, particularly to the bottom half of the loop.
(3) I t was also observed that the camera
was slowed down if the back pressure plate
was seated too close to the aperture plate.
The reason for this was that the motor was
not capable of bearing the slightest amount
of extra tension. By pulling back the pressure
plate a very slight amount, the camera ran
much more smoothly (at temperatures down
to 0° F.). It is not believed that "ghosts"
resul ted in the exposed film since film is
much stiffer in cold temperatures and pulls
through smoothly.
(4) The 400-foot magazine when used
with the Eyemo, the few times that it was,
proved unsatisfactory. It was almost as
cumbersome as the Mitchell and did not
perform one-half as well mechanically.
Another difficulty encountered was with
the plunger at the back of the camera
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h. Mitchell. These cameras were winterized. ANO-6A oil was put in the cameras
and excess ANG-3A low temperature grease
was removed.
c. Kodak Cine Specials. These cameras were
winterized or lubricated at the factory with
special low temperature oil or grease (ANO6A and ANG--3A). Their performance was
very satisfactory.
d. SPeed Graphic. These cameras were
winterized. All oil and grease were removed
from the camera. Powdered graphite was
used in lubricating all working parts.
e. Speedster. These cameras were not winterized.
.

3. Exposure.

For general icescapes an over-all reading
is the better type. Photographs made by
exposing for detail in the main subject
produced the best results. General Electric
light meters were used primarily and proved
satisfactory.
Two additional factors might be mentioned also in regard to
Antarctic light exposure.
h. Additional Factors.

(1) Although during the Antarctic summer,
light is continuous 24 hours a day, its
intensity and position change. The human
eye, however, becomes accustomed to continuous daylight and fails to notice any
change of intensity.
(2) Due to continuous daylight and so
great an amount of reflected light from all
angles, sun glasses or goggles are standard
equipment and are worn continuously while
working on the ice. As a result, reliance on
the human eye for exposure usually fails to
compensate for this reduction oflightintensity.

Exposure was very tricky and an exposure
meter had to be used. Readings were taken
in the shade at all times for long and medium
shots and for close-ups on the faces of subjects.
On certain overcast days a reading at the sky
would be lower than a reading taken of the
c. Color Exposure. The procedurefor Kodaice or snow due to an apparent added light .
chrome,
Kodacolor,
and
Ansco
color
photogcomponent caused by reflection from the
raphy
on
the
ice
was
the
same
as
for
black
clouds.
.
and
white
photography.
Exposure
was
made
a. Human Judgment. Thefallaciesofhuman
for
detail
by
taking
the
light
meter
readings
judgment, it was found, are so great that
in
the
shadows.
Photographs
taken
in
this
one can rely only on a light meter for a true
way
on
bright,
sunshiny
days
produced
some
exposure in Antarctic photography. There
of
the
most
beautiful
pictures
taken
throughare many reasons for this. With photogout
the
entire
operation.
raphy on ice, the problem of reflected light
is greater than that of direct light. This
d. Filters. Filters are of little use in the
is true not only on days of bright sunshine
Antarctic. The atmosphere is clear and
there are no dust impurities or haze to conbut also on overcast or "milky" days.
tend with such as are found in other sections
Light meter readings taken on the ice
of the world. Use of filters was in general
showed a higher reading pointing downward
restricted to two situations:
toward the ice surface than upward to the
(1) As an exposure control when a camera
sky. This excess of reflected light is misleading to one's judgment and results in
would not step down far enough for highspeed film (the black and white film used was
the tendency to overexpose in regard to
details. The best procedure in fixing exspeed group 100).
(2) To correct for the high temperature
posure is to take a light meter reading of
the shadows. This is particularly true in
sensitivity of color film by use of a color
compensating filter.
the case of photographing people or things.
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b. Color film (movie) 16-mm should be
shot only on sunny days, otherwise no color
exists in the Antarctic except a dull gray.
c. A better tape or substitute should be
used for packing motion picture film in cold
weather when currently used tape requires
inconvenient heating. Normally, used Army
movie film can labels are considered adequate
for field use in the Antarctic. A type of seal
lock for film cans (similar to those on shoe
polish cans) should be devised.

3. Tripods.
a. A geared head tripod like the Akley
should be used instead of the Mitchell friction
head tripod for the Mitchell camera.
•
b. Winterized "Ackley" tripods would
probably have resisted colder temperatures
than the Mitchell tripods;

always ready for use. The Mitchell cameras
both Hi-speed and Standard were not properly winterized in accordance with TB
SIG 189.

6. View Finders.

•

a. A new view finder should be designed

for the Cine Special to aid in sighting that
camera. . The present one collects snow
easily and gives a great deal of glare and
reflection.
b. The turret view finder on the Eyemo
should be tightened in cold weather in
order to seat properly and avoid "blind"
view when shooting movies in a hurry.

7. Cine Special.

•

a. A Bolex, with its automatic threading

In future expeditions, photographic units
should have some means of motor transportation available at all times in order to obtain
good coverage.

mechansim, should be investigated for cold
weather work as a possible replacement for
the Cine Special.
b. All lenses for the Cine Kodak Special
(16-mm) should have neutral density filters,
and 200-foot magazines might be usable if
long periods of shooting are required.

5. Mitchell Cameras.

8. Protective Covers.

a. One thousand foot magazines should be
used for the Mitchell to avoid changing film
so often.
b. Army photographers should be instructed thoroughly in the best method and
rhythm of hand-cranking the Mitchell in the
event that they might be called upon to do so
•
10 an emergency.
c. Mitchell winterized cameras should be
used 100 percent in an operation like this.
according to TB SIG 189. Coated lenses
would prevent glare. Covers for cameras
which are not in use but outdoors should be
made available, preventing snow on lenses,
motors, magazines, and over-all equipment.
Preferably it should be a light and nonstiffening and waterproof cover with a drawstring that could be tied on the tripods to be

a. Protection should be provided on the
rear of certain cameras to keep a photographer's face from the metal of the camera.
b. Proper protective coverings for cameras,
such as the Mitchell, should be provided to
prevent harm to the camera because of the
wind and snow so prevalent in the Antarctic.
This could be of very simple construction,
made from flexible water repellent fabric
with a drawstring at the bottom.
c. Protective covers for Graphics and Graflexes are essential. They should be waterproof and windproof, protecting both the
camera and the flash gun.

4. Transportation.

9. Gloves.
Some sort of silk or nylon inner gloves
should be provided for all photographers'
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SECTION VII. Comments by U.S.N. Observer
The following are remarks made on various
aspects of photography by Lt. Charles
Shirley, U. S. N. R., task force photographic
officer.
•

1. R4D Camera Installations.
We had considerable difficulty in the R4D
camera installation because the camera
ports were not sealed. While attempting to
load aerial magazines in the air some of the
photographers' fingers became near frostbitten.

2. Handling of Film.
Conditions in the Antarctic being relatively
dry, there was no chance of moisture accumulating in containers. Therefore, at the Bay of
Whales, color film was sealed in ordinary
containers. There were no special problems
in the transportation of photographic materials or in processing. All processing in
the Antarctic was done aboard the ships of
the Task Force.

3. Exposure.
There was no trouble in exposure encountered. Exposures were obtained by
taking exposure meter readings in the shadow
for black and white film. For color film the
same method was used except that a dose-up
reading was made of the subject being
photographed.

705274
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4. Research.
Tests were made to determine the color
temperature of the light in the Antarctic,
the results of which will not be known until
a later date .
•

5. Aerial Photographs.
Aerial photographs can be made with any
type of aerial camera at any time of day
where there is sufficient light for proper
exposure. Photographs were made on this
expedition and the previous expedition with
the sun appearing at the top of the photogTaph with good surface detail in the photograph, except for a little halation which is
normal in any photograph of this . type.
Experience on this expedition and the last
Antarctic expedition indicated thatan average
of about 10 days per month maybe depended
upon for good flying photographic days.

6. Effects· of Temperature.
In general, the cameras on this expedition
failed at much warmer temperatures than
they did on previous Antarctic expeditions.
I t is believed this was caused by inferior
workmanship. There were several failures
of aerial cameras, believed due to new
cameras' being too tight. It was observed that
all the old well worn cameras worked perfectly.
All cameras were relubricated with several
different low-temperature oils and lubricants.
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CHAPTER 11

•

•

SECTION 1. Meteorological Plan
•

1. Sources of Meteorological Information
and Data.

a. Weather Centrals. (1) The major meteorological unit of each task group to act
as . weather central for that group after
reaching the operational area, 55° south
latitude.
. (2) Weather centrals to relay weather
data from their group to the other groups
and to the base camp, when established.
(3) Weather centrals and the base camp
to issue daily 24-hour forecasts and special
route forecasts for all anticipated flights.
b. Surface Observations. (1) The m~or meteorological unit of each group to furnish
3-hourly surface synoptic reports. The base
camp, when established, and the automatic
weather station, when operative, to furnish
3-hourly surface synoptic reports.
(2) One other meteorological unit of each
group to furnish 3-hourly surface synoptic
reports when not in company with units
indicated in (1) above.
(3) The remaining meteorological units
of each group to furnish 6-hourly surface
synoptic reports when not in company with
units indicated in (1) and (2) above.
c. Upper Air Observations. Certain meteorological units from each group to furnish two
each rawin, pibal, and raob observations
daily.
d. Inflight/Posfflight Reports. Weather centrals to interchange weather reports from
flights made by reconnaissance planes.
e. Weather Reports from Outside Sources. All
available outside sources of weather date
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such as whalers and fixed stations in Tasmania, Argentina, and Chile to be used.

2. Distribution
sonnel.

of

Meteorological

Per-

•

a. Meteorological personnel available, including staff and ship complements, to be
distributed among the ships of the task force
in accordance with the weather services to be ·
furnished.
b. The observers from the U. S. Weather
Bureau and from the U. S. Army Air Forces,
Air Weather Service, to remain on the U. S.
S. Mount Olympus throughout the operation.

3. Radar and Radio Meteorological Program.
a. Photographs of any weather phenomena
observed on the scopes of radar sets installed
on the U. S. S. Mount Olympus and/or the
U. S. C. G. C. Northwind to be taken at
significant intervals. Each series of photographs will indicate the time and date of
occurrence with a brief description of the
weather conditions existing.
b. A daily program of low-level meteoro!o~ical soundings to be made by the meteorological unit of the U. S. ~S. Currituck,
and from aircraft when available for this
project, in cooperation with the Naval
Electronics Laboratory Radar and Radio
Propagation Program.

4. Transmission of Weather Reports.
a. Normal weather reports to be given
priority designations.

b. Reports which indicate weather changes

to adverse conditions to be given operational
priority designations.
•

5. Hand Punch Card Program.
.

All surface, rawin, pibal, and raob weather
observations to be entered on the WBAN
punch cards with the hand punch machines.
6. Equipment and Supplies.
a. Equipment and supplies for a 4-month
period of operation to be furnished each
meteorological unit.
b. Spare bulky supplies, such as helium
and radio-sonde transmitters, to be carried
aboard the tankers and the cargo ships and
transferred to using ships as required.
•

7. Amendments to Original Operational
Plans.
a. Due to unexpected ice conditions in the
Ross Sea which indicated that the un pro-

tected ships of the Central Group should be
north of the ice pack prior to the middle
of February, it was planned. that the
U. S. C. G. C. Northwind, assisted by the
U. S. S. Burton island, would escort the
U. S. S. Mount Olympus, U. S. S. Yancry,
and U. S. S. Merrick through the ice pack
and return to the base camp via McMurdo
Sound. Until the base camp was evacuated,
the U. S. S. Mount Olympus would forward
surface synoptic weather reports from the
vicinity of Scott Island, the U. S. S. Merrick
from the vicinity of the Balleny Islands, and
the U. S. S. Yancey from midway between
Scott Island and the Balleny Islands.
b. During the operation of the base camp,
a trail party, to test various items of materiel, was sent out to establish a temporary
camp eastward of the base camp. This
party was equipped and instructed to furnish
surface weather observations as required.

SECTION II. Technical Observations
•

1. The Weather Station.
The weather station ashore, Little America
IV, was located near the northern corner
of the base camp and was adjacent to the
airstrip. It was in a pyramidal tent and,
with the photographic, medical, and dental
tents, the pilots' ready room (tent), and the
operations building (Quonset-type hut),
formed the L-shaped area shown in the left
center of figure 27. Figure 279 is another
view of the pilots' ready room. The weather
station is shown in detail in figure 280 with
a locally constructed doorway, an ice wall
partially completed about the tent with the
balloon inflation shelter and the helium
bottles to the right. The instrument shelter,
figure 282, and the anemometer, figure 281,
were erected northeast of the station.
•

2. Briefing of Pilots.
Pilots were briefed and debriefed in the
operations building, a Quonset-type hut
located near the weather station. Figure
283 illustrates a pilot being briefed on
weather conditions expected en route; figure
284, Admiral Byrd briefing an aircrcw
prior to an exploratory flight; and figure
285, Admiral Byrd, Commander Hawkes,
and Commander Campbell plotting new
discoveries.

3. Weather Centrals.
a. The meterological units of the U. S. S.
Mount Olympus, the U. S. S. Pine Island, the
U. S. S. Currituck, and after departure of the
Central Group from the vicinity of the base
camp, the base camp acted as weather cen291
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prQjecl of c:ltaulilhing an au tomatic weather
station al or neAr Mc Murdo Sound was
abandoned.
b. Three hourly surface ')'IlOp tic obtu·
vation! wen fu rnishC'd by the U. S. C. G . C.
J(.flruitti, the U. S. S. BrouYlJllfl, and the
U. S. S./Im4tTllIII when not in comp;'lny wi th
the U. S. S. AI_I Ol,ympltS, the U. S. S.
~ bJIIlId, and/or the U. S. S. CIIn,/wi
and "'hen nOI in the \'icini IY of lhe baJc
camp. 1be U. S. S. PIuIl'P'M!M1l rQnvanied
l-hourly surface synoptic ob5ervatiolU 10 the
U. S. S. Mount 01.Jm/MS while within the
opI'ra tiooa l range of the baM' camp.
t". Sill-hourly IUrfacc synoptic ob«rva tiolU
..ve furnished by the U. )S. S. 81lt{M lUflM
after arriva l within opt:rationai range of
the base ca mp and when not in company
with the Central Group; and by the U. S. S.
Canis/to aoci thr .U . S. S. Cm:Qpon whell not
in company wiUt other ship.! d their group.
~ U. S. S. smlU"/, after penetrating a short

obtlervationl IJeginnintt 210600Z JlUlu.ary
1941 were 13kI'll rrom Ihe U . . !S. ,1101IIII
OI.Jmf'¥1l1nd e0l11ill11oo until the o:ndin!j: of lhe

openniom ll t the h;t.M' (amp. Report' d Ille
pillal ut*=rv~tionll, until reaching the opera1I0m.1 IIUII. were fQI'Wltrd«l u) tl\c Wl:alhc:r
ICrvicH of Chill' lind Argen li nll AJ dir«lt'd by
the Ch id 0( Nnval OprraliolU. Rnwin ob.
lerv.fioll' were nut Ink ..n !if Ihe Cr.mral
Group bc:eaUJ(' the l1'quired radll r R t,
iru lldlcd em Iht" U. S. S. ,t/Qunt Oljm/l>U,
WaJ inoptnllive th roughout the optrll tioll .
• • Two dail)' raob OhS('rv8tions weN: tl'lken
from Iht- U. S. C. C. C. N.,IIl<'lIlIf from entry
inlo t~ operational areM until thit ru netioll
walt AIIunlC'd by thr' mtleorologkal unil or
the- U. S. S. MO~~1 OlrM/JII$.
t. T .....o elW'h dady ruob lind jlibal observations ..~ taken rrom tile U. S. S.
IJltmtlllnd the U. S. S. Cwmlud: as planned.
II. Two dJlilv ra ..... in obtc:rvat;(lf'It were
tltkcn (rom the U. S. S. B'oulIMm lind the
U. S. S. IItl'llim_ as planned.

p,,.,

i« pack, ....... atoned to
Sron Island by Ule U. S. C. G. C. N • •,.J

diJlllnc:c into lhe
and

runtishc:d 6.hourly

.unlila

IylKlplic

until no longer required far the:
operation 0( Ihe Celllral Croup. 1bc: U. S . S.
Mmkl: and lhc: U. S. S. "'.M/7 remained in
romp!'!n)' with citht"r . ~ U. s.. S . .II_I
Olympus or the U. S. C. G. C. ';'«,'-oM
while within aperalional rangr of the Cc:nu.!
Group li nd did nat fumim any ....catha
ob$trvalions. t\~ directed by !he Olin of
Naval OprratiOlll, the mru:orologieal unit
d Ihe U. S. S. ,\I_II 01)'"111<1 began 21
December 19-16 ror.....arding (..hoorly nuiatt
l)'noptie reportS 10 the weatller ~1Cc:S of
a.ile and A~tina lind con linued until
rTaChing the opo::ralional area.
obIen'flli~

6. lnfli9htlPo.tlliqh1 Reporta.
• . ReporlS from ftighu made by the base
camp ' CCOi,oai.anc:c plano wen: forwarded
10 the Eastc:m and W."tem Croups rl'()m the
U. S. S. MO/UII O/plptU at available, as

p".,><d.

5. Upper A ir Oboorvationa.
dail)' piba! obJc:r...at ioilS hl:gi nn ing
2H10OOZ Dc<xmbcr 1946 and IWO da.ily moh
fl.

T Wl)

Flt_ tn. BtWIoot

pi'" _ .. ......

......1' ,.

~

1:.

..,

-'"'> •

b. Reporl3 from fligl,,~ made by till: Easttm Group rc:connai!>Sanct J>1an~~ were forward~>d to the ot.hn groups and to th~
base ~amp from the U. S. S. /'inf Islmuf as
available, aJ planned.
r. Repor\!; from High\!; madc by the West~m Groop n.:·('onnai~nce p lanes w~r~ for_
wardL'1.:l to the otller groups and to the
Val!'" camp from the U. S. S. CM'rill/rk as
avaiJaWe, :IS planned.
J. The inflightJpo$!Aigh! reports Jtteiwd
by the Central Croup were incomplete and
indicated a laek of fami1iari!y of the airerew

'"

membcrll wilh wead".:r observing and wilh
the em,:oding and the transmi~ion of weather
data.
7. Weather Reports from Oulside Sources.
iI. En
rOUle 10 the operalional a rea,
weather dala Wall intcrcepted by the U. S. S.
,\[Dunl Olym/'/H aJI hrwrlcast from WUIlhington. O. C., Nc.w O rleans, Louisian a, Coco
Solo, C. Z., Brazil. Bolivia, and C'Jlik.
Within the optrational area, cJ<C:(:pt as
indicated in b Ixolow, nO wcath er reporl:<
were r<:edved b)' the Central GrollP from

ouuidc 1QU1'CU. f.n routt to the Unitc:d
SlAm m NI;\O' k ...... ncI (rom !he operational
ami ...."Other data ...... intrn:qmd by the
U. S. C. G . C . •\011111(11'" from Nrw 7.('1Ib.ud ,
tNll)/UIi "1J&t .wp to :iI''OOd ;& "arm «nle'!'
... !Uk lCJWillfl tht U. S. S Mnn"":,- ~Ih~r

cba ....IU irlll'rttptn! by w U. S. S .1I11f",/
01; I'M tinltiar 10 d Ull hm:rcqll~ en m.... e
to the opu .. tion.,J ,ut'll.
6. Bc!j:irutlna 26 Orcc:.-mbl-r 1946, 6-hourly
surface I)'noplic rtporu: ...'1:f'e n:u:iVftl 11)' I.he

Croup, and n:1a)-M I/:) the other
rroul*o (rom t ....uJapano .... b.a.ltn opet'lIling
in the \'idnny of 7C'1' _lIh latitude and 1700
~iU! If)n~illldt:. " le Wdlem Group intC'l"
ceplro wcather c1ata as bnwka u C.om New
ualllnd, ..\ u.'IlrlIIi.:a. lind ..Vrica but Ihe
Anuan;::lic anaJpn loch..tc.cl Iharin wen: not
fool'!! to be .. tbf~lOI'y.
t , Ik &Utero Group intU(I: Plro ....eather
d:u~ ill bto*de-n (rom South Am", ica lind
Ihe Falkland l.wds ...·hkb incllXkd It ..... U
(rom two "'~lIthtr JU,bonI C!I'lIb1isbcd by the
Bnusb irl the P.trncr Pctunsub.
\\'elltnI

y.1

inally plOlmlnl Ihllt IIQ IIW'll'QrOlogklll IlI:r·
IlOnnC'l would t.Il' :lboord Ihit thill, during
pan of tile' op!:'l1uion (I((' pAr. 7/1. tC'C. J) •
IhC' roIlQ...·inv. wert: 1I.'l11gntd to the U . S. S .

J/mKt mid WC'rt: "board Ihat ~hip rrom lile'
b."t'C ( ump to Srolt hl glld g'KI IhC'I'e transrerred. w the U. S. C. G . C. ,\(!t'lhm .lll to
continuC' 10 l>U nedin. Ne ...· 7.C'otI:md. 1 I\r:rMl. 2 8('ilmm fAerM).
(6) C. S. S. Bill'. Un.. I <\(r~l2.
(7) to'. S. S. I'Iw I sI_. I 1.1. ('"-,,nelr.,

I Lt. (js), I CACTM, 1 ,\aMI , 2 Aa-M2,
4 Stearnen (.o\cr~l).
(8) l'. S. S. &""'fIJ/II/. I Att~l1 . I ae...
Ill'UI

(.-\aM ).

(Q) {" S. S. C-1lI<I I CAn-M. I Kilman
tAI't"~n.

flO) C S. S Cw,,/WI.. 2 1..leut.. I Ct\c-fM.
2 J\cr:l.t1 . I An-M2, 4 I9IllI.'II (AerM).
(11 ) C S. S 1/"""" • . I J\rrMI , I "'..
~n (An-M ),
(12) t · S. S C-"... I .\uMl.
(Ill But
1 o.ptalll. I C...\ M"M ,
3 ",",:>.12. I .vrMJ.

c....,

8. f.noQ"d A.:Iqnmenla.
II. M d«ti ....

1",.'Ie C'lImll unul I'!";a('bi~ lJuntodin, New
7.C'al~I.d : I AC'r!loU. 2 Jf:lIl1'11.'n(AerM) .
(5) t:. S. S MmKi Ahhou!h II WfII oritl-

jK.Klilnd available. in--

.taW and will' compL nweots, during
d the opuatine tiIIlC and ",-bile: in 1M

d~lng
moil

OjKiillionalan:a. ""'CIC

'pal

~

1'oI!ows:

(I ) . So S• .II. . 01;: ;*I. I CAcf~", I
AerM2, t .""~U... .-rum(ArrM ).
(2) u. S. C. c. C. .\'. liIm.J. I Lt.
Comdr.• I C,,\eI"M, 1 AuM3. 2 Itaffim
(~~ I ).

(J) U. S. S•

.sot

NOlie', the ... C'athe¥'
~!iON on mil .tIip brlna IJIkC'n ~. the
dUp', qU;U1crnw.tn', an llMUlfln! III the
.j

navig.llor,

(4) U. S. S. J'. . ". Althoogh it ...-as
originally ~ lhat nu IIIC'lt:Ol%sical
prrICIIU"Iel ...-OUJd be llbaam lhiJ .tllp. during
part of the optrllUon (Itt pltr. 7_, tC'C. I), the
rolJo.,.ml! ... ere U\lSnrd w the U. S . s .
rGllU)' and wue aboard lb.1t Ihip rrom the

flt-ns. A_1ooI8y,4.',
C

.d"H."h... _
' C ;LaMpl r",_,'t" ••" ..

"'

b. The two non-Navy meteorological ob-

servers were assigned as follows:
(1) U. S. Weather Bureau Observer. From
Norfolk, Virginia, to Little America IV,
aboard the U. S. S. Mount Olympus. Ashore
Little America IV until the base camp was
evacuated. From Little America IV to
West Coast, U. S. A., aboard the U. S. S.•
Burton Island.
(2) U. S. A A. F., Air Weather Service
Observer. From Norfolk, Virginia,. to Little
America IV, aboard the U. S. S. Mount
Olympus. Ashore Little America IV until
departure of Central Group ships. From
Little America IV to Scott Island, aboard the
U. S. S. Merrick. From Scott Island to
Dunedin, New Zealand, aboard the U. S.
C. G. C. Northwind. While at Dunedin,
New Zealand, aboard U. S. S. Yancf!)'. From
Dunedin to Wellington, New Zealand,
aboard the U. S. S. Burton Island. From
Wellington, New Zealand, to Washington,
D. c., aboard the U. S. S. Mount Olympus.

9. Radar and Radio Meteorological Program.

a. SK-2, SG-1C, SP, and SQ Radar. (1) En
route to the operational area, no photographs
of weather phenomena observed on the
scopes of the radar sets listed above, installed
on the U. S. S. Mount Olympus, were made as
the radar camera was not received until
reaching Panama and was not installed
before reaching the South Temperate Zone.
Therefore, it was unavailable for photographing the shower activity encountered in
the tropical regions.
(2) Within the operational area no weather
phenomena were observed on these scopes.
(3) Returning to the United States, photographs were made of the scopes showing
isolated showers and the line of shower
activity along the Intra-Tropical Front.
h. "Cindy" (CXJG) Radar. (1) En route
to the operational area, photographs of the
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scope of the "Cindy" (CXjG) radar set,
installed on the U. S. C. G. C. Northwind,
showing a fog bank and others showing
isolated showers were made.
(2) Within the operational area no weather
phenomena were observed on this radar set.
c. Low-Lev.el Sounding. A low-level meteorological sounding program, using standard
radiosonde equipment and' supplies, was
made from the U. S. S. Currituck as planned.
The balloons were held captive by a nylon
one-eighth inch thick cord mounted on a
hand reel. The soundings were satisfactorily conducted to heights of 1,000 feet
when the ship was not in motion. Airplane
observations were also made using a helicopter and a standard aerograph.

10. Transmission of Weather Reports.
a. Normal weather reports were given
priority designations and, except as indicated
in d below, were transmitted in clear text.
b. Reports indicating weather changes to
adverse conditions were given operational
priority designations and, except as indicated
in d below, were transmitted in clear text.
c. All weather reports were interchanged
as "non-scheduled" messages and were delivered, in most cases, in ample time to be
used.
d. Weather reports were transmitted using
the standard codes outlined in "Radio
Weather Aids", H. O. 206. All reports
from the Central Group were in clear text
but those from the Eastern and the Western
Groups omitted all indications of position,
such locations being obtained from other,
confidential, messages. Thus the locations
of the Eastern and the Western Groups were
kept classified as directed by the Chief of
Naval Operations.

11. Hand Punch Card Program.
a. All . surface, rawin, pibal and raob
weather observations were entered on the

WB.<\t"ll punch tanh wilh hand punch rnachino il5 IOOJI ;u practicable af~cr each ob!ief''lIUon was made:_
b_ The WBA...'f punch cardll were :lDc:mbled a.t TiUk Foro: Su;~y-Eighl Headq uartcl'1l,
WiUhington. D. c., and forwar(led {til'
u,bulation and filing to the. WBAN Punch
Card Ubrary, N~ Orleant, LouUiana.

protruded to such all ex!('n t that the: doo.rwould 001 Ihu l tl~htJy. Fi~ure 286 ~I'IOWI
the lock in norlilal JlOIhion in reI. dun to
the edge of the: door (A) and how Iht ItlCk
of lhis Ihelt('r protnldc:d (U).
b. $p.1re bulky l"ppHt'1 5~~eh as helium IUld
radiOllOtldc trmmniucn werc Cllrried aUoard
Ihe: llinke:" a lld thr carxo .hip' and then

12. Equipmlll11 a.nd Supplla..
A 4-month period of equipmt"nt and
supplies was furnished to cach mclmro1ogical
unit , the mctrorological oI1iccr or !!enior
cnlistrd man being responsible for checking
the. mattricl ra:civul and obtaini ng a llY
additional equiptnc'nt and/Dr IItppJies nttdm
from an aeroIogica1 l upply pool prior to
dcpart\l~ from the Unhed Stales. Except
as indicated immediately below, the equipment and supplies, all standard item$, were
apparently satisfactory.
(1) No mercurial OOrometCfl "~resuppl icd
to the meteorulogiul unilS of the Ccnu-al
Group. H owtvcT, all a1lO:I'Qid barometenl
uxd ,,~ :adjuSled 10 show similar val uo.
(2) Some equipmUlt and supplies ,,-ere
loJl in a crev_ during the unloading
operalions but were replaced [rom surplus
itelTll from meteorological unilli 0( tnc Central Group shiJII.
(3) TIle Thermo Scrttu (USAAF nomenc!ature-l rutrumcnl Shelter) mounted on
the U. S. S. AttNIIi OIJfllPlll wlU {lJUnod to be
dcfecti\~. The lock on dlC door, probably
due 10 the swelling 0( inoomplell~ly cun:d
WOIld used in the original cOllllruction,
Q.

f l, .... !I6. N_oI (A) ...... ~01 r .. (B) Foaiti
oIlod. .... h..... ..,.. I f ,II .. <1000.
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FI'.... tn. lon"" ....... 1ft ...... h.. _ 1010. N....
1• .-.1...1 ",",1M. ond "fal.. roof" of .odor
....11_ .... , ....

f l _ nl. ClEdo"', ....... u cIlrcctton """'.
N.... Ioo,. o,;.. d lu .~ ......... ~lah.. raJ."

'"

eMily be lost in a JIlOW5Wrm IInlOl p~rJy
mark«l "ilh Jlicks Ihal ""iII nick up OUI of
drifting 1100'00'.' '11e drifu mown in figure; 29
wet'e formed in approxim:udy 2 houl'1 during
II period 0( falling tlnd drifting lflO\\', and
eompletdy co,ucd at leUII 0flC bole which
WIU ;} b}' ;} by:; fQ"t.

13. Amendme nts to Oriqinal Operational
Plolll.
n, TIle plan 10 e<lilbli!h thr U, S. S.
MOI",I 0/pHj1tU. IIw:- U, S. S. j 'Q/I(O'. and the
U. S. S. .\fm lcA- lU ~llIi·flXed wcathl'T

FI,... 289. Sptay

iu, '"

r-n<l .. 1M N<><IIo

A"",~ic

0 ...... <1",1", .. I"'..........., r....flI "" .... U. S. S.
8...,,0" hloncf <I....., .. __ .. ~Jl ..... oIoJp .."" ...

.." .... to

LIttlt A .. f t .... l".

transfcm-d 10 the miog wipto lIS rrq uim::l.
T he helium bollk wr:d by 1m: U. S. Na,'Y is
&mil:lr 10 the hj'dl'Uf!en Utnk uso:I b)' the

U. S. An ny Air Forces and iJju.'Ilal hc,a''Y
and iUI a"kward 10 handle.
t. 1\ 11 furniture
lhe base camp was
buil t U)' It'linlj Ixuound fro,n UKd packing
boxQI and plywood 1u:xk. Fi~ures 287 and
288 Aha", sollie of the fumilure CO,UIrut:lm
for the w~athn- !1:uion ash..w\- and abo am'"
the "Citbt I'OQI'" nWlde 0( ooar balloon
tarsets "hich kept the heat in the lower half
olthe \C1lt . SI"odard instrument ~lCller and
" 'IC'IlQIIlII:ttT Stlpporu are nOt C'a.~ily ad a ptahle
to i!utalJation on an ice sur(ate and .pedal
.. ppot'lJ were illlprD\·iitd.
d. M uch tquiptlunt and man~' suppli('fClln

rot'

...

re;porllog sliltions north 01 the ~ pack w..u
abandoned when thc ruddet' oIlhe U, S. S.
MmkJ: "'a!! carried away whUe triln'rsi ng
the ic:c pack. TIle U. S. S. MooII' 011.,
remained in the vicinity of ScUll b land,
forwarding surface wealher ~poru to the
bu:: cump, unlil the ~ camp was r:vacu.
ated. 1ne U. S. C. G. C. NlJ'tJl!t~lI1l, ill
company wllh the U. S. S. YO"'t)'. towed
the U. S. S. Mtrritk to Dunedin, New
Zealand, for "'pairs. The U. S. S. Hur/un
MOM u lurned tg the 005C': camp 10 a 'lIeu;lle
thmo: pcnooncl n:maining lhen:.
b. A tCtl1POrary eamp wa.~ ~tabl~hed
by a trail parly a' a poiJlt ;!pproJt imalcly
120 miles. bearing 80" true frum Li ttle
Amcrita IV. Surfat.-e weather observations
,,~ made and n:por~ forwarded to Ihe
base Cilmp, The follo\"';ng ileHl,f of n>et(Q1'Ological tquipmcnt an d ~Ilpplio were fu r.
nislu:d

t he

Ir~il

pMlr

for

making

Ihe

wcather ol)lc;r"'ations:
(I) I'orlahle am;rnomClcr.
(2) Sling ]l!lychromctcr with " '!)Ode ll c:a""
(3) U. S. \.V. n. Cirt:ular 5, Cloud FOnI1\.
(.. ) U. S. W. It Cirt:ular 235, l's}-ehrometric T a hl.".

SECTION III. Weather Processes Encountered
1. Observations Available.
During this operation, the observations of
the following groups were available to the
me teorological sections:
a. The Central Group operating in the
vicinity of the Bay of Whales, Scott Island,
and in the Ross Sea.
b. The Eastern Group operating around
the Antarctic eastward from the Ross Sea.
c. The Western Group operating around
the Antarctic westward from the Ross Sea.
d. The base camp established ashore at
Little America IV.
e. Weather data intercepted from Japanese whalers operating in the vicinity of
Balleny Islands and from southern Tasmania
and New Zealand.

2. Synoptic Charts.
Using the weather reports obtained as
indicated above, at least two surface synoptic
charts were constructed daily which contained more weather data than any others
previously constructed. Three series of these
synoptic charts, showing typical situations
encountered during this operation, are shown
in figures 290 through 311.

3. Frontal Systems.
Similarity betw~en the frontal systems encountered, as shown on the inclosed charts,
and those existing in northern latitudes was
noticed. Most differences were attributed
to the differences existing in land-water
area relationships. The Ross Sea is a large
water area bounded on the north by the ice
pack, on the east by the high mountains of
Marie Byrd Land, on the south by the flat
Ross Sea Ice Shelf, and on the west by the
high mountains of Victoria Land. The Ross
Sea, this season, seemed to be a smaller area

than normally encountered, the ice pack
being thicker and extending farther south
than has previously been reported.

4. Pressure Cells.
Current day textbooks, using only the
meager reports that have previously been
available, indicate a simple high pressure
cell located at the surface of the Antarctic
covering most of the continent and a procession of cyclonic activity remaining in
about the same latitude moving eastward
about the Antarctic Continent. The charts
enclosed indicate a persistency of high
pressure ridges along the 120° east and the
120° west meridians which may bea. Protrusions from a high pressure cell
located over the south polar area with a
similar extension at 0° longitude, or'b. Two distinct cells, a third at 0° longitude with a color low over the polar area, orc. An unusual circumstance of the polar
cap of high pressure extending farther northward.
•

5. Antarctic Polar Front.
A primary frontal system, the Antarctic
Polar Front, extended along 60° south
latitude, the boundary between the cold,
dry air of the polar cap and the cool, moist
air from the water areas. Wave disturbances occurred along this front as along the
Arctic Polar Front. Many of these waves
became unstable and developed long occluded systems, the low at the tip moving
southeastward while the front moved eastward toward areas whereJrontolysis occurred
against the high cells mentioned in paragraph
4. The speeds of fronts and the wave
lengths were very similar to those encountered
on the Arctic Polar Front.
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SECTION IV. Recommendations
1. Weather Centrals.

The basic plan for the establishment of a
weather central for each operational group
and/or section is satisfactory.

2. Surface Observations.
a. It is recommended that "6-hourly surface synoptic observations", such as shown in
the basic plan as outlined in paragraph
lb (3) of section I, be reduced so that the
longest period of time between observations
submitted by any unit is 3 hours, so that a
more complete, up-to~date picture of existing
weather conditions is available. Further,
provisions should be made for the filing of
"special" weather observations when adverse weather conditions occur between
routine observations.
b. It , is recommended that automatic
weather stations be established en route to
the operational area rather than subsequent
to arrival so that adverse conditions, such
as the ice pack in this operation, might
not modify and/or cause the abandonment
of the project.

3. Upper Air Observations.
The basic plan for making upper air
observations plus a project to set up a rawinsonde section ashore as soon as practicable
after arrival at the base camp is satisfactory.
This additional project will permit continuous observations at the base camp even
though adverse ice conditions force the
supporting ships some distance off shore.
,

4. Inflight/Postflight Reports.
a. The

basic plan for exchanging
inflight/postflight weather reports from each
reconnaissance plane is satisfactory.
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b. It is recommended that all aircraft used
•

by the USAAF in an operation similar to
this contain the following weather personnel
and equipment at the minimum:
(1) A weather officer as crew member on
each flight other than local.
(2) A radio altimeter for determining constant pressure data over water areas.
(3) An airborne psychrometer for determining moisture data in the air.
c. Good, detailed aircraft weather reports,
in areas similar to the Antarctic where
normal fixed weather reporting installations
are not available are absolutely required for
efficient and safe aircraft operation.
•

5. Weather Reports from Outside Sources.
The basic plan for obtaining weather
reports from outside sources is satisfactory.

6. Distribution of Meteorological Personnel.
a. The basic plan for the distribution of
meteorological personnel is satisfactory.
b. A similar plan for the USAAF, Air
Weather Service, would set up types of
stations and/or sections for each installation.

7. Radar and Radio Meteorological Pro•
gram.
The basic plan for the radar and radio
meteorological program is satisfactory.

8. Transmission of Weather Reports.
It is believed that the USAAF, Airways
and Air Communications Service's handling
of weather reports as "scheduled transmissions" and using the operational priority designation for "special" weather reports make for
a more efficient weather reports collection.

9. Hand Punch Card Program.
The basic plan for entering all weather
observations on the WEAN punch cards as
soon as practicable after each observation is
satisfactory.
10. Equipment and Supplies.
a. The basic plan to furnish, automatically, sufficient equipment and supplies for the
expected period of operation is satisfactory.
b. It is recommended that all equipment
be checked prior to departure from the
United States so that all programs, such as
the taking of rawin observations as set
forth in paragraph ic of section I, will not
be interrupted, as indicated in paragraph 3.
c. It is recommended that items such as
office furniture be prefabricated and packed
for assembly prior to departure from the
United States.
d. It is recommended that special supports for the installation of weather equipment on an ice surface be developed and
provided prior to departure from the United
States . .

e. Meteorological equipment and supplies

to be used by trail parties in making surface
observations should be assembled and packed
prior to leaving the United States. The
packages should be as compact and as light
as practicable and should contain full instructions to the observers.
j. Except as indicated above, standard
meteorological equipment and supplies as
issued by the Signal Corps and as used by
the Air Weather Service in Arctic areas are
satisfactory in an operation of this type.

11. Amendments to Original Operational
Plans.
a. In an operation of this type, it would be
expected that amendments to the original
operational plan would be necessary, but
these should be kept to a minimum.

b. The using of cargo ships, after unloading operations are completed, as semi-fixed
weather observing stations making surface
and upper air observations should be considered in the original plan.
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CHAPTER 12

.... IENTIFI

. . . TIC PLAN F

•

EXPL
•

SECTION I. Approaches to the Antarctic
•

1. Abstract.
This chapter reviews the importance of the
Antarctic as a modern scientific laboratory
and points out that the answers hidden in the
mysteries to be solved here are important to
our present society and to our future military
endeavors. During the recent Operation
Highjump, and while returning from it by
•
way of New Zealand and Australia, the
realization that the Antarctic was important
was transposed into three plans for more complete scientific utilization of this finest of
natural scientific laboratories.

2. Origin of Plans.
Several new concepts 1 were formulated by
the authors during their participation in the
operations of project Highjump.2 One of
the most prominent of these was that the era
has been reached in which it is time to cease
The opinions expressed and the plans formulated in this
paper are those of the authors and do not necessarily represent
1

those of the Army, the AAF, the United States Navy, or any
agency of the United States Government.
2

Dr. Paul A. Siple. WDGS, R&D. Dr. Siple is one of the

world's recognized foremost experts on the Antarctic, having
participated in the three previous Byrd Antarctic expeditions.

Dr. Siple was specifically requested by Admiral Byrd to be his
advisor on polar matters for this expedition. He was designated senior War Department Observer on Operation

Highjump.
Robert N. Davis, Operations Analyst, Strategic Air Com·
mand. Widely experienced through the war in airborne radar
and in the utilization of scientific equipment for military operations. Requested by Admiral Byrd to be his scientific aide
during this expedition.
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the classical or adventurous exploration
which taught the character and extent of
Antarctica and to begin the scientific exploitation of the Continent and its surrounding waters. It is appreciated that this change
is due primarily to the advent of the new
methods and tools that modern science and
engineering have made available and to the
requirements of science, engineering, and
society. Operation Highjump conclusively
demonstrated this change in aspect. Every
endeavor pointed to the fact that good work
could be accomplished, and that the results
were here to be obtained if the proper organization, equipment, methods, and analyses
were to be had. The great majority of the
things needed are available. They need
only to be gathered, organized, and directed,
not necessarily by explorers, but by modern
•
SClence.
Another concept of prominence that grew
during the operations was that aircraft,
ice breakers, and vehicles were now existent
for the rapid, systematic, scientific reconnaissance of the Antarctic. As an example
of this, it is pointed out that a few flights
. by appropriately equipped and manned
VLR reconnaissance aircraft based in either
New Zealand, Australia, South Africa, or
South America could accomplish more in
scientific reconnaissance and mapping than
all of the previous Antarctic expeditions. In
fact, these aircraft could fly from Australia,

map the interior of the continent never
before seen by man, and return to Australia.
Use of the flight strip on Maquarie Island
presently being installed by the Australian
Government would bring the entire Antarctic Plateau within the range of currently
flying B-29 photo reconnaissance aircraft.
I t is pointed out that newly created
United States tools, i. e., ice breakers,
VLR aircraft, small reliable aircraft, tracked
vehicles, and "know-how" can take the
isolation away from the Antarctic .. The
very long range aircraft can take into, and
return from, the heretofore remote bases,
first rate scientists, the value of whose time
is so great as to preclude their remaining in
isolation for long periods. The men and
equipment can be taken in throughout the
entire year, not just during a few frantically
rushed summer months. The ability to
communicate readily from base to base and
from the bases to the "outside'" world
creates the possibility of "round table"
radio coordination for the more complete
utilization of ideas and equipment, and for
rapid reporting and planning. Coordinated
effort between large, long range aircraft and
small aircraft makes feasible the rapid exploration of areas previously unexplorable or
approachable only through the most tedious
and hazardous ground methods. Small aircraft (Army L-S and L-13 types) have demonstrated their rugged ability to operate
from very small areas of rough ice and snow
surfaces. And while they have limited range,
they can be air-stowed and supplies can be
parachuted to them. The combination of
large and small aircraft gives great range
with the small operating area advantage.
Ground control techniques and mapping
methods are now available for the systematic
documentation of the features of Antarctic
by combined air-ground surveys. This is
very important to the tabulation of the
mineral wealth and its availability.

A third important concept developed
through a series of discussions with the
scientists and statesmen of New Zealand and
Australia. 3 Prominent among these men
and agencies were Dr. Marsden, CSIR, and
Prime Minister Peter Frazer of New Zealand,
Sir Douglas Mawson, Drs. White, Brown,
Hooke, and Cotton, and the NRC and
DSIR, of Australia. This third concept
was that the scientific answers to be gleaned
from the Antarctic beJonged to the world,
and further that these answers could best be
obtained by the scientists of the world working together. A good example of the joint
effort needed is that of aircraft. The United
States has the aircraft; New Zealand and
Australia have the bases from which to fly
them. New Zealand and Australia have
men vitally interested and wise in the ways
of the Antarctic; the United States has ice
breakers, instruments, and scientific knowhow. Real science is an international part
of mankind, not the exploitations by any
one group of men.
At the time that the before-mentioned
discussions were taking place, Great Britain
had four bases established in the Falkland
Island Dependency. New Zealand was actively planning an expedition to the South
Magnetic Polar area to establish magnetic
and cosmic ray stations to be maintained
through one sunspot cycle (approximately
11 years). Australia was developing equipment and techniques for an expedition to
'Dr. Siple and Mr. Davis left Little America with the base
group aboard the U. S. C. G. C. Burton Island to traverse the
ice pack, then transferred to the U. S. S. Mount Olympus to
travel to Wellington, New Zealand. Air travel from New
Zealand to United States by way of Australia was directed by
the War Department.
Several days were spent in Wellington and Auckland conferring with government officials and scientists. The trip from
Auckland to Sydney, Australia, was via BOAC flying boats.
Approximately 2 weeks were spent in Sydney, Adelaide, and
Melbourne conferring with the Australian scientists, engineers,
and government officials. Flight from Sydney to Washington,
D. C., was by ANA DC-4 to Fiji, Canton Island, and Hawaii;
then by ATC C-54 to San Francisco and Washington, D. C.
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establish semi-permanent bases within the
South Magnetic Polar area for atmospheric
electricity, weather, and magnetic studies.
South Africa also was planning Antarctic
scientific studies. Ajoint British, Norwegian,
Swedish expedition was being planned, as
well as Argentinian and Chilean efforts
toward expeditions and encampments in
the Antarctic. The systematic planning of
the scientific studies of importance to be
gained in the Antarctic, and the fitting of
various nations' scientific efforts into this
plan, could result in an integrated series of
stations that could cooperate with the already
established studies of modern science to
determine the basic phenomena and the
anomalies occurring within these phenomena. In contrast to this, the establishment
of a single station does not necessarily
separate the basic phenomena from the
anomalies.
It was early recognized that one of the
chief obstacles that must be overcome was the
situation surrounding the claiming of territory with the resultant chaos that is sure to
result if no definite understandings or agreements are made before joint endeavors are

undertaken. It was repeatedly suggested
that the United Nations Organization might
be the ultimate answer to this problem; that
any natural resources could be administered
by the U. N., that the preservation and utilization of fish, animals, and natural life, be
controlled by that organization. A second,
though less desirable alternative was suggested that the nations entering into joint
scientific endeavors should not use any of the
aspects of those endeavors as claims in the
future against the other members participating in those same endeavors, and that all
results obtained by any member would be
freely disseminated among all participating
members.
The military implications of Antarctic research were recognized, but are not to be
discussed in this paper because of the obvious
classification. Many of the aspects of military importance and planning were presented after return of the authors to the War
Department through WDGS, R&DD, Office
of the Secretary of War, the JRDB, Deputy
Chief of Air Staff, R&D, and to the
Commanding General, Strategic Air Command.

SECTION II. The International Scientific Plan·
A joint International Scientific Plan for
the exploration of the scientific aspects of the
Antarctic has been proposed. 4 Under this
plan, those nations able and interested in
taking an active part in the program would
submit their abilities and their desires to the
central planning agency which would then
outline a general program. Each participating nation would then join in a conference
of the delegates to determine the best apThe complete plan with the details, principles, and values
to civilian and military agencies has been deleted from this
report because of its military classification.
4:
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proach and to outline a detailed plan which
would place the responsibility of accomplishment of the individual phases upon those
agencies best able to accomplish it. It is
suggested that a series of stations be established, one or more stations to be manned and
managed by each participant with exchange
,members from other stations, or from scientific establishments, rotated for better analysis and coordination. Transportation of
men, equipment, and supplies would best be
supplied through a central planning pool to
prevent overlap of effort and to assure the
fullest possible support of all installations.

The following are some of the projects
anticipated.
1. Radar reconnaissance of the entire
Antarctic Continent could give the locations
and general features of all land changes that
give irregularities or discontinuities in the
surface. This would allow a very early geomorphological study of the Antarctic Continent and indicate those areas in which exploration and visual mapping would be most
valuable.
2. Airborne magnetometry, in conjunction
with the radar survey, would contribute a
great deal to geological studies and would
further indicate those areas requiring specialized or immediate exploration, photography,
and mapping.
3. Systematic aerial reconnaissance and
mapping of the areas of immediate interest
would supply the required information for
the formation of exploratory efforts.
.
4. Establishment of stations at critical
•
points, such as a South Magnetic Polar station for the basic study of cosmic ray atmospheric electricity and magnetic phenomena;
Polar plateau stations to study climatology,
glaciology, weather, astronomy, physiology,
biology, and medicine; peripheral stations to
study biology, glaciology, seismology, mineralogy, physiography, physiology, oceanography, meteorology, climatology, and hydrobiology, in addition to atmosphere, gravi•

•

tation, magnetism, atmospheric electricity,
and medicine. Each of the stations would
also be able to act as a base for radiating
parties for emergency rescue, or for studies
requiring ground contact.
5. Establishment of a program for the coordination of mobile studies to determine if
and where any natural resources may be.
Some of the new travel equipment that will
make these endeavors much superior to previous expeditions are the new type ice breakers, the long range aircraft for aerial supply,
the abilities of gliders to land and be snatched
from many areas, the utilization of small air
towable aircraft for great mobility at long
ranges, and some of the newly developed
tracked type vehicle equipment.
The current interest of so many nations in
the same or similar types of studies stresses
the need for international cooperation and
joint effort, especially when it is realized
that the Antarctic contains six million square
miles of continental mysteries, of which essentially only a fringe has even been seen by man
in his hundred years of Antarctic exploration.
Ideally, the joint international scientific
exploration would be administered by the
United Nations Organization, but since that
organization is not yet ready to function in
this manner, it is proposed that an English
speaking condominium be established to
organize and administer such a plan.

,SECTION III. Joint Aerial Exploratory Program
•

If neither of the before-mentioned pro-

grams materialize, it is proposed that an
American airborne program be established
to make a few trans-Antarctic flights to
explore and demonstrate the following:
1. A trans-Antarctic flight from South
America to New Zealand or Australia would

demonstrate the ability of United States
aircraft to fly anywhere.
2. Some of the greatest geological mysteries of the world lie hidden in the vastness
of interior Antarctic. Good radar, visual,
and magnetometric surveys might solve
these mysteries.
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3. This flight or these flights would demonstrate that a route primarily above land from
the Americas to our friends "down under"
exists in actuality, and a friendship aspect
can be demonstrated.
4. If one of these flights continued on

around the world, completing the first
north-south trans-world flight, the strategic
abilities of American aircraft and techniques
would be demonstrated as superior to any
other nation's. This hal' important implications in prolonging the peace.

SECTION IV. The Antarctic Is Different
It is pointed out that the Antarctic is
greatly different from any other section of
the earth. This results from the fact that it
is a great continent with some very great
heights and perhaps includes the largest
high level plateau from which the world's
coldest weather comes. In the North there

is the Arctic Ocean which stores the summer
heat. This summer heat is released in the
winter months, thus preventing extremely
low temperatures. In the South air temperatures high enough to cause melting are a
rarity even on the hottest days of midsumlner.

SECTION V. Conclusion
This chapter does not pretend to give a
complete plan of action, nor does it attempt
to make complete tabulation of the sciences
and their aspects that can best be exploited
in the Antarctic. It endeavors to suggest
that certain courses are now open to scientific

exploration, and that the results of appropriate exploration are of prime importance.
The evaluation of the benefits to be obtained
can be complete and authoritative only
when made by consultations with the men
who are the scientific leaders in their fields.
•

•
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CHAPTER 13

B ERVER

I

•

This is the combined log of the Army
observers! who were assigned to the United
States Navy's Task Force 68, Operation
Highjump, Naval Antarctic Project. The
Army observers sailed from Norfolk, Virginia, on 2 December, 1946 aboard the
U. S. S. Mount Olympus, Flagship of the
Task Force, with Rear Admiral Richard H.
Cruzen in command.
The personnel serving as War Department observers on this operation, together
with the agencies they represented, were as
folows:
Dr. Paul A. Siple, Research and Development Division, War Department General
Staff, who also served as assistant and advisor
to Admiral Richard E. Byrd, in charge of
the Antarctic project on polar, scientific,
and technical matters. Doctor Siple joined
the Mount Olympus in Panama.
Lt. Col. John N. Davis, Infantry, from the
Infantry School.
Lt. Col. Willis S. Johns, Air Corps, AAF
Communications Services.
Lt. Col. Robert C. Love, Medical Corps,
Office of the Air Surgeon, Headquarters
Army Air Forces. .
On the return voyage the Army Ohservers brought together
their individual logs and each contributed to the master entries.
The first portion was summarized by Dr. Siple; however, after
reaching the ice the contributions are preceded by the name of
the individual from whose log the notes were taken. This
combined log as well as the Appendix III Quartermaster Questionnmre For Navy Task porce 68 were recorded by voice during
conference onto a magnetic wire recorder loaned by the General
Electric Company for the purpose. Col. Davis and Capt.
Harrison were aboard the ranc~y and therefore contributed to
the log only by final checking. The first draft was transcribed
in Sydney Australia through the courtesy of Mr. Hooke in order
to expedite editing of the material during the return journey.
1

Major James H. Holcombe, Corps of
Engineers, Office of the Air Engineer, AAF.
Major Dan Crozier, Medical Corps, Brooke
Army Medical Center, Fort Sam Houston.
Captain Charles H. Harrison, Air Corps,
Army Air Forces, Air Weather Service.
Captain Murray A. Wiener, Air Corps,
AAF Rescue Service, Army Air Forces.
Chief Warrant Officer, A. J. Morency,
Corps of Amphibious Engineers.
Mr. Amory H. Waite, Signal Corps, Fort
Monmouth, N. J.
First Sergeant S. A. London, AAF Rescue
Service, Army Air Forces.
Mr. Robert N. Davis, Operation Analyst,
Strategic Air Command, Army Air Forces,
who served as special radar and scientific
advisor to Admiral Byrd.
In addition to the above, four United
States Army photographers were on the expedition as active participants under Navy
direction. Two of the four photographers
were attached to the Central Group. These
were T /5 John Shim berg and T /5 J. W al tersdorf. The other two were T/5 E. Zinberg,
with the Eastern Group, and T /5 H. C.
Foster, with the Western Group.
The U. S. S. Mount Olympus arrived at the
Panama Canal Zone on -7 December and
departed on 10 December. While in the
Zone it made rendezvous with ships from
the Eastern and Western Groups. Doctor
Siple joined the Mount Olympus at this point
on the 9th. The equator was crossed on 12
December. On 13 December, while at sea,
the Army Group had its first official meeting
to discuss plans for War Department obser•

•
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vations. During the crossing of the Pacific
Ocean, daily lectures were held in the wardroom for all Task Force officers and observers on various plans and objectives of the
expedition and conditions to be encountered.
These were attended by all of the Army
personnel. Several meetings a week were
held by the Army observers to plan their
program for observations. This was summarized before reaching the ice pack so
that each participant would have a complete
picture of the observation plan.
On 21 December the U. S. S. Mount
Olympus refueled at sea from the U. S. S.
Canisteo which was accompanying the Mount
Olympus enroute to the Antarctic. Also accompanying the U. S. S. Mount Olympus was
the submarine U. S. S. Sennett. On 30 December the U. S. S. Mount Olympus reached
Scott Island. On the same date word was
received of the loss of a PBM from the
U. S. S. Pine Island of the Eastern Group.
At Scott Island a rendezvous was made with
the U. S. S. Merrick and U. S. S. rancey.
The ice pack was entered at 1400 on 31
December near latitude 68°30' south and
on the 180th meridian. Before entering the
ice pack a reconnaissance of ice conditions
was made by the ice breaker U. S. C. G.
Northwind and a helicopter flying from that
ship. Admiral Cruzen transferred to the
Northwind, which preceded the group into
the ice pack. Army photographers Waltersdorf and Shimberg were transferred to the
Northwind to photograph the pack ice while
going through it .. By early morning on 1
January, it was apparent that the ice pack
was much heavier than had been anticipated.
The cargo ships rancry and Merrick and the
Mount Olympus had all begun to suffer minor
damages. The Mount Olympus had 11 frames
on her starboard bow crushed and was
leaking through minor holes. At this point
we reached what was later called Frustration
Lagoon and remained in that vicinity for

several days because of a propeller that was
badly bent, necessitating a reduction in
speed.
On 2 January an attempt was made to
move out between several large icebergs and
large pieces of bay ice. The large ships got
through fairly well, but the submarine
Sennett became jammed. On 3 January the
Northwind had to go back and rescue the
Sennett and take it back to Scott Island.
On 4 January the positions of the rancry,
Merrick and Mount O(ympus became dangerous due to bad visibility and uncontrollable
drift of the ships in the pack toward large
icebergs. The Northwind was called back
to remove these ships to a safe distance from
the icebergs. On 4 January, while the
NorthwilJd was still too far away from the
three ships in danger, the skippers began to
plan relief methods of their own. There
was a quantity of explosives on the Merrick
and rancry and an effort was made to see
whether or not these explosives could be
transferred to the Mount Olympus. Capt.
Boyd, U. S. M. C., Mr. Perkins, and Dr.
Siple skied out halfway between the ships
over the sea ice to prove that this could be
done. However, the Northwind returned before danger became imminent.
Mr. Waite:
On 5 January the Northwind returned to
take the Sennet to Scott Island. At 0200 on
6 January the Northwind returned to the three
ships and started on southward through
heavy pack to a wide open lead 10 miles
long. We got to 70°36' south, but were
forced to stop by heavy ice on the south side
of a lagoon. We then returned to 70°32'
south, where we remained the rest of the 6th.
Maj. Crozier:
A J2F Grumman Duck from the Northwind
took off on an ice reconnaissance flight to the
south.
TI5 Shimberg:
During this 24-hour period Admiral Cruzen

•
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made six helicopter scouting flights over the
pack ice. On the 8th we had drifted back
in the lagoon to a position of 70°16' south,
178°18' west. Dr. H. H. Richardson, Jack
Perkins, and Dr. Siple skied out onto the bay
ice where they killed a crab-eater seal for a
biological specimen and dog food. Choice
cuts were served as a novelty at the mess.
Also captured was an oddly marked immature Adelie penguin. Dr. H. H. Howe accompanied this party to make dip circle
measurements of the magnetic field on the
ice pack away from the disturbing anomalies
of the ships. Geologists and others also made
short excursions out onto the pack ice.
Capt. Wiener:
On 8 January the J2F Grumman from the
Northwind made a IS0-mile flight south, reporting a solid ice pack for approximately
40 miles, then loose pack ice. No open water
was sighted. To date, the Mount Olympus has
had 17 frames bent in and is taking in quite a
bit of water.
.
Dr. Siple:
On 9 January the Northwind made an effort
to scout the pack ice for possible leads to
take the ships on farther to the south. The
ships stayed in the same vicinity all day
drifting nearly 6 miles northward. On this
date the U. S. S. Philippine Sea, the aircraft
carrier bringing the R 4-D planes to the
Antarctic, left Panama.
Maj. Crozier:
On 10 January we got under way at 0900
and steamed south to southwest for almost 2
hours until we came to another large lake.
The PBMs from the Western Group flew
over but because of poor visibility were able
to give us practically no pack ice information. We remained at this lake until visibility improved and ice conditions changed.
Dr. Siple:
Because of the heavy pack ice conditions,
which were more severe than had ever been
noted in this vicinity before at this time of

the year, the PBMs of the Western Group
were called to the Ross Sea area for reconnaissance, from which area they .explored
along the Antarctic Coast south of Australia.
They arrived in the 10th and made their
first flight, but poor visibility prevented
their observing anything worth while to
make navigation easier for the ships.
Capt. Wiener:
On 10 January we were about 600 miles
from the Bay of Whales. We sailed approximately 30 miles, mostly in circles, making
good about 6 miles to the southwest.
Capt. Wiener:
On 11 January we received good newsthe missing aircraft was found. The PBM
was located about 7 o'clock this morning at
latitude 71°03' south, longitude 98°47'
west, approximately 10 miles from open
water. The plane was reported crashed
and burned with six of nine personnel aboard
the crashed aircraft stiH alive. The rescue
PBM from the Pine Island landed in water
near the edge of ice. Five survivors walked
to open water, pulling, on a small sled the
sixth survivor, whose legs had been burned
and frozen. Later his legs had to be amputated.
Mr. Waite:
At 1100 on the 11 January additional word
was received that Lt. James Ball from the
Pine Island in another Martin Mariner PBM
aircraft had also sighted the lost PBM about
8 miles in from the edge of the ice, and 3S
miles north of Cape Dart on the tip of
Thurston Peninsula. Details gathered of the
crash disclosed that the PBM had entered
clouds, reducing visibility to zero. The land,
being only roughly charted, was farther
north than was indicated on the crew's map.
Without warning their wing tip had grazed
a snow-covered slope and the careening
plane apparently exploded in midair under
full power only a few feet off the surface.
Most of the surviving members of the crew
were thrown clear of the flame-engulfed
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plane about 20 miles from where it had sent
its last position report on 30 December.
T/5 Shimberg:
We began our journey southward on the
11 th, at 0600. The U. S. S. Mount Olympus
was stuck 12 times in the first 24 hours. By
1800 that afternoon we had traveled 20 miles.
Mr. Waite:
About 1200 on the 11th two Martin
Mariners took off from the mother ship
Currituck about 50 miles north of our position
to assist us. They were guided to us by our
radio instructions and by radar observations
and flew over us at 3 :20 p. m. local standard
time. The planes were identified as Bl and
B3. One of them flew on each side of the
course we were following for about 10 miles
east and west and explored the ice ahead.
They found loose pack ice at 71 °45' south,
60 miles away, and apparently open water
150 miles south of that.
Tj5 Shimberg:
By 1200 on 12 January we have traveled
80 miles in 24 hours at the rate of 6% knots;
latitude is 71 °46' south.
Capt. Wiener:
On 13 January we sailed south all day at
approximately 6 to 8 knots, through very
loose pack ice, mostly open water.
Tj5 Shim berg:
We are now about 250 miles from the Bay
of Whales.
Maj. Crol:;ier:
It seems that 'the pack extends farther
north this year than ever before recorded.
The previous record was 74°50' south.
Mr. Waite:
We bucked through ice during the 13th
and 14th until 10 p. m. we had 24-hour
daylight, of course when the radar screen
showed the ice barrier ahead of us at last.
Capt. Wiener:
On the 14th we were sailing south of
the ice pack in fairly open water, proceeding through only one small stretch of old
bay ice. It was reported that we officially
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broke out of the ice pack at 1300 hours today
0
at latitude 76 °53' south, longitude 179 west.
T/5 Slzimberg:
The Flag (Adm. Cruzen) was transferred
today back to the Mount Olympus at 1330.
Huge icebergs 100 feet high were sighted.
Mr. Waite:
Just prior to midnight on the 14th, the outline of the northwestern promontory of the
Discovery Bay Peninsula was sighted on the
southern horizon.
Dr. Siple:
The tip of Discovery Inlet could be seen
about 15 miles from the ship. It was first
picked up by radar and believed to be an
iceberg. Considerable discussion transpired
on this point, until proof could be made
that it was the tip of Discovery Inlet. However, to many accustomed to observing the
sky, the outline of Discovery Inlet was unmistakable as were the shadows of the water
on the clouds (water sky). This was also
shown in photographs which were taken at
this time.
Observation of the peninsula was confusing
to most people, for even the radar did not
pick up the far southern edge of the barrier
itself until we had steamed some 10 or 15
miles farther south. We went around the
tip of the Peninsula until we could see into
the inlet and discovered that it w~s filled
with bay ice and was casting white shadows
onto the barrier walls. This affected the
light in the vicinity and made it very difficult to see forms.
Mr. Waite:
Early on the morning of the 15th we sailed
toward the mouth of Discovery- Inlet on a
course of 140° until we could see the barrier
stretching westward toward South Victoria
Land. Then we turned back eastward
around the tip of the peninsula and headed
toward the Bay of Whales. Forty-eight
miles to the east we passed Lindberg Inlet,
taking photographs all the way. The Inlet
was full of bay ice. We then proceeded to

the Bay of Whales, 85 miles east of Discovery Inlet. When we arrived at the Bay
of Whales the larger ships stood by outside
while the Northwind proceeded into the Bay.
Official arrival time was 0835 on the 15th.
When the Northwind had proceeded into the
Bay and broken ice for approximately 1
mile to the southwest, Dr. Siple, Commander McCoy, and Commander Campbell,
Base Commander, skied up onto the shelf ice
and sighted the west base (Little America
III), built by the 1939-41 expedition, and
then returned to the ship. Their mission
was to locate a place suitable for unloading
and to pick a site for the base camp and
landing field. However, due to overcast
conditions, visibility was so poor they desired to repeat the reconnaissance before
definitely picking the sites. Despite the
overcast conditions all three had sunburned
faces when, they returned.
Dr. Siple:
The Capes of the Bay of Whales were
nearly closed only some 600 or 700 feet
wide. The bay ice covered the entire area
of the inner lagoon portion of the Bay and
the Northwind had to break out the ice from
the very entrance at the capes. This bay
ice was only 4 or 5 feet thick at the start, but
as we advanced inward, the ice became
thicker and apparently much older. Before
the final work of breaking up the bay ice, the
Northwind was attacking ice from 12 to 20
feet thick. This is remarkable in view of the
fact that this was a much different form of
ice breaking than out in the pack where the
ice moves away from the side of the ship.
The Northwind actually would rise up on top
of the ice and break it down. The cakes
would stand up on edge. The bay soon
filled up with ice, but with the aid of a gentle
southwest wind most of the ice was carried
out. When the wind shifted, the ice jammed
up in the bay so that it made it difficult to
bring the bigger ships in until there was

another favorable change in wind direction.
The Northwind continued breaking up the
bay ice in the Bay of Whales all during the
day and night of the 15th and 16th.
On the 16th a second party was sent ashore
as on the first day visibility had been so poor
that the character of the proposed airstrip
was indistinct in the white light.
On this day the shore parties traveled to
West Base and actually entere<;J. the buildings
and found everything in good condition,
although they were snowed over up to the
height of the ventilators and smokestacks.
On 17 January the Northwind continued to
break ice. Due to a shift of wind the ice
stayed in the Bay and made it difficult to
bring in the other ships.
At 2300 on the 17th, the Yancry sailed into
the Bay of Whales, and after considerable
difficulty was brought up alongside the solid
bay ice where the Northwind had laid deadmen (i. e., anchor in the snow) for her.
At about 4 a. m. the ship was securely
anchored and the first shore parties started
off to reconnoiter passages for vehicles
through the pressure ice, across cracks, and
for a suitable slope up the barrier onto the
shelf ice. A second party under Commander
Reinhart went up on top of the shelf ice to
layout the airstrip in a southeasterly direction.
Captain Boyd and Dr. Siple reconnoitered
the full length of the first pressure ridge and
found the best location for a possible crossing.
Immediately after the first vehicles were
unloaded, the first bulldozer came over and
leveled off the area through the pressure ice
to permit crossings at this point. The second
crack of a shear type, which had been noted
to be moving very rapidly, had to be bridged
in order to get the vehicles across it.
T/5 Waltersdorf:
The bridge over the first part of the pressure ice ridge was completed at approximately 1300 in the afternoon of the 18th.
At that time the first of the vehicles started
to cross the first ridge.
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Dr. Siple:
Unloading from the rancey proceeded at
full pace. The first vehicles put over the
side were mainly 6-wheel trucks and jeeps
which could not operate on the snow surface
and later had to be dragged away by tractors
to clear the side of the ship. The Weasels
and tractors worked successfully over the ice
but were not able to take the initial loads past
the shear crack until it was bridged.
Tj5 WaltersdorJ:
Before most of the tractors were able to
cross the first bridge, Captain Boyd supervised the installation of extensions to the
tractor tracks.
Lt. Col. Johns:
It was evident at this time that certain
curtailments of the operation would be ne•
cessary due to :the condition of the icepack
and the necessity· of removing the thin
hulled ships before it got too heavy. -The
date -of retreat was set for approximately
5 February.
.

.

..-

Dr. Siple:
On 18 January Dr. Siple had an opportunity to take a helicopter flight over the
Bay of Whales area to reconnoiter the ice
conditions. It was apparent that the West
Cape had actually closed against the east
wall of the Bay and had broken a large
portion off West Cape and gouged out a
portion of the eastern wall of the barrier.
Tremendous pressure closed the central
portion of the Bay and many new rifts were
visible. The flight went far enough southward so that the site of old Little America
I and II was visible. The radio towers
were still sticking some 15 to 18 feet out of
the snow, leaning over perceptibly, and the
wind generator on one of the towers could
be seen still turning over.
Unloading continued as rapidly as possible
on the 18th and 19th. However, supplies
began to pile up alongside the ship, as the
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vehicles which were available to handle the
supplies from the side of the ship were limited.
This was due primarily to difficult snow conditions in the vicinity of the first pressure
ridge and the considerable new bridging
that had to be made. The second crack
created quite a problem which was not
solved until an adequate bridge was put across.
The first tractors that tried to go up the
barrier slope were unable to make it except
for the D-6 tractors which had wooden
extensions on them. The bulldozers, and
other vehicles without wooden extensions,
could not crawl up the side of the barrier,
Also, at this time it was impossible to bring
any sleds up the barrier, even with the D-6
tractors with wooden extensions, with the
exception of the i-ton Army sleds. The
Go-devil sleds could not be hauled on the
surface at this time because the snow was
quite soft and sticky. Although there was
a glazed top on the surface, wl1ich made
skiing very easy for the men, the sleds dug
through this level and heavy loads could
not be handled on this soft surface.
The temperature at this time was about
27 0 F. During the first stages of the unloading, the only Army observers present
were T/5 Waltersdorf and T/5 Shimberg, the
photographers who stayed with the Northwind, and Dr. Siple who was billeted aboard
the rancey during this period. The Mount
Olympus and Merrick were still at sea outside
the Bay of Whales.

Maj. Holcombe:
The 19th Major Holcombe also came into
the Bay and was billeted aboard the rancey
and the actual erection of the tent camp'
started on the night of the 19th.
Mr. Waite:
On the 19th a group of observers from the
Mount Olympus made a trip to Little America
III with Captain Quackenbush and Captain
Kosko for the official opening of the old base.
Those present were Dr. Howard, .Mr. James

Balsley, Dr. Siple, Captain Boyd of the
Marine Corps, Captain Murray Wiener of
the Air Corps, Lieut. Richardson, Lt. Commander McCoy, Lt. Commander Dustin,
Mr. Jack Perkins, and Mr. Waite. This was
called the official opening in view of the
fact that photographers were not present on
the 16th. Pictures were taken of the old
buildings visited, tunnels were opened up,
and so forth. By this time the bay had been
broken out to a depth of 2 miles by the
Northwind.
We traveled approximately 3 miles from
the ship to the camp. On the trip to West
Base Capt. Wiener, Mr. Waite, and Mr.
Perkins skied behind the Weasel at a rather
rapid rate of speed. During this period Jack
Perkins fell and, although it was not known
until later, broke his ankle. The snow was
found to be between 15 and 20 feet deep
over the buildings at Little America: the
temperature was _10 F. inside the building.
Capt. Wiener:
Word was received from the U. S. S.
Pilfe Island, of the Eastern Group, that they
had lost their helicopter. Apparently the
rotor blades iced up and the plane came
down in the water alongside the ship. There
were no casualties.
Tj5 Waltersdorf:
At midnight on the night of the 19th, the
sun became obscured and the building of the
tent camp was somewhat hindered by a
strong wind and drifting snow.
Maj. Crozier:
The mail closed at midnight on the night
of 19 January.
Capt. Wiener:
Early on the morning of 20 January, the
U. S. S. Merrick entered the Bay of Whales
and tied up to the bay ice between the
Yancey and the west side of the Bay.
Dr. Siple:
Both of the ships had their noses pointed
toward the west side of the Bay and were .
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consequently in a difficult position when ice
later crowded into that corner of the Bay.
About 1630 the Northwind sailed north to a
rendezvous with the Philippine Sea, which is
taking the outgoing mail with her.
Maj. Crozier:
A seaman named Wordell, 17 years old,
was accidentally killed on a "sheepsfoot"
roller during unloading operations.
Lt. Col. Love:
This accident was of the type that might
have happened on any construction job in
temperate zones.
Tj5 Waltersdorf:
On the evening of the 20th about 18 of the
pyramidal tents were up. An ice box (built
of snow blocks) 30 by 15 by 7 feet was under
construction at the base camp.
Mr. Waite:
On this date a world-wide radio black-out,
caused by natural phenomena, cut off communications with the United States for a
period of 24 hours.
Capt. Wiener:
On 21 January Dr. Howe and Lt. Richard
Byrd, Jr., located the old absolute magnetic
house at west base, covered over with 7 feet
of snow. They decided. it would not be
advisable to utilize this building for the purposes of making magnetic observations.
Lt. Col. Love:
Today it was announced that, beginning
tomorrow, regular shuttle boats will operate,
and all who desire can go ashore. Departure will be at 8 a. m. and return will be at
4:30 p. m.
Capt. Wiener:
Captain Murray Wiener was ordered
ashore today to work with Commander
Reinhart and the Seabee personnel setting
up the base.camp.
Sgt. London:
Approximately 0930 hours on this date,
Sergeant London moved ashore with the
sled dogs and all sled equipment. Several
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hours were spent in harnessing the dogs to
the sleds and moving to the top of the barrier ice. Twenty-seven adult sled dogs were
moved to the base camp. The area picked
to tether the dogs was about one-fourth
mile west of the base camp. We had four
small puppies along with this group, approximately four cargo sleds, and one manhauling sled.

Mr. Waite:
Dr. Siple, Dr. Howard, and Mr. Waite, on
skiis, accompanied by Lt. Ellis and Correspondent Sparks, on foot, proceeded to
the 1929 Byrd Expedition marker on top
of Haycock Point, on the south cape of
Floyd Bennet Inlet. From there they continued approximately 2 miles farther to the
mouth of Seal Canyon where 200 seals were
examined for brand marks made by the
biologist of the 1934 Byrd Expedition.
Dr. Siple: .
Near this point there was a large rift in
the west side of the barrier wall of the Bay
of Whales. It was named Seal Canyon
because of the great concentration of seals
in this area. From the air it had been
observed that nearly 50 percent of all the
seals in the Bay were concentrated in that
region in a position that might be very
difficult for them to get out of. This rift
had sheer walls starting at 25 to 50 feet
high, running to over 100 feet high, running
back into the shelf ice about three-fourths
of a mile.
CaF,ht . W·zener:
The second accident in the unloading
operations occurred today, resulting in a
finger amputation of a sailor from the U. S. S.
Merrick.
Sgt. London:
The killing of Weddell seals for dog food
began on the 21st. Each day, for 1 week
thereafter, a seal was killed; later we began
feeding one seal every third day.
.
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T/5 Waltersdorf:
At 1432 on 21 January the Mount Olympus
threw ashore its first mooring lines to the
Bay ice. UnloadingoftheJA-l Norseman airplane, coal, and supplies began immediately.
Lt. Col. Johns:
On this date a sea leopard Was seen and
killed by Captain Kosco. It is very unusual
to discover a sea leopard in this area, as it is
far from its natural habitat, which is normally
out in the ice pack.
Dr. Siple:
Animal life in the Bay of Whales was quite
conspicuous by its absence. Very few whales
were seen in the Bay. Only one or two were
reported during the entire time we were in
that vicinity. Skua gulls were present at all
times. The Snowy Petrel and Antarctic
Petrel were extremely scarce in the Bay of
Whales in comparison to their almost constant presence in former years. Wilson
Petrels and Southern Fulmars were absent
entirely. Penguins were also very scarce.
Five Emperors were found molting in <the
Bay upon arrival, and these were about the
only Emperors that were seen during the
entire stay. A few Adelie penguins were
found but they also were very scarce. Apparently the narrowness of the entrance to
the Bay made it much less attractive to animal life, but the Weddell seals were there in
full concentration because that is their permanent home. Crab-eater seals usually
found at the mouth of the Bay were also
almost entirely absent.
Lt. Col. Love:
A few of the Army observers who had not
previously been ashore on special missions
were given permission to go ashore in the
shuttle boat on this date, 22 January. The
day was spent ashore in looking over the
base camp and becoming oriented. They
returned to the Mount OljJmpus, which in the
meantime had entered the Bay and was tied

up to the ice by the end of the day. The
observers found that the plans had been
changed and starting with the next day the
Army observers were authorized to move
ashore and quarter at the base camp.
Maj. Holcombe:
On the 22d, the last of the tents for th~
200-man tent camp was erected. Later on
a few more odd tents were erected around
base operations.
Tj5 Shimburg:
The Norseman (JA) took off on its initial
flight, equipped with skis. Lt. Comdr.
McCoy was pilot, Comdr. Campbell, C. O.
Base Camp, was co-pilot.
Capt. Wiener:
The first of the emergency equipment for
the emergency camp .was moved to the West
Base (Little America III). Also on this date
the flag route was laid between the base
camp and the West Base (site of the emergency
camp). Prior to moving the first load of
emergency equipment to the West Base, Dr.
Siple, Capt. Boyd of the Marine Corps, and
Capt. Wiener went out to establish the most
suitable site for the twin Quonset huts which
were to house a portion of the emergency
camp.
Maj. Holcombe:
On the 23d the erection of the Quonset
hut at base operations was started. Most of
the supplies which were unloaded this day
went to the "airdale" cache at base operations and to the Seabee cache in the main
camp. By this time the "Go-devil" sleds
were hauling all supplies, being pulled from
the ship's side to the bottom of the barrier
by D- 6 tractors without track extensions.
They were then winched to the top of the
barrier and from there were pulled by D-6
tractors with track extensions to the proper
cache.
Capt. Wiener:
Information has been received that a sec•
ond helicopter has been lost, this accident
•

taking place alongside the Philippine Sea (aircraft carrier), yesterday.
Mr. Davis:
The Sikorsky RS (Navy designated HL3F)
helicopter that went into the water from the
Philippine Sea made a normal take-off after
proper warm up with full engine power and
complete control. The helicopter hovered
above the foredeck of the Philippine Sea for
several minutes checking stability and control. Slowly it turned toward the "island"
(aircraft carrier's superstructure) and then
started a run across the deck toward No. 2
elevator. The helicopter was under good
control at that time and flying on the air
layer trapped between the rotors and the
deck. Upon approaching the side of the
carrier it ran into a down draft that was
coming from the starboard side of the deck,
sweeping across the deck and going down
the port side. With this down . draft and
loss of lift, due to the loss of the ground or
deck layer of air, the helicopter dropped
rapidly until its wheels were submerged in
the water. The helicopter rose a few feet
above the water. This time the pilot decided
that it was appropriate to ditch the helicopter, which he did by breaking the blades
through tipping. The three men escaped
very rapidly with no resultant casualties.
The men were in the water for about 17
minutes, one of them becoming very badly
chilled and requiring medical aid to revive
him after he was received aboard the Philippine Sea. The accident happened while the
Philippine Sea was under normal cruising conditions.
Mr. Waite:
The Northwind en route to rendezvous
with the Philippine Sea, reported that 350
miles of open water lay between the Bay of
Whales and the southern edge of the ice pack.
T /5 Waltersdorf:
On the second flight of the Norseman by
Lt. Comdr. McCoy, an iceberg was seen
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floating toward the mouth of the Bay of
Whales.
Mr. Waite:
As this berg proceeded toward the mouth
of the Bay of Whales, it was decided that it
would be necessary to remove the three
ships, since there might be possible danger.
The Mount Olympus immediately sounded a
warning whistle and let go its mooring
lines, leaving the edge of the Bay ice at
approximately 11 :45 p. m. on the 23rd,
followed shortly afterward by the rancey.
The Merrick was the last ship to break its
moorings at 0330 hours.
Lt. Col. Johns:
The iceberg eventually drifted into the
spot previously occupied by the Merrick,
which showed that the evacuation of the
ships was wise.
Dr. Siple:
. This iceberg was of particular interest in
view of the fact that it was a section of shelf
ice foot, because of its shape of one high side
and one low side. The berg appeared
ominous and much larger than it really was
because it advanced into the 'Bay with its
high side toward the ships, and appeared to
occupy nearly half the width of the opening.
It was also peculiar in the sense that it had a
different color than any of the typical Ross
Shelf icebergs. It was much more of a
blue-green color and appeared to be composed of extremely dense ice, although no
samples could be taken.
Maj. Crozier:
The first meal at the base camp mess hall
was served on the evening of 23 January.
This involved the beginning of ice melting
operations which were carried on in an improvised shelter adjoining the mess hall. On
this date the Army observation group were
located as follows: Lt. Col. Love, Mr. Waite,
Maj. Crozier, T/5 Shimberg, T/5 Waltersdorf, Capt. Harrison, and Sgt. London were
located on the ice. Dr. Siple, Major Hol338

combe, and Capt. Wiener were on the
rancey. Lt. Col. Davis was on the Merrick
and Lt. Col. Johns on the Mount Olympus.
Mr. Davis was on the Philippine Sea and
C. W. O. Morency on the Cacapon, which
was headed for rendezvous with the Philippine Sea. When the Mount Olympus, rancey,
and Merrick left the ice late on the evening
of 23 January and early on the morning of
the 24th, due to ice conditions, Capt.
Wiener and Major Holcombe were caught
on the ice along with a large number of
other people, but everyone was taken care of
without difficulty.

Mr. Waite:
As the order was given for the Mount
Olympus to leave the Bay ice, all lines but one
were cast free. Finally she pushed against
the bow line to swing her stern out away
from the ice and when her stern was swung
far enough to give her a chance to move
backward, her bow line was let go. She
then backed out until she was in the clear
water of the Bay and then swung her bow
around and stood by pointing northward.
A few minutes later the second ship, rancey,
cast loose all of its lines but one and attempted the same maneuver, but found herself unable to move because of the pieces of
Bay ice that were floating around her.
Eventually she attempted to get a line
around over the Bay ice to join to another
line that was brought ashore from the
Mount Olympus with the idea in mind of
being towed to sea that way. But that line
eventually parted and was hauled back to
both ships in two separate pieces. Eventually, the LCM heavy duty landing craft
maneuvered into position· through the Bay
ice and by first pushing aside the ice and
then pushing the stern of the ship away from
the Bay ice managed to maneuver her into
a position from which she could back freely
into open water. The Merrick \Vas freed in
a similar manner.

Capt. Wiener:
On 24 January there was a south wind
blowing all day long which eventually
. cleared the Bay of all the loose ice. This
afternoon the Mount Olympus, Yancry, and
Merrick returned to their berths alongside
the ice in the Bav, of Whales.
Mr. Waite:
On 24 January the temperature was + 18°
F. The wind was 10 miles an hour from the
south. It was warm all day• .
Maj. Holcombe:
On the night shift of the 24th the Seabees
started laying pierced steel planks on a test
strip 150 feet wide and by morning they had
laid 75 linear feet on undisturbed snow.
Mr. Waite:
That night at about 10 p. m. Dr. Siple,
Lt. Roscoe, Correspondent Sullivan, and
Mr. Waite checked a base line from West
Base (Little America III) toward Little
America II, traveling approximately 1 X
miles due south, putting down flags every
200 yards; whereupon a 1-mile long line of
closely spaced flag was laid due westward
to the pressure ice in the bay in an attempt
to find an old bamboo marker left · by the
1939-41 Expedition. When that proved
impossible the group returned to the 1 X-mile
point south of West Base and proceeded on a
southwest course in an attempt to find markers near the old camp of Little America II.
They eventually found the marker at a high
point on the shelf surface half a mile north
of the depression in which Little America
I and II were located.
Dr. Siple:
This was a high point of the entire barrier
area, and from this point West Base camp, the
tent camp, and the ships in the bay could
also be seen. We went down to the old
Little America site and visited the remnants
which protruded from the snow, but did not
make an attempt to dig into an ,e ntrance.
In addition to the rotating wind generator,

two other observations were of particular
interest. Several Sku a Gulls were sitting
patiently on a little knoll like sentinels
awaiting our arrival, The other was the
fact that we arrived on the very last day
before the final disappearance of the last
visible indications on the surface of the
Science Building of Little America II. The
rim of the smokestack was exactly flush with
the snow surface with a 3-inch depression
like a golf cup down into the snow-filled
stack. (The next blizzard covered this completely.) During this trip on the night of the
24th the temperature reached a new low of
10° F. A strong breeze from the sou theast made conditions extremely uncomfortable. The breeze was strong enough to
drift snow lightly over the surface but did
not restrict visibility.

+

Maj. Holcombe:
.
On the 25th, 75 more linear feet of the
ISO-foot test strip was laid. This time the
pierced steel plank was laid on burlap which
had been laid directly on undisturbed snow.
Mr. Davis:
Late on the afternoon of the 25th the loading of the Northwind by the Philippine Sea was
going ahead fairly well under rough weather
conditions and bad roll. Later that night
the destroyer Bronson came alongside to dischargemail and a patient.
(Throughout the preparation of this log,
C. W. O. Morency, who had kept a good log
of his adventures on the Cacapon, was eagerly
awaiting the time when his log could be
integrated with that of the chronological
story of the main group of Army observers.
,
He started to relate the following story
slightly ahead of schedule. It was so colorfully told that it was recorded unbeknown
to him,)
C. W. O. Morency:
This area looks like the Tropics. We got
into the Captain's gig and went over to the
"Airdale". I talked to the Admiral (Byrd)
•
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for a few minutes and then went back down
again. Our gig failed. The Northwind sent
over their gig and we went back on our ship
again. While we were fueling the Sennett,
the Northwind was taking 80 tons of equipment from the Philippine Sea:
The morning of the 26th at 0200 beautiful scene no ice around at all. ["Was that
the day you transferred?" asked Dr. Siple.]
No, that was not the day I transferred. I
transferred the next day. The Captain
wanted a bridge player and he didn' t want
to let me go that day. About 1600 in the
afternoon the wind started to come up and
there was a 30-knot wind, and the old
N orthwind was doing hand springs. It hit
the Cacapon three or four times and the
Captain told the Captain of the Northwind
that if he did not keep a straight course that
he would refuse to refuel her, which he did.
They refueled the next day and that was
when I went over in a bucket. It was
rough, I tell you . They said if I did not keep
still they would duck me in that water a
couple of times. I finally got on the Northwind and by the time I got to the Northwind
they were transferring mail -from the Philippine Sea to the Cacapon. Incidentally, my
mail went to the States and I came over
here. ["Was there a fog?" asked Mr. Waite.]
No, there was no fog. The Northwind went
out as soon as they got hold of those two
planes they ducked in the water, and scouted
the ice pack and then they came back
again out of the ice pack.
Mr. Davis
(Mr. Davis continues the description of activity aboard the Philippine
Sea.) ;.
On the morning of the 24th the R4D's
were ready to go but the weather and the
position of the Philippine Sea were such
that the planes could not be launched.
Early the morning of the 26th, survivors
from the PBM came aboard from the
Bronson. The weather that day was so
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rough that no more transfers could be made
from the Philippine Sea to the Northwind.
On the following day, which was the 27th,
the two OY's were transferred. These OY's
had been stripped of their wings and empennage, which were crated, and the' fuselages
were left as they were. During the transfer
of the OY's one of them was first slightly
dunked and then very badly immersed
when the Northwind rolled violently toward
the Philippine Sea. Some of the movie film
was lost during the transfer but very little
baggage was lost. _Several items of baggage
were badly dunked, however. The remainder of the cargo was transferred early on the
27th, the Philippine Sea then taking on fuel
from the Cacapon until late that night. The
position of the Philippine Sea during this time
was maintained mostly by radar around
three big characteristic icebergs. There was
an absolute calm on the 28th with a heavy
fog most of the day. In the evening a
strange, weird beauty was lent to the scenery
as the bergs turned to a deep brue-green
color in the placid brown water.

Lt. Col. Johns:
At this time Chief Warrant Officer
Morency is on board the Northwind en route
to Little America.
TIS Shimberg:
On 25 January, at Little America, a new
crevasse was found on the top of the barrier
along the tractor trail where the transfer of
a big generator for the G. P. N. (radar),
was being accomplished.
Ti5 Waltersdo~f:
At the rendezvous point the Sennett has
completed refueling.' She will return home
by way of Wellington, New Zealand, and
Tahiti. Admiral Cruzen has given up hope
of taking her into the pack ice again.
M aj. Crozier:
The temperature on 25 January
+13 0 F. with a 22- to 24-knot wind.

was

Mr. Waite:

During the afternoon of the 26th Dr.
Howard and Mr. Waite went out to the
pressure ice looking for ice ~amples. During
this 4 mile trip on skis the temperature was
15° above zero F., and the wind was 15
miles an hour. Very cold.
Maj. Crozier:

Today at 1500 the first formal church
service ever held on the Antarctic Continent
was conducted at the base <;amp mess hall
by Chaplain Menster.
Dr. Siple:

.

On the 26th, Dr. Siple moved ashore and
during the period of the unloading one of his
activities was to measure the ice movement
in the Bay of Whales. On the sheer crack
where the second bridge was located, there
was considerable movement east and west.
One side. remained still in relation to the
east side of the barrier, while the other side
of the bay ice moved at a steady pace of
approximately 4.4 feet per day. One interesting feature of this crack was that as it
sheared, all the loose debris was thrown up
onto the surface to form a type of pressure
ridge. This is really a false type of pressure
ridge because it is not formed by typical
pressure that would form anticlines and
synclines. The motion is longitudinal slippage along a crack which throws brash ice
up onto the surface, forming a ridge over the
crack. This ridge can be shoveled clear,
exposing the active crack below. There is
no form of this ice, as far as is known, thrown
down under due to the shearing action.

Capt. Wiener:
At 1800 hours on 26 January supplies
started moving out in bulk toward the
emergency camp at West Base. Great quantities of Quonset hut materials, food, Diesel
oil, and radio parts were moved out between
1800 on 26 January and 0600 on 27 January.
It was during this time that a "blizzard" was
blowing and it was necessary to form a cara-

van of 4 cats, 2 Weasels, and approximately
15 men who had waited at Little America
for 2 hours to let the blizzard blow over a
little, until it was possible to pick our way
back from Little America to the base camp
from flag to flag along the route laid several
days previously.
On 27 January at 0700 the rancry, Merrick,
and Mount Olympus went out to sea due to
flow ice's moving into the bay and because
of the strong wind that was blowing at the
time. Practically all activity around the
base camp and on the ice was curtailed, due
to the fact that most of the working personnel
who were standing shifts on the ice had gone
out to sea with the three ships.
MaJ. Holcombe:

On the 28th the wind was still high and
the ships remained outside. At 2145,33 additional Seabees were taken ashore as a
work party. The Quonset hut at the air•
strip is now complete.
On 29 January work was started on the
double Quonset hut at Little America.
Lt. Col. Love:

By evening of the 29th the weather had
become clear and cold, and at this time the
decision was made to give the planes on the
aircraft carrier their call to fly to the base.
Comdr. Campbell sent this message at about
2000 in the evening.
Afr. Davis:

The first R4D take-off ever to be made
from a carrier was accomplished by Comdr.
Hawks at 2214 on the night of 29 January.
The greatest surprise of this take-off was the
performance of the aircraft, which came out
so exactly to the figures set forth by the
Bureau of Aeronautics that no one could
believe it at first. The take-off looked very
good and led to a great deal of confidence in
the next take-off. The second airplane followed the first one almost immediately. The
other four aircraft started their take-offs early
on the morning of the 30th, No.6 getting off
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of the deck about 0730. All of the take-offs
were made with Jato. None of the planes
would have needed the Jato. Several of
the pilots used the Jato primarily as a safety
aid in case of engine failure during the takeoff run. Some of the pilots, however, turned
their Jato on during standstill. One of the
aircraft, having left his brakes in position,
caused a great deal of excitement as his
Jato burned away and no motion of the
airplane resulted. Upon release of the brakes
the airplane appeared to jump into the air.
There was a relatively good wind especially
for the early take-off, the wind running to
approximately 30 knots. The relative wind
over the deck was approximately 42 to 45
knots for the first take-off. The landings at
the base were made with little trouble
except for No. 5 airplane, whose pilot allowed his plane to stop before he started his
turn back to the base at which time the
skis froze to the surface and could not be
moved.
No. 6 airplane had navigation difficulty
involving some radio failure and turned in
the wrong direction upon reaching the
barrier. No. 5 airplane stayed in the air
approximately 2 hours searching up and
down the barrier trying to make radio contact and locate airplane No.6. Except for
that, the mission was an unqualified success.
During the time that No. 6 was trying
to maintain radio communication and proclaimed a state of emergency to exist, the
"Gibson Girl" was broken out and Lt.
Stine operated it while taking pictures of
the pack. This emergency procedure allowed the Northwind to get into contact with
that airplane and help them to orient
themselves, flying more directly toward the
ice barrier than they otherwise would have
done.
No.5 aircraft landed within half an hour
of its fuel exhaustion point. No. 6 aircraft,
in the meantime, had located itself, being
we·st of Discovery Inlet, and had turned and
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come up the barrier until it reached the Bay of
Whales, at which time it landed immediately.
Bob Davis came ashore from the Philippine
Sea with No.5 R4D.
•
Lt. Col. Johns:
On the morning of 30 January, the weather
having cleared, the U. S. S. Merrick returned
and tied up to the ice, followed by the Mount
Olympus, which was unable to moor to the
ice as the break-off of the bay ice had floated
away the deadmen that were previously
used. These would have to be replaced. As
a result, all personnel desiring to go ashore
were put over the side and taken ashore in
small boats.
Capt. Wiener:
The arrival of the first R4D from the
U. S. S. Philippine Sea occurred' at 0515 hours
30 January, this airplane having on board
Adm. Byrd with Comdr. Hawkes as pilot.
The temperature at this time, tHe lowest
recorded to date, was _10 F., with a slight
breeze.
The actual landing of the first two aircraft
was within a very few minutes· of their
E. T. A. as given on their departure.
Maj. Holcombe:
The planes that came in had a combination
ski and wheel landing gear which required
35 to 40 inches of mercury to keep moving.
One of the planes stopped and was unable
to start moving under its own power.
Mr. Davis:
The R4D's "homed" into the Mount
Olympus very soon after take-off from the
Philippine Sea, with the exception of No. 6
aircraft, which had radio trouble.
Lt. Col. Johns:
The second flight of R4D's arrived in
Little America at approximately 1220 on 30
January. Approximately 45 minutes later
the first airplane of the third flight appeared
on the horizon, but due to the trouble encountered by his flying mates in airplane
No.6, he turned and made a reconnaissance

flight of approximately 2 hours to try to help
the other airplane in. Therefore, the third
flight of R4D's did not land until approximately 1440.
About 2000 on this same date the Mount
Olympus again pulled out of the Bay of
Whales.

·Lt. Col. Love:
It was on this day that the bay froze over
for the first time, forming a thin sheet of ice
that was not hard to penetrate.
TjS Waltersdorf:
It may be noted here that the weather was
closing in as the last plane flight was landing.
Mr. Da/Jis:
The landing of the last two aircraft was
materially aided by smoke smudges from
barrels of Diesel oil and burlap.
The weather conditions were closing at
that time, leading to a bad condition of
white-grey sky which gave little or no contrast to the ground. Depth perception was
very poor except where man-made objects
were on the snow surface. The fact that
the smoke from the pots blew directly across
the surface gave not only a good indication of
wind, but an effect of a horizon outlining the
runway, by which a pilot could easily land.
Mr. Waite:
The G. P. N. operators reported that they
had picked up the lost plane a distance of
approximately 25 miles from Little America.
Dr. Siple:
Operators were also able to follow the
plane from the radar equipment on the
Mount Olympus and aided in the direction
of
•
the plane, to get the pilot headed back into
the Bay of Whales.

C. W. O. Morency:
On the Cacapon, on 2 December, I sailed
down toward Little America, but it seemed
to me that we had to refuel the Merrick,
Yancey, Henderson, Philippine Sea, Northwind,

and the Bronson, also the Sennett. Having
refueled all these ships here, there, and
everywhere, we also held station 400 miles
from the Currituck and finally I was transferred to the Northwind and on my way to
Little America.
We went through the pack and it was
thick all the way; in fact, it was so thick that
an hour after the first two planes flew over
us toward Little America, we were jammed
into this ice pack to the point where we had
to dynamite our way through.
On 31 January at 0800 we came out of the
ice pack. At 1300 of the same date we
sighted the Ross Ice Barrier.

Dr. Siple:
This brought Chief Warrant Officer Morency to the Bay of Whales, the last of the
Army Observation Group to be collected at
this point, with the exception of the two
Army photographers located with the Eastern and Western Groups.
At the request of Comdr. Reinhart and
Comdr. Campbell, Dr. Siple assembled a
group of observers to help dig out the entrances of West Base. The group that
worked on this project included Lt. Col.
Love, Maj. Crozier, Mr. Davis, Lt. Comdr.
Dustin, and two photographers. We dug
the main entrance out where the hatch had
been at West Base. This required digging a
hole approximately 8 to 10 feet deep, which
was very difficult to locate from the top side.
When we went out we were furnished with
40 men, 20 from the Yancey and 20 from the
Merrick, but because of bad weather conditions upon arrival at West Base, the 20 men
from the Yancey were called back immediately, and before the shovels were in the
hands of the men of the Merrick they also
were called back, leaving only the observation group to dig. While digging the main
hole, we started a second entrance, which
would be a ramp leading down into the
main cache at West Base; however, it soon
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appeared to be a herculean task for so
small a group to dig this hole, for it had to
be dug approximately 100 feet long by 10
feet wide, one end going down 15 feet into
the snow. A good start was made, but the
weather began to get bad and at the close
of the day we reported that a larger working force would be required if that hole was
to be finished in time .
•
At 2000 the wind began to blow much
harder from the south and soon reached
blizzard velocities.
At 1500 the Mount Olympus came into the
Bay, but did not tie up to the ice.
A conference was called of the skippers of
all the ships, as well as members of the base
group, to discuss the plans for the base
camp. At this time a list was made up of
all the personnel to remain on the ice. The
original list included practically none of the
Army personnel, with the exception of Mr.
Waite, Mr. Davis, Col. Love and Dr. Siple,
who were on the original assignment list,
to stay with the Ice Party. The general plan
was that the Mount Olympus, the rancey, and
Merrick would leave the bay on approximately 6 February, returning through the
ice pack in convoy with the Northwind. The
Norlhwind would then return to the Bay of
Whales with the Burton Island and pick up
the Ice Party. The Ice Party had to be
drastically limited because of personnel space
on the evacuating ships. It was at this
meeting that Lt. Wagner was appointed
Base Commander of the 35-man emergency
camp and took charge of activities at West
Base planning this operation. All during
the late evening of the 31st the Northwind
unloaded her cargo and mail.
•

Mr. Waite:
About 20 Seabees went to West Base to
continue shoveling operations on the new
tunnel early the morning of 1 February and
were forced to quit operations at noon because of the poor weather conditions. In the

afternoon, however, a group of 12 carpenters
did return to West Base to continue their work
on the Quonset hut and so forth, and when
6 o'clock came and time for their return to
Little America arrived, Weasel drivers were
unable to find their way along the southern
trail to the camp. After several attempts,
a radio call for help was received and two .
Weasels under Lt. Comdr. Dustin and Mr.
Waite proceeded to lay an emergency trail.
Observers rode on the outside of the vehicle
so that they might see tractor marks in the
snow that had been left by previous vehicles,
and one flag was put down every few yards
so that a very straight and very well marked
trail was laid all the way to the camp. The
men were picked up cold and hungry, but
somewhat comfortable in a pyramidal tent,
and brought back to their supper at the
tent camp at approximately 2000.
T /5 Shimberg:
That night at suppertime the mail from
the Northwind came to the tent camp. It
tied in very nicely with a blizzard that had
started about the same time and gave all
the men plenty of time to read their mail.
Tf5 Waltersdorf:
It was on the evening of 1 February, during
the blizzard, that new evidences of cracks,
near the previous crevasse mentioned at the
edge of the barrier, were noticed developing.
During this night Comdr. Reinhart, while
taking a Weasel (M29C) from the ships,
onto the bay ice, up to the tent camp,
crawled on his stomach every 10 or 15 feet
checking the ice surface to make sure that
the Weasel was not running any ' danger of
falling into a crevasse.
Maj. Crozier:
The wind velocity at the camp was measured at 40 knots, and at the site of the ships
as high as 50 knots.
Maj. Holcombe:
On 2 February, early in the morning, Mr.
Sparks, a newspaper correspondent, became
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lost while walking from base operations to
the mess tent (about one quarter mile).
Fortunately, after half an hour or so he
bumped into two more men b.::yond Dog
Town who were also lost. The three of
them finally found their way to the mess
tent.

Mr. Waite:
Just prior to the time that Sparks started
from the radio shack to make his way to
the mess hall, Chief Saylor and eight radiomen went up for their midnight chow and
also became lost. They wandered way around
the dog kennels and had gone 100 yards
beyond them down toward the pressure
ice when they suddenly heard a dog bark or
howl, and that gave them their direction
and they went back, finding the dogs and
eventually making their way back to the
mess hall.
Dr. Siple:
This is the first blizzard condition that
really affected the expedition, and many men
for the first time became serious regarding
what a blizzard might mean. Many of the
caches began to cover over, and from this
time on greater care was exercised in the construction of caches and the marking of supplies. Also, because of the number of men
who lost their way, great care was taken in
placing flags and trying to prevent interference with trails that were marked. It
was interesting to note that the trail between
the tent camp and west base, which was
originally marked by Capt. Wiener with
flags 100 yards apart, was marked after the
blizzard at 50-foot intervals with flags of
black, orange, and red. It was also interesting to note that this blizzard, bringing the
snow in mainly from the southeast and east,
produced tremendous drifts, particularly
along the "A" row of tents, which were on
the windward side. This showed that a
snow fence system of some type might help
in the construction of a camp, for there was
765274-48
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much less drifting down on the other row of
tents and among some of the caches. The
wind velocity dropped and visibility became
better during the morning. Mr. Davis,
aided by Capt. Wiener, was able to put on
the wings of his OY plane, and by 1500 the
Seabees were back at work again.
Maj. Holcombe:
When the Sea bees went back to work on
the afternoon of the 2nd, instead of the
party's going out and continuing work on
the double function hut at Little America,
they went down and started repairing the
damaged Quonset hut at the airstrip. This
damage was caused by snow drifting in
around the bulkhead, melting and refreezing
between the inner and outer walls.
Ti5 Waltersdorf:
I t was the afternoon of 2 February that
the U. D. T. held its first explosive test in
the southern part of the bay ice. The explosive used was C2 demolition blocks.
c. W. O. Morency:
I reported on this date to the Mount Olympus from the Northwind and went ashore the
next day.
T/5 Waltersdorf:
It was on the afternoon of 2 Februarv• that
a crevasse was located, developing during
the previous night at the top edge of the
barrier . .It was in Y shape and approximately 6 inches in width.
Dr. Siple:
There was considerable question as to
whether this crevasse was caused in any part
by the demolition activity. The demolition
team had placed i ts charge~ beyond pressure ridge between that and the barrier, but
it seemed to be quite coincidental that the
cracks opened up about the time that the
first charges were set off. These cracks
opened up very wide all along the edge of
the entire ice foot. It may have been due
to the continuous piling on of new snow by
the blizzard at the foot of the cliff.

a
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Tj5 Shimberg:
On the night of the 2nd Waltersdorf and
Shim berg were ordered back to the Mount
Ol)lmpus.
Maj. Crozier:
This is 3 February. Maj. Crozier received
orders to remain with the ice party for the
purpose of accompanying the trail party to
King Edward VII Land aboard LVT's.

T /5 Shimberg:
.
Today (3 February) the men began removing the wheels from the ski-wheel landing
gear on the R4D's and adding the extra
area plate in place of the wheels.
Dr. Siple:
No. 5 plane was still stuck out on the
landing field and could not be moved in
with the aid of tractors. This blizzard that
we've had made the first remarkable change
in the surface of the snow. Prior to this
date, the snow had had a glazed surface
and there was a great deal of sticky snow.
After this date, this type of snow was entirely
gone and the blizzard had packed the surface
with considerable sastrugi, making the landing field rougher but much harder.

Mr. Waite:
About 9 a. m. on 3 February Admiral
Byrd, accompanied by photographers, Dr.
Siple, Lt. Comdr. Dustin, correspondents
Quigg, Sullivan, Nichols, and Blakely, Mr.
Waite, and one or two tractor drivers,
proceeded to Little America II to open
up the old buildings. The first entrance
was made in the tuimel just north of the old
science laboratory. The galley, several tunnels, and Admiral Byrd's old home "Dog
Heim" were found in fairly good condition.
The mess hall roof had caved in and the
science building roof had caved in, but food
of various types was found intact. Peanut
butter, cheese, shredded wheat, grape nuts,
ovaltine, malted milk, and apples frozen 12
years were still edible but slightly soft when
•
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thawed. Cigarettes, tobacco, and candy
were still intact and enjoyed by all present.
Many photographs were taken, as is normal
on an expedition of this type, and late in the
afternoon the buildings were closed down and
the group returned to the tent camp for supper.
Dr. Siple:
Lt. Dick Byrd, Jr., also joined this party.
Admiral Byrd was particularly interested
in this trip, as he wanted to observe the
conditions of the Little America I and II.

TJ5

Waltersdorf:
Experiments were held the morning of 3
February with the LVT-3. It entered the
Bay of Whales, performing successfully, and
then made an attempt to climb up onto the
bay ice. However, the edge of the bay ice
was too abrupt, not giving enough traction
and as a result the L VT had to be pulled out.
lvfaj. Holcombe:
On 3 February work details from the ships
started extending the experimental mat strip.
Mr. Waite:
On 1 February, the first ducking of an
L VT took place. One machine was driven
into the water and back onto the ice successfully, which resulted in a report to Lt.
Shirley that brought about the arrival of
photographers for the second more official
submersion.
Mr. Davis:
On the morning of the 3rd, the hangar for
the OY was commenced. This was felt
necessary as the wings had been filled full
of snow by the previous blizzard. I t also
gave a much finer working area than out in
the direct blast of the wind.
•

Sgt. London:
At approximately 1700 on 4 February a
parachute jump was made by Sgt. London
from an R4D type aircraft. This jump was
made from 2,200 feet, wind speed approximately 4 knots. Little can be said about

this jump, it differed very little from jumps
made in any other part of the world. The
landing surface differed some from landing
on an earth surface and certain clothing
aspects should be taken into consideration
there. The parachute used on this jump was
Army standard assembly.
T/5 Shimberg:
On the 4th the U. D. T. finished all the
experiments in blasting and exploded linear
charges back on the pressure ice. They also
made a swim in the bay with special water
clothing. They stayed in the water 20
minutes.
Capt. Wiener:
It is interesting to note at this time that
all of the U. D. T. boys who made the swim
test in the cold water alongside the Mount
Olympus reported, after coming out of the
water, that their hands and feet had been
cold for approximately 10 or 12 minutes
prior to coming out of the water.
Dr. Siple:
The snow ramp down into west base from
the Quonset hut was completed on this
date,' and food was moved in alongside the
old mess hall in the space originally occupied by part of the coal cache. During this
period, Lt. Comdr. Dustin, Capt. Boyd,
and Dr. Siple rehabilitated the main bunk
house of west base. Fires were started in
two stoves and the stacks were found to
be still clear, although the ventilators were
packed with snow. The buildings were
cleaned up completely. This state, however,
did not last long, for within 24 hours visitors
who came into the building continued to
pull out all sorts of souvenirs from odd places
and the building became ramshackle in a
very short time. Also, unofficial opening
was made of the "snow cruiser" and it was
badly vandalised.
MaJ. Holcombe:
On 4 February Capt. Wiener and Major
Holcombe were informed that they were

to stay on the ice when the ships pulled out.
During these last days quite a bit of equipment was loaded back aboard the ships.
Three D-6 tractors with extensions, one
with a bulldozer, and two forklifts were left.
They also unloaded the remainder of the
pierced steel plank that was to be laid on
the test strip and finished getting the fuel
into the proper caches. All Weasels remained
on the ice as well as the two L VT's and
four Jeeps. The purpose of leaving the four
Jeeps was to make use of their 24-volt generators and 11O-volt AC generators which were
used to charge batteries.
Mr. Waite:
Using Jeeps for this purpose was a brand
new development by the United States
Navy and these four were the first ones
ever built. The Navy got them for this
operation and they worked out very satisfactorily electrically, but as they had to be
dragged around by tractor in the deep
snow, their over-all value is questionable.
Maj. Crozier:
At this time preparations were going on
for the trail party. C. W. O. Morency and
Major Crozier were in the process of making
trail flags, gathering equipment, medical
supplies, and so forth. The remainder of
the party was busily engaged in preparing
the L VT's and alining the compasses.
Mr. Davis:
All taxi tests by the R4D's were completed
on the 3rd.
First
official
flight
was
made
on
•
the 4th at which time Sgt. London jumped.
The first take-off was made with approximately 55 inches of manifold pressure with
Jato boost. The Jato was used again for
protection during the last part of the take-off
in case of engine failure. The skis, with the
wheels removed, proved to be better for
ground operations when the increased area
was also removed. The snow piled in front
of the little toe of the added area and made
taxiing very difficult but with that area re•

•

•
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moved, taxiing on those skis improved and
was deemed satisfactory for further operations.
Dr. Siple:
It was believed that with a light load the
planes might be able to take off without the
use of Jato. However, it was still felt that
with the type of surface condition, rough- .
ened by the recent blizzard, that Jato would
be necessary with heavy weights of fuel for
long exploration flights. On the 4th and
5th practically all the planes available made
flights at frequent intervals. Short local
flights were made along the bay, including
some by the helicopter from the Northwind
and the Norseman.
Sgt. London:
On 5 February Admiral Cruzen decided
that it would be a good idea to check some
of the Naval personnel out in parachuting
for practice in the rescue of downed fliers.
Chief Boatswain Johnson was selected and
was given instructions by Sgt. London. On
the afternoon of 5 February Chief Johnson
made his first parachute jump from an altitude of 2,000 feet. He had approximately a
7-mile-per-hour wind speed.
Dr. Siple:
Because of conditions between nations a
careful security check was kept on the flying
activities, particularly of the Eastern and
Western Groups. Up to this date no comment was made to Expedition members,
with a few exceptions, in regard to the discoveries made by these flights. The Army
group was informed primarily through Dr.
Siple as to the geographical accomplishments
at this time. However, Admiral Byrd contacted Admiral Nimitz for permission to
break security and bring the outside world
up to date on the discoveries made at this
point. Following is a summary of discoveries·
announced by the reporters on this date.
TI5 Shimberg:
Accomplishments of the expedition up to
date were as follows: Four good sized bays
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have been discovered, one by the Eastern
Group along Walgreen Coast 180 nautical
miles north and south, and 120 nautical
miles east and west; 20 small islands discovered, constituting 126,000 square nautical
miles of territory unknown until now; 75,000
square miles of ocean flown over and observed; eight new mountain ranges with a
height from 1,500 to 1_5,000 feet; and four
mountain groups and three peninsulas discovered, two by the Western Group and one
by the Eastern Group.

Mr. Davis:
During the day four of the R4D's took to
the air for experimental and test flights.
Three of these aircraft were in the air simultaneously for photographic purposes.
Dr. Siple:
On 6 February, for the first time since the
outset of the expedition, all of the Army
observers detailed to the Central Group were
brought together at one point. This was at
the side of the ships where an official photograph was taken of the Group. At this
time we might summarize the location of
the members of the observation group.' The
following members were left at the base
camp: Major Crozier, Mr. Waite, Dr. Siple,
Major Holcombe, Capt. Wiener, .Col. Love,
C. W. O. Morency, and Mr. Davis. Col.
Johns, Sgt. London, TIS Waltersdorf and
TIS Shimberg all sailed on board the Mount
Olympus. Col. Davis and Capt. Harrison
sailed aboard the Merrick. Capt. Harrison
was detailed for weather studies aboard that
ship. During this day the final preparations
for leaving the ice party ashore went forward. Admiral Byrd moved ashore and
Admiral Cruzen moved over to the Northwind. At 1930 the Mount Olympus broke her
moorings and sailed out of the Bay of Whales,
followed by the Northwind, Yancey, and Merrick. On this date visibility was very poor, the
ceiling was low, and it was snowing. The tent
camp had a population at this time of197 men.

Maj. Holcombe:
another
flew
approximately
240
miles
to
.
the southwest to check weather conditions.
By the end of the day a total of 350 linear
This second plane was turned back by bad
feet of mat had been laid, and a double
weather but the one that went east said
Quonset hut with four antenna poles had
the weather was O. K. in that direction
been completed at Little America. Fortyinland, although it was still overcast at
six Seabee personnel were left on the ice, all
Little America.
were galley personnel with the exception of
12 who were left to operate and repair
Dr. Siple:
equipment, maintain tent camp, complete
The flying conditions at the camp were not
connecting tunnels at Little America III, . considered to be exceptionally good. Howand conduct experiments.
ever, the planes took off and landed successfully. This was a new era in tvpes of
C. W. o. Morency:
flying in the Antarctic. On previous expediOn 7 February the weather was overcast.
tions we had never dared risk taking planes
It was 18° above zero F. and snowing with
off without CA VU weather in the vicinity.
increasing winds.
Admiral Byrd was introducing a new conDr. Siple:
cept for flying which he said was "going
On the morning of the 7th, Lt. Dick
after the weather," that is, to fly out with
Byrd, Jr., and Dr. Siple made a Weasel trip out
the planes in an effort to ascertain in what
to the barrier opposite the West Cape, and put
direction flights might be made.
in the first of two beacon markers, one being
C. W. O. Morency:
placed 100 feet back from the edge and the
Capt. Boyd of the Marine Corps was still
second one a measured distance of 300 feet
calibrating the compasses on both LVT- 3
back, headed at right angles to the west
and LVT-4. We had to take five barrels
barrier wall of the Cape. These markers
of gas off the L VT- 3 and seven barrels of
were to be placed for measurements of the
gas off the L VT-4 in order to lighten up the
movement of the cape. That evening a dog
sleds (original fuel load was 1,000 gallons).
team party, including the three dog drivers
under Boatswain Johnson and with Mr.
Maj. Holcombe:
Sparks and Mr. Sullivan, went across the
Comdr. Reinhart and Major Holcombe
bay, traveled to West Cape, and put in two
started making tests on the density and supadditional markers in line with the ones on
porting power of the snow, the first one being
the east side, also 300 feet apart.
on the roadway leading up to the mess hall.
A conference was held in the evening to
Maj. Crozier:
discuss the L VT trip to the southeast.
Major Weir, U. S. M. C., took off in one
This conference came to the conclusi6n
of the R4D's with a total load of 30,000
that it would not be necessary to consider
pounds, using Jato. He was on only a short
this as a gas cache primarily but rather as a
hop and upon his return had to circle quite
weather station. It was hoped that the
a while in order to lighten his load before
L VT's would be able to get out approxilanding.
mately 300 miles.
.

•

Mr. Waite:
•
It is now 8 February. The first major
plane flight took place today. An R4D
flew approximately 140 miles to the east and

Tl5 Shimberg:
T IS Shimberg and TIS Waltersdorf on the
Mount Olympus reported that the Burton
Island had left the Mount O£ymPUS at 1015.
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They saw their first sunset in 7 weeks at
2330.

Mr. Davis:
On 8 February Captain Wiener and Mr.
Davis spent the day assembling the last wing
on the OY. At this time a Herman-Nelson
heater was obtained and the snow was
melted from the fuselage and the wings.
Several gallons of water came out of the
right wing, almost a gallon out of the left
wing, and enough water out of the fuselage
to leave deep drip holes in the snow
underneath.
Dr. Siple:
At the request of Admiral Byrd, Dr. Siple
removed all of the emergency gear from one
of the R4D's taken at random, examined
the character and quality of the emergency
gear, and weighed each item in order to
get a complete list. It was discovered at
this time that the food was very unsatisfactory in weight and quality, and changes
were made to remedy this situation.
On 9 February the first aircraft took off
for exploratory purposes . Th ey headed
south, starting at 1330. Admiral Byrd was
aboard one of these planes. However, both
planes had to turn back because of difficulties
encountered. The plane in which Admiral
Byrd was riding had a fuel leak at the main
gas line when they changed tanks. The
other plane got a vapor lock when the pilot
attempted to change tanks.

Lt. Col. Johns:
The weather at Little America for 9
February was overcast 1,200 feet, visibility
12 miles, surface winds east-southeast 10
knots, temperature 14° F., barometer rising
slowly.
Capt. Wiener:
The two aircraft that took off on the operational flight today had a gross weight of
31,000 pounds, which included 1,200 gallons of fuel. Upon completion of the flight
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Admiral Byrd predicted that the planes
would be able to get off with the use of J ato
carrying a load of 1,600 gallons. Dr. Siple
and Captain Wiener spent a good part of
this day working over lists of the emergency
food to be carried on aircraft on operational
flights. As a result of this Capt. Wiener
made a trip out to Little America for purpose
of going through the old food caches at that
base to secure additional amounts of pemmican, tea, and biscuits for the new emergency food rations.
Dr. SipLe:
During the evening Dr. Siple and Captain
Horney prepared the first emergency ration
combined from the E ration, taking out what
parts could be used and getting rid of all
excess weights such as evaporated milk,
coffee, prepared prunes, etc.
Tf5 Shimberg:
At 0030 this morning the Burton Island
transferred the mail over
to the ll1.ount
•
Olympus, the Merrick, the Yancey, and the
Northwind. On 9 February the sun came out,
shining brightly over a perfectly beautiful
scene for the first time since the R4D's arrived.
Lt. Col. Johns:
The Little America weather report for
0600 on 10 February was overcast of nimbostratus, continuous light snow, ceiling 900
feet, visibility 2 miles, surface winds north
at 10 knots. Temperature 24° F., dew
point 16° F., barometer falling. Outlook
little changed in the next 12 hours. Flying
conditions undesirable.
Maj. Crozier:
Today we had all kinds of weather. It
was clear this morning, developed into quite
a blizzard this afternoon, and then cleared
up again in the evening. The wind changed
direction completely several times during
the day.
•
Mr. Davis:
Thisday the OY was moved from the hangar
and the engine started up. The engine

operation was v~ry satisfactory, starting
directlv from the battery with no difficulty
at all. The engine started on the third
turn-over. Taxi tests were made and found
to be very good, but the steerable tail ski
will be a tremendous advantage in taxiing.
The snow was soft, the skis cutting in well,
giving complete control of the aircraft at all
times. Permission to fly, however, was
denied by air operations.

Mr. Waite:
Installation of all radio equipment in the
Quonset hut was completed on this day.
Mr. Waite, in company with Lt. Nichols,
U. S. N., the Airborne Electronics Officer
of the camp, made a complete inspection of
that station !lnd then traveled to West Base,
where another inspection was carried out.
Capt. Wiener:
On this date a flight of 2 C-47 aircraft took
off on an exploratory flight to the southwest.
Both planes flew southward approximately
240 miles until one of the aircraft developed
engine trouble, necessitating the return of
both planes to the base camp. The entire
flight was made over an overcast and no
ground whatsoever was seen. On the return
to the base camp weather conditions were
quite bad as a heavy wind was blowing,
causing much drift. This necessitated several
passes over the field by both aircraft before
they finally made safe landings. Both aircraft managed to get in during a lull in the
wind and very shortly after the landings the
weather closed in tight.
Lt. Col. Johns:
On 11 February 1947 at Little America at
0700 the weather was as follows: Overcast,
low clouds at 1,000 feet. Visibility 2 miles.
Moderate snow. Wind S. E. 12 knots.
Temperature 10 0 F. Barometer falling.
Forecast continued overcast and light snow,
with increasing S. E. winds. Flying conditions
undesirable, becoming bad late in the period.

Mr. Waite:
The Navy Type YR homing device was
installed this day.
Mr. Davis:
No flying activity this day, due to the
changeable weather and unfavorable predictions.
TI5 WaltersdorJ:
Late the night of the 11 th, as the ships of
the Central Group were approaching the
northern limits of the ice pack, the Burton
Island knocked an ice flow into the Merrick
and smashed her rudder stock a solid
piece of steel more than 12 inches thick.
Later, the rudder fell off entirely. In order
to repair her, it will be necessary to tow her
to Wellington, New Zealand, 1,500 miles
away.

Dr. Siple:
It became apparent that Captain Horney
and Dr. Siple would need a great deal of help
making up single emergency rations for the
planes, because of the large quantities
needed. Therefore, all of the flying personnel were· called in to help prepare approximately 22 emergency rations. Two of
these had been prepared before by Captain
Horney, Dr. Siple, Capt. Wiener, and others.
During this day materials were assembled.
All of the E and K ration that could be
located in the camp were brought to the
mess hall. Capt. Wiener went out to West
Base and brought back all of the biscuits and
crackers that he could find that were suitable
for trail rations. He recovered some dried
foods and other substitute items for the
ration. After the mess hall was cleared in
the evening a group of approximately 35
flight, staff, and interested volunteers, including several Army observers, assembled
in the mess hall. The E rations were opened
and the desired cans of concentrated foods
removed, opened, and the contents separated. At the same time, another group
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opened K rations and took out all the biscuit
combinations keeping them intact in their
cellophane wrapper. Another group worked
on weighing out rations, such as butter,
cocoa, bacon, milk, etc. A final group
assembled the supplies and packed them into
parachute drop containers.
The group
worked with good efficiency and finished up
the complete 20 rations at 1 a. m. The
Army observer group had an active part in
this operation. The work was carried out
under the supervision of Dr. Siple. Lt. Col.
Love assisted with weighing rations and calculated the caloric values. Captain Wiener,
as previously mentioned, played an active
part in assembling supplies.
Lt. Col. Love:
As finally prepared, the new survival ration
was a 60-day ration instead of the 30-day
type previously planned. The new ration
represented a saving of 15 percent in gross
weight and at the same time had an increase
in caloric content of 8 percent.
The content of the ration was such that it
was sufficient for subsistence for 1 man for
60 days, under conditions of only moderate
activity. If conditions were such that heavy
physical work had to be undertaken, such as
moving on the trail, the rations were calculated to last one man for about 6 weeks.
In case the ration had to be reduced
drastically in order to make it last longer, it
was estimated to be sufficient for one man
for 120 days.

X-ray weather. Overcast at 1,500 feet,
continued slight to moderate snow. Visibility 1 mile. Surface wind, E.N.E. 8 knots.
Temperature 24° F. Dew point 23° F.
Barometer falling. Forecast continued
snow, with ceiling lowering 500 to 600 feet.
Visibility %to 1 mile. Surface winds, varying to the east, 11-15 knots, increasing during
the afternoon. Flying conditions undesirable.
Maj. Crozier:
At 1110 this date the mechanized trail
party got under way .. This party consisted
of Captain Boyd and 1st Lt. Thompson of
the Marine Corps, C. W. O. Morency and
Major Crozier of the U. S. Army, Gunnery
Sergeants Thomas and Bigelow of the Marine
Corps, and Aviation Radioman Second Class
McGovern of the Navy.
The party started out on a course of 84.5°
true in a light snowfall.

C. W. O. Morency:
We were using an L VT-3 and LVT-4.
Behind the L VT-4 we were dragging one
Go-devil sled and an Army l-ton sled with
a two-sledge meter in the back to give us
our mileage.
C. W. O ..Morency was designated as one of
the drivers of the LVT-4 and Major Crozier
as medical officer and weather observer.

Dr. Siple:
In each of the R4D planes one ration of
this type was placed for each man aboard
the plane. Three of these in each aircraft
were fitted with parachutes so that they
might be dropped to another plane in case
of emergency.

Mr. Davis:
This day marked the test flight of the OY.
The first test consisted of 25 minutes with
one landing. The aircraft was in good flying
shape for further operations.
Three further ski landings were made in
the evening.
It should be noted that for a civilian to
fly military aircraft in a naval operating
area the orders covering that civilian must
have written into them proper jurisdictional
•
meaning allowing flight of military aircraft.

Lt. Col. Johns:
The weather report for Little America on
12 February 1947 at 0100 was as follows:

Mr. Waite:
On the first evening of the trail trip,
during the 2200 radio schedule, the operator
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of the L VT tractor party tried to contact
Little America using voice and a whip
antenna on his TCS unit. This unit is a
35-watt unit on C. W. and 15 watts on
voice. He was unable to contact Little
America, though a careful watch was kept.
The next morning he attempted again,
using voice, and that time was heard for a
short period of time and faded out after
having given three messages.
He then
shifted to C. W. and tried again but was
unheard. Later that afternoon he was heard
to be 5 kilocycles off frequency at both
NLA1 (base camp) and NLA, (Little America No. III) with fair signal strength. From
that point on, it became necessary for him to
use a horizontal long wire antennae and a
6430 kc. frequency instead of the ship and
4125 kc. antennae, and his communications
remained very good until the return of the
•
tractor party.

T(5 Waltersdorf:
Led by the Burton Island, the ships of the
Central Group went steadily northward
through the ice pack and then through
"bergy bits" until they reached fairly clear
water about noon.
Then they lay to a't approximately latitude
67°54' south, long. 177°51' east: This is
about 75 miles west-southwest of Scott
Island.
Ships of the Central Group expect to stay
in this area for about 3 weeks, until the
Burton Island evacuates the men from Little
America.
After laying to in this area; Admiral
Cruzen transferred to the Burton Island and
several correspondents and scientists came
back to the Mount Olympus from the Northwind. Admiral Cruzen will go on the Burton
Island
back
to
Little
America.
On
13
Feb.
ruary 1947, when the first freezing in the
bay was observed from the air, seven whales
were playing in one hole in the ice. Their
motion apparently kept the ice from closing
•
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the hole. It will be necessary to evacuate
the base with one ice breaker instead of two
as previously planned.

Lt. Col. Johns:
On 13 February the Little America
weather report at 0700 was as follows:
Overcast at 2,000 feet. Visibility 6 miles
and light snow. Winds easterly 8 to 12 knots.
Temperature 18° F. Dew point 17°. Barometer unsteady. Continued unfavorable
flying conditions due to snow and low ceiling.
Maj. Crozier:
The tractor party continued its outward
trip at 1145 this morning and covered a
total of 44 miles during the day. This
placed them at a point 66 miles east of the
base camp.
Maj. Holcombe:
On the 13th, construction was started on
ski runway No.1. This was accomplished
by tractors pulling drags running over an
area about 100 feet wide, by approximately
4,500 feet long. During this time, density
and Proctor needle tests were conducted to
determine the characteristics of the snow.
At this time it looks as though the combination of vibration and weight of the tractors
do the larger part of the compaction. Sleds
and drags apparently do not do as much as
was previously thought. Rollers are also
less effective than expected.
Dr. Siple:
In the morning, Captain· Kosko called
together the members of the scientific staff
for a conference to describe their various
activities to Admiral Byrd. Admiral Byrd
became very much interested in the various
projects and gave his assurance that he
would do everything he possibly could to
help them out with their program. He
promised to give an opportunity for the
airborne magnetometer to be taken on
flights and to assist any of the groups that he
possibly could.
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Mr. Davis:
The science meeting fully discussed the
obtaining of supersonic measurements and
ice velocities, especially with regard to the
ice samples that might be obtained from
Seal Canyon.
The possibility of an expedition there was
confirmed and agreed upon.

The OY. today made a total of four landings, two of them being on the newly dragged
runway.
The snow surface of the repaired landing
surface was at this time smoother than the
landing surface.
The surface is getting harder progressively
as the weather gets colder.
•

Tj5 Shimberg:
The Northwind left the Mount Olympus at
Scott Island today, towing the Merrick and
accompanied by the Yancey at a speed of 8
knots. The Burton Island was to go to
McMurdo Sound for scientific photographs
and other observations. Scott Island was
sighted at 2009.
The Mount Olympus is standing by at
latitude 67° 24' south longitude 179° 55'
west. Our last trip to the ice pack improved
the condition of the propeller of the Mount
Olympus. The tips of two blades had been
previously bent in opposite directions. This
time the ice straightened one and broke off
the other.

T /5 Waltersdorf:
The Burton Island, which is sailing to
McMurdo Sound, will be unable to make
any of the special observations that the
Northwind had planned to make because the
equipment is not aboard her.
Dr. Siple:
I t is necessary to cancel the trip of the
personnel of the scientific staff and the observers who were to board the Burton Island
and Northwind to McMurdo Sound. This
is necessary because of the fact that all
available space on board the Burton Island
had to be reserved for the evacuation of the
Ice party.
•

Mr. Davis:
It was revealed on this day that no Geiger
counter was available on the base for the
antidpated special flights of the OY (Army
L-5).
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Capt. Wiener:
A flight of 2 R4D aircraft took off on the
afternoon of the 13th in a southerly direction. The first of the two aircraft reached
87°20' south, 155° west. The second aircraft reached latitude 87° south and longitude 90° west, discovering a new range of
mountains running northeast between latitudes 87° and 88 0 , about 15,000 feet high.
Dr. Siple:
Because of the complexity of reporting the
R4D flights, which took off at various times
of the day and overlapping various days, and
many planes in the air at the same time,
there will be no effort to keep these straightened out in this log. It will be appended as
a separate log for all flight activities. Also,
we are not attempting to report the activities
and flying conditions of the Eastern and
Western Groups for the same reason.
All the technical information is also deleted from this report for the most part and
will be found in separate reports under
subject headings.
•

Lt. Col. Johns:
On 14 February 1947 in Little America at
0100 the weather report was as follows:
X-ray weather. Broken clouds at 5,000 feet.
Visibility 30 miles. Surface winds eastsoutheast at 10 knots. Temperature -1 ° F .
Dew point _2° F. Barometer rising. Continued good fiying conditions for this period.
C. W. O. Morencv:
At 1430 this day the Norseman plane, with
Dr. Siple and Commanders McCoy and
Dustin came over, landed, and had coffee

.

with us. Dr. Siple had a conference with
Captain Boyd of the Marine Corps and discussed a few things concerning this L VT trip
to the Rockefeller Mountain.

Dr. Siple;
Surface conditions in this vicinity were extremely soft, with fluffy snow on the surface,
causing one to sink down halfway to his
knees in the snow.
The plane landed on what appeared to be
very smooth surface but encountered this
deep snow.
We particularly wanted to describe to the
tractor party the conditions of crevasses
directly ahead of them and to check with
them on what needs they might have, in
view of the fact that radio communications
with the party had not been too good up to
this time. This was at the 66-mile camp.
Maj. Holcombe;
Two planes took off early in the morning,
one at 0015 and the second at approximately
0100. They used the ski runway prepared
on the evening before.

Mr. Davis:
The OY made four flights this day, totaling 5.20 hours. The first flight was the
Navy photographers' flight for official pictures of the camp. Lt. Roscoe (U. S. M. C.)
was flown for ice reconnaissance, especially
in the Seal Canyon area. Lt. Stein
(U. S. N.) was flown for official pictures of
the R4D take-off, and Capt. Kosko (u. S. N.)
was flown for a Seal Canyon reconnaissance.
Mr. Waite:
Several long exploratory flights were made
on 14 February. They will be recorded
later in the official flight log.
Dr. Siple:
The planes had some difficulty in taking
off. The first plane got off successfully, but
the second one took so much longer to take
off that it was separated in flight from the
first one. The reason for this was the fact

that it was frozen tight to the snow and
timbers had to be worked under it. Because
of this difficulty a new plan was devised,
using plywood greased with Diese~ oil, allowing the planes to break loose easily from
that time on.
Mr. Davis;
During this same period the loading on
the OY skis was such that there was no
difficulty in taxiing and the airplane could
be pulled loose by the engine with proper
use of the rotor at any time desired.
C. W. O. Morency;
On the trail party trip, Major Crozier
and C. W. O. Morency were selected to put
the trail flags along the trail as they went
along. Once when Morency was on the
flag shift and was sticking a trail flag into
the snow, the box, Morency, and trail flags
all tumbled off the sled and the tractor continued on its way. Captain Boyd was busy
looking at the compass, and looking forward.
So about 3 or 4 miles down the trail they
looked back and saw that they did not have
trail flags, Morency, or a box. It was a good
thing for Morency there was another tractor
following behind to pick him up and take
him over to the L VT-4.
Capt. Wiener:
.
At the request of Captain Wiener, aerial
delivery tests were made . for supplying
stranded personnel with emergency equipment. A test today was made dropping
two 5-gallon blitz cans with fuel for cooking
stoves.
•

Mr. Waite:
The inspection of the radio equipment at
West Base, the so-called emergency base,
which was given some moments back in
this record, should be changed to include a
test transmission to Navy radio Washington.
This was very satisfactory. Four different
transmissions were made on frequencies
between 4 and 20 megacycles using only
500 watts power at the Little America end.
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Sgt. London:
A party tried to land on Scott Island
today, Friday the 14th, but could not do
so, due to violent heavy seas.

Lt. Col. Johns:
On 15 February 1947 at 0700 the Little
America weather report was as follows:
X-ray weather. High, scattered clouds, ceiling unlimited. Visibility 10 miles, surface
winds south-southwest, 10 knots, temperature
0
0
- 7 F. Dew point _18 F. Barometer
steady. Forecast--increasing high clouds,
with ceiling lowering by end of period to
3,000 to 5,000 feet. Visibility 8 to 10 miles.
Surface wind south 12 knots. Flying conditions average.
•

Maj. Crozier:
This is a continuation of the report on the
LVT trail party. We got under way at
1845 on the 14th and continued until 1300
on the 15th, after having made a total run
of 108.2 miles. This is the total mileage
from the base camp. The temperature at
0
0200 this morning was - 25 F.
Mr. Davis:
On this day the first major exploratory
flight in which Army observers were present
took off at 0215. Dr. Siple was in R4D
No. 238 acting as navigator and Mr. Davis
served as observer in aircraft No. 197. Each
plane was loaded with 1,600 gallons of fuel
to give a gross weight of 32,000 pounds.
The flight headed eastward past the Edsel
Ford Ranges and Executive Committee
Range, and from there on, out into the unknown.
Dr. Siple:
The flight went over the Rockefeller
Mountains, past Mt. Grace McKinley, and
over Mt. Darling. These gave excellent
ground fixes for the flight track and also cuts
were made on Mt. Hal Flood. Dr. Siple
served more or less as a pinch-hit navigator;
because there had been so much flying there
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were no navigators who had sufficient rest to
go out with this particular plane, of which
Commander McCoy was senior pilot. Dr.
Siple was handicapped by not having been
furnished a full supply of navigation equipment. He did not have a sextant or many
of the usual navigating tools and had to use
dead reckoning with a sun compass. However, Dr. Siple was fortunate in knowing the
land, having had a responsible part in previous mapping of this area and was therefore
able to identify the ground fixes without
question. This phase is important in view
of the fact that the planes traveled beyond
the Executive Committee Range trying to
reach the new embayment previously located
by the Eastern Group. Beyond Mt. Ruth
Siple, it was all new territory to Dr. Siple,
with many new mountain peaks visible on
to the eastward.
Upon returning, there was a question between the navigators of the two planes as to
the exact location of some of the mountain
positions. Both planes agreed reasonably
well in the longitude of the turning point but
differed by nearly a degree of latitude. In
order to check their position Dr. Siple and
Comdr. McCoy flew on a return course
which permitted tying into old ground control stations.
Of particular interest was one mountain
peak which has a rough elevation measurement of 20,000 feet. This mountain was
conical in shape and looked very much as
though it were volcanic in origin.

Mr. Davis:
As radar observer on this flight, Mr. Davis
suggests that a complete log should be kept
on flights in the future of the 718 altimeter,
gyro precession rate, and navigational information as well as magnetic compass
information.
It was indeed unfortunate that radar 'recording and radar navigation could not be
exploited on this flight, as the planes could

have continued into unknown territory,
which was lying under a low overcast.
The two aircraft returned to base after
flights that ranged to approximately 10 to
10% hours.

Mr. Waite:
During the first few long exploratory
flights, plane-to-ground communication was
attempted from the airstrip station on 4125
kilocycles and found so difficult that the
frequency was changed to 6430 kilocycles.
NLA1 at the new tent camp, the so-called
Little America IV, was usually out of contact with the plane at any distance over 300
miles using a 100-watt A. T. C. transmitter.
NLA, the west base or Little Arr.erica III
transmitter used 500 watts on the same frequencies with special antennae system, and
had no trouble at all contacting the planes.
The planes also used the air force type A TC
100-watt transmitter. This A. T. G transmitter is the Army type ART-13. Noise
levels at Little America IV, NLA1, were so
high ordinarily, due to local generators,
battery chargers, and lack of a ground connection, that it was impossible for this
station to hear weak signals. The signals
from the plane, even when 75 miles south
of the pole, were heard well on the ship 700
miles out from the Bay of Whales, however.
This noise situation at Little America became
so bad that an SCR 694 was set up in a camp
300 yards from the nearest generator to
check it but it was found there that the air
was comparatively quiet so that from a pair
of earphones connected to a battery operated
receiver loud signals were heard all over the
tent from all plane flights, from the ships
700 miles at sea, and several 6-MG broadcast and code stations in the United States.
Lt. Col. Love:
It was at this period that the incidence of
upper respiratory infection was noticed to be
higher than previously experienced on expeditions to northern and southern high lati-

tudes. The explanation for this situation is
not entirely clear. However, it is believed
that the size of the party had something to do
with it. Also the distribution of personnel,
which involved some people living on the
ships all or most of the time, while others
were up on the ice shelf for most of the time.
Contacts between these two groups were
occurring sporadically and possibly this delayed the development of a group immunity.

Dr. Siple:
The following is a personal note from Dr.
Siple in regard to his colds experiences. On
the first three Byrd expeditions, colds were
virtually unknown; only one or two men
ever claimed that they had signs of one.
However, on this expedition, Dr. Siple had
a cold
at the time the ship sailed, of moder,
ate intensity, and did not actually get rid of
it the entire time he was on the ice
He believes that this greater increase in
numbers of personnel as described by Dr.
Love is a very important factor, as well as
the continuous opening of supplies.
There was no opportunity in the short
time on the ice probably to establish what
could be considered group immunity.

MaJ. Crozier:
Another factor in connection with the
upper respiratory infections: a large number
of personnel on the ice complained of dryness
of the mucous
membranes of the nose and
•
throat, particularly in the morning. This
gave rise to a feeling that one had a cold
when actually it seemed to be more of an
irritation of these mucous membranes.

MaJ. Holcombe:
Construction of ski runway numbers 2 and
3 were started on this day.

Dr. Siple:
At 2315, two planes took off for the South
Pole. Admiral Byrd was aboard one of
these planes; Comdr. Campbell was aboard
the other one.
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Lt. Col. Johns:
It was on this date that Captain Dufek received his second dunking, when sudden and
opposite rolls of the Bronson and the Philippine Sea parted the line supporting the boatswain's chair in which he was crossing from
the Philippine Sea to the Bronson. He was
readily rescued after approximately 8 minutes in the water. His first dunking was on
the loss of the Pine Island helicopter.
Two PBM aircraft from the Western Group
set down in the Shangri-la Lake water,
which is a warm phosphate lake 200 feet
above sea level,S miles from the coast, abou t 20
miles from the shelf barrier and 110 miles from
the open sea. There were three large lakes
and innumerable small lakes in this ~roup.
Dr. Siple:
This area is located close to the Shackleton
Shelf Ice not far from the exploratory route5
of Frank Wild of the Mawson expedition.
I t is interesting that the descriptions of this
region of a large area free of snow are similar
to the one described by Griffith Taylor in
the dry glacial valley named after him not
far from McMurdo Sound, much farther to
the south.
A great deal of discussion went on for
days concerning this new discovery as a
possible thermal region. However, there is
no positive evidence to date that this region
is thermal, other than that it is heated by
the sun, causing the snow to be melted off.
The lakes had a concentration of salt and
other minerals. The temperature, however,
was not beyond the range that could have
been heated up by the sun itself. Had the
region been volcanic there would probably
have been very dense fog and steam in the
region which would have made it more obscure, but such was not the case.
The area is quite extensive (20 by 30 miles),
and would prove of tremendous interest if
geologists could get in and examine the rock
in the vicinity.
•
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Lt. Col. Johns:
On 16 Februarv• 1947 in Little America at
07'00 the weather report was as follows:
X-ray weather heavy fog, visibility 2 to 3
miles. Surface winds easterly. Temperature -16 0 F. Barometer falling. Little
change with fog during the afternoon.
Dr. Siple:
At 1130 in the morning, the polar planes
arrived back in the base. There was quite a
bit of excitement at the time the first plane
landed because the airfoil on the rear end of
one of the skis became loose. They made
several passes and the airfoil actually broke
off. This airfoil is a wing section type structure at the tail end of the ski to keep the ski
level, particularly during the period when
it is raised from its landing position and retracted to the plane. There was no control
over the up and down wobbling of the ski on
this point, and therefore to prevent damage
to the ski or plane it had to be stabilized.
This stabilization airfoil, however, broke off
at the time of the actual landing. The aircraft routes went up the Wade Glacier to the
Pole, continued on for a degree past the
Pole, and returned via the head of the
Beardmore Glacier.
The heating arrangements inside the cabins
of both planes were faulty and the men experienced a great deal of cold and some
apparent anoxia. The -temperature went
0
down to approximately - 40 in the planes
at times.
Chief Boatswain's Mate Johnson and his
dog drivers took a Weasel down to the bay
ice during the evening to get seals for dog
food. They attempted to cross the crack
which has been described previously as a
sheer crack where the second bridge was
located.
When the sealers in the Weasel got to the
location of the sheer crack where the middle
bridge was located, they found the bridge
completely disintegrated and strung along

the crack for a distance of approximately
75 feet. (This was due to the grinding action
of the ice since the ships left.) They could
not get across the crack at the point where
the bridge had been and selected a new site.
However, upon trying to cross it, they found
that the ice would not support them in the
middle of the crack and the Weasel went
down into water. They did not have the
plugs in the Weasel, which was the type that
normally could travel in water, and it filled
with water and sank.
Lt. Col. Johns:
It was on this day that the cable which the
Northwind was using to tow the Merrick to
New Zealand snapped in an 80-knot gale,
leaving the Merrick at the mercy of the
storm for several hours.
Maj. Crozier:
Continuation of trail party report:
Got up at 12 o'clock today after sleeping
for 20 hours. This sleep was badly needed
by all on the trip. We washed our faces
today for the first time since we left camp and
spent the remainder of the day in reorganization, which consisted of building bunks
and so forth in the tractors. Temperatures
today ranged from -11 ° to - 20° F.
C. W. O. Morency:
Today we tightened up all packing glands
around the push rod housing trying to stop
the bad leak on the contincntal cngine
which had used up to 40 gallons of oil in a
distance of approximately 100 miles.
Mr. Waite:
Today, coded press from San Francisco
8,000 miles away was copied continuously
for 2 hours without any noise background or
other interference, on 6 megacycles, using
a small battery-operated SCR-694 receiver.
Also, several checks were made today on the
5-megacycle time signal from WWV in
Washington with excellent results. These
signals were unheard at the receiving station
at Little America IV.

Mr. Davis:
•

Today the OY flew for approximately 3
hours and 30 minutes on one continuous
flight to take Dr. Siple for reconnaissance
over the ice around Roosevelt Island. The
flight then continued down the coast to
Lindberg Inlet, looking at the new cracks
and the type of structure found there. The
temperature ran as low as 28°C.at approximately 2,000 feet.

Dr. Siple:
This flight was of particular glaciological
importance. The Bay of Whales area has
been studied for over 100 years, but only
within the past few years has the real meaning of all the tremendous cracks, pressure
ridges, and valleys begun to be undersLOod.
Much of this has been done by photographs
back in the United States, especially in
studies by the National Research Council
Committee on Deformation of the Ross
Shelf Ice. The OY plane was particularly
useful for ice studies because it could be
jockeyed into position and returned over the
top of places where special observations were
needed. We found that practically everything fitted into the general pictu~e f the
tearing and ripping of the shelf ice as it
passes on either side of Roosevelt Island.
We visited the canyon country on the west
side of Roosevelt Island, discovered unquestionably the location of the small island that
was causing the ripping and tearing on the
west side of the bay, found many new canyons and cracks that had formed in the
Amundsen Pressure Arm, and went up over
a portion of Roosevelt Island. On our trip
out to Lindberg Inlet we found one crack
that was running between 30 and 40 miles
in length from the Bay of Whales out past
the southern end of Lindberg Inlet.
•

Capt. Wiener:
The Burton Island is approaching the vicinity of McMurdo Sound.
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Lt. Col. Johns:
Weather for 17 February at 1300 was as
follows: X-ray weather. High overcast.
lower broken clouds, visibility 10 miles.
Surface wind southerly, 10 knots. Temperature - 3° F. Dew point - 3° F. Barometer
steady. Increasing low clouds with snow and
fog by morning. Surface wind southeast at
15 to 18 knots. Flying conditions undesirable.
Mr. Waite:
Early in the morning of the 17th, temperature at Little America was recorded at -- 220.
Lt. Col. Leve:
Information explaining the survival ration
and its use under various conditions was
gathered under the direction of Dr. Siple
and prepared by Lt. Col. Love. It included
suggestions made by various Army and Navy
personnel who had had experience in the
Antarctic in exploration by air, dog team,
and motorized vehicles. This information,
on three typewritten sheets, was turned over
to Commander Hawkes, Chief of the base
Aviation Section, who had it reproduced and
copies inserted in the ration packs.

Tf5 Waltersdorf:
The Burton Island has now reached McMurdo Sound and the U. S. S. Sennett is en
route from Wellington to Tahiti. The helicopter from the Burton Island flew over Mount
Erebus, . which is an active volcano in the
Antarctic.

Capt. Wiener:
Although it has been one month and several
days since arriving in the vicinity of Little
America and the start of putting up the base
camp, the American flag was first raised
over the camp today in appropriate ceremonies, with Admiral Byrd directing the
ceremony.
Dr. Siple:
On one of the survey lines laid down by
the 1939-1941 expedition, a pole was located
which was believed to be on the base line,
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but positive identification was desired. At
the same time, by digging down to the canvas
strips which had been laid in the snow, a
good record of the amount of snowfall accumulation over the 6-year period since the
strips had been laid could be obtained.
Captain Wiener dug the hole down in the
snow to a depth of approximately 8 feet. A
similar pole was located at the other end of
the base line which was very close to the
edge. The sweep of the snow flowing over
the edge of the barrier had prevented any
accumulation on this point, and the canvas
strips 6 years old were still lying practically
on the surface with considerable melting
around them.

Maj. Holcombe:
In this same hole that went down to approximately 8 feet, snow samples were taken
approximately every 6 inches on the morning of Saturday 22nd. The last compaction
work in dragging the three snow runways
was completed about this date.
Mr. Davis:
The OY flew a total of 7.5 hours today.
One of the flights was 4 hours and 10 minutes long, going to about 10,000 feet twice.
This was to demonstrate the ability of the
OY to stay in air for long enough period to
fly 400 miles with a safety reserve. The
snow surface is getting harder and ski operation is becoming rough on the newly etched
surfaces. The snow surface is becoming
hard enough in places that the OY ski keels
only make marks. The flat surface bottoms
on the skis quite often do not leave a trace
of the airplane over the surface. The main
drag runway is now considerably smoother
than the average of the surface surrounding it.
o

Mr. Waite:
Two R4D (C- 47) aircraft took off for long
exploratory flight at 1050 and 1056, respectively. A third aircraft took off at 1121; .
a fourth took off at approximately 1315.

A fifth C- 47 took off at 2100 and flew westward along the barrier. Lt. Commander
McCoy, Lt. Roscoe, and Dr. Siple landed
at 0143 on the 18th.
Dr. Siple:
This last flight was made at the request of
Commander Hawkes who flew over the
Queen Alexandria Ranges and had run out
of film before reaching the embayment areas
near the 180th meridian. The mapping
flight started from Discovery Inlet going on
out to just past the 180th meridian at approximately longitude 179 0 east. There were
some evidences of increased activity in the
bays. Between two groups of tension bays
beyond Discovery Inlet, two valleys approximately 45 miles long running parallel to
the barrier front were observed and photographed. On the return flight from Discovery Inlet to the Bay of Whales the aerial
mappmg cameras were turned on again,
completing the central portion of the survey
of the front of the shelf ice. A circle was
made over the capes to tie in the photography
that had been carried out early in the day,
while the planes had to circle until the gas
load was reduced to a safe landing amount.
This was the fourth aerial survey made of the
Bay of Whales area since 1928 and is of
great importance for glaciological studies.
Mr. Waite:
One interesting point in the communication picture, between plane and ground,
occurred when the fourth aircraft had
trouble with one of its engines and was making a return flight to Little America. It
. was necessary to operate their ART- 13
transmi tter on 6430 kilocycles Al though they
were requested by Little America to listen
and operate on 414 kilocycles, they · found
themselves unable to do so because they
had no extra transmitter.
Maj. Crozier:
Continuation of trail party report: Received message at 0430 this morning direct-

ing us to discontinue .operations and return
to base. Requested information as to
whether or not cache should be established
in this area. Later in the day we were
directed to establish a cache at the foot of
Mount Helen Washington in the Rockefeller Mountains. At 2245 started out on a
course almost due north toward the Rockefellers over a course reconnoitered by Maj.
Crozier and Capt. Boyd the previous day
on skis. This was considered necessary because we were in a crevassed area.
Mr. Waite:
On several occasions it became necessary
for some of the Army group to assist Jack
Perkins, of the Game and Wild Life Service,
in trying to locate seals which had been
branded by numbers in 1935. On February
17th two of these seals, branded 12 years
earlier, were discovered, numbers 183 and
11, down in the pressure ice 1% miles southwest of Little America IV. .
Lt. Col. Johns:
The weather report for 18 February,
Little America, at 0100, was as follows:
X-ray weather, low broken clouds at 900
feet, visibility 10 miles, surface wind south
at 10 knots, temperature -14 0 F. Dew
0
point _15 F. Barometer is still falling rapidly.
Maj. Holcombe:
It was the desire of Admiral Byrd to extend the landing mat-test strip still farther.
On this date the mat was extended 180 feet
farther, i. e., 40 feet wide only. This was
tied onto the end of the 350-linear-foot
strip, which was 150 feet wide. The matlaying party was supposed to be volunteers,
but due to the extreme cold and high wind
there were only three volunteers available:Maj. Holcombe, Capt. Wiener, and Lt.
Richardson (U. S. N.). The working party
was composed of Seabee personnel.
Maj. Crozier:
The LVT tractor trail party continued
west along a ridge south of the Rockefellers
•
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to a point opposite Mount Helen Washington. Here they turned north toward Mount
Helen Washington. This took them by the
wrecked Fokker plane of the 1928-29 Byrd
expedition. After a short stop here the party
continued on toward Mount Helen Washington to a point about a quarter of a mile
south of this peak. Here a cache of 72octane aviation gasoline, E rations, kerosene,
and trail flags was laid and marked by a
large red flag on an .18-foot pole.
Following the laying of the cache the
sleds from the No.3 tractor were unhitched
and all the personnel got into this tractor.
This vehicle then proceeded up the glacier
to the east of Mount Helen Washington,
coming around in behind to a point on the
saddle between Mount Helen Washington
and Mount Franklin. Just before arriving
at the top of this saddle a 10-foot crevasse
was crossed. This crevasse was not seen prior
to taking the tractor across, but while crossing over, the crust broke through and the
crevasse could be seen below. A large number of rock samples were gathered from
Mount Helen Washington. Boarding the
tractor again, we proceeded up to the location of the camp of the seismographic station of the 1939-41 Byrd expedition and
gathered rock samples from Mount Franklin. The seismographic station was also visited. The tractor had no difficulty in reaching
this point. After visiting this site, we went
back down to the point of the cache, picked
up the other tractor, and proceeded back
to the 88-mile beacon en route to the base
camp. The food cache at the camp of the
seismographic station was intact.
C. W. O. Morency:

Two marble slabs were retrieved from the
old seismographic station by Captain Boyd
of the Marine Corps to take back to the
United States for a memorial to Captain
Roy Fitzsimmons, who was killed during the
war. At the top of a 10-foot 4- by 6-inch
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timber, a flag was attached and a can was
nailed to this board in which was placed a
card with the names of all members of this
trail party.

Mr. Waite:
Today the tests previously reported were
made with MSS in Washington from the
emergency base camp transmitter upon
completion of two rhombic antennas, each of
which was several hundred feet long per
leg, one being used for transmitting and
receiving and the two working together.
Sgt. London:
Two 50-caliber machine guns were broken
out aboard the Mount Olympus today and
several rounds were fired at flowing icebergs. This test was conducted so as to
note the effects of the 50-caliber bullets
upon iceberg ice. Sergeant London assisted the naval personnel in firing these two
machine guns. The Philippine Sea has now
arrived at Balboa, Canal Zone, en route to
the United States.
•
Mr. Dams:
Today the OY flew 6.40 hours. First
take-off was made with Lt. Stein for camp
photographic scenes, taking off across the
main drag snow runway, barely 100 feet
wide, i. e., Davis made his OY take-off
across rather than along the runway. Two
ridges have formed along the sides of this
runway; take-off was started atop the first
ridge, and the plane was airborne before it
could hit the second ridge. There was an
approximately 20-knot head wind during
this time with very lightly drifting snow.
Two of the flights in the evening indicated
that the seals were going underneath the
ice in great numbers, less than 12 seals
being definitely counted. Three landings
were made in the rough neve away from
camp to determine the ability of this type of
ski to make landings on this type of surface
in case rescue was needed. Landing aid

was established by using swing bomb technique with a heavy fishing weight on the
end of the line, this line dragging on the
ground before landing to indicate the roughness of the surface and to give an indication
of the approach to the surface during lighting
conditions which do not permit a pilot
normally to see the ground. The air temperature at this time was about -220 C.,
the temperature during the evening falling
0
as low as - 28 C. It is interesting to note
that the skin on the end of Bob Davis'
previously frozen fingers is coming off in
patches now and the new skin is cracking
badly.

Dr. Siple:
The good weather of the past few days has
kept the R4D planes in the air much of the
time. They have flown until the maintenance problem has become a bottleneck.
Low temperatures have prevented the men
from working efficiently, and it has taken
them many more hours to do simple jobs
than it would normally. Some casualties
have occurred. One man had to be sent to
the sick bay because of frozen feet, not too
serious, however. During this period .Dr.
Siple has been working closely with Admiral
Byrd in regard to general problems of the
exploratory flights and plans of expedition
work.

Mr. Davis:
Maintenance within the experimental OY
hangar has demonstrated that any sort of
. structure that stops the wind very materially
aids maintenance in this cold weather period,
maintenam:e being fairly easy to accomplish.
It is also suggested that infrared heating of
men working might be a very valuable aid,
especially where the wind can be kept frem
those men.

Lt. Col. Johns:
On 19 February 1947 the Little America
weather report at 0100 was as follows: X-ray

. observation, low scattered clouds, visibility
30 miles, surface wind south 5 knots, tem0
0
perature -18 F., dew point - 20 F.,
barometer falling.
Forecast continued
good for the next 12 hours with little change
in present conditions.

Maj. Cro::.ier:
Trail party arrived back at camp at 1515
today after covering 88 miles in one continuous run. We started out at 2250 yesterday and covered this distance in 16.5 hours.
The total speedometer reading for the trip
was 245.1 miles. The trip back was rather
uncomfortable due to the fact that the engine
in tractor No.4 was throwing a large amount
of oil. The fumes were very bad in the
tractor, necessitating the trap door be left
open. It was a battle between the fumes and
th(" wind.
As far as medical service on this trip was
concerned, it was practically nil, consisting
of two band-aids and one iodine swab.
There were two minor cases of frostbite which
required no treatment. These were on the
faces of Capt. Boyd and Sergeant Thomas
and resulted only in very slight swelling.
The rations used on the trip were the E
rations. This ration worked out very well.
However, it is entirely too heavy to be carried
on anything other than a mechanized trail
trip. Clothing in general was satisfactory.
Temperatures ranged down to -25 0 F.
and averaged around -150 F. The main
difficulty was with the feet, the remainder
of the body being comfortable most of the
time. With the drivers it was particularly
difficul t to keep feet warm because of the wind
coming in around their feet in the cabs and
the necessity of sitting still in one place for
long periods. The shoe pac and ski boots
both allowed the men's feet to get very cold.
Also, there was considerable difficulty encountered in keeping one's knees warm.
Several tricks were employed to overcome this.
One wa~ putting papers inside the windproofs .
•

•

•
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Additional warm trousers were also used.
However, none of these worked very well.
While putting out trail flag~ from the box on
the I-ton sled, considerable difficulty was
encountered in keeping our knees warm because our knees had to be drawn up tightly
against us in order to sit in the box and still
be able . to place the flags. One means of
combating thi s was to use the large fur parka
which we had taken along primarily for use
of the men putting out trail flags. Rather
than wearing it we wrapped it around our
knees. Morency used the fur gloves to
pu t on his knees, holding the gloves down
tightly against his knees, which helped some
•

C. W. O. Morency:
On the night of 18 February, going into
19 February, returning from the mountains,
Morency relieved Gunnery Sergeant Thomas
of the Marine Corps as LVT driver. The trail
flags were very hard to see. In fact, there
were a lot of trail flags blown down and the
old trail, at times, was also obliterated: At
one time Morency got off the course by 200
yards and Captain Boyd of the Marine
Corps happened to see a flag over to the
starboard to which Morency immediately
went and thus got back on course again.
Sastrugi was in evidence and was holding
the L VT-4 from getting up to higher gear;
therefore, they had to drive from the 88-mile
cache all the way back into camp in second
gear, holding the LVT- 3 down to a speed so
that it would not run away from the LVT-4.
While they returned from the 44-mile cache,
they could see mirages of icebergs and the
Ross Ice Barrier was as plain as if you had
been standing out at sea and looking at it
from the northerly to southerly direction.
That was evident all day long. They got
back to camp at 1515. Admiral Byrd was
on hand to greet them. The LVT-4 had
very bad oil leaks, and special tools with
which to take care of such leaks were not
available at that time. After returning to
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camp they all went over to the mess tent to
eat. Morency said he wasn't very hungry,
but while sitting at the table he consumed a
whole chicken. There were two different
types of engines used on this trip, the LVT- 3,
using two V2 Cadillac engines at 110 hp.
apiece, and a Continental with a 7-cylinder
radial, air-cooled engine, giving 250 hp.
The Continental engine had the bad oil
leak. After the tractor party had returned,
the radio equipment used was checked.

Mr. Waite:
It was found that the Navy type 'rCS
transmitter was still in excellent operating
condition. The SCR-694, however, that
had been carried in canvas bags on the
sledge roped down instead of mounted on
shock mounts, as it normally would be in a
vehicle, was found to have two broken tuber.
The SCR-528 inside tractor No.4 had one
broken tube, which broke from the vibration
of the vehicle only a few miles out, which
necessitated cessation of all operations on
that higher frequency throughout the remainder of the journey.
Dr. SIpLe:
On the morning of the 19th at the request
of Commander Campbell, Dr. Siple joined
Commander Campbell and Commander
Dustin to make a trip down onto the bay ice
to determine the thickness of the ice in the
Bay of Whales, at the request of Admiral
Cruzen. We found that the bridges at the
sheer crack had completely gone and a new
route had to be made through it. 'The
bridge at the first pressure crack was still in
fairly good condition and would be serviceable. At the bay ice a hole was dug down
through the ice by means of a geological
hammer and right near the edge of the old
ice a thickness of 15 inches was obtained.
However, out approximately 150 yards from
the edge, a hole showed that the average
thickness over the bay was only 9 inches.
We traveled back across the new bay ice to

•

the edge of the barrier, where we were able
to get samples of ice at the foot of the barrier at a safe point. Later, with the aid of
Major Holcombe, this sample was found to
have a density of about .65.

Mr. Davis:
The OY flew a total of 6.05 hours today,
for Navy photographic purposes and to
make contact with the tractor party returning to the base camp. Later an altitude test
was made to see the altitude characteristics
of the 100-octane gasoline used in a 72octane rated engine. The test proved very
satisfactory with relatively little loss of
power due to the higher octane gasoline and
the realization that the service ceiling of
16,000 feet could have been reached. Dr.
Siple was transported to East Cape and then
later out beyond west base, where a landing
in the ice haze was made. The landing was
made by directions from Dr. Siple to Bob
Davis, the flags being the only visible distinguishable mark. Also, on this date, the
effect of blowing snow and fence control for
the clearing of the front of the hangar was
made and gave interesting results which
will be described in a technical report.
•

Dr. Siple:
On the OY flight out to East Cape, where
we landed at the markers, measurements
were taken of the displacement between
East Cape and West Cape. The motion
attributed to the northward movement of
the west side of the bay was determined to
be approximately 4.4 feet per day. This
was interesting in view of the fact that it
corresponded almost exactly with the same
rate of motion east and west in the bay and
also corresponded within a second decimal
point of the same rate observed on the Ross
Shelf Ice movement on the opposite side of
Ross Sea, south of Scott's old camp. At
Station B, where the second landing was
made, an attempt was made to dig a hole
down to find canvas at that point. We dug

a hole over 8 feet deep and still did not
strike canvas. Unfortunately, conditions did
not permit us to return and get a second
measurement of snow accumulation. This
pole was standing 7 feet at the surface when
we first found it as contrasted to one previously described which Capt. Wiener dug
out where only 2 inches of pole was sticking
out. We have no record of original height
of the pole. One point of interest regarding
mirages was observed by Mr. Davis anI!! Dr.
Siple while we were at East Cape. The
tent camp which had been in complete view
during the whole time we were there at a
distance of only about 2% miles away, suddenly had a degree of looming. The tent
camp appeared to be extending up off the
surface. We immediately picked up cameras to try to get a picture of it. The
change had taken place when the sun had
been suddenly obscured by clouds and a
change in environmental temperature was
apparent from where we were. By the
time we had our cameras set up the looming effect became less pronounced. We
noticed when we got down on our knees
that the looming became even more pronounced and so we tried taking pictures at
a height of only 1 foot above surface of the
snow, where we could see the looming quite
well. We were amazed, however, when we
stood up, to discover that the tent camp was
no longer visible. That means that the
reverse of the looming, or a depression, was
actually putting a normally visible object
out of sight, whereas observation from a
lower level made the camp stand up at an
abnormal height.

Mr. Davis:
High speed movies were taken of this
phenomenon .. The landing at the East Cape
was on either very rough or neve or newly
formed sastrugi. The keels of the skis were
all that showed marks in the snow except
during the primary landing upon the crest
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of a ridge. The airplane required about 480
feet to come to rest, power completely off
after the initial contact. The ski marks were
continuous from point of contact to point of
rest, showing that there was no ballooning
effect.
Capt. Wiener:
A second aerial delivery test drop was made
today, utilizing a type cargo parachute
known as a "baseball" chute. This chute,
•
an 18-foot cargo parachute, is unlike the
standard type personnel or cargo chute inasmuch as its canopy is of unbleached natural
colored muslin instead of the usual silk, and
on descent when in full blossom resembled a
baseball in its fully rounded canopy rather
than the umbrella effect of standard parachutes. The drop was made from a C-47
flying 85 knots at an altitude of 800 feet with
a gross load of 95 pounds. Two and a half
seconds elapsed from the time the kit and
chute were kicked from the airplane until
the complete opening of the canopy. Fortyfour seconds elapsed from the time of the
opening of the canopy until the kit itself
reached the ground. The opening of this
parachute was slightly eccentric, inasmuch
as the parachute made what appeared to be
a complete oscillation before it fully opened.
At the moment of opening the drop kit was
about 20 degrees above the chute. It was
discovered that this was caused by the static
line. The static line on this type of parachute is secured to the skirt of the chute
rather than the apex. After opening, only
one oscillation was observed. It is recommended that the Army Air Forces investigate
this chute, described in greater detail in
chapter 6, and that it be utilized in the Air
Forces rescue squadrons.
Maj. Holcombe:
Completed laying the pierced steel plank
of the landing field test strip. Now a total
of 455 feet of the 40-foot wide strip has been
laid. This is tied onto the end of the 350,
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linear-foot strip which is 150 feet wide. The
men working during the last 2 days laid
approximately 125 square feet per hour per
man. This excellent record (for Antarctica)
was due mostly to the high morale and competition within the detail. One hundred
and twenty-five square feet per man per
hour is considered very good time.
Lt. Col. Johns:
On 20 February 1947 in Little America
at 0700 the weather report was as follows:
X-ray weather. Middle broken and lower
broken clouds at 1,500 feet, visibility 10
miles, surface winds east-northeast, at 5
knots, temperature - 5° F. Dew point - 6° F.
Barometer rising. Little change during this
period.
Today the Eastern Group is steaming
around Palmer Peninsula and headed for
Weddell Sea.
A radio flash was received stating that the
Chile and Argentine expeditions are carrying
on surveys in Graham Land.
Mr. Waite:
On this day, V3 and V5 (C-47 aircraft)
took off at approximately 1100 and landed
at 1400. Communication was very good
during this flight as indicated by the fact
that code signals from England almost
blocked communications at Little America.
VI (C-47) took off at approximately 1700
and landed at 2016 after a flight to the
Rockefeller Mountains and Roosevelt Island
for geologist Balsley'S first magnetometer test
flight.
Today it was reported that of the four
generator Jeeps carrying 28-volt, 300-ampere
DC generators for raising the voltage of
storage batteries in airplanes on airfields, all
but one were out of commission, due to
the fact that the electrical generators had
been installed in vehicles which had been
rebuilt and did not stand the test of hard
wear and uses over a period of 1 month on
Little America.

Dr. Siple:
The advent of the airborne magnetometer
has brought a new tool of exploration into
the Antarctic area. This device measures
the variations in the magnetic field as the
instrument passes above it. It is extremely
interesting because on this flight, unbeknown
to Balsley, he established confirmation of an
island which had previously been located by
inference on Dr. Siple's glaciological studies
near Kainan Bay on the east side. His
flight showed clearly when land was approached. He also confirmed the fact that
Mount La Gorce was sedimentary, which
was previously observed from the air in 1940
but never proven by actual contact. This
new instrument will be extremely useful in
future explorations to determine what lies
beneath the snow mantel of the Antarctic
continent.
•

Mr. Davis:
It is suggested that appropriate interconnection between the recording systems of
radar and the magnetometer will give the
most rapid way of surveying large areas and
indicating the approximate type of structures
and the relation of those structures to each
other. It is further suggested that good
navigational recording can make this a very
rapid, complete method of survey of unknown
continental areas.
Mr. Waite:

I!1 connection with the magnetometer,
discussion of the instrument with Mr.Balsley
revealed that a small model is available
which could be used for locating metallic
objects under the snow at depths up to 50
feet with good results.

Maj. Holcombe:
Today the OY (Army L-S) was taxied
over to the pierced steel plank test strip.
Several landings and take-offs were made by
Mr. Davis and apparently no damage was
done to the mat, although the prop did

kick up a little loose snow. Later the plane
was taken over to ski runway No.1, several
landings and take-offs being made there.
The only damage noted was on one landing
where the wheel seemed to burn the snow,
leaving a mark the width of the tire, 2 inches
deep, and approximately 10 feet long. This
snow could be scraped out by hand. With
the exception of this, the snow acted much
the same as any normal soil-cement runway
would have acted. Pictures were made by
the Navy covering both of these experiments. Once, the plane was taxied while
holding the brakes on one wheel to show
the skidding effect. After the experiment
the plane was taxied from the runway over
the road leading to the plane's normal
parking area. These tests were made with
wheels on the OY instead. of skis. This
snow runway was partially compacted without any mat as a wearing surface.
Mr. Davis:
Today the OY was flown a total of 8.70
hours; 13 landings were made. Of primary
interest were the operations from the pierced
steel plank and then later from the snow airstrip. The take-offs from the steel mat were
no different from ordinary take-offs and it
was considered that a very strong cross-wind
was in evidence. The mat, with the slight
covering of snow that always splashes through
the holes, had a feeling of being somewhat
slippery, but the slipperiness was uniform
and caused no pilot concern. The braking
action on this mat was rather good during
landings, with the exception that turn-arounds
were difficult unless the tail wheel was
steerable. The landings on the main strip
were also easily made and in good · order,
giving no concern to the pilot. Turnarounds were very good considering the
fact that the steerable tail wheel was not
operating. Braking action was good at high
speeds, but tended to become slippery at
slow speeds. No holes or evidence of bad
•
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irregularities that would cause concern were
encountered. Continued operation from a
strip of this kind is deemed entirely satisfactory. The tire pressure on the OY was
measured after the flights and found to be
approximately 13 pounds instead of the
ordinarily carried 45 pounds for this type
of wheel. This low pressure was not greatly
in evidence in any of the taxiing tests and
the tires did not seem to suffer any damage.
During all but the first two flights the aircraft was relatively heavily loaded, carrying
in addition to the pilot a passenger and some
baggage as ballast. The normal gross load
of this aircraft is not to exceed 2,300 pounds.
The first of these two take-offs was made at
something less than 2,000 pounds due to no
passengers. The later take-offs were made
somewhere between 2,000.and 2,200 pounds,
an absolute check on the gasoline not
being made at the time but having added
tools as baggage. The first two landings on
the snow strip were made from power pullins resulting in full power stalls and minimum
. speeds landing with full flaps extension and
full aileron depression.
Later, landings were made . with wheel
landings or not complete "power stall"
landings. All landings were as would be
expected on ordinary non-concrete surfaces.
The landing gear of this particular airplane
has a peculiar characteristic on concrete
which is not in evidence on grass and was
not in evidence here either.
Maj. Holcombe:
During the past 4 days the 50 tents which
housed the personnel used 33 drums of Diesel
fuel, which figures to be about 8.2 gallons
per tent per day for their regular Quartermaster tent stoves.
Dr. Siple:
This is a comment on the survey activities
in the Bay of Whales area: Commander
Hidie located the si te of the new magnetic
station and ran a measured base line before
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the ship had sailed. He located the site
of this tent dose to the base camp, at latitude
78°25'13/1, longitude 163°54'04/1. His base
line is 972.36 meters long with an azimuth of
166°16'33.5./1 Today Lt. Shoenie Cu. S.
C. & G. S.) and Capt. Wiener went over to
Little America III and located the 1940
expedition's Station A, which had presumably moved due to glacial activity nearly
a mile and a half westward since the date
that it was put down 6 years ago. Its original
location was at latitude 78°29'06.1/1, longitude 163°50'10.1/1 and the azimuth of the
base line was 180° true.
Lt. Col. Johns:
The helicopter flying from the Burton
Island made a forced landing in the vicinity
of Scott's 1902 .camp at McMurdo Sound
and the crew used a sledge, found there, to
get the spare parts required to repair the
rear rudder of the helicopter. They also
investigated Scott's Cape Evans 1911 - 12 base
and Shackleton's 1915 base at Cape Nimrod.
Dr. Siple:
It is interesting to note that ·in the hut
visited a calendar was found on the wall with
a date of 1931. This possibly indicates that
a visit was made by the crews of the Discovery
II expedition. However, the occurrence of
this is not quite understood. The group that
landed went into the camp and also collected rock samples from the terraced slopes
of Mount Erebus and Mount Terror.
Capt. Wiener:
.
At 7 p. m. on this day the Burton Island
departed from McMurdo Sound for the Bay
of Whales. It is interesting to note that
although today is 20 February here in Little
America, at McMurdo Sound, west of the
180th meridian, it is 21 February. It is also
interesting to note that McMurdo Sound is
less than 400 miles from the Bay of Whales.
Mr. Davis:
On past OY flights for ice reconnaissance,
the peculiar way in which cracks form next

to large crevasses has been noticed. These
cracks seem to run vertically across the
bottoms of the crevasses and always maintain a rectangular appearance. The side,
when it breaks, instead offorming a V-shaped
side maintains a side in a vertical plane.
Today the OY was flown close to the water
below the edge of the barrier in search of
further evidences of this kind. I twas revealed that this cracking structure occurs
along the outside barrier, and accounts for
the sheer vertical cliff that is encountered
there. The cracks running into the barrier
perpendicularly also reveal many of these
same characteristics.
•

Lt. Col. Johns:
On 21 February 1947 the Little America
0100 X-ray weather observation was as follows: Low broken clouds at 3,000 feet,
visibility 12 miles, surface winds to east 10
knots, temperature 8° F., dew point _2° F.,
barometer rising. Forecast continued good
for the next 12 hours.

Dr. Siple:
The sun last night dipped below the horizon to the south at midnight, local time.
For the past few days it has been approaching
the h0rizon, the lower limb disappearing
behind Roosevelt Island.

Mr. Davis:
Today the OY was flown a total of 4.30
. hours. The primary flight was that of taking
Lt. Stein (u. S. N.) up to the ice cracks, to
Amundsen Arm, for a low level ice picture
reconnaissance. It should be noted here
that future aircraft of small dimensions
coming down here should carry shoulder
straps for saf~ty in case of forced landings
among rough ice or crevasses. During the
OY flights of the 20th and 21st, seals were
noted well back in the cracks several miles
inland from Seal Canyon.

Dr. Siple:
Today Commander Reinhart, Major Holcombe, and Dr. Siple made a trip down to

the bay ice to reconnoiter a route for the
tractor trail to the Burton Island when she
arrives. The cracks at the top of the barrier
had widened considerably, having an average width of close to 2 feet. A place was
located close to the old tractor trail where
there was a double break with two cracks
each averaging a foot wide. Some change in
the bridging construction over this will be
necessary. Vile went down to the sheer
crack and had to locate a new passage over
it which would require bridging, but at the
first pressure ridge the old bridge was still in
good condition despite the fact there were a
few drifts over the top of it. There was no
active pressure in the immediate vicinity,
though 100 yards from it pressure was extremely active and had made great changes
since the bridge was first put in. The rest
of the route out to where the ships will
anchor was over bay ice with a few new
cracks in it, but nothing of serious nature.
A carefully laid flag trail was marked all the
way back.

Maj. Holcombe:
•

These cracks were bridged later on
the evening.

durin~

Lt. Col. Love:
After several flights, aircrew members
reported symptoms of acute anoxia at altitudes of 12 to 14 thousand feet and several
stated that they had never experienced so
much difficulty flying without oxygen at the
same altitudes during the war. Today a
flight was authorized . and was. made by Lt.
Col. Love for the purpose of checking six
subjects at 13,500 feet, indicated altitude.
The results were within the limits of what
would be anticipated in lower latitudes.

Capt. Wiener:
A third aerial delivery test drop was made
today using a home-made well-padded container and a home-made 12-foot parachute.
This unit was for the purpose of aerial deliv369

ery of a handy-talky SCR-536 radio to supposedly stranded personnel for the purpose
of establishing immediate air-ground communications. Upon throwing the unit out
of the C- 47 aircraft at an altitude of 800
feet, the canopy caught on the tail ski of the
plane, where it hung for about 30 seconds
and then fell clear. The parachute did not
blossom forth but rather streamed the entire
800 feet. Upon retrieving the handy-talky
set, tests were made for damage by calling
the base operations radio. The first attempt
of making contact failed, but contact was
finally made at a distance of approximately 45 feet.
MI'. Waite:
This bears out other tests made with this
unit on the ice. At temperatures of 18°
above zero checks were made at all distances
from 200 yards to 800 yards. The batteries
used in all of these sets carried by the Navy
at this time were dated 1944 and voltages
on all of them were low before they were
subjected to cold weather operation.
Capt. Wiener:
For information purposes, the C- 47 and
R4D are one and the salile type airplane,
and for further information the R4D's on
this operation were of an old vintage and
had been used considerably during the war
period.
Dr. Siple:
Locally the weather was fairly good most
of the day. There was some clear sky off
to the southwest. However, the weather
forecast did not bid weII for extensive flying.
The main flying on this day was by Lt.
Warden Cu. S. N.) who took Balsley south
over Roosevelt Island with an aerial magnetometer, taking one island off the map and
confirming a doubtful island.
•

Capt. Wiener:
The third parachute jump on this operation was made by a Navy parachute rigger,
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Marvin D., Sprake. Major Weir Cu. S. M. C.),
in an R4D plane, made an ice reconnaissance approximately 180 miles northwest off
the Bay of Whales for the Burton Island,
which is en route to the Bay of Whales from
McMurdo Sound.
Tj5 Shimberg:
The Northwind, Merrick, and Yancey reached
Dunedin, New Zealand, at 2200
today
.
•
Lt. Col. Johns:
On 22 February 1947 the Little America
0100 weather report was as follows: X-ray
weather. Broken clouds at 5,000 feet . low
or scattered at 2,500 feet. Visibility 10
miles. Surface winds 10 knots south. Temperature 10° F., barometer rising.
Dr. Siple:
At about >0500 this morning two R4D's
took off for the southeast. Dr. Siple was observer aboard one of these planes, and
Captain Horney was observer aboard the
other. The purpose of this flight was to
travel toward the southeast to determine the
exact trend of the Horlick Mountains of the
Queen Maude Range. In previous flights,
there was a discrepancy in two trends that
were reported by other flights. One of
these indicated the trend running toward
Caird Coast and the other toward Palmer
Peninsula. It is possible that these two may
be separate mountain trends; however, the
descriptions tallied so closely that a question .
of navigation was brought up. However,
the flight was turned back by heavy weather
to the east, southeast, and to the south. We
reached latitude 85°30' near the mouth of
Thorne Glacier and had to climb to over
1~"OOO feet with bad weather still ahead.
Due to anoxia condition of some of the pilots,
radio operators and navigators, it was impossible to proceed. On the return trip the
plane in which Dr. Siple was riding turned
east toward a clear area and a mapping
reconnaissance was made of the southeast
corner of Prestrud Inlet. As we arrived

back at the base the plane carrying Balsley
out to make a magnetometer survey of the
Edsel Ford Range was rep.xted in trouble.
This plane had reached close to the vicinity
of the Rockfeller Mountains about 100
miles out from Little America. One of the
engines cut off completely and they had
difficulty trying to feather the prop. In the
process of trying to feather it, and to prevent
losing altitude, they began to lighten the
load of the plane and threw out the aerial
mapping camera. The crippled plane returned along the still visible tractor route.
The plane in which Dr. Siple was riding
went out to meet the other plane, getting
sight contact near Kainan Bay. The crippled plane came in and landed without incident. The plane in which Dr. Siple rode
made its landing after about 12 hours in the
air. The landing of these two planes virtually ended the entire flying program at the
camp. The Burton Island had arrived in the
bay, creating great excitement, and immediate evacuation was planned.

C. W. O. Morency:
. The L VT- 3 left the mess hall at 0800 with
Admiral Byrd and the Base Commander,
Commander Campbell, to go aboard the
Burton Island. On the way to the ship the
L VT-3, too wide to use the bridge at the
sheer crack, tried to cross it at another point.
This spot was very weak and the L VT- 3
broke through. It was afternoon before the
L VT-3 could pull itself out by two i;f- inch
cables tied to its own tracks and using a "cat"
as a deadman.

Mr. Davis:
The 3.10-hour flight of the OY concluded
the flying of the OY, a total of 58.40 hours
having been flown. A final survey of the
hangar showed that intelligent use of snow
fences and snow blocks can make a hangar
feasible, especially the entrance to the hangar
can be kept in an inclined shape with relatively little or no shoveling.

Mr. Waite:
Due to considerable discussion regarding
the change of signal strengths and various
background noises in the communication
set-up at Little America III and IV, it was
believed that a properly designed antenna
system with low power would accomplish
the same degree of communication perfection accomplished by the larger transmitters
used with their imperfectly designed antennas. Permission to transmit to the Burton
Island, a distance of 200 miles, was therefore
obtained at midnight on 21 February, and an
attempt to contact that ship at 0120 on the
22nd with a lO-watt hand generator driven
transmitter received a very good signal
strength report. On investigating the log
of the Burton Island, it was found that the
U. S. S. Mount Olympus, which was using the
same call, was the ship that had made the
signal strength report at a distance of 700
miles from Little America.
Capt. Wiener:
For a short period before midnight and
shortly after midnight tonight, there was a
very beautiful sunset, casting a pink light
on the snow.
Dr. Siple:
When the Burton Island came into the Bay
of Whales through the new bay ice, it was
interesting to see that she cut only a very
narrow path just a little wider than the ship.
The ice did not break up in the same fashion
as when the Northwind attempted to empty
the ice out of the Bay of Whales at the beginning of the operations. The ship rode
onto this ice, which had a rubbery texture,
and broke it down. The ice hardly impeded
the ship as she came in or went out of the bay.
Some time ago it was mentioned that on
one of the bad weather days the seals had
apparently disappeared from the bay. However, this should not be considered as the
final disappearance, because on the next
good day many seals were out again. During
"
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the period in which our activity was transferred down to the bay around the ships
many seals were found out on the ice in new
locations. Some of them were moving northward toward the newer cracks within a mile
or two of the open water.
Mr. Waite:
While trying to rephotograph the numbers
on the two branded seals which had been
seen previously, we counted over 200 other
seals on the bay ice during the last 3 days
we were at Little America.
T/5 Shimbetg:
The Northwind left Dunedin, New Zea-

land, to go back to Little America to help
the Burton Island evacuate Little America.
Lt. Col. Johns:
The Currituck proceeded 1,500 miles west-

ward and two flights were made over Prince
Olaf Land and Princess Ragnhilde Land.
I t was interesting to note that tenders can
service planes without the facilities of a
sheltered harbor.
Mr. Davis:
During the process of cutting snow and ice
for the supersonic test, it was noted that
blocks in the order of 6 to 8 inches square
and several feet long had a peculiar musical
ringing note to them. These blocks changed
their ringing characteristic very markedly
upon changes in temperature and it is
thought they changed with relation to time.
On a cold da y when you could hear your feet
squeaking on the ice surface these blocks
would have a different characteristic note
than they would on ordinary days. The
tone was markedly changed from when they
were first cut.
Very rapid chaotic measurements were
made during the last few hours by other
supersonic equipment for the measurement
of attenuation. The results of these measurements may have significance; they should be
noted in the Technical Naval Research Laboratory Report.
•
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Lt. Col. Johns:

On 23 February in Little America the
0100 weather report was as follows: X-ray
weather. High scattered and low scattered
clouds, ceiling unlimited, visibility 30 miles.
Surface winds southwest, 5 knots. Temperature 3° F., dew point _10 F. Barometer
• •
nsmg.
Dr. Siple:

This is the official evacuation day and
although many programs are still · being
aClively carried on, most of the activity is
centered around packing up of individual
equipment and getting everything sent
aboard the ship as rapidly as possible.
Because of the limited space and hold capac. ity very little equipment of heavy nature is
being returned, and such items as the R4D
planes, the OY, and much of the heavy
scientific instruments and equipment is all
being abandoned on the ice. An effort is
being made to establish markers on the
caches to locate these. Lt. Chaney has made
an effort to tie in some of the areas to his
base line and Commander Campbell made
a flight with a JA late in the evening of the
day before to photograph the area for a final
time to locate where the different caches
are left, so that if they are covered up they
may still be available within the next 1 or 2
year~.

Maj. Holcombe:

An R4D on wheels weighing approximately
20,000 pounds was used to test the pierced
steel plank, the snow runway No. 1 and,
thanks to Admiral Byrd, the roadway leading to the mess hall. These tests started
during the evening of the 22nd and lasted
until the afternoon of the 23rd. The snow
base beneath the pierced steel plank definitely failed, leaving the mat bent up to
about 2 inches. The snow runway seemed
to be compacted slightly less than normal.
The roadway definitely held the plane the
same as any concrete runway and the only

•

tracks remaining were those made by loose
snow in the tire treads. These tests were well
covered by still and moving pictures which
should definitely prove to higher authorities
that airfields can be built on this type of
snow.

C. W. O. Morency:
Today the LVT-3 and LVT-4 were
driven over to the Quonset hut at the
emergency base camp (Little America III).
The oil was drained out of the crankcase of
the LVT-3 and the radiators of the LVT-3
were drained. but not the transmission. The
. L VT-4 was 110t drained for the reason thilt
if anyone was to use the L VT-4 later on he
would hilve to put in a complete new engine.
The two LVTs are located on the northwest
corner of the Quonset 'hut and each of the
LVTs has a flag tied to the antennas. The
batteries were not disconnected.
•

Capt. Wiener:
Today the Mount Olympus left the vicinity
of Scott Island for the purpose of scouting
the northern edge of the ice pack to provide
the Burton Island with latest information on
ice conditions in this area.
Dr. Siple:
The Western Group is beginning to wind up
its exploratory observations and hopes to
make one more trip to the "Bunger Oasis."
The Eastern Group is heading for the
Weddell Sea, still with hopes of making a
final reconnaissance in that area. The
weather has been so bad recently that the
group has not had a chance to launch
flights after reaching that area.
Mr. Davis:
The OY's had their wings and tails removed today. Wings and empennage were
removed to the Quonset hut for storage.

The batteries were removed and put directly
under the aircraft with the tools. One
fuselage was left within the hangar structure,
the other one being securely tied down
and loaded with gas barrels immediately in
front of the hangar. Markers about 20
feet in length were placed beside both of
them marked "OYLSG.2."

Mr. Waite:
At 1800 on the 23rd, a last trip wa~ made to
Little America II. Ten men redug the
tunnel and left the opening covered by a
tarpaulin, marked by a 16-foot high plank
on which is written identification .
As the last heavy duty tractor pulled its
sledge from the camp down to the Burton
Island the sledge fell in the crevasse when
the tractor did not go over the bridge directly but tried to go to the right hand side
of the bridge. The sledge stopped abruptly
in the crevasse, the cables broke, and two
men were thrown off, but eventually this
sled was recovered with all of its baggage.
Dr. Siple:
In the late afternoon Admiral Byrd made
his first and last official visit to West Base and
the Quonset hut of Little America IV. He
entered the building, although it had already been secured; went down and visited
all the various buildings beneath, and resecured the buildings. In the evening the
final packing was completed and most of the
personnel had evacuated from the base.
Admiral Byrd with W. O. Morency, Dr.
Siple, Lt. Comdr. Dustin, and Lt. Comdr.
McCoy were among the last men to leave
the base.
Admiral Byrd left a note in his Wannigan
hut and then proceeded to the flag pole,
where he saluted the flag and then departed
from the camp site for the ship.
•
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APPENDIX I
.

B ERV
OPERATION HIGHJUMP
ANNEX K TO COMMANDER '£ASK FORCE SIXTr-EIGHT
OPERATION PLAN NO. 2-46
INSTRUCTIONS FOR OBSERVERS
1. The Task Force Commander wishes to take this opportunity to welcome all

observers aboard ships of the Task Force. Everything consistent with the
primary mission and overall success of Operation Highjump will be done to
afford all observers the opportunity to perform their 'special duties and to
promote their health and comfort.
2. All military and civilian observers participating in the Highjump operation
will be ordered by the agency controlling their services to report to the Commander Task Force Sixty-Eight for duty. The Task Force Commander will
assign each observer to a ship of the Task Force for transportation, quartering,
and messing. At the completion of duty with Operation Highjump each observer
will be ordered to return to his regular duty station or to carry out the uncompleted portion of his basic orders.
3. The Task Force Commander will, through the Projects Coordinator and
other appropriate members of his staff, exercise general supervision and coordinate projects as required to avoid duplication of effort and to take maximum
advantagc of available equipment and opportunities to collect scientific data
and other information of value. Commapding Officers of each ship will supervise and coordinate projects on individual ships as required.
4. A complete and detailed report of this operation will be compiled upon its
completion. This report will be given wide distribution and all agencies
participating in Highjump will receive an appropriate number of copies. In
order that the report will be a~ complete and comprehensive as possible, observers
will submit their official reports to or via the Task Force Commander. If
desired, observers may submit advance copies of their reports to interested
addressees. The Task Force Commander will be informed of advance copies
so distributed.
5. Messing:
(a) In general all passengers will subsist in the same mess as those with
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whom they berth. There may be some exceptions to this policy
depending upon the facilities available.
(b) All passengers messing in a wardroom mess will be required to pay a
mess bill to the treasurer of the mess in which they eat. This bill
will be the same as for other members of the mess.

(c) Civilians may be authorized in writing to eat in a general mess at the
temporary base by the individual commanding officers. In these
cases, the civilians who eat in this general mess will be required to pay
70 cents per day. This money will be paid to the commissary officer
at the end of the trip, or at the end of each month as appropriate.
(d) Army enlisted personnel will su bsist in the general mess of the ship
on which they are embarked. The commanding officer of each ship
will authorize in writing the subsistence of Army personnel and the
carrying of such personnel as supernumeraries. The Army officer or
non-com in charge will be required to certify that subsistence was
received.

(e) The Marines embarked will subsist in the appropriate mess. No
special conditions surround the messing of Marines.
6. For some observers this operation will mark their first experience at sea.
The following points are listed for information:
(a) Personnel accommodations will be crowded on some of the ships.

All available space will be utilized in order that there need be no
limitation on number of personnel participating in the operation. It
is hoped that observers will realize the necessity for crowded conditions, where existing, and will make the best of the situation. The
individual assignment of quarters and messing will be made by the
commanding officer of the ship to which the observer is assigned.
(b) Conserve food and fresh water. The supply is ample, but waSle
must be avoided.

(c) Do not hesitate to call on personnel of the staff or vessels of the Task
Force for information or to make suggestions for improving the conduct of the operation.

•

(d) It must be realized it will be necessary for commanding officers to
impose certain restrictions to insure success of operations, for the
safety of personnel and material, and for the general health and comfort of aJl hands.
7. It is expected that ships of this Task Force will visit foreign ports during
the operation. Consequently civilian observers are advised to obtain passports
prior to departure. Visas should be obtained as follows:
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Central Group

New Zealand.
Panama.
Eastern Group Brazil.
Panama.
Western Group Australia.
New Zealand.

8. All personal mail should be carefully addressed to the individual concerned, giving the name of his ship in care of Fleet Post Office, New York.
Example:
Mr. JOHN ROBERT SMITH
U. S. S. MOUNT OLYMPUS
Care of Fleet Post Office
New York, N. Y .

•

•

•
•
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APPENDIX /I

COMMANDER TASK FORCE SIXTY-EIGHT
CTF68/L24/pk

u.

S. S. MOUNT OLYMPUS (AGC-8)
c/o Fleet Post Office
New York, New York
27 December 1946

MEMORANDUM TO ALL OFFICIAL OBSERVERS:
Subject:

Facilities Ashore at Little America.

1.
The primary objective of the Central Group, Task Force 68, upon
its arrival at the ice shelf is to construct in the shortest time an airstrip for the
operation of aircraft on wheels. Therefore, all available subsistence facilities
ashore will be required to accommodate personnel actually engaged in the construction of the airstrip and related facilities required for the operation of aircraft.
2.
Observers whose special qualifications can be utilized to expedite
completion of the air facilities and who volunteer to become a working member
of the organization under the Officer in Charge of the base in connection with
the construction of these facilities will be assigned appropriate quarters ashore
during this period. Observers desiring to avail themselves of their opportunity
should make such arrangements with the Officer in Charge of Construction
(Commander C. O. Reinhardt (CEC)).
3.
When aviation facilities have been completed, quarters, materials,
and construction personnel will be employed to provide facilities and assist
with other approved projects. Until the aviation facilities have been completed, no individual or group will be authorized to procure or erect their own
facilities and then only upon approval of the Officer in Charge of the base.
4.
Approved plans provide for utilizing the facilities established by
the U. S. Antarctic Service in 1939-1941 to supplement the temporary tent
camp if they are found serviceable and later to rehabilitate them to serve as
the 35-man emergency camp. Until rehabilitated, personnel not engaged in
the rehabilitation are prohibited from disturbing or entering the buildings of
the former camp.
5.
As soon as the Northwind can be released, after arrival at the shelf
ice, and if unloading of the AKA will permit access to the Automatic Weather
765274-48

25

,
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Station, it will be set up in the Victoria Land Area, using the Northwind for
this purpose subject to facilities being available. It is suggested that members·
of the following organizations accompany this trip.
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)
(j)

6.

U. S. Geological Survey.
U. S. Fish and Wildlife Service.
U. S. Coast and Geodetic Survey.
U. S. Hydrographic Office.
U. S. Weather Bureau.
Three correspondents.

Personnel desiring to make this cruise should inform Captain G. F.

Kosco.

7.

General.
(a) Facilities for aerological observations will be erected along with
other air operating facilities. Quarters for aerological personnel
will be provided for five men and one officer.
(b) If the magnetometer station can be located near the Quonset hut
at the airstrip, one of the unassigned tents and 110-volt AC current can be made available. Unless a small gasoline driven elec[ric generator can be procured from existing electronic or
BuAer equipment, it will be impossible to provide 11O-volt AC
current for this purpose at an isolated site.
(c) Airborne magnetometers will be fitted and flown in R4D's when
opportunity permits.
(d) Provisions will be made, upon the completion of the airstrip,
for equipment, transportation, and living spaceforuseofobservers
to make exploration trips, observations at airstrip, and other
programs outlined in their memoranda to the Chief of Staff. It
is estimated that these operations can commence about 1 February 1947. In the meantime ample opportunity will be afforded
all observers not actually engaged in operations as mentioned in
paragraph 2 to visit shore activities, as tractor trains will be
leaving and returning to the strip at frequent intervals.
(e) Local flights for observers will be permitted dependent upon
requirements, operating conditions, and work load.
(j) Decisions regarding extended flights will be held in abeyance
until the R4D's arrive and conditions are evaluated at that time.

8.
It is earnestly believed that everyone will have ample opportunity to
observe all conditions necessary to completing his mission and to carry out all
programs as now anticipated. Some of these programs may be delayed until
completion of the airstrip, so your patience is therefore requested.

•
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R.H. CRUZEN
Rear Admiral, USN
Commander Task Force 68

APPENDIX 11/
•

The following are answers to the QM
questionnaire for Navy's Task Force 68,
Operation Highjump, Naval Antarctic Development Project, which was presented to
the Army observers by Col. Richard L.
Lewis of QM Research and Development
Branch. Answers to the questions listed
below were supplied by the Army observers
at a round table discussion conducted by
Dr. Paul A. Siple, Senior War Department
Observer, while the group was in the
Antarctic regions.

1. Cream, Sunburn, Preventative.
a. Does it provide adequate protection
against sunburn?
The sunburn cream proved very effective
in preventing sunburn. It was observed,
however, that a need for the cream existed
only during the initial period of tanning.
b. Has there been any indication of skin
irritation caused by use of this cream?
There was no indication of any skin irritation as a -result of the use of the sunburn
cream.
c. Is its effectiveness materially reduced by
perspiration?
There were no observations made on the
effectiveness of the sunburn cream during
periods of perspiration.
d. Does it rub off easily and soil the
clothing adjacent to where it is used?
There was no evidence of the cream rubbing off and soiling adjacent clothing.
e. Is its invisibility on the skin an asset,
or would it be more desirable to have a

colored cream so that its presence could be
easily observable?
The concensus among the Army observers
was that the invisibility of the cream is a
definite asset.
f. What are the relative advantages and
disadvantages of this cream compared to the
sunburn preventative cream supplied by the
Navy as regards performance, comfort, acceptability, and packaging?
Standard Navy sunburn preventative
cream was not issued to members of the
Task Force. The shore dispensary issued
lanolin ointment to prevent sunburn during
the first few days ashore.
g. Is the cream difficult to remove after
prolonged period of use?
Adequate washing facilities were available
and no difficulty was encountered in removing the sunburn cream.
h. Does it cause the skin to become soiled
more 'quickly?
It is believed the cream tended to make
the skin soil more quickly.
Note. The Army sunburn preventative
cream was used only by a limited number
of Army personnel.
•

2. Tray, Mess, Six-Compartment, Plastic.
The plastic trays were not used by the
Task Force. The shore party operating on
the ice barrier were equipped with steel
mess trays and used them throughout the
entire period ashore. It was observed that
the steel mess trays when used in the mess
tent caused the food to cool rapidly, resulting
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in the last half of the meal being eaten cold.
This deficiency was overcome somewhat by
preheating the trays on top of a stove in the
mess tent before the food was placed on it.

3. Bag, Clothing, Waterproof.
a. Does the bag become stiff enough at
low temperatures to interfere with proper
use and functioning? At what temperature
does this stiffening occur?
Temperatures encountered during the operation did not cause the bag to stiffen.
b. Does the waterproof coating on the bag
show any tendency to crack when flexed
repeatedly at low temperatures or when
folded, subjected to pressure, such as occurs
during packing, and then unfolded at low
temperatures?
These difficulties were not present.
c. When the bag has been wet and then
frozen so that it is coated with ice, does
flexing and folding cause the coating or
fabric to crack, tear, or separate?
No such difficulties were experienced.
d. Does the bag remain waterproof under
all conditions of service? Is there any
tendency to leak at seams or closures?
The waterproofness and the closures on
the bag proved satisfactory for the uses to
which the bag was subjected.
e. In case failures occur other than those
covered by the questions above, what are
the contributory conditions and causes?
Only a small quantity of these bags were
used and no failures occurred.
Note. It was generally agreed by the
entire group that the bag, clothing, was
essential for carrying extra clothing and
equipment by plane crews when engaged
in over water operations.

4. Glasses, Sun, M-1944.
a. Will item withstand normal blows at
low temperatures, like dropping on a hard
. surface, or knocking glasses off on a door, etc.?
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No failure of lens occurred because of low
. temperatures; however, there were several
instances of the lens cracking.
b. How is shadow contrast on a bright
snow ttlrrain? A dull snow terrain?
The Air Corps F-1 sunglasses proved
superior to the glasses, sun, M-1944 for
shadow penetration and ·minimum color
distortion.
c. Are sunglasses sufficient protection from
the cold at low temperatures, and can they
be used if face masks of some kind are worn?
No attempts were made to wear the sunglasses with a face mask. For the most part
face masks were not required.
d. What relative preference between this
item, goggles, M-1944, and other types of
glasses used?
The glasses, sun, M -1944 were preferred
to the goggles, M-1944, because of the
lighter weight and less bulk; however, the
glasses, sun F-1 (Air Corps) were preferred
to both types because of clearer vision,
greater penetration of shadows, and minimum color distortion.
e. Other pertinent observations on glasses,
sun, M-1944:
(1) No snow-blindness occurred during
the operation. This was due principally to
the dark glass discipline that was followed
by the members of the Task Force and to
extended orientation aboard the ship en
route to the Antarctic.
(2) Directions for properly cleaning the
sunglasses were seldom followed. The individual would clean the glasses using materials
at hand.
(3) Scratching of the lens was prevalent,
but it did not impair the vision of the wearer.

5. Lipstick, Antichap, Cold Climate.
a. Does it adequately protect lips against
chapping?
The antichap lipstick proved adequate for
protection of the lips against chapping.

b. Does it heal lips which are chapped?
The lipstick preparation was very good in
relieving painfully chapped lips. It was also
used to relieve pain caused by hangnails.
c. Is it equally effective on other exposed
skin of hands and face?
Yes.
•
d. Any comments regarding difficulty in
pushing stock out of dispenser tube?
Some difficulty was experienced in pushing
the stock out of the container, but this was
overcome by using a pencil or some other
small object. It is suggested that the con. tainer be made larger in diameter so that
the stock can be' pushed out with the finger.
e. Is the consistency of lipstick satisfactory
at temperatures encountered? .
The consistency of the lipstick was satisfactory for the temperatures encountered.

6. Matches, Ordinary, Water-Resistant.
a. What is color of match head?
Matches used had green colored heads.
b. Did matches fail to ignite because of
dampness?
'
Several immersion tests were conducted to
determine the adequacy of these matches
and in all cases the matches proved adequate.
In one instance matches carried in the parka
pocket were covered with snow but they
functioned satisfactorily upon striking.
c. Any difficulty in striking matches due to
breaking of match stick?
Tlotere were some cases of match sticks
breaking upon striking, but it was agreed
that the matches are satisfactory.
d. Are matches any more or less windresistant than ordinary book matches or
wood safety matches?
No observations were made on this point.

7. Containers, Food, Insulated.
The containers received little use for their
intended purpose of transferring hot food
from one location to another. The individ-

ual containers contained in this unit were
used as individual pots by different groups
within their tents. In cases where the containers were used for transporting hot liquids
such as coffee, some heat loss occurred during the time the coffee was dispensed.

8. Ropes (Climbing

Nylon and Manila) .

The ropes of this type were used primarily
as standard emergency aircraft equipment,
particularly the nylon climbing rope. As
this material was kept inviolate for any other
use, it was not made available for general
use around the camp to get any observations.
As handled it seemed to be standing up
perfectly normally.

9. Outfit, Cooking, One-Burner.
This item was used as standard aircraft
emergency equipment. There were just
enough of them available for that purpose.
They were kept in the planes and were not
permitted to be used otherwise. One problem, of a rather serious nature, regarding
these stoves is the carrying of extra gasoline.
The cans selected by the expedition originally were 5-gallon type, which were too
weak to stand up and were substituted for
containers, gasoline, 5-gallon. There was
a great deal of resistance on the part of plane
crews to carry white gasoline when they
knew their aircraft would probably have
many gallons of lOO-octane gas in it. The
question is raised regarding the use of 100octane leaded gasoline in these stoves and
the length of time the stove can be operated
with this fuel.

10. Shoepacs, 12-Inch, M-1944.
a. General. The shoepacs were available
to all members of the expedition. A great
many persons wore them on the ice. It is
believed that, in general, when they were
worn in temperatures of at least 15° above
zero and in many cases down to zero or a
,
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little below, the shoepac when properly
worn with the proper equipment inside was
satisfactory.
b. Socks and Insoles Worn Inside the Shoepac.
It was observed that in many cases there
was not adequate briefing given to the men
when the shoepac was issued by the regular
issuing personnel and as a consequence
there was a great variation in sock combinations. In one instance an individual complained of cold feet. Upon questioning he
claimed that he had used ~very combination
he could think of, and after reviewing them
it was discovered that he had used everv•
combination except the authorized one.
c. Sock Sizes. There was little briefing
given and in many cases instead of using
larger sizes over the smaller ones, some of the
men tried to use the same sized socks. They
<:llso used Navy socks as substitutes for the
regular ski socks.
For the most part the shoepacs were used
on the neve surface of the Ross Shelf ice
and worn in a typical barracks type condition in and out of the tents, where they would
be covered by snow part of the time.
d. Did the shoepac support the feet properly?
There is no ad verse cri ticism in regard to this.
e. Describe any resulting foot, ailments
and state probable causes.
There
were
no
foot
ailments
that
could
be
.
attributed to wearing the shoepac.
j. Describe any breaks in the rubber
portion of the shoepac.
It was noted on two occasions that the
shoepac broke down on the toe crease.
The rubber separated from its fabric base.
This happened twice during temperatures
down to about _10° F.

11. Boots, . Ski, Mountain, with Rubber
Cleated Soles.
a. General. These boots were issued primarily for skiing purposes; however, there
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were more boots available in general than
skis, as the skis were delayed in arriving or
kept as emergency gear in aircraft. Many
individuals wore ski boots a large part of
the time, as the warmth of these boots is
comparable to that of the shoepac when
wearing the proper. sock combination. The
individuals who wore the ski boots for the
the first time as well as the shoepacs felt that
their feet were warmer in the ski boots.
Temperature at time of operation ranged
from slightly above freezing to 25° below
zero. The percentage of relative humidity
at the time of test was extremely high;
however, the absolute humidity was low.
Environment at the time of the test for
the most part was on neve or compacted
snow, and on sea ice. A limited number of
tests were made on bare rocks. The boots
were worn in tents with wooden floors and on
ships. In all cases the traction was adequate.
b. Would the boots be more comfortable
if lighter in weight?
It was generally agreed that a lighter boot
would be desirable. There was some complaint regarding the weight· of the boots;
however, when used as ski boots with the
skis attached, the feeling of weight is reduced.
c. Is the boot comfortable?
The boots were very comfortable and were
preferred to the shoepac by many members
of the task force .
d. Does the boot cause foot fatigue when
worn only a short time?
..
There is no evidence of the boots causing
any more fatigue than other types of footgear.
e. Is the ski boot generally satisfactory for
skiing and mountain and rock climbing?
Yes.
j. Does the leather remain flexible in cold
temperatures?
The leather remained flexible down to
approximately 0° F.
g. Are the boots waterproof?
The expedition was not troubled very

.

14. Tent, Mountain, Two-Man.

much with conditions where there was any
free water; consequently, the boots were adequate for the waterproofness.
h. Is the attachment of the rubber-cleated
sole to the midsole satisfactory?
There were no cases of the soles on the
boots tearing loose.
i. Where do the boots fail?
To the best knowledge of the group of observers, there were no failures.

Because of the Emited number of these
tents made available to the task force, only
general comments can be made regarding
the functionality of the tent. The now
standard tent, mountain, treated with plastic
sizing for waterproofness, stiffened considerably in temperatures slightly below freezing.
The experimental mountain tent made specifically for the expedition was used primarily
as emergency equipment in the planes and
received little use. However, one of these
tents · was erected for inspection and it was
considered to be a great improvement over
the standard item. While erected this tent
was subjected, accidentally, to the full blast
of an airplane's propellers with the blast of
air estimated to be 100 m. p. h. striking the
tent. Even though one of the poles was
broken and several of the tent pins pulled
out of the snow, the tent withstood this blast
without any severe damage.

12. Bag, Duffel.

a. Is this item of suitable size and dimensions for shipboard requirement?
The size of the bag is dependent upon the
amount of gear the individual is required to
carry. However, it is about the largest size
that a man will want to carry; therefore, it is
approximately correct.
b. Are the handles and shoulder strap
assemblies suitable?
Those who drew Navy sea bags without
the straps automatically looked for a strap
or handle to grab hold of. The handle and
shoulder strap on the duffel bag are suitable
and very desirable.
c. Is the closure preferred to that of the sea
bag?
The closure is quite satisfactory and definitely preferred to the closure of the Navy
sea bag.
A general resume of the group of observers
indicates the bag is an excellent item as it
stands with a few exceptions.

13. Suspenders, Trousers.
Are suspenders preferable to waist belts?
The problem of suspenders versus waist
belts is largely dependent upon whether or
not suspenders can be reached with ease
when one has to attend to natural functions.
Although a number of men wore suspenders,
the majority of men preferred the waist belt
because of the convenience of being able to
get to the belt quickly.

15. Tents, Lightweight, Pyramidal.
These tents were used as emergency equipment on the aircraft and were not available
for use or inspection by other personnel.
Because of this there are no comments
regarding the adequacy of this tent.
•

16. Tentage and Paulins.
•

a. During operations on the Ross Shelf ice
the force was housed in pyramidal tents, 20
by 16 feet. Wooden flooring was available
for all tents and a framework was constructed to hold each tent. In addition to
the pyramidal tents, two hospital tents were
used. No unusual problems were encountered in erecting any of the tents. The
tents offered little protection from winds
since wind would enter through the laced
corners, the top of the tent, and through
the door. In most cases snow walls were
constructed or liners were improvised to
stop winds from blowing in the tents.
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b. Frosting and icing occurred in the
tents, and during periods of high winds the
heat loss of the tents was increa.;ed and
noticeable.
c. The tent poles and other accessories of
the tent were considered adequate. It was
noted that the wooden center pole, because
of its proximity to the stovepipe, was frequently scorched, but the hazard of having
the pole burn up was overcome by covering
the area near the stove with asbestos.
d. Occupants of nearly every tent made
many alterations, the two most common were
auxillary entrances and plastic windows.
e. Tents that are intended for use during the
polar light season should 'have windows for
light and observation, and for the sleeping
comfort of the men, black-out facilities should
be provided.

As for the gloves, shell, leather, and gloves,
wool, OD, the temperatures are too low for
continued use of these gloves in general
below freezing temperatures, and in below
zero temperatures they are absolutely inadequate, The mittens, shell, trigger finger,
were warm, in general, down to temperatures
as low as they went, though had the Arctic
mittens been available, they would have been
worn by many of the people on the coldest
days.
b. Which assembly was preferred for
warmth, dexterity, and comfort?
The mittens, shell, trigger finger with wool
insert were definitely preferred to the glove
combination for warmth. A few photographers requiring a high degree of dexterity
wore the gloves.
c. Is any appreciable amount of difficulty
noticed caused by the slipperiness of the
17. Clothing, General.
cloth trigger finger?
.
A considerable amount of difficulty was
There were so many types of clothing
caused by the slipperiness of the cloth trigger
issued that there was not a great deal of
finger.
uniformity in the use of clothing, and few, if
any, complete Army assemblies were ever
d. Is the trigger finger of correct length
used at anyone time by any individual in
and width to allow the best manipulation of
order that true observations could be made
the finger?
of the Army's clothing as it was intended.
Since the group was not armed with weapPart of this was due, at the start, to issuing
ons there was little use of the trigger finger.
windproofs which were felt to be of better
e. Is the dexterity of the trigger finger satisdesign in many respects than the general , factory to the majority of tasks?
Army wind proofs. They were of a design
The majority of the tasks in the Antarctic
primarily taken from an Antarctic type,
should be for the complete use of the hand;
made of the Army's tackle twill and manuin other words, the best philosophy for defactured by the Navy. These were used by
signing equipment for polar work should be
many individuals; they were the outside
that it can be manipulated with mittens
item and covered up the inner one so that it
without taking them off. It is not, therefore,
was difficult to spot insulating items of Army
considered desirable to try to make the
clothing.
fingers do the work but to change the equipment whenever possible so that one can do it
18. Gloves, Shell, Leather, and Gloves,
with mittens. You can't change the man to
Wool, Insert; Mittens, Shell, Trigger
fit the equipment; the equipment has to be
Finger, and Wool Inserts.
built to fit the man .
a. Are these assemblies warm enough for
j. Is the gauntlet easy to adjust when puttemperatures encountered?
ting on mittens?

•
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It requires a certain amount of accustomization. After learned, they can be put on
reasonably well.
g. In general, what part of the hand gets
cold first?
The fingers. The palm of the hand is not
nearly so sensitive. It is usually the tip of
the index finger or the thumb that is noticeable first.
h. Is the fit of the mittens satisfactory?
The Army mittens' fit was relatively satisfactory when used with the Army's insert, but
when the Navy's insert was used it was not a
satisfactory fit .. (The Navy's wool insert was
too tight and continuously isolated the index
finger from the other three.)

19. Socks, Wool, Cushion Sale.
a. Due to the unavailability of sizes when
socks were issued, the sock combination
consisted of both Army and Navy socks.
Because of this, no comments on the adequacy of this combination will be attempted.
b. Those individuals that received the
socks, wool, cushion sole, were notably
impressed with the comfort this sock afforded.

vided adequate comfort for the temperatures
encountered. It was observed that the detachable hood on the jacket, field, M-1943,
was not adequate in sub-zero temperatures
and that wind-blown snow would enter the
hood at the back of the neck.

21. Shirts, Wool, Flannel, OD.
A resume of the comments offered on this
item by the Army observers indicates that
the shirt was well liked by all personnel.

22. Overcoat, Parka Type, with Detachable Pile Lining.
This item was not issued to personnel operating on the ice barrier. The Navy parka
type overcoat of similar design was issued
to some personnel. It is generally considered
that this item might be good for barracks
wear such as leaving the tent and going over
to the mess hall instead of the inconvenience
of throwing on parkas over the head, but
for general work purposes it is not considered
a particularly good item.

23. Trousers, Field, Wool Serge, IS-Ounce
Special.

20. Jacket, Field, M-1943; Jacket, Field,
Pile, OD.

The entire observer group agrees that this
trouser is satisfactory. They were worn by
nearly all personnel as the item over the
Because of the preponderance of the perwool underwear. There are no particular
sonnel who wore the Navy outer parka and
trouser combination, not a great many of • constructive suggestions or criticisms regarding the trousers.
the jackets, field, M-1943, were worn.
In view of this onlv• limited information is
24.
Cap,
Field,
Cotton,
OD,
with
Visor
.
available on these two items. The few
people who did wear these jackets were
The cap, when properly fitted, proved
favorably impressed with the insulation value
satisfactory for the temperatures encountered
of the combination and agreed that it proon the operation.
•

•

•
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APPENDIX IV

PERATI ...

1. Hijump Operational Techniques.

(8) The availability of a network of meteorological stations.
(9) The facilities of the naval communication system.
(10) Widespread public relations (12 or
more news correspondents and radio broadcast representatives).'
(11) Maximum utility of the summer
working season.
(12) Superlative photographic coverage
(60 in photographic staff).
(13) Naval discipline and health facilities.
d. A few of the above advances in techniques require further discussion and some of
their limitations will be commented upon.

a. Each expedition of the past which has
gone into the Antarctic regions has used new
and improved techniques better to attack
the problems of the unknown. This advancement has been very rapid since the
beginning of this century. Not always are
the techniques better than the past and often
an expedition fails to learn all the lessons it
should from the past with a consequence that
much independent rediscoveries are made
both geographically and technique-wise.
b. This appendix is not intended as a
criticism of Operation Highjump but primarily as an analysis of the relative advance of
this expedition over th?se of the past. From
2. Organization and Preparation.
it may be seen the major contributions and
a. No past expedition even of much smaller
the avenues for future improvement.
size was ever outfitted so swiftly. Most past
c. By and large the Navy used new techexpeditions have been privately organized
niques which can be considered of great imand required from 1 to 2 years' preparation
provement. It was by far the largest, swifttime. Task Force 68 was operating in the
est, and most elaborate expedition to date.
The major contributions to exploring techArctic from July to October 1946 and little
., advanced planning was possible until it renique are listed briefly:
turned. This meant that the whole prepara(1) Mass attack with multiple operating
bases.
.
tion had to be achieved between October
and December. The bulk was achieved
(2) Increase of manpower available by
during the single month of November. Only
about 20 times any previous Antarctic
expedition.
by the complete facilities and cooperation of
(3) The use of ice breakers about 10 times
the Navy Department and assistance by the
as powerful as any used in the past.
War Department was the feat accomplished.
The expedition was staged in several ports
(4) The use of several types of aircraft more
simultaneously. Shipments were expedited
advanced than those available in the past.
by rail and air from all parts of the country.
(5) The use of the airborne magnetometer.
(6) The use of naval logistics as a basis.
The primary difficulty with this procedure
(7) Improved standards of living condilay in the fact that no one supply officer
tions with more reasonable working hours.
could be personally aware of the receipt of
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the shipments. Everything was on paper.
Contents of all boxes could not be checked,
adequately marked, or stowed in the most
desirable sequence for unloading.
b. The color and identification system, the
inspection, repacking, and loading used,
for example, by the United States Antarctic
Service Expedition in 1939 made it possible
to know for certain exactly where any item
was at a given moment and the quality and
quantity of the contents were always assured. Each box was identifiable at a distance by color markings, large letters, and
a specific number as to what department it
belonged to and what it contained. The
confusion of markings on the Navy's packing
cases often defied close examination as to
whom it belonged or what its contents were.

series numbers gives a quick check for location of specific boxes. By having markings
on all sides, boxes can be spotted quickly
without unnecessary handling and frequently
in areas of drifting snow boxes become partly
drifted in so that searching becomes labor
of digging beyond the wildest nightmare of a
warehouse man. All caches laid down should
be segregated, well stacked, and carefully
marked with tall poles. In one "blizzard"
it is possible to lose parts of badly stacked
caches and individual boxes which are
segregated by even a few feet. Drift snow
will pack into all crates and badly closed
boxes. Under periodic melting conditions
materials may become damaged or at least
iced up.

4. Ice Navigational Instruments.
3. Recommendations.
On a polar operation the Army should
avoid unnecessary rushing of logistic and
other planning where elements of the operation procedures are not clearly known.
Time should be taken to make certain that
all possible advantage is taken of past 'experience to avoid classical mistakes. Where
field parties are expected to be self-sufficient
all equipment should be checked by the
supply officer to make certain that items are
properly packed and that they are of the
required quality, quantity, and size. Finally,
a simple but effective marking system should
be employed that will permit quick location
of items. Contrasting colors used to stencil
on bold letters 6 to 12 inches high should be
prominently placed on all sides of each
packing case. A box number in figures 2
to 6 inches high should also be placed on all
sides. The advantages of such a procedure
are that, where cargo requires several stages
of handling, boxes of similar color markings
or letters can easily be identified and segregated. A stray box can be spotted out of
place by even inexperienced hands and the
•

a. The U. S. S. Northwind was a revelation
to all the Antarctic veterans who saw her
breaking into the ice pack. Areas and conditions previously thought to be unnavigable
were easily penetrated. Her 12,000 horsepower found her still making a sizable impression in midsummer ice 18 to 20 feet
thick in a bay where theore was no opportunity for lateral displacement.
b. Many areas considered inapproachable
along Antarctic coasts could now be penetrated. New base sites could be located.
The Northwind and Burton Island are two of
th~ best polar exploratory tools owned by
the United States and should be used to
investigate coastal areas of the Antarctic
whenever they are not required for more
useful investigation in the Arctic.
c. The potentiality of the Navy's ice
breakers should be watched with keen interest by the Army for their ability may make
available new tactics and base locations in
the Arctic. These ice breakers are much
newer experimentation for ourselves than
for the U. S. S. R. for whom the first sister
ships of the Northwind were constructed . . It
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is considered possible to construct ships even
more powerful which might open the Arctic
Ocean for future transshipping of cargo
between Eurasia and North America. Such
shipping might not necessarily be confined
to the summer season only. Although it
can be expected that air transport over the
Arctic will be a major means of travel it
should not be overlooked that we have not
yet by any means exhausted our possibilities
of over water, under water, and over pack
ice means of transport. The truth is we have
not yet tried very hard to exploit those possibilities. The new ice breakers were built
to do a job in pack ice and they do it. The
Army has not yet tried to build a surface
vehicle which could travel over pack ice. It
can't be an item modified from an existing
tropical or temperate climate design; it will
have to be an item built specifically to cope
with the physical characteristics of polar and
pack-ice conditions.

s.

Personnel.

a. The Highjump operation was a test of
routine equipment and personnel. This was
of great operational significance and showed
several contrasts with former expeditions.
Men who volunteer and have ability to do
their job are usually happy on Antarctic
expeditions. They are there because they
want to be, and the esprit de corps is high.
They know what the job is and tackle it
without complaint or with an eye on the
clock. The esprit de corps would have been
higher and the quality and quantity of work
would probably have been greater on Operation Highjump had all the men wanted to
be there and known why they were carrying
out the operation. As far as the ice party
was concerned the best example of teamwork and efficiency was probably the galley
and mess force which prepared four meals a
day around the clock and always on time.
Their working conditions were difficult but
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their spirit was good. They had a clear-cut
job to do and they did it. In other cases
efficiency and spirit were largely dependent
on the quality of leadership and a few outstanding men. The men who knew clearly
their responsibilities were the natural leaders.
There can be no real criticism of the men
who did their best. Had they been handpicked they might have done much more.
b. Veterans quickly become obnoxious
when they are in the minority. They speak
boldly of conditions to be met and frequently
in a changeable place like the Antarctic the
unexpected usually happens. A veteran of
more than one previous experience generally
becomes more cautious for he realizes the
times he has been wrong and may be embarrassed by the braggadocio of one-time veterans. In short, new men resent being told
what to expect and quickly lose faith when
the predictions prove wrong or are interpreted wrongly. Soon there builds up a
disregard for the veterans and they may
become almost ostracized. Neglect of warnings are sometimes unfortunate in consequence and even the innocent veteran is
identified with false predictions which he
did not make. But he is branded because
he is a veteran. Veterans are important on
an expedition as a link with the past as long
as they are not tied to it. Extreme tolerance
is required on both sides to prevent misunderstandings. The veteran is prone· to
step outside his field of personal knowledge
and may make unusual circumstances of
the past seem like the usual or common
experience. Each man who goes on an
expedition becomes a veteran and if he goes
twice he may find his whole outlook changed
and soon has to realize that he didn't learn
everything the first time. An expedition
which fails, on the other hand, to heed some
of the advice of its veterans has strong
critics close at hand, a circumstance frequently justifiable. This comment is in-

eluded here in place of a series of criticism
of minor nature which would show how
certain knowledge of the past had to be
learned the hard way. On the other hand,
an equally long list could be made in rebuttal
of how new ingenuity and different circumstances were improved in the face of veteran
predictions.
c. It behooves the Army to make careful
study of any polar operations which it carries on in the future to try and make use oj
veteran knowledge without being held back by
predictions of impossibility. Each new experience will be different and only a portion
of past experience will apply.
d. Only a few broad observations could be
made of new unpredictable problems encountered by the massive naval attack on
the Antarctic. These are offered not in
criticism of the Navy but as a warning to
the Army if it should try to carry out a
similar operation.

6. Base Communications and Transportation.
The larger a base camp the more difficult
will be communications and transportation.
The Navy's base camp was spread. out in
excess of a half mile square. The lack of
local field phone communications and availability of transportation made search for an
individual on foot very difficult. One would
walk on skis laboriously across the width of
the camp only to find the man he wanted
had just gone back to the other side. Such
circumstances slowed down progress to a
large extent. The solution would be either
a net of field telephones or adequate fast
transportation.
7. Scientific Observations and Discussion.
a. This expedition was a naval operation
in which scientific observation was secondary. This was made clearly understood.
However, the public relations approved by
the Navy led the public to believe that it was

a scientific enterprise fostered by the Navy.
This was unfortunate in some respects, for
it placed the expedition scientists in an
awkward position. They had little support
often in the field and had to explain why
they didn't do more by the agencies who
sent them.
h. An operation into a little known area
cannot fail to be expected to return with
new knowledge. There should be a more
•
clear-cut relationship between operations
and scientific work. The Navy showed
great wisdom in giving a mapping, testing,
and scientific project to an operating task
force. It gave a morale incentive that the
operation was worth while. It is questionable that as much would have been achieved
by Task Force 68 had it not had the interesting and publicized project Highjump.
When the ice became a hazard the ships
could have pulled out had they not been
faced with failure of the scientific part of
their mission, which was vitally important
to the public.
c. Operation Highjump can be measured
in three ways: what it did; what the public
believes it did; and what it could have done.
The first two are a matter of record, and in
respect to lesser expeditions of the past the
achievements are the greatest yet. It is only
when we examine what it could have done
that we see chances of improvement for the
future. In view of the fact that a review of
these points could only be regarded as
criticism which would detract from the excellent achievement by the Navy, the specific
points are better left unlisted, for they are
well understood or can be deduced by those
concerned with map-making, radar, radiation studies, glaciology, navigation, geology,
terrestrial magnetism, and other fields of
•
SCIence.
d. The pertinent conclusion is that during
opportunities for observations operations
should serve, not direct, a research program.
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on an even footing. If the Army ~hould
attempt to carry out a similar scientific Task
Force it is recommended that the attitude be
taken that an appointed Scientific Director
be responsible to coordinate and plan the
field research and that operations be charged
with the responsibility of carrying them out
safely and successfully. The scientist needs
the support of operations. It is folly to
assume that operations can do the research
planning by itself unless the operations
officer is a qualified scientist himself a most
rare combination.

A project director or scientific director
should coordinate research work and have
the facilities of the operation staff to assist in
carrying the work out. In Navy and Army
channels an operations officer is considered
always senior. His understanding of research
requirements may be as far removed as ship
operations would be to a geologist.
e. It is broadly recognized that the scientist has and mu~t still have a more important
role in the Armed Forces.' Task Force 68
served to emphasize the distance we must go
before the scientist and the military can work

-
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APPENDIX V

The history and formation of the Bay
of Whales has been of scientific interest since
its discovery over a century ago by Sir
J ames Clark Ross. Why is the bay persistent
in its location and still constantly changing
its appearance? The true nature of the bay
could hardly be determined in a single visit,
for the bay structure occupies an area close
to 800 square miles and the changes in shape
are slow. It was not until after the Byrd
Antarctic Expeditions had occupied the area
three times at intervals of about 5 years
apart that the story began to unfold itself.
Mapping and aerial photography was done
on each trip and the relative direction of
movements was established. The determination of the direction and rate of movement
of the sites of Little America I and II gave
the first clue.
There will be no attempt in this paper to
give a whole discussion of the Bay of Whales,
but those new facts and measurements made
during Operation Highjump will be listed for
record. A general background of facts will suffice to set the scene for these new observations.
Essentially the Bay of Whales owes its
existence to the presence of Roosevelt Island
to the south, around which flows two great
shelf ice systems. Roosevelt Island is completely snow covered, rising to a maximum
elevation of about 1,200 feet. The island is
over 50 miles long and averages about 10
miles across. Its exact size and shape can
as yet only be estimated because of its snow
cover; however, its reality has been proven by
seismic soundings and on Highjump expe•

dition by the airborne magnetometer. To
the westward flows the central portion of the
•
Ross Shelf ice. This shelf is part of a sheet of
ice only occasionally deformed, measuring
roughly 300 miles east to west and 400 miles
north to south. (The far western portion
of this shelf may later be proven to be an
entity in itself.) Along the eastern side of
Roosevelt Island flows another shelf ice approximately 100 by 200 miles in area. This
sheet has always been considered part of the
Ross Shelf ice; however, it is both separated
and of different origin. The name Borchgrevinck has been proposed for this portion
of shelf to honor the first man to set foot on
the shelf ice at the Bay of Whales in 1900.
The Bay of Whales is the deformed area
caused by the conflict of these two shelf ice
systems as they clear the north end of Roosevelt Island and approach one another. The
western shelf (Central Ross Shelf) is moving
irresistably northward about one quarter of
a mile a year into the Ross Sea. The
Borchgrevinck Shelf, on which all of the bases
in the Bay of Whales area have been established, is not moving directly northward
toward the apparent path of least resistance,
but has apparently struck a submerged obstruction and the primary forward motion is
westward. This means that the navigable
portion of the Bay of Whales is constantly
closing. As the two shelves meet, great
pressure and splitting of the shelves occur
and the seasonal bay• ice is churned and
collapsed into a tangle of ice which thickens
to shelf ice proportions.
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On the basis of previous studies, the writer
had a basis to predict that the navigable
portion of the Bay of Whales would be closed
in late 1946. This would have, of course,
prevented the use of the Bay for the Central
Group of Task Force 68. The prediction
carried with it several unpredictable conditions, which were1. The Bay would be closed or so jammed
with ice that ships could not enter,
2. Or that the meeting of the shelves would
be slowed down by ice jammed in the jaws,
3. Or that the great force would cause a
breaking off of large masses of shelf ice that
would cause an improved and enlarged bay,
4. Or that the fragile end of West Cape
which protruded out as a long arm would
break off and leave a small but partly usable
bay for the next 4 or 5 years.
The mouth of the Bay of Whales was
about 10 miles wide in 1911 when Amundsen
wintered in the Bay. The· entrance was
much farther south and he was able to sail
the Fram up to the shoals off Roosevelt Island. In 1929 the first Byrd Expedition
found the bay mouth 5 miles wide; in 1934
it had narrowed perceptibly; and in 1940 it
was only about 1)~ miles wide.
The arrival of the Central Group at the
Bay of Whales in mid-January 1947 was a
greatly anticipated event for the writer. 1
The mouth of the Bay was not closed even
though it was less than 1,000 feet wide.
The Northwind found the bay ice intact but
fearlessly entered and broke out a lagoon
about 2 square miles of sufficient size to let
the cargo ships enter within 24 to 48 hours.
It was not until the writer had an opportunity, 2 or 3 days later, to fly over the bay in
the helicopter observation plane that he
could determine just what had happened.
The bay mouth had closed a little ahead of
anticipated schedule. About one-half mile
of the tip of West Cape had broken off and
1 Dr.
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a small dent had been broken out of the
barrier wall of the contact point against the
Borchgrevinck Shelf.
While in the Bay of Whales during January
and February 1947, the writer set up measuring points to determine the rate of flow of
the shelves. Along one tension crack near
the east side of the bay two check measurements were run until the deforming ice
destroyed the markers. The rate was extremely uniform and was found to be 4.37
feet per day for the Borchgrevinck Shelf
moving westward. Two sets of large markers
were placed on the shelf ice at either side
of the narrow entrance. These were photographed periodically from the air, and measurements were taken by alinement. The
markers were originally all in a straight line
and the pairs on each side were placed accurately 300 feet apart. The displacement
showed that the western shelf was moving
northward at a rate of 4.4 feet per day. The
surprisingly close agreement in the rate of
movement of these independent shelves was
still more amazing when it was checked
against a previously measured movement of
the Ross Shelf near McMurdo Sound.
Here, too, the rate was approximately 4.4
feet per day. Whether these closely agreeing rates are just coincidental cannot yet be
ascertained; however, it suggests that the
character of ice thickness, snow accumulation, and climatic conditions are sufficiently.
uniform to give flat lying shelf a constant
rate of flow no matter what its direction
might be.
The bay mouth closed about 170 feet
while we were in the bay. The remaining
distance to complete a second closure was
calculated to be covered during the middle
of the winter season in June or J ul y 1947.
From appearances the West Cape would
again break, perhaps to an even greater
extent. Within 4 or 5 years the navigable
portion of the bay will be completely compressed and by that time a great cataclysm

will be close at hand which will cause much
larger portions to be broken out under these
irresistible forces' meeting. The west side
may continue to break for years to come, for
it appears to be the more easily dislodged,
but the east side will have to give also. The
cycle of the Bay of Whales cannot be determined with certainty as yet but is probably
about 50 years. When the great cataclysm
occurs, the sites of Little America I, II, and
III, as well as the more precarious tent camp
of Operation Highjump will float out to
sea. This sentimental loss will be made up
for, however, by the-realization that a new,
enlarged Bay of Whales will be available, as
a much better harbor than it is today, for
the next 20 or 30 years.
Additional work was done on the general
study of the Bay of Whales area. Numerous
areas were checked visually by the writer
and Mr. Davis from the OY plane, piloted
by the latter. The entire 800 square miles
were studied carefully from all directions.
The direction of all stress lines, tension cracks,
and pressure ridges were checked carefully
and found to fit all of the surmised condi•
tlOns.
Trimetrogon photographs were taken of the
central bay area as the fourth of a series of
aerial studies since 1929. The front of the
shelf ice or barrier wall was mapped again
for gross study of the whole shelf ice front.
A base line was laid and tied into the survey
line of 1940 to check the absolute movement
of the Little America sites.
•

•

Special studies of the ice structure were
made by Arthur Howard, the geologist.
These physical measurements should give a
better understanding of the gross deformation.
The survey made in the area by the airborne magnetometer by Mr. Balsley located
independently a rise in the ocean floor that
ties the Borchgrevinck Shelf near Kainan
Bay. The writer flew over this area many
times in 1940 and 1947 to try to locate the
specific area. He noted certain tension
cracks which indicated the probable tied
spot was on the east side of Kainan Bay
and you can imagine his gratification when,
quite by accident, .Mr. Balsley announced
the confirmation.
The study of the Bay of Whales area has
been taken up by the National Research
Council under a committee entitled "Deformation of the Ross Shelf Ice" under the
chairmanship of Dr. Walter Bucher. A
number of structural geologists and glaciologists have been interested in the study. A
grant for research work was made by the
Geological Society of America. The primary reason for the interest in this area is
that by better understanding the structure
of the homogeneous ice deformation in the
Bay of Whales a better understanding may
be had of the crustal deformation of the
earth's surface. Here in miniature is a reproduction of most of the earth's crustal
type of disturbances due to tension and
pressure.

,
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APPENDIX VI

NE
The Army observers considered that one
of their primary responsibilities while at the
Bay of Whales was to collect engineering
data regarding the mechanical characteristics of neve snow surfaces. A large portion
of this collection of data was made in conjunction with Navy base engineering studies,
most of which are discussed in the Navy's
official report and under chapter 3 of this
volume. The following pages include a few
additional observations made independently
by Army personnel not reported elsewhere.
The question of snow accumulation has
long been a matter of question in the polar
regions. Normal meteorological methods for
recording snowfall have proved unreliable
because of drifting snow. On the United
States Antarctic Service expedition, 1940-41,
Dr. F. A. Wade and his associates carried out
a project to de.termine snow accumulation
rate for 1 year in the vicinity of Little
America IlL! In 1940 several aerial mapping markers were placed on the face of the
snow for ground control. These consisted
of canvas strips laid on the surface in the
form of a large cross and marked with a
bamboo pole in the center. Upon the return
to this area in January 1947 some of these
markers were still visible and determinations
of accumulation over a 6-year period of a
distance of more than a mile from any surface structures were possible.
One of the canvas strips was laid within
approximately 20 feet of the eastern edge of
•

"Proceedings of the American Philosophical Society,"
page 168, volume 89, Number I, April 30, 1945.
1
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the Bay of Whales directly west of Little
America III. The canvas strips, after 6
years, were still essentially on the surface.
This would indicate tlJat the barrier edge
does not build up, but probably erodes under
a constant flow of wind, which explains
primarily the commonly observed fact that
the forward edge of the shelf, or barrier as it
is best known, is lower than the surface
behind it. Generally there is a difference of
25 to 50 feet. The reason snow does not
accumulate at this point is obviously due to
the sweeping effect of the wind and the
tendency for the colder air on the shelf surface to flow over the edge due to Katabotic
forces. This flow of air causes an increase of
wind velocity approaching the very edge and
gives rise to the drifted ice foot below and
the picturesque cornices and snowfall figures
along barrier edges.
At a distance of approximately 3,000 feet
back from this edge the barrier surface had
reached its characteristic level. At this point
an old marker was still observable. Two
inches of one of the bamboo poles still projected above the surface. At Dr.· Siple's
suggestion Captain Wiener dug down to the
canvas strips below and found the total
accumulation over the 6-year period to be
97 inches. This could not, of course, be apportioned equally for each year because of
the tendency toward compaction. Twentyseven samples were taken to determine the
approximate density of the cross section at
all levels. The following table shows these
observations:

Computation Sheet
Determination of In-Place Density of Snow
Ross Sea Ice Shelf, Bay of Whales, Antarctica
Date Observation: Feb. 22, 1947.

Temperature: 11° F.

Observers: Reinhardt, Holcombe.

Sample Point: At old survey monument established 1941.
Thickness
(in.)

Depth below surface (in.)

Average
cross section
area (sq. in.)

0-2% ................ .
2%-5% ....... .. .... .
5 %-8% ........ . ..... .
8%-11}2 .......... ..
11 }2--14% .......... ..

2.375
3.375
2.375
3.375
2.875

14%-15. . . . . . . . . . . . ..
15-19%............ . ..

No specimen.

19%-21 ............. .
21-241's· .... .. .. .. .. .
24Y?-27% . ......... ..
27%-32 ............. .

No specimen.

Volume (cu.
in.)

Weight
(Ibs.)

Density (Ibs.
per cu. in.)

Specific
gravity

Dimensions of
cross section
(in.)

59.766
58.594
57.81 3
55.891
54.750

141.944
197.755
137.306
188.632
157.406

1.72
2.72
1.85
2.86
2.40

0.0121
0.0138
0.0135
0.0152
0.0152

0.3352 6% x 9%
0.3823 61,4 x 9%
0.3740 61,4 X 91,4
0.4211 6% X 9%
0.4211 6 X 9%

68.141

315.152

4.70

0.0149

0.4127

3.875
2.750
4.375

65.000
65.000
65.000

215.875
178.750
284.375

3.48
2.36
4.26

0.0161
0.0132
0.0150

0.4460 6}2x10
0.3657 6}2 X 10
0.4155 6}2x10

32-35 3;4 ........ . .... .
35%-381'S· .......... .

3.750
3.125

61.875
59.063

232.031
184.572

3.29
2.50

0.0142
0.0135

381's-40~ ...........
40%-45 ~ ........ . ..

.
.
45%-51 ............. .

1.875
4.500
5.750

56.531
53.828
51.344

105.996
242.226
295.228

1.95
3.26
4.67

0.0184
0.0135
0.0158

0.3934 61's
0.3740 6%
0.5097 6%
0.3740 6%
0.4377 6%

51-541,4 ....... . .... ..
541,4-561's ...... ·· ... .
56 Y?-601js ........... .
60 Ys-64o/~. . . . . . . . . . . .
64Vg-67 3/4· .......... .

3.250
2.625
3.250
4.500
3.125

66.656
64.594
63.375
64.186
61.359

216.632
169.559
205.969
288.837
191.747

3.07
2.65
3.28
3.93
3.16

0.0142
0.0156
0.0159
0.0136
0.0165

0.3934
0.4321
0.4404
0.3767
0.4571

67 3;4-721's .. ·· .. ·· ... .
721'S-761'S··.··· ... . . .
761'S-80 3;4 ........... .
803;4-84Vs· .......... .
84Vs-88% ........ . .. .

5.125
4.000
3.875
3.875
3.750

88.375
86.625
87.281
86.391
87.000

452.922
346.500
338.214
334.765
326.250

5.80
4.76
4.47
4.32
4.03

0.0128
0.0137
0.01 32
0.0129
0.0124

0.3546 12% X 7
0.3795 12% X 7
0.3656 12% x?VS
0.3573 12Ys X 7Ys
0.3435 12 X 71,4

88}$-92ys .......... . .
921,ig-941's· .......... .
94 Ys-97% ........... .

3.750
2.750
2.750

51.188
51.844
53.078

191.955
142.571
145.965

2.84
2.10
1.86

0.0148
0.0147
. 0.0127

Note.

4.625

•

0.4100
0.4072
0.3518

6Ysx11Ys

X

9
8%

X

8}$

X

X
X

8Ve

7%

6% X 91's
6% x9%
6}2 X 9%
6}2 X 9%
6% X Ws

51,4 X 9%
51,4 X 91's
5% X 91's

It wi" be noted that this cross section shows greater seasonal differences in density than changes due to depth.

Another marker 1 mile south of Little
America III was located (previously known
as Station B) on the survey base line of 1940.
The bamboo pole at this point projected
7 feet at the surface when first visited in
1947. An effort to dig down to this canvas
was interrupted, however. The canvas was
not struck at the depth of approximately
8 feet, although it was considered certain
that the canvas could not be much lower •
Prodding with rods did not reveal its loca•

tion and it is conceivable that the' canvas
had blown away or that the shaft dug down
was not over it. It confirmed roughly the
fact that the first measurement taken was a
reasonably accurate measurement for the
whole surface. Some other markers were
located but most were completely drifted
over.
The only other long term snow accumulation record of this type was made by Ernest
Joyce who in 1909 discovered Scott's depot
395
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A after it had been abandoned

6Yz

years
previously. He reported the annual rate of
accumulation to be 38 centimeters (reference
see Wade above). These figures agree reasonably well with those found by this expedition.
The accumulation rate of snow over Little
America I and II appeared to be of the
same order of magnitude, and on the first
visit to this area the smokestack of the science
building built in 1934 and well above the
snow in 1940 was exactly flush with the surface in 1947. A slight depression in the top
of the stack made it resemble a golf cup.
A storm a day later was sufficient to erase
once and for all the last surface indications
of the position of this house. At Little
America III the gables of the houses and
the flat top of the snow cruiser, the highest
. objects in that area, were exactly flush with
the surface, the highest point in that vicinity.
The surface arched downward in all directions. Only a few major directional drifts
were apparent.
A pit in the snow surface was dug beside

the science building of Little America II I
in the Antarctic winter of 1940. This pit
was originally approximately 23 feet deep.
The depth of the pit as measured in 1947
had shrunk to approximately 16 feet. This
cannot be considered entirely due to normal
weight, for in an area surrounding the point
there was a surface accumulation of nearly
15 feet, including the science building and
the snow drifts around it. This weight
added appreciably to the compression of
the pit walls. Detailed investigation of the
pit was made by Mr. Howard which will be
described in the reports of the United
States Geological Survey.
The compression of the surface is probably
a greater force causing destruction of buried
buildings than lateral pressure. The effect
on the buildings of Little America I and II
was to cause the floor to come up, the roof
down, and the walls to bulge inward.
At the same time a snow room made in 1934
about 15 feet below the surface appeared
in 1940 unaltered except for slight diminish•
•
•
mg m SIze .
•

•

•

•
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EXPERI

1. GeneraL
Certain radical clothing experiments were
carried out by the Dr. Siple while in the
Antarctic regions. These experiments were
a continuation of earlier research under
OQMG during World War II. The primary
studies included body clothing and footgear.

2. Hand-Made Sponge Rubber Suit.
a. It has proved difficult for industry to
. construct a suitable spacer to lie between the
body surface and heavy clothing lying over
it. The desirability of such a spacer is to
serve as a ventilating space which will
prevent any liquid body sweat from passing
into the clothing to deteriorate its insulating
properties. On the trip south several volunteers, including Commander Watson, Captain Wiener, Lt. Richard Byrd, Jr., and
others, helped Dr. Siple to construct a
special hand-made suit. The suit was made
of three-eighth inch blocks of sponge rubber
cross threaded on thin rubber bands with
intervening spaces of one-quarter to half an
inch. This fabric was formed into a slip-on
shirt with a turtle neck, wrist length sleeves,
and sufficient length to hang well below the
hips. A corresponding pair of drawers to
ankle length was started but never completed. The suit was first tried out when the
sleeves were only a few inches below the
shoulders. The rubber suit was worn over
the skin and covered by a close fitting Byrd
cloth shirt. On top of this were worn
regulation Army parka, pile and parka,
cotton, O. D. on the outside. Other gar-

ments were regulation Army winter combat
type. The suit was used during a ski run
across pack ice on a windy day with temperatures about 25° F. The assembly was
comfortable, although more than required
for the temperature and exercise. Ventilation was achieved by leaving the parkas open
at the waist, neck, and sleeves.
b. At the completion of the trip when the
outer parkas were removed, it was noted
that the inner windproof Byrd cloth shirt
was dry everywhere but on the lower arms
where the spacer was lacking. Long sleeves
were added before it was used again.
c. The rubber spacer shirt was worn on
many succeeding exposures with essentially
the same results. Its advantages were:(1) Because of the good ventilating system,
heavy clothing could be kept on inside tents
and shelters without danger of sweating.
(2) The sensation was one of quickly
achieving acclimatization which normally
requires 2 or 3 weeks.
.
(3) The suit was comfortable and easily
ventilated to regulate sweating withQut removal of excess clothing.
(4) The suit did not noticeably irritate the
skin and was slept in with comfort. There
was no cutting in as compared with the
Norwegian Brynji Vest.
d. The disadvantages were(1) The suit was crudely constructed and
a bit difficult to put on.
(2) The points of the rubber blocks left
some marks on the skin. These would be
eliminated if balls (as desired) were used.
397

(3) Some moisture was retained in the
sponge blocks. This could be eliminated by
a dipped skin of rubber over each ball or block.
(4) At temperatures well below zero Fahrenheit, under conditions of strong wind, the
control of ventilation of the outer clothing
was insufficient to prevent chilling. This
could be corrected by compatible designing.
e. It was found that reasonable success
could be achieved by wearing the double
faced pile parka over the naked skin. The
elimination of wool underwear and shirt was
found to be desirablf'. This method of
dressing at very low temperatures on windy
days proved insufficient also because the
ventilation could not be adequately reduced
with the designs available.
J. It is recommended that further experimentation be made with rubber ball spacers
and that an impervious layer be used over
the top to make positive prevention of body
moistures getting into the insulating garments. Body moisture would be bypassed
out the neck and other openings by ventilation and vapor pressure differential.

3. Footgear.
a. During most of the stay on the ice, Dr.
Siple wore experimental footgear.
The
favored design for the coldest conditions
included the following, from foot outward:
(1) Sock cushion sole.
(2) Experimental rubber sock, knee length.
(3) Socks, felt.
C4) AAF flying boots, fleece lined.
h. The advantages were-e(1) Superior foot comfort.
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(2) Drying of footgear reduced to the
cushion sole sock and interior of rubber sock.
(3) Speed of dressing feet.
c. The disadvantages were(1) Combinations being experimented
with; all different in length.
(2) Speed of dressing would have been
greatly improved had the inner rubber
lining been attached to the outer boot.
d. The combination was used on long
flights in unheated planes where the crews
were subjected to little activity. The combination was found to be equal if not superior
in comfort and protection to fur mukluks.
_ e. It is recommended that OQMG continue its development of the double vapor
barrier boot to replace the shoepac in wet,
cold, and very cold areas. The development
will increase comfort and protection, eliminate the heavy wool ski socks, and greatly
reduce drying time.

4. Mask, Type X.
a. Both Mr. Davis and Dr. Siple tried out
the Mask, Type X at temperatures below 30°
F. in wind. The added efficiency was immediately apparent and added' greatly to
the protection of the- whole clothing assembly. The effect was so pronounced that it
was apparent to both that clothing previously
felt inadequate could have been reduced for
comfort.
h. It is recommended that Mask, Type X
be improved from the production design
standpoint and standardized. Further, that
sufficient amount be purchased to be placed
in the Arctic stock pile.
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